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Programs in Marriage and Family Therapy
Auburn University’s Master of Science Program in Marriage and Fam
ily Therapy (see Chapter 14) was first accredited in 1978. The two-year cur
riculum is designed to offer a theoretically integrated program with the
overall goal of training professionally competent and ethical marriage and
family therapists. A secondary goal of the program is to provide a foundation
in marriage and family therapy for students who wish to pursue a doctoral de
gree. Auburn University is located in Auburn, Alabama. The MFT program is
located in the Department of Human Development and Family Studies, within
the College of Human Sciences. Information specific to the program may be
obtained online at <www.humsci.auburn.edu/hdfs/mft.html>.
Colorado State University’s Human Development and Family Studies’
Marriage and Family Therapy Program (see Chapter 13) resides within
the Department of Human Development and Family Studies in the College
of Applied Human Sciences. The MFT program has been accredited by the
Commission on Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy Education
since 1990. This program has three primary components. First, students re
ceive extensive course work in marriage and family therapy and develop
mental processes of individuals and families. Second, throughout the two-year
program, students participate in a closely supervised clinical experience in
the on-site clinic and off-site internships. The clinic is equipped with one
way mirrors and dual-screen video cameras, which serve to enhance students’
training experience. Third, students complete a thesis based on original re
search. In addition to this research, many opportunities exist for students to
participate in research activities in the clinic and with faculty members.
A major focus throughout all program activities is the infusion of meta
theories, including gender and culture, as described in Chapter 13. The pro
gram and departmental faculty have a sincere and sophisticated approach to
fully infusing these topics in the various daily interactions of training. A key
aspect of this approach resides in ensuring that the process of training is
consistent with its message or content. Faculty members believe that the at
mosphere is critical in allowing students to understand and embrace the ma
terial. In this way, the program and department take a holistic approach to
infusing gender and culture—not just disseminating information, but pro
viding students with opportunities to experience these principles in the ev
eryday interactions of the program.
xxi
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Hofstra University’s Marriage and Family Therapy Training Program
(see Chapter 12) was established in 1982 by Dr. Don David-Lusterman,
then an adjunct professor of therapy. In 1983, Dr. Joan D. Atwood became
the first full-time faculty member to coordinate the program, which at that
time numbered three students. In 1983 and 1984, Dr. Atwood rewrote the
master of arts degree, the certificate in family therapy, the advanced certifi
cate in sex therapy, and introduced the professional diploma with the spe
cialization in marriage and family therapy.
In 1990, the Marital and Family Therapy Clinic was opened in the Saltzman
Community Services Center, with state-of-the-art equipment and settings,
providing the MFT students clinic rooms with one-way mirrors and up-todate video and audio equipment. The MFT Clinic serves as the clinical arm
of the academic programs, enabling students to practice therapy in a super
vised environment. Individual, couple, and family therapy as well as groups
and workshops for the community are available at the MFT Clinic on a sliding-scale basis.
The philosophy and model of the MFT programs at Hofstra are balanced
and integrated. Students are exposed to a wide range of theories in their first
year, including structural, strategic, communication, object relations, solu
tion focused, and social constructionist. This broad approach familiarizes
students not only with the traditional models of family therapy but also ex
poses them to leading edge family therapy theory and practice, especially
toward the end of their studies. This integration of theory and practice is fur
ther illustrated by the two-year internship that students begin after the first
year of classes. Thus, students are provided with an intense training experi
ence both academically and clinically. In total, the students experience 900
clinical supervision hours by the time they graduate.
Hofstra has seven graduate and advanced certificate programs in mar
riage and family therapy: (1) Master of arts in marriage and family therapy
is a sixty-one-credit master’s degree that provides the skills necessary to
function as a marriage and family therapist. (2) Professional diploma in
marriage and family therapy provides the student with a diploma beyond the
master’s level. (3) Professional diploma in sex therapy is a program in prog
ress consisting of twenty-four credits, specifically designed for the practic
ing professional who wishes further specialization in sex therapy. (4) Ad
vanced certificate in family therapy is available for those professionals who
wish to add a family approach to their individual training background. (5) Ad
vanced certificate in sex therapy is available for experienced practitioners
already working in the field who wish to add sex therapy knowledge to their
training. (6) Advanced certificate in divorce mediation is a nineteen-semes
ter-hour certificate available to practicing professionals who wish to incor
porate divorce mediation into their practice. (7) Advanced certificate in
addiction studies offers a unique approach to the study of chemical dependence.
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The marriage and family therapy courses are taught through seminars,
clinical courses, and supervised internships. The curriculum is specifically
designed to expose students to an increasingly more sophisticated theoreti
cal base, beginning with traditional family therapy schools and culminating
in constructivist/social constructionist approaches.
Nova Southeastern University (see Chapter 6) enrolled its first doctoral
class in systemic family therapy in 1988, under the leadership of Brad
Keeney. Although Keeney subsequently left to pursue his anthropological
interests, several of the original faculty (Ron Chenail, Douglas Flemons,
Anne Rambo, and Sharon Boesl) still teach in the program. Another original
faculty member, Wendel Ray, is now Director of the Mental Research Insti
tute (MRI). The department has grown to include a master’s program in fam
ily therapy, started in 1991, which is now fully accredited by the Commission
on Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy Education (COAMFTE).
The doctoral program has candidacy status with COAMFTE.
From their inception, the family therapy programs at NSU have been
centered around the collaborative language-based models of family ther
apy. The faculty’s shared philosophical base creates a collaborative atmo
sphere, with faculty and students on a first-name basis, working together on
projects of mutual interest. Supervision and training are a constant and in
teresting challenge for faculty. Similar to the Mental Research Institute and
the Brief Therapy Center, the one-way mirror is used extensively in super
vision. When such live supervision is not possible, and as an adjunct to this,
Harlene Anderson of the Flouston Galveston Institute developed what she
calls the “as i f ” method of group supervision. A therapist gives his or her
perspective of a clinical situation, and listeners (usually other supervisees)
take turns voicing what they think may be the perspectives of each client in
volved in the situation—trying to speak “as i f ” they were that person. The
therapist is then encouraged to reflect on the many different possible ways
to see the situation. This is a model used in practicums as well, and it is the
locus of one entire class in the program. Joe Wetchler developed solutionfocused supervision, in which the supervisor comments upon and reinforces
what the supervisee is doing right, rather than focusing on any errors. This
focus on what is working is consistent with solution-focused therapy. Mi
chael White developed a training exercise in which therapists take turns tell
ing their supervision group the stories of how they decided to enter the
therapy field, and of their professional careers to date. Listeners are encour
aged to affirm each storyteller. This emphasis on personal narrative is con
sistent with the narrative model. Both of these supervision models are used
by NSU faculty members as well.
In addition, some unique models of training and supervision have evolved
at NSU. NSU family therapy faculty member Lee Shilts developed a model
of client-informed supervision, in which the supervisor invites the client to
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take the lead in coaching the beginning therapist on what is useful to the cli
ent and what is not. NSU family therapy faculty members Pat Cole, Jim
Hibel, and Anne Rambo have developed a model of consultative supervi
sion that focuses on the personal narrative of the supervisee and encourages
active reflection. Although working within the collaborative models does
place additional constraints on supervisors, these constraints can lead to in
novative approaches that combine fostering collaborative relationships
with setting high standards.
NSU’s department of family therapy was joined in 1993 by a department
of conflict analysis and dispute resolution (DCAR), which applies the
collaborative viewpoint to larger systems issues, including regional and na
tional conflicts. This department administers such community-based pro
grams as ChildFit and VOICES, an innovative domestic violence treatment
program that combines therapy and mediation, as well as grants master’s
and doctoral degrees in the field of dispute resolution/violence prevention.
DCAR has also sponsored relief efforts in Northern Ireland, Bosnia, and the
Mideast. DCAR and family therapy together make up the Graduate School
of Humanities and Social Sciences (SHSS). SHSS graduates are interna
tionally recognized in their fields and have made significant contributions
to research and clinical practice. For more information, visit their Web site,
<http://www.nova.edu> (click on academic programs, and then on family
therapy or dispute resolution). Their online newsletter, Center Pointe, con
tains interviews with graduates, information regarding recent faculty and
graduate publications, and news of general interest. It may be accessed on
line at <http://www.nova.edu/ssss/center-pointe>.
Purdue University Calumet’s Marriage and Family Therapy Program
(see Chapters 1,2,3, and 15) is accredited by the Commission on Accredita
tion for Marriage and Family Therapy Education of the American Associa
tion for Marriage and Family Therapy. The program produces master’slevel graduates who are trained in a variety of systemic orientations and are
versed in the three-part model of theory, research, and practice. Students
are prepared to work in a variety of clinical settings and/or to pursue doc
toral training. Students spend a year doing clinical training in the campus
Marriage and Family Therapy Center where various client problems are ad
dressed, including couple or marital problems such as communication diffi
culties, infidelity, and domestic violence. A training subclinic on sexual
disorders has also been established. In addition, family concerns, such as a
child acting out, family communication problems, school-related problems,
and drug use are also addressed. Individual issues presented, such as depres
sion, loneliness, substance abuse, and gender or sexuality concerns, are all
addressed utilizing a systemic perspective (understanding the problem in
terms of the family or relational system in which it is embedded). Students
then spend their second semester training at community agencies, which
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generally provide a diverse clientele. Numerous student theses have won re
search awards on both the university and state levels. Further, the majority
of students present at a professional conference and/or publish in a profes
sional journal by the time they graduate.
The program aims to develop scholar-clinicians who are excited about
the possibility of making significant contributions to the field of marriage
and family therapy. The marriage and family therapy program reflects a
spirit of encouragement, cooperation, and collegiality. It is dedicated to nur
turing the best in each student. This program seeks students that will be
come skilled clinicians interested in moving the profession forward through
their clinical work, research, scholarly writing, and professional involve
ment. The Purdue MFT program supports the professionalization of stu
dents, as reflected in the large number of student-authored publications and
student presentations at state and national conferences. The program admits
an average of six students per year, which means that it has about thirty stu
dents enrolled at any given point in time. Students in the program have won
many intramural, state, and national research awards, including a large
number of prestigious AAMFT research awards. Graduates of the program
may be found in colleges, universities, hospitals, community mental health
centers, private practice, rehabilitation programs, and freestanding insti
tutes involved in therapy training, clinical service, and research. Faculty
members work well together and promote collegiality among themselves
and their students. Each year, the program provides opportunities for stu
dents to have sustained contact with some of the best-known authorities in
the field of family therapy. Also, teleconferencing is used to allow students
to interact with well-known family therapists across the country. The pro
gram is part of the strong, nationally recognized Department of Child De
velopment and Family Studies.
University of Maryland’s Marriage and Family Therapy Program (see
Chapter 8) was established in 1978 and initially accredited by COAMFTE in
1983. Its mission is to educate and train diverse, sensitive, competent, and
ethical marital and family therapists who are able to apply the most current
knowledge of the profession of marital and family therapy, and who will
also make contributions to the profession. The master’s degree MFT pro
gram consists of twenty required courses in family studies and marital and
family therapy. These courses surpass the criteria of the standard curricu
lum required by COAMFTE and integrate course work in family, family
therapy theory, and research with experience in supervised couple and fam
ily therapy practice. The Marriage and Family Therapy (MFT) Program and
Family Service Center, its primary clinical training site, are housed within
the Department of Family Studies on the University of Maryland College
Park campus, in the greater Washington, DC, metropolitan area.
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The Department of Family Studies emphasizes a systems or ecological ap
proach to professional education by combining the concepts of a number of
interrelated professional fields, including marital and family therapy, human
services, program development and evaluation, policy analysis, and family
sciences. The institution of the family is perceived as embedded in larger cul
tural, political, and economic contexts that influence the functioning and
well-being of its members. The MFT curriculum includes courses on family
theory; theories of family therapy; couple therapy; ethical, legal and profes
sional issues; sexual issues in family therapy and service delivery; gender and
ethnicity; research methods; statistics and clinical assessment; diagnosis; and
treatment. Students also complete a minimum of 500 supervised direct clientcontact hours, with a minimum of 100 hours of clinical supervision.
The MFT clinical faculty consists of four members, Dr. Ned Gaylin (pro
fessor and program director), Dr. Carol Werlinich (instructor and director of
the Family Service Center), Dr. Norman Epstein (professor), and Dr. Leigh
Leslie (associate professor). All are AAMFT-approved supervisors. All of
the faculty members teach courses in the program, supervise students in the
Family Service Center, conduct clinical research, and maintain private
practices in couple and family therapy. During their clinical training, MFT
students rotate through supervisors, each of whom represents at least one of
the major paradigms in the practice of marital and family therapy (e.g., struc
tural strategic, feminist, cognitive behavioral, person centered, experiential,
and narrative). Supervision takes place in both individual and group for
mats. The faculty also consistently involves graduate students in research,
focusing on topics such as couple and family therapy process and outcome,
community violence, depression, anxiety, work/family issues, family stress
and coping, domestic abuse, cross-cultural studies of marital and family
functioning, and gender and ethnicity issues.
The Family Service Center (FSC) provides clinical and educational ser
vices to families from the metropolitan Washington, DC, area. Services in
clude couple therapy, family therapy, and family education. In addition, the
FSC provides continuing education programs for professionals. The FSC
operates on a twelve-month-calendar-year basis and is a fully comprehen
sive facility with twelve interview rooms, a waiting room, and a playroom,
in addition to a large office area and a separate locked room for the storage
of client files. The clinical interview rooms are equipped with comfortable
furniture, artwork, state-of-the-art videotaping equipment, one-way mir
rors, intercoms, and a phone system for supervision. On the average, 350
families seek services at the FSC each year, and are seen on a sliding scale
of fees basis. FSC clients represent a wide diversity in presenting problems,
socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, age, and religion. Clients are referred
to the FSC from a variety of sources, including county and municipal social
service agencies, schools, courts, mental health professionals, and current
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and former clients. MFT students typically spend fours semesters and a
summer working as staff focusing on a special interest (e.g., working with
elderly clients). The broad ethnic diversity of the metropolitan Washington,
DC, area presents many excellent opportunities for clinical and research ex
perience.
MFT students in this program represent diverse ethnic backgrounds, in
terms of characteristics such as gender, age, race, religion, and ethnicity.
Upon completion of the program, students typically find employment in
therapeutic and other human service agencies, public policy settings, and
educational settings. Others continue their education in doctoral programs,
including the PhD program in the Department of Family Studies at the Uni
versity of Maryland.
University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s Marriage and Family Therapy Pro
gram (see Chapter 16) is nationally accredited by the Commission on Ac
creditation for Marriage and Family Therapy Education (COAMFTE). The
MFT program is one of six options within the Department of Family and
Consumer Sciences and the only specialization within this department
(other options include family science, child development, family econom
ics and resource management, family and consumer science education, and
employee assistance). Approximately six students are admitted into the
MFT program each year to begin course work in the fall semester. Admitted
students complete the program in approximately two years (including sum
mers) and progress through course work as a cohort. During the program,
students complete approximately fifty-six university credits and a re
search thesis. Students also complete a twelve-month continuous enroll
ment practicum and 500 hours of clinical contact, and receive at least 100
hours of supervision from AAMFT-approved supervisors. Students obtain
this clinical experience through the program-operated, on-campus marriage
and family therapy clinic and through placement at community-based facil
ities in Lincoln and Omaha.
The three clinical faculty members assigned to the program have de
signed curriculum and training experiences that address the realities of
modern mental health practice. In addition to courses that emphasize theory
development and clinical skill training, the curriculum also includes courses
on psychopathology, collaborative health care, psychopharmacology, and
group counseling. The program faculty members have an established rela
tionship with the behavioral science faculty at the University of Nebraska
Medical Center (UNMC), Department of Family Practice, and conduct joint
training with this faculty. Each year, some MFT students obtain clinical ex
perience by working at the family practice clinics associated with UNMC.
Faculty members have also recently developed a postdegree training pro
gram with the faculty at UNMC in medical family therapy, for those inter
ested in more specialized training.
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University of Rhode Island (see Chapter 5) offers a two-year program
leading to the master of science degree in human development and family
studies with a specialization in marriage and family therapy. This program
has been accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Marriage and
Family Therapy Education since 1985 and has graduated more than 120 stu
dents during its two-decade history. The URI program is proud of its 100
percent postgraduate employment rate. Graduates of the program are now
employed in various parts of the country in mental health agencies, family
services agencies, state departments, and corporate settings.
The marriage and family therapy program consists of (1) conceptual in
struction in family systems, family development, research methods, and
therapy; (2) supervised clinical experience with individuals, couples, and
families having a wide range of problems; and (3) contextual learning in a
professional setting that includes family therapy and family-based evalua
tion and preventative work. Students take between fifty-four and sixty credit
hours exclusive of prerequisites. The number of graduate hours required de
pends on previous graduate course work in related fields, but usually aver
ages about sixty hours. It takes a minimum of two years of full-time study to
complete the program. Although licensure requirements vary somewhat
from state to state, in general, graduates of this program are qualified to take
the national licensing examination. In Rhode Island, one must have two
years of postgraduate professional experience, 2,000 hours of clinical work,
and 100 hours of clinical supervision to qualify for the licensing exam.
Students have the opportunity to participate in several funded research
initiatives through URI’s Family Resource Partnership <www.uri.edu/frp>.
The mission of the partnership is to strengthen children, families, and com
munities by bringing research-based support to those organizations provid
ing services to children, families, and communities.
The University of Rhode Island has about 10,600 undergraduate and
2,300 graduate students on the Kingston campus, and about 750 full-time
and 100 part-time faculty. Because URI is a state university, the faculty is
involved not only in teaching but in wide-ranging research and in reaching
out with practical information to help the people of the state. Given the wide
diversity of families in the United States, the program is particularly inter
ested in attracting minority graduate students. See their Web site at <www.
uri.edu/hss/mft> for more information.
University of San Diego’s Marital and Family Therapy Program (see
Chapter 11) is one of three master’s programs in California fully accredited
by the Commission on the Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy
Education (COAMFTE). The program has been accredited since 1993. The
program also meets the educational requirements necessary for therapists
seeking licensure in California. Students in the program are exposed to a va
riety of family system theories, and are encouraged to integrate these theo
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ries in a manner that makes sense to each therapist. Although the primary
emphasis is on family systems theories, students in the program are also
taught to consider how biological, psychological, and spiritual factors, as
well as larger social systems (e.g., gender socialization, culture, social
class), can influence their work with clients. Students in their second year
are placed in community agencies where they provide 500 hours of therapy.
The community agencies provide students an opportunity to work with cli
ents of diverse ethnic and racial backgrounds, and to develop experience
working in a variety of areas (e.g., couple therapy, children and adolescents,
chronically mentally ill, bereavement, child and adolescent inpatient). Stu
dents receive extensive supervision during their clinical work from both
faculty and agency supervisors.
University of South Dakota’s graduate counseling program (see Chap
ter 2) has three master’s-level tracks—community agency, school counseling,
and students affairs—and a doctoral program in counselor education and
practice. The program has been fully accredited by the Council on the Ac
creditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP)
since 1993. This is one of only thirty-five accredited doctoral programs in
the country. The program also meets the educational requirements necessary
for counselors seeking licensure and national certification as professional
counselors. The program features a faculty committed to students’ personal
and professional development. The faculty members hold diverse theoreti
cal orientations and bring a variety of professional experiences to their
teaching and research. Program goals emphasize ethical and professional
practice as well as counseling skills training with an extensive and diverse
three-step clinical training component, including practicum and field-based
experiences. A broad range of possibilities for specialization is available,
such as couple, marriage, and family therapy; child and adolescent counsel
ing; play therapy; group counseling; mental health and substance abuse
counseling; and brief and narrative therapy. Diverse client experiences are
provided through the on-site Individual and Family Counseling Center. Ac
tive membership in the local chapter of Chi Sigma Iota, the international
counseling honorary, as well as other professional counseling organizations
is encouraged and mentored.
Utah State University’s Marriage and Family Therapy Program (see
Chapter 9) is an accredited master’s program in USU’s Department of Family
and Human Development. Located in the middle of the Bear River Range of
the Rocky Mountains in beautiful Cache Valley, northern Utah, the program
specializes in training excellent master’s level clinicians. The faculty mem
bers provide a strong depth and breadth of education and training, focusing on
helping students develop their own styles and models of therapy. Learn more
about the program at their Web site: <http://www.usu.edu/fhd/index.html>.
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Virginia Tech’s Master’s Program in Marriage and Family Therapy
(see Chapter 4) is located on the Northern Virginia campus, which is ten
miles from Washington, DC. It is accredited by the Commission on Accred
itation for Marriage and Family Therapy Education of the American Asso
ciation for Marriage and Family Therapy and currently has about thirty
master’s students enrolled from all over the country. This program is noted
for its emphasis on both research and clinical practice, providing excellent
supervision to students in an on-site clinic which serves a diverse commu
nity in Northern Virginia and the greater Washington, DC, metropolitan
area. The program has agreements with several agencies in the area that also
provide first-rate clinical training to students as well as potential job place
ments. Three program students have won AAMFT Student Research Awards,
and one, the National Council on Family Relations (NCFR) Family Therapy
Section Student Research Award. Faculty members not only are actively in
volved in research and in publishing their work, but they also truly enjoy
working with students. Several ongoing projects are in progress at any
given time to provide students with good experience and opportunities to
earn money as graduate assistants and to work closely with faculty. Some
well-known and experienced adjunct faculty include Drs. Eliana Gil, Linda
Rogers, Mary Linda Sara, and Ronald Federici, offering students a chance
to take courses in play therapy, sex therapy, psychopathology, and couple
therapy from experts in their specialty areas. Perhaps one of the program’s
most significant strengths is its engendered sense of family. The program is
relatively small, faculty and students support each other, and everyone stays
closely connected through the newsletter, alumni conferences, and a mail
ing list, as well as annual picnics and holiday parties at the homes of faculty.
For more information, see the program Web site: <http://www.nvgc.vt.
edu/mft/aop-intro.html>.
The Department of Counselor Education and Counseling Psychology at
Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, Michigan, has a long history
of training counselors and counseling psychologists for work in a variety of
settings. The department has a strong reputation for its sensitivity to multi
cultural and diversity concerns. Students may obtain a master’s degree from
among a range of options, including community/agency counseling, with an
emphasis in marriage and family therapy. Since fall 2002, the department
has also offered a master’s degree program specifically in MFT, with plans
to seek accreditation through AAMFT. The department also offers two doc
toral degrees, one in counseling psychology, accredited by the American
Psychological Association (APA), and one in counseling, leadership, and
student affairs, with three options, all CACREP accredited. Additional fac
ulty specializing in MFT include Alan J. Flovestadt, EdD, and Karen R.
Blaisure, PhD. You may visit the departmental Web site at: <www.wmich.
edu/cecp/>.

Foreword
Family therapists agree that the family is a powerful source of support
and change. Yet so many ways to help families are available that it is hard to
know where to begin. New students of family therapy face myriad theories
and interventions, and names to put with each. They need a kind, wise guide
to walk them through the field and introduce them to the experts and their
theories.
Master family therapy educators Lorna Hecker and Joseph Wetchler, and
their associates, do just that. Their accessible introductory text is a gift to the
field of family therapy. In it, they present the past and present of family ther
apy in a manner that informs and engages but does not overwhelm. Readers
learn first about the history and major theories of family therapy, and then
critical topics such as gender, culture, ethics, and research, and how family
therapists address presenting problems such as alcohol abuse, family vio
lence, and sexual dysfunction.
There is a stand-alone quality to each chapter. For example, if the reader
wants to learn about cognitive-behavioral therapies, Epstein’s chapter is a
rather complete primer. At the same time, if readers spend an entire semes
ter cuddling up to this book, they will gain a big-picture view of the field and
the many ways family therapy is practiced. Some authors of introductory
texts ramble, focus on one pet theory, put you to sleep, insult your intelli
gence, or use dense, jargon-filled insider language. In contrast, this book
does exactly what an introductory text should do: it introduces the reader,
step by step, theory by theory, topic by topic, to the expanding field of fam
ily therapy. The contributors describe how family therapists think and what
they do to make a difference in people’s lives. Nobody can ask more from an
introductory text. Thank you, Lorna Hecker, Joseph Wetchler, and associ
ates, for your wonderful gift to the field.
Fred Piercy, PhD
Professor o f Family Therapy and Department Plead
Department o f Human Development
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia
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Preface

Family therapy is an often-undernoticed branch of the mental health dis
ciplines. Yet most behavior that follows us into adulthood developed within
the context of our families of origin. Indeed, as you learn about family ther
apy, you will begin to understand how we re-create in our adult relationships
the patterns that we learned in childhood. Family therapy departs radically
from traditional mental health in that it looks to the family to understand
mental health issues, rather than looking solely at an individual as the
source of mental health problems. This was a dramatic shift from the more
reductionistic thinking of the early to middle 1900s. Yet another shift oc
curred in the field in the 1980s when feminists led a revolt citing that family
therapy had failed to address the larger social context in which families are
embedded. They cited that the field had ignored the politics of gender, and
that all people in a family system did not have equal power based on that
larger social context. Soon after in this tumultuous period, multicultural
family therapists also reminded us that ethnicity and race also play a factor
in that context. In yet another revolution against the traditional psycho
dynamic therapy model on which psychology was founded, the inclusion of
spirituality issues in family therapy has occurred. Advocates cite that the
majority of families believe in God, and that the field had also ignored how
this larger context influences and is influenced by families.
In this book, you will learn about the revolution against traditional men
tal health treatment led by those who embraced systems theory and applied
it to families. In addition, in response to the advocates of looking at larger
systemic issues, you will learn about the contexts in which families are em
bedded—including gender, culture, and spirituality. You will see departures
from traditional psychology, but you will also see the integration of tradi
tional psychology with family systems concepts, such as in Chapter 8,
“Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies for Couples and Families”. You may even
learn about yourself and explore the context in which you grew up as you
read through these chapters. This can be both an exhilarating and anxietyprovoking process at times, as we sometimes have to shift beliefs we hold
near and dear to us in order to learn new ways of thinking. Last, you will see
xxxiii
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the results of one more rebellion within the field led by social construction
ist advocates. Chapter 6, “The Collaborative Language-Based Models of
Family Therapy: When Less Is More,” reflects yet another change in think
ing that has recently become popular in the field of marriage and family
therapy. In what is termed postmodern therapy the belief is that reality is so
cially constructed, and that one person’s view of a situation is as valid as the
next person’s. This view of therapy is collaborative and focuses on client
language, and not necessarily on the family system.
The book is organized into two parts. Part I is a theoretical section, in
which the history of family therapy (and the theories generated therein) is
explored, and then systems theory is detailed for the reader as a base to most
subsequent family therapy models discussed in Part I. Theories commonly
used in family therapy are presented. Case examples are sprinkled through
out to bring the theories to life for the reader.
Next, specific treatment areas common to marriage and family therapists
are discussed in Part II. This includes the ingredients to couple therapy,
communication training, marital enrichment, and premarital counseling.
Larger contextual issues are covered, such as gender, culture, and spiritual
ity. Also included in Part II are topics that a marital and family therapist will
commonly find in practice, such as substance abuse, divorce, and family vi
olence. In addition, sexual dysfunctions are covered, and the reader is intro
duced to sex therapy treatment. The interface of ethics and the legal system
in family therapy is often constant. These and other professional issues are
covered in Chapter 15. One final question the reader should be able to an
swer after reading this book is “Does family therapy work?” Chapter 16 ad
dresses this issue eloquently.
How is this text different from others in the field of family therapy? Most
textbooks are written by only one or two authors who detail the approaches
to family therapy. In this book, we have invited experts from each important
area of family therapy to contribute chapters in their area of expertise.
Twenty professionals from across the United States have come together to
present their knowledge in the treatment areas in which they have expertise.
This brings to the reader a blend of approaches and styles that is often lack
ing in other texts.
The intent of this text is to introduce the reader to the rich history and
practice of marriage and family therapy. You might imagine yourself in an
airplane flying over the field of marriage and family therapy. In this text,
you will get a good but slightly distant look at important areas of family
therapy. However, in each area, to fully understand it, you would need to
study each of them much more closely. This is best done in graduate training
programs. For the undergraduate reader, a special section in Chapter 15
gives advice on applying to graduate school so that one might further study
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these dynamic ways of treating individuals, couples, and families. In addi
tion, contributors provide information on themselves and the marriage and
family therapy programs where they teach. We hope you will enjoy this op
portunity to familiarize yourself with training opportunities in this impor
tant field.
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The History of Marriage and Family Therapy
Joseph L. Wetchler

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
Gregory Bateson
Welcome to An Introduction to Marriage and Family Therapy. This book
serves as an introduction to and overview of the fastest-growing arm of the
mental health field, marriage and family therapy. Perhaps this would be a
good time to present a preliminary definition. Marriage and family ther
apy is a model of mental health treatment that takes a family perspective
toward emotional problems and psychopathology. It places individual pa
thology in a relational context and views treatment as encompassing the envi
ronment in which it is maintained, namely, the family.
The marriage and family therapy movement was started by several
charismatic mavericks who became disenchanted with the traditional indi
vidually oriented mental health models (Guerin, 1976; Kaslow, 1980). For
many, the psychoanalytic approach that dominated the field did not fit the
patients or the problems they treated. Marriage counselors and family thera
pists began experimenting with their new ideas in isolated pockets around
the United States. In fact, with some notable exceptions in England, the
marriage and family therapy movement was initially an American phenom
enon.
Although you would think that these new approaches to treating emo
tional problems would be embraced by the mental health field, in fact the
opposite occurred. Marriage and family therapists found themselves shunned
by the mental health establishment. Much of what they did was shared pri
vately with trusted colleagues and students. Kaslow (1980) reflects about
the early family therapy movement:
From 1950 to 1954 much work in family therapy took place under
ground. The ideas of the leaders were considered heresy and no plat3
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form was readily available to them at major professional conferences.
Their writings were not welcome in the standard journals, (p. 93)
If anything, this initial rejection by the mental health field probably helped
to spark the revolutionary zeal of the original marriage and family thera
pists. John Elderkin Bell (1976), one of the founders of family therapy,
beautifully summarizes his experience during this time:
I began to be confronted by experienced psychotherapists and theore
ticians who disapproved of my practice and were uncomfortable with
my concepts. I learned that these critics were not to be won over easily
by simple endorsements of working with the whole family, and usu
ally answered their arguments by saying I would take their comments
into account, as I did; but I also learned I could not fit older theories to
my new experiences. I realized that, fundamentally, I had to find the
rationale for family therapy from my own experiences, in private re
flections on the actions of which I was a part. As a result, more and
more I found myself avoiding the ideas and language of individual
therapy and traditional group therapy. I found, also, the formulations
and terms mastered for my university teaching on personality and ab
normal psychology had little pertinence to my new activities, (p. 130)
As we begin the twenty-first century, marriage and family therapy has
gained acceptance by the mental health establishment and the lay popula
tion in general. Family therapy is provided at most mental health centers and
family service associations, and graduate degrees are available at numerous
universities across the United States and around the world. Marriage and
family therapy was influenced by four major movements: early social work,
sex therapy, marriage counseling, and family therapy. The following pages
summarize their impact on the field.

THE EARLY SOCIAL WORK MOVEMENT
Although marriage and family therapy is a relatively new idea, working
with families is not. The early social workers first pioneered interventions
with marriages and families (Broderick and Schrader, 1991). The field of
social work, a branch of the mental health field that focuses on the impact
of societal issues on human problems, grew out of the charity movements in
Great Britain and the United States in the late nineteenth century (Nichols
and Schwartz, 1998). The initial thrust of the movement was to minister to
the needs of the underprivileged members of society. The first social case
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workers proposed that effective interventions must begin with the family.
As early as 1890, Zilpha D. Smith wrote to the mental health establishment:
Most of you deal with poor persons or defective individuals, removed
from family relationships. We deal with the family as a whole, usually
working to keep it together, but sometimes helping to break it up into
units and to place them in your care. (p. 377)
Perhaps the greatest early champion of family intervention was Mary
Richmond. In her influential book, Social Diagnosis (1917), she wrote
about the importance of treating the family as a whole unit if one hoped to
alleviate the problems of the poor. She believed that seeing the family at the
beginning of treatment and specifically intervening in their process was the
best way to achieve lasting results. She also foreshadowed the family ther
apy movement in her ability to see family systems as nested in larger soci
etal systems (Nichols and Schwartz, 1998). This led to interventions in
larger units, such as neighborhoods, and government policies to effect change
for families. It also led to a greater appreciation for the role that culture
plays in an individual family’s life.
Unfortunately, although social workers were some of the most influential
pioneers in family intervention, they returned to an individual focus when
they joined forces with psychiatry in the 1920s (Broderick and Schrader,
1991). Although, with notable exceptions, they did not play a dominant role
in the initial development of either marriage counseling or family therapy,
they were influential members of both movements from the 1960s onward.
Notable social workers who have made valuable contributions to marriage
and family therapy include Virginia Satir, Peggy Papp, Lynn Hoffman,
Steve de Shazer, Insoo Kim Berg, Michael White, Froma Walsh, Richard
Stuart, Braulio Montalvo, Betty Carter, and Monica McGoldrick. Many of
the contributions of these influential social workers will be discussed in
later chapters.
THE SEXUAL REFORM M OVEM ENT
Following World War I, several Europeans and Americans participated
in a movement to establish human sexuality as a science and to provide sex
ual education to the general population (Broderick and Schrader, 1991). At
the forefront of this movement were Havelock Ellis of Great Britain and
Magnus Hirschfeld of Germany.
Havelock Ellis wrote widely on the area of human sexuality, including
homosexuality, and provided counseling to people with sexual problems.
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Many of his clients were women who may have been attracted to him as
much for his good looks as for his sexual knowledge. Although his practice
consisted primarily of listening and providing readings, he would some
times initiate women into his own version of nondemand sexual pleasuring
(Broderick and Schrader, 1991). He felt he could do this without being con
troversial as he was impotent for most of his adult life. It is interesting to
note that he restricted his practice to individuals and did not see couples.
Although his methods could be considered simplistic and ethically ques
tionable, his pioneering efforts must be applauded. Further, he probably was
quite helpful to several individuals in that, considering the times, a good
proportion of the problems suffered by his clientele may have been related
to a lack of education as much as anything else.
Magnus Hirschfeld founded the Institute of Sexual Science in Berlin in
1918 and, together with August Forel and Ellis, founded the World League
for Sexual Reform. His institute was a Mecca for physicians the world over
wishing to learn more about human sexuality. His definitive tome, Geschlechtskunde (Sex education) (1930) reported his findings based on 10,000
questionnaires completed by the men and women whom he consulted
(Broderick and Schrader, 1991). He also founded the first German Marriage
Consultation Bureau to provide counseling to German families and couples
(Hirschfeld, 1940). Sadly, when Hitler came to power in Germany, he closed
Hirschfeld’s centers and turned them into institutions to evaluate couples for
fitness to marry and reproduce.
Three American pioneers were instrumental in continuing the work of
Ellis and Hirschfeld. Gynecologist Robert Dickinson was active as a scien
tist and counselor in the area of human sexuality. He systematically sketched
the pelvic area of each of his patients, men as well, several of which he
included in his landmark book, Human Sex Anatomy (1933). He also pub
lished his findings from thousands of interviews with his patients on their
sex histories and current practices (Dickinson and Beam, 1931, 1934). Fur
ther, Robert Dickinson was one of the founders of the fledgling marriage
counseling movement that started in the early 1930s.
When we think about the history of human sexuality in the United States,
the first name that typically comes to mind is that of Alfred Kinsey, a profes
sor at Indiana University. He and his colleagues published two of the most
important and controversial books of their time. Sexual Behavior in the Hu
man Male (Kinsey, Pomeroy, and Martin, 1948) and its companion Sexual
Behavior in the Human Female (Kinsey et al., 1953) created a whirlwind of
both praise and criticism for their frank presentations of the sexual practices
of a wide range of Americans. Most surprising about Kinsey’s work, per
haps, is that as most of his contemporaries were conducting their research in
large metropolitan areas where they were surrounded by like-minded indi
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viduals, he conducted his studies in a small university town in the conserva
tive Midwest. It must have been a lonely existence at times for this impor
tant pioneer.
The third member of the American sexual trilogy is the research team of
William Masters and Virginia Johnson. Working out of Washington Univer
sity Medical School in Saint Louis, Missouri, they conducted a vast body of
scientific research in both the areas of sexual problems and treatment. Al
though written for professionals, their book Human Sexual Response (1966)
was a popular success, selling over 300,000 copies (Broderick and Schrader,
1991). However, it was their second book, Human Sexual Inadequacy
(1970), that promoted and popularized the field of sex therapy. Many cou
ples today continue to receive treatment at their Saint Louis clinic.

MARRIAGE COUNSELING
Marriage counseling, a form of therapy in which a clinician sees both
spouses together to resolve problems in their relationship, was virtually
nonexistent within the mental health establishment during the early part of
the twentieth century. A person complaining about marital problems would
likely be seen in individual therapy by a psychiatrist, or psychologist, with
his or her spouse being treated by another therapist if their problems were
too difficult. Although this may seem a bit naive, we must remember that the
psychoanalytic model was the dominant approach at the time. It was through
individual long-term therapy that clients transferred their past issues onto
their therapists and subsequently worked them through. Having one’s spouse
in the room was thought to hinder the development of transference onto the
therapist and was not advised.
Early marriage counseling became the domain of a variety of profession
als outside the mental health establishment. Couples with marital problems
were more likely to meet with a member of the clergy, a physician, or an ed
ucator to get some semblance of help. Broderick and Schrader (1991) recall:
Marriage and premarriage counseling was often the auxiliary activity
of a college professor. It was equally likely to be the auxiliary occupa
tion of a range of other professionals, including lawyers, social work
ers, and physicians. One group of physicians that played a particularly
central role in the early shaping of the field of marriage counseling
were members of the growing specialty of obstetrics and gynecology,
(p. 9)
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In 1930, the first two marriage counseling centers opened in the United
States (Broderick and Schrader, 1991). Paul Popenoe, a biologist specializ
ing in human heredity, founded the American Institute of Family Relations
in Los Angeles, California. He claims to be the first to coin the term mar
riage counseling, which he translated from the German Eheberatunsstellen,
the term used for marital consultation centers in Germany (Popenoe, 1975).
That same year, physicians Abraham and Hannah Stone, finding themselves
often providing marital counseling in their practice, officially opened their
center in the New York Labor Temple. In 1932, they moved their operation
to the Community Church of New York where they ran an ecumenical mar
riage center for many years (Broderick and Schrader, 1991).
A third center, The Marriage Council of Philadelphia, opened its doors
under the directorship of Emily Mudd in 1932. This historic institution was
the first to conduct a continuing program of research on the marital process
(Broderick and Schrader, 1991). The Marriage Council of Philadelphia ex
ists today as The Penn Council for Relationships. It continues to be a major
force in the marriage and family therapy field, training thousands of clini
cians and publishing numerous papers and books.
In 1938, husband and wife David and Vera Mace formed the first Mar
riage Guidance Council in London. Their idea was to use a few profession
als to train and supervise several paraprofessionals who could provide coun
seling at a much-reduced cost to the numerous working-class families of
England. By 1943 it had become the National Guidance Council of Great
Britain and regularly provided counseling to couples throughout the British
Commonwealth (Mace, 1945, 1948).
Although the 1930s brought about the development of several important
marriage counseling centers, the field remained on shaky ground. If mar
riage counseling was to survive, it needed a professional association to de
velop guidelines for training clinicians and to conduct conferences that pre
sented the latest findings. In 1942, Drs. Lester Dearborn, Robert Laidlaw,
Ernest and Gladys Groves, Emily Mudd, Abraham Stone, Robert Dickenson,
and Valerie Parker gathered together to organize what would become the
American Association for Marriage Counseling (AAMC). The organization
became a reality in 1945, with Ernest Groves elected the first president
(Mudd and Fowler, 1976).
Unfortunately, although marriage counseling had a bright beginning, it
was slow in developing as a profession. As late as 1960, the modal interview
at the pioneering centers was still the one-on-one interview (Michaelson,
1963). Further, even up to the early 1970s the field still lacked a coherent
body of scholarship (Gurman, 1973). Perhaps this is best explained by the
fact that, as of 1965, only 25 percent of the members of the AAMC consid
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ered themselves to be primarily marriage counselors. For the rest, it still was
an auxiliary activity (Alexander, 1968).
If the development of professional marriage counseling was somewhat
sickly in the 1960s, its cure came in the form of the family therapy move
ment (Broderick and Schrader, 1991). The fields were a natural marriage as
both took a relational approach to problem resolution. Family therapists’ be
lief that individual pathology was best treated by working with the family
was a perfect match to the marriage counselors’ dictum to work with cou
ples. In 1970, the AAMC changed its name to the American Association of
Marriage and Family Counselors, and subsequently to the American Asso
ciation for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT) in 1979, to reflect this
expanded perspective.
THE FAM ILY THERAPY M OVEM ENT
Perhaps the greatest push within the field of marriage and family therapy
came from the family therapy movement (Broderick and Schrader, 1991;
Guerin, 1976; Kaslow, 1980; Nichols and Schwartz, 1998). The early fam
ily therapists were researchers and clinicians working with intractable prob
lems such as schizophrenia and delinquency. Traditional individual models
such as psychoanalysis, play therapy, and client-centered approaches were
either not helpful for or applicable to these problems. The mental health
field was restless and looking for new ways to treat these problems.
It is not surprising that family therapy had a stronger impact than mar
riage counseling. Historically, the mental health profession was built on
treating pathological disorders. Even today, training in psychopathology
and knowledge of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Dis
orders (DSM) is considered a crucial part of a clinical education. Often in
marital problems there is no identified patient, or individual family mem
ber identified as having a specific problem; instead, there is a marital prob
lem between two basically healthy people. It has always been viewed within
the mental health establishment, whether correctly or incorrectly, that it is
more important to treat diagnosable problems than relational issues that
cause extreme pain. This is further supported by the number of insurance
policies that do not reimburse marital therapy, but will provide payment if
one of the spouses suffers from depression due to marital problems.
The family therapy movement started with a focus on the family as caus
ing the patient’s problem and eventually moved to a view of the patient’s
problem as part of a relational process among the members (Gale and Long,
1996; Guerin, 1976). This development made it a perfect fit with marriage
counseling as both place a strong emphasis on treating relational processes.
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Further, treating certain family problems involves working with the parents’
marriage, and some children’s problems have been found to diminish with
out treatment when the parents receive marital counseling (e.g., Bowen,
1978; Haley, 1987; Kramer, 1980).
Who actually founded family therapy is open to debate; however, the dis
tinction can probably be shared by four individuals: Nathan Ackerman,
Murray Bowen, John Elderkin Bell, and Don Jackson (Nichols and Schwartz,
1998). Several other pioneers also played significant roles in the develop
ment of this movement. Gregory Bateson, Theodore Lidz, Ivan BoszormenyiNagy, Jay Haley, Salvador Minuchin, Virginia Satir, Carl Whitaker, and
Lyman Wynne provided important contributions to this growing field. Fur
ther, more recent names such as Betty Carter, Steve de Shazer, Monica
McGoldrick, Peggy Papp, Mara Selvini Palazzoli, and Michael White have
taken the field in directions that the original founding parents may never
have imagined.

John Bell
John Elderkin Bell, a psychologist at Clark University in Worchester,
Massachusetts, began seeing families in 1951. Although he may be consid
ered the first family therapist (Broderick and Schrader, 1991; Nichols and
Schwartz, 1998), he did not publish his ideas for several years and did not
develop a clinical center or train well-known students. As a result, many of
his ideas remained on the periphery of the field.
His most noteworthy contribution was a book, Family Group Therapy
(1961), in which he described an approach to families based on the ideas of
group therapy, a form of treatment in which individuals discuss their prob
lems in a group setting, allowing them to receive support and feedback from
other group members. Rather than thinking about a family as an inter
actional system, or a single unit in which all members interact as parts of a
larger whole, he treated each family member as he would an individual
group member. He would prod silent members to speak up and encourage
more dominant members to speak less often. Some of his ideas led to the
early belief that family therapy was similar to group therapy, but many is
sues distinguish the two.
First of all, group therapy brings several individuals together to form a
temporary support group in which individuals work through their problems.
Their relationship is temporary and often terminates when an individual
leaves the group or the group disbands. On the other hand, family therapy
operates on the assumption that the family in treatment has both a past and a
future, as well as the current relationship. Issues from the past as well as fu
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ture concerns of the family are often tied up in present issues. Although
group therapy often encourages an open expression of feelings and ideas, it
may not be advisable for complete disclosure in family therapy. In a group
of strangers with no connection other than the group, open discussion of
feelings and issues is done in the presence of a therapist who can handle and
redirect the emotional fallout.
In family therapy, certain disclosures can have serious consequences for
the emotional well-being and history of a family. For example, it would be
very unwise for a therapist to encourage overwhelmed parents to admit to
their young children that they wish they had never had them. Discussing this
issue would be appropriate with the children out of the room, but sharing
this information openly would certainly cause unnecessary pain for both the
children and parents and could cause future relational problems regarding
family trust. Group therapy issues are dealt with in the presence of a thera
pist and the individuals then go to their respective homes, but family mem
bers must spend the time between sessions dealing with one another and
acknowledging what was shared without a therapist to referee their conflicts
(Nichols and Schwartz, 1998).
A second difference relates to how a therapist approaches a group versus
a family. In group therapy, the therapist brings together a group of strangers
to develop a support network. Their initial relationship is to the therapist and
then expands to the group. Other group members do not have as big a stake
in an individual’s problems and are willing to help the therapist in getting
members to talk about their problems. In family therapy, the therapist is
confronted with an organized system in which the members have a history
of assuming specific roles and following a certain culture. Rather than get
ting support from other family members to help a member disclose an issue,
the therapist may find that all members collude to keep the issue a secret.
Further, how therapists talk to one family member may affect the success
they have in developing relationships with the rest of the family. For exam
ple, Carl Whitaker (1976) believes it is important for family therapists to
quickly develop a playful relationship with small children. It reassures the
rest of the family members that the therapist is safe when they can see him or
her being playful with their most vulnerable members. However, if the child
does not respond to the therapist, it is best to quickly move on to a different
family member to avoid their growing feeling of concern.

Nathan Ackerman
Nathan Ackerman was a dynamic individual who did much to introduce
family therapy to the mental health profession. Originally trained as a child
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psychiatrist, he developed a method of family therapy that reflected his
original psychoanalytic orientation. Ackerman believed that although a
family may appear united, its members are often split into competing fac
tions and coalitions— similar to how Freud saw the human psyche caught in
a battle among the components of id, ego, and superego.
In 1937, Ackerman became chief psychiatrist of the Child Guidance
Clinic at the Menninger Clinic in Topeka, Kansas. He initially followed the
traditional child guidance model in which a psychiatrist saw the child in
therapy while a social worker consulted with the mother. He began to ques
tion this approach and in the 1940s experimented with having the same ther
apist treat both. It was also during this time that he became concerned with
the legitimacy of the individual approach to mental illness and started to
view it as a family phenomenon. In 1950 he wrote “Family Diagnosis: An
Approach to the Preschool Child” (Ackerman and Sobel, 1950), which some
consider to be the article that started the family therapy movement (Kaslow,
1980).
Ackerman was a daring and innovative clinician. He was an “agent pro
vocateur” (Nichols and Schwartz, 1998) who promoted the open and honest
expression of feelings and the confrontation of issues within the family. He
was known for his ability to use wit and personal charisma to enable fami
lies to develop new ways of relating; this was more closely related to mod
ern family therapy approaches of changing family interaction than to the
psychoanalytic and group format that dominated the early approaches. His
style later evolved more fully through the work of his student Salvador
Minuchin, whose structural family therapy approach attempted to alter
the organization of a family to enable them to solve their problems.
During the later part of the 1950s, Ackerman held many positions within
this growing field. In 1955, he organized and chaired the first session on
family diagnosis at the American Orthopsychiatric Association. Two years
later, he opened the Family Mental Health Clinic at Jewish Family Services
in New York City and joined the faculty at Columbia University. In 1958, he
published The Psychodynamics o f Family Life, which was the first book on
the diagnosis and treatment of family relationships (Broderick and Schrader,
1991). In 1960, he founded the Family Institute, which was renamed the
Ackerman Institute following his death in 1971. This institute continues to
serve as a prominent center for training family therapists and promoting
clinical innovation within the field. In 1960, he founded the first journal in
the field, Family Process, with Don Jackson of Palo Alto. His legacy lives
on: Family Process continues to be the most influential and unifying journal
in the field.
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Palo Alto: Gregory Bateson, Don Jackson, Jay Haley,
Virginia Satir, and the Mental Research Institute
During the 1950s, Palo Alto, California, became a foundational hotbed
for the family therapy movement. Two important projects—a study on
schizophrenia under the directorship of Gregory Bateson, and the Mental
Research Institute headed by Don Jackson—dovetailed together to have an
impact that still affects the field today. It is difficult to document in a coher
ent manner all of the important people who emerged through these projects,
especially since many of them went on to influence the field differently than
their original work while in Palo Alto would have suggested. Still, besides
Bateson and Jackson, this is where family therapy innovators such as Rich
ard Fisch, Jay Haley, Virginia Satir, Carlos Sluzki, Paul Watzlawick, and John
Weakland got their start.
Gregory Bateson
Family therapy owes a major debt to Gregory Bateson, yet he was not a
family therapist and was opposed to therapeutic interventions of any kind.
Bateson was an anthropologist with an interest in applying ideas from the
emerging field of cybernetics to communication patterns in living organ
isms. Cybernetics is the science of communication and control in humans
and machines. It looks at how humans and machines maintain stability
through feedback. A good example is how a thermostat maintains the tem
perature in a room. As the temperature rises, the thermostat receives this in
formation and turns on the air-conditioning. When the temperature drops to
the desired setting, the thermostat receives this information and shuts off the
air-conditioning. This idea was used to explain how a family member’s
symptoms would get worse to cool off an escalating family crisis and subside
when the crisis settled down. For example, an adolescent might begin steal
ing to deflect attention from his or her parents’ marital problems, and stop
when their marriage was doing better.
In 1952, Bateson was funded by a Rockefeller Foundation grant to study
paradoxes in communication (Gale and Long, 1996). Paradoxes are state
ments that tend to disqualify themselves. For example, a wife ordering her
husband to be more spontaneous disqualifies her demands, because the hus
band cannot behave spontaneously if he follows his wife’s orders. The very
root of spontaneity is to be free to act as one pleases.
Bateson invited two former students, John Weakland, an anthropologist
and former chemical engineer, and Jay Haley, a communications major, to
join him in this study. Their project was housed at the Menlo Park Veterans
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Affairs Hospital in California and it was here that they developed an interest
in the communication patterns of schizophrenics (Weakland, Watzlawick,
and Riskin, 1995). Their initial concern was with the origin of schizophre
nia. Because they were unable to get accurate descriptions of the history of
their schizophrenic patients or their families, they decided to study their
communication patterns by interviewing them and taping their sessions
(Weakland, Watzlawick, and Riskin, 1995). This led to their desire to pro
vide treatment and to their receiving a subsequent grant from the National
Institute of Mental Health to study the effects of family therapy on schizo
phrenics and their families.
During this period, Bateson invited Don Jackson, a psychiatrist at the VA
hospital, to serve as a consultant to their project. He later became a core
member and jointly authored a paper, “Toward a Theory of Schizophrenia”
(Bateson et al., 1956), which revolutionized the thinking about severe
psychopathology. The paper posited that schizophrenic behavior is caused
by paradoxical, or double-bind, family communication patterns in which
verbal messages are often contradicted at the nonverbal level. For example,
the team observed a situation in which a schizophrenic patient on the ward
attempted to hug his mother when she visited him. Seeing her cross her arms
and back away, he withdrew his gesture. The mother then admonished her
son about how he should show more affection when she came to visit, which
led to his having a psychotic episode after she left. The team believed that
the only way a person continuously exposed to paradoxical messages could
behave was through schizophrenic expression (Bateson et al., 1956). Al
though this paper garnered much discussion, it was primarily theoretical in
nature. In fact, the team began to interview families with a schizophrenic
member only around the time of the paper’s publication. Haley candidly re
flects (in Simon, 1992):
When Bateson came up with the double-bind hypothesis, he had never
seen a family. He developed it in 1954, and we didn’t see a family until
about 1956 or 1957. We wrote the double-bind paper in June 1956; it
was published in September 1956—the fastest journal publication
ever done, I think, (p. 5)
Although a theoretical paper of this type would not be published today with
out some form of clinical support, it is noteworthy how it influenced schizo
phrenia research, and therapy practices in general, for the next several de
cades.
Unfortunately, although the mental health establishment was uplifted by
these ideas, the same may not be said for the families of schizophrenics.
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Nichols and Schwartz (1998) provide a dissenting opinion on the double
bind theory:
This 1956 double-bind paper proved to be one of the most influential
and controversial in the history of family therapy. The discovery that
schizophrenic symptoms made sense in the context of some families
may have been a scientific advance, but it had moral and political
overtones. Not only did these investigators see themselves as aveng
ing knights bent on rescuing “identified patients” by slaying family
dragons, they were also crusaders in a holy war against the psychiatric
establishment. Outnumbered and surrounded by hostile critics, the
champions of family therapy challenged the orthodox assumption that
schizophrenia was a biological disease. Psychological healers every
where cheered. Unfortunately they were wrong.
The observation that schizophrenic behavior seems to fit in some
families doesn’t mean that families cause schizophrenia. In logic, this
kind of inference is called “Jumping to Conclusions.” Sadly,. . . fami
lies of schizophrenic members suffered for years under the assump
tion that they were to blame for the tragedy of their children’s psycho
ses. (pp. 29, 30; italics in original)
Gregory Bateson’s subsequent books, Steps to an Ecology o f Mind
(1972) and Mind and Nature (1979), continue to have a major impact on
family therapy theory and practice today. However, true to his training as an
anthropologist, he remained skeptical about therapeutic intervention. He of
ten observed how anthropologists and missionaries accidentally destroyed
the cultures they attempted to study, or help, by teaching them the cultural
practices of their home countries. Although these new gifts were often val
ued by the host culture, they often did not fit with traditional practices and
ended up destroying their society (A good example is the introduction of al
coholic beverages to Native Americans.). Bateson’s greatest fear was that
therapists would intervene too much with families and destroy their inherent
strengths while attempting to resolve their problems. These concerns even
tually led him away from family therapy to study animal behavior. Bateson
died in 1980 at age seventy-six.
Don Jackson
Don Jackson was a brilliant psychiatrist and charismatic personality who
amazed his colleagues with his clinical insights. He was a major influence
on many of the key family therapy figures of the time. While working at the
VA hospital in Menlo Park, he served as a consultant to the Bateson project,
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and subsequently became a core member. Prior to coming to the VA hospital
he spent the preceding three years as a psychiatric resident at Chestnut
Lodge under the supervision of Harry Stack Sullivan, who taught him about
the interactional nature of psychosis (Guerin, 1976).
While working with Bateson on the communications project, Jackson
founded the independent Mental Research Institute (MRI) in 1959 where he
was joined by Virgina Satir (Broderick and Schrader, 1991). Although
Bateson was more interested in research, the MRI was more focused on
family therapy. The MRI has served as one of the most influential centers
for family therapy in the entire world. It was here that the strategic school of
family therapy was founded (see Chapter 4), and to date, the MRI has pro
duced over fifty completed research projects, more than forty books, and
over 400 other publications (Weakland, Watzlawick, and Riskin, 1995).
That same year, Jackson published the paper “Family Interaction, Family
Homeostasis, and Some Implications for Conjoint Family Therapy” (Jack
son, 1959), in which he argued that seeing families together was more effec
tive than conducting therapy with individual members alone.
In 1960, Jackson joined with Nathan Ackerman to form a journal, Family
Process, and appointed Jay Haley the first editor. The first issue of Family Pro
cess was published in 1962 and continues today to set the standard for the
rest of the field.
Don Jackson was an amazing diagnostician. Paul Watzlawick (in Weakland,
Watzlawick, and Riskin, 1995) recalls that the researchers at the MRI
met with Don for many, many weeks for several hours per week, and
we played him blind segments of structured interviews—that is, the
couple’s response to “How, out of the millions of people in the world,
did you two get together?” We had 60 such examples which ranged
from two to five minutes approximately. Don did not know the people.
He had never seen them; we did not give him any information, not
even the ages. Don would come up with the most incredibly concrete
interchanges, of which, of course, he only had the verbal and paralinguistic parts; he did not see the facial expression and the body lan
guage or anything. He just listened to the tape. He would then say
something as concrete as, “All right, if they have a son, he is probably
delinquent. If they have a girl, she probably has some psychosomatic
problem.” He was right every bloody time. And we would say, “For
God’s sake, Don, how do you do it? What made you say this?” He
would say, as if it was the most obvious thing in the world, “Well, be
cause of the way they laugh here.” We still did not know what was the
thing that made him say it, but he was always right. I remember one
funny incident in particular. We tried to get a control group of so-
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called normals, and we rounded up three normal couples. I remember
one was a father and a mother, whose marriage seemed to be very
much all right after something like 17 years. They had a 15-year-old
daughter and she was doing well at school and there were no prob
lems. So they qualified for our idea of normal. We played this particu
lar part of “how did you meet” for Don, and for the first time Don said,
“I don’t know; to me they sound normal.” (pp. 13-14)
In 1962, at the close of the Bateson project, Jay Haley and John Weakland
joined Jackson at the MRI. In 1967, with Paul Watzlawick and Janet Beavin,
he published Pragmatics o f Human Communication (Watzlawick, Beavin,
and Jackson, 1967), which was the first book-length treatise on the inter
actional theories of the MRI. Don Jackson’s premature death in 1968 de
prived the field of a major leader and innovator; however, his name will con
tinue to live on through the ongoing accomplishments of the MRI.
Jay Haley
Jay Haley remains one of family therapy’s most controversial and most
influential leaders (Simon, 1992). With a master’s degree in communica
tions, he began as an outsider to the mental health establishment. Perhaps it
was this outsider perspective that enabled him to so easily challenge the tra
ditional psychoanalytic approach of the time and to focus on patterns of
family interaction. In fact, none of the original members of the Bateson
team held a degree in the mental health field (both Bateson and Weakland
were anthropologists).
Although clearly identified as one of the original founders of the strategic
school of family therapy, Haley served equally important roles as both a
promoter and synthesizer of the ideas in family therapy and a critic of the
mental health establishment (Simon, 1992). While a member of the Bateson
project, Haley traveled to Phoenix, Arizona, to observe the work of Milton
Erickson, a noted psychiatrist and hypnotherapist. Erickson practiced a
brief form of hypnotherapy; patients from across the country then would
work with him for a few weeks and return home with their problems re
solved. It was through these observations that Haley and the other members
of the MRI were able to develop strategic family therapy, a brief approach
that focuses on observing and altering the interactional sequences in which
a problem is embedded. Further, this association led to Haley becoming the
chief chronicler of Erickson’s work (e.g., Haley, 1973, 1985a,b,c).
During his tenure as the first editor of Family Process, Haley traveled
around the country observing others’ work and encouraging them to submit
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articles to the new journal. During this period, he observed five family thera
pists conducting therapy and discussed with them how they conceptualized
cases and why they intervened in the ways they did. These interviews, along
with verbatim transcripts of their sessions were published in book form as
Techniques o f Family Therapy (Haley and Hoffman, 1967). This book was
the first to clearly show readers how family therapy was practiced. How
ever, it was Strategies o f Psychotherapy (Haley, 1963) in which Haley de
clared all-out war on the traditional mental health establishment by refuting
such ideas as patient-therapist transference and therapist nondirectiveness.
He presented a therapy based on interaction, relational power, and therapist
directiveness. Haley continues to create controversy among students and
mental health practitioners with his direct and provocative writing style.
In 1967, Haley left the MRI to join Salvador Minuchin at the Philadel
phia Child Guidance Clinic where he helped develop structural family ther
apy (see Chapter 3), a form of therapy in which the therapist uses an organi
zational approach to treat families. He then moved on to found the Family
Therapy Institute of Washington, DC, which he directs with his ex-spouse
Cloe Madanes. Jay Haley continues to be a leader in the strategic school of
family therapy.
Virginia Satir
While Virginia Satir was one of the original members of the MRI, her re
lationship to Strategic Family Therapy is tangential at best. She began see
ing families in the early 1950s as a social worker in Chicago; however, it
was through reading Bateson et al.’s (1956) “Toward a Theory of Schizo
phrenia” that she developed a systems perspective (Satir, Stachowiak, and
Taschman, 1977). This made her a natural to join Jackson in Palo Alto,
which was becoming a hotbed for the emerging field. During the mid-1960s
she left the MRI to become involved with the human potential movement at
the Esalan Institute in Big Sur, California, where she became associated
with experiential family therapy, a school of family therapy that is more
focused on human emotions and growth than interactional sequences. Simi
lar to Haley, Satir was a major force in popularizing this new movement;
however, she recruited followers through her warmth and charisma in con
trast to Haley’s criticism and controversial stances. Broderick and Schrader
(1991) recall:
Probably more than any other early founder, she was responsible for
popularizing the movement. She had a flair for clear, nontechnical ex
position and charismatic presentation that led her to address tens of
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thousands in person, hundreds of thousands through her books, and
millions through the media, (p. 29)

Murray Bowen
Murray Bowen was a child psychiatrist who specialized in treating psy
chotic children. After World War II, Bowen served on the staff of the
Menninger Clinic in Topeka, Kansas, which at the time was a bastion of the
psychoanalytic movement. He was initially influenced by the writings of
Freida Fromm-Reichman on the role of the schizophrenogenic mother in
child psychosis. Fromm-Reichman postulated that these mothers were
needy, insecure women who smothered and overprotected their children to
the point at which they had a schizophrenic break, an idea no longer be
lieved to be credible. In 1951, Bowen began hospitalizing schizophrenic
children and their mothers at the Menninger Clinic in the hope of observing
and eventually treating this phenomenon. It was during this period that he
began to question the psychoanalytic notion of schizophrenia as existing in
the “head” of the patient, and began to assess the interactional dynamics of
the mother/child relationship. His new ideas about schizophrenia as an
interactional disorder rather than an intrapsychic one drew the wrath of many
of his colleagues at Menninger’s and eventually led to his departure (Wylie,
1992).
In 1954, he moved to Washington, DC, to join the staff of the National In
stitute of Mental Health (NIMH). This was a creative wellspring for bright
young mental health mavericks who were interested in studying emotional
phenomena that ran counter to traditional mental health ideas. During this
period, Bowen questioned the interactional pattern that maintained schizo
phrenia belonged solely to the mother/child dyad and began to examine the
role of fathers in this relationship. He and his research team were able to
hospitalize four families and study several others in the community. They
found these families engaged in a pattern in which the mother and child
were unusually close and the father was distant; however, in times of stress,
the alliance would shift to the father and child, with the mother on the outs.
This finding led Bowen to study how these behavioral sequences were
transmitted through the generations in families, which he called the multigenerational transmission process.
Bowen’s desire was to develop a natural systems model of human behav
ior—a model that showed how all living systems behave according to in
nately programmed patterns. As the years passed, he turned more toward the
field of biology and the natural sciences than to the traditional psychological
models that pervaded the mental health literature (Bowen, 1978).
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In 1958, Bowen left the NIMH to go to the Georgetown University
School of Medicine where he set up his family therapy training program. In
1967, he experimented with his ideas for altering entrenched multigenerational
family patterns with his own family of origin, the family in which he grew
up (Anonymous, 1972). This was an important undertaking for Bowen, as
he found this experience so profound that he mandated all of his family ther
apy trainees have a similar experience with their own families. In fact,
having family therapy students understand their own families of origin con
tinues to be a hallmark of training in Bowen systems therapy, the family
therapy approach named after Murray Bowen that views problems as main
tained through multigenerational patterns.
Throughout his career, Bowen showed a greater interest in theory than in
therapy. He felt that too great of an emphasis on therapeutic technique led
many therapists to replicate problem-maintaining patterns with their treat
ment families because they did not understand the theoretical underpinnings
of their problems (Bowen, 1978). This focus on theory made Bowen some
what unique within the family therapy field and also kept him somewhat
separated and misunderstood (Wylie, 1992). Many of Bowen’s key ideas are
presented in his book, Family Therapy in Clinical Practice (Bowen, 1978),
which is a collection of important articles written and presentations made
throughout his career. His legacy has continued beyond his death in 1990,
through the ongoing work of the faculty at the Georgetown Family Therapy
Center.

Theodore Lidz
Theodore Lidz was a psychoanalytically oriented researcher interested in
the role of families in schizophrenia. At Johns Hopkins University, he dis
covered that schizophrenic individuals came from homes with numerous
family and marital problems (Lidz and Lidz, 1949). This certainly was a sig
nificant finding for its day, and opened the door for other family models of
severe mental illness. After entering Yale University in 1951, he began to
study hospitalized schizophrenics and their families more closely. Similar
to Bowen, he questioned the role of the schizophrenogenic mother, and em
phasized the role of fathers in the process of mental illness (Lidz, Perker,
and Cornelison, 1956).
Lidz also hypothesized that the parents’ marital relationship was as im
portant in the development of a schizophrenic child as either of the parents’
individual characteristics (Lidz et al., 1957). Two dominant marital patterns
he observed were marital schism, in which the husband and wife fail to ac
commodate each other, and constantly attack each other and compete for
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their children’s affection, and marital skew, in which one spouse is domi
nant and the other is submissive and dependent. Although these patterns
were associated with schizophrenia in children, it must be noted that they
also exist in families with no child pathology. Many couples who struggle
with problems that are similar in structure to marital schism and marital
skew will come to marital therapy but report no problems with their chil
dren.

Lyman Wynne
Of all the founders of the field, perhaps none was so fully trained to be
come a family therapist and researcher as Lyman Wynne (Broderick and
Schrader, 1991). Having earned both a medical degree in psychiatry and a
PhD in social relations from Harvard University, he was easily able to move
beyond the individual perspectives on mental health to a more contextual
approach. In 1952, he joined the staff at the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) and began to see the families of schizophrenic patients as
part of the standard course of treatment.
Wynne believed that certain interpersonal characteristics pertained to
schizophrenic families. Specifically, he noticed that some exhibited
pseudomutuality, the loss of personal identity to maintain a false sense of
family togetherness. For example, family members would sacrifice impor
tant personal needs to maintain the fagade of family harmony. For the
schizophrenic, this meant giving up a hold on reality to preserve peace in the
family. He also noticed a different pattern in which some families expressed
pseudohostility, or the expression of false anger to mask family members’
needs for intimacy or deeper issues of conflict and alienation. In other
words, they would have false fights to cover up more important areas of
family conflict. He also noticed that schizophrenic families acted as if they
were surrounded by a rubber fence; they remained impervious to interven
tions from outside agents. Typical therapist comments bounced off them as
if they were surrounded by rubber (Gale and Long, 1996; Wynne, 1961;
Wynne et al., 1958).
In 1954, Murray Bowen joined Wynne at the NIMH. Although they
worked in separate sections, they were colleagues with a mutual fascination
in the role of family phenomena in mental illness. During the 1956 and 1957
meetings of the American Psychiatric Association, Wynne and Bowen met
with Don Jackson, Theodore Lidz, and Nathan Ackerman, which began a
scries of interchanges among these prominent pioneers. In 1971, Wynne
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moved to the University of Rochester Medical School where he still con
ducts research on schizophrenic families.

Carl Whitaker
Of all of the charismatic mavericks who founded the family therapy field,
Carl Whitaker is considered the most irreverent and colorful (Gale and
Long, 1996; Nichols and Schwartz, 1998). He used an innovative approach
to families that forced them to use their dormant creative powers to resolve
their problems. Whitaker viewed therapy as a countercultural process in
which clients and therapists need to be free to regress and explore them
selves apart from societal constraints (Whitaker and Ryan, 1988).
Perhaps Whitaker’s belief that therapy promotes personal growth at the
expense of societal expectations stemmed from his own tendency to buck
the system. He initially began his medical career in obstetrics and gynecol
ogy; however, he left it for the world of psychiatry due to his growing con
cerns with the emotional lives of his patients. During World War II, he
worked as a staff psychiatrist in the hospital at the Oak Ridge Plutonium Fa
cility in Tennessee. This was a top-secret base; at the time no one knew that
the purpose of the facility was to create plutonium for nuclear bombs. It was
here that Whitaker joined forces with John Warkentin, another innovative
therapist and free spirit, and began experimenting with two therapists inter
viewing a patient, seeing patients’ relatives in sessions, and developing a
creative approach to therapy. The flavor of Whitaker’s work is best ex
pressed by recounting a story in which a schizophrenic patient once threat
ened to kill him with a knife. The patient threatened Whitaker: “You will
never know when it will happen; you could be walking down the street,
sleeping, going to the bathroom, and suddenly there I’ll be!” Whitaker sin
cerely responded to the patient: “I want to thank you for giving me some
thing else to think about at the urinal rather than worrying if I will get my
shoes wet.” It was this no-holds-barred, irreverent attitude to therapy that
characterized Whitaker’s work throughout his life.
Although Whitaker could be both creative and daring with his patients,
he was not free from his own medicine. He once asked Warkentin to consult
with another patient who had threatened to kill him. Whitaker recalls that,
“[Warkentin] took one look at the patient and said, ‘You know, I don’t blame
you. There have been times when I wanted to kill Carl myself.’ Then he
walked out!” (Whitaker and Ryan, 1988, p. 18).
Following the war, Whitaker became chair of the psychiatry department
at Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia. He brought Warkentin with him
and hired a new colleague, Thomas Malone. It was here that Whitaker and
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Malone wrote The Roots o f Psychotherapy (1953), which documented their
new approach to the treatment of mental illness. This was a very provocative
book for its time. The mental health establishment was aghast at their break
from traditional psychiatric practice and not so subtly suggested that the
team members receive therapy themselves. It was here that they experi
mented with seeing families of schizophrenics due to their disenchantment
with the individual approach to treatment.
Some credit Whitaker for calling the first meeting of family therapy
(Broderick and Schrader, 1991). At Emory, his staff would have a semi
annual conference in which they would observe one another working with
families of schizophrenics and share their observations. In 1955, Whitaker
invited Don Jackson and Gregory Bateson, to participate with them. Whitaker
recalls with typical aplomb that, “[Jackson] was a ‘brain’ who sparked a lot
of new thinking and [Bateson] was an elder statesman anthropologist—
a sage who smelled of people (Whitaker and Ryan, 1988).” During this
meeting, the group came to a clear definition of schizophrenia as a family
phenomenon.
In 1965, Whitaker left Atlanta to join the Department of Psychiatry at the
University of Wisconsin. It was here that he solidified his thinking about
families and family therapy and named his approach symbolic-experiential
family therapy (Whitaker and Keith, 1981) to represent the experiential
form of encounter between therapist and client that operates at the symbolic
level. In other words, the therapist interacts with the family at a metaphori
cal level to bypass their resistance. As Whitaker’s ideas were more creative
than practical, he was not initially as well known as the other early pioneers;
however, he was always respected by the leaders in the field. It was in his
later years that Whitaker became a sage to the rest of the family therapy
community and a constant fixture at conferences and workshops. His dar
ing, creativity, and respect for the inherent strength in humans served as a
model for other family therapists. His death in 1995 left a hole in the field
that may never be filled.

Philadelphia: Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy, James Framo,
Ross Speck Carolyn Attneave, and the Eastern Pennsylvania
Psychiatric Institute

,

Across the country from Palo Alto, California, another important family
therapy think tank was developing in Philadelphia. Although perhaps not as
well known as the Mental Research Institute, the family therapists and re
searchers who worked at the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute
(EPPI) have provided substantial contributions to the family therapy field.
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Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy
Similar to many of the early family therapists, Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy
was a psychoanalytically trained psychiatrist with an interest in schizophre
nia. He founded the family therapy department at the EPPI to study the rela
tionship between family process and psychosis. This became a major East
Coast training institute which spawned numerous leaders in the field. Boszor
menyi-Nagy co-edited with James Framo Intensive Family Therapy: Theo
retical and Practical Aspects (1965), which was one of the first books in the
field. More important, he wrote one of the first books on transgenerational
family therapy, a school of therapy which believes that problems are
maintained by patterns spanning several generations in families, Invisible
Loyalties: Reciprocity in Intergenerational Family Therapy (BoszormenyiNagy and Spark, 1973). Boszormenyi-Nagy moved to Hahneman University
in 1980 when the EPPI was closed by the state of Pennsylvania. He contin
ues today to refine his model of contextual family therapy, which focuses
on the role of ethics in family relationships (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Krasner,
1986).
James Framo
James Framo was one of the few psychologists to gain a prominent role in
the early days of family therapy. He initially gained national recognition at
EPPI and then moved on to Temple University. During this period, he began
asking adult patients to bring their entire family of origin, no matter how far
away, for intensive weekend marathon sessions to work on transgenerational
issues (Framo, 1981). He has since moved to United States International Uni
versity in San Diego, California, where he remains one of the most important
voices in the transgenerational family therapy movement.
Ross Speck and Carolyn Attneave
If James Framo expanded the scope of family therapy by conducting ses
sions with the families of origin of his adult patients, Ross Speck and Caro
lyn Attneave obliterated the notion of individual and family therapy by hav
ing patients include their entire social support system (family, relatives,
friends, and sometimes co-workers) in a bold venture known as network
therapy (Speck and Attneave, 1973). In this approach the therapist used
group process to stimulate the network to come up with innovative ideas to
solve the problem and support the identified patient and family.
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Network therapy did not have a large impact on the field and remains a
historical footnote. However, it is noteworthy because it was one of the first
family therapy models to look at the impact of larger systems on the family
and ties directly to the social work perspective on the importance of commu
nity organization. It is also noteworthy because this model had an impact on
the work of Murray Bowen (Guerin, 1976) and can be seen in his emphasis
on the function of interlocking triangles between family of origin and soci
ety.

Salvador Minuchin
While Salvador Minuchin was not one of the founders of family therapy,
he remains one of the most influential of the pioneers (Wetchler, 1988). In
fact, it is almost impossible to conceptualize the field of family therapy
without Minuchin’s contributions. Minuchin was a child-oriented psychia
trist who came to the United States as an immigrant from Argentina. He ini
tially worked under the tutelage of Nathan Ackerman who taught him the
rudiments of family therapy.
During the early 1960s, Minuchin worked with inner-city delinquent
youths at the Wiltwyck School in New York. Here he faced the challenge of
working with minority families who were not interested in insight and were
more concerned with the real-world problems of keeping their children
away from crime. He noticed that these families tended to be under
organized, with no one in charge. This posed a major problem for Minuchin
as traditional therapies did not seem appropriate for these families. Mi
nuchin recalls (in Simon, 1992):
Like everyone else back then, I was thrashing around trying to find
something that worked, since everything I had been trained to do—
child psychiatry, play therapy, psychoanalysis—had shown itself to be
ridiculously ineffective with the tough inner-city kids we were seeing,
(p. 76)
As necessity is often the mother of invention, Minuchin developed a ther
apy that focused more on action than insight and was geared to help these
families place the parents in a leadership position with their children. The
results of this project lead to the publication of the book Families o f the
Slums (Minuchin et al., 1967). This book is especially noteworthy, in that it
is one of the first family therapy texts to examine issues of culture and race
in therapy.
In 1965, Minuchin took over the directorship of the Philadelphia Child
Guidance Clinic. There, joined by Braulio Montalvo, a colleague at the
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Wiltwyck School, and Jay Haley, from the Mental Research Institute in
Palo Alto, they further refined Minuchin’s earlier ideas and developed
structural family therapy, a form of treatment that applies organizational
principles to family interaction. The goal of structural family therapy is to
reorganize a family’s structure so that parents can become effective leaders
and resolve their children’s problems. The ideas of structural family therapy
were first presented in Minuchin’s groundbreaking book Families and Fam
ily Therapy (1974), which continues to be the most popular family therapy
text in the world (Nichols and Schwartz, 1998).
Among the programs Minuchin started was the Institute for Family
Counseling. This groundbreaking experiment involved training minority
members from the community to work as paraprofessional family therapists
with other minority families. Minuchin hoped that minority clients would
be more open to the therapy process with therapists of similar background
than they had been to the predominantly white professionals they had seen
in the past. To accomplish a project of this nature meant that Minuchin and
colleagues had to present the ideas of structural family therapy in a straight
forward manner without professional jargon. Their training manual was
later published by Jay Haley as the influential book Problem-Solving Ther
apy (1987).
To gain legitimacy for this project among the professional community,
Minuchin and colleagues also provided intensive supervision for these
paraprofessionals. They developed a new form of training called live super
vision, in which a supervisor behind a one-way mirror observed the trainee
conduct therapy and suggested interventions while the session was in prog
ress. This form of training has been synonymous with family therapy super
vision ever since.
In 1981 Minuchin founded Family Studies Inc. in New York City, where
he continued to train family therapists and became involved in the foster
care system. In 1996, he retired and moved to Boston with his wife Pat.

The Milan Group: Mara Selvini Palazzoli, Luigi Boscolo,
Gianfranco Cecchin, and Giuliana Prata
During the 1960s and early 1970s, family therapy was primarily an
American phenomenon. This changed dramatically when a team of Italian
family therapists burst upon the scene in the mid-1970s. The Milan Group,
composed of psychiatrists Mara Selvini Palazzoli, Luigi Boscolo, Gianfranco
Cecchin, and Giuliana Prata, initially borrowed their ideas from American
family therapists, but later became some of the foremost teachers to the fam
ily therapy community throughout the world.
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Mara Selvini Palazzoli was an internist who became interested in the
phenomenon of anorexia nervosa following World War II (Simon, 1992).
She switched her specialty to psychiatry, as this disorder had all of the phy
sicians in Italy stumped. Selvini Palazzoli was sure that this was not a physi
cal malady but an emotional disorder. The problem was how to treat it. Over
time, she became one of the most prominent psychoanalysts in all of Italy;
however, her frustration with the traditional psychoanalytic approach led
her to the United States in 1967 to learn about family therapy.
Upon returning to Italy, she formed a team of psychiatrists to experiment
with family therapy in the treatment of anorexia and schizophrenia. The
group split in 1971, with Selvini Palazzoli, Boscolo, Cecchin, and Prata re
maining. Their initial attempts at family therapy derived from a psychoana
lytic perspective, but they now drew their inspiration from the Palo Alto
group, the text Pragmatics o f Human Communication (Watzlawick et al.,
1967), and the writings of Gregory Bateson.
The group was interested not only in the interactional patterns in families
but also in the interaction that existed between therapist and family. Their
concern with therapists being co-opted by family patterns led to their devel
opment of a team approach to treatment with two therapists interviewing the
family in the room and two therapists observing behind a one-way mirror.
The team would then meet without the family during the middle of the ses
sion to discuss the first part of the therapy and devise an intervention for the
second half.
As word of the Milan Group’s ideas and clinical prowess spread, they
were invited to present their work at an invitation-only conference at the
Ackerman Institute in New York. The conference attendees were a veritable
who’s who of family therapy innovators. Needless to say, the somewhat
skeptical audience was impressed with the Milan Group’s team approach,
their use of paradoxical intervention, and their flair for the dramatic. Family
therapist Peggy Papp recalls (in Simon, 1992):
They turned everything into a theatrical presentation. With all their
detailed questioning, they managed to take the hidden subjective life
of the family and turn it into a heightened performance. Eventually
each family’s situation would take on the dimensions of a great opera,
(p. 143)
Their “hit” presentation was followed by the eagerly awaited text Paradox
and Counterparadox (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978) which focused on the
use of paradox in the treatment of severe psychosis and the use of their team
format. Although this book was read worldwide, much of their theoretical
impact came from an article they wrote in 1979 just before they disbanded
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their team, “Hypothesizing—Circularity—Neutrality: Three Guidelines for
the Conductor of the Session” (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1980). It was this ar
ticle in which they moved away from paradoxical interventions and began to
focus on the interactional process between family and therapist. They pos
ited that the therapist was not an objective observer of a family’s interac
tions, but that all hypotheses were due to the interaction between therapist
and family. In other words, a feedback loop existed between the therapist’s
questions, the family’s answers, and the subsequent questions the therapist
would ask. Hypotheses were not grounded in fact, but on how useful they
were for the therapist and family (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1980). At this
time, their approach became known as Milan systemic family therapy be
cause of its focus on the interactional nature of the therapist-client relation
ship.
After the split, Boscolo and Cecchin held to the tenets originally pre
sented in “Hypothesizing—Circularity—Neutrality” and focused on teach
ing their approach. They now refer to themselves as the Milan Associates to
differentiate themselves from the original group and Selvini Palazzoli’s new
work. Selvini Palazzoli and Prata began to research a new method for treat
ing psychotic processes in families. They referred to their approach as the
invariant prescription, as they asked the parents in every family they
treated to develop a secret alliance, separate from the other members, to
break up the interactional patterns that existed in their families (Selvini
Palazzoli et al., 1989). Selvini Palazzoli broke with Prata in 1982 and con
tinues to work on the invariant prescription with a new team.

Feminist Family Therapy
By the late 1970s, it was evident that many of family therapy’s basic as
sumptions were at odds with the ideas in the feminist movement. Rachel
Hare-Mustin’s provocative article “A Feminist Approach to Family Therapy”
(1978) challenged many of the family therapy ideas as being at odds with
women’s issues. For example, viewing behavior as interactional can ob
scure the fact that women are typically the recipients of beatings in spouse
abuse, and that historically women have had less power to determine soci
etal policy, and subsequently their own fates, than men.
The Women’s Project, comprised of Betty Carter, Peggy Papp, Olga
Silverstein, and Marianne Walters, formed to study the issues of gender in
families and family therapy. This team was especially remarkable in that it
brought together members with orientations in strategic, Milan systemic,
structural, and transgenerational family therapies. Their landmark book,
The Invisible Web: Gender Patterns in Family Relationships (Walters et al.,
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1988), presented new ways of viewing families and conducting family ther
apy. Another important individual was Deborah Luepnitz, whose book The
Family Interpreted: Feminist Theory in Clinical Practice ( 1988) showed how
several of the leading family theories promoted traditional male and female
stereotypes. These and other feminist theoreticians altered the way family
therapy was conceptualized, which led to numerous revisions of the original
theories.

Social Constructionist Family Therapy:
Michael White and Steve de Shazer
The late 1980s through the 1990s marked a radical shift for family ther
apy. Following on the heels of the Milan Group’s ideas that hypotheses arise
through interaction between the family and therapist, some clinicians began
to question whether any therapist could objectively diagnose a family and
intervene in its process separate from the therapist’s values and worldview.
Social constructionist family therapists believe that therapists have no
better ideas about how to solve problems than their treatment families. They
believe that reality is not an objective phenomenon, but is subject to the in
terpretations of various groups. This means that all ideas about how a family
should look, or how it should solve its problems, are subjective. Therefore,
social constructionist family therapists do not tell families how to change,
but rather help them find their own solutions (Wetchler, 1996). As these
ideas have gained prominence only in the last few years, their historical sig
nificance for the field of family therapy is yet to be determined. Neverthe
less, they had a major impact during the 1990s. Two notable leaders in the
social constructionist movement are Michael White and Steve de Shazer.
Michael White
Michael White is an Australian family therapist who has critiqued the
role of diagnosis in limiting more positive views of families and individuals
(White, 1995; White and Epston, 1990). Diagnoses tend to focus on prob
lems and not on how families can resolve their problems. In fact, focusing
on problems keeps people from identifying potential strengths that enable
them to solve their problems.
With his colleague David Epston, he has developed narrative therapy,
which helps clients challenge their views of themselves as having a problem
and helps them develop alternative stories about themselves based on their
strengths. These strengths then enable them to solve their problems. Narra
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tive therapists avoid diagnosis as this hinders them and their families from
identifying previously unperceived strengths.
Steve de Shazer
Steve de Shazer directs the Brief Family Therapy Center in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Along with his wife, Insoo Kim Berg, he has developed solu
tion-focused therapy, which de-emphasizes problems and focuses on the
role of solutions in treatment (de Shazer, 1985,1988). Similar to the work of
the Mental Research Institute, de Shazer’s ideas initially stemmed from the
teachings of hypnotherapist Milton Erickson. In fact, de Shazer’s ideas were
originally considered to be a form of strategic therapy. However, he does not
look at interactional sequences that maintain a problem. Instead, he works
with families to identify exceptions to the problem and have them utilize
these exceptions in solving their problem. Because his approach focuses on
solutions rather than problems, it tends to take fewer sessions than tradi
tional therapies.

SUMMARY
The field of marriage and family therapy has its roots in four sources:
early social work, the sexual reform movement, marriage counseling, and
family therapy. Although early social work and the sexual reform move
ment served as influences, it was the push within marriage counseling and
family therapy that organized the field. Perhaps the greatest impetus for
growth came with family research on schizophrenia in the 1950s.
Much of the growth in the field has been due to charismatic leaders who
rebelled against the typical mental health establishment. Early marriage
counselors, such as Paul Popenoe and Abraham and Hannah Stone, and
early family therapists, such as John Elderkin Bell, Nathan Ackerman, Don
Jackson, and Murray Bowen, fought numerous battles to have their ideas ac
cepted. Even in recent years the field has maintained its revolutionary zeal.
Modem contributors such as feminist family therapists and social construc
tionists continue to challenge how we view and treat families.
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GLOSSARY
Bowen systems therapy: A form of transgenerational family therapy,
founded by Murray Bowen, that views patterned behavior as being innate in
all of nature.
contextual family therapy: A form of transgenerational family therapy,
founded by Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy, that focuses on the role of ethics in
family relationships.
cybernetics: The science of communication and control in humans and ma
chines.
experiential family therapy: A school of family therapy that focuses on
human emotions and growth rather than interactional sequences.
family of origin: The family in which an individual is raised.
group therapy: A form of treatment in which individuals discuss their
problems in a group setting, allowing them to receive support and feedback
from the group members.
identified patient: An individual family member identified as having a spe
cific problem and who, in fact, is representative of a larger family problem.
interactional system: A single unit in which all members interact as parts
of a larger whole.
invariant prescription: A technique in which a marital couple is instructed
to form a secret alliance separate from the other family members to break up
the interactional patterns that exist in their family.
live supervision: A form of training in which a supervisor behind a one
way mirror observes the trainee conduct therapy and suggests interventions
while the session is in progress.
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marital schism: A dysfunctional marital pattern in which the husband and
wife fail to accommodate to each other, constantly attack each other, and
compete for their children’s affection.
marital skew: A dysfunctional marital pattern in which one spouse is al
ways dominant and the other is submissive and dependent.
marriage counseling: A form of therapy in which a clinician sees both
spouses together to resolve problems in their relationship.
marriage and family therapy: A model of mental health treatment that
takes a family perspective toward emotional problems and psychopathology.
Milan systemic family therapy: A form of therapy, founded by Mara
Selvini Palazzoli, Luigi Boscolo, Gianfranco Cecchin, and Guiliana Prata,
that focuses on both the interactional nature of the family and the therapistclient relationship.
multigenerational transmission process: A process by which behavioral
sequences are transmitted through several generations within a family.
narrative therapy: A form of social constructionist family therapy, founded
by Michael White, that helps clients challenge their views of themselves as
having a problem and helps them develop alternative stories about them
selves based on their strengths. These strengths then enable them to solve
their problems.
network therapy: A type of therapy that uses group process to stimulate
the family’s network of friends, relatives, and social services to come up
with innovative ideas to solve the problem and support the identified
patient.
paradoxes: Statements that tend to disqualify themselves. For example, a
wife ordering her husband to be more spontaneous disqualifies her de
mands, because the husband cannot behave spontaneously if he follows his
wife’s orders.
pseudohostility: The expression of false anger to mask family members’
needs for intimacy or for help with deeper issues of conflict and alienation.
pseudomutuality: The loss of personal identity in the attempt to maintain a
false sense of family togetherness.
rubber fence: Schizophrenic families acted as if they were surrounded by a
rubber fence, in that they remained impervious to interventions from out
side agents. Typical therapist comments bounced off them as if they were
surrounded by rubber.
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social constructionist family therapists: This school of family therapy be
lieves there is no objective reality, and that it is subject to the interpretations
of various groups. This means that all ideas about how a family should look,
or how it should solve its problems, are subjective. Therefore, social con
structionist family therapists do not tell families how to change, but rather
help them find their own solutions.
social work: A branch of the mental health field that focuses on the impact
of societal issues on human problems.
solution-focused therapy: A form of social constructionist family therapy,
founded by Steve de Shazer, that helps clients solve their problems by iden
tifying naturally occurring solutions within their lives and helping them to
utilize them.
strategic family therapy: A brief approach, founded by the members of the
Mental Research Institute, that focuses on observing and altering the inter
actional sequences in which a problem is embedded.
structural family therapy: An approach, founded by Salvador Minuchin,
that alters the organization of a family to enable them to solve their prob
lems.
symbolic-experiential family therapy: A specific form of experiential
family therapy, founded by Carl Whitaker, in which the therapist attempts to
have an experiential form of encounter with the client operating at the sym
bolic level. This is done to bypass typical patient resistance.
transgenerational family therapy: A school of therapy which believes
that problems are maintained by patterns that span several generations in
families.
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General Systems Theory, Cybernetics,
and Family Therapy
Lorna L. Hecker
Grace Ann Mims
Shelly R. Boughner

“But I don’t want to go among mad people,” Alice remarked.
“Oh, you can’t help that,” said the Cat: “we’re all mad here. I’m mad.
You’re mad.”
“How do you know I’m mad?” said Alice.
“You must be,” said the Cat, “or you wouldn’t have come here.”
Alice didn’t think that proved it at all; however, she went on. “And
how do you know that you’re mad?”
“To begin with,” said the Cat, “a dog’s not mad. You grant that?”
“I suppose so,” said Alice.
“Well, then,” the Cat went on, “you see, a dog growls when it’s angry,
and wags its tail when it’s pleased. Now I growl when I’m pleased,
and wag my tail when I’m angry. Therefore I’m mad.”
Lewis Carroll
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Family systems theory allows family therapists to examine the context in
which individuals live. It is this context that shapes meaning in the lives of
individuals, couples, and families. Individual psychology has traditionally
focused on the mind as the source of mental illness, and family therapy fo
cuses on the family system as the source of problematic behaviors. As Alice
quickly found in encountering the Cheshire Cat and others in Wonderland,
mental illness is defined by the context by which one is surrounded.
39
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In this chapter you will learn about general systems theory and cyber
netic theory and the application of these theories to families. Following is a
look at how these two theories came to be.

REDUCTIONISM VERSUS HOLISM

As early as the 1920s and into the 1940s scientists from many disciplines
began to question the usefulness of reductionism in science. Reductionism
is a theory or procedure that reduces complex data to simple terms. Re
ductionism is a powerful tool for understanding reality by breaking complex
identities down into constituent parts, allowing scientists significant insight
into how things work. Reductionism asks us to think about things mechanis
tically, or as a machine. A machine is built up from distinct parts and can be
reduced to those parts without losing its machinelike character. This idea is
called Cartesian reductionism. The success of reductionism in science can
not be ignored. Most of modern science and technology is the result of it.
However, this notion of everything being reduced to machinelike quali
ties does not generally apply to complex (real) systems. One cannot reduce
complex systems; it only reduces them to simple mechanisms. The human
brain similarly displays unique properties that are unrecognizable in a
reductionistic study of neurons and transmitters. In some sense, then, the
whole is more than the sum of its parts. The same is true in understanding
human beings and mental illness. Gregory Bateson (1972) pointed out that
to understand a mentally ill person, one should look at the web of family
communications with which that person lives.
In order to understand families, we cannot reduce them to their distinct
parts. That is, we cannot study families by looking at individual members.
In order to understand families, we must study the family members in rela
tionship to one another. It is this relationship between family members that
makes each family unique. When studying families, it was found that using
a reductionist approach was not helpful, and that a more holistic approach
better captured the complexity o f families.
Although many people advanced our thinking toward a more holistic ap
proach in mental health, three historic figures in particular were perhaps
most influential in paving the way for our modern notions of family therapy.
The first of these was Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1968), a biologist who de
veloped general systems theory (GST). General systems theory focuses on
the relationship and interaction between the objects in a system. GST pro
vided a model for understanding living systems that was focused on how ap
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parently unrelated events or phenomena could be seen as interrelated parts
or components of a larger whole or system. The second important scientist,
Norbert Wiener (1954), advanced cybernetic theory. Cybernetics is a term
derived from the Greek word kubernetes, which means “steering” or “gov
erning.” Cybernetics was used to describe Wiener’s theory of communica
tion and control. According to this theory, humans (as well as machines) at
tempt to control entropy (disorganization) in systems through feedback that
influences future performance. Cybernetic theory considers the organiza
tion of systems and the mechanisms that regulate the system’s functioning.
Third, the most influential thinker in the field of family therapy, Gregory
Bateson (1972), an anthropologist, was the person most responsible for ap
plying both general systems theory and cybernetic theory to families.
The integration of general systems theory and cybernetics theory as
applied to families shall be referred to in this chapter as systems theory.
Learning about systems theory not only means studying new terms and con
cepts but involves a paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1962), which is a shift in think
ing similar to the change in thinking that occurred when Galileo proposed
that the earth revolved around the sun—challenging the commonly held be
lief of the time that the earth was the center of the universe. A paradigm is a
model or conceptual scheme through which people make sense of such
things as “reality” or “the world.” Each paradigm provides a particular way
of viewing and understanding its subject, along with corresponding meth
ods for gaining this understanding. When family therapy originated, it
provided an entirely new approach to viewing and understanding people,
which contrasted greatly with individually oriented paradigms. Systems
theory is a scientific paradigm applied to both biological and social systems.
In this chapter systems theory is applied to families.
The basic tenets of systems theory include the following (adapted from
Minuchin, 1985):
1. Any system is an organized whole; objects within the system are nec
essarily interdependent.
2. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
3. Systems are composed of subsystems.
4. Patterns in a system are circular rather than linear.
5. Complex systems are composed of subsystems.
6. Systems have homeostatic mechanisms that maintain stability of their
patterns.
7. Evolution and change are inherent in open systems.
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ANY SYSTEM IS AN ORGANIZED WHOLE;
ELEMENTS WITHIN THE SYSTEM
ARE NECESSARILY INTERDEPENDENT
What Is a System?
A system is a set of elements standing in interaction. Each element in the
system is affected by whatever happens to any other element. Systems are
composed of three elements: objects, attributes, and relationship among
the objects within an environment (Littlejohn, 1978, p. 31). Within a family,
the “objects” are the family members. Attributes may include goals, energy,
attitudes, ethnicity, and other characteristics of the family. The “relationship
among objects” is how family members communicate with one another. The
environment includes the surroundings that are simultaneously shaped by
the family, and shaping the family. For example, the community in which a
family resides, or the social class to which a family belongs, would provide
the family with particular opportunities or limitations, and would also re
flect the family’s participation as members of the community or social class.
The success of the family depends on the existence and connection with
other family members. Family therapists are most concerned with looking
at the relationship between the “parts” or family members (see Figure 2.1).
Interaction (communication) among the parts reflects the dynamic nature of
families. The study of the family must begin with the relationships, and inter
actions among family members.

What Is a Family System?
A family system includes family members, the unique attributes of the
family members, and the relationships between family members. This small
group of closely interrelated and interdependent individuals is organized
into a unit with specific purposes, functions, or goals. Our society has his
torically defined family in a fairly restricted fashion. We may think of the
typical American family consisting of a mother, a father, and their children.
Although this nuclear family form is prevalent in our depictions of families
in movies or on television programs, and although it is still the dominant
form, it is not the only form that family therapists will encounter by any
means. Fortunately, systems theory comprises all sorts of relationships
among people, their attributes, and their environments. Thus for the pur
poses of thinking about families from a systemic perspective, families are
defined by the people in them. One person’s definition of a family may not
look like a family to another. Perhaps you come from a traditional nuclear
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The Delicate Balance
of Family Systems

FIGURE 2.1. Understanding Interdependence. Virginia Satir encouraged people
to think of families as interdependent systems and imagine them as hanging mo
biles. Perhaps you had a mobile as a child that had airplanes or shapes or plan
ets on it. Instead of objects, visualize each person hanging from the mobile. Now
imagine that the wind blows a bit. Interdependence is illustrated each time one
person on the mobile moves. When one person on the mobile is impacted by the
wind, it impacts all the others in the mobile, and they in turn also move. The mo
bile is more than each hanging object; it is also the delicate balance of each part
with the others. When one visualizes a mobile, one can understand the systems
concept that a change in one part of the system affects all parts of the system.
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family. Or you may come from a stepfamily, foster family, single-parent
family, cohabiting family, a three-generation family, a grandfamily, or you
may come from a family in which one or more of your parents is gay. Cou
ples without children are also families. Family systems theory encompasses
all types of families and examines the relationships among the members.
Family systems also include extended families, or relatives of those mak
ing up the primary nuclear family. We all grow up in some type of a family
system. The family you grew up in is referred to as your family of origin.
Some people who do not have family-of-origin support or extended families
may make up their own family configurations based on friendships; this is
termed a family of choice.

The Impact of Suprasystems
Larger systems also impact the family system. Unfortunately, family
therapy often ignored the impact of the larger system on the family until re
cent years. Larger systems, or suprasystems, impacting families include
cultural, political, and economic contexts, environment (social and physi
cal), and any other contextual systems that impact the daily workings of the
family, school, ethnicity, religion, culture community, and so on (see Figure
2 .2 ).

For example, some find it difficult to understand why women in abusive
relationships do not leave their spouses. Yet if the impact of the larger sys
tems on a woman in an abusive relationship are taken into account, we may
find that culture dictates that she stay—her ethnicity and/or religious back
ground may place pressure on her to remain in the marriage. In addition,
because of political and economic constraints, women in our society gener
ally have fewer economic opportunities than men. Perhaps this woman has
few ways in which she can support herself and her family without the
income of her abusive partner. Many larger systemic factors may be influ
encing this woman to stay in an abusive situation. An abused male partner
may face their own unique suprasystem factors, such as societal shaming for
allowing a woman to beat him; thus he also develops a cloak of secrecy and
reasons to tolerate his abusive situation.

Context Alters Meaning
Those who practice family systems theory examine the context of indi
viduals and their families in order to fully understand a problem. Context al
ters meaning. A reductionistic paradigm would cause one to assume the
problem exists alone; a holistic family systems paradigm explores the con
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FIGURE 2.2. Larger Systems Impact the Family

text o f the problem w ithin fam ily and social relationships. B ecause the parts
o f a system are interdependent for survival, fam ily therapists look at this
context and exam ine the relationships o f those in the fam ily system.
For example, if a man cam e to therapy who complained o f obsessive be
haviors, it might seem very strange that he inspects the light switches, electri
cal sockets, and fire alarms several tim es daily. You learn he is driving his
wife to the point o f desperation because o f his incessant checking behaviors
and his inability to keep a job due to his compulsivity. In addition, he continu
ally wakes their children in the night ju st to be sure they are breathing. This
client, if seen individually, might be diagnosed with obsessive-compulsive
disorder. Yet when we learn that his first wife and children died in a house fire,
we may reconsider his behaviors in light o f this new information. His behav
iors may make further sense when examining his present relationship. We
learn his wife occasionally has had too much too drink, and has fallen asleep
smoking; on one occasion, they had to throw a smoldering couch cushion out
of their home. She, in response to his hypervigilant behaviors, tries to “loosen
up” with alcohol. All o f the behaviors we see as problematic make sense in
the context o f the relationship system.
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Interdependence
Systems (or subsystems) are interdependent and do not exist in isolation.
Interdependence may be thought of as every part of the system having an ef
fect on every other part of the system. Change in one part of the system will
result in change in another part of the system. Capuzzi and Gross (1999) de
scribe the interrelatedness of systems using the metaphor of the ripple effect
seen when a rock is thrown into a pond. At first, the ripple will be very small,
but eventually it spreads throughout the entire pond. For example, if a teen
age girl becomes pregnant, the event will probably impact the teenager’s
life, the life of her baby, her parents, perhaps her grandparents who may be
involved in helping to care for the new baby while the teenager attends
school, possibly the social welfare system may become involved if the fam
ily needs assistance, the father of the baby, the father’s family, and so on.
There is a ripple effect from this event. Because family systems therapists
believe in interdependence, they believe that change in one family member
necessitates change in other members.

THE WHOLE IS GREATER THAN THE SUM OF ITS PARTS
A concept related to interdependence within systems theory is that the
whole is greater than the sum of its parts. One could study hydrogen and ox
ygen in isolation from each other forever, yet never discover water. Hydro
gen and oxygen must interact before water can be achieved (Bellinger,
2000). In a human example, although a team may have very good baseball
players, they may not be a winning team unless they have just the right mix
of players. The combined skills and the ability of the team to work together
shows synergy, or what is often referred to as nonsummativity. Nonsummativity is the assertion that a system is its own entity which is greater
than the mere sum of its parts; this is often explained by using the math
equation, 1 + 1 = 3. If a system has two people, then it has three parts. One
part consists of each person in the system and one part consists of the inter
action between the two people in the system. Within families, although sev
eral individuals make up a family, the family system takes on a life of its
own when the familiy gets together. Each family has its own “personality.”
The sum, the relationships among members, is greater than the simple con
tribution of individual family members.
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PATTERNS IN A SYSTEM ARE CIRCULAR
RATHER THAN LINEAR
Feedback
Feedback in a family system is the process by which the input of each
family member leads to a more complex, systems-oriented output. In order
to understand the family, the output is not individually determined, but the
whole becomes more than the sum of its parts. With systems feedback, we
assume that the malfunction of any one person is not caused by an intra
psychic breakdown, but by failure of the system itself to function properly.
Typically, one person is labeled by the system as the problem. Family thera
pists call this person the identified patient, or IP. Family therapists see this
person as the symptom bearer for dysfunction in the family system.
Feedback loops are the cycles by which individuals influence one an
other’s actions. The impact that a behavior has on the system and the re
sponse of the system to that behavior is viewed in terms of positive and neg
ative feedback. “Positive” and “negative” are not value judgments about the
behavior but rather indicate whether a change has occurred in the system. A
positive feedback loop reinforces itself. If a change has occurred and has
been accepted by the system, a positive feedback loop has occurred. The
status quo was not maintained, so the process is referred to as positive feed
back. Negative feedback, on the other hand, can lead to nearly stable behav
ior with gentle fluctuations, similar to a thermostat that maintains a certain
room temperature. If a couple gets into a fight, but both go to different parts
of the house to cool off so they avoid saying hurtful things to each other,
negative feedback has occurred. The couple became aware that the “temper
ature” was getting higher in the relationship than was comfortable, so they
took action to correct the situation to maintain a comfortable stance with
each other. Evaluating the usefulness of positive or negative feedback loops
must be done contextually. Both processes may refer to something that is ei
ther helpful or not helpful to the family.
The whole system will behave differently with positive or negative feed
back. Negative feedback controls positive feedback. Negative feedback helps
the system maintain itself over the course of time. However, if negative feed
back stops all change, it can also cause the system to crash. Although a system
needs stability, it must also be able to accept change and to adapt.
Negative Feedback Example
Maria and Julio, a couple, present for couple therapy. The couple complains of
low sexual desire. The therapist learns that whenever Julio begins to exhibit sex
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ual interest in Maria, which he expresses by asking her if she wants to “get it on”
or “do the horizontal mambo,” Maria becomes anxious. When Maria becomes
anxious she tends to do things that turn Julio off, such as talk incessantly, bite
her nails, and smoke more. The level of sexual desire remains low. In this exam
ple the output (sexual interest) of one object of the system, Julio, becomes the in
put of the other object, Maria. Maria’s output (doing unattractive things) becomes
Julio’s input (Maria’s unattractive behaviors decreases Julio’s sexual desire).
The result is that no change occurs. The more sexual interest Julio displays, the
more anxious Maria becomes, and thus the more she engages in behaviors that
turn Julio off. No matter how sexually turned on Julio becomes, the result is al
ways the same: low sexual interest on the part of both spouses. This is an exam
ple of negative feedback— the input led to output that leads to input that main
tains the status quo.

Positive Feedback Example
Dwayne is jealous and suspicious of his wife LaShonda. When LaShonda has
a business lunch with a male colleague, Dwayne becomes suspicious and dis
trustful of LaShonda. Dwayne’s jealousy makes LaShonda defensive and antag
onistic, and causes her to try to conceal innocent things from Dwayne to avoid
arousing his jealousy. In turn, LaShonda’s defensiveness and concealment fuel
Dwayne’s jealousy. The more jealous Dwayne becomes, the more defensive and
surreptitious LaShonda becomes. Thus, Dwayne becomes more and more jeal
ous. Here Dwayne’s output, jealousy, becomes input for LaShonda: she re
sponds with defensiveness. LaShonda’s output (defensiveness) becomes input
for Dwayne, who responds with increased jealousy. The result is that an original
small jealousy is magnified and becomes raging jealousy.

Distinguishing Positive and Negative Feedback
Whenever Ben begins to become angry, it makes his partner Norman be
comes more detached. The angrier Ben becomes, the more detached Norman
acts. If Norman’s detachment has the result of cooling Ben down, we would have
an example of negative feedback: As Ben becomes angry, Norman backs off and
this decreases Ben’s anger, and soon neither party is angry (the feedback
system eliminates the anger). If, on the other hand, Norman’s detachment just
makes Ben angrier, we have an example of positive feedback: the angrier Ben
becomes, the more detached Norman becomes, and Norman’s increasing de
tachment and coolness fuels Ben’s anger, so that Ben’s anger continues to
escalate (the feedback system magnifies the anger).

Stability/Adaptability
Change is something that families must embrace as well as avoid. It is a
difficult balancing act. In order to avoid disintegration and chaos, a system
must balance stability with adaptability. A system’s ability to remain stable
in the context of change and to change in the context of stability is central to
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its survival. A system has two mechanisms that operate simultaneously to
achieve this balance. Morphostasis is a system’s tendency toward stability
or a steady state. The system must engage in regulation and control as well
as manage its position in the supra-system. Such regulation and control con
tribute to order and to a state of dynamic equilibrium for the system. At the
same time, the system has a mechanism that allows for growth, creativity,
innovation, and change called morphogenesis. A balance between these
two mechanisms is necessary for a well-functioning system. Becvar and
Becvar (1996) describe this balance as two sides of the same coin. Keeney
(1983, p. 70) illustrates the interrelatedness of morphostasis and morpho
genesis with his statement “change cannot be found without a roof of stabil
ity over its head. Similarly, stability will always be rooted to underlying pro
cesses of change” (as quoted in Becvar and Becvar, 1996).

Linear versus Circular Causality
As in the previously noted negative and positive feedback examples, in
put in a family system leads to output that is fed back into the system, thus
becoming input to the family’s or couple’s next output. This circular process
is important in understanding family systems. In family systems thinking, a
circular process is involved in the feedback model of causality. Viewing re
ality from this circular model of causality means that events are multicausal
and reciprocal. Reciprocal causality is very different from how our society
typically understands events. Most of us are trained to think in terms of lin
ear causality, or A causes B (see Figure 2.3). The reader can make the para
digm shift from linear to circular thinking by thinking about two or more
people rather than one. Whenever we describe a person we are also describ
ing one part of an interaction. For example, if someone describes the father
in a particular family as “controlling,” we can’t stop with that “one-way”
(i.e., linear) description of the interaction. Systems thinkers also want to un
derstand what father is reacting to—perhaps a teenage son whose behavior
the father believes is “careless.” Now we can broaden our descriptions to in
clude a “two-way” interaction. When the son behaves carelessly, the father
becomes controlling; the more controlling the father becomes, the more
careless the son becomes. Understanding the reciprocal component of any
interaction is central to circular, systemic thinking. This is often more for
mally referred to as reciprocal causality (see Figure 2.3). A’s behavior is
the logical outcome of B’s behavior and B’s behavior is the logical outcome
of A’s behavior. In this case, the son’s carelessness is the outcome of the fa
ther’s overcontrolling behaviors, and the overcontrolling behaviors are a
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Linear Causality

A

B

Reciprocal Causality

FIGURE 2.3. Linear versus Reciprocal Causality

function of the son’s carelessness. Both influence and are influenced by
each other simultaneously.
Consider reciprocal causality in terms of a coin (see Figure 2.4). Father’s
“controlling” behavior is related to son’s “careless” behavior in that both
behaviors can be described as different approaches to risk taking (the coin).
One side of the coin represents minimum risk taking while the other side of
the coin represents maximum risk taking. One way reciprocal causality con
cepts are utilized in family therapy practice is through positive connotation
(see Box 2.1 for further explanation of positive connotation).
Family therapists understand relationships from a circular causality per
spective. If a woman comes to therapy complaining about that her husband
just watches television and does little with the children, linear causality
would cause us to think that her husband’s behavior is causing her unhappi
ness. But with circular causality, we look further and examine the relation-

Minimum
Risk Taking

Maximum
Risk Taking

FIGURE 2.4. Reciprocal Causality. This figures represents two sides of the same
coin. The father takes minimum risks; the son takes maximum risks. The more
careless the son becomes, the more controlling the father becomes in his efforts
to protect his son. The more controlling the father becomes, the more the son
rebels by taking more risks. The more the son rebels, the more the father con
trols the son, and so on, causing a vicious cycle. This mutual influence is called
reciprocal causality.
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BOX 2.1. Putting Theory into Practice:
The Art of Positive Connotation
One final helpful tip for understanding sys
tems theory is to utilize the art of positive con
notation. As in the case presented involving a
father and son, if we want to influence the inter
action between father and son we will need to
alter the connotation of each of their behaviors
so they can think differently about their inter
actions. For example, if we continue to call the
father “controlling” and the son “careless” then
we are discounting the positive intentions each
one has toward the other. As an alternative
perspective we might say that the father is
frightened about his son’s safety and would be
devastated and unable to forgive himself if
anything were to happen to his son. The son
now can view his father as deeply concerned for him, which allows the son to
respond to his father differently than when he believed his father was trying to
control him. In this situation, the therapist can remind the father that he had
to take risks in order to attain the success he has in life. Likewise, his son is
taking risks. If the therapist reframes the son’s “carelessness” as an attempt
to learn how to take risks, the father may see him as capable and behaving in
a way that ultimately could lead to the teen’s success in his adult life. The ther
apist could then encourage the father to teach the son methods of risk taking
that are likely to have good results. Once the positive intention is uncovered,
the son now views his father as deeply concerned for him rather than intend
ing to control him, and the father views his son as trying to succeed and make
him proud rather than being careless.
Positive connotation is central to the work of family therapy as we seek to
understand a system and how each part affects and is affected by every other
part. The use of positive connotation helps us to have empathy for a family
rather than blaming or criticizing particular family members or the entire fam
ily. Systems theory views a problem as an indication that something is not
working effectively within the family structure or process. A structural symp
tom points to problems in the systems hierarchy, boundaries, subsystems,
rules, etc. A process symptom points to problems in the family interaction,
such as emotional reactivity and ineffective communication. The goal is to un
derstand the context within which a problem fits, examine the patterns main
taining that problem, and then change the context.

ship pattern. We might find that when the husband has become more in
volved in chores and interaction with his wife, she criticizes his performance.
Therefore, he withdraws in response to this criticism. The more he with
draws, the more lonely and unsatisfied the wife feels, and the more she com
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plains. The more she complains, the more he withdraws into the solace of
television programs, and so the reciprocal process continues.

COMPLEX SYSTEMS ARE COMPOSED OF SUBSYSTEMS
Within a family system are also smaller, self-contained, but interrelated
systems called subsystems. For example, parents in a family constitute a
parental subsystem that has its own set of rules, boundaries, and goals. The
same parents may also be married and form yet another subsystem known as
a spousal subsystem. Brothers and sisters, stepbrothers and stepsisters, half
brothers and half sisters all are different formations of the sibling sub
system. The concept of hierarchy (as you shall see in the structural family
therapy chapter) refers to the fact that any complex system is also a
subsystem of a higher-order system. For example, the local school district,
religious community, medical community, and business community are
subsystems of the larger community for each town or city in the United
States. Just as cities have within themselves subsystems, so do families.
One other subsystem is the personal subsystem and its components.
Each person has biological, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral compo
nents that constitute the individual (Kantor and Lehr, 1976) and impact the
other subsystems and systems, and conversely these systems impact the in
dividual’s personal subsystem.

SYSTEMS HA VE HOMEOSTA TIC MECHANISMS
THAT MAINTAIN STABILITY OF THEIR PATTERNS
Family Patterns
All systems exhibit patterns that are recursive in nature. Patterns are ha
bitual, redundant ways of behaving and communicating in relationships.
Systems are made up of interactional patterns that tend to repeat themselves.
All systems want to maintain equilibrium or a steady state. As a result, these
patterns lead to predictability that an interaction will end the same regard
less of the way it began, regardless of the topic or content (i.e., input) of the
interaction. For example, most teens could predict how their parents would
react to them staying out all night without calling home. These teens under
stand how their family system would show a pattern they are likely to be
able to predict. Another salient example is when a family member or partner
just has to give you a “look” and it seems to start an argument. The “look” it
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self is a predictor of an upcoming interactional pattern reflecting circular
causality. All systems have patterns of interaction that can become predict
able over time. Homeostasis in a family is the desire to maintain stability or
the status quo. Humans tend to like predictability; this predictability lends
itself to homeostasis.

Rules and Roles
Family rules and roles help maintain stability. Family rules are under
standings or agreements in families that organize the family members’ inter
actions. Rules may be overt or covert. Examples of such overt rules include
“In our family we go to church every Sunday” or “Those who do not do their
chores do not get their allowance.” Covert rules are those that are implied
but not overtly stated, such as “Never challenge your mother,” or “Don’t
have sex until you are married.”
Family roles are individually prescribed patterns of behavior reinforced
by the expectations and norms of the family. These roles may be defined by
gender, or by talents, or abilities, and so on. A father’s role may be to stay up
late with sick children because he can manage on less sleep than his wife.
Roles can be about tangible tasks, or they can be more about ascribed traits
such as the role of the “black sheep,” the “clown,” “the achiever,” and so on.

Boundaries
Boundaries are the defining parameters of both individuals and systems.
A system boundary may be thought of as the point at which data flow (e.g.,
output) from one system into another (e.g., input). In family systems theory,
boundaries determine who is in and who is out of the system. Boundaries
may separate subsystems, generations, or the identity of families.
The degree to which data are free to flow from one system to another is
known as the permeability of the boundary. A permeable boundary allows
data to flow freely, resulting in an open system. An impermeable boundary
is one that strictly controls (or even refuses) the acceptance or dispensing of
data, resulting in a closed system.
In family systems it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between sub
systems, which may point to a lack of boundaries or diffuse boundaries.
For example, it is not uncommon to see a child as part of a parental subsys
tem. A child may have been “parentified” because he or she is the oldest and
is expected to take care of younger siblings with little consideration for his
or her needs by the parents. Or perhaps one parent is not functioning in the
parental role, as may be the case if one parent is struggling with a substance
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abuse problem. In such a case, a child may try to fill the role and become
part of the parental subsystem. In other instances, rigid boundaries exist
and family members are so separate that it is difficult to tell that members
are part of the same family. For example, there may be little communication
between parents and children as depicted in the saying, “Children are to be
seen and not heard!” See Figure 2.5 for a continuum that demonstrates the
range of family boundary variations.

EVOLUTION AND CHANGE ARE INHERENT
IN OPEN SYSTEMS
Systems can be closed or open. Closed systems have no interchange
with their environments. For example, machines are closed systems. They
do not exchange energy with the environment. Consider a windup alarm
clock. The system of this alarm clock is closed. The alarm clock does not ex
change energy with its environment. Without the help of a human hand to
wind it, it will stop running. Open systems exchange matter, energy, or in
formation with their environments. Most biological and social systems are
open systems. Plants are an example of open systems. The environment pro
vides the plant with moisture and food, and the plant provides the environ
ment with oxygen. Each influences the other.
Family systems are open systems. “An open system is a set of objects
with attributes that interrelate in an environment. The system possesses
qualities of wholeness, interdependence, hierarchy, self-regulation, envi
ronmental interchange, equilibrium, adaptability, and equifinality” (Littlejohn,
1983, p. 32). Families have constant interchange with their environment.
Values encouraged at school, work, or religious institutions influence values
at home and vice versa. For example, a child may come home from school
one day making fun of a schoolmate for being different. The parents may
discuss tolerance and compassion for those who are different with the child,
who in turn goes back to school and shares these ideas with other children,

Boundaries
Diffuse

Clear

Rigid

FIGURE 2.5. The Range of Possible Boundaries Within a Family
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who then filter this information to their families. Families influence their
environments and at the same time the environments influence families.
Adaptability is the ability of a family to change patterns in response to
changing conditions, such as developmental or situational crises or occur
rences. For example, a family that makes curfew later for a teenager who has
been responsible but desires to stay out a little later is showing adaptability
to the child’s changing developmental needs. Families must change and re
structure themselves in order to survive and thrive. Equifinality is the abil
ity of a family to achieve similar goals, but in different ways. For example,
not all parents parent alike. Yet families with different parenting styles may
have children who behave in an acceptable manner. This illustrates the abil
ity of family systems to achieve the same goals, but from various different
routes. The opposite of equifinality is equipotentiality. Equipotentiality oc
curs when the same cause can produce different results. Both equfinality
and equipotentiality refer back to the notion that there are no single causes
or effects in systems theory.
Sometimes families minimize interchange with their environment, espe
cially if that environment is seen to threaten the integrity of the system. For
example, the Amish have strong boundaries between the outside world and
their world in order to preserve cultural and religious ideals. On the negative
side of a closed system, some families may wish to protect a secret, such as
physical or sexual abuse, and thus avoid the outside world so that no one
will know what is occurring in the family (see Figure 2.6).
A system at either extreme of openness/closedness is in maximum disorder
and disintegration, referred to as entropy. A system must find a balance of
permeable boundaries so that it can be open to receive the information it re
quires to survive and close out information that threatens the system’s integ
rity. Such a balance is called negentropy; it indicates a system at maximum
order. Typically, family therapists encounter families in a state of entropy,
and it is their job to help restore negentropy to the family system.

Open to Outside
Influence

Closed to Outside
Influence

FIGURE 2.6. Open and Closed Family Systems
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Information Exchange
Open systems exchange information with their environment. Families
exchange information through behavior and communication. All behavior
is communication, and it is impossible to not communicate (Watzlawick,
Beavin, and Jackson, 1967). Even as you are sitting reading this book right
now, you are communicating to those around you—perhaps you are show
ing that you are studying (by your silent reading), that you are bored (by
yawning), or that you are interested (by the look on your face as you read).
Communication serves as input and output in the system.
There are two types of communication: digital and analogic. Digital
communication is the verbal mode of communication, the spoken word or
content of the communication. Analogic communication is the combina
tion of nonverbal communication mode (e.g., voice tone, voice inflection,
gestures, facial expression, and body posture) and the context of the mes
sage. It is the analogic communication or process of communication that is
of most interest to family therapists because this communication tells us
about interpersonal relationships.
In family therapy, the therapist is typically focused much more on the
analogic communication in the family therapy session. He or she is looking
at the process of communication and deciphering it in terms of what it
means regarding the relationship of the family members to each other. The
content of what is said is much less important than how it is said.
For example, consider that the digital communication (content) is the
same in the following messages, but the analogic communication is differ
ent in all three examples:
• If someone says, “Hey, we should get together some time,” in a cheery
tone with a friendly smile, you would probably consider that an invita
tion to do something fun with this person.
• If someone says, “Hey, we should get together sometime,” with little
passion or interest in his or her voice while looking away, you might
think he or she is being polite but is uninterested in truly getting to
gether.
• Yet again, “Hey, we should get together sometime” might hold a very
different message if the context is that you are walking up a prison
aisle and the person sending the message is an inmate.
If the process and content of the message are not congruent, a double
message can occur. If someone says, “You really look nice today,” but rolls
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his or her eyes sarcastically while saying it, you are receiving a double mes
sage. Communication is key to any form of psychotherapy.
Family therapists look to communication to regulate the family system.
Although content is important for the family therapist to consider, he or she
will be continually monitoring the communication process of the family,
since this is where input and output in the system occur.

FROM SYSTEMS THEORY TO FAMILY THERAPY THEORIES
Systems theory is the foundation for understanding the majority of fam
ily therapy theories presented in the remainder of this book. This theory is
provided as the starting point for you to begin an important paradigm shift
from linear to circular thinking, so that when you conceptualize a family
you will focus on interrelatedness of family members and their interactions
rather than the individual family members. In addition, systems theory helps
us to understand the tremendous balancing act families must perform to
achieve being close and yet separate, stable yet adaptable, open yet closed,
and the same yet different—all at the same time. Finally, systems theory ori
ents us to discover the context of any family problem or symptom to give it
meaning and understand its function for the entire system.
Each model of family therapy presented in this book represents an em
phasis on a different part of systems theory, with the exception of the social
constructionist theories presented in Chapter 6, and to an lesser extent, the
cognitive-behavioral theories discussed in Chapter 8. For example, struc
tural family therapy attends to the family structure by looking at its rules,
boundaries, and hierarchies. Strategic family therapy attends to interactional
patterns and positive feedback mechanisms. Because each theory has a dif
ferent emphasis on a specific part of a family’s process or structure, unique
interventions from each theory are designed to impact various aspects of the
family system. Some models of family therapy emphasize the importance of
having all family members in the room; others believe that there is a ripple
effect with the system, so having all family members in therapy together is
unimportant. The latter believe that changing one or more family members
will create change in the entire system. One may think of this emphasis on
various family therapy theories or models from the systemic viewpoint of
equifinality. One can have similar outcomes from different origins— family
change can occur through many different types of family therapy.
Whatever the theoretical model of treatment chosen, family therapy typi
cally has the following hallmarks:
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• No family member is singled out as the patient or “sick one.”
• Family therapists usually see families conjointly rather than individu
ally.
• Diagnosis and goals are based on the family, not on individuals.
This chapter has introduced you to family systems theory, which was de
rived both from general system theory and cybernetic theory. Systems the
ory was derived from a revolt against the reductionist thinking that perme
ated science fifty-plus years ago. It provided science with a more holistic
way to look at complex phenomena. Gregory Bateson, basing his work on
the ideas of Norbert Wiener (1954) and Ludwig von Bertalanffy (1968), did
much to bring these theories to the forefront of families, and was a pioneer
in beginning to understand mental illness in the context of the family system.

GLOSSARY
adaptability: The ability of a family to change patterns concurrent with the
changing conditions.
analogic communication: Communication not with words, but of non

verbal, paraverbal, and contextual aspects of interaction. Analogic commu
nication has connotative meanings. In family therapy it is the process of
communication.
boundaries: Abstract or physical dividers between or among systems and

subsystems. Boundaries define who is in and who is out of a system.
closed system: A system that has no interchange with its environment.
content: Verbal or written words in communication; what is said. See DIGI
TAL COMMUNICATION.
covert rules: Rules that are implied but not overtly stated.
cybernetics: Science of communication, control, and feedback; the study

of the self-regulating properties of systems.
diffuse boundaries: Boundaries that are overly permeable. This causes dis

tance to decrease in families and boundaries to become blurred.
digital communication: Verbal mode of communication, with denotative

meaning. Digital communication takes place via words said verbally or in
written language.
double message: When the process and content aspects of a message are

not congruent.
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entropy: A system’s tendency to move toward disorganization.
equifinality: The principle that similar outcomes may result from different
origins. In family systems theory this refers to the ability of a family or fam
ilies to achieve similar goals in different ways.
equilibrium: Balance in a system that keeps it stable.
equipotentiality: The same process can produce different results.
extended family: Relatives of those making up the primary nuclear family.
family of choice: Individuals outside of one’s biological family that one
also chooses to consider family.
family of origin: The family one grew up in.
family rules: Understandings or agreements in families that organize the
family members’ interactions.
family system: Includes family members, the unique attributes of the fam
ily members, and the relationships among the family members.
feedback: Any reciprocal flow of influence.
feedback loop: A circular causal process in which a system’s output is re
turned to its input.
general systems theory: Theory that defines relationship of objects or indi
viduals within biological, economic, or physical systems.
hierarchy: Having an organization of a higher-order system.
homeostasis: When a system maintains stability or the status quo. In family
systems this typically occurs through families developing recurring inter
actional patterns to maintain stability and balance.
identified patient: The symptom bearer for dysfunction in the family.
linear causality: The idea that one event is the cause and another is the ef
fect.
morphogenesis: Tendency of a system to evolve and to change its structure;
constructive, system-enhancing behaviors.
morphostasis: The tendency of a system to retain its organization or to
maintain the status quo.
negentropy: Emergence of organizational patterns.
nonsummativity: The assertion that a system is a separate entity greater
than the sum of its parts. A synergistic effect that occurs in systems.
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nuclear family: A family consisting of a father, a mother, and child (or chil
dren) triad.
open system: A system that exchanges matter, energy, or information with
its environment.
overt rules: Rules that are stated.
paradigm: A model or conceptual scheme through which people make
sense of their reality or world.
paradigm shift: A shift in thinking when one conceptual worldview is re
placed by another.
parental subsystem: The parents of a family make up the smaller, self-con
tained, but interrelated systems of a family.
permeability: Degree to which data are free to flow from one system to an
other through boundaries.
personal subsystem: Systems are composed of individuals. Each person
has a system that includes his or her biological, cognitive, emotive, and be
havioral components, making that individual a subsystem of the larger sys
tem. The individual impacts the family system, and the family system im
pacts the individual, including his or her biology, cognitions, behaviors, and
emotions.
positive connotation: Occurs when a therapist relabels a behavior posi
tively so that the family can see the symptom in a new light.
process: How one communicates and the context in which one communi
cates.. Process gives one information on how to interpret content. See
ANALOGIC COMMUNICATION.

reciprocal causality: Refers to a nonlinear, circular sequence of events
whereby one event modifies another event, which in turn modifies another
event, which eventually modifies the original event.
reductionism: A theory or procedure that reduces complex data to simple
terms.
rigid boundaries: Boundaries that are nonpermeable whereby communi
cation across subsytems becomes difficult.
roles: Individually prescribed patterns of behavior reinforced by the expec
tations and norms of the family.
sibling subsystem: A family subsystem made up by the siblings of the family.
spousal subsystem: A family subsystem made up of the two spouses.
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subsystems: Within a family the smaller, self-contained, but interrelated
systems.
suprasystems: The larger systems that surround the family.
system: An entity that maintains its existence through the mutual interac
tion of its parts.
tenets: Principle beliefs or doctrine.
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Chapter 3

Structural Family Therapy
Joseph L. Wetchler

Minuchin: What is the problem? . . . So who wants to start?
Mr. Smith: I think it’s my problem. I’m the one that has the problem...
Minuchin: Don’t be so sure. Never be so sure.
Salvador Minuchin
Families and Family Therapy
During the late 1960s an Argentine-born psychiatrist named Salvador Minuchin
challenged patients, family members, and mental health professionals to view
emotional problems from a family perspective rather than an individual one.
His clinical flair and personal charm enabled him to seduce families to change
in an often startling and provocative fashion. However, although his methods
were certainly dramatic, they were based on solid theoretical tenets.
Structural family therapy views families and emotional distress from
an organizational perspective. Individual problems are maintained not through
personal pathology but rather through flaws in a family’s organizational de
sign. Structural family therapists do not attempt to resolve an individual’s
problems as much as they work to alter the family’s organizational struc
ture. Family members are then able to relate to one another in new ways that
enable them to solve their problems themselves (Minuchin, 1974; Minuchin
and Fishman, 1981).

MAJOR FIGURES IN STRUCTURAL FAMILY THERAPY
In the early 1960s, Salvador Minuchin joined the staff of the Wyltwick
School, in upstate New York, to work with juvenile delinquents. It was here
that he discovered the limits of a traditional psychotherapy background. Ba
sically, insight-oriented, individual approaches did not work with a non
motivated teenage population. Physically active boys who are cut off from
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their feelings are highly resistant to the quiet reflection required for individ
ual therapy. Further, talking about feelings and problems often seemed fu
tile when parents were concerned with stopping their child’s violent behav
ior. With colleagues Braulio Montalvo and Bernice Rosman, he developed
an action-oriented approach that utilized a family perspective to treatment
(Minuchin et al., 1967).
Based on his success at the Wyltwick School, Minuchin moved on to be
come the director of the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic. From its hum
ble beginnings as an inner-city child guidance center, under Minuchin the
Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic grew to become one of the foremost
centers for family therapy training in the 1970s and early 1980s (Nichols
and Schwartz, 1998). With Braulio Montalvo and Bernice Rosman from the
Wyltwick School, Minuchin joined forces with Jay Haley, Harry Aponte,
Charles Fishman, Jorge Colapinto, Cloe Madanes, and Marianne Walters to
develop and refine structural family therapy.
In 1976, Minuchin resigned as director of the Philadelphia Child Guid
ance Clinic, but remained as director of training until 1981. From there he
moved to New York City to start his own small center, Family Studies Inc.,
with colleagues George Simon and Wai-Yung Lee. Following his retirement
in 1996, the center in New York City was renamed the Minuchin Center for
the Family in his honor. Minuchin now lives in Boston, where he consults
with the Massachusetts Department of Health on home-based therapy pro
grams and continues his writing (Nichols and Schwartz, 1998).
Although the first pioneers at the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic
have since moved on, several members of the original team and its students
continue to make notable contributions to the structural family therapy liter
ature. Braulio Montalvo, Jorge Colapinto, and Harry Aponte are considered
elder statesmen within the family therapy community, and second-generation
structural family therapists Charles Fishman and George Simon have con
tinued to develop the theory (e.g., Fishman, 1993; Simon, 1995). Jay Haley
and Cloe Madanes have developed their own school of strategic family ther
apy (see Chapter 4) and Marianne Walters has become a major figure in the
feminist family therapy movement (see Chapter 13).

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
OF STRUCTURAL FAMILY THERAPY
Family Structure
Similar to other schools of family therapy, structural family therapy fo
cuses on the role of context in maintaining and solving individual problems.
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It is unique in its focus on family organization and the active role assigned to
the therapist as an agent of change (Colapinto, 1991). In fact, it is from this
view of the family as an organizational entity that the theory derived the
name structural family therapy. Minuchin and Fishman (1981) state:
The family is a natural group which over time has evolved patterns of
interacting. These patterns make up the family structure, which gov
erns the functioning of family members, delineating their range of be
havior and facilitating their interaction, (p. 11)
Structural family therapists believe that problems are maintained, not
caused, by a dysfunctional family organization. Therefore, they are less
concerned with the root cause of the problem than they are with how the
family is structured in its attempts to solve the problem. Rather than focus
ing on the history of the problem, structural family therapists are interested
in present-centered issues such as who is in charge in the family, who are the
allies in a family and who is on the outs, how much personal space exists for
people to assume responsibility for their actions, who has power over
whom, and how much flexibility exists for family members to change roles
in new and different situations.
Structural family therapists view families similarly to how an organiza
tional consultant looks at a corporation. Every family has an unspoken
structural flowchart that shows who is in charge and what are the responsi
bilities of each member. Various family structures dictate the patterns in
which families communicate (Aponte and VanDeusen, 1981). The manner
in which a family is organized affects who takes the leadership role in spe
cific situations and who talks to whom about certain subjects. For example,
in many families the parents are in charge of setting limits on their young
children’s behavior; they discuss and set the rules and values for raising
their children. However, although these children are excluded from disci
plinary discussions, they may be included in family decisions about where
they will go on family outings.
When a family comes to therapy, a structural family therapist assesses
how the family organizes itself regarding solving the problem. Does an ef
fective leadership pattern exist in dealing with this problem? Do people talk
directly to one another about the problem, or are others inappropriately in
volved as mediators? Are problems maintained because certain family
members are in secret alliance against other family members? Are some
people unable to solve their own problems because other family members
intrude on the resolution process? Is the family flexible enough to change
their organization to solve the problem, or do they attempt to resolve it with
an outmoded structure? The answers to these types of questions about a
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family’s organization enable structural family therapists to develop treatment
plans and interventions to meet a family’s specific needs.
All families have a variety of structures to handle different situations
(Minuchin, 1974). For example, although the mother and father might han
dle the majority of housework in a family, some of the older children might
have to assume more of this responsibility if one of the parents becomes laid
up with a serious illness. As the parent recovers, he or she can return to the
previous position of authority, or perhaps the family might renegotiate their
roles around who handles which responsibilities at home. Similarly, it is
also important for various subgroups to handle different tasks. One parent
and child might be the best subgroup to work on problems with math home
work, and the two brothers who share a room might be the best subgroup to
decide on what posters they hang on their walls (of course, parental supervi
sion might be necessary depending on the type of posters they choose, or
whether their deliberations result in a physical altercation).

Family Competency
At the heart of structural family therapy is a fundamental belief in the ba
sic competency of families (Simon, 1995). Problems do not exist because of
a core dysfunction in the family, but rather because the family is unable to
access a workable structure to solve the problem. As Minuchin states (in
Minuchin and Nichols, 1993):
When families come to me for help, I assume they have problems not
because there is something inherently wrong with them but because
they’ve gotten stuck— stuck with a structure whose time has passed,
and stuck with a story that doesn’t work. (p. 43)
All families have the potential to solve their problems. In fact, the ability
to access appropriate structures already exists in their repertoire. It is the
therapist’s task to convince families to risk searching for alternatives they
already possess (Simon, 1995).

Boundaries and Subsystems
In keeping with its organizational approach, structural family therapy
breaks families down into various subsystems, or groupings of family
members concerning specific tasks. For example, husbands and wives form
the spouse subsystem which provides mutual support, sex, and companion
ship, and they also serve as the parental subsystem in making executive de
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cisions about child rearing, discipline, and nurturance. Children, on the
other hand, form the sibling subsystem in which they learn about mutual co
operation, peer problem solving, and how to support one another (Cola
pinto, 1991). Other subsystems can serve a temporary function, as when a
father and daughter work on a school project together or a mother coaches
her son’s Little League team.
Individuals are both a subsystem by themselves and are members of nu
merous other subsystems. In fact, all subsystems belong to even larger sub
systems. For example, the family is a subsystem of the extended family and
the community in which it lives. The term holon refers to a subsystem that is
both a system in its own right and a subsystem of a larger system. “Every
holon—the individual, the nuclear family, the extended family, and the
community—is both a whole and a part, not more one than the other, not one
rejecting or conflicting with the other” (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981,
p. 13). Structural family therapists would say that an individual’s identity is
formed by being a member of numerous subsystems. Within such various
roles as spouse, parent, employee, lover, and child to one’s own parent, we
develop different aspects of personality and develop a sense of self.
Boundaries are the rules that govern who is included and excluded from
a specific subsystem. It is as if these rules form an invisible fence around
each group and define its membership. However, these subsystems do not
exist in isolation but, following the idea of holons, are in constant inter
action with other subsystems within a family. Clear boundaries, those that
successfully enclose a subsystem yet enable communication with other sub
systems, are important for optimum family functioning (see Figure 3.1).
“They must be defined well enough to allow subsystem members to carry
out their functions without undue interference, but they must allow contact
between the members of the subsystem and others” (Minuchin, 1974, p. 54).
The composition of a subsystem is not as important as the clarity of a sub
system’s boundaries. Therefore, optimum functioning in one family might
include two parents working together to run the family, while the executive
subsystem, the subsystem that takes the leadership role, in another family
might be composed of a mother and grandmother, and a third family might
have a parental child, an older child with occasional family leadership
tasks, to take charge of the younger children while the parents are at work.
Because this is an organizational model, the emphasis is on the successful
functioning of a family as opposed to how a family should look.
In fact, the clarity of a family’s boundaries is an extremely useful param
eter for assessing family functioning. Some families have highly enmeshed
boundaries in which there is little autonomy between individuals and other
subsystems (see Figure 3.1). It is as if there is no internal support structure
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Enmeshed Boundary
Overinvolvement
Clear Boundary
Normal Range
Disengaged Boundary
Lack of Involvement
FIGURE 3.1. Boundaries

for the family. It is impossible to develop effective subsystem productivity
as everyone keeps intruding in everyone else’s business. Children’s issues
become confused with marital issues, and no one has a sense of self because
it is impossible to tell where one person ends and another begins. Minuchin
and Fishman (1981) present a brief example of a dysfunctionally enmeshed
system:
The therapist presses a diabetic girl’s wrist. “Do you feel this?” he
asks the parents.
“Yes, I do,” the father says, indicating his own wrist. “Here. It feels
like pins and needles.”
“I have very poor circulation today,” the mother says, apologizing
for not sharing the experience, (p. 142)
How could a father actually believe that he feels a therapist squeezing his
daughter’s wrist and a mother believe she should feel it? Enmeshment at this
level is extremely rare. Yet this situation happened in a family in which a di
abetic child had to be hospitalized numerous times for diabetic acidosis
even though the child received regular doses of insulin. This type of en
meshment is not typical of families with diabetic children, but it was found
in several of the families Minuchin, Rosman, and Baker (1978) treated for
psychosomatic diabetes, cases of diabetes that consistently have to be hos
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pitalized even though the child is on insulin. Although the diabetes is physi
ological in nature, the flare-ups are thought to be due to psychological or
family issues.
Of course, enmeshed boundaries can also be appropriate in certain situa
tions. Parent-infant relationships must be enmeshed as babies have no way
of fending for themselves and are dependent on their parents’ abilities to un
derstand their needs based on the tiniest shift in expression. Further, parents
must be thoroughly intrusive in all aspects of their baby’s life until their
child begins to function autonomously. Until that time, however, they must
feed, clothe, bathe, diaper, and nurture their young one. At the opposite end
of the spectrum are disengaged boundaries, which successfully enclose a
subsystem but are impermeable to outside information (see Figure 3.1).
Families with disengaged boundaries are often closed off from the rest of
their community. They do not discuss their problems with others and do not
voluntarily partake of outside services such as counselors or family-life ed
ucators. Again, a disengaged family structure can often be quite helpful.
Many families believe that parents should promote autonomy in their teen
age children. For example, many parents give their teenagers chores to do
on their own and let them make their own decisions on how to spend their al
lowance. An extremely disengaged family, on the other hand, might have
absolutely no idea where their teenagers go when they leave home, who
their friends are, or how they are doing in school.
Many families show a mixture of boundaries within their organization.
Minuchin, Rosman, and Baker (1978) found that several of the families with
an anorexic child that they treated had highly enmeshed internal boundaries
and overly disengaged external boundaries. Although it was virtually im
possible to distinguish the child’s issues from the parents’, these families
were particularly immune from the outside interventions of professionals.
Trepper and Barrett (1989) report a similar phenomenon in incest families in
which no sexual boundary exists between the perpetrator and the child;
however, these families are so secretive that often no one reports the abuse
until several years have passed.
Structural family therapists are also aware that it is useful for families to
use multiple types of boundaries at different times. Further, it is also desir
able for boundaries to change according to different situations. For exam
ple, when a mother and father make love, it is desirable for them to be en
meshed so they can freely engage in the give and take of sex. The mutual
touching, caressing, and kissing require an extreme level of closeness to be
mutually satisfying. It is also desirable that they have a disengaged bound
ary between themselves and their children by not allowing them in the room
while they make love or by waiting until their children are asleep. However,
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in a healthy family, these rules should change to allow the children to enter
their parents’ room in case of an emergency, such as an injury to one of the
children. It should be noted that a child accidentally intruding on their par
ents’ lovemaking, while embarrassing, is not problematic if dealt with effec
tively; however, a boundary problem may exist if it continues without reso
lution.
Hierarchy
Hierarchy refers to a boundary that distinguishes the leadership subsys
tem from the rest of the family. Structural family therapists believe that an
individual, or a group of family members, must assume the leadership role
for a family to successfully resolve a given task. Those members within the
leadership hierarchy have more power in the decision-making process than
the rest of the family. For example, parents typically have a greater role in
determining their young children’s bedtimes than do the children them
selves. Although young children may have input in some situations, such as
asking for later bedtimes to watch special television programs, it is still up to
the parents to make the final decision. The term parent-child hierarchy re
fers to the specific boundary that demarcates the parents’ responsibility in
child-rearing issues. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a parent-child hierar
chy with a clear boundary.
As families use different structures to meet the demands of different situ
ations, they must also have different hierarchical arrangements. Typically,
the person who is responsible for a specific task assumes the leadership
function for that task. The father might be at the top of the hierarchy for
cooking meals if he is in charge of preparing supper, and the mother would
assume the leadership function for mowing the lawn if she is in charge of
yard care. Children also can assume leadership roles. For example, an older
son might take care of the younger children while a single mother is out, but
relinquishes his role when she returns. Figure 3.3 shows various hierarchi
cal arrangements that could exist in families.

M

F

C
FIGURE 3.2. Parent-Child Hierarchy with a Clear Boundary
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Father in charge of preparing supper
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Older son in charge of children
when Mom is away
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Mother in charge of lawn care
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Single mother assumes
responsibility for all children
when she returns

FIGURE 3.3. Typical Hierarchical Arrangements in Families

No hierarchical arrangement is written in stone. In fact, families must of
ten rearrange their structure to meet the demands of specific crises. When
the mother is away at work, a grandmother might care for the father and the
children while he recovers from a heart attack. Children might receive in
creased responsibilities for chores and meal preparations following the di
vorce of their parents. When a family fails to appropriately change the lead
ership hierarchy in times of crisis, severe problems can arise. A family that
is lost in the woods would be best advised to let their Eagle Scout son be in
charge of getting them to safety instead of relying on parents, the usual lead
ers, who have minimal outdoors skills. Then, when they return to civiliza
tion, the parents can again assume responsibility for the family.
Problems arise when families fail to adopt a functional leadership sub
system. For example, a parent-child hierarchy may be so enmeshed that the
parents are unable to apply appropriate punishment when their children
misbehave. The parents are so concerned about losing their children as
friends that they are afraid to set appropriate limits. In other families, this
boundary might be so disengaged that, although effective rules exist, the
parents are unable to respond to their children’s personal concerns. A crisis
can develop because the parents are unaware that their child has a problem.
This sometimes happens when parents do not monitor their child’s school
performance until they discover that he or she has to repeat a grade. In this
case, the family must open the lines of communication between the parents
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and child. Perhaps the parents might create a study time at home, have the
child show them his or her work, do homework with the child, or have the
school send progress notes to keep them aware of the child’s in-class behav
ior and performance.

,

,

Alliances Coalitions and Triangles
Families have many tasks that are more easily accomplished when sev
eral members participate. For example, a mother and her daughters raking
the leaves and a father and his sons washing the dishes often make the
chores go faster. An alliance exists when two or more family members join
together to handle a specific problem. Family alliances are typically known
to most members and are generally viewed positively. For example, every
one in the family usually knows if two brothers like to go fishing together or
that Mom and Dad work together on paying the bills.
Alliances often shift as family members deal with various tasks. They
can exist across family hierarchies and are not limited by a particular sub
system. In fact, a new subsystem exists each time a new alliance is formed.
Mom and Dad may be the most effective team to work on parenting issues;
however, Dad and the two daughters, who share a mutual interest in rare
stamps, might be better suited for having a joint hobby of stamp collecting.
Expecting Mom to join in simply because she and Dad are part of the
“parenting” alliance would probably diminish the joy for everyone in
volved. Then again, Mom and Dad would probably most enjoy a night out
together without the children, and the kids would feel stifled if their parents
regularly intruded on their play time.
Coalitions exist when two or more family members join forces against
one or more family members. This usually happens when two family mem
bers have a disagreement and a third member joins forces with the perceived
weaker member to balance the score (Aponte and VanDeusen, 1981). Be
sides being adversarial, coalitions tend to be secretive in nature. In fact, co
alitions are most likely to exist when family members are unable to openly
discuss a particular problem. The more overt a coalition is, the easier it is to
resolve. For example, families can easily recognize and handle situations in
which the big sister punches the middle son for breaking the youngest son’s
toy. It is clear to everyone that the big sister is defending her youngest
brother. It is an entirely different matter when one of the children consis
tently breaks one of Dad’s possessions every time Dad wins an argument
with Mom. Dad may not even be aware that his son has aligned with Mom
against him. This is especially problematic if Mom and Dad do not discuss
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the problems in their relationship that led to the child becoming Mom’s
champion.
Triangles are a specific type of coalition in which two family members
join forces against a third member. Although triangles within a subsystem
can be relatively benign and are often easily handled, they can be especially
problematic when they exist across generations. A cross-generational co
alition is a specific type of triangle in which two family members from dif
ferent generations ally against a third member. The two most common types
are when a parent and child join forces against the other parent or when an
in-law and spouse ally against the other spouse. Of course it is not uncom
mon for a child and grandparent to form a coalition against a parent. Crossgenerational coalitions typically exist when a power imbalance exists be
tween two family members that cannot be mediated by discussion. The
weaker member typically joins forces with a family member of a different
generation to balance the power discrepancy. Problems between an in-law
and a spouse usually exist for two reasons. In the first instance, one spouse
complains to his or her parent about his or her spouse’s behavior. The parent
then retaliates by openly criticizing that spouse. Rather than the husband
and wife resolving their problem, a third person serves as the focus of at
tack. This pattern, although highly uncomfortable for the members of the
triangle, is not as uncomfortable as the two spouses dealing with the core is
sues in their relationship. Unfortunately, although this type of interaction
balances the power in the family, it does not resolve the core problem. In
fact, once started, cross-generational coalitions often maintain the problem.
The only way for a problem such as this to be resolved is for the two spouses
to openly and mutually discuss the problems in their relationship.
The second type of cross-generational coalition exists when a child is in
volved as the third party in a parental dispute. Typically, one parent allies
with the child against the other parent; however, another pattern involves
both parents attempting to involve the child in a coalition against the other.
This second pattern can be highly stressful for the child because to ally with
one parent automatically earns the disfavor of the other parent. The child
must constantly walk a fine line between the needs of both parents (Minuchin,
1974).
A third type of cross-generational triangle is called detouring, in which
the two parents shift their focus to one child every time a problem arises be
tween them. This action happens so fast that the parents may not be overtly
aware of a relationship problem between them, and simply assume they
have a problem child. Minuchin, Rosman, and Baker (1978) explicitly re
vealed this pattern in a landmark study of psychosomatic diabetics, or dia
betic children who had to be consistently rehospitalized for diabetic acidosis
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despite being on insulin. Hospitalization is usually an unlikely occurrence
once treatment has begun, yet these children constantly returned with no or
ganic reason for their crisis.
In this study, the parents and child all had intravenous blood sampling
units attached to their arms from which blood samples were unobtrusively
taken at specific intervals and which were later evaluated for the concentra
tion of free fatty acids (FFA) in the bloodstream. Although certain amounts
of FFA are normal, the buildup of FFA is a precursor to ketoacidosis in dia
betics. FFA levels are also known to rise when an individual is under stress.
The researchers conducted a three-part experiment. During the first stage,
a researcher elicited and maintained an argument by the parents while the
child watched from behind a one-way mirror. In the second phase, the child
was brought into the room to help the parents resolve the problem. In the
third phase, the discussion ended and the family met with a researcher who
debriefed them and made sure the experiment had no undesirable effects.
The psychosomatic diabetic families showed the most striking physio
logical examples of detouring compared to normal diabetic families and
physiologically and emotionally normal families. During the parent argu
ment phase, both the parents and child showed highly elevated FFA levels.
When the child entered the room, the parents’ levels dropped markedly as
they focused on the child, yet the child’s levels continued to rise. Afterward,
the parents’ FFA levels continued to drop while the child’s were still on the
rise.
In contrast, in the normal diabetic family the parents showed a small rise in
FFA during the parent argument phase while the child showed none at all.
The child’s FFA rose slightly when he or she entered the room while the par
ents returned to normal. Afterward, both the parents’ and child’s FFA levels
were maintained at the normal level. The reason for the lack of change in
FFA levels in the normal diabetic families is that disagreement was not a
major form of stress for these families. For the psychosomatic families,
however, parental disagreement was very stressful and was detoured onto
the diabetic child, who carried the brunt of the family anxiety (Minuchin,
Rosman, and Baker, 1978).

NORMAL FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Minuchin (1974) claims that no single family structure is indicative of
health; however, the best sign of functionality is a family’s ability to change
structures to meet the new demands of various life cycle stages or family cri
ses. Problems are an inherent part of life and often require organizational
shifts for families to resolve them (Nichols and Schwartz, 1998). This is cer
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tainly true for life cycle development. Specific structures are idiosyncratic
to individual families, yet some general assumptions can be made.
The primary task of a newly married couple is to develop both external
and internal boundaries that define them as a spousal system. Through con
tinuous negotiations, they develop a set of rules that distinguishes them
from their families of origin. Initially, each will attempt to shape the couple
according to the rules they learned in their families of origin. This includes
what they eat, when they eat, what they do for fun, when they make love,
how many children they have or whether they have children, whether they
go to church, and many more decisions both large and small. Through dis
cussion, they develop the rules and procedures that define them as a couple.
Some will be similar to their families of origin and some will be unique to
them. It is the ability to successfully negotiate these rules that creates a
boundary that separates them from their families of origin. Although healthy
couples should always maintain the option of returning to their families of
origin for advice and help, they must now depend primarily on each other
for decision making and problem solving.
Internally, the new couple must also learn to accommodate to each other
and to develop internal boundaries. As they develop their rules, each must
learn to compromise and recognize when his or her partner has a better idea.
Further, they must also negotiate rules that enable each to maintain a unique
personhood. Although the couple may choose activities such as going to
church and the movies as joint activities, the wife can continue to go to the
gym and the husband continue to fish as things they do for personal recre
ation. Couples are constantly renegotiating their internal boundaries as they
change jobs, get promotions, develop new interests, and meet new friends.
The birth of children leads to the development of a parent-child hierar
chy, a parental subsystem, and a sibling subsystem. The parents need to
open the boundary of their couple system to include their newborn children.
Failure to accommodate to their children’s needs could lead to serious de
velopmental problems for their offspring. Further, the parents need to work
jointly in formulating decisions that affect their children without triangulat
ing them into their problems.
The type of boundary that exists within a parent-child hierarchy changes
as children mature. For example, an infant requires a well-defined hierarchy
with an enmeshed boundary. Young children are totally dependent on their
parents’ decisions regarding their well-being. Further, parents need to be
highly in tune to the most subtle clues as young children lack sufficient ver
bal communication to express their needs. On the other hand, the hierarchy
between parents and normal adolescents becomes more egalitarian and less
enmeshed as teenagers show increased ability to make appropriate deci
sions and become more personally responsible.
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It is important that clinicians not mistake growing pains for pathology
(Minuchin, 1974; Nichols and Schwartz, 1998). A heightened degree of
stress and anxiety accompanies all life cycle transitions. The important is
sue is whether a family can modify its existing structure to meet the devel
opmental changes. Nichols and Schwartz (1998) remind us, “Although no
clear dividing line exists between normal and abnormal families, we can say
that normal families modify their structure to accommodate to changed cir
cumstances; pathological families increase the rigidity of structures that are
no longer functional” (p. 249).

PATHOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
If structural family therapy defines normality as a family’s ability to
change its structure to solve a specific problem, then at the most basic level
pathology exists when a family is unable to alter its structure to handle an
existing crisis. No family structure is a panacea for all situations. Inherent
strengths and weaknesses are part of every structure. Although a disengaged
boundary is highly appropriate for family members to work on personal
pursuits, it is not appropriate when they need to communicate about a spe
cific problem. Likewise, although having every member of the family in
volved in decision making can ensure a certain degree of unity for certain
situations, such as going on a family outing, it can be cumbersome and even
dangerous when an emergency arises. Then, having a subsystem choose the
path of action may be the most expedient route.
Not only must families possess the ability to change their structure, but
they must also have the wisdom to recognize when they should stay the
same (Colapinto, 1991). A stable structure is often the best solution for
many problems. For example, in many cases of childhood rebellion, the best
strategy is for the parents to continue to take charge and punish the mis
behavior. Although a child might be angry during the entire time he or she is
grounded, this does not mean that the parents should not hold firm. In fact,
altering their structure and giving in to the child may give the message that
no offense was committed or that the child can get his or her way by simply
having a tantrum.
Most important, structural family therapists do not see a one-to-one rela
tionship between specific structures and individual symptoms (Aponte and
VanDeusen, 1981). For example, cross-generational coalitions have been
implicated in both anorexia nervosa (Minuchin, Rosman, and Baker, 1978)
and adult male substance abuse (Stanton, Todd, and Associates, 1982). It is
not viewed as abnormal when a girl starts to diet because she is concerned
about her looks or when a person experiments with drugs. These situations
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happen all the time in families. From a structural perspective, many families
find ways to handle these situations before they become problems. Anorexic
and substance abusing families, however, could not find alternative struc
tures to nip these problems in the bud. Specifically, the families could not
create an appropriate parent-child hierarchy in which both parents worked
together to deal with their child.
In essence, structural family therapy provides a highly optimistic view of
families. Individual symptoms do not exist due to dysfunctional or punitive
families, but rather happen due to an inability to access a workable struc
ture. More important, it means that even long-standing problems can be
solved if the family can find a workable organization. This does not mean
that family members are not capable of doing terrible things to one another,
or that they are absolved of taking responsibility for their actions. For exam
ple, Trepper and Barrett (1989) believe that it is a crucial part of treatment
for fathers who sexually abuse their children to take responsibility and apol
ogize for their actions as an initial part of treatment; however, long-term
change is maintained only if these families are able to develop an appropri
ate boundary between the parent and child generations. Further, much struc
tural renegotiation needs to happen within the spousal subsystem, especially
in terms of opening up boundaries around communication and problem solv
ing.
Alignments and coalitions are a normal part of family life. The father and
daughter might conspire to throw a surprise party for the mother, or the
younger brother and sister might occasionally ally together against the older
brother who always watches the same television shows. The important point
is that alliances and coalitions can shift to different members when appro
priate (Aponte and VanDeusen, 1981). Although father and son might be the
best twosome for discussing football, Dad and Mom would still be the most
appropriate alliance to handle parenting issues.
Alliances and coalitions become problematic when they remain inappro
priately stable across time. Let us return, for example, to the father and son
who enjoy discussing football. Perhaps a wider view of the family reveals a
power imbalance between the mother and father in which their inability to
communicate leads to the mother typically making the family decisions.
The father, being lower in the marital hierarchy, begins to rely on his son
more for emotional support than as someone to discuss football. The fatherson alliance now has the makings of a cross-generational coalition, especially
if the son begins to challenge the mother on behalf of his father. Another
variation of this problem is when the parents become ineffective disciplinar
ians because they cannot agree on how to deal with the son. Every time the
mother wants to punish the boy for his mistakes, the father takes the son’s
side. Problems such as these can be dealt with by forming a more solid
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parent-child hierarchy and having the parents become more open and egali
tarian in their relationship. Another option is to create an alliance between
the mother and son that enables them to develop a positive relationship. One
single alternative structure is never perfect for solving all problems. Many
options are available. The important issue for implementing an alternative
structure is its fit with a specific family.

GOALS OF STRUCTURAL FAMILY THERAPY
Structural family therapists believe that problems are maintained by dys
functional family structures. Therefore, the primary goal is to help the fam
ily develop a new structure. Problem resolution is a by-product of change, as
new, more appropriate structures lead to effective problem solving (Aponte
and VanDeusen, 1981).
Families with problems are not viewed as inherently flawed but rather as
suffering from an inability to switch to a more functional family structure.
One of the core assumptions of structural family therapy is that all families
possess the ability to change (Simon, 1995). Therefore, it is the therapist’s
responsibility to help them find a more appropriate structure. At that point,
the family will begin generating potential solutions.
Structural family therapy is a process-oriented model. The therapist fo
cuses more on altering the family’s transactions and leaves the outcome to
the family. This is based on a belief that no therapist has the ability to know
what is the most effective solution for a family, but rather changes the pro
cess by which problems are solved. In fact, focusing on the content of a fam
ily discussion more than likely will hinder the change process. This is be
cause a therapist who becomes bogged down deciding who is right and who
is wrong in a family negotiation has probably been triangled into a family
role usually reserved for another family member. It is hard to maintain clini
cal objectivity when a therapist takes sides on an issue (Minuchin and
Fishman, 1981). Further, it is difficult to both focus on content and the pro
cess involved in changing a family’s structure.
Family assessment typically involves asking questions about how a fam
ily attempts to resolve its problems and observing the family members in ac
tion. From that information, the therapist then generates a family map in
which he or she diagrams the family’s current dysfunctional structure. From
there, the therapist can develop a more suitable alternative structure. For ex
ample, Wetchler (1992) describes a family in which a boy consistently
missed school due to a psychosomatic stomach ailment with no physiologi
cal cause. The boy lived with his mother, but his stepmother made most of
the decisions concerning his health and school attendance. The family’s
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Boy with Stomach Pain

structure had the stepmother at the top providing most of the leadership for
the boy, and the next level had the boy in between his two divorced parents
who ineffectively argued about how to best take care of him. Most of the
communication between the biological parents was carried out by the boy as
the two did not speak to each other (see Figure 3.4). The goal of this therapy
was to create an appropriate parent-child hierarchy with the two biological
parents deciding how to handle their son’s stomach problems and lack of
school attendance with the stepmother off to the side as a support to the la
ther. Having the parents negotiate a set of rules and consequences while the
son stayed out of their discussions took several sessions. The parents initial
responses were to triangle the son, or the stepmother, into their discussions
when they began to disagree with each other. The results of the intervention
were that the parents agreed to have the son live with the father and step
mother and that he was not to miss school unless he had a fever. The parents
had to punish the boy for not attending, but he eventually went back to
school and had perfect attendance.

STRUCTURAL FAMILY THERAPY TECHNIQUES
Structural family therapy techniques tend to be action focused rather than
insight oriented (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981). This is consistent with its
original development as a model for treating poverty-level delinquent fami
lies. Many of these children had no interest in discussing their problems and
the families did not have the luxury of long-term discussions about possible
origins for their problems. They needed to take action quickly. When par
ents are confronted by a son threatening them with a knife, they need to
know how to safely get their son to give them the knife. Discussions about
insight are better left for more calm and reflective times.
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Joining
Families are often anxious when they begin therapy. They wonder if their
therapist will understand them or blame them for their problems. They
worry about how much to reveal about themselves and if they can trust their
therapist with this information. They ask themselves questions such as,
“Will my therapist like me?” or “What are we going to talk about?” or “Will
my therapist think I am crazy?” and “Can therapy really help us?” All of
these concerns are valid, and all must be addressed before a therapist can
help a family change.
Joining is the process in which therapists let their client families know
that they understand them and are working to help them (Minuchin and
Fishman, 1981). A primary rule of structural family therapy is that thera
pists should first join with their families and then attempt to restructure
them (Minuchin, 1974). No therapeutic plan, no matter how brilliant, will
ever be effective if a family does not trust its therapist.
Joining includes such behaviors as making a family feel comfortable, lis
tening to the concerns of all members, understanding each member’s opin
ions and feelings, and treating everyone with respect. It goes beyond the
bounds of simple courtesy to also include the understanding of a family’s
rules and unique structure. For example, therapists would not undermine a
parent’s credibility in front of a child and would treat important family
members with extra respect.
Further, it is helpful for therapists to support a family’s unique cultural
values without creating stereotypical expectations of their behaviors. Nor
mal families can engage in a wide array of religious, educational, sexual,
marital, and behavioral practices. In some cases, a family’s uniqueness may
enable its members to solve certain problems that others will struggle with.
It is problematic for therapists to assume that all African Americans have
the same parent-child relationships or that all Catholics have the same reli
gious beliefs. In fact, stereotyping families often leads to their feeling mis
understood and wanting to withdraw from therapy.

Accommodation
Accommodation is the manner in which a therapist adapts his or her be
havior to fit a specific family. It is important for therapists to comprehend
the importance of family uniqueness as well as respond in ways that show
this understanding. This means that therapists must adjust their language,
body posture, and pace to be consistent with a given family’s mode of oper
ating. For example, a boisterous family in which everyone interrupts one
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another would probably drown out a quiet therapist. That therapist would
probably have to speak louder and block interruptions to be heard. On the
other hand, behaving in a loud and directive manner might seem overbear
ing to a soft-spoken and thoughtful family. This is one way in which thera
pists might accommodate to different families. Of course, all therapist ac
commodations must stay within the style and culture of that given therapist.
For example, it would be rude and disrespectful for a white therapist to talk
“jive” to an African-American family; however, it would make sense to talk
a bit faster if that family seemed put off by the therapist’s “slow” pace.
Accommodation also means knowing when to challenge a given family
and when to hold back. For example, one therapist found that one of her
families failed to do a homework assignment every time she encouraged
them. However, they always rose to the challenge when she questioned
whether a given assignment was a bit beyond their abilities. Would this type
of challenge work for every family? Definitely not! Structural family thera
pists must learn from each family how to get the best results (Minuchin and
Nichols, 1993).
Finally, accommodation even pertains to the words a therapist uses to ex
plain a concept to a family. For example, for parents who feel that saying
“no” to a child means they don’t love that child, a therapist might have to
talk about giving their child “a different type of love” when encouraging
them to punish inappropriate behaviors. On the other hand, Minuchin,
Rosman, and Baker (1978) once had to describe a girl’s refusal to eat as dis
respect, rather than anorexia, to encourage her parents to enforce rules
regarding her eating habits. The important thing to remember is that every
family is different. What works for one family may be totally inappropriate
for another. It is through joining and accommodation that clinicians learn to
tailor therapy to meet an individual family’s needs.

Structural Diagnosis
Structural diagnosis is the process by which a therapist identifies the
dysfunctional family structure that maintains an individual’s symptoms. It
is within the assessment process that structural family therapists expand the
idea of individual pathology to a focus on family transactions. Families are
typically unable to describe their problematic structures. Therefore, thera
pists have to discover them through the course of several initial sessions. It
is through interacting with families, asking questions, and making observa
tions that therapists come to understand a family’s structural makeup. As
Minuchin (1974) states:
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Family structure is not an entity immediately available to the observer.
The therapist’s data and his diagnoses are achieved experientially in
the process of joining the family. He hears what the family members
tell him about the way that they experience reality. But he also ob
serves the way that family members relate to him and to each other.
The therapist analyzes the transactional field in which he and the fam
ily are meeting, in order to make a structural diagnosis, (p. 89)
It is usually helpful for therapists to ask questions— such as who is close
to whom, how do the mother and father differ in terms of parenting styles,
and who has the greatest say in making decisions—to get an initial sense of
a family’s structure. However, the way family members describe their be
havior and how they act can be two different things. It is often helpful for
therapists to observe family interactions. For example, if a problem child re
peatedly sits next to one parent, while the other parent sits across the room,
the therapist might infer that a coalition exists. Or if every time the parents
discuss a disagreement, they either change the subject to the identified pa
tient or the problem child distracts them through becoming disruptive, the
therapist might assume that a detouring maneuver is taking place. Both verbal
and observational cues are important in understanding a family structure.
A good structural diagnosis not only should contain the dysfunctional
pattern but should also have a hypothesized alternative structure to resolve
the problem. For example, if a therapist believes that a teenage boy’s drug
use is maintained by a cross-generational coalition with his mother against
his father, then an alternative structure might propose shoring up the paren
tal subsystem and creating a parent-child hierarchy. As an alternative, a
therapist might propose developing an alliance between the father and son
by having them engage in more activities together, such as washing the car,
playing catch, or doing homework together.
No structural diagnosis is written in stone. In fact, further sessions may
reveal that a different structure is, in fact, the dysfunctional one. A clue that
one’s diagnosis is faulty is when a proposed alternative structure fails to re
solve the problem. In these cases, the therapist needs to make a new structural
diagnosis and begin again the process of creating an alternative structure.

Restructuring
Structural family therapy is a process-oriented rather than content-oriented
treatment approach. Restructuring refers to helping the family find a more
appropriate structure for solving its problems. While the family’s goal
might be to get its child to stop stealing, the structural family therapist helps
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family members reorganize their transactional patterns so they can success
fully solve the problem themselves.
Although families are capable of developing numerous types of struc
tures, they limit themselves to those that feel most comfortable or are most
useful. Some families begin repeating these structures even though they no
longer work. It is not that the family is not trying to solve the problem; it is
more that they are attempting to solve the problem in the “same old way.” In
many cases they might be using superhuman effort. The problem is they
need a different structure to be successful. As Minuchin states (1974):
“Families with chronic dysfunctional patterns can be helped only by chang
ing those patterns. The pain can be reduced only when the family’s func
tioning improves” (p. 139).
Although joining and accommodation help the family feel understood
and cared for by the therapist, they are not enough to bring about change.
Restructuring requires that a therapist be active and directive. Old patterns
die hard. Therefore, clinicians must be willing to take charge of the therapy
to ensure that families change their structures. Remember, it is not that fami
lies do not want to change, it is that they are trapped in a structure that does
not allow them to solve their particular problem. Even in therapy, they will
initially try to maintain their old ways of doing things. It is the therapist’s
job to challenge the old structure in a way that the family has to try a differ
ent way of interacting (Colapinto, 1991). It is here that the relationship be
tween joining and restructuring is most obvious. It is scary to try out new
structures, and no family will follow a leader if they do not feel safe with
him or her. It is through joining that a therapist and family form a safe, emo
tional bond that enables them to face the challenge of restructuring rela
tional patterns.

Enactment
Enactment involves having family members engage in their problematic
behaviors in the therapy room. Dating back to his early work with families
of inner-city delinquents, Minuchin (Minuchin et al., 1967) believed that
many people provide inaccurate accounts of their behavior. Their ability to
retell an event is often blinded by their own perceptions. Further, different
individuals would have different accounts of the events, which often led to
heated arguments over who is right or wrong. To bypass this, Minuchin had
family members enact their behaviors as a way of showing the therapist
what happens at home. For example, a structural therapist might ask family
members to talk among themselves about how to solve the problem of their
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son’s truancy. This allows the therapist to observe the problematic structure
as it actually unfolds. Minuchin and Fishman (1981) state:
When the therapist asks the family questions, the family members can
control what they are presenting. In selecting what material to commu
nicate, they frequently try hard to put their best foot forward, as it were.
But when the therapist gets the family members to interact with each
other, transacting some of the problems that they consider dysfunc
tional and negotiating disagreements, as in trying to establish control
over a disobedient child, he unleashes sequences beyond the family’s
control. The accustomed rules take over, and transactional components
manifest themselves with an intensity similar to that manifested in these
transactions outside of the therapy session, (pp. 78-79)
Although enactment provides a wonderful means of developing a struc
tural diagnosis, it also can be used to restructure a family’s behavior. As
therapists observe a dysfunctional transaction, they can then invite other
members to participate or block certain members from dominating the dis
cussion. For example, Minuchin might disrupt an ongoing triangle involv
ing the parents and a delinquent son by having the parents talk together
about how to effectively discipline him, while the therapist blocks his inter
ruptions.
Structural therapists also use enactments to support and encourage indi
vidual family members to express their views. For example, Minuchin and
Fishman (1981) describe a situation in which they used enactment to help a
mother form an effective parent-child hierarchy with her daughter. As the
daughter began misbehaving in the session, the therapist asked the mother
to control the girl’s behavior. When the mother’s initial tries proved fruit
less, the therapist moved his seat next to the mother’s and pushed her to con
tinue confronting her daughter until she behaved appropriately. The thera
pist then complimented the mother on her ability to effectively discipline
her daughter as a means of reinforcing her behavior.
Certainly having a person take a strong stand with his or her family mem
bers can be risky and anxiety producing. Students are cautioned that inter
ventions such as this are not done in isolation. The therapist and mother
must have already had a trusting relationship or the therapist could never
have pushed her to discipline her child. Further, the therapist had to have
faith in the mother’s inherent ability to be successful. Finally, the therapist
would have to be willing to continue this intervention, no matter how long it
took for the mother to be successful. Ending this intervention with the
mother failing to control her child could have deeply affected her confi
dence in ever being able to manage her daughter, and it could have led the
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daughter to conclude that her mother was an ineffective parent. No interven
tion is as easy as it looks. It takes a well-trained therapist, such as Minuchin,
to successfully intervene in people’s lives.

Boundary Marking
Boundary marking is a technique for creating new subsystems within a
family. Therapists might want to create a boundary by having the parents
work together without their children’s interruptions, or open a disengaged
boundary by helping a distant father become involved with his children. It is
through boundary marking that therapists create new structures which en
able families to solve problems.
Boundaries can be established through various means. For example, a
therapist might disrupt a cross-generational coalition by having the over
involved father and distant mother negotiate rules for parenting their child.
The therapist would then block the child’s attempts to interrupt the parents’
conversation and refocus the parents when they try to involve the child. An
even simpler intervention would be to ask the child to leave the room while
the therapist and parents discuss how to discipline the child. The walls of the
office would then serve as a boundary between parents and child. The thera
pist could then meet with the child alone to discuss various concerns with
the new rules the parents were implementing.
Even assigning different tasks to different subsystems can be an effective
way to mark a boundary. For example, Wetchler (1990) created a parentchild boundary in a single-parent family in which the teenage son refused to
leave his room by assigning the son the task of finding a job and giving the
mother the job of monitoring his behavior. Her job was to make sure that he
searched for a job and to enforce rules regarding how many applications he
must complete in a day. The enmeshed boundary between mother and son
was altered so that the son worked alone on his task of finding a job. He
practiced interviewing skills, found job openings on his own, collected ap
plications, and applied for jobs. His mother monitored his progress by
having him show her a specific number of completed job applications each
week and setting up a series of rewards and punishments, depending on
whether he successfully met his quota.
Therapists can also manipulate the space in the treatment room to estab
lish boundaries (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981). To help a disengaged father
become closer to his son, the therapist might ask him to sit next to the boy
while they plan a father-son outing. Further, the therapist might ask the
mother to observe their conversation from the opposite end of the room as
an additional means of marking the boundary surrounding father and son.
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Unbalancing
Unbalancing is a technique in which a therapist temporarily sides with a
specific individual, or family subsystem, to induce change. Sometimes a
family’s structure is so rigid that the members are unable to change either
through discussions or new actions on their part. No matter what they do,
they go back to behaving in the same way. In these situations, a structural
family therapist might use his or her influence to support a specific member
to behave differently for a long enough time so a new structure can be gener
ated (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981). For example, unbalancing could be
used in a marital case in which the couple is unable to successfully renegoti
ate their relationship because one spouse holds an inordinate amount of
power over the other. Whether this is due to family-of-origin issues, gender
stereotyping, or an imbalance of income that the spouses generate for the
family, it seems that the more powerful spouse dominates the discussion
while the less powerful spouse always gives in. In this situation, the thera
pist might support the less powerful spouse to continue to demand his or her
needs in spite of the cues from the more powerful spouse to stop talking. For
example, the therapist might sit next to the less powerful spouse during the
negotiations, or he or she might keep encouraging the less powerful spouse
to continue talking. At the most extreme, the therapist might actually con
front the more powerful spouse about the need to listen to his or her mate.
Unbalancing techniques could be used in a child case when the therapist
supports the parents to take charge of their child. The therapist might meet
with the parents alone to help them develop a plan, or he or she could sit
with them when they confront their child. Even simple statements such as
“Because you are the parents, I will support your rules” can have a powerful
impact on a stuck family structure.
Needless to say, an unbalancing technique could never work without the
therapist being strongly joined with all members of the family (Minuchin,
1974). It is only through the development of a good relationship that a fam
ily member could tolerate the therapist temporarily taking sides against him
or her. All family members need to feel safe in knowing that although their
therapist may temporarily stand against them, he or she will eventually re
turn to support them. In fact, whenever a therapist sides with one family
member against another, he or she must always return to side with the op
posed member so that person will feel supported. Failure to follow through
with this important component could lead to either that member or the entire
family dropping out of treatment. Needless to say, unbalancing is a highly
sophisticated technique that should be done only by an advanced clinician
or by a beginner under the supervision of a senior family therapist.
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Enhancing Family Strengths

Underlying structural family therapy is a core belief in the inherent
strength of families (Simon, 1995). If therapists approach families as if they
are basically dysfunctional, they will only find problems and fail to see po
tential resources within the family that can solve their problem. Structural
family therapists enhance family strengths when they help the family
identify these hidden resources and promote their use in resolving the prob
lem (Minuchin and Fishman, 1981). Through altering a family’s structure,
they usually are able to solve their own problems.
When therapists encourage a couple to discuss solutions to their marital
problems, or push a parent to discipline a child, there is an inherent message
that these individuals are capable o f being effective. This is a very powerful
message. Often families in crisis are able to identify only their faults. Open
ing their cognitive boundary to view themselves as competent people can
create a world of new solutions. For example, in the case of the teenage son
who never left his room, Wetchler (1990) strengthened the emerging bound
ary between parent and child by having the boy develop numerous ways to
solve his problem as his mother observed. At the end of the session, both the
mother and son agreed that he had the potential to get out of his room and on
with his life. In fact, the son was later able to use these ideas to obtain a job
and to eventually earn a promotion.
EVALUATING STRUCTURAL FAM ILY THERAPY
Beginning with his early days at the Wyltwick School, Minuchin showed
a commitment to testing his theories through research. His studies on psy
chosomatic children and delinquents, and Stanton, Todd, and Associates’
(1982) work with drug addicts, are excellent examples of the effectiveness
of structural family therapy (Nichols and Schwartz, 1998).
Structural family therapy appears to be a promising, if not effective,
means of treating several childhood and adolescent problems. Further, it
shows great potential in treating young adult drug addicts who remain in
close physical contact with their families of origin. In his book Families o f
the Slums, Minuchin and colleagues (1967) found that structural family
therapy was effective in seven of the eleven cases they treated at the
Wyltwick School. Although they did not use a control group in their study,
they found their results compared favorably to the 50 percent success rate
that existed at Wyltwick during that time. Although readers are cautioned
that the small number of cases actually treated at Wyltwick limits interpreta
tions of overall effectiveness, the results provide a good start for further
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analysis and help to support the results found in more comprehensive stud
ies.
In a most impressive study of structural family therapy, Minuchin, Rosman,
and Baker (1978) summarized the results of treating fifty-three cases of an
orexia nervosa, a disorder primarily found among young women in which
they starve themselves to dangerous levels under the mistaken idea that they
are overweight. They found that forty-three anorexic children “recovered,”
two were “improved,” three showed “no change,” two “relapsed after show
ing initial improvement,” and three “dropped out of the study.” Even though
the researchers did not use a control group, due to ethical considerations, the
90 percent improvement rate for children who remained in the study (fortythree “recovered” and two “improved”) is extremely compelling when com
pared to the typical 30 percent mortality rate for this disorder (Nichols and
Schwartz, 1998).
Finally, Stanton, Todd, and Associates (1982) showed structural family
therapy to be a highly effective treatment for drug addicts. They compared
structural family therapy to a family placebo treatment and individual ther
apy, and found that the level of positive change in the structural family ther
apy group was twice as effective as the other two treatments, and that these
changes persisted up to one year after therapy. Most important, even though
the addicts ranged in age from nineteen to thirty, similar to the delinquent
families at Wyltwick and the anorexic families, a primary intervention of the
study was to place the parents in charge of controlling the addicts’ behav
iors.

A Case Example: Structural Family Therapy
with a Teenage Drug Abuser
This section describes how a structural family therapist treated a case
with a teenage drug abuser. As described in the research section, structural
family therapy appears to be an ideal treatment for adolescent problems.
The emphasis on boundaries and parental hierarchy are important when a
child presents with school, behavioral, and drug-use problems.
All members of the family were present at the first session at the therapist’s
request. It is common for structural family therapists to request the entire family
to attend the first session so they can assess family alliances and coalitions. The
family consisted of a father, an electrician, the mother, a secretary, a teenage
daughter, and a teenage son who was caught several times stealing money from
his parents to purchase drugs.
The family members arranged themselves with the son seated between his
parents and his sister seated across the room. Because structural family thera
pists rely heavily on spatial configurations to make their assessments, the thera
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pist initially hypothesized that the son, Andy, was caught in a cross-generational
coalition between his parents.
To further assess whether a cross-generational coalition actually existed, the
therapist asked each parent separately how he or she dealt with the son when he
stole money or used drugs. The mother reported that she attempted to ground
the boy when he stole money from them; the father said the mother’s method
was too harsh and that he attempted to have discussions with Andy regarding
his feelings about drugs and his self-esteem. Although a difference in parental
opinion about how to discipline a child is further confirmation of a possible parentchild coalition, the final confirmation came during a spontaneous family enact
ment later in the session.
During the later part of the session, the son announced that he was tired of
hearing his family complain about him and that he was leaving therapy. His
mother immediately began to threaten him with grounding if he left, while his
father said they could watch a football game on TV together if he stayed. This led
to the parents arguing about the best way to deal with their son. The father ar
gued that the mother was too harsh with him, and the mother accused the father
of not supporting her. This type of enactment helped the therapist to further re
fine the hypothesis that the father and son were in a cross-generational coalition
against the mother. The father’s defense of the son against the mother’s punish
ments and the mother’s complaints that the father did not support her showed a
structure in which the father and son are aligned against the mother.
From this structural diagnosis, the therapist decided to disrupt the crossgenerational coalition by having the parents work together to parent the boy. Fur
ther, by having them work together, they would be forming a stronger parentchild hierarchy than currently existed. When two parents chronically fight over
how to parent a child, especially when that child continues to misbehave, it can
be assumed that the parents are not sufficiently in charge of that child to be ef
fective as parents. By having the parents work together to parent their child, this
disrupts the stability of the cross-generational coalition as well as shores up the
parents and renews their authority with their child. Since the daughter was not in
volved in the parent-son triangle, and was doing well in school and drug free, she
was excused from further therapy sessions unless she, the family, or the thera
pist felt her presence was needed.
The next session, the therapist began to intervene with the family. First, she
asked to meet with the parents alone and then the son alone. This served to
create a temporary boundary around the parental subsystem and the son sub
system. It gave a message to all family members that certain conversations are
appropriate for parents only, and that certain issues would be talked about with
the son only. During the parents’ time, the therapist convinced them to work to
gether in dealing with their son’s drug use and theft. They agreed that they had
fought each other too long and that they needed to work together for the sake of
their son. During the son’s session, the therapist and son talked about school,
drugs, and the son’s friends. The son told the therapist that he enjoyed drugs
and had no desire to stop using them. This let the therapist know that, since the
son had no desire to stop using drugs, most of the therapy work would be done
with the parents; however, it would be important to continue to see the son to
keep a therapeutic alliance with him. If the son thought the therapist was in a co
alition with his parents against him, he would accelerate his problematic behav
iors. If he felt the therapist also was aligned with him, he would be more likely to
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listen to his parents as they took control, knowing that this was being done in his
best interest.
At the end of the session, the therapist met with the parents and son together
and had the parents tell their son that they would start working together to get
him off drugs. Consistent with his statement to the therapist, the son stated that
he liked drugs, and there was nothing the parents could do to stop him. The ther
apist and family agreed to meet in one week to help the parents work together to
deal with their son and to check up to see how the boy was doing.
The therapist met with the parents and son at the start of the next session, but
quickly separated them to form a boundary around the parent subsystem and
son subsystem. The therapist first met with the son to discuss how things were
going at home and to support him regarding how hard it is to be in trouble with
your parents.
In the parents’ session, the therapist had them negotiate how they would han
dle the son’s stealing money to use for drugs (the problem that brought them into
therapy in the first place). Similar to their earlier roles, they tended to argue over
how to punish the son. The father preferred lighter punishments and the mother
preferred harsher punishments. As they continued to talk to each other and hear
each other out, their positions softened and they began to compromise. They de
cided that the son would be grounded for a month, and that any future acts of
stealing or drug use would be handled the same way. The therapist then brought
the family together and had the parents jointly explain the son’s punishment to
him. By having the parents present this together, the son was able to see that the
parents were working together and in a more authoritative relation to him.
Sessions continued in this manner with individual support to the son and
meetings with the parents to discuss further joint parenting strategies. The par
ents also negotiated plans to help the son improve his school performance and
to show more respect to the parents. As the parents became more united, the
son stopped using drugs and his grades improved. He began talking about per
sonal issues during his therapy sessions, especially his concerns about a girl he
liked at school.
Near the end of therapy (a total of twelve sessions) the son announced he
was now dating the girl he admired and they were going steady. As the crossgenerational coalition that existed in the family was disrupted and the parents
were able to join together to form a successful parent-child hierarchy, the son
stopped using drugs, improved his grades, and developed an age-appropriate
dating relationship.

SUMMARY
Structural family therapy takes an organizational approach to families. It
focuses on altering dysfunctional hierarchies, boundaries, coalitions, and
triangles. Its most important tenet is that a specific family structure can be
called dysfunctional only if it keeps a family from solving a particular prob
lem. As a result, it takes a present-centered and problem-focused stance to
treatment. Structural family therapy appears to be most effective with
childhood and adolescent problems, especially substance abuse, delin
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quency, and psychosomatic problems such as anorexia nervosa. Less infor
mation is available on its use with couple and marital problems.
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GLOSSARY
accommodation: The manner in which a therapist adapts his or her behav
ior to fit a specific family. For example, a therapist might talk more quickly
with a fast-talking family and more slowly with a slow-talking family to fit
their individual styles.
alliance: When two or more family members join together to handle a spe
cific problem.
anorexia nervosa: A disorder, primarily found among young women, in
which they starve themselves to dangerous levels under the mistaken idea
that they are overweight.
boundaries: The rules that govern who is included and excluded from a
specific subsystem.
boundary marking: A technique for creating new subsystems within a family.
clear boundaries: Boundaries that successfully enclose a subsystem yet
enable communication with other subsystems. Clear boundaries are often
important for optimum family functioning.
coalitions: When two or more family members join forces against one or
more family members.
cross-generational coalition: A specific type of triangle in which two fam
ily members from different generations ally against a third member.
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detouring: A defensive pattern in which the two parents shift their focus to
one child every time a problem arises between them that they are unable
to handle.
disengaged boundaries: Boundaries that successfully enclose a subsystem
but are impermeable to outside information.
enactment: A technique in which a therapist has family members engage in
their problematic behaviors in the therapy room to assess their family struc
ture.
enhance family strengths: A technique in which a therapist helps a family
identify hidden resources and promotes their use in resolving the problem.
enmeshed boundaries: Boundaries in which there is little autonomy be
tween individuals and other subsystems.
executive subsystem: The subsystem within a family that takes the leader
ship role. In most cases, this is typically the parents.
family map: A diagram of a family’s current dysfunctional structure.
hierarchy: A boundary that distinguishes the leadership subsystem from
the rest of the family.
holon: A subsystem that is both a system in its own right and a subsystem of
a larger system. For example, a marriage is both a system in its own right
and a subsystem of the entire family.
joining: The process in which therapists let their client families know that
they understand them and are working to help them.
parental child: An older child with occasional family leadership tasks.
parent-child hierarchy: The specific boundary that demarcates the par
ents’ responsibility in child-rearing issues.
psychosomatic diabetes: Cases of diabetes that consistently have to be
hospitalized even though the child is on insulin.
restructuring: A therapeutic technique to help the family find a more ap
propriate structure for solving their problems.
structural diagnosis: The process by which a therapist identifies the dys
functional family structure that maintains an individual’s symptoms.
Structural family therapy: A family therapy theory that views emotional
distress from an organizational perspective. Individual problems are main
tained not through personal pathology, but rather through flaws in a family’s
organizational design.
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subsystems: Grouping of family members to accomplish specific tasks.
triangles: A specific type of coalition in which two family members join
forces against a third member.
unbalancing: A technique in which a therapist temporarily sides with a
specific individual, or family subsystem, to induce change.
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Chapter 4

Strategic Family Therapy
Karen H. Rosen

A strategic therapist must have a strategy. The issue is choosing the
strategy that is best suited to each different kind of problem
What
makes a therapist choose a particular strategy is how he conceptual
izes a problem brought to therapy as well as the specific characteris
tics of the problem itself or of the people who present it.

Cloe Madanes
B e h in d th e O n e -W a y M ir r o r

The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint readers with strategic family
therapy—strategic in the sense that the therapist designs specific strategies
to create change. Strategic family therapy is an approach that is associated
with more than one individual or group. Although these schools of strategic
therapy have many similarities, they also have a number of differences. This
chapter focuses on two of these schools: the Mental Research Institute
(MRI) approach, which was founded on the West Coast by Fisch, Weakland,
and Watzlawick in the 1960s, and the Washington School, which was
founded by Jay Haley and Cloe Madanes at the Family Therapy Institute on
the East Coast in the 1970s.
This chapter will introduce readers to the major leaders of the strategic
therapy approach and the basic theoretical concepts, views of pathology,
and techniques. Case examples are used to illustrate how therapists might
actually apply strategic therapy principles in working with clients. Relevant
research will also be cited to familiarize readers with the effectiveness of
this approach.
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MAJOR FIGURES IN STRA TEGIC THERAPY
The two primary schools of strategic therapy have common roots. They
are an outgrowth of a research project headed by Gregory Bateson in Palo
Alto, California, in the 1950s and 1960s. Bateson, who is sometimes con
sidered to be the grandfather of family systems theory, conducted a research
project that applied ideas from cybernetics and systems theory to the study
of communication. The project evolved into a study of communication pat
terns common to schizophrenics and their families and produced the semi
nal concept of the double bind theory of paradoxical communication,
which was highly controversial. Haley and Weakland were among the re
searchers working on this project along with Don Jackson. Some of the
thinking that emerged from this research project was subsequently applied
to treating clients when the Mental Research Institute was founded by Jack
son, who was joined by Fisch, Weakland, Watzlawick, and Haley, among
others.
Strategic therapy was also largely influenced by the unique therapeutic
approach of Milton Erickson who is considered by some the father of strate
gic therapy. Haley and Weakland visited Erickson many times over a period
of seventeen years to record his thoughts and study his work (Haley, 1985).
At that point in time, Erickson was considered a maverick in the field of psy
chiatry because he tended to use hypnosis and paradoxical interventions.
He was also considered unconventional because he viewed symptoms as re
sulting from clients’ failure to take action or from their taking the wrong ac
tion when confronted with difficulty. He used many different techniques to
help people resolve their problems and believed that action often preceded
understanding, rather than the other way around.
Although work at the Brief Therapy Center at the MRI continued and the
therapy approach conceived there continued to evolve, Haley left the MRI to
work with Salvador Minuchin and Braulio Montalvo at the Philadelphia
Child Guidance Clinic where structural family therapy was developed
(see Chapter 3). There he met Cloe Madanes, a clinician from Argentina,
and after working and learning with the leaders of the Philadelphia Child
Guidance Clinic for several years, Haley and Madanes started the Family
Therapy Institute in the Washington, DC, area. There they developed and re
fined their own approach to strategic therapy, which has commonality with
both the MRI model and structural family therapy. The Haley-Madanes ap
proach to therapy is sometimes referred to as the Washington School of stra
tegic therapy.
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THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
Only by understanding the general conceptions of problems and treat
ment—in short, the theory—to which specific practices are related
can one go beyond such blind response, either to judiciously reject or
judiciously accept and apply such an approach to therapy. (Fisch,
Weakland, Segal, 1982, p. 5)
Theory is a provisional conceptual map that helps therapists understand
and treat problems. It is a tool that allows therapists to integrate observation
and action in a consistent way. At the same time, theory is an “acknowl
edged oversimplification” (Keim, 1999) of complex processes, which is in
part what makes it useful in working with families. What therapists believe
about the nature of problems and how people change strongly influences the
kind of information they pay attention to, who is seen in treatment, and what
interventions they use. It helps them to make these decisions in a consistent,
timely way in the face of myriad information that clients often provide.

Focus on Interactions
Similar to other schools of family therapy, strategic therapy subscribes to
the interactive view of problems, which explains behavior in terms of what
happens between people rather than within them (Haley, 1976; Fisch,
Weakland, and Segal, 1982). When strategic therapy was initially developed
it was considered revolutionary because traditional psychoanalysis was the
mainstream approach to treating mental disorders at the time. From the in
teractive perspective, problems and their treatment are viewed in terms of
what happens between the identified client and his or her primary social
context—the family. A focus on communication and interaction within the
family leads to an emphasis on what is happening in the present rather than
what happened in the past. Therapists attempt to obtain a step-by-step ac
count of what happens between people regarding the presenting problem
and to help clients move from unsatisfactory sequences of interaction to sat
isfactory ones.
In addition to placing emphasis on the interactions between the identi
fied patients and their social systems, MRI strategic therapists also tend to
pay close attention to what is being said and done to try to resolve the prob
lem (Weakland and Fisch, 1992). According to this approach, problems are
a result of attempts to change a real or imagined difficulty. Attempted solu
tions sometimes become the problem; families get stuck in vicious cycles
involving some inappropriate behavior and well-intentioned efforts to get
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rid of it. In other words, MRI strategic therapists tend to view problems as
resulting from applying a solution that does not work and continuing to do
more of the same despite undesirable results. Therefore, interventions tend
to interrupt the continuation of the misguided solution behavior: “Since one
cannot just cease any given behavior, such interventions often involve the
prescription of some new alternative behavior, but the crucial element re
mains stopping the performance of the attempted solution” (Weakland and
Fisch, 1992, p. 309).

The Washington SchooVs Map
The Washington School is noted for describing problems in terms of
what is called the PUSH system—protection, unit, sequences of interac
tion, and hierarchy (Keim, 1999). PUSH is a helpful way for therapists to
describe presenting problems because it emphasizes solutions rather than
causes.
P r o te c tio n

With the exception of abuse, Washington School therapists often view
symptoms as being motivated at some level by a desire to help a loved one.
In other words, symptoms serve a protective function either to stabilize the
family or to help another family member who is experiencing difficulty
(Madanes, 1984). For example, a child’s symptom may be viewed as pro
viding an opportunity for parents to behave competently in their parental
role as an alternative to focusing on a failure in another area of life. When it
is suspected that a child’s symptom serves a protective function, the thera
pist may substitute a sequence of interaction for the family that serves the
same purpose without necessitating the symptom.
Viewing problems as being unsuccessful attempts to help is useful for
therapists for two major reasons. First, a therapist who believes that problem
behavior is positively motivated tends to view the client in a positive light
and to intervene in a much more empathic manner than a therapist who be
lieves that a client is negatively motivated. Second, a therapist who views
problematic efforts as protection is open to investigating issues and relation
ships that may otherwise be overlooked.
U n it

When viewing problems interactionally rather than intrapsychically, the
preferred unit of focus is the triangle (see Chapter 9). In other words, when
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working with a problem that seems to be between two people, from this per
spective a therapist would be curious about the possible involvement of a
third person, such as an in-law or a child. The therapist would also consider
the role that a third person may play in the solution to the problem and the
impact of change on this third person. In either case, therapists from the
Washington School also tend to view themselves as a new point in a triangle
and to consider their effect on a two-person relationship (Haley, 1976).
S e q u e n c e o f I n te ra c tio n

As already discussed, for Washington School therapists, the sequence of
interaction is crucial to conceptualizing the presenting problem. The se
quence of interaction not only describes the problem but points the way to a
solution as well. In general, negative escalating sequences of interaction are
replaced with soothing ones; thus, a preferred sequence replaces a destruc
tive one. Further, within the interactional frame of reference, solving one
problem sequence may result in a change in other sequences as well. For ex
ample, a husband and wife who learn to be more effective parents may also
learn to deal more effectively with their differences regarding financial is
sues.
H ie r a r c h y

From the Washington School perspective, people who have a history and
future together follow organized ways of behaving with one another. When
people are organized together, they form a status, or power ladder, where each
has a place with someone above and someone below. In the marital hierar
chy, for example, there is a balance of influence between spouses with each
spouse contributing equivalently, and each spouse open to the influence of the
other. In the parental hierarchy parents are in charge of children. Strategic
therapists pay attention to the degree to which the people involved in the
problem interact in age- and role-appropriate ways (Haley, 1976).
Dysfunction is viewed as a manifestation of an incongruent hierarchy.
In other words, people are not behaving in age- or role-appropriate ways
toward one another. For example, although by their position parents may be
leaders of the family, children through their repetitive misbehavior may, in
effect, be in charge of the parents. Further, the helplessness of a drugaddicted husband may be both a source of power in relation to his wife and,
at the same time, a source of weakness. When the couple’s marital life is or
ganized around his addiction, he is powerful; to the extent that he is incapa
ble of fulfilling his adult role in the family, he is weak relative to his wife
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(Madanes, 1984). Washington School strategic therapists assess the fam
ily’s hierarchical arrangement by carefully observing the family’s interac
tions. Who speaks first? Who interrupts whom? Who tells whom what to
do? Around whom does the family seem to be organized? Whose opinion is
discounted? When the hierarchy is incongruent, a strategic therapist tries to
correct this hierarchy and reorganize the family so family members interact
in ways that are appropriate to their relationship. For example, therapists ar
range to help parents take charge of children and to help symptomatic
spouses become powerful in appropriate ways.

Client Position
A key concept from the MRI perspective is client position, a term that re
fers to strongly held beliefs, values, and priorities that determine how clients
behave. These are values that the client is committed to and have likely been
made public, similar to a politician’s platform (Segal, 1991). For example,
parents’ position about why their children misbehave usually determines
their response. A father who expresses concern that his son is having diffi
culty adjusting to a new school may take the position that his son misbe
haves because he is sad, and therefore the father tends to be overly gentle
rather than enforce consequences. A father who describes his son as lazy
probably takes the position that his son misbehaves because he is bad, and
therefore he might tend to be overly punishing.
Why is it important to understand the client’s position with regard to the
problem, therapy, or the therapist? Much of the success of strategic therapy
depends on the therapist’s ability to persuade the client to do something dif
ferently. If therapists want to successfully influence clients, they must un
derstand their clients’ positions. Knowing their clients’ positions allows
therapists to frame their suggestions in ways that clients are most likely to
accept or respond to. For example, clients who view themselves as caregiving will be more motivated to undertake tasks that are framed as selfsacrificing and constructive than tasks framed as self-care (Fisch, Weak
land, and Segal, 1982). Therapists pay attention to clients’ specific wording,
tone, and emphasis when they talk about problems, themselves, or therapy
in general in order to assess their clients’ positions.

Symptoms As Metaphors
A therapist can focus on concrete facts, observations, and informa
tion, or he can be interested in covert, implied, or indirect references.
(Madanes, 1984, p. 145)
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Strategic therapists from the Washington School may sometimes view
presenting problems as metaphors for the actual problem (Haley, 1976;
Madanes, 1981). For example, the marital problem presented by a couple
may be both the focus of fighting and a way of avoiding conflict in another
area. A child’s refusal to go to school may be viewed as a metaphor for the
mother’s difficulty finding a job. The strategy developed to solve the fam
ily’s problem is based on the therapist’s thinking about what sequence of in
teraction might be able to replace another sequence of interaction. The ther
apist may think in terms of the symptom as metaphor yet choose to take a
direct approach to therapy and focus on the symptom that is presented, or
the therapist may choose to respond to the metaphor.

PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT, PATHOLOGY,
AND NORMALCY
Both schools of strategic family therapy view deviant behavior in an indi
vidual as a social phenomenon reflecting a dysfunction in the system. Prob
lems arise primarily as an outcome of everyday life, usually involving an ad
aptation to a family life cycle transition that requires a major shift in
personal relationships (Haley, 1973; Weakland et al., 1983). Symptomatic
behavior is not viewed as pathological but rather as unfortunate behavior
that makes sense given the social context in which the client is a part. For ex
ample, the symptom of depression is viewed as logical in a dysfunctional
context. Strategic therapists avoid labeling their clients’ behavioral dis
orders. Labeling clients’ thoughts, feelings, or actions (diagnosing) is viewed
as an obstacle to resolving their problems because it tends to give clients the
sense that their problems are deep-rooted and fixed, rather than fluid and
contextual.
From the view of the Washington School, symptoms are described as
communicative acts that have a function within the family system. In es
sence, they are “a style of behavior adaptive to the ongoing behavior of other
people in the system” (Haley, 1976, p. 98). The communication of the iden
tified patient is functional within the system. In order for the identified pa
tient’s communication to change, the situation or family system must change.
Further, when an individual has a symptom, it may be an indication that
the family has a confused hierarchical arrangement. Every family organizes
itself in a hierarchical fashion in which the rules are worked out about who
is primary in status and power and who is secondary. When a hierarchy be
comes confused, it may be because no one knows exactly who is in charge.
It may also be confused because a person at one level of the hierarchy con
sistently joins with a member at another level against a peer, thus forming a
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dysfunctional coalition. For example, one parent may consistently take the
side of a child against the other parent. When the hierarchy is confused, re
petitive dysfunctional sequences of interaction develop that stabilize the
system. Pathology is defined as rigid, repetitive sequence of a narrow range
of interaction. Pathological behavior develops when the repetitive sequence
of interaction confirms two opposite hierarchies at the same time or when
the hierarchical arrangement fluctuates from one time to another. Therapeu
tic change introduces greater diversity into the system.
In addition, from the Washington School perspective, symptoms are
viewed as being inevitable based on the way the family develops over time
(Haley, 1973). Therapists must be sensitive to family life cycle stages (e.g.,
young adult, marriage, having children, etc.) and the tasks common to dif
ferent ages and stages. Clients may have difficulty as they try to adjust to the
changes required when moving from one life cycle stage to another. Thus,
therapists help clients move from one stage of life to another. It is helpful for
therapists and clients alike to know that problems are normal challenges
faced by people going through similar life cycle stages rather than indica
tors of pathology (Keim, 1999).
The MRI approach does not try to impose any standards on clients •
(Heath and Ayers, 1991). Nor is there an ideal standard of family structure
or communication. From the MRI perspective, dysfunction is not viewed as
an aspect of the system’s organization that requires fundamental changes.
Instead it is believed that fairly minor changes in behavior are often enough
to initiate progressive developments in a positive direction. As in the Wash
ington School, the MRI approach is also nonpathological in that clients are
viewed as caught in unhelpful (for the clients) interactional patterns.
Further, problems are likely to develop when ordinary difficulties are ei
ther overemphasized or underemphasized. Over- or underemphasis of life’s
difficulties may depend on general cultural attitudes as much as on personal
or family characteristics. For example, normal adolescent limit testing may
become a problem when incidents are blown out of proportion by parents
and teenagers are inappropriately punished or lectured.
In addition, inappropriate handling of life’s difficulties is often multi
plied by the interactions between various family members. Once the diffi
culty is seen as a problem, behaviors that are designed to resolve the prob
lem inadvertently serve to intensify the difficulty. Thus, the cure becomes
worse than the disease. Although potentially disturbing and painful, symp
tomatic behavior can have its advantages or payoff. For example, symptoms
can provide leverage in controlling relationships (e.g., they may organize
the family). However, this potential function of the symptom is not consid
ered a major factor in the change process by the MRI school of strategic
therapy. Resolution of problems primarily requires a substitution of behav-
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ior patterns that disrupt the vicious cycle which has developed around the
initial life difficulty.

GOALS OF THERAPY
What the therapist wants is a clear focus on a problem so that family
relationships can be changed by using that problem as the lever.
(Haley, 1976, p. 27)
Another revolutionary perspective adopted by the leaders of strategic
therapy is that therapeutic interventions focus on resolving those problems
which are most stressful for clients. Although considered mainstream think
ing today, this approach went counter to the mainstream thinking of the
time, which was dominated by psychoanalysts who focused on uncovering
the subconscious roots of problems. The goal of the initial therapeutic in
terview from a strategic therapy perspective is to negotiate a presenting
problem that can be defined in clear, solvable behavioral terms. The thera
pist negotiates a detailed behavioral statement of the problem and goals for
therapy in order to check outcome and determine whether therapy has been
successful.
In focusing on the presenting problem, strategic therapists tend to em
phasize the importance of behavioral change rather than change in feelings
or insight and, as a result, brief therapy tends to occur. In fact, the belief is
that change can happen without understanding and that self-understanding
does not necessarily produce change. Thus, the primary goal of therapy is to
solve the presenting problem by getting clients to do something different
rather than getting clients to express their feelings or to understand their
problem better. In addition to changing behavior, strategic therapists may
also try to get clients to look at their problems differently. This may entail
redefining the problem so that it is viewed as simply one of life’s many dif
ficulties (Weakland and Fisch, 1992).

STRATEGIC THERAPY TECHNIQUES
The strategic therapist first joins (see Chapter 3) with the family and col
lects information about the presenting problem, the goals for change, and
interactions that maintain the symptomatic behavior. With this information,
the therapist then develops a plan (strategy) for solving the presenting prob
lem. The strategy for change may include giving the family (or individual)
one or more directives or tasks with the intent of changing the problematic
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interactional sequence. Informing the choice of directive from the Washing
ton School point of view might be the sense of hierarchy and triangles in
volved in the problematic interactional sequence. What informs the choice
of directive from the MRI point of view might be the ineffective solutions
that the family has tried or the clients’ position.
Alter the therapist gives a directive designed to shift interactions, he or
she assesses the family’s response to the directive and plans a new depend
ing on that response. If the directive does not produce the intended result,
the therapist may need to change the strategy or to develop a different tactic
to implement the strategy. This process continues until the presenting prob
lem is solved.

Who to Invite to the Session
Strategic therapists practicing from the Washington School perspective
prefer to work with all the individuals involved in the problem (Haley,
1976). For example, when the identified client is an adolescent, the whole
family would be engaged in treatment from the beginning. When marital
problems are the focus, both the husband and wife would be asked to attend
the first session of therapy. Seeing everyone involved in the problem helps
the therapist understand the problem and the social situation that maintains
it. It is believed that clients are incapable of accurately reporting their own
social system. In contrast, MRI strategic therapists tend to direct their thera
peutic efforts toward whomever is most motivated to see change happen in
stead of routinely seeing all members of a family (Weakland and Fisch,
1992).
R o le o f th e T h e r a p is t

Strategic therapists actively take charge of what happens in the sessions.
The therapist decides how therapy should be conducted including who to in
vite to the sessions, who will be asked to speak about the problem first, and
what interventions to apply (Haley, 1976). In both the MRI and the Wash
ington School approaches, therapists tend to remain outside the family sys
tem and avoid directly challenging the family’s defenses. Thus interven
tions are viewed as the therapist taking action on behalf of the family.
Further, they do not stress using or eliciting the expression of the client’s or
the therapist’s feelings.
Strategic therapists observe the family’s interactions and mood and,
rather than commenting on what is occurring in the session, develop hy
potheses about what maintains the problem based on the information col
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lected. Therapists direct the session based on hypotheses developed as well
as their own thinking about what brings about change. For example, a thera
pist may purposely speak to the leader of the family first to show differential
respect to the member who has the most power to bring the family back to
therapy. In taking leadership of the therapeutic process, the strategic thera
pist also take full responsibility for solving the presenting problem (Haley,
1976; Weakland and Fisch, 1992).
Strategic therapists create the change necessary to solve the presenting
problem by giving directives. Giving directives may involve telling people
what to do directly or implicitly—by vocal intonation, body movement,
well-timed silence, or commenting on something a client has said or done
(Haley, 1976).

Therapist-Client Relationship
While the therapist is in charge of the session, the relationship between
therapist and client is hierarchically balanced because the client has hired
the therapist and is therefore the boss, yet the therapist has special training
and is in the position of expert (Keim, 1999). Essentially, the therapistclient clinical contract forms the basis of the relationship.
Another aspect of the therapist-client relationship is the therapeutic alli
ance. Although developing a positive therapeutic alliance for its own sake is
not a goal of strategic therapy, a strong therapeutic alliance is an important
aspect of creating a cooperative atmosphere, one in which the client and
therapist work together to solve the presenting problem. The therapist must
establish a trusting relationship with the client in which the therapist is
viewed as being helpful and on the side of the client (Haley, 1976).
Toward this end, a strategic therapist is concerned with understanding the
client’s beliefs, values, priorities, and feelings, and conveying understand
ing and empathy, which is critical to developing a strong therapeutic alli
ance. To accomplish this, therapists must be able to communicate to clients
that they have been heard, understood, and respected (Fisch, Weakland, and
Segal, 1982). Therefore, the joining process would probably look much the
same for a strategic therapist as for other schools of family therapy (e.g.,
structural) in which the therapist uses empathic communication to build
rapport with the client. Accepting clients where they are and proclaiming
their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors normal given the situation facilitates
clients’ abilities to move to a more productive stage. Along the same vein,
strategic therapists tend to highlight clients’ strengths rather than their lia
bilities, which empowers the clients to make change quickly rather than to
feel overwhelmed by pathology.
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Empirical research supports the notion that strategic therapists place im
portance on a positive therapist-client relationship. Lucy Mabrey (cited in
Keim, 1999) conducted qualitative interviews with clients who were
treated by Washington School therapists to find out how connected they felt
to their therapists. All clients interviewed, which included adults, adoles
cents, and children, reported that they felt accepted and affirmed by their
therapists. Therapists were given credit for the trust that developed, and cli
ents tended to feel empowered and hopeful. The MRI school stresses the im
portance of the therapist maintaining therapeutic maneuverability. In other
words, therapists try to maintain their ability to determine whom to see in
therapy, what questions to ask, and the timing and pacing of treatment. For
example, when a client will not include his or her spouse in treatment or dis
cuss certain topics that he or she would rather keep secret, the therapist’s
maneuverability is reduced (Segal, 1991). Treatment success depends on
clients providing concrete information and therapists getting clients to carry
out suggestions or tasks. To be successful, therapists need to be in charge of
the therapeutic process.
In addition, strategic therapists tend to discourage clients’ dependence on
the therapist and instead to stress the clients’ strengths and abilities to take
charge of their problem. An assumption is that clients come to therapy feel
ing discouraged and incompetent after trying unsuccessfully to solve their
problems. By highlighting clients’ strengths, their sense of competence is
reinforced, and they become empowered to try something new or to resurrect
healthy behavior that had been attempted in the past but perhaps forgotten.

First Session
Although perhaps not a technique per se, much is written about the first
session in strategic therapy literature since it is a critical first step in estab
lishing a working client-therapist relationship and in collecting vital infor
mation needed for developing a strategy. In other words, the first session
sets the stage for treatment. Therapy that begins well will more likely end
well (Haley, 1976). Haley recommends beginning therapy by inviting the
entire family to the initial interview and following a highly structured ap
proach that has four stages: a social stage, a problem stage, an interaction
stage, and a goal-setting stage. The goal of the social stage is to help every
one relax. The therapist greets everyone and tries to make each feel comfort
able and welcome as he or she observes how the family interacts. During the
problem stage, the therapist tells the family what is already known, ex
plains why the entire family was invited to the session (to get everyone’s
perspective about the problem), and asks each person to give his or her per
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spective about the problem. Strategic maneuvering begins with the decision
about which person to turn to first at this point. The therapist considers such
factors as who has the most power to bring the family back to more therapy
sessions, who is most concerned about the problem, and who is least in
volved. During this phase the therapist is observing the family’s interactions
with the intent of assessing interaction sequences and family structure (tri
angles and hierarchy). After each person has a chance to express his or her
point of view, the therapist invites them to talk among themselves about how
they view the problem (interaction stage), which provides the opportunity
to observe their interactions regarding the problem. After the family has had
a chance to interact with one another, the therapist negotiates a reasonable,
clear statement of the changes the family wants to make (goal-setting stage).
The therapist may end the first session by giving a directive that can be done
as homework to be completed before the next session. This may be a simple
task that keeps the family involved with the therapist until the next session.
From the MRI perspective, the main aim of the initial interview is to
gather information about the problem, how the problem is being managed,
the clients’ goals, and the clients’ positions and language (Fisch, Weakland,
and Segal, 1982). When the problem is stated in vague terms, such as,
“Mom is depressed,” the therapist helps the clients to define a concrete, be
havioral goal by perhaps asking, “What will be a sign that things are getting
better?” When the problem and goals are defined clearly, the therapist asks
what the clients have done so far to try to solve the problem. The therapist
wants to have an understanding of what people say and do to solve the prob
lem and who is involved. In this way, the therapist can get an understanding
of the attempted solutions that may be maintaining the problem. Getting the
clients’ cooperation in letting go of their solution may be a challenge.
As has already been discussed, understanding the clients’ position is crit
ical to gaining their cooperation. The therapist notices the clients’ wording
and tone in relation to the presenting problem, treatment, and the therapist.
For example, do clients view themselves and their situation as unique or
commonplace? Do they view the identified patient as mad, sad, or bad? Do
they view themselves as angry, frustrated, or hurt? Making an accurate as
sessment of the clients’ positions on these and other matters related to the
presenting problem will help the therapist decide what is the best approach
to take with the clients in terms of strategies to use and ways to deliver them.

Reframe
A basic tool of both schools of strategic family therapy is reframing
problematic behavior in order to solve the presenting problem. Getting the
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clients to let go of their own solution to the problem and to try a new ap
proach that may seem uncomfortable at best, or bizarre at worst, is an im
portant step to solving the presenting problem (Fisch, Weakland, and Segal,
1982). Changing the meaning or reframing the situation is often an impor
tant first step, because sometimes the way a problem is viewed helps to keep
the client stuck. The therapist must listen carefully to the words a client uses
to describe a problem to understand the client’s view of it. For example,
does a wife talk about her husband who does not have a job as if he were de
pressed and therefore deserving pity, or lazy and therefore deserving disre
spect and criticism? Reframing involves altering the client’s experience of a
situation that fits the facts of the situation, but it changes the meaning in a
way that invites change (Watzlawick, Weakland, and Fisch, 1974). In es
sence, the therapist uses language to give new meaning to a situation. When
new meaning is given to a situation, this new meaning can sometimes lead to
the development of new action.
The change in meaning may be directed toward a behavioral sequence of
interactions, the client’s perception of what is causing the problem or who is
responsible, the client’s perception of the seriousness of the problem, and/or
the client’s perception of the solution to a problem. Sometimes the weak are
relabeled as powerful and the powerful as weak (Madanes, 1984). In the
case of parents who are convinced that their child is not going to school be
cause he or she is depressed and therefore too sad to be forced to behave ap
propriately, it may help the parents to take action if the child’s behavior is
reframed as laziness or rebelliousness rather than depression.

Case Study 1: A Case of Mismatched
Confrontational Styles (Part I)
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, parents of Beth, age fourteen, were referred to family
therapy by Beth’s school counselor because she had been disrespectful to
teachers and cutting class. Beth was also confrontational at home and seemed
to enjoy having head-to-head arguments with her parents.
The whole family (parents, Beth, and two younger children) was invited to the
first session in order to hear everyone’s description of the problem and to see
the family in action. The therapist listened carefully to all family members and
made them feel comfortable, heard, and supported. When the therapist met with
the parents alone, they confessed that they were afraid Beth was turning into an
evil person and that her teacher had called her a “bad seed.” They felt guilty, frus
trated, and powerless to change Beth’ s behavior.
Based on the family’s description of events, the therapist hypothesized that
the family had a confused hierarchy in which Beth acted as though she had au
thority over the adults, and the adults behaved as if they were arguing with a
peer. A vicious cycle was repeated several times each week with increasing in
tensity. When one of the parents asked Beth to do something, she would talk
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back. When the parent tried to explain or insist, Beth would become even more
belligerent, leading to a screaming match or slammed doors.
First, it was necessary to shift the parents’ position that Beth was a “bad seed”
and that they were at fault. The strategy chosen to accomplish this task was a
reframe. The parents were told that this kind of problem often occurs when par
ents and children have different confrontational styles. The parents were told that
most parents are outcome oriented in their confrontational style, as they are, and
children are sometimes process oriented. That is, for children who are process
oriented, winning an argument means controlling the process and keeping the
argument going if they so choose, while parents are interested in the o u tc o m e getting the child to behave appropriately. The therapist told the parents that al
though they were doing what normally works with children, parents with a child
who has this kind of confrontational style need to do something different.
Once the parents accepted this reframe they were able to relax and to con
sider changing the way they responded to Beth. The focus shifted from “who is at
fault” to “what can we do about it?” The parents were given the homework as
signment to observe the degree to which Beth was invested in determining the
process of their arguments by controlling the timing, the content, or the mood of
their confrontations. This homework assignment began to shift the hierarchy by
putting the parents in charge because they became observers of their child’s be
havior and knew something that Beth did not know.

Directives
Directives are techniques the therapist uses to help the family change. A
hallmark of strategic therapy is that each therapy is individually created de
pending on the presenting problem and how the family views it. Unique di
rectives are developed to help clients solve the presenting problem. In addi
tion to bringing about change, a directive may also serve the purpose of
providing more information to the therapist. When the therapist tells the
family what to do, whether or how family members respond gives the thera
pist information about how the family interacts and/or how family members
respond to the changes sought. In a sense, everything a therapist does can be
considered a directive (Haley, 1976). For example, when a mother is ex
plaining in session how she talks to her daughter about the problem and the
therapist nods, smiles, or says “tell me more,” the therapist is encouraging
certain behavior. If a client says or does something that the therapist does
not think is helpful, she or he may tell the client to stop or simply turn away
from the client and change the subject. Telling the client to stop is an ex
plicit directive; turning away and changing the subject is an example of an
implicit directive.
When giving an explicit directive, the first step is to motivate the family
to follow it (Madanes, 1981). The way therapists motivate their clients de
pends on the therapist-client relationship, the nature of the task, and family
dynamics. Haley (1976) suggests that therapists give directives that go di
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rectly to the goal. If such a direct approach does not work, therapists can use
another approach to motivate the family toward the goal. Developing a clear
problem and goal for therapy makes it easier to design directives. There are
two basic types of explicit directives: (1) straightforward directives—
those the therapist hopes the client will do, and (2) indirect directives—
directives the therapist hopes the client will rebel against and not do.
Often strategic therapists give directives that are to be carried out at home
between sessions. This approach helps to keep the family engaged with the
therapist over the course of the week (Haley, 1976). Family members end up
thinking about the therapy and whether they will do the task prescribed or
whether they will not, and if not how the therapist will respond if the task is
not done. When therapists assign homework, they should be precise and in
clude all the members of the family if possible. The assignment may be re
hearsed in the session prior to their leaving. The therapist should ask for a
report about the task during the next session.
S tr a ig h tfo r w a r d D ir e c tiv e s

Therapists give a straightforward directive to help clients change inter
actional sequences and/or hierarchical structure (Haley, 1976). They give
these kinds of directives when they think that they have enough power to get
clients to do what they want them to do. These compliance-based direc
tives may be in the form of advice giving, explanations, providing informa
tion that the family lacks, or suggestions that promote open communication.
They may also take the form of coaching parents on how to control children,
establish family rules and consequences, and redistribute jobs and privi
leges among family members. Therapists may simply ask clients to stop do
ing something they are doing that is unproductive or to begin to do some
thing they are not doing. For example, a therapist may ask parents to follow
through with consequences or to stop reminding their teenage son to do his
homework. With minor problems or situations, helping clients change may
be fairly easy. However, with more serious or with chronic problems this
may be difficult— such as asking an alcoholic to stop drinking. A straight
forward directive often needs to accompany other messages or other actions
in order to obtain the clients cooperation. For example, therapists may need
to raise clients’ anxiety about the problem to motivate them to cooperate, or
the therapist may need to enlist the help of other family members. The thera
pist may describe the task as small or as a major thing, depending on the sit
uation. In general, directives should be clearly stated rather than suggested.
If possible, a directive should involve all family members participating in
therapy to put emphasis on the family unit as a whole. As discussed, the
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MRI school recommends taking into account the clients’ position when giv
ing a directive.
Typically, strategic therapists will help family members negotiate and
contract with one another to reach agreements (Madanes, 1990). The thera
pist helps family members express their preferences and compromise with
one another about money, rules, relatives, leisure time, and sex. They may
develop a contract that formalizes agreements and encourages family mem
bers to respect the terms agreed upon.

Case Study 1: A Case of Mismatched
Confrontational Styles (Part II)
The therapist began to help Beth’s parents change their behavior in response
to Beth. Their task was to prevent Beth from controlling the timing, content, or
mood of their confrontations and conversations. The parents were asked to de
scribe a typical argument and to think of process-sensitive strategies that would
allow them to control the conversation. The goal of this straightforward directive
was to strengthen the appropriate hierarchical arrangement in which parents are
in charge of children and competent enough to think of their own solutions.
The next series of steps focused on helping the parents change their interac
tions with Beth. After each session, the parents left with a homework assignment
to try a strategy they had developed to take charge of the conversation (straight
forward directive). They were also asked to record the results of their efforts so
that adjustments could be made during the next session. For example, the
mother and father were asked what kind of mood they wanted to have during
confrontations with Beth. They said that they would like to stay calm and caring,
yet firm. With coaching from the therapist, the parents decided that they would
help each other remain calm when talking to Beth by holding hands when the in
tensity began to rise. The therapist congratulated the parents on every small suc
cess, and the parents became more confident in their ability to control the mood
of their conversations with Beth. Once the parents began to do this consistently,
the focus shifted to developing a process-sensitive system of rules and conse
quences. The parents were directed to develop a basic list of rules and conse
quences and ways to time their delivery in the most effective manner. Beth slowly
became more amenable to their efforts to discipline her, and became a compe
tent student as well (case study adapted from Keim, 1998).
In d ir e c t D ir e c tiv e s

Strategic therapists give indirect directives when they think they might
not have the power to gain the cooperation of family members to follow a
straightforward directive or when the family is resistant to changing despite
asking for help with a problem (Haley, 1976). These directives are some
times called paradoxical directives. Both Washington School and MRI
strategic therapists use therapeutic paradoxes when appropriate. Therapeu
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tic paradoxes are seemingly illogical interventions that appear contradictory
to the goals of therapy, yet are designed to achieve the goals of therapy.
When the client proves the therapist wrong and makes changes, the therapist
might be surprised, confused, or suggest that the change is probably tempo
rary. It is important that these directives are given in a thoughtful, respectful
manner, and in a way that makes sense in the therapeutic context.
Prescribing the symptom is one type of therapeutic paradox that has
several variations. Basically, the family is told to continue having the prob
lem behavior, sometimes in such a way that it exposes family interactional
sequences that maintain the problem (Haley, 1976). The therapist may also
prescribe where, when, and how the symptom will happen. For example, the
therapist may encourage a couple that regularly fights in unproductive ways
to practice fighting at a certain time every evening, in a specified manner,
and in a particular room in the house. Perhaps a depressed man may be en
couraged to continue to be depressed because his wife needs someone to
care for.
Madanes (1984) developed several variations to prescribing the symp
tom, many of which are done in a playful way and may be practiced in the
session and then given as homework. In one variation, the therapist pre
scribes the symptom in such a way that it shifts the hierarchical arrangement
of family members. For example, a parent might be asked to encourage the
child to purposely have the presenting problem instead of trying to prevent
it, and by so doing when the child has the symptom, he or she becomes
compliant and the parent is in charge. Therefore, in addition to shifting
interactions between parent and child regarding the symptom, the incongruent hierarchy between parent and child is also realigned. In another varia
tion, family members are directed to behave in ways that represent what the
therapist thinks is the function of the symptom.
Restraining change or asking the clients to go slowly is a paradoxical
intervention frequently used by MRI strategic therapists (Fisch, Weakland,
and Segal, 1982). This intervention might be used when clients are anxious
and impatient about solving the presenting problem and apt to rush assign
ments, or when clients see improvement as having negative as well as posi
tive consequences. It might also be used when the therapist suspects that a
client might be thrown by a slip that occurs alter change begins (Segal,
1991). The client may be encouraged not to change or to change slowly be
cause change might have negative effects for someone in the family. A criti
cal determiner of the success of this intervention is the therapist’s skill in of
fering a believable rationale for suggesting that the client go slowly. This
directive will most often be given early in the treatment, perhaps in the first
session, particularly with clients who are trying too hard to solve the prob
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lem. Another appropriate time to use this intervention is when a client comes
to a session feeling elated after experiencing definite, welcome improve
ment. In this event, a therapist may want to avoid indicating overt optimism
and instead caution the client to go slowly, perhaps because changing too
fast might be dangerous or scary. In fact, the therapist might even encourage
the client to have a relapse (prescribing the symptom). This tactic is useful
because if the therapist is relatively uncommitted to changing the client
quickly, it takes away the sense of urgency to solve the problem quickly and
puts implicit pressure on the client to cooperate with any suggestion the
therapist may give.
Prescribing a symbolic act is an intervention that might be used when
clients are involved in compulsive self-destructive behaviors that are seem
ingly out of their control (Madanes, 1990). Because self-destructive behav
iors are often performed in an attempt to punish someone else who does not
provide enough love and attention, asking clients to perform a repetitive
action that is symbolic of the sell-destructive act may symbolically punish
that person without the client actually being self-destructive. For example, a
bulimic client may be encouraged to mash up all her favorite foods with her
hands and, in the presence of the family, flush it down the toilet.
The pretending technique is a therapeutic intervention that originated
from the Washington School of strategic therapy (Madanes, 1981). When
prescribing the symptom is ethically inappropriate or impractical, the thera
pist may direct the client to pretend to have the symptom. For example, a child
may be asked to pretend to have the symptom each evening and the parents
may then be asked to criticize the child’s performance, make sure the pretend
ing is accurate, and then behave the way they usually do when the child has
the symptom. This strategy might be used when the therapist hypothesizes
that the symptom has a function in the family and that pretending to have the
symptom can fulfill that function without having to actually have the symp
tom. Asking a symptomatic client to pretend to have the symptom also makes
a seemingly involuntary behavior become voluntary. In addition, pretending
to have the symptom provides the opportunity for the family to respond dif
ferently to the symptom, thus interrupting patterns of interaction that have de
veloped concerning the symptom. For example, the therapist may arrange lor
a child who has stomachaches (in order to get love and attention from a par
ent) to pretend to have a stomachache and for the parents to comfort her.

Case Study 2: The Anxious Violinist
A young adult male music teacher came to therapy because he had trouble
performing on the violin during concerts due to nervousness. The therapist’s first
task was to clearly understand the problem and what the young man was doing
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to deal with it. To accomplish this task, the therapist asked specific questions
about the problem, attempted solutions, and who was involved in the problem
and its solution. The therapist discovered that nervousness was primarily experi
enced as sweating and shaky hands, and it sometimes had a serious detrimental
effect on the young man’s performance. The therapist asked what eased the ner
vousness and what made it worse.
The therapist learned that the client was beginning a new career as a concert
violinist after spending several years pursuing an architect career. The young
man had ended his music career several years earlier after a poor performance
due to nerves during his second year at a conservatory. He had wanted to be a
violinist despite the fact that his father thought that a music career was frivolous.
The young man thought he had the support of his mother no matter what career
he chose, as long as he was successful.
After much discussion, the therapist had some guesses about the young
man’s position in terms of his problem. He admitted that he tended to be skepti
cal and pessimistic about most things. Although he was following the advice of
his music teacher, who told him that he would improve if he performed more of
ten, he doubted that he was improving despite the fact that some of his friends
told him that they saw improvement. Therefore, from his perspective, his efforts
to try harder to play better were as yet unsuccessful.
Other positions held by the young man were that it was wrong for him to be
nervous and he was skeptical about the possibility of improvement. To cast doubt
on this position, the therapist reframed his skepticism as healthy skepticism. The
therapist cautioned him to be careful not to put too much stock in what others say
in terms of noticing improvement because of the risk of over-reaching himself,
which could result in a bad setback. In effect, the therapist was issuing a para
doxical directive to the young man by suggesting that he go slow, which was
counter to his efforts to correct the problem by trying harder, according to the ad
vice of others.
The therapist also suggested that improvement may have mixed blessings.
The young man was encouraged to be more thoughtful about pursuing his goal
of being a concert violinist because success could have some disadvantages
that may not have occurred to him yet. The young man was asked to think about
what the disadvantages might be. After some discussion, the therapist then of
fered another possible problem: he suggested that a certain amount of anxiety
goes along with performing even if the person is talented enough to be a profes
sional performer. Thus, the therapist reframed the problem as normal and again
confirmed the necessity to go slowly because pursuing this kind of career could
have some disadvantages.
The therapist also suggested that it might be difficult to distinguish between
the kind of anxiety that is natural and useful to good performance and the kind of
anxiety that is not. To help the young man further part with his attempted solu
tion, the therapist made an implicit suggestion to deliberately try to play badly. He
suggested that he might learn something by trying to play badly. However, the di
lemma was posed that trying to play badly might actually lead to the beginning of
improvement, which could have a snowball effect— leading to even more im
provement, possibly putting him on a road that he does not really want to be on.
The client was then given the homework task of thinking about the dangers of
change. When, during the next session, the client reported that he experienced
some improvement in his playing when playing for himself, the therapist resisted
the urge to be optimistic and instead said that he shouldn’t attach too much
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meaning to that improvement. After a few sessions the client terminated, and in a
follow-up interview several years later, reported that he had become a success
ful businessman and enjoyed playing the violin as a hobby (adapted from a case
presented by Fisch, Weakland, and Segal, 1982).

Ordeal
An ordeal is an intervention that directs clients to do something that is
mildly disagreeable yet also good for them in response to engaging in symp
tomatic behavior (Haley, 1984). These interventions are based on the prem
ise that if it is more difficult for a person to have a symptom than to give it
up, the person will likely give up the symptom. There are two types of or
deals: straightforward and paradoxical. When the therapist prescribes a
straightforward ordeal, he or she requires that each time the symptom
occurs the client must go through a specific ordeal. For example, when a
symptom occurs during the day, a client may be directed to get up in the
middle of the night to do something distasteful but healthy (e.g., write or ex
ercise). In a paradoxical ordeal, the therapist directs the client to have the
symptom at a time when he or she might rather be doing something else. For
example, a client who is troubled by ruminations during work hours may be
directed to get up an hour early each morning to ruminate for a specific
amount of time. An ordeal may also involve more than one person. For ex
ample, a couple that is having problems getting past an extramarital affair
may be directed to conduct a ritualized ordeal together that is designed to
make the offender suffer appropriately.
When ordeals are used skillfully, they can have positive effects on prob
lem resolution. The problem must be clearly defined, the client must be very
motivated to get over the problem, an appropriate ordeal must be selected,
and a rationale that makes sense must be given to the client. Generally, the
therapist directs the client to continue the ordeal until the problem is solved.

RELEVANT RESEARCH
It is safe to say that the development and dissemination of family therapy
approaches has outstripped the collection of research evidence to support
the usefulness of these approaches. Strategic therapy is no exception. For
the most part, information about the success of strategic therapy is limited to
anecdotal evidence provided in case studies.
However, there have been a few instances in which strategic therapy out
come has been tracked more systematically. For example, in one study followup, telephone interviews were conducted three to six months after treatment
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ended with ninety-seven clients treated from the MRI perspective for an av
erage of seven sessions. These clients sought therapy for a wide range of
problems. Interviewers found that 40 percent of these clients said they expe
rienced complete symptom relief; 33 percent said they had considerable but
not complete relief; and 27 percent said there was no change in their symp
toms, which represents a 73 percent success rate (Watzlawick, Weakland,
and Fisch, 1974).
Haley (1980) reported on the outcome of his model with schizophrenic
young adults who had issues about leaving their families of origin. He and
his colleagues treated schizophrenic young adults who had been hospital
ized for the first time. He used rehospitalization as a measure of whether
therapy helped the clients. In two to four years after the completing therapy,
three of the fourteen clients tracked had been rehospitalized, and one had
committed suicide, which represents a 71 percent success rate. Madanes
(1995) reported on the outcome of her work with a large sample of male ad
olescent sex offenders. She and her colleagues obtained two-year follow-up
information for seventy-two of the seventy-five adolescents treated. Of
these individuals, four had reoffended, which represents a 96 percent suc
cess rate.
Several researcher-clinicians have reported on therapy outcomes achieved
with family therapy models that integrate strategic therapy and other ap
proaches. For example, Stanton, Todd, and associates (1982) treated drug
addicts with a family therapy approach that combined structural and strate
gic techniques. In comparing their approach with individual therapy and a
family-based placebo, these researcher-clinicians found that their approach
was nearly twice as effective as the other two approaches. Another team of
researchers (Szapocznik et al., 1986) found that Hispanic drug abusing ado
lescents and their families improved their individual and family functioning
after being treated with a brief structural-strategic family therapy approach.

GLOSSARY
brief therapy: Approaches to therapy that maintain a focus on the present
rather than the past and on solving the presenting problem as quickly as pos
sible.
client position: Beliefs, values, and priorities that clients hold which are re
lated to the presenting problem.
compliance-based directive: Directives that therapists expect clients will
follow.
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conceptual map: A mental model that represents how an individual per
ceives reality and by which an individual is guided.
cybernetics: A scientific discipline interested in the interrelationship be
tween stability and change.
directives: An encouragement by the therapist to the client to think or act in
a certain way.
double bind: A communication in which an individual is given two mutu
ally exclusive messages by another person in which any response will inevi
tably result in a failure to please.
explicit directive: The therapist asks the client to do something that he or
she thinks will lead to change.
family life cycle transition: Phases in the family developmental evolution
that mark periods of change primarily when a member enters or exits the
family.
goal-setting stage: The final stage of the initial session when strategic ther
apists help family members set goals for therapy.
homework: Activities or tasks relating to the presenting problem that the
therapist asks the client to do between sessions.
hypnosis: A technique in which a person is put into a trance or dreamlike
state.
hypotheses: The ideas and/or guesses that a therapist makes regarding what
maintains the presenting problem.
identified patient: The person who is viewed by the family as the focus of
therapy; the person who has a problem or is a problem for the family.
implicit directive: The therapist indirectly influences the client’s behavior,
e.g., changing the subject when the topic seems counterproductive to the
goals of therapy.
incongruent hierarchy: A term used to describe families in which family
members do not behave in age- or role-appropriate ways in relation to one
another.
indirect directive: A task that implicitly influences the client’s positive
change.
interaction stage: The third stage of the initial session in which strategic
therapists ask family members to discuss their various points of view about
the problem so that they can observe how the family interacts regarding the
problem.
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interactive view of problems: The belief that problems are maintained by
the repetitive negative interchanges of family members.
joining: A therapeutic skill of establishing rapport with clients in which
therapists develop a personal relationship with families thus becoming ac
cepted, trusted helpers.
metaphor: Symbolic language or behavior that links two events, ideas,
characteristics, or their meaning.
negotiate and contract: Therapist helps clients to reach a satisfactory
agreement regarding specific goals or changes in behavior.
ordeal: A therapeutic technique in which the therapist asks the client to do a
set of tasks that is appropriate for the problem but causes distress that is
equal to or greater than the problem.
outside the family system: The therapist maintains distance from the family.
paradoxical communication: A set of contradictory messages.
paradoxical directives: Therapeutic tasks that seem contradictory to the
goals of therapy whereby family members change by either accepting or re
jecting the therapist’s suggestion.
paradoxical interventions: Therapists direct clients to continue their symp
tomatic behavior.
paradoxical ordeal: The client is instructed to go through the experience of
having the symptom at a time or place that is different than when he or she
might ordinarily have the symptom.
power ladder: Relative influence each family member has in relation to
other family members.
prescribing a symbolic act: A type of directive in which the therapist asks
a family member to do something that represents the symptom.
prescribing the symptom: A strategy in which the therapist asks the client
to have the symptom, which forces the client to rebel against-the prescrip
tion or to obey, thus putting the client more in control of the symptom.
pretending technique: The therapist directs a client to pretend to have a
symptom thereby making the symptom more under the client’s control.
problem stage: The second stage of the initial session in which strategic
therapists ask each family member to share ideas about the problem and his
or her involvement in it.
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psychoanalysis: A form of therapy usually accredited to Sigmund Freud in
which the patient’s past and unconscious inner life is the focus of treatment.
PUSH system: A way of viewing a family system used by some strategic
therapists who think about how a symptom might be protective (P) of some
one in the family, who is involved in maintaining the problem (U), what be
havior patterns are involved in maintaining the problem (S), and what is the
power structure of the family (H).
qualitative interview: A conversation for the purpose of collecting infor
mation from a person about a topic that will subsequently be analyzed.
redefining the problem: Changing the client’s belief about the problem.
reframing: Using language to give new meaning to a situation and thereby
helping clients see their situation in a new way, which may entail developing
a more positive interpretation of the problem.
restraining change: A type of paradoxical directive in which the therapist
discourages change, often citing the drawbacks of improving.
social stage: The first stage of the initial session in which strategic thera
pists greet family members and try to make them feel comfortable.
straightforward directive: A task given to a client that the therapist hopes
he or she will do because it encourages the client to correct the presenting
problem.
straightforward ordeal: The client is instructed to go through a specific or
deal (something he or she should do more of anyway) each time the symp
tom occurs.
strategy for change: A plan or approach for solving the presenting prob
lem.
structural family therapy: The family therapy approach, developed by
Salvador Minuchin and his colleagues, that focuses on how families operate
(structure and communication patterns).
subconscious roots of problems: Problems that stem from feelings or mo
tivations that are outside a person’s awareness and therefore based in the
subconscious.
systems theory: A theoretical framework that suggests individuals in a sys
tem affect and are affected by one another and cannot be understood without
understanding the interrelationships.
therapeutic alliance: The therapist and client develop a collaborative
working relationship.
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therapeutic maneuverability: A technique in which therapists maintain
their ability to take action.
therapist-client clinical contract: The therapist and client together negoti
ates an agreement related to the presenting problem and goals for change.
triangle: A three-person system that develops when stress between two
people becomes so great that a third person is drawn in to decrease the ten
sion, thus creating a triangle.
vicious cycles: Destructive, repetitive patterns of interaction.
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Chapter 5

Milan Systemic Therapy
Jerome Adams

Milan therapy brings the future—or rather, many possible futures—
into the present, and allows clients to choose the ones they prefer. The
possibility of a future not determined by necessity, but open to some
times unpredictable choices, gives clients hope; it helps them . . . em
bark on a new journey.
Luigi Boscolo
The Times o f Time
Theories are, by definition, works in progress. Nowhere is the evolving
nature of therapy models more apparent than in the Milan approach. Indeed,
its numerous revisions over time represent perhaps its most obvious charac
teristic. Based initially on the ideas of the early Palo Alto Mental Research
Institute group, with its emphasis on family rules and homeostasis-seeking
interactive patterns, the Milan approach has itself undergone continuous
change in its thirty-year history (Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 2000; Camp
bell, Draper, and Crutchley, 1991).
After a decade of work together, the four original Milan team members
separated into two autonomous groups (Selvini Palazzoli and Prata; Boscolo
and Cecchin) in 1979, each pair pursuing differing emphases in their sys
temic thinking and practices. Selvini Palazzoli and Prata (separately since
1982) have engaged in family systems research, particularly directed at de
veloping techniques for interrupting the destructive games they believe psy
chotic individuals and their families play. Selvini Palazzoli’s work at this
stage, carried out in collaboration with a group of colleagues, is called Fam
ily Games (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1989); in it she proposes a universal
strategic intervention designed to break up repetitively resistant patterns
in families with severely disturbed members. In the early 1990s Selvini
Palazzoli abandoned this strategic approach and returned to long-term insight-oriented individual therapy until her death in 1999.
123
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On the other hand, Boscolo and Cecchin began training family therapists
worldwide and have continued to elaborate their own systemic ideas. De
parting from strategic techniques, they have developed a more collaborative
therapeutic intervention style based on the interviewing process itself, partic
ularly the use of circular questioning. Consistent with those views, their most
recent efforts have been directed at fine-tuning such questioning techniques.
In seeking to advance a new systemic epistemology, Boscolo and Cecchin
have become central players in advancing the approaches of constructivism
that are now so popular in the family therapy field. In the United States, they
have found a particularly receptive audience among some members of the
Ackerman Institute for Family Therapy in New York, particularly Peggy Papp
(1983), Peggy Penn (1982), and Joel Bergman (1985). Lynn Hoffman, for
merly at Ackerman, has since relocated to Amherst, Massachusetts, and now
ascribes to a social construction viewpoint (Hoffman, 1985). Elsa Jones (1993),
as well as David Campbell and Rosalind Draper (1985) in England, are enthu
siastic supporters of the Milan viewpoint. In Canada, Karl Tomm of the Uni
versity of Calgary is a leading interpreter of the Milan (and post-Milan)
systemic approach. A description of the work of Boscolo and Cecchin can be
found in Milan Systemic Family Therapy (Boscolo et al., 1987).

MAIN PROPONENTS AND THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
As are many well-known therapists in the family therapy field, Mara
Selvini Palazzoli was initially trained as a psychoanalyst. In 1967 she be
came the leader of a group of eight fellow psychiatrists—including Luigi
Boscolo, Gianfranco Cecchin, and Guiliana Prata—to treat families of se
verely disturbed children, many of whom were suffering from anorexia
nervosa. However, their initial efforts to apply psychoanalytic concepts to
the family proved to be very time consuming and produced limited results
(Selvini Palazzoli, 1974). Turning to the published accounts of the works of
the Palo Alto group, particularly the book Pragmatics o f Human Communi
cation (Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson, 1967), the four formed a study
group to better understand strategic theories and techniques in the hope that
such an outlook would lead to better interventions in families with en
trenched interactive patterns.
In 1971, the group split from their analytic colleagues. They established
the Milan Center for the Study of the Family in order to work more exclu
sively with family systems. Although Watzlawick was their major consul
tant in these early years and visited them periodically in Italy, the group
gradually developed its own theory and set of strategic intervention tech
niques over the next decade (Boscolo et al., 1987). They published their first
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article in English in 1974 (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1974), introducing a team
approach along with a set of powerful and innovative intervention tech
niques, such as positive connotation and therapeutic rituals (both described
in detail later in this chapter), designed to overcome the paradoxical interac
tive sequences that deadlocked families and resulted in therapeutic im
passes. What is now referred to as the “classic” Milan approach quickly cap
tured the imagination of family therapists around the world. Working with
families with a wide range of the most severe emotional problems, they re
ported particular success in treating anorexic children as well as schizo
phrenics with their team approach.
By 1980, the four were beginning to de-emphasize the use of therapeutic
paradoxes, and in a landmark paper “Hypothesizing—Circularity—Neu
trality: Three Guidelines for the Conductor of the Session” (Selvini Palazzoli
et al., 1980) revealed their thinking to be moving in a systemic direction and
away from strategic techniques. They contended that hypothesizing, a con
tinual interactive process of speculating and making assumptions about the
family situation, provides a guide for conducting a systemic interview. They
stressed that this guide to the family system is not true or false, but rather is
useful as a starting point and open to revision or abandonment by the family
as well as the therapist as new data accumulate. The technique allows the
therapist to search for new information, identify the connecting patterns that
sustain family behavior, and speculate on how each participant in the family
contributes to systemic functioning. Beginning with the family’s first tele
phone contact and continuing throughout the therapeutic process, hypothe
sizing represents therapeutic formulations regarding family functioning and
is carefully constructed to elicit a picture of how the family is organized
around the symptom or presenting problem. When asked for a description of
the problem at the start of the first interview, the family might point to the
symptom bearer as the one with the problem. The Milan therapist will ask,
“Who noticed the problem first?” This redefines the problem as relational—
it does not exist without a “noticer,” and thus it does not belong to one per
son alone. Moreover, the problem is depicted as an event between two or
more family members, thus involving the wider family system (Boscolo
et al., 1987). Thus, hypothesizing permits the therapist to present a view of
the family’s behavior that is different from their own established self-pic
ture. The therapist is offering a conceptualization—of the family’s commu
nication patterns, the meaning of a member’s symptoms, the way in which
the family organizes itself to deal with problems, and the family game. In
doing so, the therapist identifies himself or herself as an active participant,
someone who does not necessarily have all the answers but, with his or her
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unique view of the family’s reality, intended to open the family up to consid
ering a new perspective on their lives.
As Burbatti and Formenti (1988) contend, the goal o f therapeutic hy
potheses is change, not truth. In the Batesonian tradition, hypothesizing of
fers information, allowing the family members to choose or reject the thera
peutic message from an active therapeutic partner. If, instead, the therapist
were simply a passive observer, the Milan group believes the family would
impose its own punctuations and resume its own games; little if any new in
formation would be forthcoming to initiate change, and the system would
tend toward entropy. Hypothesizing, on the other hand, offers a structured
viewpoint, organizing data provided by the family and encouraging the fam
ily to rethink their lives and together begin to form new hypotheses (for ex
ample, regarding previously denied coalitions) about themselves and their
interactions.
Neutrality is different from noninvolvement; it means the therapist is in
terested in, and accepts without challenge, each member’s unique percep
tion of the problem (if not necessarily accepting the problem itself). No one
family member’s view is seen as more correct than any other view. Thus,
each family member may repeatedly experience the therapist being allied
with one or another member as that person’s views are elicited, but never al
lied solely with any one participant. Cecchin (1987) characterized the notion
of neutrality as curiosity, as a result of widespread misunderstanding that
neutrality demonstrated coldness or aloofness. As currently used, the curi
ous therapist is open to numerous hypotheses about the system and invites
the family to explore those which increase the number of options or possi
bilities for the changes they seek.
When Milan therapists speak of circularity they are referring both to
interactional sequences within the family and, because the therapist is part
of the system, to the therapist’s interactional relationship with the family.
The therapist’s hypotheses lead to questions, and the family’s responses
lead to refined hypotheses and new questions, all leading to changes in the
family’s belief system. As Selvini Palazzoli et al. (1980) define it in their pa
per,
By circularity, we mean the capacity of the therapist to conduct his in
vestigation on the basis of feedback from the family in response to the
information he solicits about relationships and, therefore, about dif
ferences and change, (p. 3)
Circular questioning, destined to be a significant influence on future
therapists, has become the cornerstone of Boscolo and Cecchin’s later mod
ifications of the original systemic outlook. Circular questioning involves
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asking each family member questions that help address a difference or de
fine a relationship between two other members of the family. These differ
ences are intended to expose recursive family patterns. These interviewing
techniques will be defined and illustrated later, but for now it will suffice to
state that the therapist is trying to construct a map of the interconnections
among family members, and is assuming that asking questions about differ
ences in viewpoints is the most effective way of creating such a map (Camp
bell, Draper, and Crutchley, 1991). One major gain is that each family mem
ber is continually exposed to the ideas and opinions of the others throughout
the therapy.
After the four separated, Selvini Palazzoli and a new set of associates
(Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1989) began to elaborate on the concept of family
games, the destructive, collusive parent-child patterns they believe psy
chotic individuals and their families play. She and her colleagues suggested
the controversial proposal that therapists offer a solitary prescription or task
to the parents. Selvini Palazzoli proposed that this universal or invariant pre
scription be applied to all families with schizophrenic or anorexic children.
Their intervention techniques at this stage represent a return to some of the
Milan group’s earlier strategic and structural ways of working (Simon,
1987).
In the early 1990s, Selvini Palazzoli reinvented her therapy once more,
this time abandoning any form of short-term strategic therapy (invariant
prescription included) for long-term therapy with patients and their fami
lies. Thus she has come full circle, beginning with psychodynamic roots,
then abandoning any concerns with the individual to focus on family pat
terns, and now returning to long-term therapy that emphasizes insight and
focuses again on the individual. This new therapy revolves around the de
nial of family secrets and suffering over generations. In this way it is linked
conceptually to her former models (Nichols and Schwartz, 2001).
Following the group split in 1979, Boscolo and Cecchin continued to
elaborate their own systemic ideas, and have developed a more collabora
tive therapeutic intervention style based on the interviewing process itself,
particularly the use of circular questioning. Unlike Selvini Palazzoli’s di
rect, take-charge therapeutic style, offering parents prescriptions, their ef
forts emphasize neutrality as a more effective device for quietly challenging
an entire family to reexamine its epistemology. In effect, they temporarily
join the family, becoming part of a whole system from which they can begin
to offer information and perspectives on reality. In essence, the therapists
and family members influence each other, producing the opportunity for
change as a by-product.
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Boscolo and Cecchin now argue that perhaps it is better to do away with
the concept of family systems entirely, and think of the treatment unit as a
meaning system in which the therapist is as active a contributor as anyone
else. Any intervention, then, should not be directed at a particular outcome
but rather should be seen as perturbing the system, which will then react in
terms of its own structure. Consistent with postmodern ideas, therapists do
not have the answers but, together with the family, can coconstruct or coevolve new ways of looking at the family system, creating the possibility of
new narratives or versions of reality that are less saturated with past prob
lems or past failed solutions. For example, Cecchin (Cecchin, Lane, and
Ray, 1993) has suggested that in addition to remaining curious, the therapist
should maintain an attitude of irreverence. By this he means not becoming
too attached to any model or belief and helping families become more irrev
erent toward the beliefs that constrain them (Nichols and Schwartz, 2001).
Karl Tomm, in a series of papers ( 1987a,b, 1988), has elaborated on these
ideas, arguing that the therapist should carry out continuous interventive inter
viewing. More than simply seeking workable interventions, Tomm (1987a)
urges therapists to attend closely to the interviewing process, especially
their own intentionality, adopting an orientation in which everything an in
terviewer does and says—and does not do and say—is thought of as an in
tervention that could be therapeutic, nontherapeutic, or countertherapeutic.
Tomm adds strategizing to the original set of Milan techniques of hy
pothesizing, circularity, and neutrality. His circular questions are carefully
constructed—not simply for information-gathering purposes but also as a
change-inducing technique (Slovik and Griffith, 1992). Strategizing refers
to a therapist’s ongoing cognitive activity—evaluating the effects of past
therapeutic actions, developing new plans of action, anticipating the conse
quence of possible interventions, and deciding, moment to moment, how to
achieve maximum therapeutic influence most effectively. More specifically,
Tomm is interested in the kinds of questions a therapist asks to help families
exact new levels of meaning from their behavior in the service of enabling
them to generate new ways of thinking and behaving on their own.
Of greatest relevance are what Tomm (1987b) refers to as reflexive ques
tions. Intended to be facilitative, they are designed to move families to re
flect on the meaning they extract from their current perceptions and actions
and stimulate them to consider alternative options. For example, the thera
pist may suggest a useful course of action by asking, “What would happen if
you told her when you were hurt or angry instead of withdrawing?” The cli
ent is given the idea and invited to speculate on the implications of acting on
it. These questions are described in more detail later.
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NORMAL FAM ILY DEVELOPMENT

Because the Milan team was closely associated with the MRI group in its
early stages, they share a nonnormative stance toward family develop
ment. By nonnormative, MRI therapists mean that “we use no criteria to
judge the health or normality of an individual or family. As therapists we do
not regard any particular way of functioning, relating, or living as a problem
if the client is not expressing discontent with it” (Fisch, 1978, p. 109). This
relativism has deep roots (Nichols and Schwartz, 2001). As early as 1967
Don Jackson wrote an essay called the “Myth of Normality,” cautioning
against taking any position regarding how families should behave.
The Milan associates strive to maintain a nonnormative posture through
their attitude of neutrality or curiosity (Cecchin, 1987) regarding families.
They aspire to no preconceived goals or normative models for their client
families. Instead, by raising questions that help a family examine itself and
its belief system, they trust that the family will reorganize on its own in a
better way, even if that does not conform to some normative map (Nichols
and Schwartz, 2001). However, despite their rejection of normative goals,
Boscolo and Cecchin imply that healthy families are resourceful enough to
modify beliefs and attitudes that do not work, and that this flexibility is
needed not only with everyday difficulties but also to navigate transitional
points in the family’s development.
Selvini Palazzoli and her colleagues came closer to a normative blueprint
of family functioning, although this is not explicitly stated. Their hypothe
ses about family games involve any number of covert, cross-generational
alliances, so one could infer that they believe families should have clear
generational boundaries. Nichols and Schwartz (2001) caution against mak
ing this inference, however, since normality is not always the converse of
abnormality.

PATHOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
The Milan team’s explanation of problematic behavior parallels the
group’s evolution. The team’s first book, P a ra d o x a n d C o u n te rp a r a d o x : A
N e w M o d e l in th e T h e ra p y o f th e F a m ily in S c h iz o p h re n ic T ra n sa c tio n

(Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978), reveals the strong influence of cybernetics
on their thinking. Dysfunctional families exhibited paradoxical behavior—
the moves each member of the system made seemed to keep change from
occurring. As Tomm (1984a) observed, it was as though the family were
asking the therapist to change its symptomatic member at the same time that
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it was insisting the rest of the family was fine and had no intention of chang
ing.
For example, in this early work, the Milan group focused on the rules of
the game in psychotic families—tactics by which family members struggle
against one another as, together, they act to perpetuate unacknowledged
family games in order to control one another’s behaviors. That is, they con
ceptualized the family as “a self-regulating system which controls itself ac
cording to the rules formed over a period of time through a process of trial
and error” (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978, p. 3). The symptoms in a family
member, then, were not accidental, but were “skillfully fabricated to achieve
particular systemic purposes” (Seltzer, 1986). A schizophrenic individual,
trapped by these family rules, is powerless to effect change. That is, the
rules of the family’s game, rather than any individual input, define and sus
tain their family position and pathology.
Recognizing from a systems perspective that it is impossible for a part to
change without a complementary change in the whole, the group began to de
sign interventions in the form of counterparadoxes directed at breaking up
such contradictory patterns, thus freeing up the family to change. Palazzoli, in
her work Family Games (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1989), describes her experi
ments with interventions such as the invariant prescription designed to disrupt
these pathological family games. Most recently Selvini Palazzoli focused her
research on intergenerational secrets as the source of symptomatic behavior
in families.
Boscolo and Cecchin’s thinking moved away from the MRI version of
families as self-correcting systems governed through rules, and began to re
gard systems as evolving and unfolding rather than seeking a return to previ
ous homeostasis. Extrapolating from Bateson’s (1972) work, they theorized
that dysfunctional families are making an “epistemological error”— they
are following an outdated or erroneous set of beliefs or maps of their reality,
which is why they appear to be stuck or in homeostatic balance. Put another
way, the family was having problems because it had adopted a set of beliefs
that did not fit the reality in which it was living. In effect, they were being
guided by an out-of-date map when the signs and streets had changed since
the map’s publication.
According to this new perspective, the family’s beliefs about itself were
not the same as the actual behavior patterns of its members, so that they only
gave the impression of being stuck; in reality their behavior was changing
continuously. Boscolo and Cecchin decided they needed to help families
differentiate between these two levels—meaning and action. Therapeu
tically, they began to introduce new information, new distinctions in thought
and action, carefully introducing differences into the family’s belief system.
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Relying on circular questioning to present differences for the family to con
sider, the team attempted to activate a process in which the family creates
new belief patterns and new patterns of behavior consistent with those be
liefs.

TECHNIQUES
Long Brief Therapy
Two distinguishing characteristics of classic Milan systemic family ther
apy have been its spacing of therapeutic sessions and its use of a team of
therapists who work together with a family. The original Milan team
method has been described as “long brief therapy” (Tomm, 1984a), since
relatively few sessions (generally about ten) were held approximately once
a month and thus treatment might extend up to a year or so. Initially, this un
usual spacing of sessions was instituted because so many of the families
seen at the Milan Center had to travel hundreds of miles by train for treat
ment. Later, the therapy team realized that their interventions—often in the
form of paradoxical prescriptions aimed at changing the way an entire fam
ily system functioned— took time to incubate and finally take effect. Once
the frequency was determined, the therapists did not grant an extra session
or move up a session to shorten the agreed-upon interval. Such requests by
families were seen as efforts to disqualify or undo the effects of a previous
intervention (Selvini Palazzoli, 1980). The early Milan group was adamant
in its determination that the therapist not submit to the family’s “game” or
become subjugated to its rules for maintaining sameness and controlling the
therapeutic relationship. Even under pressure from the family, these thera
pists would remain unavailable in the belief that a request for an exceptional
meeting actually meant the family was experiencing rapid change and
needed the time to integrate any subsequent changes in family rules.
During most of the 1970s, the Milan group worked in an unconventional
but consistent way developed from their strategic-based research. The entire
family was seen together by one or sometimes two therapists (typically a
man and a woman), while the remainder of the team watched from behind
a one-way mirror to gain a different perspective. From time to time during
the session, the observers would summon one of the therapists out of the
room to change therapeutic direction; while conferring with the therapist,
they would make suggestions, share opinions, provide their own observa
tions, and often issue directives that the returning therapist could then share
with the family.
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Following this strategy conference, the therapist rejoined the family
group, discussed what had transpired with the other team members, and
assigned the family members a task, usually a paradoxical prescription.
Sometimes such an intervention took the form of a paradoxical letter, a copy
of which was given to every family member. In the event that a key member
missed a session, a copy of the letter would be sent by mail, frequently with
comments (again, often paradoxically stated) regarding his or her absence.
Prescriptions took the form of opinions (“We believe Father and Mother, by
working hard to be good parents, are nevertheless . . . ”) or requests that cer
tain behavioral changes be attempted by means of rituals carried out be
tween sessions (“The immediate family, without any other relatives or out
siders, should meet weekly for one hour, with each person allowed fifteen
minutes to . . . ”). By addressing the behavior of all the members, the thera
pists underscored the connections in the family patterns. Prescriptions usu
ally were stated in such a way that the family was directed not to change for
the time being. Thus, the therapist might say, “I think the family should con
tinue to support Selma’s behavior for the present” (Selvini Palazzoli et al.,
1978).

Structured Family Sessions
The classic Milan therapeutic interview format was divided into five seg
ments: the presession, the session, the intersession, the intervention, and the
postsession discussion. Family therapy would begin with the initial tele
phone call from the family. The team member who took the call would talk
to the caller at length, recording the information on a fact sheet. Who called?
Who referred the family? What is the problem? How disturbed is the caller’s
communication? What tone of voice is used? What is the caller’s attitude re
garding the forthcoming treatment? What special conditions, if any, does
the caller attempt to impose? These intake issues are then discussed with the
entire team in the presession, prior to the first interview, in a lengthy and de
tailed way, and tentative hypotheses regarding the family’s presenting prob
lem w£re proposed by the various team members. Particularly noteworthy is
the fact that the referring person or agency was kept involved throughout
treatment, a recognition of his or her part in the larger system.
In a similar fashion, such team conferences occurred before each session,
as the group met to review the previous session and together planned strate
gies for the upcoming one. All of these tactics affirmed the Milan therapists’
belief that the family and therapist(s) are part of one system. During the
session itself, a major break in the family interview (the intersession) would
occur so that the observer team could have an active discussion with the
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therapist outside of the hearing of the family, during which hypotheses
would be validated or modified. The therapist would then return to offer the
team’s intervention (usually a prescription or ritual) to the family. The team
postsession discussion would focus on an analysis of the family’s reaction
to the intervention as well as providing a chance to plan for the following
session (Boscolo et al., 1987).
This early version of the Milan model was more concerned with family
processes than with family structure. Members of dysfunctional families
were seen as engaging in self-perpetuating games in which members tried to
control one another’s behaviors. The identified problem was seen as serving
the system in the best way possible at the moment. Since the family mem
bers, through their communication patterns, maintained the system’s rules
and thus perpetuated the transactions in which the symptomatic behavior
was embedded, the therapist tried to change the rules in order to change that
behavior (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978).
As the Milan therapeutic procedures changed over time, the classic
method— male and female cotherapists, two team members behind the one
way mirror—was amended so that a single therapist was likely to work with
the family while the rest of the team (often students learning the technique)
observed. The observers were free to call the therapist out of the room to
share ideas and offer hypotheses. The five-part session division (presession,
session, intersession, intervention, and postsession discussion) has been
maintained by and large, although the fixed month-long interval between
sessions has become more flexible, depending upon feedback from the fam
ily and consultants. Generally speaking, a ten-session limit extended over an
indeterminate period of time still qualifies the approach as long brief ther
apy (Jones, 1993).

Interviewing Techniques
Two early Milan therapeutic interventions included the use of positive
connotation and ritualized prescriptions.
Positive connotation is a form of reframing the family’s problemmaintaining behavior in which symptoms are seen as positive or good be
cause they help maintain the system’s balance and thus facilitate family co
hesion and well-being. By suggesting a good reason for behavior previously
viewed as negatively motivated (“Your child refuses to go to school because
he wants to provide companionship for his lonely mother”), the systemic
therapist is indicating to the family that the unwanted symptomatic behavior
may actually be desirable. Instead of being considered “bad” or “sick” or
“out of control,” the symptomatic child is considered to be “well inten-
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tioned” and behaving volitionally. Note that it is not the symptomatic be
havior (school refusal) that is connoted to be positive but rather the intent
behind that behavior (family cohesion or harmony).
All members are considered to be motivated by the same positive desire
for family cohesion, and thus all are linked participants in the family sys
tem. Because the positive connotation is presented by the therapist as an ap
proval rather than a reproach, the family does not resist such explicit confir
mation and accepts the statement. As a result of refraining, the symptomatic
behavior is now viewed by the family as voluntary, greatly enhancing the
possibilities for change. However, the positive connotation has implicitly
put the family in a paradox: Why must such a good thing as family cohe
sion require the presence of symptomatic behavior in a member?
One other important function of positive connotation deserves mention:
it prepares the family for forthcoming paradoxical prescriptions. That is,
when each member’s behavior is connoted as positive, all view one another
as cooperative and thus are more willing to join in complying with any tasks
they may be assigned by the therapist, reducing family resistance to future
change. If the therapist adds a no-change prescription (“And because you
have decided to help the family in this way, we think that you should con
tinue in this work for the time being”) (Tomm, 1984b, p. 266), an additional
paradox of “no change in the context of change” further increases the im
pact of the intervention. The seemingly innocuous phase “for the time be
ing” implies that the current family pattern need not always occur in the cur
rent manner, leaving open the possibility of future spontaneous change. The
family is left to resolve the paradoxical absurdities on its own.
Family rituals, such as weddings, birthday parties, baptisms, bar and bat
mitzvahs, graduations, and funerals, often play a central role in a family’s
life. Such transitions are designed to mark and facilitate family develop
mental transitions and changes. Therapeutically, rituals may be designed to
intervene in established family patterns, promoting new ways of doing things,
which in turn may alter thoughts, beliefs, and relationship options (ImberBlack, 1988). Rather than offer a direct prescription, which the family may
fear or resist or otherwise oppose, ritualizing the prescribed behavior offers
a new context and is thus more likely to be carried out by the family. Rituals
usually are assigned in paradoxical prescriptions describing in detail what
act is to be done, by whom, when, and in what sequence. Typically, carrying
out the ritual calls for the performance of a task that challenges some rigid,
covert family rule (see Box 5.1).
Therapeutic rituals address aspects of family relationships that the ther
apist or team hypothesizes to be significant for family functioning, based on
how the team views the family’s current difficulty. Generally, they are cere-
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BOX 5.1. Family Ritual Example
Family rituals have many uses. One example is using family rituals for a
case in which parents are inconsistent or competitive with each other in an at
tempt to maintain behavioral control of a disruptive child. The therapist may
suggest an alternating day ritual wherein the mother takes full charge of disci
pline on odd days (with father observing and taking exact notes on the ensu
ing mother-child interaction), and the father takes charge on even days (with
mother playing the opposite role). Each is directed to carry out the assigned
roles for a certain number of days and to behave “spontaneously” for the re
maining days of the week. Carrying out the ritual clarifies differences in ap
proach for the parents and provides greater awareness of how their differ
ences can cause confusion in their child. It thus highlights the importance of
two-parent consistency as a goal if the child is to achieve the comfort level
necessary to abandon the disruptive behavior.

monial acts proposed by the therapist in a tentative way as suggestions or
family experiments, and are not expected to become a permanent part of
family life. The therapist does not insist the ritual be carried out but only in
dicates that he or she believes the gesture may be useful.
Generally speaking, the purpose of a ritual is to provide clarity where
there might be confusion in family relationships; clarity is gained by the
family’s enactment of the directive (Tomm, 1984b).
In a ten-year evolution of their own therapeutic approach, Selvini Palazzoli
and Prata (Prata, 1990; Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1989) sought to avoid endof-session rituals tailored for each new family by specifically searching for
a universal or invariant prescription that would fit all families. The invari
ant prescription is a ritualized sequence of directives families must follow
if the therapist is to help them interrupt their dysfunctional interactions.
This ritualized prescription is based on their six-stage model of psychotic
family games. Selvini Palazzoli contends that a single process takes place in
all schizophrenic and anorexic families, beginning with a stalemated mar
riage (stage one) in which a child attempts to take sides (stage two). Even
tually drawn into the family game, the child erroneously considers the ac
tively provoking parent to be the winner over the passive parent, and sides
with the perceived “loser.” The subsequent development of disturbed behav
ior of symptomatology in the child (stage three), requiring parental atten
tion, presents a demonstration to the passive parent of how to defeat the
“winner.” Instead of joining the child, however, the passive parent or “loser”
sides with the “winner” parent (stage four) in disapproving of the child’s be
havior. The child, in this scenario, feels betrayed and abandoned and re
sponds by escalating the disturbed behavior, determined to bring down the
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“winning” parent and show the “loser” what can be done (stage five). Ulti
mately, the family system stabilizes around the symptomatic behavior (stage
six), all participants resorting to “psychotic family games” as each family
member tries to turn the situation to his or her advantage (Selvini Palazzoli,
1986).
To break up the game, it is suggested that therapists offer a solitary pre
scription or task by which the parents mysteriously disappear for a timelimited period. Selvini Palazzoli proposed that the invariant prescription be
applied to all families with schizophrenic or anorexic children. A case ex
ample illustrating the invariant prescription is described later in this chapter.
As indicated earlier, Selvini Palazzoli later abandoned this idea.
Boscolo and Cecchin, on the other hand, focused on developing the three
landmark intervention strategies—hypothesizing, circularity, and neutral
ity—developed near the end of the original Milan group’s collaboration.
Circular questioning in particular has become the cornerstone of Boscolo
and Cecchin’s later modifications of the original systemic outlook. Further
refinements have been offered by Penn (1982,1985) and Tomm (1987a,b).
Underscoring the notion of feedback loops, circular questions enable the
therapist to construct a map of the interconnections among family members.
More specifically, rather than rely on a free-form set of therapeutic ques
tions based loosely on previously formulated hypotheses, Boscolo and
Cecchin refined questions that (1) probed differences in perceptions about
relationships (“Who is closer to Father, your daughter or your son?”); (2) in
vestigated degrees of difference (“On a scale of one to ten, how bad do you
think the fighting is this week?”); (3) studied now-and-then differences
(“Did she start losing weight before or after her sister went off to college?”);
and (4) sought views of family members on hypothetical or future differ
ences (“If she had not been born, how would your marriage be different to
day?”) (Boscolo et al., 1987, p. 11). The idea was to search for mutually
causal feedback chains underlying family interactive patterns and to incor
porate these findings into systemic hypotheses, which in turn would form
the basis for asking further circular questions, leading to further refined hy
potheses, and so forth. Particularly ingenious about this technique is that it
allows very little room for a refusal to answer, because questions are given
in multiple-choice format.
The technique focuses attention on family connections rather than indi
vidual symptomatology by framing every question so that it addresses dif
ferences in perception by different family members about events or relation
ships. Asking a child to compare his mother’s and father’s reactions to his
sister’s refusal to eat, or to rate each one’s anger on a ten-point scale, or to
hypothesize what would happen if they divorced—these are all subtle and
relatively benign ways to compel people to focus on differences. By asking
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several people the same question about their attitude toward the same rela
tionship, the therapist is able to probe more and more deeply without being
directly confrontational or interrogating the participants in the relationship
(Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1980).
Family members reveal their connections through the communication of
information, expressed in verbal and nonverbal fashion. Information about
the family lies in the different meanings each participant gives an event.
Such differences in turn reflect differing views of family relationships. Cir
cular questioning aims at eliciting and clarifying confused ideas about fam
ily relationships and introducing information about such differences back to
the family in the form of new questions.
Such triadic questioning (addressing a person about the relationship be
tween two other people) often produces change in the family in and of itself,
as well as provides information to the therapist. Families learn in the process
to think in circular rather than linear terms, and to become closer observers
of family processes. Another member’s perspective may prove enlightening
when compared with one’s own view of an event or relationship. Circular
questioning always addresses significant family issues and not trivial or
irrelevant differences. Such questions need to be guided by hypotheses,
because hypotheses give order and coherence to the therapist’s pattern of
circular questioning (Tomm, 1984b) (see Box 5.2).
Neutrality refers to the therapist’s efforts to remain allied with all family
members, avoiding getting caught up in family coalitions or alliances. Such
a position, typically low key and nonreactive, gives the therapist maximum
leverage in achieving change by not being drawn into family games or ap
pearing to side with one family member against another. More concerned
with curiosity about how the family system works than with attempting to
change it, the neutral therapist assumes that the system the family has con
structed makes sense; the family could not be any other way than it is at
the moment. By not offering suggestions as to how the family should be, the
therapist activates the family’s capacity to generate its own solutions (Boscolo
et al., 1987).
Being neutral does not imply being inactive or indifferent. Actually, the
therapist might display neutrality by listening without prejudice to what is
being said, but at the same time asking thought-provoking, relationship-fo
cused, circular questions. A report that the family argues a lot might be ac
cepted by the neutral therapist as interesting information. Without joining
the family in assuming arguing is bad, the therapist might inquire, “Who en
joys fighting the most?” or “What would be missing if all the arguing sud
denly stopped?” (Tomm, 1984b). (Note that a hypothesis that the family is
getting something out of the fighting is subtly being explored.) Nor should
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BOX 5.2. Reflexive (Change-Inducing) Circular Questions
Reflexive (change-inducing) circular questions are intended to be facilitative to the therapeutic process. These questions are designed to move fami
lies to reflect on the meaning they extract from their current perceptions and
actions, stimulating them to consider alternative options. Tomm (1987b) dif
ferentiates eight groups of reflexive questions:
1. Future-oriented questions are designed to open up consideration of al
ternative behavior in the future. For example, “If the two of you got
along better in the future, what would happen that is not happening
now?”
2. Observer-perspective questions are intended to help people become
self-observers. For example, “How do you feel when your wife and
teenage son get into a quarrel?”
3. Unexpected counterchange questions are questions that open up pos
sibilities of choices not previously considered by altering the context in
which the behavior is viewed. For example, “What does it feel like when
the two of you are not fighting?”
4. Embedded suggestion questions allow the therapist to point clients in
a useful direction. For example, “What would happen if you told her
when you felt hurt or angry instead of withdrawing?”
5. Normative-comparison questions are questions that suggest the prob
lem is not abnormal. For example, “Have any of your friends recently
dealt with their last child leaving home, so that they would understand
what you are going through now?”
6. Distinction-clarifying questions separate the components of a behav
ior pattern. For example, “Which would be more important to you—
showing up your boss’s ignorance or helping him so that the project
can be successfully completed?”
7. Questions introducing hypotheses are those which use tentative thera
peutic hypotheses to generalize outside behavior with others. For ex
ample, “You know how you become silent when you think your hus
band is angry with you? What would happen if next time you told him
how you felt?”
8. Process-interrupting questions create a sudden shift in the therapeutic
session. For example, “You just seemed to get quiet and upset, and I
wonder if you thought I was siding with your partner?”

the therapist become too committed to the family’s changing. As Selvini
Palazzoli has observed, “If you wish to be a good therapist it is dangerous to
have too much of a desire to help other people” (quoted in Simon, 1987,
p. 28). Rather, the therapist’s goal should be to help the family achieve
change in its ability to change. They also have the right not to change. Neu
trality precludes taking a position for or against any specific behavioral
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goals from therapy or that the therapist must somehow be the one to effect
change.
An important aspect in the evolution of the Milan model is the attention
given to the dimension of time. Although not directly identified, the Milan
team always pays special attention to the dimension of time as a core
component of the therapeutic interview. In Paradox and Counterparadox
(Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978) the Milan team describes the accidental way
they discovered that giving families a longer time between sessions less
ened resistance and provided for increased effective change. There was also
a formal pause built in to the five-part session itself to give both families and
therapist time to reflect. They also ritualized time in prescriptions, such as
the odd/even days prescription, assigned to interrupt current family inter
actions. Milan therapy now prefers an orientation toward the future, in the
sense that futures are constructed in the “here and now” of the sessions
themselves. By means of future hypothetical questions, the therapist brings
the future—or rather, many possible futures—into the present and allows
clients to choose the ones they prefer (Boscolo and Bertrando, 1993).
R ELEVAN T RESEARCH
The Milan model has unique characteristics that set it apart from other
approaches. Friedlander, Wildman, and Heatherington (1991) compared
transcripts of structural and Milan approaches to confirm that their major
proponents conduct therapy in ways that are consistent with their theory.
Structural approaches rely on more direct comments from the therapist;
they “mix it up” with families. The Milan therapist conveys his or her exper
tise through the use of questions to elicit comments from family members.
Whether the Milan model has any demonstrable superiority over other
forms of family therapy remains an unanswered question. There are few
comparative family therapy studies. The evidence to date suggests that, sim
ilar to the comparative studies of individual therapy, no one approach is
better than the others (Shadish et al., 1995), particularly if only welldesigned investigations are considered (Pinsof, Wynne, and Hambright,
1996). However, because of methodological limitations, it is unwise to as
sume that different family therapy approaches do not have different success
rates. Different approaches may work for different reasons, with different
families, and for different family problems (Pinsof, Wynne, and Hambright,
1996).
Marshal, Feldman, and Sigal (1989) conducted a two-year follow-up of
fourteen families and five couples to determine the efficacy and degree of
satisfaction with Milan therapy. Family outcome was found to be improved
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in 56 percent of parents and 89 percent of identified child patients at followup. The rates reported by the parents are marginally lower than the usual im
provement rates of two-thirds (65 to 73 percent) reported for family systems
therapy. One of the most interesting aspects of this study was the assessment
of therapy delivery issues as well as outcomes. The researchers found (1) if
parents reported liking the group behind the one-way mirror they also re
ported liking the therapy; (2) fathers who liked the time interval between
sessions and were satisfied with the length of treatment tended to like the
therapy; (3) mothers who reported liking the treatment also reported posi
tive outcomes; (4) there was a greater likelihood of a family member seek
ing other treatment if mothers did not report enjoying therapy.
Most systemic treatment approaches focus on finding techniques to
change families. Moreover, these interventions are tailored to the unique
characteristics of each family. This may account for why so little research
has been done evaluating the components of the Milan model. Although
Selvini Palazzoli (1986) claimed a high success rate for the invariant pre
scription intervention technique, the therapeutic power of a single prescrip
tion for all disturbed families still remains to be established, as does its po
tential applicability to troubled families with less serious dysfunction (Nichols
and Schwartz, 2001). This description of the psychotic process occurring in
certain families is intriguing, and the use of this dramatic intervention pro
cedure aimed at strengthening parental alliances and dislodging family co
alitions is an admirable effort to break up a rigid, destructive family game
and force family members to invent more flexible ways of living together.
However, Selvini Palazzoli’s move away from the use of the intervention
may have reflected her own assessment of its results.

CASE EXAMPLES
Milan systemic therapy tries to discover, interrupt, and thus change the
rules of the game before the behavior of the players (the symptomatic mem
ber as well as other family members) could change. For example, the thera
pist working with a family with an anorexic daughter must break the code
inherent in a family game as each parent both insists upon and denies family
leadership (Selvini Palazzoli, 1978):
MOTHER: I d o n ’t let her w ear m in isk irts b e c a u se I k n o w her father
d o e s n ’t lik e th em .
FATHER: I have a lw a y s b a ck ed m y w ife up. I fe e l it w o u ld b e w ron g to
con trad ict her. (p. 208)
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Note the trap the therapist is drawn into if he or she tries to change such con
fusing and disqualifying statements. Direct interventions are likely to bring
forth countermoves, as the family members fight off any challenge to their
rules. Following Bateson’s earlier work, Selvini Palazzoli and her col
leagues in their early formulations contended that a family double-bind mes
sage, a paradox, can be undone only by a therapeutic double bind, which
they call a counterparadox.
Consider another hypothesis about how the symptom of anorexia might
provide a clue about the family game:
A 13-year-old girl whose mother has recently returned to work goes
on a diet to lose her “baby fat” and continues food refusal to the point
of developing symptoms of anorexia. These symptoms and the result
ing danger to the girl’s health require that her mother leave her newly
acquired job and become active in monitoring her daughter’s eating
habits. The father, who is 9 years older than the mother, encourages
his wife in this diligent detective-like behavior. When viewed within
the context of this family’s relationship pattern the child’s self
destructive behavior can be seen as an ingenious attempt, covertly
supported by the father, to keep her mother dependent and tied into the
role of wife and mother. Alternately it can be seen as supporting the
mother’s ambivalence regarding obtaining employment, and her need
to pull the father closer to home with worries. Finally, as Selvini
Palazzoli (1986) recently argued, the child’s behavior may represent
the culmination of concerted efforts among all family members to
prove that competition leads nowhere. (Gelcer, McCabe, and SmithResnick, 1990, pp. 52-53)
A provocative therapeutic strategy in such a situation is to offer the parents
an invariant prescription—a fixed sequence of directives they must follow if
the therapist is to help them interrupt the family game. After an initial fam
ily interview, the therapist sees the parents separately from the child and
gives them the following prescription intended to introduce a clear and sta
ble boundary between generations (Selvini Palazzoli, 1986):
Keep everything about this session absolutely secret at home. Every
now and then, start going out in the evenings before dinner. Nobody
must be forewarned. Just leave a written note saying, “We’ll not be
home tonight.” If, when you come back, one of your (daughters) in
quires where you have been, just answer calmly, “These things con
cern only the two of us.” Moreover, each of you will keep a notebook,
carefully hidden and out of the children’s reach. In these notebooks
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each of you separately, will register the date and describe the verbal
and nonverbal behavior of each child, or other family member, which
seemed to be connected with the prescription you have followed. We
recommend diligence in keeping these records because it’s extremely
important that nothing be forgotten or omitted. Next time you will
again come alone, with your notebooks, and read aloud what has hap
pened in the meantime, (pp. 341-342)
The parental alliance, reinforced by joint action and by secretiveness, is
strengthened by the prescription (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1989; Prata, 1990),
and previously existing alliances and family coalitions are broken. Parental
disappearance exposes and blocks family games, over which none of the
players had complete control but which nevertheless perpetuated psychotic
behavior. The overall therapeutic thrust, then, is to separate the parents from
the rest of the family, alter previous family interactive patterns, and then re
unite the family in a more stable alliance at the conclusion of the treatment.

GLOSSARY
anorexia nervosa: Self-starvation leading to a loss of 25 percent or more of
body weight, hyperactivity, hypothermia, and amenorrhea (found largely in
females).
boundaries: A concept used in structural family therapy to describe emo
tional and information barriers that protect and enhance the integrity of indi
viduals, subsystems, and families.
circular questioning: The technique of asking questions that focus on fam
ily connections. These questions highlight differences in perception about
events and relationships among family members.
circularity: The idea that actions are part of a causal chain, each one influ
encing and being influenced by others.
collaborative: A therapeutic attitude that minimizes therapist expertise. In
collaborative interviews the therapist’s knowledge, experience, and values
are viewed as no truer than the client’s.
constructivism: A relativistic point of view that emphasizes the subjective
construction of reality. Implies that what we see in families may be based as
much on our preconceptions as on what is actually going on.
counterparadox: Placing the family in a therapeutic double bind in order to
counter the members’ paradoxical interactions.
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cross-generational alliance (coalition): An inappropriate alliance between a
parent and child who side together against a third family member.
curiosity: A term introduced by Cecchin to replace the idea of therapist
“neutrality,” which he believed had been misunderstood as aloofness and
detachment.
cybernetics: The study of control processes in systems, especially the analy
sis of feedback of information in closed systems. The term was introduced
as a concept to family therapy by Gregory Bateson.
family games: The concept that children and parents stabilize around dis
turbed behaviors in an attempt to benefit from them.
family rituals: Family ceremonies and traditions such as weddings and
birthdays that symbolize important emotional events and transitions.
five-part session: The classic Milan therapeutic interview format, it was di
vided into five segments: the presession, the session, the intersession, the in
tervention, and the postsession discussion. The format has remained but
more emphasis is now placed on interview questions rather than the team
opinion at the end of the interview.
homeostasis: A dynamic state of balance or equilibrium within a system. In
families, it is the tendency to remain in the same pattern of functioning and
to resist change unless challenged or forced to do otherwise.
hypothesizing: The process by which a team of therapists forms supposi
tions, open to revision, regarding how and why a family’s problems have de
veloped and persisted.
interventive interviewing: An orientation in which everything a therapist
says and does is viewed as a potential therapeutic intervention depending on
its impact on the family.
invariant prescription: A therapeutic ritual designed by Selvini Palazzoli
in which parents of anorexic or psychotic children are directed to mysteri
ously disappear. The goal is to disrupt the dysfunctional games or family
interactions that sustain symptomatic behavior.
irreverence: An attitude in which ideas and beliefs are continually chal
lenged.
larger system: The institutions and professional helpers with whom the
family interacts.
neutrality: A balanced acceptance of all family members.
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no-change prescription: A technique used in strategic therapy whereby a
therapist recommends that problematic behavior should remain unchanged
because it is helpful to the family. If they rebel, they give up their symptoms.
nonnormative stance: The therapist makes no assertions regarding ideal
family health or functioning.
odd/even days prescription: A ritualized task in which a family is asked to
alternate ideas or behaviors. For example, a father would manage a child on
the even days of the week, the mother on the odd days. They would then
note the differences and compare the merits of each approach.
paradox: A message that contradicts itself on a metalevel (higher level). A
statement or proposition that seems contradictory. For example, “I always
lie” is a paradoxical statement.
positive connotation: The technique of ascribing positive motives to fam
ily behavior in order to avoid resistance to therapy. See NO-CHANGE PRE
SCRIPTION.

reflexive questions: Questions designed by the therapist to induce change.
reframing: Relabeling a family’s description of its behavior to make it
more amenable to therapeutic change; for example, describing a parent as
“intensely caring” rather than “overinvolved.”
spacing of therapeutic sessions: The technique of spacing sessions over
one-month intervals. This is explained to the clients as the amount of time
needed for change to unfold.
strategizing: The posture of the therapist when actively attempting to in
duce a change.
systemic epistemology: A concept that stresses the interconnectedness of
family members as well as the importance of organizational change in fami
lies.
team: Therapists observing an interview behind a one-way mirror who
share their observations about the family.
therapeutic ritual: Technique used by Selvini Palazzoli that prescribes a
specific act for family members to perform, designed to change the family
system’s rules. See ODD/EVEN DAYS PRESCRIPTION.
time: Used therapeutically both between and within sessions. For example,
the Milan team would revise the past and create the future in the “here and
now” by using circular questions and the temporal aspects of therapeutic rit
uals.
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triadic questioning: Asking one family member how two other family mem

bers relate.
universal strategic intervention: See INVARIANT PRESCRIPTION.
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Chapter 6

The Collaborative Language-Based Models
of Family Therapy: When Less Is More
Anne Rambo

All versions are neither right nor wrong. Our task is as much as pos
sible to engage in a dialogue in order to understand how the various
persons came to create their descriptions and their explanations.
Thereafter, we invite them to a dialogue to discuss whether there
might be other not yet seen descriptions, and maybe even other ex
planations not yet thought o f . . . . The appropriate unusual questions
are our best contributions. (Andersen, 1990, p. 52)

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, reflexive family therapy (both languaging and reflecting
models), solution-oriented family therapy, and narrative family therapy will
be discussed. Together, these models of family therapy are the collaborative
language-based models of family therapy. They are also sometimes called
postmodern (Anderson, 1997) or social constructionist models (Hoyt,
1994), because they posit that agreed-upon cultural realities develop through
conversation, and that different individuals and cultural groups may per
ceive reality very differently. Therapists working in these models consider
all possible points of view and do not assume there is one “correct” reality.
The collaborative language-based models of family therapy are above all
collaborative and conversational. They affect not just how family therapists
work with clients, but how they work with colleagues and within the larger
mental health system as well. These models have in common a philosophi
cal stance that values respect for multiple realities, and focuses on clientdirected outcomes. This gentle, collaborative approach will tend to affect
how therapists converse with colleagues as well as how they converse with
therapy clients.
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HISTORY AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The Galveston Connection
It will be apparent that the collaborative language-based models of fam
ily therapy are indebted to the earlier school of MRI therapy, with its focus
on nonpathologizing and multiple realities (as discussed in Chapter 4). In
addition, these models share a common connection to the Galveston Family
Institute, now restructured slightly and known as the Houston Galveston In
stitute.
The Galveston Family Institute was founded by Harry Goolishian and
his associates (Anderson, 1997; Sherman, 1992). Goolishian was present
for the very beginnings of family therapy. He became interested in family
therapy during the 1950s, as a young psychology student completing his in
ternship at the University of Texas at Galveston Medical School clinic
(Harry Goolishian, personal communication, September 15,1989). One of
his therapy clients was a man who was seeking treatment because of what he
described as his nagging, domineering wife. Goolishian saw this man indi
vidually for some time and felt very sympathetic toward him, suffering as
the client did with such a difficult family life. One of Goolishian’s friends
and fellow interns was seeing the client’s wife, also in individual therapy. In
those days, it would have been seen as a breach of confidentiality to see the
husband and wife together, or even for the two therapists to compare notes.
But when his friend went on vacation, and his friend’s client called in a cri
sis, Goolishian could not resist satisfying his curiosity by meeting with his
friend’s client— his client’s wife—just to see what she was like in person.
He was very surprised to find that he liked her just as much as he liked his
own client, and that she had other ways of describing their marital problems
that made just as much sense. Goolishian began to meet with both husband
and wife. He had to do this secretly, because if his supervisor had known he
was doing this he would have been fired from his internship. Many of the
founding family therapists took risks such as this; it can be difficult to real
ize today, when it is so accepted, how controversial family therapy was in
the beginning. At first, Goolishian wanted to find out which person was
“right,” the husband or the wife; he still thought there would be one correct
way of understanding what was going on between them. However, after a
while, he formulated the idea of multiple realities.
Goolishian participated in a research project called the Multiple Impact
Therapy Project in 1954, also at the University of Texas Medical Branch at
Galveston (UTMB at Galveston) (Anderson, 1997). This project was di
rected by Albert Serrano, MD, and experimented with assigning each mem
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ber of a troubled family his or her own therapist for an intensive individual
session. Over a period of days, each therapist met with the other therapists,
and finally all the therapists and all the family members met together. This
project also came to emphasize multiple realities.
Although he continued working at UTMB at Galveston with the research
project after his graduation, eventually Goolishian wanted to explore family
therapy in a less constraining environment. In 1977, together with Harlene
Anderson, Paul Dell, and George Pulliam, he founded the Galveston Family
Institute. Dell eventually left the institute, but Pulliam and Anderson re
main. After Goolishian’s death in 1991, Anderson became director. It was
renamed the Houston Galveston Institute in the late 1980s because by that
time most of its office locations were in Houston rather than Galveston, and
because the term family misled people who did not understand that the insti
tute also consulted with individuals, couples, and even organizations (per
sonal communication, Harlene Anderson, September 19, 1989).
The Galveston Family Institute (GFI) was in an interesting position
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, as one of the few training centers for fam
ily therapy located between the two coasts. GFI trained many people and be
came a stopping-off place for family therapists who were touring the United
States and wanting to experience the heartland as well as the East or West
Coast (Sherman, 1992). Goolishian and his colleagues were particularly in
fluenced by, and an influence on, Bradford Keeney (who shared his ideas
about the importance of nonpathologizing while in Texas teaching at Texas
Tech University), Luigi Boscolo and Gianfranco Cecchin (two of the found
ing members of the Milan team, who were frequent visitors to GFI during
the 1980s), and Tom Andersen (a Norwegian family therapist whose work
remains very closely tied with the work of the Houston Galveston Institute
and will be discussed in this chapter). In addition, Goolishian corresponded
with John Weakland of the Mental Research Institute. Being close to a large
university as they were, the GFI staff were also influenced by developments
in other fields, such as the physicist Ilya Prigogine and his groundbreaking
work while at the University of Texas on the dissipative nature of struc
tures (Anderson, 1997).
Out of all these influences, the GFI group evolved its own unique model
of family therapy, which they call collaborative language systems or
sometimes just languaging. They see the central change process in psycho
therapy as a dialogical one, believing that problems naturally dissipate
through conversation or in responsive dialogue. The task of the therapist,
then, becomes to
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• maintain a not-knowing stance (do not be the “expert” on the client’s
problem; let the client tell you what it is really like);
• embrace the client’s reality (believe and trust in what the client says,
even when it does not initially seem to make sense);
• ask conversational questions (keep the dialogue going); and
• listen responsively (provide plenty of affirmation and encouragement
so that the client feels heard and understood. GFI therapists also talk
about this as honoring the client’s story).
Closely related to the GFI model of family therapy (which is also, as you
can see, applicable to individuals and couples) is the work of Tom Andersen
in Norway (1990,1999), and Lynn Hoffman (1993) in Amherst, Massachu
setts. Andersen adds a formal reflecting team to his work with families.
The reflecting team format involves having a team of therapists observing
behind a one-way mirror while a therapist works with a family in the ther
apy room. Such teams were a feature of the Milan school of family therapy,
with whom Andersen trained (notice the link with Boscolo and Cecchin,
and so with GFI) and are also common in family therapy training and re
search facilities. Andersen’s innovation was to share the team discussions
with the family. In a classic, Andersen-derived reflecting team format, a
therapist converses with a family in the therapy room, while a team of other
therapists observes silently behind a one-way mirror. The therapist confines
himself or herself primarily to conversational questions and lets the family
talk, while the observing therapists hold their comments until they can be
shared with the family. At a specified time, usually midway through the ses
sion, the team behind the mirror changes places with the therapist and fam
ily. Then the therapist and family watch the team that has been observing as
they comment freely on what they have noticed, careful only to keep their
comments affirming and nonpathologizing. The family and therapist then
trade again to their original positions, and the therapist invites the family to
comment on what was useful to them about the discussion and what ideas
they might like to pursue. This format is seen as less invasive and therefore
more consistent with the not-knowing stance, while still allowing the thera
peutic team to introduce some new ideas to the family. In this way, those
ideas do not come directly from the therapist, and the family is free to pick
and choose the ideas that appeal to them.
Hoffman has adapted this format for use in a less formal way, at times
turning to a cotherapist to reflect in the presence of the family during the
middle of the session. Hoffman has also emphasized a broader use of self
disclosure than has been normative in family therapy, calling for increased
openness on the part of the therapist. It is Hoffman who coined the term re
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flexive therapy to describe her work, the work of her colleague William
Lax in Brattleboro, Andersen’s reflecting team work, and the work of the
GFI—Anderson and Goolishian in particular (Hoffman, 1993). Reflexive
here means the use of the formal reflecting team, but also includes informal
in-session reflections among therapists and between therapist and client,
the use of self-disclosure, and the commitment to affirming, accepting,
nonpathologizing dialogue.
Review and Summary
Drawing and expanding on the MRI tradition, the Galveston Family In
stitute developed a model of family therapy that emphasizes dissipating
problems through dialogue. Influenced by the work of the Galveston Fam
ily Institute, Tom Andersen in Norway and Lynn Hoffman in Massachusetts
have added additional reflecting components to their practices. The work of
the Galveston Family Institute—especially the work done by its two direc
tors Harry Goolishian and Harlene Anderson—along with Andersen’s work
and Hoffman’s work is collectively known as the reflexive model of family
therapy.

Related Models: Solution-Focused and Narrative Therapies
Two other models of family therapy also emphasize collaboration and
nonpathologizing. These are the solution-focused and narrative models of
family therapy.
Solution-Focused Therapy
Solution-focused therapy is quite similar to MRI therapy (see Chapter 4)
but with additional influence from Milton Erickson. Hypnotherapist Erickson
was a major influence on the early communication research of the Palo Alto
Project and later on the development of MRI. In the early 1980s, two young
therapists began corresponding about integrating still more of Erickson’s
work into their practice (visit <www.possibilitycenter.com> and <http://
www.brief-therapy.org>). They were Steve de Shazer, who had been trained
by John Weakland at MRI, and Bill O’Hanlon, who had studied directly
with Milton Erickson. Together with his wife Insoo Kim Berg at the Brief
Family Therapy Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, de Shazer came up
with the term solution-focused therapy. In this model of therapy, the thera
pist begins by embracing the client’s reality about the problem, but then
starts to shift that reality to its hidden opposite, the absence of the problem.
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In other words, if a client comes in complaining that he and his wife fre
quently quarrel, the solution-focused therapist will draw the client’s atten
tion to the times the two do not quarrel and what is different about those
times. (Certain specific techniques for doing this will be discussed.) In
hypnotherapy, the client’s attention is shifted to where the hypnotherapist
wants it to go. This is why the solution-focused model borrows more from
hypnotherapy than from the original MRI model. Other important solutionfocused therapists are Yvonne Dolan (1994) and Eve Lipchik (1993), who
expanded the model to the difficult areas of recovery from traumatic abuse
and domestic violence (respectively), and Scott Miller (1994), who with
Insoo Kim Berg expanded the model to the area of alcohol abuse and now
concentrates on therapy outcome research in this area (Hubble, Duncan, and
Miller, 1999).
O’Hanlon originally called his similar model solution-oriented therapy
but now, to avoid confusion, calls it possibility therapy. He also shifts the
client’s attention away from the problem to the absence of the problem, but
in addition he widens the conversation to include social, political, and cul
tural forces. (Narrative therapy also does this, as will be discussed.) For
example, if a client came in complaining about his quarrels with his wife,
O’Hanlon would shift the conversation to the times the husband and wife do
not quarrel, but would also possibly raise the issue of what in the client’s
cultural background led him to think that quarreling was always negative or
was not supposed to happen in marriage. Michele Weiner-Davis is a wellknown solution-oriented therapist who has worked with both de Shazer and
O ’Hanlon, and whose work goes a step further in actively encouraging the
client to focus on the positives about his or her marriage, even when the cli
ent does not want to talk about those positive at first. (Her agenda is clear in
the title of her best selling 1992 book Divorce Busting.) Ben Furman and
Tapani Ahola (1994), in contrast, take a less directive but still solution-ori
ented approach, blending solution talk and elements of reflexive family
therapy in their native Finland.
Review and summary. Solution-focused and solution-oriented or possi
bility therapy redirect the client’s attention away from the presenting prob
lem toward the absence of that problem. They do this through techniques
that borrow from hypnotherapy. They share with the MRI and the reflexive
models an emphasis on collaboration, nonpathologizing, and change through
dialogue, but they are more directive in their solution focus.
Case Examples. Working from published case studies, we can see the
similarities and differences between the models in practice. For example,
when a mother sought treatment from Ben Furman and Tapani Ahola, men
tioning that she did not always feel competent to set limits with her four-
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year-old, they asked her to visualize the times when she did feel competent
and give that experience a name (Furman and Ahola, 1994). In contrast,
when Harlene Anderson (1997) consulted with a client who was also feeling
guilty about being a bad mother, she would have found this approach too di
rective. She instead commiserated with the client and mused aloud about the
difficulty of figuring children out. However, she limited herself to this kind
of curious stance and reflection, and avoided giving the client any direct
suggestions. She expected that the problem would eventually dissipate
through dialogue.
Narrative Therapy
In the late 1980s, therapists Michael White and David Epston were trying
to adapt the family therapy theory they had learned from MRI and the Milan
team to their practices in Australia (White and Epston, 1989). The politics
of therapy in Australia and New Zealand are particularly compelling, as the
oppression of the native Australian Aborigine and New Zealand Maori peo
ples by the European settlers of Australia and New Zealand is in the quite re
cent past, and too present in memory to allow for therapists, especially those
of European descent, to embrace their client’s reality without discussing
these larger political issues, especially when the client is of Aborigine or
Maori descent. It may be that we are naive in the United States to think that
European-American therapists can work with Native American or AfricanAmerican clients without discussing issues of historical oppression, and this
has been suggested (Hardy and Laszloffy, 1995); be that as it may, it was the
Australian and New Zealand schools of family therapy which first made
such discussions a cornerstone of their therapy. White and Epston argued
that in order to truly embrace the client’s reality, the family therapist must
bring into the conversation larger issues of historical oppression, including
issues of language, culture, historical persecution, and gender and economic
inequities (White and Epston, 1989; White, 1991). They reiterated the em
phasis of the early MRI on nonpathologizing, adding an additional tech
nique, externalizing, to help meet this goal. They moved away from giving
directives, preferring to concentrate on hearing the client’s story. White and
Epston with their model of narrative therapy established the Dulwich
Centre in Australia and have been influential in the United States as well.
Jeffrey Zimmerman and Victoria Dickerson (1994) saw the possibilities in
this approach for more fully embracing the client’s reality, and have ex
plored narrative therapy while on the teaching faculty of MRI. Also in Cali
fornia, at Berkeley, Jennifer Freeman and Dean Lobovits combine narrative
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therapy with expressive play therapy, and David Epston is visiting faculty
when not in Australia (Freeman, Epston, and Lobovits, 1997).
Stephen Madigan and Heather Elliott, both graduates of the Nova South
eastern University family therapy program, formed the influential Yaletown
Family Therapy Centre in Canada after their graduation. Narrative ther
apy spoke strongly to Madigan in part because of his father’s background as
a labor union organizer (personal communication, Stephen Madigan, March
15, 1999). Madigan has been active in the Canada branch of the AntiAnorexia League, an informal union of young women diagnosed with an
orexia that allows them to offer one another support and comfort against
what is seen as a politically oppressive cultural focus on weight and appear
ance (Madigan, 1994). Similar leagues operate in New Zealand and Fin
land. Elliott draws on her interest in feminism to encourage clients to ex
plore less oppressive gender-related life stories for themselves (Elliott,
1998).
Narrative therapists use deconstructing questions and unique out
comes to broaden the conversation into social, political, and cultural areas.
They also use externalizing to further guard against pathologizing. These
specific narrative techniques will be discussed further in the Techniques
section.
Review and summary. Similar to reflexive therapy and solution-focused/
possibility therapy, the narrative therapy model emphasizes nonpathologizing,
embracing the client’s reality, and change through conversation. Narrative
therapists’ emphasis on the importance of the client’s voice, however, leads
them to avoid explicit directives. They may shift the conversation to the ab
sence of the problem, as do solution-focused therapists, but they do so in a
particular way (through unique outcomes, which differ slightly from the so
lution-focused therapist’s exceptions). They differ from reflexive therapists
in that they will introduce into the conversation issues of gender, politics,
and culture, even if the client does not bring up these issues or seem to want
to pursue them.
Case examples. Earlier, case examples featuring Anderson (1997) and
Furman and Ahola (1994) were discussed. Both cases involved clients who
were concerned that they might not be competent mothers. You may wonder
why it seems that many clients are mothers who feel guilty; narrative thera
pists would explicitly address that commonality. When Zimmerman and
Dickerson (1994) saw such a client, they explicitly commented on how of
ten mothers get blamed for their children’s behavior in Western culture, and
cautioned the client: “A lot of parents get sucked into the notion that they’re
to blame for this. I don’t know if you’ve tortured yourself with this. I hope
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not. I run into that a lot” (p. 310), thus broadening the conversation to con
sider maternal guilt as a cultural theme.
Joseph Eron and Thomas Lund (1996) integrate elements of traditional
MRI work with narrative therapy. Gene Combs and Jill Freedman (1994) in
tegrate some solution-focused aspects into their narrative approach. Jennifer
Freeman (Freeman, Epston, and Lobovits, 1997) has developed a narrative
play therapy approach. Thus the narrative innovation has inspired consider
able creativity. To fall under the narrative umbrella, an approach needs to re
main embracing of the client’s reality and fundamentally nonpathologizing,
while incorporating an attentiveness to the sociocultural context.

CONSTRAINTS AND LIMITA TIONS
Because there is no one correct reality, none of these models can be con
sidered the one correct model of therapy. By and large, therapists working
within the collaborative language-based models are consistent with their
philosophy in that they will freely admit that their particular model can be
imperfect, limited, and applicable only when it fits the client. Beginning
therapists trying one or more of these models of therapy tend to experience
difficulties in the following areas in particular.

Social Control Issues
Although the client’s reality is paramount in these models, the client’s re
ality may be at variance with what is culturally and legally permissible. At
times, therapists become agents of social control. For example, a parent
convinced of the need to discipline his or her child by beating the child with
a belt poses a difficulty for the collaborative language-based therapist. This
difficulty is typically raised in one or more of three ways. First, an outside
agency may be invoked. For example, if child welfare authorities are in
volved, the client may be reminded that such discipline techniques are not
legal and invited to consider alternatives, with the goal of ending child wel
fare’s involvement in the client’s life. (This is usually very much a goal of
the client.) Second, particularly if no outside agency is presently involved,
the therapist may need to make what Lynn Hoffman (1993) calls a citizen’s
protest. In other words, the client may be told that although the therapist un
derstands how this behavior makes sense to the client, as a person and a citi
zen the therapist cannot approve of this behavior and must indeed report it if
legally mandated to do so. Third, particularly after the issue of outside so
cial control is settled, or if the behavior is objectionable but not immediately
dangerous or illegal, the therapist may use deconstructing and curious
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questions to lead the client to question the behavior on his or her own. For
example, Harry Goolishian used to defuse potentially explosive child wel
fare referred situations by simply asking the client, “Leaving aside for the
moment whether or not it was legal, was the method of discipline you were
using [before the child welfare involvement] working? Did you feel that
your child was really listening to you?” Typically, physically abusive par
ents are also frustrated parents. In Goolishian’s experience, this question
was always answered with a resounding “No, it wasn’t. My child doesn’t lis
ten,” which then opened up other avenues of conversation (personal com
munication, Harry Goolishian, September 15, 1989).

Strongly Held Therapist Values and Beliefs
It can be difficult to listen openly to clients whose worldview differs dra
matically from your own. Therapists working in these collaborative lan
guage-based models certainly have their own cherished beliefs and convic
tions. It is neither necessary nor desirable to abandon these beliefs. It is
necessary, however, to hold as an equally cherished conviction the idea that
listening nonjudgmentally can be a healing experience for therapist and cli
ent alike. When faced with a client whose particular ideas are abhorrent, a
beginning therapist should try to understand: how does it happen that this
worldview makes sense to the client? Where would the client have gotten
such ideas? Are there times the client thinks in other ways? This curiosity is
both a fundamental value and a key technique for these models of therapy. It
is also worth noting that at times the therapist may need to make a citizen’s
protest to ease his or her own discomfort in the room. As Tom Andersen
notes, the therapist should not be the dominant voice in the room, but neither
should the therapist feel silenced as a person, any more than the client
should (Andersen, 1990). All voices should be valued in the therapy room.
Beginning therapists, however, are usually wise to err on the side of listen
ing, as it is easy for the therapist’s voice to be overvalued and to unwittingly
silence the client.

NORMAL FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
The question of normative individual and family development is an inter
esting one for the collaborative language-based models. It should be clear
by now that a rigid set of “correct” life stages, predetermined by the thera
pist, would be not in keeping with the nonpathologizing stance of these
models and with the focus on multiple realities. Some reflexive family ther
apists go so far as to discount the entire notion of development: Hoffman
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(1993) states that to posit a predetermined developmental path within any
human group or for any human individual dangerously downplays both in
dividuality and the role of chaos (random chance). However, more recently
narrative family therapists have offered rite-of-passage suggestions for life
passages common within a particular culture, embracing the client’s per
ceived transitions. Freeman, Epston, and Lobovits (1997) envision comingof-age and graduation ceremonies created by the extended family and pub
lished with the therapist’s help. However, any concept of “norms” and
“stages” for the collaborative language-based therapist must be tempered
with a respect for the client’s perceptions and for the possibility of multiple
interpretations.

PATHOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
Diagnosis that describes the client in a way with which the client has not
agreed is anathema to collaborative language-based therapists. It is on this
topic that they write most passionately, and are most willing to separate
from their fellow family therapists. A few examples will suffice to establish
the deep distrust with which diagnosis is regarded. (The first comment
points out the strongest underlying bond between MRI and collaborative
language-based therapies, their mutual dislike of the expert “diagnostic”
role.)
• John Weakland (Weakland, de Shazer, and Hoyt, 1994): “It’s [MRI
therapy] a helluva lot more respectful than knowing better than the cli
ent what ails them, which I think is the most basic comparison. And
that’s what the whole damn other psychiatric and psychotherapeutic
scheme is based on.” (p. 24)
• Harlene Anderson (1997): “To my way of thinking, a problem does
not have a cause that needs to be discovered; it does not need to be di
agnosed, labeled, fixed, resolved, or solved... the traditional diagnos
tic processes and categories are of little use.” (p. 76)
• Ben Furman and Tapani Ahola (1994): “The term depression can be
used to refer to the condition known in psychiatry as major depres
sion, but there are many alternatives, such as down in the dumps or
feeling blue. It is possible to develop even more inventive names, such
as doing one’s life inventory, hatching, or latent joy . . . perhaps we
should start by giving this problem a nice optimistic name.” (pp. 4243)
• Jeffrey Zimmerman and Victoria Dickerson (1994): “[Therapists and
clients] have been subjected to normalizing judgments, and evaluated
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as objects . . . furthermore, anorexia (and other psychiatric diagnoses)
seems to reflect many of the techniques of power that are in evidence
when one group dominates another: techniques of isolation, evalua
tion (through surveillance and comparison), and promotion of a lack
of entitlement to one’s own experience.” (p. 295)
A dislike and distrust of conventional psychiatric diagnosis is found
across the collaborative language-based models. Yet given their emphasis
on collaboration, these therapists are often also not comfortable giving up
the possibility of collaborating with physicians and other mental health pro
fessionals who do use diagnosis (Anderson, 1997). Also, as Lynn Hoffman
sagely points out, even reflexive family therapists need to get paid (Gergen,
Hoffman, and Anderson, 1996) and diagnosis is a requirement of insurance
companies. The resulting uneasy accommodations are a frequent topic of
discussion among collaborative language-based family therapists.
TECHNIQUES
The following techniques are common to all the collaborative languagebased models.
1. Maintaining a curious stance: It may seem strange to think of curiosity
as a technique, but the ability to keep an open mind and convey genuine in
terest in what the client has to say is central to keeping a collaborative con
versation going. A good therapist working in this model, when confronted
with a comment or a behavior he or she does not understand, will continue
asking questions until understanding is achieved. This is sometimes re
ferred to as the not-knowing position, meaning that the therapist does not act
as if he or she knows more than the client, but as if what the client has to say
is truly fascinating and the therapist’s best source of information. This is
consistent with a nonpathologizing approach, which downplays diagnosis
and therapist evaluations of the client.
2. Conveying respect fo r the clienCs own resources: Equally central to
these models is the ability to convey that the therapist and client are a team,
working together to meet the client’s goals. Even in the more directive mod
els, the client should experience therapy as a partnership, not as receiving
instruction from an authority figure. The therapist conveys respect for the
client’s goals, and for the client’s ability to solve problems, and uses the cli
ent’s language whenever possible.
3. Asking engaging questions: To keep the collaborative conversation go
ing, the therapist must ask interesting questions that “invite a client into a
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shared inquiry” (Anderson, 1997, p. 145). These questions should come
from a genuinely curious, not-knowing perspective. These questions should
also utilize the client’s language.
4. Affirming and conveying hope: A long string of questions with no
comments can begin to seem like an interrogation, not at all what the collab
orative therapist wants to convey. To guard against this, to build hope for
change, and to create a healing therapeutic space for conversation, the col
laborative therapist is generous with what Lynn Hoffman (1 9 9 3 ) calls the
“three A’s”: affirmation, affiliation, and appreciation. The therapist avoids
blame and negativity, and frequently points out examples of the client’s
progress, hard work, and/or courage in struggling with life difficulties.
When it is possible to interpret a client’s action in several different ways, the
collaborative therapist will choose to interpret the action in the most posi
tive way. For example, Furman and Ahola (1 9 9 4 ), consulting with a teenage
boy whose parents disapprove of his friends, suggest that the boy is trying to
help his more delinquent buddies, rather than that he is descending to their
level.
In addition to these basic skills common to all the collaborative models,
some techniques are specific to each of the models discussed in this chapter.
1.Reflexive therapists reflect. That is, they constantly wonder about their
own thinking, as well as the client’s, and they share their thoughts and reac
tions with the client on an ongoing basis (being careful to stay consistent
with an affirming context).
2.
Solution-focused therapists look fo r exceptions. That is, they direct
their own attention and the client’s attention to the times when the client is
not experiencing the problem. Their way of being affirming includes con
veying great optimism about these exceptions. To this end, solution-focused
therapists typically ask the miracle question—“What if you woke up one
morning and the problem was gone?”—to get the focus on the positive as
quickly as possible. They may also use scaling questions, asking the client
to rate the intensity of the problem from one to ten, in order to track even
small progress from session to session, and so expand upon it.
4.
Narrative therapists ask deconstructing questions. That is, they ask
questions (and make comments) designed to draw the client’s attention to
larger social and cultural issues. In addition, narrative therapists external
ize, meaning that they are careful to talk about the problem as a thing apart
from the person of the client. For example, a client diagnosed with anorexia
would be asked how the anorexia was terrorizing him or her (Zimmerman
and Dickerson, 1 9 9 4 ) to underline the point that the diagnosis is not the cli
ent, but rather an annoying (or terrorizing) outsider. Narrative therapists
also look fo r exceptions, which they call unique outcomes. The difference is
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that the narrative therapist prefers unique outcomes that are exceptions to
larger social and cultural patterns also, while the solution-focused therapist
is content with any identified exception (Elliott, 1998). For example, a wife
may notice that she and her husband light less about housework when she
calmly but firmly asserts her belief that housework should be shared, but
that they also fight less when she gives up and hires outside cleaning help.
Either exception will work for the solution-focused therapist, but the narra
tive therapist would typically prefer the first of these two exceptions (and
would label it a unique outcome).
In summary, it is worth stressing that all of these auxiliary techniques
rely on the central techniques of respect fo r the client's own resources, af
firming, and conveying hope, as well as the conversational skills of main
taining curiosity and asking engaging questions. Research suggests that
these central techniques, “low tech” as they may seem, are actually the most
effective interventions of all (Hubble, Duncan, and Miller, 1999).
RELEVAN T RESEARCH
Research on these collaborative models falls into four general areas:
1. Case studies, in which each individual case is viewed as its own re
search project and compared only with itself. Not surprisingly, this is the
preferred research methodology of both reflexive and narrative family ther
apists, as it allows them to avoid a focus on any specific outcome than the
moment-to-moment one the client desires, to focus on the client’s individual
story, and to avoid putting clients into categories. This approach has led to a
rich library of case histories and videotapes (Anderson, 1997). However,
generalizations are next to impossible, and ultimate interpretation depends
on the viewer—as Combs and Freedman (1994) comment, “Our colleagues,
guided by different metaphors, did not see or hear [our] tape as we did”
(p. 68).
2. Ongoing outcome surveys, in which the clients of a particular center
are periodically surveyed to determine their satisfaction with services. Cli
ents are generally asked if their problem has gone away or lessened, and if
they were pleased with the services received. Following in the footsteps of
the original MRI Brief Therapy Project, the Brief Family Therapy Center in
Milwaukee, the originating point of solution-focused therapy, has kept such
records, and now reports an average of around 80 percent of clients with
problems resolved satisfactorily after six months.
3. Controlled outcome studies: Considered the most valuable evidence
for efficacy by most funding sources, these have been in short supply for the
collaborative language-based models and are somewhat at variance with the
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premises of the models. However, the outcome focus of solution-focused
therapy makes it the most likely candidate for study using this method, and
the recent intense interest in solution-focused therapy has indeed resulted in
a small but significant number of traditional double-blind experimental re
search studies in which solution-focused approaches were compared with a
control group or with another form of treatment, and the outcome was eval
uated not by the client but by the researcher, using preestablished criteria.
Fifteen of these studies were reviewed by Gingerich and Eisengart (2000).
Of the fifteen research studies, one did not clearly report posttreatment
results for either group; thirteen reported positive outcomes for the group re
ceiving solution-focused therapy; and only one did not report positive
results. The study without positive outcomes used high school guidance
counselors given only very minimal training in solution-focused therapy
who may thus have been less than clear on the techniques to be used. Of the
thirteen studies that did report positive outcomes, eleven permitted a com
parison between solution-focused and other models of family therapy. In
seven of these eleven studies, solution-focused therapy resulted in either
more positive results or equally positive results in less time than the compar
ison method. Thus, solution-focused therapy has received recent empirical
support.
4. Research across all models, which at present provides indirect support
for collaborative language-based models. The trio of Scott Miller, Barry
Duncan, and Mark Hubble have taken a leading role in the family therapy
field in systematically investigating factors in successful therapy outcome
(Duncan, Hubble, and Miller, 1997; Hubble, Duncan, and Miller, 1999).
The three factors they (and other outcome researchers such as Lambert and
Bergin [1994]) identify as most significant are
• extratherapeutic factors—the client’s own resources;
• relationship with the therapist—the client feels validated and affirmed
in the therapy context; and
• expectancy—the degree of hope generated by the therapy process.
• The technique o f the therapist is also a factor, but a far less significant
one. This finding fits nicely with the beliefs of collaborative thera
pists, who have long stressed respect for the client’s own resources, af
firmation, and conveying hope.
5. Client-directed outcome research: Most recently, Barry Duncan and
colleagues have begun a large-scale outcome research project, utilizing both
quantitative and qualitative measures, which uses clients as coinvestigators,
thus combining all four of the previously noted research areas (Duncan
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et al., 2000). Early results have been promising, as clients are able to iden
tify salient factors in their own progress and fold this back into their therapy.

CASE EXAMPLE
I saw Linda through our university-run ChildFit program, a program specifi
cally for parents who are having difficulty relating to their child’s schoolteachers
and administrators, and/or to their child about school. Broward County, the
county in which Nova Southeastern University is located, is the fifth-largest
school district in the nation, and a most complex one. Reaching out to parents
with school-age children as a group is a community-based intervention, influ
enced by faculty interest in narrative therapy and its social/cultural concerns.
Linda was a beleaguered single mother who would not have come for the “lux
ury” of family therapy, had the ChildFit program not offered a chance for specific
help in negotiating with her child’s school. She was very distressed about her
son’s chronic truancy and, consistent with Florida law, had herself been threat
ened with jail time if she could not make him attend middle school on a more con
sistent basis.
She stated her problem succinctly. “I have to get my son in school,” she ex
plained. “He is fifteen, and the school district is saying I will be liable if I allow him
to be truant. I agree; he ought to be in school. I don’t much like the school we’re
zoned for, but I can’t afford a private school. So he just has to go to this school!
I’ve told him over and over. I’ve tried everything to make him— but he won’t stay in
school. I have to make him, but I can’t.”
* The first intervention I made with Linda was simply to believe her. I did not as
sume she was at fault for her son disliking school, and I affirmed her hard work
raising him as well as she had. I commiserated with her on the close to impossi
ble bind she was in with the school system. This seems minor as I write it, yet it
was what Linda most appreciated about therapy. For clients in general, and cli
ents in distress in particular, the intense relief of being believed and affirmed is
difficult to overestimate. The collaborative, reflexive training I received as a be
ginning therapist at what was then the Galveston Family Institute reminds me in
every clinical situation to begin by affirming the client’s reality.
With some ChildFit clients, that intervention alone would be enough. In
Linda’s case, in view of her crisis situation with respect to her son’s truancy, I also
broadened the conversation to include the larger social and cultural system. I in
vited her to consider how parents can be held responsible yet have little real au
thority. We discussed the growing home schooling movement, in which she was
interested, and the changes in Florida law which now permit parents to take back
control over their children’s education. In nudging the conversation onto this
path, I was following her interests yet also being influenced by the narrative ther
apy perspective.
Linda and I also identified what had worked for her in the past with her son.
She preferred offering him alternatives, with each alternative carrying a clear,
logical consequence. This parenting approach had worked for her up until this
year, when faced with her son’s skipping school. Under pressure from school au
thorities, she had resorted to techniques such as physically forcing him into her
car, pouring water over his head to wake him up in the mornings, and other strat
egies that left them both upset and angry. These attempts had not worked and
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had left her feeling that her generally positive relationship with her son had been
weakened. In asking questions about what had worked for her, I was using solu
tion-focused therapy techniques. I also hoped to reawaken her memories of hap
pier parenting days.
After our second session, Linda went home and outlined a clear choice for
Charlie. First, she dramatically conceded, “Charlie, you are too big and I cannot
force you to go to schoolThis opening remark compelled the boy’s attention in a
new and different way. Then she explained that if he wanted to be treated as an
adult, that option was open to him. Under Florida law, once she notified the
school board of her intention to home school Charlie, he would no longer be le
gally truant. As she pointed out, however, that would put the responsibility on her
to guide and supervise Charlie’s education and locate resources for him on the
Internet. In return, she suggested, Charlie could begin to earn his own keep,
helping her out more with household chores, and working in her home-based
business. There would be, of course, the other alternative, she mentioned casu
ally, that it would still be possible for Charlie to attend his local public school regu
larly. However, Charlie would need to attend daily or she would be forced to con
clude that home schooling was the better option for him. Although I helped her
consider alternatives, and encouraged her new ideas, this plan was entirely
Linda’ s own. She let me know that she would call me if she needed more help,
but that she felt comfortable with her plan. That was three months ago.
In a follow-up phone call recently, Linda told me that Charlie has not missed a
day of school since, nor has he been late to school in the past three months. In
fact, she now goes out to her health club in the early morning, knowing she can
count on Charlie to get himself up to catch the school bus. The days of her frantic
involvement with his morning schedule are over. As she commented, “The im
portant thing is just to know that, as a parent, you do have choices. The parent is
the one with the big picture, the one who knows the child best. You helped me re
alize I really did know what I was doing after all.”

In helping Linda feel newly empowered and respected, I drew on the
training I received from the Galveston Family Institute, which continues to
enrich my work with its emphasis on affirming clients. I enjoyed my work
with Linda and feel privileged to have been a part of her experience for a
while. This sense of productive partnership is perhaps the most rewarding
aspect of practicing within the collaborative language-based family therapy
models.

GLOSSARY
Anti-Anorexia League: A group of clients organized by narrative thera
pists to support one another as they recover from eating disorders. The cli
ents are viewed as supporting one another against a “sick” culture with un
realistic and undesirable ideals of femininity.
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Brief Family Therapy Center: The clinic founded by Steve de Shazer and
Insoo Kim Berg, considered a headquarters of solution-focused therapy in
the United States. Its Web site is <www.brief-therapy.org>.
citizen’s protest: Lynn Hoffman’s idea about how to resolve social control
issues in therapy.
client-directed outcomes: Treatment outcomes that fit with the client’s
goals, rather than being set by the therapist alone.
client’s own resources: What collaborative language-based therapists like
to focus on—the strengths and capabilities of the client, rather than any pa
thology or present difficulty.
client’s reality: How the client understands the situation.
client’s story: What the client wants the therapist to hear about the situation
and about the client’s life to date.
client’s voice: The client’s own unique perspective, which the client may be
able to share only if assured the therapist will be supportive.
collaboration: Working together with one or more other people in such a
way that everyone’s ideas are valued and everyone puts forth the same or a
similar amount of effort.
collaborative language systems: Those models of family therapy that fo
cus on conversation and collaboration between therapist and client.
conversation: A verbal exchange in which at least two people share ideas
and feelings in a mutually supportive atmosphere
conversational: One is conversational when one encourages a verbal ex
change with another.
curious questions: Genuine, open requests for new information, not accu
sations or statements disguised as questions. (Example: “What did you do
today?” may be a genuinely curious question; “Why didn’t you mow the
lawn as you promised?” is probably an accusation in disguise.)
curious stance: A collaborative therapist takes a curious stance; he or she
genuinely want to find out the client’s reality
deconstructing questions: These take apart assumptions in order to under
stand them better. When you ask yourself why you do something the way
that you have always done it, you may for the first time realize you have
choices and could do it differently.
dialogue: Genuine back-and-forth conversation between two or more peo
ple. A dialogical question encourages this.
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dissipate through conversation: Reflexive therapists believe that talking
about problems in a supportive atmosphere helps people to deconstruct
those problems. The problems then dissolve, or dissipate, upon being exam
ined, and the person realizes he or she has more options than was previously
thought.
dissipative nature of structures: Structures in the natural world that tend
to dissolve and reform over time, such as sand dunes on beaches.
Dulwich Centre: The clinic started by Michael White and David Epston,
considered the headquarters of narrative family therapy in Australia. Its
Web site is <www.dulwichcentre.com.au>.
exceptions: Times when the problem is not a problem. Identifying these
times is a goal of solution-focused therapists.
externalizing: Talking about a problem in such a way that it is clear the
problem is outside the person, not a part of the person. For example, if we
externalize, we say that anger sometimes makes problems for Johnny, not
that Johnny is an angry boy.
focus on the positives: Focus on what is working, rather than on what is not
working; on the absence of the problem, not on the problem. This is a central
tenet of solution-focused therapy.
Galveston Family Institute (GFI): The clinic started by Harry Goolishian,
Harlene Anderson, Paul Dell, and George Pulliam, which has been a central
influence on collaborative language systems models of family therapy. Its
Web site is <www.neosoft.com/~hgi>.
historical oppression: Throughout the world, throughout time, certain
groups of people have had unfair advantages compared to other groups.
Women, people of color, the poor, members of minority religious groups,
the disabled, and those who are seen as too different in any way, among oth
ers, have been disadvantaged, and narrative family therapists remind us to
be sensitive to the resulting pain when we work with families.
Houston Galveston Institute: The present name of the Galveston Family
Institute. Its Web site is <www/neosoft.com/~hgi>.
in-session reflections: When the therapist muses or wonders aloud, sharing
his or her thoughts with the clients openly.
languaging: The name of the model of family therapy most associated with
the Galveston Family Institute.
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miracle question: “What would happen if a miracle occurred and the prob
lem disappeared?” Asking this question is a favorite technique of solutionfocused therapists, to shift the client’s focus away from the problem.
Multiple Impact Therapy Project (1954): An early research project inves
tigating the multiple realities within families. This project influenced the
collaborative language-based models.
multiple realities: The philosophical idea that everyone sees the world a lit
tle differently and that everyone’s point of view has validity.
narrative therapy: The name of the school of therapy most associated with
the work of the Dulwich Centre and the Yaletown Family Therapy Center.
nonpathologizing: Avoiding labeling, demeaning, or patronizing your cli
ent, and focusing on the client’s strengths instead.
not-knowing stance: Staying curious and not thinking you know all the an
swers.
possibility therapy: Bill O’Hanlon’s variation on solution-focused therapy.
Visit <www.possibilitycenter.com>.
postmodern: After the modern age; no longer thinking that science and
technology have all the answers or that there will ever be definitive answers
to life’s mysteries. This is a philosophical term often used by academics.
published (-ing): When used by narrative therapists, this means publicizing
and celebrating a client’s triumphs, for example, mailing out a newsletter to
everyone in the extended family announcing a child’s improved grades.
reflecting: Wondering, thinking aloud, pondering in a curious way.
reflecting team: A technique of reflecting family therapists in which those
who have been observing a therapy session from behind a one-way mirror
come into the therapy room and share their thoughts in a nonjudgmental
way.
reflexive therapy: The school of family therapy incorporating both languaging
and reflecting family therapists.
scaling question(s): A technique of solution-focused family therapists. Cli
ents are asked how bad the problem is, on a scale of one to ten (or how much
improvement there has been), and then these numbers are compared later in
therapy to help the client notice improvement. For example, the therapist
might say, “Well, the school problem was an eight when you first came in,
but this week you say it’s down to a four. That’s great progress!”
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self-disclosure: In an appropriate way, the therapist reveals something
about himself or herself to the client, perhaps that the therapist has struggled
with similar problems.
social constructionist: The idea that one’s view of the world is largely
formed by one’s context. As you grow, develop, and explore the world, the
reality you experience is shaped through your conversations with those
around you. Similar to the term postmodern,, the term social constructionist
is often used by family therapists as a reminder that there is more than one
way to look at the world. However, while postmodern is primarily a term
used by academics in the liberal arts, social constructionist is a term psy
chologists and sociologists are more likely to use.
social control: The duty of the therapist to act, even against the client’s
wishes, if such action is judged necessary to prevent suicide, homicide,
child abuse, elder abuse, or other potentially dangerous behavior.
solution-focused therapy: The name of the model of family therapy most
associated with the Brief Family Therapy Center.
solution-oriented therapy: Bill O’Hanlon’s variation on solution-focused
therapy. See also POSSIBILITY THERAPY.
unique outcomes: Times when the problem is not a problem, and the client
is not being disadvantaged by historical oppression. Identifying these times
is a key technique of narrative family therapists.
Yaletown Family Therapy Centre: An important narrative family therapy
center in Canada. Its Web site is <www.yaletownfamilytherapy.com>.
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Chapter 7

Experiential Approaches to Family Therapy
Volker Thomas

When I first begin to work with someone, I am not interested in chang
ing them. I am interested in finding their rhythms, being able to join
with them, and helping them go inside to those scary places.
Virginia Satir
In “Reaching Out to Life”
It is experience, not education that changes families.
Keith and Whitaker
In Family Counseling and Therapy

Imagine family therapists such as Virginia Satir and Carl Whitaker walk
ing into your classroom and telling you that education, knowledge, cogni
tive skills, etc., do not change families, but that it is experience. What does
this mean? Whose and what experience is Whitaker talking about? Is Vir
ginia Satir really not interested in changing client families? Change is what
family therapy is all about, right? What does Satir mean by “finding their
rhythms” and going “inside to those scary places”? What scary places does
she have in mind?
Experiential approaches to family therapy originated in the humanistic
movement of the 1960s and combined this with the unique personalities of
several mavericks of the early family therapy movement. Oriented on the
tenets of systemic thinking and individually and group-based approaches
such as gestalt therapy, psychodrama, Rogerian client-centered therapy, and
encounter groups, the experiential approaches to family therapy almost re
flect the rebellious nature of some of their proponents (as some of you may
have guessed reading the quotes that begin this chapter). Thomas (1992)
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suggests that the experiential approaches to family therapy are character
ized by
• a philosophy of growth;
• an emphasis on expression of feeling and meaning;
• the therapist sharing personal feelings and thoughts in the therapy ses
sion;
• action-oriented techniques within the therapy session;
• improvement of basic communication skills;
• an orientation toward increased physical and emotional health, lead
ing to wholeness and balance; and
• each person taking responsibility for self. (pp. 202-229)
This chapter presents three orientations of the experiential approach to
marriage and family therapy, Virginia Satir’s humanistic/experiential and
Carl Whitaker’s symbolic/experiential approaches to family therapy, and
Leslie Greenberg and Susan Johnson’s emotion-focused approach to couple
therapy.

PROPONENTS OF THE MODEL
When I participated in my first family therapy conference in the 1980s I
had a powerful and career-changing experience. I went to a plenary session
in which Virginia Satir was going to present her work to a larger group of
professionals. Usually, speakers at these large sessions give rather boring
speeches in which they present the tenets of the approaches more or less by
reading from prepared notes. Satir proceeded differently. With her warm
and genuine charisma, she had 400 to 500 family therapists stand up, hold
hands, and feel their inner love for one another. Sounds phony, right? It was
not phony with Virginia Satir (if I tried this, it probably would seem phony).
She had the ability to connect with people and to help them connect with
one another in ways that felt sincere and genuine. She not only talked about
how her humanistic-experiential approach to family therapy worked, she
lived it and made her audience experience it—and what an experience that
was.
Many consider Virginia Satir to be the mother of family therapy in the
United States. She was the only woman among the mainly white, male psy
chiatrists of the founding generation of family therapists in the 1950s, and
1960s. Having worked as a clinical social worker with families in the early
1950s, Satir joined Gregory Bateson and his group at the Mental Research
Institute (MRI) in Palo Alto, Galifornia. Under the influence of the MRI,
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Satir focused in her early work on improving the communication patterns
among family members. More interested in training than in research, Satir
left the MRI and published the groundbreaking first description of her work
in Conjoint Family Therapy (1964). Until her death in 1988, Satir continued
to emphasize the importance of clear communication. She included issues
of spiritual growth and world peace in her approach (Brothers, 1991; Satir,
1988), which she identified as the human validation process model (Satir, 1986;
Satir and Bitter, 1991).
During my training as a marriage and family therapist, I had group super
vision with Carl Whitaker once a month. I was in graduate school at the time
at the University of Minnesota. Every first Friday afternoon Whitaker would
make the five-hour car trip from Madison, Wisconsin, to Minneapolis, Min
nesota, and meet with twelve family therapists for three hours. At times, we
all were tired after a long week of engaging in therapy and graduate school.
One day, when the energy in the group was extremely low with long periods
of silence, I noticed Carl drifting off in a nap, his head tilted to the side.
When he woke up after a few minutes, I thought he would be embarrassed
and apologize for his inappropriate behavior. Instead, he got up, stretched
his arms a couple of times, and proceeded to walk to the door. On his way
out, he said calmly, “When you guys decide that you have something mean
ingful to discuss during supervision, send one of you out to get me. You put
me right to sleep with your boredom. Until then I’ll have better things to
do.” We were shocked, oscillating between disgust and embarrassment. We
quickly noticed the increased energy in the room. Carl’s falling asleep and
his leaving the room confronted us with our low level of energy and our un
conscious desire to sit back and relax rather than work. When Carl came
back, he thanked us for the nap, talking about his “craziness” when he gets
tired. In a very different way, this was a similarly powerful experience as the
one with Virginia Satir described previously. By being himself (or allowing
himself to be rude and to fall asleep on us), Whitaker confronted us with our
own tiredness and ambiguity about the supervision session. This was a first
hand experience (I could feel my low energy level at the beginning of the
session and the rising energy after Carl left the room) of our process in the
here and now. It was not something taught through insight.
Learning through experience, giving meaning to experiences through
emotional and affective involvement in the relational process between ther
apist and family member, is at the core of Whitaker’s approach to family
therapy. As did Virginia Satir, Carl Whitaker had the rare ability to find and
foster connections between and among people. With his genuine openness
he got away with his sometimes outrageous violations of the social etiquette
regarding how therapists were expected to behave. Whitaker was not only a
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maverick of family therapy, he was a maverick of life. Some of his contem
poraries thought he acted highly unprofessionally, even unethically, but
many appreciated his charismatic, often paradoxical ways of saying what
everybody in the room thought but did not dare tell.
Based on his early work with traumatized soldiers during World War II,
Whitaker developed a symbolic/experiential approach to psychotherapy in
the 1950s that also expressed his frustration with the limitations of classical
psychoanalysis. With a group of colleagues, Whitaker (Whitaker and Malone,
1953) developed an approach that focused on the experiential processes
within both client and therapist as well as between the two. After his move
to the University of Wisconsin Medical School in 1965, Whitaker expanded
his approach to working with whole families, frequently including multiple
generations, until his death in 1995 (Roberto, 1991; Whitaker and Keith,
1981).
In the late 1990s, I invited Susan Johnson to present a workshop at a re
gional conference on the approach she had developed with Leslie Greenberg—
emotionally focused couple therapy (EFCT) (Greenberg and Johnson, 1988;
Johnson and Greenberg, 1995; Johnson, 1998). I had read her work, but had
never met her. From my encounters with Virginia Satir and Carl Whitaker I
knew that their approaches were closely connected to their personalities and
their individual idiosyncrasies. Many have tried to copy their approaches;
nobody has even come close to their abilities to work with couples and fami
lies. However, Susan Johnson is different. She is an energetic academician
and researcher who is not only concerned about advocating a particular ap
proach but also providing empirical data that prove the efficacy and effec
tiveness of the approach. During her workshop, Johnson presented the ma
jor tenets of her approach and reported on research findings which showed
evidence that the approach actually works with couples.

THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS AND CONCEPTS
Satir9s Humanistic-Experiential Approach
According to Satir and Bitter (1991), the humanistic-experiential ap
proach bases its concepts on several underlying assumptions:
•
•
•
•

Dysfunctional behavior is the result of a deficit in growth.
Growth is a natural process occurring in all human beings.
Human beings have within them all the resources they need to grow.
Subjective perceptions rather than external/objective facts constitute a
family’s reality.
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• Individual symptoms are viewed as the “price” paid to keep the family
balanced and is usually associated with low self-esteem on part of the
symptom bearer.
• Because relationships are highly communicational, a person’s self
esteem manifests itself in poor communication. Low self-esteem leads
to dysfunctional communication patterns.
Satir and Baldwin (1983) summarize these assumptions with a wonderful
image. People are similar to blossoms in the spring. They are part of fully
developed plants that have made it through the hard times of winter. They
have slowly grown as the spring sun increases its intensity. All they need in
order to open up and show their colorful beauty and reveal their attractive
smell is a little nurturance from Mother Nature, the warm beams of the sun,
a soft spring breeze, and a gentle soaking rain. Then the blossoms can un
fold their beauty and transform into wonderful spring flowers.
The humanistic-experiential approach includes the following concepts:
• Individual growth and development. All humans strive for growth and
development and have the resources within themselves to grow. Three
factors influence human development:
1. the genetic makeup;
2. things learned during the growth process; and
3. the constant mind-body interaction.
• Self-esteem and self-worth. Satir (1986) believed that the core of every
person or the self consists of eight different aspects that all have to be
attended to and nourished in order for the human potential (i.e.,
flower) to unfold to its fullest (i.e., bloom). Thus, Satir worked on the
following levels:
1. physical (the body);
2. intellectual (thoughts, cognitions);
3. emotional (feelings, intuition);
4. sensual (sound, sight, touch, taste, smell);
5. interactional (I-thou, communication between oneself and others);
6. contextual (colors, sound, light, temperature, space, time);
7. nutritional; and
8. spiritual (relationship to life’s meaning).
Satir (1972) believed that self-esteem is one of the most fundamental
concepts of the human condition that is learned in the family from
verbal and nonverbal messages. Self-worth is comprised of the feel
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ings (self-esteem) and the ideas (self-concept) people hold about
themselves (Satir, 1988).
• Communication. The way people in families communicate reflects the
way they feel about themselves. Family members with high self-es
teem communicate in direct, open, clear, genuine, and authentic ways.
People who feel bad about themselves (i.e., low self-esteem and selfworth) tend to use dysfunctional ways of communication (e.g., indi
rect, covert, unclear, distorted, inappropriate). Satir (1972) developed
a classification of communications styles:
Communication Style

Role Taken Under Stress

placater

service

blamer

power

super reasonable

-»

intellect

irrelevant

->

spontaneity

A congruent communicator uses all four styles in accordance with
specific relationship requirements, under stress most people tend to
ward one style that they distort and apply predominantly, for exam
ple, a placater tries to please at all costs, acts weak, always agrees,
and apologizes for everything, the blamer blames others for his/her
own mistakes, dominates, and is self-righteous, the super reasonable
remains emotionally detached and controlled, rigid in his/her thinking,
finally, the irrelevant becomes a distracter, totally non-committal to
the process.
Watching Virginia Satir do therapy was a treat. Her warm and engaging
style, her big and open heart going out to families, found pathways to
their hearts in pain and in joy. Once I saw her holding hands with a cou
ple that were afraid of their deadly rage that had separated them. In an
other session she demonstrated how to connect and communicate with
a three-year-old girl who had been diagnosed as autistic.

Whitaker’s Symbolic-Experiential Approach
Underlying Whitaker’s symbolic-experiential approach to family ther
apy are several assumptions (Keith and Whitaker, 1982):
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• Reciprocity o f therapist and family: The therapist has to grow and get
in touch with her or his issues to help the family work on its problems.
• Distrust o f cognitive insight; active use of physical contact.
• Affective energy of unconsciousness is used as fertile ground of
growth.
Flexibility of roles in family is central notion (kids may be parents
temporarily and vice versa; parents/kids may be therapists tempo
rarily and vice versa).
Cotherapy is crucial for two reasons: (1) to protect therapists from
getting “hooked”; and (2) to learn by doing.
• Goal o f therapy is to trigger anxiety in family which they can use as
energy to change; the therapist has to separate his or her own anxiety
from the family’s; the therapist cannot make the family change;
change must come out of the family’s own desperation and motiva
tion.

•

•

These assumptions translate into several key concepts that are crucial if
therapy is to be successful:

• Battlefor structure. Assuming that the family seeks therapy because
it is out of control, Whitaker assumes control over the structure of
therapy (Whitaker and Keith, 1981). He is very firm that he decides
who attends the first session and when it is held. This provides a
framework for the family to regain structure within its family life.
Battle for initiative. Once Whitaker has defined the structure of ther
apy, he allows the family to take the initiative for the course of therapy
(Whitaker and Keith, 1981). He believes the family’s creative forces
will unfold when he provides the space.
• Nontheory. Whitaker believes that theory hinders therapist and client
creativity.
• Emotional experience. Instead, he encourages families and therapists
to affectively engage with one another.
Depathologizing of human experience. Whitaker views families as
stuck in patterns of interaction they are unable to change. Experi
encing this “stuckness” is the first step to changing the pattern.
• No preplanned techniques. Therapist spontaneity that develops from
the spontaneous connection with clients helps families change; pre
planned techniques are not necessary for this process. They may even
hinder the change process.

•

•
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• Use o f self by therapist. Whitaker encourages therapists to draw from
their own life experiences and the affective reaction during the session
when working with families.
• Use o f cotherapy. Whitaker promoted cotherapy for two reasons:
(1) therapists get so deeply involved with clients in the therapy process
that a cotherapist may keep some distance to observe the process and
step in when necessary to support the other therapist; (2) since n a the
ory or techniques are used to prepare for doing therapy, cotherapy is
the main teaching tool of Whitaker’s approach (“learning by doing”).
Observing Carl Whitaker in a therapy session frequently appeared bi
zarre. For example, interviewing a multigenerational family, he would sit on
the floor while talking to the grandmother who had great wisdom about
what was going on in the family. When asked why he sat on the floor in front
of the grandmother’s chair, Whitaker replied that he was so at awe with her
wisdom that he felt like a little boy who would sit in front of her, looking up
to her. In another session, he would give a long monologue about his own
“craziness” to a family who wanted to know from him whether their sixteenyear-old son was mentally ill. Whitaker would do outrageous things other
therapists would never do, but he did them in engaging and genuine ways
that made the families feel supported and understood.

Johnson9s Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy
Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy (EFCT) is a newer model of ex
periential therapy that Greenberg and Johnson (1985, 1986, 1988) devel
oped in the 1980s and primarily applied to their work with couples. It draws
from Rogers’ (1951) client-centered and Peris’ (1961) gestalt therapy, inte
grates some of Satir’s (1972) ideas, and adds aspects of family systems the
ory (Fisch, Weakland, and Segal, 1983). EFCT is brief and empirically vali
dated through many research projects (Johnson, 1998). It helps couples
change dysfunctional interactional patterns (e.g., attacking-withdrawing,
pursuing-distancing) by modifying the inner experience of both partners.
EFCT builds on attachment theory (Bowlby, 1969), which proposes that
people need accessibility and responsiveness of attachment figures in order
to achieve a sense of personal security, which many dysfunctional couples
do not possess.
EFCT offers two central concepts:
• Primary emotions. These emotions express our core feelings. They
are authentic and genuine. Once therapists have helped couples to
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bond and alter their dysfunctional interactional pattern, partners have
access to their primary emotions and can relate in open and genuine
ways.
• Secondary reactive emotions. These emotions act as defenses of the
more vulnerable primary emotions. When there is a lack of attachment
bonds in the relationship, partners rely on secondary reactive emo
tions because they do not feel safe to express their primary emotions.
For example, a husband may get very angry with his wife to mask his
fear and hurt that she came home two hours late from work without
telling him in advance.

NORMAL FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
All three approaches to experiential couple and family therapy discussed
in this chapter have something in common: they focus on growth and human
development rather than dysfunction and pathology. They look at the world
from a positive perspective, viewing the glass of human life as half full
rather than half empty. Virginia Satir’s aforementioned metaphor of the
flower blossom that needs some nurturing to bloom summarizes how expe
riential therapists view family development. We all are a family of flowers
ready to bloom when sufficiently nurtured.

Satir’s Humanistic-Experiential Approach
In Satir’s human validation process model (1986), she uses the analogy
of the wheel to delineate human development. The hub of the wheel repre
sents the potential health of a person’s self. Attached to the hub are the
spokes as components that foster personal growth. These components in
clude physical, intellectual, emotional, sensual, interactional, nutritional,
contextual, and spiritual aspects. Families who attend to all components
have the greatest chance to secure healthy development for all members
over time. Using a mathematical metaphor Satir (1986) proposed a formula
for healthy development:
A (body) + B (brain) + C (emotions) + D (senses) + E (interactions) +
F (nutrition) + G (context) + H (soul) = S (self) (p. 287)

Whitaker’s Symbolic-Experiential Approach
For Whitaker, health is a continuous process of becoming that is never
finished (Whitaker and Bumberry, 1988). Healthy families always change
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and have the ability to adapt their rules and roles accordingly. Parents flexi
bly deal with their children as they grow older, and the children gain the nec
essary independence without losing their parents as dependable and reliable
guides. During the course of healthy development all family members
maintain a balance between connectedness and autonomy, between com
munity and individuality. Flexibility serves as the regulating mechanism in
this process. Families develop rituals to move through the different phases
of their life cycles. For example, birthday celebrations put one family mem
ber in the center of everyone’s attention to mark the developmental transi
tion from one year to the next. “Today is my birthday, so I am the leader,”
my youngest son used to say when he was four or five years old. The birth
day ritual gave him the opportunity to temporarily assume the rule of the
“family leader” usually reserved for the parents.

Johnson9s Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy
Securely attached partners characterize healthy development in this ap
proach. When both partners in the couple relationship get their primary
emotional needs met, they naturally progress through the life cycle. Both
are able to identify their primary emotions and accept each other’s needs.
The couple engages in a close relationship that includes intimacy and
connectedness as well as separateness and autonomy. Both feel secure and
respond to each other with caring love.

PATHOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
Although all three experiential approaches focus mainly on growth and
development, they do have some notion of pathology and associated behav
ior disorders.

Satir9s Humanistic-Experiential Approach
From Satir’s point of view, pathology is the absence of growth. When a
family system is out of balance, some family members may pay the price of
behavioral symptoms to rebalance the system. Thus, Satir sees the symptom
in a family member as signaling a blockage of growth. The symptoms may
take on one of the four communication styles mentioned previously (e.g.,
placater, blamer, super reasonable, irrelevant). The lack of growth and
development of symptoms are associated with low self-esteem in family
members. For example, the pregnant stepmother of three- and four-year-old
boys is afraid for her unborn baby’s life because the boys have been caught
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severely beating a dog. She requests that her husband give up custody of the
boys and transfer them to their mother, who has been known to abuse the
boys. The stepmother is so insecure about herself and the future of her baby
that she blames the boys for their behavior. The more she worries, the more
the boys act out; the more the boys act out, the more the stepmother worries.
They all pay the price of unhappiness to keep the family together when the
father tries to negotiate with his wife regarding how to control the boys.

Whitaker’s Symbolic-Experiential Approach
Whitaker assumes that symptoms develop when dysfunctional family
structures persist over a period of time and interfere with the family’s ability
to carry out its life tasks (Roberto, 1991). Thus, psychopathology arises
from the same mechanisms that produce normal behavior. For example,
many years ago, a young family came into my office consisting of two par
ents in their early thirties and their nine-year-old daughter whom they could
not control. When they entered my office, the girl sat down on a comfortable
recliner while the parents chose hard and uncomfortable chairs. The girl
misbehaved throughout the session by interrupting and correcting the parents
frequently, leaving the room whenever she pleased, and refusing to answer
my questions. I understood the girl’s behavior as an expression of her dis
comfort with having too much power (symbolized by sitting on the recliner)
and running the parents’ lives rather than being a normal nine-year-old girl
with limits.

Johnson’s Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy
Pathology arises when couples are insecurely attached (Bowlby, 1969).
Then they hide their primary emotions and instead engage in secondary
reactive emotions, which are defensive or aggressive in character. Thus,
negative interactions create negative cycles. These cycles develop (e.g.,
pursue-distance, blame-withdraw) because both partners do not trust in the
emotional availability of the other and try to protect themselves from reveal
ing their fears and other vulnerable feelings. The continuation of these nega
tive interactions increases the fear that the partner is not worthy of trust and
that primary emotions have to be hidden (Greenberg and Johnson, 1986,
1988). For example, consider this couple in their midtwenties: she loves to
get together with her girlfriends; after awhile, he becomes obsessed with the
idea that she is cheating on him instead of seeing her girlfriends. He accuses
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her of lying and her girlfriends of covering up her lies. She feels treated un
justly and begins to dislike him. The more she withdraws because she is
afraid of him hurting her, the more he controls and threatens her. He does
not share his fear of abandonment with her, and she withholds her feelings
of fear and intimidation.

TECHNIQUES
Satir9s Humanistic-Experiential Approach
Satir used the following techniques (Satir and Baldwin, 1983):

• Family sculpturing: Family members demonstrate closeness and dis
tance as well as communication patterns by moving people into spe
cific bodily positions. These positions represent the relationships
within the family.
Metaphor: The therapist and/or client suggests an idea that represents
an interactional pattern. For example, parental nurturance is symbol
ized by the metaphor of the sun warming a budding tree in the spring.
Reframing: Using a positive label for a behavior or feeling that was
negatively framed. For example, I reframed the nine-year-old girl tak
ing a seat in the recliner while the parents sat on hard chairs as the
girl’s attempt to tell the parents that she had too much power in
the family from which she wanted to be released.
• Humor: The use of humor often makes therapist’s comments more
easily acceptable. For example, I told the nine-year-old girl how awk
ward she looked in the “huge chair” while Mom and Dad “squeezed
their big bodies” on the little hard chairs. The family members looked
at one another and began to laugh.
• Touch: Touch is a central technique in Satir’s approach. Because many
people feel personal boundaries are violated by touch, the therapist
has to use it carefully. Asking clients for permission allows them to
check their boundaries. Applied respectfully, touch is a wonderful
way to connect with clients, to validate their experience, -to reinforce a
therapeutic intervention, and to foster the therapeutic relationship. Gen
tle touch (e.g., putting a hand on a client’s shoulder, holding a client’s
hand, a brief patting on the back) nonverbally supports the client and
increases his or her self-esteem.
• Communication stances: Satir invited families to sculpt the four com
munication styles of placater, blamer, super reasonable, and irrele
vant. Then she would work with the family to change these stances

•
•
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into that of a congruent person and have family members sculpt this
stance.
•
statements: Satir encouraged families to own their feelings and
communicate them clearly. Instead of using indirect language, clients
learned to begin sentences with “I” and make eye contact with the
other person for congruent communication.
Family reconstruction: One family member becomes the “star” that
engages in the reconstruction of his or her family. During the recon
struction at least three scenes are role-played: (1) the family history of
each of the star’s parents, (2) the story of the relationship of the star’s
parents from their meeting to the present, and (3) the birth of the chil
dren to the star’s parents, especially the star’s birth.

•

Whitaker9s Symbolic-Experiential Approach
Contrary to Satir, Whitaker did not address symptoms directly. He be
lieved that doing so might increase the family’s distress (Whitaker and
Keith, 1981). Instead, a symbolic-experiential therapist uses techniques
which address the family’s emotional states that underlie the symptoms.
Whitaker viewed the following seven techniques as important vehicles that
facilitate the therapeutic process (Whitaker and Keith, 1981):

• Redefining symptoms as an effort for growth: This technique is simi

lar to Satir’s reframing. In general terms, Whitaker considered symp
toms as family members’ attempts to get unstuck and grow. For
example, Whitaker might have told the nine-year-old girl in the recliner that she wants to be a big person and sit in a big chair because
she has all the adult responsibilities in the family.
Modeling fantasy alternatives to real-life stress: The therapist relies
on creative ideas to model alternative behaviors to the ones the family
members exhibit. In the case of the nine-year-old girl, I got up from
my chair, picked up my toy box, placed it in front of the recliner, and
began to play with toys on the floor while talking to the parents. The
girl watched me for a few minutes then got up and joined me on the
floor. Then I invited the parents to also join us, which they hesitantly
did. Eventually, we all played with the toys on the floor, which de
creased the tension among the family members considerably.
• Separating interpersonal stress and intrapersonal stress: Whitaker
believes that many people act out the stress they internally feel in their
relationships with family members. However, because they are un
aware of the internal stressors, they blindly project them onto others,

•
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which increases the interpersonal stress among family members.
Using humor and exaggeration are ways to uncover these unconscious
processes. For example, when I told the nine-year-old girl that she
wanted to sit in the recliner because she felt the pressure to be a grown
up (intrapersonal stress), it reframed the parents’ complaints that they
could not control the girl’s behavior (interpersonal stress).
Adding practical bits of intervention: At times it is very important to
suggest very practical behavioral changes to client families. One of
those practical bits was my invitation to the parents of the nine-yearold girl to come down and play with us on the floor.
Augmenting the despair o f a fam ily member: Whitaker loved to in
crease family members’ anxiety and add to their despair with the goal
that it would trigger the desired change process. For example, in one
of the classic books on symbolic-experiential family therapy (Napier
and Whitaker, 1978), Whitaker engages in a wrestling match with a
young defiant boy, which makes the parents feel so bad that they fi
nally take charge of their son’s behavior and set clearer limits to what
he may or may not do.
Affective confrontation: This intervention is similar to the previous
one. Confronting denied or invalidated affect in a paradoxically sup
portive environment was one of Whitaker’s favorite interventions. For
example, he would call a father who would not stand up to his adoles
cent son’s provocations a “lame duck who would be too scared to
show his son how a man acts.”
Treating children as children and not as peers: Whitaker considered it
extremely important to keep the boundaries between the generations
clear. He believed that children needed the parents’ protection and per
mission to be children and should not be treated as equals, because
that would put too much responsibility on them. For example, the fact
that the nine-year-old girl sat in the recliner and the parents on the hard
chairs symbolized that the parents did not treat the girl as a child but
wanted to avoid a confrontation with her in front of the therapist.
Thus, the goal of therapy was to relieve the girl of her burden of being
a peer to her parents and to allow her to be and act like a nine-year-old
girl.

These techniques were emphasized differently in the four stages of therapy
Whitaker described (Whitaker, 1977):
• Pretreatment or engagement phase: During this phase, symbolicexperiential therapists mainly rely on redefining the symptom and
modeling fantasy alternatives. The therapists establish that they have
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control over the sessions but that the family makes its own life deci
sions.
• Middle phase: During this phase, family members get increasingly in
volved in the therapeutic process. The therapists put more emphasis
on the other techniques discussed. They especially try to increase the
family members’ anxiety and augment their despair. They aim at af
fective confrontation and help family members separate interpersonal
and intrapersonal stress.
• Late phase: During this phase, the family needs less guidance and
confrontation from the therapists. Members have learned to imple
ment their progress during the sessions and outside of the office visits.
Flexibility on part of the therapists fosters the family’s growth pro
cess.
• Separation phase: During this final phase, therapists and family mem
bers work through the pending loss of the termination of therapy. The
family uses mostly its own resources and lets go of the therapists. The
famly members work through their own sense of loss and grief.
As unstructured as Whitaker’s therapy appears in his original writings,
he put a great deal of thought and systematic reflection in the therapeutic
process. When asked how he came up with some of his outrageous yet ex
traordinarily creative interventions, Whitaker replied, in essence, “I have no
idea what I am doing when I am doing it. A good therapist does not need to
know ahead of time what he is going to do. But he must be able to provide a
sound rationale for what he did afterward.”

Johnson’s Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy
Instead of specific interventions or techniques, EFCT offers a step-bystep treatment manual that suggests a prototype for the therapy process that
different therapists and couples can replicate:
• Delineating conflict issues in the core struggle: Once the secondary
emotions have been identified, the therapist focuses in on the core
struggle and delineates the pertinent conflict issues in detail. For ex
ample, during the first session with the midtwenties couple mentioned
previously, the therapist identifies the wife’s fear of violence and the
husband’s anger and obsession that his wife is cheating on him.
• Identifying the negative interaction cycle: The delineation of the core
struggle leads to the identification of the couple’s negative interaction
cycle, such as pursue-distance or blame-withdraw. The couple learns
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how the husband pursues and intimidates his wife, and she tries to dis
tance herself out of fear of being hurt. The couples also identifies the
reciprocity of this negative cycle—that is, the more the husband pur
sues, the more the wife distances; and the more the wife distances, the
more the husband pursues.
Accessing the unacknowledged feelings underlying interactional po
sitions: During this step the therapist helps the couple to access the
primary feelings that they try to protect when they pursue, blame, dis
tance, or withdraw. Once the couple has gained some understanding of
the negative cycle feeding their secondary emotions, the therapist
works with each partner on getting in touch with the primary emo
tions. In our case example, the husband experiences his fear of aban
donment when he gets angry and controlling, as the wife gets in touch
with the loneliness she feels when her husband does not want to talk
and cuddle up with her.
Reframing the problem in term o f underlying feelings, attachment
needs, and negative cycles: The therapist reframes the fear of aban
donment that expresses attachment needs and often leads to blaming
or withdrawing as an attempt to protect oneself from another loss and
emotional betrayal. This helps the couple to identify the negative cy
cles in terms of their attachment needs. The therapist reframes the
wife’s fear of her husband as her strong need to feel emotionally con
nected with him. The husband’s anger is relabeled as his need to be
close to his wife, a feeling that she longs for but also fears.
Promoting identification with disowned needs and aspects of self and
integrating these into relationship interactions: Once the couple has
identified the disowned attachment needs, the therapist works with the
couple to express the needs to each other and so bring them directly
into the relationship. During this stage, the therapist coaches the hus
band to share his fears and concerns when his wife wants to go out
with her girlfriends. The wife learns to acknowledge her husband’s
fear and validate it rather than get defensive and push it aside. Con
versely, the wife is encouraged to express her need to have relaxed
conversations with her husband (which she instead seeks with her girl
friends) and to feel close to him. The therapist coaches the husband to
accept his wife’s expressed needs, even if it is difficult for him to meet
the need.
Promoting acceptance o f partner's experiences and new interaction
patterns: When one partner has the courage to bring the needs and fear
into the relationship, the therapist encourages the other partner to accept
him or her, which leads to new patterns of interaction in the couple’s
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relationship. Once the two learned to accept each other’s experience,
the husband became less anxious and angry and let go of his un
founded fear of infidelity. The wife felt more secure and safe with her
husband and stopped distancing herself.
• Facilitating the expression o f needs and wants, and creating emo
tional engagement: Once both partners have made the first step to ex
press their primary emotions, they need coaching to emotionally
connect by continuing to express their needs and wants to their partner
and by being open to respond to the partner’s needs and wants. Now
the example couple was ready to have more closeness—having dinner
together, going for walks. They even talked about having a baby for
the first time in their marriage. In role-plays, the therapist practiced
with the couple to stay engaged in conversation, even when they felt
anxious and uncomfortable.
• Establishing the emergence o f new solutions: At this point most cou
ples are ready to find new solutions to the daily problems they face
without falling back into the negative cycles that brought them to ther
apy. The safer the example couple felt and the more they engaged with
each other, the less the wife wanted to go out with her girlfriends, and
the less the husband felt threatened when his wife did go out.
• Consolidating new positions: During this final phase of therapy the
couple can stay emotionally connected even when dealing with stress,
and can openly express their needs and meet each other’s needs. Even
tually, the example couple learned to have fun with each other and
eventually had a baby.
RELEVANT RESEARCH

Little empirical research has been conducted to validate the efficacy and
effectiveness of Satir’s humanistic-experiential and Whitaker’s symbolicexperiential approaches. The only experiential approach that has yielded
relevant outcome research is Johnson’s emotionally focused couple therapy.
For example, Greenberg and Johnson (1988) found that helping an angry
and attacking (secondary emotions) partner reveal his or her softer feelings
(primary emotions) was associated with positive therapy outcome. In an
other study, Greenberg et al. (1993) concluded that when couples expressed
primary emotions in therapy they have more productive sessions and feel
more intimate with each other. In a comparison of several empirically based
treatment approaches derived from several methodological rigorous re
search studies, Alexander, Holtzworth-Munroe, and Jameson (1994) reported
that EFCT was one of the effective approaches for treating distressed cou-
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pies. In a meta-analysis that included many outcome studies within and
across different treatment approaches, Dunn and Schwebel (1995) also con
firmed the efficacy and effectiveness of EFCT.

CASE EXAMPLES
At the conclusion of this chapter we revisit three previously discussed
case examples in more detail by applying them to the three approaches.
Imagine you are Virginia Satir, Carl Whitaker, and Susan Johnson for a few
minutes as you read the following case examples.

Satir’s Humanistic-Experiential Approach
Remember the family with the two little boys whose stepmother was
pregnant and feared that they would hurt the baby? Following is the Smith
family’s story from the perspective of Virginia Satir.
Jim is in his midthirties and has two boys, four-year-old Bob and three-yearold Cody. Jim divorced two years ago after his mentally ill ex-wife had severely
abused the boys while they were staying with her. Since the incident, Jim has had
sole custody of Bob and Cody. Jim is remarried to Sue, who is twenty-seven
years old and pregnant with their first child. When Sue heard from the boys’
baby-sitter that they had attempted to choke a baby also in the baby-sitter’s care,
she became afraid for her own unborn child and requested that Jim remove the
boys from their home. Jim felt torn between taking care of his two sons and pro
tecting his new wife and unborn child. Attempts to more effectively manage Bob
and Cody had failed because most of the parenting was left up to Sue, who was
afraid of and angry with the boys at the same time. Jim and Sue were quite des
perate, fearing that they were not able to create a safe environment for their new
family. Satir saw the whole family that was currently living together— Jim, Sue,
Bob, and Cody— and made sure to connect with all four family members. When
talking with one of the boys, Satir would move her chair in front of him and estab
lish eye contact by gently holding his chin to lift his head so that he would look at
her while they were talking. This gesture was particularly important, because the
parents complained that the boys do not listen. By making sure that each boy
made eye contact and by gently touching them, Satir modeled effective commu
nication with the boys for the parents.
When it became clear that the boys were threatening the safety of the family,
Satir reframed their violent behavior as attempts to reach out and ask the par
ents to stop the violence they had suffered at their biological mother’s house.
Then Satir asked Jim to face each of the boys, hold their hands, establish eye
contact, and tell each of them that he loved them, that he wanted them to be part
of the family, and that he wanted them to mind and behave better. While Jim
talked to his sons, Satir would sit next to him, put her hand on his shoulder, and
help him to effectively communicate with his sons. While talking to his sons Jim
began to cry softly and Cody gave his dad a kiss to comfort him. Satir calmly
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praised both father and son for their emotional connection and encouraged them
to continue on this route. Sue watched the exchange with great interest and tears
in her eyes. During this process, Satir made sure that the parents used T state
ments when they talked to the boys and that they did not blame the boys’ biologi
cal mother for abusing them.
Then Satir turned to Jim and Sue and suggested to them to find a way out of
the dilemma by either having the baby and staying together as a new family (thus
removing Bob and Cody from the home) or for Sue to leave once she had the
baby. Again, Satir modeled clear communication when she asked Jim and Sue to
move their chairs so that they could squarely face each other. During the ensuing
emotional conversation, Satir introduced the metaphor of the “bottom line,” rep
resenting the safe ground needed for this family. Sue’s bottom line was that the
boys’ violent behavior had to stop. Jim defined his bottom line as having one fam
ily in which he could raise his three children with Sue. Satir acknowledged how
far apart the two bottom lines were and asked Jim and Sue to sculpt the families
they envisioned once the boys’ behavior had change in the desired direction. To
the parents’ surprise, their ideal families looked almost identical. Then Satir
asked the couple to sit down again and face each other. Sue and Jim held hands
and Jim told Sue that he would do the best he could to “make the boys mind”
(those were his words) and protect the baby. Sue openly stated her doubts
whether this would ever happen and repeated her fear for the baby’s safety. After
a few minutes, the couple felt stuck again and turned to Satir. She put her hands
on their hands that were still connected and repeated their bottom lines. Then
she asked both whether they would be willing to consider the possibility of
putting their doubts aside for a moment and looking into each other’s eyes. They
agreed and began to cry. In their pain, they began to emotionally connect in a
way they had not connected before. They hugged and were silent for some time.
Satir placed one of her hands on each of their shoulders. The boys observed the
process quietly and with great interest. After the parents had collected them
selves, the boys calmly went over to them and the whole family engaged in a big
family hug with Satir.
During the ensuing conversation, Sue expressed her relief to see the boys so
passionate and calm, stating, “Sometimes they seem like untamable monsters,
now I see them as sweet little boys who need as many hugs as I do and their
daddy does.” This is a wonderful summary of the change Sue experienced. Un
fortunately, therapy is not quite as easy as this case might indicate. It took many
sessions for Jim and Sue to permanently overcome their doubts and fears and to
be firm and supportive parents in light of the additional stress of having a baby.
Yes, they stayed together and worked through their fears with the coaching and
support of Satir (or another similar therapist). The more secure and confident the
parents felt about their parenting, the safer the boys felt, even in the presence of
this new little rival for attention— their sister Melanie, who was born after the
ninth session. Actually, Bob became quite affectionate and protective of his little
sister when Cody wanted to play rough with her. In his four-year-old voice he
would say, “When Daddy is at work and Mommy is in the other room, then I watch
Melanie.” Although the boys’ behavior remained difficult to manage for the par
ents at times, they never hurt their little sister, as Sue had feared. This increased
her self-esteem and self-confidence considerably, which made her a more effec
tive stepmother. Jim dealt successfully with his guilt about the boys’ abuse, which
had previously kept him from setting firm limits with them. This increased his self
esteem and self-confidence, which made him a more effective father. Sue and
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Jim’s increased self-esteem also helped them as a couple to communicate more
effectively and to avoid getting stuck in irreversible positions.

Whitaker9s Symbolic-Experiential Approach
Now let’s find out how a therapist such as Carl Whitaker (and his
cotherapist) would work with the nine-year-old girl who came into my of
fice and sat down in the comfortable recliner while her parents took the hard
chairs. Following is a little more information about the Brown family and
their treatment.
Jack and Jill are both in their early thirties. They married right after college
graduation, after Jill had gotten pregnant with Anna during her senior year. Jill
stayed home after college and Jack went on to graduate school for his MBA.
Jill grew up as the middle child of five children. Both of her parents were profes
sionals working full time when Jill was born. She was partly raised by her two
older sisters and was used to having people around at home. Jack, on the other
hand, was the only child of older parents who had struggled with infertility until
they finally conceived. When Jack’s mom got pregnant with him, she quit her job
and put all her energy into what became her most precious accomplishment in
life. Jack consequently grew up well nurtured and protected. Coming from very
different family backgrounds, the Browns had little time to adjust to each other
and to learn about those differences. They had a rather casual courtship and had
starting living together only a few months before Jill’s pregnancy occurred. In ad
dition, Jack’s parents were especially upset that he “had to” get married and had
implied to Jack that they were concerned that Jill had “tricked” him into the mar
riage by getting pregnant. After Anna’s birth, Jill wanted to pursue a graduate ca
reer, but Jack opposed this, wanting her to stay home as his mom had done. Jill
resented Jack’s lack of support and felt isolated and lonely with a small child at
home. During Anna’s early childhood Jill would accept odd jobs, against Jack’s
wishes, to get out of the house and have adult contact. The tension between the
two grew. Jack accused Jill of being a “neglectful” mother and withdrew into his
studies and his job more and more. Jill resented Jack’s withdrawal, accusing him
of not doing his share around the house and with Anna. Both Jack and Jill were
very achievement oriented and rather competitive. Both felt shorted when it
came to their marriage. Both considered getting a divorce several times. How
ever, Jack did not want to give his parents the satisfaction of being correct that
the marriage would not work out, as they had predicted and Jill’s value system
did not include divorce as a viable option.
Thus, Anna grew up amid this tension about parental roles and accomplish
ments. She became quite achievement oriented herself. She picked up on her
parents’ strong wills and their tendency to engage in open arguments. Over the
years, she learned to take advantage of her parents’ stuckness by playing them
against each other. For example, she would complain to Dad that Mom would
leave her alone too much, which would make him angry at Jill, and he would spoil
Anna with the intent to make up for Jill’s neglect. When Mom found out about Dad
taking Anna places behind her back, she would get angry with Jack. Or Anna
would complain to Mom that Dad had yelled at her unjustly. Jill would get angry at
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Jack and withdraw into her bedroom with Anna to read to her for hours, both giv
ing Jack the “silent treatment.” In turn, Jack would get angry and withdraw even
more into his job and graduate school.
Over the years, this cycle became so powerful that eventually Anna ran the
family by manipulating her parents as she pleased. Although she was very un
happy that her parents would get angry so frequently and be unhappy as well,
she thought that was how life was supposed to be and did not know what else to
do. When Jill finally was so desperate that she threatened to divorce Jack de
spite her values, Jack agreed to seek family therapy.
This background helps us understand how the family ended up in my office.
Before they came we went through a battle for control. Jill, who had made the ini
tial phone call and scheduled the appointment, called back the next day report
ing that Jack was so busy with school and work he could not make the appoint
ment. According to Jill, Jack had suggested that Jill and Anna go ahead with the
session, because it would be more important to them anyway. I insisted that I
would see them only if all three would come in at the time of the scheduled ap
pointment and suggested that Jill talk it over with Jack and call me back. The fol
lowing day, Jack called and tried to make his case with me personally. I stayed firm
and insisted on seeing all three of them because I considered Jack a crucial part
of the family. Finally Jack gave in and the family showed up at the scheduled
time.
As mentioned, Jack and Jill entered my office in a depressed and discour
aged mood and sat down helplessly on the hard chairs, while Anna placed her
self in the recliner. This picture in my office reflected the way they had seen their
family world. I engaged Anna in playing with toys on the floor (something the par
ents had rarely done), which Anna greatly enjoyed. When I finally succeeded in
getting the parents off the chairs and they awkwardly kneeled down next to Anna
on the floor, I had found a way to join with them. At the end of the first session, I
gave them homework: play with Anna once a day for fifteen minutes until our next
session.
When the family came back the following week, I could feel the increased ten
sion in my office. They reported that the daily playtime had been a disaster. Anna
argued with the parents about what to play, dictated and controlled their actions,
and threw tantrums when they did not do what she had demanded. After two at
tempts, the parents discontinued playtime, which also led Anna to throw tan
trums. Apparently, the negative cycle had escalated and the family felt more des
perate than before. I decided to listen to the family members and let them take
the initiative at the beginning of the second session (battle for initiative). The lon
ger we sat there with the family not knowing what to do, the more the intensity in
room increased. Finally, Jill suggested trying the playtime again, hoping that I
would help to facilitate the process and keep Anna from “running the show.” Jill
got down on the floor and asked Jack and Anna to join her, which Jack did after a
few moments. However, Anna refused to get up from the recliner, accusing her
parents of being bad playmates. In response, the parents accused each other of
being insensitive to Anna’s needs. Imagine this grotesque picture: two adults on
the floor with toys arguing about their child, while she sits in the recliner cussing
at her parents.
At this point I was so disgusted with them that I rose from my chair and an
nounced that I would leave the room until they were ready to do therapy. I told
them that I understood how they were acting at home and that they did not have
to waste their time and money to do the same in my office. I would take a book
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and read in the waiting room. When they were ready to do therapy, one of them
could come and get me. As all three family members sat in quiet shock, their
mouths and eyes wide open, I left my office. After five minutes, Anna came out
and politely asked me to come back. She promised that they would not fight any
longer and wanted to try to be a happy family. When I entered my office I saw Jill
in tears and Jack looking furious. They were sitting on the hard chairs, full of
emotions they did not know how to handle. Anna went quietly to the floor and be
gan to play with the dollhouse.
I ignored the parents and asked Anna what she wanted to show me. She took
a male doll and put it in a big box on the attic. Then she placed a female doll in a
bed in the basement. Another female child-size doll started preparing meal in the
kitchen. “This is my family after a big fight,” Anna exclaimed. I shared with Anna
how impressed I was that she kept taking care of the family even after a fight and
asked what would happen next. She cooked for awhile, then brought a plate with
food to the basement and quietly handed it to Mom (the female doll). She re
peated the same with another plate and brought it to the attic and placed it qui
etly on top of the closed box in which Dad (the male doll) had been placed. “How
nice of you to bring Mom and Dad something to eat when they are sad,” I com
mented and added, “What a responsibility for a nine-year-old girl— to take care of
her Mom and Dad!” Anna looked at me, surprised, and teared up. She turned
and looked at her mom who was still quietly crying. Their eyes met in sadness.
Mom got up and went to her daughter, who was now sobbing. While Mom was
holding Anna on the floor, I went over to Jack, sat down next to him, and put my
arm around his shoulder. He fought his tears as hard as he could, but they were
too insistent to be held back. “You may join them if you like. There is room for ev
erybody in this family, even in pain and sadness.” Relieved by my permission,
Jack got up and joined Jill and Anna in their embrace. Without any reluctance,
they welcomed him. When they got up from the floor, something astonishing
happened. Anna asked to sit on her dad’s lap. After some awkward tiptoeing
around each other, Dad ended up in the recliner with Anna on his lap, and Mom
moved one of the hard chairs next to the recliner and sat there.
When I asked what had happened, Anna responded first. “I want to be a little
girl and not have so much responsibility. It’s much more fun sitting on Dad’s lap
than bringing him food he does not eat anyway.” Jack and Jill looked at each
other and confirmed that they both had forgotten that Anna was just nine years
old, and that they wanted to learn to be better parents and to be better husband
and wife.

As with the Satir family, it took several months of weekly and later bi
weekly sessions for Jack and Jill to accomplish their goals and for Anna to
fully accept being a nine-year-old girl rather than a parentified child that
runs the house. She had to learn to let go of the power that came along with
the parentificadon and to accept the limits her parents set. Jack and Jill had
to learn to work through their family-of-origin issues that had led them into
their negative cycles. That freed up energy so that Jack and Jill could attend
to each other’s needs, and most of all, to recognize and meet Anna’s needs
according to her developmental stage. I learned how to deal with the inten
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sity of three people who had greatly unmet needs and to appreciate the
power of emotional connections that arise out of fear and pain.

Johnson’s Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy
Finally, Joe and Cindy are the couple in their midtwenties who lived to
gether bound by Joe’s fear of Cindy’s perceived infidelity and by Cindy’s
fear of possible violence perpetrated by Joe.
Joe grew up as the youngest of seven children. His father was an alcoholic
who died of liver problems when Joe was ten years old. His mom, although se
verely depressed at times, raised the children by herself and never remarried.
When Joe was fourteen years old he went to live with his mother’s sister’s family
until he graduated from high school and went away to college. Since he moved in
with his aunt, Joe has always worked and also supported himself through college.
He quit college after his junior year and worked for a landscaping company be
cause he loved to be outdoors.
Cindy grew up as the eldest sister with two brothers in a lower-middle-class
home. Both of her parents worked to make ends meet, which left Cindy with the
responsibility to take care of the house and her younger brothers until her mom
returned home from work. Cindy’s parents instilled a very strong sense for edu
cation in their children so that they would have a better life than their parents had
as high school graduates. Cindy was a good student and also succeeded in col
lege despite having to work her way through.
Cindy and Joe met in a class at the beginning of their junior year. Since Joe
was struggling with school at that time, Cindy would help him with assignments
and study with him. They dated for about six months and then moved in together
because Joe thought they could save some money. Cindy felt that Joe was clingy
and controlling from the first day they lived together. He always wanted to know
where she was and did not show any interest in spending time with other people.
Cindy hoped that Joe would change once they had lived together for awhile.
When Cindy realized that Joe would not change, she began to resent him and
accused him of holding her hostage in her own house. At the same time, she felt
guilty for wanting to be away from him because she genuinely loved Joe. Because
she needed somebody to talk about her dilemma, she increasingly went out with
her girlfriends in the hope of figuring out how to make things better with Joe.
However, the more she went out, the more difficult Joe became, until he finally
accused her of having an affair and of trying to get rid of him.
At the beginning of their relationship Joe was so in love with Cindy that he
wanted to spend as much time with her as possible. He was convinced that
he had finally found a person who would unconditionally be there for him for the
rest of his life. He pushed Cindy to move in with him so that they could be to
gether all the time. He quit college so that he could make more money and be
come a “good man” who could provide well for Cindy. That was something his fa
ther had never managed to do because most of the money he earned went
toward alcohol. From the beginning, he sensed Cindy’s discomfort at staying
home every night. He tried to tolerate her need to go out and see her girlfriends.
One day, he found a pack of condoms in her car, which convinced him that Cindy
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had an affair. Her explanation— that one of her girlfriends had left the pack in her
car— only increased Joe’s resentment toward Cindy when she wanted to go out
with them. He began to check up on Cindy and would get very angry when she
would come home later than they had agreed upon. The resentment and tension
between Joe and Cindy increased until one day he hit her when she stayed out
late and Joe could not find her at the place where she was supposed to be. Cindy
threatened to leave him if he did not agree to engage in couple therapy.
Joe was so afraid of losing Cindy that he called an EFCT therapist (such as
Susan Johnson), to set up the first appointment. He felt comfortable that the ther
apist was a woman, hoping that she would convince Cindy to be more open and
honest and to quit the affair he was still convinced she was having. Cindy also
wanted to have a female therapist, hoping that she would receive support in
dealing with this clinging, insecure man. Using the step-by-step treatment man
ual as discussed, the therapist met with Cindy and Joe for twelve sessions over a
three-month period.
During the first session, the therapist identified Cindy’s fear of violence and
Joe’s anger and obsession that Cindy was cheating on him. Then the couple
learned how Joe pursues and intimidates Cindy, while she tries to distance her
self out of fear of getting hurt. The couple also identified the reciprocity of this
negative cycle— that is, the more Joe pursues, the more Cindy distances; and
the more she distances, the more he pursues. Once the couple gained some un
derstanding of the negative cycle feeding their secondary emotions, the thera
pist worked with each partner on getting in touch with their primary emotions.
Joe experienced his fear of abandonment when he got angry and controlling,
while the Cindy got in touch with the loneliness she felt when Joe did not want to
talk and cuddle with her. Then the therapist reframed the fear of abandonment,
which expressed attachment needs and often led to blaming or withdrawing, as
an attempt to protect oneself from another loss and emotional betrayal. This
helped the couple to identify the negative cycles in terms of their attachment
needs. The therapist reframed Cindy’s fear of Joe as her strong need to feel
emotionally connected with him. Joe’s anger was relabeled as his need to be
close to his wife, a feeling that she longed for but also feared.
Once the couple had identified their disowned attachment needs, the thera
pist worked with them on expressing these needs to each other and to bring
them directly into the relationship. During this stage, the therapist coached Joe to
share his fears and concerns when Cindy wanted to go out with her girlfriends.
Cindy learned to acknowledge Joe’s fear and validate it rather than get defensive
and push it aside. Conversely, the therapist encouraged Cindy to express her
need to have relaxed conversations with Joe (which she instead seeks with her
girlfriends) and to feel close to him. The therapist coached Joe to accept Cindy’s
expressed needs, even if it is difficult for him to meet the need. Once the couple
learned to accept each other’s experience, Joe became less anxious and angry,
and let go of his fear that Cindy was being unfaithful. Cindy felt more secure
and safe with Joe and did not distance herself as much as before.
Now the couple was ready to have more closeness, having dinner together,
going for walks. They even talked for the first time in their marriage about having
a baby. The therapist practiced helping the couple to stay engaged in conversa
tion, even when they felt anxious and uncomfortable. After a few more sessions
Cindy and Joe were ready to find new solutions to the daily problems they faced
without falling back into the negative cycles that brought them to therapy. The
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safer the couple felt and the more they engaged with each other, the less Cindy
wanted to go out with her girlfriends and the less Joe felt threatened when she
did go out. During this final phase of therapy, Cindy and Joe were able to stay
emotionally connected even when dealing with stress, openly expressed their
own needs, and met each other’s needs. Eventually, the couple learned to have
fun with each other and eventually had a baby.

CONCLUSION
This chapter gave you an impression of what experiential couple and
family therapy is about and how three schools of thought conceptualize
and apply experiential therapy. As in other schools, the experiential ap
proaches depend very much on the personality of their proponents. The hu
man growth experience was so important to Virginia Satir and she felt so
comfortable being with clients on so many levels that her humanistic-expe
riential approach to therapy replicated her approach to life. Similarly, Carl
Whitaker was so strongly convinced that therapists should emotionally en
gage with family members and he felt so comfortable doing so that he
shaped a unique approach that fit his personality. Finally, Susan Johnson, in
fluenced by the push for empirical validation of our approaches to therapy,
developed a step-by-step procedure that has been successfully tested as hav
ing sufficient efficacy and effectiveness and at the same time fits her person
ality strengths of getting clients involved emotionally and working with
these emotions.

GLOSSARY
affective confrontation: One of Whitaker’s techniques to challenge denied
or invalidated emotions.
attachment: The most basic need for emotional and physical connection.
battle for initiative: Allowing the family members the freedom and giv
ing them the responsibility to determine the course of therapy (used by
Whitaker after the battle for structure is won).
battle for structure: Therapist taking control of the structure of therapy in
order to establish an effective working relationship with the family.
blamer: One of Satir’s communication types that describes a person who
holds others responsible for his or her own mistakes by being dominating
and self-righteous.
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blockage of growth: Internal and external forces that keep people from
growing emotionally.
connections: A form of relating between people that has emotional, cogni
tive, and sensual aspects.
cotherapy: Two therapists working at the same time with an individual,
couple, or family for training purposes.
depathologizing of human experience: To put human behavior and feel
ings in a context that is not related to problems or disease.
development: The movement from one stage to the next over time.
Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy (EFCT): An experiential ap
proach, based on humanistic, systemic, and attachment foundations, that
helps couples to change negative interactional cycles and to express their
primary emotions.
experiential: The therapeutic approach in which therapists reveal their real
person and use the self to change the family (proponents include Susan
Johnson, Virginia Satir, and Carl Whitaker).
family reconstruction: Families reenact key family situations in order to
gain new insights into their family and their own lives.
family sculpturing: Physical arrangement of family members in space as
determined by one family member who is called “director”; the sculpted
constellation represents the relationships among family members.
flexibility of roles: A person may temporarily take on the role of another
person.
humanistic-experiential: Virginia Satir’s approach to family therapy that
has a life-affirming view and emphasizes each person’s uniqueness and
worth, the potential for positive human interaction, and personal growth.
interpersonal: Between or among persons.
intervention: A therapist’s statement or question that has the goal to change
a client’s behavior and/or affective state.
intrapersonal: Within a person.
irrelevant: One of Satir’s communication types that describes a person who
is a distracter and remains noncommittal toward interaction processes.
metaphor: A figure of speech in which a term is transferred from the object
it ordinarily designates to an object it may designate only by implicit com
parison or analogy.
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modeling: Exhibiting behavior and affect a therapist would like the client to
adopt.
negative interactions create negative cycles: When partners distrust each
other and try to protect themselves, they engage in negative behaviors that
elicit negative responses.
pathology: Behavior and affect that is associated with problems and dis
ease.
placater: One of Satir’s communication types that describes a person who
tries to please at all costs, always agrees, and apologizes for everything.
primary emotions: Expressing one’s core emotions that are related to the
true genuine self.
reciprocity: A mutual condition or relationship.
redefining: Putting the meaning of a term into a different context in which
its meaning changes.
reframing: Relabeling behavior by putting it into a new and positive con
text with the goal of eliciting a different behavior.
secondary reactive emotions: Emotions that serve as defenses to protect
the vulnerable primary emotions. Couples rely on secondary emotions
when they have insecure attachments to each other and do not trust their
partners.
self-concept: Thoughts and ideas people hold about themselves.
self-esteem: Feelings and emotions people hold about themselves.
super reasonable: One of Satir’s communication types that describes a per
son who remains emotionally detached, controlled, and rigid in his or her
thinking.
symbolic-experiential: Carl Whitaker’s approach to family therapy that fo
cuses on the symbolic meanings of relationships.
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Chapter 8

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies
for Couples and Families
Norman Epstein

Couples are often adept at dealing with people outside the relation
ship, but few people enter an intimate relationship with the basic un
derstandings—or the technical skills—that make a relationship blos
som. They frequently lack the know-how to make joint decisions, to
decipher their partners’ communications.. . . Because of the strength
of the feelings and expectations, the deep dependency, and the crucial,
often arbitrary, symbolic meanings that they attach to each other’s ac
tions, partners are prone to misinterpret each other’s actions. When
conflicts occur, often as a result of miscommunication, partners are
likely to blame each other rather than to think of the conflict as a prob
lem that can be solved.
Aaron T. Beck, MD
Love Is Never Enough
Behavioral treatments for couple and family problems are based on the
assumption that dysfunctional behaviors are learned and can be reduced or
replaced with more constructive behaviors through new learning processes.
Behavioral approaches for a wide range of human problems had their roots
in laboratory research on learning processes in animals and humans. Ivan
Pavlov (1932) demonstrated how emotional and behavioral responses could
be conditioned so that they would be elicited by a neutral stimulus, by pair
ing the neutral stimulus with an existing reflexive response. For example, a
dog could be conditioned to salivate at the sound of a bell if the bell was
rung a number of times as the dog was salivating to the smell and taste of
food. John Watson’s publicized case of “Little Albert,” in which a phobia
was established in a child through such classical conditioning (Watson and
Raynor, 1920), increased interest in applying learning principles to under203
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stand a variety of human clinical disorders. However, it was not until Joseph
Wolpe (1958) developed systematic desensitization as a treatment for pho
bias that therapeutic interventions based on learning principles gained sig
nificant credibility as effective treatments. Based on the concept that a pho
bia is a classically conditioned response to a stimulus that is not dangerous,
systematic desensitization involves pairing the anxiety-producing stimulus
(e.g., a mouse) with relaxation, assertiveness, or some other response that is
incompatible with anxiety. The exposure of the individual to the anxietyprovoking stimulus is done in steps, or a hierarchy, beginning with a mildly
distressing aspect of the feared stimulus, such as looking at a caged mouse
from across a room, and eventually progressing to holding a mouse. At each
step, the individual practices the relaxation or other response that counter
acts the anxiety response, and moves to the next higher step in the hierarchy
only when he or she has deconditioned the anxiety at the current step.
Wolpe’s work advanced the field of behavior therapy and has contributed to
the development of effective treatments for a variety of clinical problems,
such as anxiety disorders and sexual dysfunctions. Nevertheless, the focus
of the behavioral assessment and interventions tended to be on the individ
ual, and potential application to interpersonal problems was unclear.
B.
F. Skinner’s (1953) work on operant conditioning had a more exten
sive impact on the development of behavioral approaches to couple and
family problems. Skinner demonstrated that one could increase or decrease
an animal’s specific action by controlling the consequences of the action.
Thus, a rat could be taught to press down a bar in a box if pressing the bar
dispensed a food pellet (i.e., positive reinforcement was provided). In con
trast, a behavioral response could be decreased by following it with condi
tions that are assumed to be aversive (punishment), or by discontinuing the
reinforcement. Skinner (1953, 1971) argued that all human behavior could
be explained in terms of such learning processes, and concepts about inter
nal processes such as feelings, beliefs, etc., as causes of behavior are super
fluous. Skinner considered all responses, including overt behaviors and in
ternal responses such as emotions and thoughts, as acts that are controlled
by consequences in the individual’s environment, so treatment of problem
atic responses should involve changing the environmental conditions. Simi
lar to Wolpe’s work, Skinner’s theoretical model was in opposition to the
psychodynamic models (e.g., psychoanalytic theory) that dominated the
field of psychology in the first half of the twentieth century with their focus
on intra-psychic causes of behavior. Unlike psychodynamic propositions
that an individual’s current problems were caused by residual issues from
childhood and other earlier life experiences, learning theories such as Skin
ner’s emphasized present conditions that affect the occurrence of particular
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positive and negative behaviors. Equally important for clinical intervention
was the idea that learned responses could be modified or eliminated through
learning procedures. Skinner’s ideas about the impact of one’s environment
(the specific consequences received for one’s responses) had a major influ
ence on the development of behavioral therapies, including early versions of
behavioral couple and family therapy.
Even though operant conditioning principles were helpful in understand
ing how animals and people learn a variety of responses, it became clear that
they had some limitations in accounting for the rapid and varied learning
that takes place in humans during childhood and beyond. Clearly, humans
learn complex responses without having to wait for reinforcement of the
small acts that constitute them. Social learning theorists such as Rotter
(1954) and Bandura (1977; Bandura and Walters, 1963) described observa
tional learning processes in which an individual can imitate a complex be
havior demonstrated by another person, particularly if the observer sees that
the model has high status or receives reinforcement for the behavior. For ex
ample, Bandura and Walters’s (1963) research showed that a child who ob
served an adult hitting a large toy clown was likely to imitate the behavior.
Beginning early in life, a child learns many complex skills, such as speaking
a language, playing sports, etc., by observing and imitating others who are
modeling the skills. Social learning theorists began to focus on the interper
sonal context in which behaviors are adopted and maintained, and the rele
vance of such learning processes for mutual influences between members
of an intimate relationship began to be noted.
As described in more detail later, the earliest behavioral conceptualiza
tions of couple and family relationships focused on ways in which two
members of a relationship shape each other’s behavior by providing conse
quences for particular responses. Thus, as two people interact, they re
inforce each other for certain responses and either ignore or provide punish
ment for others. Over time, each person will increase the frequencies of
responses that were reinforced and decrease frequencies of those that were
ignored or punished. Goldstein (1971) and Stuart (1969) developed some
what different treatments for marital distress, based on this concept of mu
tual influence. Goldstein worked with women whose husbands refused to
take part in marital therapy, and instructed the wives in reinforcing their
spouses for desired changes in specific behaviors without informing the
husbands about this procedure. Stuart intervened jointly with both members
of a couple, guiding them in devising behavioral “contracts” in which each
person agreed to perform particular behaviors desired by the other person in
return for receiving reinforcements from the partner. Such procedures were
also based on social exchange theory developed by social psychologists
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(Thibaut and Kelley, 1959) in which an individual’s satisfaction with a rela
tionship is a function of the ratio of benefits to costs that he or she experi
ences in the relationship.
Behavioral marital therapists such as Liberman (1970), Weiss, Hops, and
Patterson (1973), O’Leary and Turkewitz (1978), Jacobson and Margolin
(1979), and Stuart (1980) further developed techniques for increasing cou
ples’ mutual exchanges of positive behavior using social learning principles
to teach communication skills and set up behavioral contracts between part
ners. Similarly, Patterson (1971) developed behavioral interventions for
families with children who exhibited aggressive and other problematic be
havior, based on social learning principles such as operant conditioning. Be
havioral family therapists commonly have focused on developing parents’
skills for decreasing their children’s problematic behaviors and increasing
their desirable behaviors (Barkley and Benton, 1998; Blechman, 1985;
Graziano, 1971; Patterson and Forgatch, 1987; Webster-Stratton and Her
bert, 1994). By the end of the 1970s, behavioral approaches to couple and
family therapy had become established treatment modalities with growing
evidence of their efficacy.
Even though behaviorists focused on changing family members’ overt
acts in order to establish more satisfying relationships, they increasingly ac
knowledged that there is subjectivity in individuals’ experiences of what
behaviors by other family members are pleasing or displeasing. For exam
ple, marital treatments by Margolin and Weiss (1978) and Jacobson and
Margolin (1979) took into account partners’ attributions for each other’s be
havior. Thus, if an individual intends to behave positively toward a partner,
but the partner makes an inference (attribution) that the individual had nega
tive motives for the behavior, the partner will be upset by the actions, whether
or not the attribution is accurate. Nevertheless, publications on behavioral
marital and family therapy did not provide much information on how clini
cians could assess and modify family members’ negative cognitions that were
contributing to relationship conflict and distress.
Beginning in the 1980s, behaviorally oriented couple and family thera
pists began to integrate into their behavioral model of relationships some
concepts and methods from the rapidly developing cognitive therapies of
Ellis (1962), Beck (1976), and Meichenbaum (1977). Whereas behaviorists
had largely focused on family members’ overt actions, cognitive therapists
emphasized how internal thought processes that are subject to distortion in
fluence individuals’ emotional and behavioral responses. Consideration of
these subjective internal experiences posed a challenge for behaviorists who
often had rejected intrapsychic explanations of behavior offered by psycho
dynamic theorists. However, findings from basic research on human cogni
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tion, research on the effectiveness of cognitive therapy for individual prob
lems such as depression, and evidence that strictly behavioral interventions
for couples’ relationship problems produced had limited effectiveness all
contributed to a growing acceptance of cognitive interventions among behaviorists (Baucom and Lester, 1986; Epstein and Williams, 1981; O’Leary
and Turkewitz, 1978).
In turn, the tradition in cognitive therapies has been to focus on assessing
and modifying individuals’ cognitive distortions and other inappropriate
thought processes. Thus, if an individual is unhappy in his or her marriage,
a cognitive therapist would be most likely to help the person distinguish be
tween views of the relationship that are distorted versus those that are accu
rate. Cognitive restructuring procedures could be used to change the dis
torted cognitions, but if the individual’s views of the relationship were
accurate, the implications for treatment were less clear. A cognitive thera
pist could help the individual devise alternative solutions to the problem of
living in a distressing relationship, such as requesting change from the part
ner or perhaps ending the relationship. However, attempting to improve the
relationship by working only with one member presented significant limita
tions. Consequently, as cognitive therapists have increasingly considered
how individuals’ interactions with significant others affect their well-being,
they have integrated behavioral interventions for those relationships into
their treatments (Beck, 1988; Epstein, 1982).
Thus, two converging trends have led to increasing integration of behav
ioral and cognitive theories and clinical techniques in the field of couple and
family therapy. On one hand, behaviorally oriented therapists have adopted
concepts and methods from cognitive therapies as a means for taking into
account family members’ subjective responses to one another’s actions. On
the other hand, cognitive therapists have adopted the behaviorists’ focus on
interaction processes among family members, which influences each per
son’s subjective thoughts and emotions. Resulting cognitive-behavioral
approaches to couple and family treatment attend to both the overt interac
tions among family members and the internal experiences of each member.
Both behavioral and cognitive models of couple and family therapy have
been challenged by some adherents of systems theory as being limited to
linear rather than circular concepts of causality in family relationships.
They have argued that behaviorists’ learning concepts, such as operant con
ditioning, involve linear causal thinking, in that reinforcement of a per
son’s action causes an increase in that action. Similarly, systems-oriented
theorists have argued that cognitive therapists see a linear causal relation
ship between a person’s cognitions and his or her emotional and behavioral
reactions (for example, a parent views a child as intentionally disobeying
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him or her, and this inference leads to anger toward the child and a spank
ing). Although these critiques have been accurate to some degree, they have
overlooked aspects of cognitive-behavioral theory and practice that take
into account mutual, circular influences involving members of a couple or
family, which will be described in this chapter. For example, Bandura’s
(1977) social learning model takes into account how individuals who are in
teracting with one another mutually influence the probabilities that the other
person will respond in particular ways.
During the 1970s, James Alexander and his colleagues (e.g., Barton and
Alexander, 1981) developed functional family therapy as an integration of
systems and behavioral approaches, based on the recognition that both mod
els focus on interaction patterns among family members. Similar to other
behavioral approaches, functional family therapy identifies specific se
quences of behavior among family members and is intended to modify
problematic patterns. Consistent with systems theory, it is based on a prem
ise that understanding an individual’s behavior requires identifying its inter
personal context—how the person influences and is influenced by other
family members. Functional family therapists tend to differ from other behaviorists by assuming that a person’s behavior is intentionally designed to
produce particular consequences, even if the person is not fully aware of
that intent. Thus, Barton and Alexander (1981) argue that if an individual’s
aversive behavior creates distance from other family members, the individ
ual continues to behave in that manner because he or she desires that out
come, even if the person says otherwise. This premise has been debated, but
it has challenged behaviorists to identify why members of families continue
to engage in negative behaviors that seem to be at odds with their positive
goals for their relationships. Functional family therapists do not view the
function of an interpersonal behavior (creating distance or closeness) as in
herently good or bad, but instead they focus on how particular behaviors that
people use to achieve their goals create problems. For example, a couple
that generally has difficulty achieving intimacy may feel close only when
they make up with each other after verbally abusive arguments. A function
of the arguments is to produce some intimate feelings, but the abusive argu
ments themselves also involve significant costs to the individuals and cou
ple. Consequently, a functional family therapist will not try to change the
function of the problematic behavior, but will use behavioral interventions
to help the couple develop more constructive ways of achieving the end
goal. Functional family therapy has contributed to the development of cog
nitive-behavioral approaches that take into account interpersonal processes
and circular causality in family relationships.
This chapter describes the current state of cognitive-behavioral therapy
with couples and families. Following a summary of the model’s major theo
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retical concepts and identification of major proponents of the approach,
both normal and dysfunctional family processes are described. Typical
ways of assessing and treating couple and family problems from a cogni
tive-behavioral perspective are described, with illustrative case examples,
and the current status of research on the efficacy of these methods is summa
rized.

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
As described in the introduction, cognitive-behavioral approaches to
couple and family therapy focus on the behavioral interactions and family
members’ subjective thoughts that contribute to relationship problems. The
following sections describe the major behavioral and cognitive aspects of
family interactions that are relevant in a cognitive-behavioral approach to
understanding and treating relationship problems. In addition, the role of
emotions in couple and family relationships is described, in relation to be
havioral and cognitive factors.

Behavioral Factors in Couple and Family Relationships
Based on social learning principles (Bandura, 1977), it is assumed that
when two adults form a couple relationship they each bring a personal learn
ing history that affects how they relate to each other. In past relationships,
especially in the family of origin, each person learned particular styles of
communicating and relating to significant others, by observing parents, sib
lings, etc., and through being reinforced for certain actions and punished for
others. In addition, the family of origin is a primary setting in which the
child learns a variety of interpersonal skills, such as those for expressing
thoughts and emotions clearly and constructively, and for listening effec
tively to others’ expressions. In addition, parents implicitly model and ex
plicitly teach their children skills for solving both small and large life prob
lems. Some parents model effective problem-solving skills, whereas others
model ineffective and even destructive approaches. For example, a child
may observe a parent responding to conflict with extended family members
and friends by behaving aggressively, or by cutting off contact with the
other people. This observational learning may result in the child lacking
constructive skills for dealing with conflictual relationships in his or her
own life.
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Problematic Couple and Parent-Child Interaction Patterns
Given the behavioral tendencies and skills that they bring to their rela
tionship, the members of a couple develop patterns for interacting with each
other. These patterns can vary considerably in their effectiveness in meeting
the needs of the couple and of each partner. Cognitive-behavioral couple
therapists (e.g., Baucom and Epstein, 1990; Jacobson and Christensen,
1996) have noted that at least some conflict is inevitable in intimate relation
ships, due to differences in the two partners’ needs, personalities, tempera
ments, etc. One of the risk factors for marital distress is poor skills for identi
fying and implementing effective solutions to such relationship problems
(Gottman, 1994; Weiss and Hey man, 1990). Gottman’s research has indi
cated that distressed couples tend to respond to conflicts with negative be
haviors such as criticism, defensiveness, contempt, and stonewalling (with
drawal).
Couples who engage in high rates of negative behavior toward each other
tend to lack adequate skills for communicating their needs and for solving
relationship problems in a cooperative way. In one common pattern, the
partners develop an almost “automatic” response pattern in which a per
ceived negative behavior by one person results in negative reciprocity from
the other person. In negative reciprocity, a person who receives a negative
from his or her partner reciprocates with a negative act toward the partner.
Sometimes the reciprocation is immediate, as an argument between partners
escalates with mutual insults and threats, but at other times an individual
waits until a later time to “get even.” Distressed couples are more likely than
satisfied ones to engage in negative reciprocity (Baucom and Epstein, 1990;
Weiss and Heyman, 1990). A second common problematic couple interac
tion pattern involves one person pursuing the other, while the other person is
withdrawing (Christensen, 1988). This demand/withdraw pattern typi
cally becomes a repetitive cycle. Although family therapists are able to see
the circular causal process in mutual attack and demand/withdraw patterns,
the members of such couples typically perceive linear causality in their in
teractions, with the other person being at fault. For example, the individual
who keeps pursuing a partner says, “I pursue only because my partner with
draws,” but the other person’s view is “I withdraw only because my partner
keeps pursuing me.” The cognitive-behavioral therapist’s job is to help the
couple understand the circular nature of their interaction problem, and to
motivate each person to modify his or her contribution to it.
Parents’ marital conflict and distress have been found to be associated
with a variety of child problems, including conduct disorders and depres
sion (e.g., Hetherington, Bridges, and Insabella, 1998; Jenkins and Smith,
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1991). The research suggests that a major way in which a couple’s conflict
influences their children is through its effect on parenting behavior. Thus, a
parent who is upset and distracted by couple relationship problems is less
likely to guide and discipline a child in a patient, consistent, and construc
tive manner. Furthermore, a couple may express conflict in the area of
parenting by openly counteracting each other’s attempts to discipline a child
and by trying to form an alliance with the child against the other parent.
Consequently, when presented with a family with child emotional and be
havioral problems, a cognitive-behavioral therapist may intervene with pa
rental conflict to the extent that the couple is open to doing so, but his or her
primary interventions are likely to focus on the ways that the two parents in
teract with the child.
Research also indicates problem-solving skills deficits and negative in
teraction patterns in distressed parent-adolescent relationships (Robin and
Foster, 1989). Patterson (1982) has described how aggressive children com
monly grow up in coercive family systems, in which their parents use criti
cism, threats, and various forms of punishment to try to control the chil
dren’s behavior, and in turn the children use aversive behavior to influence
the parents. Thus, the parents and children engage in a pattern of negative
reciprocity, in which they exchange negative acts in a retaliatory manner.
If a child receives little attention or other reinforcement for his or her pos
itive behavior, but receives considerable attention from parents (even if it is
criticism, etc.) for negative actions, such as verbal and physical aggression,
it is likely that the attention will reinforce and thus strengthen the negative
behavior. Based on operant conditioning principles, the reinforcement of
negative behavior is likely to produce a stronger effect if the parents provide
it to the child inconsistently. Research by learning theorists such as B. F.
Skinner indicated that an individual who receives intermittent reinforce
ment—in which the reinforcement occurs occasionally or unpredictably
rather than every time— will keep behaving in the way that has produced the
reinforcement even when there is no reinforcement for a long time. In es
sence, the individual has learned that sooner or later some reinforcement is
likely to occur, so he or she should keep trying to elicit it. Those who doubt
the power of intermittent reinforcement need only observe the persistence
of individuals who use slot machines and other forms of gambling.
Furthermore, parents can unwittingly teach a child to use verbal and
physical aggression through modeling, if they use those types of behavior in
their discipline of the child. Although a parent may feel tempted to vent his
or her frustration toward a child by using aversive words and actions, partic
ularly if the parent lacks more effective parenting skills, that approach tends
to backfire, in that it contributes to more coercive exchanges between the
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child and parents. As will be described, one of the tasks facing a cognitivebehavioral family therapist is changing some parents’ beliefs about the use
fulness of verbal and physical aggression in developing more positive be
havior in their children.
An alternative form of punishment that is commonly advocated by cog
nitive-behavioral family therapists, at least for younger children, is the use
of time-out procedures. Time out involves removing the child physically
from all available sources of reinforcement, such as having him or her sit in
a chair in a corner, away from TV, games, siblings, and even the attention of
parents. The power of the technique is based on the child’s tendency to seek
reinforcement, and the unpleasant experience of being deprived of it. Some
times parents report to a family therapist that they are familiar with and use
time-out procedures (which are described in detail later) to punish a child
for negative behavior, but the therapist discovers that they use the procedure
inconsistently. On one hand, some parents send the child to a location in
which there is still plenty of enjoyable activity to be found, such as the
child’s room. On the other hand, other parents may effectively cut off the
child temporarily from reinforcement occasionally, but fail to do so consis
tently (perhaps yelling at the child instead). The principle of intermittent re
inforcement helps explain why inconsistent use of time outs is ineffective.
Effective parenting also includes reinforcement of positive behavior. Of
ten a parent is so focused on a child’s negative behavior that he or she either
fails to notice the instances in which the child behaves well or fails to pro
vide reinforcement, such as praise, for those acts. Unfortunately, the sys
tematic ignoring of positive behavior follows the operant learning principle
of extinction, in which an act that has no positive consequences will de
crease. Thus, if parents want children to behave less negatively, they need to
use a combination of techniques to decrease negative acts and techniques to
increase positive acts.
As previously noted, providing reinforcement for a child’s positive be
havior necessitates that the parent notice those actions. Jacobson and Margolin
(1979) have labeled an individual’s tendency to notice another’s negative
behavior and overlook positive behaviors as negative tracking. This biased
perception is one of the forms of cognition described in the next section.
Once a parent does notice a child’s positive behavior, the parent faces a deci
sion about how he or she should respond. Parents who believe that children
should behave well “just because it is the right thing to do” and view rein
forcement of positive behavior as “bribes” are unlikely to use praise and
other rewards. These beliefs constitute assumptions and standards, two other
forms of cognition that influence family relationships and are described in
the next section. A third factor in parents’ failure to provide reinforcement
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for their children’s positive acts is deficits in communication skills. Some
parents are unfamiliar with ways to phrase positive feedback messages to
their children effectively. Rather than giving a vague, general message such
as “You had a better day yesterday,” the parent may need to learn how to
give the child specific behavioral feedback, such as “I was very happy to see
you putting your dirty clothes in the hamper, cleaning up the dinner table,
and not hitting your sister when she interrupted your game.”
Inconsistency in parenting behavior may be due to various factors. Al
though some factors involve deficits in the parents’ behavioral skills, others
involve the ways that they think about their parenting roles. Some parents
feel ambivalent about setting firm limits on their children’s behavior, be
cause they equate strictness with harshness. In some cases, a parent has
bought into a child’s complaint that the parent is being unloving or unfair by
setting limits on what is acceptable child behavior. Other parents, such as
those who have experienced separation or divorce, or who work long hours
and have limited time to spend with their children, may feel guilty that their
children have experienced aspects of these family situations. Still others feel
overwhelmed by various stresses in their lives, such as trying to balance
their work and family, and do not believe that they can tolerate the effort in
volved in consistent parenting behavior. These factors involve the cognitions
that the parents have about parenting, and in cognitive-behavioral family
therapy the clinician helps each parent identify and modify such thought
patterns that interfere with constructive interactions with their children. A
more detailed description of cognitive factors in family interaction follows.

Cognitive Factors in Couple and Family Relationships
As described, cognitive therapies are based on the premise that a person’s
emotional and behavioral responses to life events depend on the particular
thoughts the person has about those events. Virtually the same event might
happen to two people, but the two individuals might react differently be
cause they interpret the event differently.
Bonnie and Fred were eating breakfast together and talking about ideas for a
family summer vacation when their sixteen-year-old son Mike walked into the
kitchen. When Bonnie told Mike that they were thinking about all of them—
including Mike and his younger brother Rick— spending ten days at a beach re
sort, Mike simply responded, “I don’t want to go to any resort. I just want to stay
home and spend time with my friends.” Bonnie’s immediate reaction was a
strong feeling of sadness, and she sat quietly, but Fred became quite angry and
yelled at Mike, telling him he was “ungrateful for the nice things we try to do for
you.” When Bonnie and Fred discussed the incident later, Bonnie described how
Mike’s comment made her feel sad because it made her think that their days as a
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whole family were ending, as their son was moving toward independence. In
contrast, Fred noted that his anger had been associated with thoughts that Mike
should be grateful that his parents were willing to spend a lot of money to take
him to a special place, and that Mike’s comment was disrespectful. Thus, each
parent interpreted Mike’s behavior somewhat differently, and their subjective in
terpretations led to different emotions and behaviors.

Aaron Beck’s cognitive therapy (Beck, 1976; Beck et al., 1979; Beck,
1995; Leahy, 1996) focuses on helping individuals learn to identify aspects
of their thinking that are contributing to negative emotions and behavior, to
test the validity of their thoughts, and to replace distorted cognitions with
more realistic ones. In Beck’s model, two major types of cognitions influence
individuals’ responses to events in their lives: automatic thoughts and sche
mas.
Automatic Thoughts
Automatic thoughts are the stream-of-consciousness thoughts that spon
taneously run through one’s mind and seem plausible at the time, even if
they are distorted. People typically do not stop to question their automatic
thoughts, so the thoughts can control their moods and behavior. Beck ( 1976)
originally developed cognitive therapy based on his observation that de
pressed individuals had frequent overly negative thoughts about them
selves, the world, and their futures. These negative thoughts are shaped by
particular cognitive distortions, or errors in processing information. For
example, overgeneralization is a cognitive distortion in which the individ
ual observes one instance of an event and views it as representing a general
characteristic. For example, when five-year old Amanda disobeyed Tim’s
instruction to put her toys away, he thought, “She never listens to what I tell
her to do,” and this thought made him angry. Later, he was able to take a
broader perspective on the event and acknowledged that sometimes Amanda
is obedient, and sometimes not. Some other types of cognitive distortions
identified by cognitive therapists (e.g., Beck et al., 1979) include personal
ization (assuming that events involve you when in fact they do not), mindreading (making unwarranted inferences about others’ thoughts and emo
tions), dichotomous thinking (placing experiences into distinct, opposite
categories, such as “good child” versus “bad child”), selective abstraction
(biased perceptions such as negative tracking, described earlier), magnifi
cation (viewing something as more important than it is, such as seeing a rel
atively minor mistake as a catastrophe), and minimization (viewing some
thing as less important than it is, such as seeing one’s own or another’s
improved behavior as “no big deal”). Cognitive therapists help their clients
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become aware of upsetting distortions in their thinking and teach them ways
to challenge their negative automatic thoughts.
Theorists and researchers who have studied forms of cognition affecting
couple and family relationships (see reviews by Baucom and Epstein, 1990;
Baucom et al., 1989; Epstein and Baucom, 1993; Fincham, Bradbury, and
Scott, 1990) have identified three types of cognition that can involve the
information-processing errors involved in cognitive distortions. Selective
perception is equivalent to the distortion of selective abstraction, in which
an individual notices only some aspects of his or her interactions with a fam
ily member. Thus, Tim’s selective perception of his daughter Amanda’s dis
obedience contributed to his anger. Research on couples has indicated that
partners, especially those in distressed relationships, commonly disagree on
what events have occurred in their interactions within a twenty-four-hour
period (Christensen, Sullaway, and King, 1983; Jacobson and Moore, 1981).
Attributions are inferences that individuals make about causes of events
that they observe, and these inferences may be accurate or distorted. Some
attributions concern the characteristics of a cause, i.e., whether it is global
versus specific, stable versus unstable, and internal to a person or relation
ship versus external.
When Denise told Sam that she had lost her job, he said little to her. Her attri
bution that his lack of support for her was due to “his self-centered personality”
was global, stable, and internal to Sam. It was global because she viewed his
lack of support as due to a broad personality characteristic that is likely to influ
ence many areas of Sam’s functioning (i.e., if he is self-centered, it is likely to af
fect other ways in which he relates to Denise and others). It was stable because it
involves a personality characteristic that is likely to be present over a long period
of time. Finally, as part of Sam’s personality it was an internal characteristic
rather than an outside cause. In contrast, Denise might have attributed Sam’s be
havior to his being distracted by a stressful project at his job. Such a cause is
more external to Sam, it is unstable to the extent to which work stresses at his job
tend to be temporary, and it is specific to the extent that it adversely affects his
ability to listen to Denise when the topic of conversation is their jobs.

Research on couples’ attributions has generally found that members of
distressed couples are more likely than satisfied couples to attribute their
partners’ negative behaviors to global, stable characteristics of the partner
(Bradbury and Fincham, 1990; Baucom and Epstein, 1990). These attribu
tions concerning negative traits in the partner are associated with individu
als’ future levels of distress and negative communication with their partners
(Bradbury and Fincham, 1992; Fincham and Bradbury, 1987; Fincham,
Harold, and Gano-Phillips, 2000). Barton and Alexander (1981) note that
when family members attribute relationship problems to negative traits of
other members, it reduces the chance that they will work toward changing
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the ways they interact with one another. Blaming problems on another per
son typically leads to waiting for the other person to change and failing to
recognize ways in which one can contribute to change oneself. In addition,
viewing problems as being caused by global, stable traits is likely to result in
the individual feeling hopeless about change.
Other attributions affect relationships because of their particular content.
For example, Pretzer, Epstein, and Fleming (1991) found that individuals
who attributed their couple relationship problems to a lack of love or mali
cious intent by their partners were more dissatisfied in their relationships.
Similarly, Morton, Twentyman, and Azar’s (1988) clinical observations of
child-abusing parents indicated that these parents commonly believe that their
children’s misbehavior is caused by intentional efforts to be annoying and spite
ful.
Expectancies are the third type of cognition that potentially involves the
distorted processing of information. An expectancy is a prediction that an
individual makes about the probability that particular events will occur in
the near or distant future.
Dave may tell his son Robby that he cannot play outside before dinner, be- •
cause he has an expectancy that Robby will run off with his friends. As with other
types of inferences, expectancies can vary in their accuracy, and to some degree
a person’s expectancies about family members are shaped by past experiences
with those individuals. Thus, Dave’s expectancy may be due to several past epi
sodes of Robby disappearing with friends at mealtimes. However, perhaps
Robby has never run off in that way, and Dave’s expectancy is based on his gen
eral belief that “young boys are impulsive and mostly pay attention to having fun
with their friends.”

Research studies have indicated that couples’ negative expectancies
about their abilities to solve relationship problems are associated with
higher levels of relationship distress (Pretzer, Epstein, and Fleming, 1991;
Vanzetti, Notarius, and NeeSmith, 1992). Cognitive-behavioral therapists
help family members identify their expectancies and test their validity.
Schemas
Whereas cognitive distortions shape the form of a person’s thoughts, cog
nitive-behavioral therapists examine how the content of the thoughts is
based on schemas, long-standing beliefs or “knowledge structures” that the
individual has about characteristics of people, objects, relationships, etc. In
contrast to selective perceptions, attributions, and expectancies, which tend
to focus on events occurring at a particular moment or in a particular situa
tion, schemas are relatively stable ways in which a person understands his or
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her world. They include basic beliefs about how human beings function and
how they relate to one another. It is thought that many of these schemas be
gin to develop during an individual’s childhood, based on experiences that
he or she has with other people and other aspects of the world. Later life ex
periences can alter an existing schema, but research indicates that strongly
established beliefs can be highly resistant to change (Fiske and Taylor,
1991). Examples of schemas relevant to couple and family relationships are
beliefs about gender roles and characteristics of females and males, beliefs
about how love “feels,” beliefs about appropriate behavior of individuals in
particular family roles such as “child,” and beliefs about the characteristics
of a “good marriage.” Two major categories of schemas that affect couple
and family relationships are assumptions and standards (Baucom and Ep
stein, 1990; Baucom et al., 1989; Epstein and Baucom, 1993).
Assumptions are beliefs that an individual has about typical characteris
tics of people and objects, as well as the relationships among them. In es
sence, assumptions are concepts about how particular aspects of the world
are and how they work. For example, as a child observes people over a pe
riod of time, he or she develops a set of concepts about human thoughts,
emotions, and behavior. Those concepts vary from one person to another,
depending on the particular people the individual observed and the idiosyn
cratic inferences that he or she made about what was observed. A child who
is raised in a home in which parents and older siblings frequently vent anger
through sudden verbal and physical outbursts may develop a basic assump
tion that the expression of strong emotions is automatic and uncontrollable.
Such an assumption may affect the way the child deals with his or her own
emotions in relationships with others, during childhood and adulthood.
Eidelson and Epstein identified some assumptions that tend to be associated
with marital distress, including the beliefs that (1) disagreement between
partners is destructive to their relationship, (2) problems in male-female re
lationships are due to innate differences between the sexes, and (3) once pat
terns have developed in a relationship, the partners cannot change them
(Eidelson and Epstein, 1982; Epstein and Eidelson, 1981).
Standards are beliefs about ways that people, relationships, and events
“should” be. Similar to assumptions, it is likely that individuals develop per
sonal standards for themselves and their relationships on the basis of life ex
periences. Those experiences can involve family-of-origin relationships,
observation of other people’s characteristics and relationships, mass media
(e.g., television, movies, books, magazines, popular songs), peer relation
ships, teachers, clergy, etc. Holding standards is not inherently problematic,
in fact, people typically have some basic standards that make up their per
sonal moral codes (e.g., “Parents should nurture their children and avoid
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abusing them”). However, standards can vary in how realistically they rep
resent the possibilities of real life, and unrealistic beliefs may lead to frustra
tion, disappointment, and other negative experiences. For example, Eidelson
and Epstein (1982) found that the more individuals adhered to standards
that (1) partners should be able to mind-read each other’s thoughts and emo
tions, and (2) partners’ sexual relationship should be perfect (always trouble
tree and highly satisfying), the more they were unhappy in their relation
ships. The concept of extreme or unrealistic beliefs is similar to the irratio
nal beliefs that are a focus of rational-emotive therapy (Ellis, 1962; Ellis
et al., 1989), which has more recently been renamed rational-emotive be
havior therapy due to its increased focus on clients’ behaviors. Ellis and his
colleagues have emphasized that when an individual holds unrealistic be
liefs about the ways that people and life experiences should be, he or she is
likely to be upset and to behave negatively when the realities of daily life fall
short of those desires.
Two other ways in which standards might be problematic are when
(1) two partners’ standards are in conflict, and when (2) a person’s standards
are potentially realistic but are not being met to his or her satisfaction in the
couple’s relationship. Baucom et al. (1996) developed a questionnaire to as
sess individuals’ standards for their couple relationships, focusing on stan
dards about boundaries (how much autonomy versus togetherness partners
should have), the degree of investment of time and energy that partners
should make for their relationship, and how power/control should be dis
tributed and used in the couple’s relationship. Their Inventory of Specific
Relationship Standards (ISRS) assesses these three types of standards that
each member of a couple has concerning twelve different areas of their rela
tionship, such as affection, sex, household tasks, finances, and the expres
sion of positive and negative feelings. Baucom and colleagues found a mod
est relationship between lack of consensus between partners’ standards and
the individuals’ levels of relationship distress. The strongest predictor of
distress was the degree to which the individual reported that he or she was
not satisfied with the ways in which personal standards were being met in
the relationship.
Thus, a cognitive-behavioral model of couple and family functioning
takes into account a number of types of cognitions that individuals have
about themselves and their close relationships. To a significant degree, the
types of behavior patterns described in the previous section are influenced
by the ways that family members interpret one another’s actions. For exam
ple, in negative reciprocity, two family members are more likely to recipro
cate each other’s negative acts if they selectively notice the negatives and
overlook the positives, or if they attribute the negative behavior to causes
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such as the other person having malicious intent. Similarly, an individual
may withdraw from another family member if he or she has an expectancy
that any attempt to communicate with the other person will be ineffective.
Concerning personal standards, a parent may fail to use positive reinforce
ment for a child’s good behavior if the parent believes that children should
naturally behave well because “they know it’s the right thing to do,” and that
rewarding children “only spoils them.” The parent’s standard results in dis
satisfaction with the child’s behavior, and it influences how the parent
chooses to respond to the child’s failure to live up to what the parent expects.
Consequently, understanding and treating problems in couple and family re
lationships necessitates paying attention to both the ways that family mem
bers interact and the members’ cognitions which influence those interac
tions.
These emphases on behavior and cognition in the literature on cognitivebehavioral therapies sometimes creates an impression that emotions of fam
ily members are neglected in these approaches. In fact, family members’
emotional responses are central aspects of their satisfaction or distress in
their relationships and are of major concern to cognitive-behavioral thera
pists. The next section describes important emotional factors in couple and
family relationships.

Emotional Factors in Couple and Family Relationships
Much of the literature on cognitive therapy has focused on thought pro
cesses as causes for depression, anxiety, anger, and other emotions (e.g.,
Beck, 1988; Beck et al., 1979; Beck and Emery, 1985; Dattilio and Padesky,
1990; Deffenbacher, 1996; Ellis et al., 1989), whether the individual is re
sponding to family relationships or other life events. Similarly, behavioral
couple and family therapists commonly have emphasized how exchanges of
positive and negative behavior between members of a relationship affect the
individuals’ satisfaction with the relationship. Thus, it is easy to get the im
pression that cognitive-behavioral models take a linear causal view, in
which emotions are results, but not causes, of family members’ cognitions
and behaviors. However, considerable clinical and research evidence sug
gests that individuals’ emotions about their relationships influence their
thoughts and behavior as well. Weiss (1980) described a process of senti
ment override, in which a person’s preexisting overall feelings about a
spouse determines the person’s cognitions and behavior toward the spouse
more than the spouse’s current behavior does.
Ken had built up a high level of resentment toward Sarah based on a number
of incidents over the past two years in which she had made personal choices that
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seemed selfish to him. Sarah was aware of Ken’s being upset about those past
events, and she was committed to improving their relationship. Consequently,
she had begun to make special efforts to ask Ken about his preferences about
decisions she was considering. However, each time Sarah asked to talk to Ken
about such a decision, even when she began the discussion by emphasizing that
she wanted to consider his input, Ken quickly reacted with anger and criticized
her for being selfish. His strong emotion interfered with his ability to listen to her
and led to his negative behavior toward her.
Similarly, Nikki had become depressed about her relationship with James,
because their work shifts and child-rearing activities left them very little time as a
couple. Unfortunately, whenever they did have an opportunity to do something
together, her depressed mood made it difficult for her to enjoy herself. James
would notice her lack of enthusiasm and comment on it. Nikki would react defen
sively, and they would have an argument.

Cognitive therapists also have noted how an individual’s emotional states
can influence his or her perception and behavior. They have described how
an individual may engage in emotional reasoning, wherein he or she relies
on cues of his or her emotions as signs of some “truth.” For example, de
pressed individuals commonly experience symptoms of low energy, inertia,
and low motivation to engage in even basic daily activities such as getting
out of bed and getting dressed. If the person concludes, “I don’t feel that I
can do anything,” it is likely that he or she will become inactive, which tends
to worsen the depression. Cognitive therapists help the individual under
stand that it is important not to trust the physical and emotional cues that he
or she is experiencing, and that it is possible to engage in activities even
when one feels that way. Similarly, people who experience panic attacks of
ten interpret the symptoms (e.g., rapid heart rate, sweating, shortness of
breath) as signs of a serious physical problem such as a heart attack, or a
sign of “going crazy.” Cognitive-behavioral treatment of panic disorders in
cludes teaching the individual that those symptoms may be uncomfortable
but are not dangerous.
Thus, emotion has a crucial role in cognitive-behavioral approaches to
couple and family relationships, and therapists typically gather a lot of in
formation about the emotions that each family member experiences during
their interactions. It is important to differentiate various types of emotions,
rather than asking family members how happy versus unhappy, or satisfied
versus dissatisfied, they are. Individuals’ negative emotions regarding their
relationships can include anger, sadness, depression, anxiety, etc., or a com
bination of emotions, and each type of emotion may require a different form
of intervention. For example, an individual’s anxiety may be associated
with negative expectancies that communicating directly with his or her part
ner will lead to criticism by the partner and emotional tension between the
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two people. The individual may find anxiety symptoms so unpleasant that
he or she generally avoids expressing important thoughts and emotions to
the partner. Intervention is likely to include exploration of how valid the
negative expectancies are. To the extent that communicating with the part
ner appears to be tension provoking but otherwise safe, and that direct com
munication would be advantageous for meeting the person’s needs in the re
lationship, therapy may focus on reducing the person’s avoidant behavior
and increasing open communication.
In contrast, another individual may primarily experience anger, associ
ated with sentiment override from past unpleasant experiences with the
partner. Rather than avoiding the partner, this person quickly becomes upset
whenever the partner discusses their relationship, and the anger leads him or
her to attack the partner verbally. In this case, the therapy is like to focus on
moderating the individual’s strong, global anger response and helping him
or her practice listening to the partner. The past events that have contributed
to the person’s pervasive anger also would be explored, with a goal of seeing
whether conditions in the couple’s relationship that led to the anger have
changed or could be changed.

PROPONENTS OF THE MODEL
As described previously, current forms of cognitive-behavioral therapy
for couples and families represent an integration of behavior therapy and
cognitive therapy traditions, along with systems theory concepts. Behav
ioral marital and family therapists (in alphabetical order) such as James
Alexander, Ileana Arias, Donald Baucom, Steven Beach, Gary Birchler,
Andrew Christensen, Norman Epstein, Ian Falloon, Frank Floyd, Sharon
Foster, Kurt Hahlweg, W. Kim Halford, Richard Heyman, Amy HoltzworthMunroe, Neil Jacobson, Gayla Margolin, Howard Markman, Clifford Notarius, K. Daniel O’Leary, Jill Rathus, Arthur Robin, William Sanderson,
Stephen Schlesinger, Scott Stanley, Richard Stuart, Dina Vivian, and Robert
L. Weiss have integrated assessment and modification of cognitions in their
treatments. Sometimes these authors’ publications describe cognitive inter
ventions as adjunctive interventions to their primary focus on behavioral
interactions. For example, if the members of a couple are resistant to prac
ticing constructive communication skills because they attribute each other’s
past negative communication to a lack of caring about their relationship, the
therapist might shift from the behavioral intervention to challenging the nega
tive attributions. At other times, therapists whose background was primarily
behavioral have shifted toward giving cognition relatively equal weight as be
havior in their approaches.
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On the other hand, therapists whose background focused on cognitive
processes within individuals (in alphabetical order) such as Aaron T. Beck,
Frank Dattilio, Windy Dryden, Albert Ellis, Arthur Freeman, and Christine
Padesky have embraced concepts and clinical methods involving behavioral
interactions and systems theory. Sometimes they use behavioral interven
tions primarily as means for producing cognitive changes, such as when
training in constructive communication is used to modify partners’ hope
lessness that their relationship can improve, or to increase their ability to
give each other feedback that can challenge other negative cognitions about
each other.
Thus, the proponents of cognitive-behavioral couple and family therapy
represent a mix of individuals whose original primary theoretical orienta
tion tended to be either behavioral or cognitive. However, as behavior and
cognition have been integrated in cognitive-behavioral clinical training pro
grams, more therapists are entering their clinical careers with a view that
treatment of relationship problems necessarily involves attention to com
plex relations between behavior and cognition, as well as family members’
emotional responses. Publications by Baucom and Epstein (1990); Dattilio
( 1998a,b); Epstein, Schlesinger, and Dryden (1988); Morris, Alexander,
and Waldron (1988); Rathus and Sanderson (1999); Robin and Foster
(1989); and Schwebel and Fine (1994) reflect the trend toward integrative
cognitive-behavioral approaches to couple and family therapy.

NORMAL FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Within a cognitive-behavioral model, normal couple and family develop
ment depends on the fulfillment of each member’s personal needs, as well as
some core functions of the relationship. Among the major needs of individ
ual members are those involving connection with significant others (e.g., in
timacy, nurturance, altruism) and those involving individual functioning
(e.g., autonomy, achievement, power) (see Prager, 1995, for an excellent
discussion of these communal needs and agentic or individually oriented
needs, respectively). Major relationship functions include those that pro
vide for the physical and economic security of the couple or family, as well
as those that allow the family to interact successfully with aspects of the out
side world, such as schools. Needs and relationship functions are likely to
be fulfilled to the extent to which the members of a couple or family (1) are
aware of those needs and what types of actions are involved in meeting
them, (2) communicate in clear, constructive ways that facilitate those ac
tions, (3) can engage in effective problem solving when their current inter
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actions are inadequate for meeting their needs, and (4) have cognitions that
facilitate all of these processes. In normal family development, the members
are relatively free of distortions in their appraisals of the events that occur in
their relationship, have realistic standards for the ways in which they inter
act, approach each other in the spirit of collaboration and mutual support
(rather than as adversaries), and have good skills for communicating and
working together to resolve conflicts and problems.
Communal and individually oriented needs sometimes conflict with each
other, either within an individual or between family members (Baucom and
Epstein, 1999; Epstein and Baucom, 1999). For example, Janice was strongly
motivated to have close relationships with her husband and children, but she
also was highly motivated to achieve in her career. Although these two
needs were in no way incompatible in principle, Janice sometimes found
herself feeling stressed when the time demands of family and career pulled
her in different directions, so she experienced internal conflict. In addition,
her husband Paul had more traditional views of gender roles than Janice did,
and he periodically pressed her to decrease her work hours, which led to
some conflict between the spouses. Similarly, it is common for adolescents
to move toward greater autonomy from their parents, which often creates
some parent conflict as the parents may be unprepared for the change in the
relationship. Such intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts over normal hu
man needs commonly pose challenges for couples and families.
In normal family development, the individuals have a realistic under
standing of their owns needs and those of the other family members, and
have flexible ways of thinking about and relating to one another in order to
solve problems that arise. Their cognitive flexibility and relative rationality
allow them to engage in creative problem solving. Thus, the parents of an
adolescent who has become argumentative and less interested in family ac
tivities may be able to interpret (i.e., make attributions about) the child’s be
havior in nonthreatening ways and experiment with new ways of letting him
or her balance some autonomy and family connectedness. Consistent with
social exchange theory (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959), if a relationship begins
to become less satisfying over time because the ratio of positives to nega
tives exchanged has decreased, normal family development involves the
members’ identifying the shift and interpreting it in a relatively benign way
rather than as a sign that the relationship is no longer viable. Their ability to
communicate clearly and collaborate in problem solving allows them to in
crease the positive behaviors and decrease the negative behaviors, thus re
storing a more satisfying balance.
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PA THOLOGY AND BEHA VIOR DISORDERS
In contrast to normal couple and family development, dysfunction devel
ops in close relationships when the behaviors that meet the members’ needs
and fulfill the relationship’s basic functions decrease, become less effective,
or are outweighed by behaviors that interfere with fulfillment of needs. In a
cognitive-behavioral model, these changes may be influenced by the family
members’ cognitions as well as the specific behaviors that occur. For exam
ple, a husband may exhibit fewer affectionate and caring actions toward his
wife because he has become busier and distracted by his job, or he may be
behaving about the same as in the past, but his wife finds his “predictable”
behaviors less meaningful than she did years ago.
Consistent with family systems concepts, dysfunction occurs when the
patterns in a relationship fail to help the members adapt to changing life cir
cumstances (Carter and McGoldrick, 1999). Thus, if parents have relatively
rigid standards about how an adolescent should relate to the family, attribute
the adolescent’s autonomous behavior as disrespectful to them, and tend to
respond in a coercive, authoritarian manner to the adolescent’s violations of
their rules, parent-adolescent conflict is likely to escalate. As described, re
search on distressed couples and families has indicated high levels of both
unrealistic assumptions and standards, negative attributions regarding one
another’s motives, and aversive control strategies such as threats, punish
ment, and other negative behavior. Unfortunately, as members of a relation
ship rely on aversive control in order to try to change one another’s behavior
(and often one another’s “bad attitude”), that approach typically backfires,
contributing to negative reciprocity of escalating negative behavior ex
changes, or a demand/withdraw pattern. Gottman’s (1994, 1999) research
has identified behavioral sequences or cascades, in which attacking, defen
sive, and withdrawing behaviors increase distress among members of a rela
tionship, and increase the probability that the partners will end the relation
ship.
A combination of negative cognitions, emotions, and behaviors among
members of the relationship results in either a relatively chronic level of dis
satisfaction or a deterioration over time. Even when an individual attempts
to behave positively toward other family members, the others are unlikely to
notice or appreciate it, due to their overall negative sentiment toward the
person. Thus, each individual’s negative behavior tends to be reinforced in
the family interactional system, and his or her positive behaviors are ignored
or even punished. In the absence of good expressive and listening communi
cation skills, as well as problem-solving skills, the family is unable to disen
gage itself from these destructive patterns.
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When an individual family member is experiencing personal difficulties
such as psychopathology symptoms, those symptoms can place stress on
family relationships and, in return, family stress and conflict can exacerbate
an individual’s personal adjustment problems (Halford and Bouma, 1997;
Miklowitz, 1995). This bidirectional causality necessitates that couple and
family therapists assess the degree to which an individual’s development of
psychological and behavioral disorders affects the development of relation
ship problems, and vice versa. A cognitive-behavioral model focuses on
both processes, and decisions about combinations of individual therapy and
couple or family therapy depend on the evidence concerning the causal pro
cesses in a particular family.

TECHNIQUES
Cognitive-behavioral techniques for couple and family therapy tend to
emphasize cognitive restructuring and changes in the members’ behavior.
Cognitive restructuring techniques are designed to help family members in
crease their awareness of their cognitions that are contributing to distress
and conflict, and to test their validity or appropriateness (Baucom and Ep
stein, 1990; Epstein, Schlesinger, and Dryden, 1988). Behavior change tech
niques focus on increasing family members’ positive actions toward one an
other, decreasing negative actions, and developing their skills for effective
communication and problem solving. Although they have received less at
tention in cognitive-behavioral therapy publications, treatment includes
techniques for improving the family members’ awareness of their emotions,
their skills for expressing their emotions in clear and constructive ways, and
their ability to regulate their emotional responses. Emotional regulation
involves an individual’s ability to control the strength of his or her emotions,
for example, using relaxation techniques so that one feels moderate anger
rather than rage. In clinical practice, interventions for cognitions, behaviors,
and emotions commonly are combined during treatment sessions, as well as
for homework assignments between sessions, but for clarity here they are
described separately in the following sections.
It is important to note that cognitive-behavioral therapists are not re
stricted to any particular interventions and can use any approach that is
designed to modify problematic family interactions, is objectively measur
able, and is subjected to empirical evaluation of its effectiveness (Wetchler
and Piercy, 1996). As noted by Wetchler and Piercy, the role of the therapist
in this model is one of teacher/consultant, in which he or she provides didac
tic information, instructions, modeling of constructive responses, and coach
ing as family members try new skills and responses with one another. Treat
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ment is designed to teach families skills that they can continue to use long
after therapy has ended.

Cognitive Assessment and Interventions
Effective cognitive restructuring begins with systematic assessment of
family members’ selective perceptions, attributions, expectancies, assump
tions, and standards concerning their relationships. The major approaches
to the assessment are (1) detailed interviews with the family, (2) observation
of the thoughts that they spontaneously express as they speak to one another,
(3) probing for cognitions associated with particular emotional and behav
ioral responses of family members during sessions, and (4) use of question
naires.
Interviews Concerning Cognitions
A therapist can assess an individual’s selective perceptions of other fam
ily members’ behavior by asking questions about what specific acts he or
she observes, when they occur, in what circumstances, and how often. Some
times it becomes clear that the individual is leaving out important informa
tion because he or she has failed to notice it. For example, a parent may ini
tially report that a child “fails to obey directions.” When asked for examples,
the parent describes instances in which the child was told to “clean his
room” and in which he was instructed to “stop interrupting adults when they
are talking to each other.” When the therapist asked the parent to describe
any instances in which the child did obey a directive, the parent replied, “I
can’t think of any. He’s a very willful child.” However, the therapist then
asked, “When you send him in to clean his room, are there any things he
does to clean up?” The parent hesitated and then replied, “He puts some toys
away in his closet but he leaves dirty clothes on his bed and books on the
floor instead of where they belong in the bookshelf.” The therapist began to
understand that the parent selectively fails to notice, or discounts, instances
in which the child exhibited some obedient behaviors that could be praised
in order to encourage the child.
In this example, the therapist also noticed that the parent used the nega
tive trait label “willful child,” and asked questions to determine the degree
to which the parent assumed that “willfulness” was a broad characteristic
affecting many areas of the child’s life. Often parents in distressed families
attribute their children’s negative behavior to such traits rather than to situa
tional conditions. For example, given the widespread publicity concerning
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), many parents automati
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cally attribute their children’s distracted, active, or disobedient behavior to
that disorder and fail to consider ways in which the child’s environment may
be eliciting and reinforcing the undesirable behavior. Differentiating be
tween ADHD and a behavior problem that developed primarily through
learning experiences requires careful observation of a child’s behavior in a
variety of situations. In general, a therapist can interview each family mem
ber about attributions for others’ behavior by asking questions such as
“When you see her behaving like that, what do you think causes that behav
ior? Why do you think that happens?”
Similarly, individuals’ expectancies about events in their relationships
can be tapped by asking questions such as, “When you think about [behav
ing in a particular way], how do you think [particular family members] will
react?” It is important to identify how the person anticipates that others will
respond in the short term and in the long term, because the expectancies
may be different. For example, when Susan was asked how she believed her
partner Michele would react if Susan said she wanted to discuss possible
changes in their responsibilities for household tasks, she replied, “She
would listen quietly, and would agree to do some chores more often.” How
ever, when asked what Michele might do later, Susan said, “She’d probably
make me pay for it later by turning me down when I suggest going out to do
something I really enjoy.”
Assessing family members’ assumptions about each other and their rela
tionships involves asking questions about the characteristics that they be
lieve certain types of people have, and about how they believe relationships
function. For example, some parents assume that young children are incapa
ble of depression, anxiety, and other strong emotions that adults feel, so they
do not consider that their children’s behavior problems or academic difficul
ties may be influenced by such emotional responses to life events. A thera
pist can interview a parent about his or her assumptions by using questions
such as “Your family recently moved here and left relatives, friends, etc. be
hind. You mentioned that your son’s school problems started soon after you
moved. How do you think he has coped with the big changes in his life?”
Perhaps the parent would reply, “He complained about moving, but within a
couple days he was playing outside with the boy next door. Kids make new
friends really easily, and they just move on with their lives.” The therapist
might continue the inquiry into the parent’s assumption about the son’s
emotional life by saying, “You described how you have felt sad about leav
ing your friends. How do you think your son’s experience of leaving his
friends might compare with yours?”
An individual’s relationship standards can be assessed with questions in
the form of “How do you believe [some aspect of oneself, the partner, or the
relationship] should be? If things could be just the way you want them to be,
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what would it be like?” Alternatively, when an individual describes a char
acteristic of the self, partner, or relationship, the therapist can ask, “How
does that compare with the way you want it to be? In what ways is it similar,
and in what ways different?”
Observation o f Spontaneously Expressed Cognitions
As described, family members often spontaneoulsy express some of their
cognitions as they speak to the therapist and one another. For example, clues
to selective perception include language such as, “You always .. .” and “You
never . . .” Attributions are commonly expressed with trait labels such as,
“You’re so selfishr and descriptions of others’ motives, such as, “You want
to control my life.” Concerning expectancies, an individual might spontane
ously voice a prediction such as, “If I count on you to pick up after yourself,
in a few days I won’t be able to see the floor of your bedroom.” Assumptions
tend to be expressed in terms of statements about the ways that things are
(e.g., “Men are . . . ” or “Women are . . . ”), whereas standards tend to be ex
pressed as conditions that should exist (e.g., “You should want to do your
fair share of the chores”). However, a therapist must be cautious and not as
sume that he or she knows exactly what cognitions an individual’s com
ments reflect, and needs to ask questions to pin down the specific meaning.
Probing fo r Cognitions Associated with Emotional
and Behavioral Responses
During a couple or family therapy session, the therapist often will notice
cues that an individual is reacting to something that another person has said
or done. Sometimes there are verbal or nonverbal signs of an emotional
response (e.g., a pained facial expression), and sometimes the individual’s
actions (e.g., turning away) suggest that he or she is interpreting the other’s
behavior in a negative way. At such times, a therapist can gently interrupt
the interaction, point out the person’s response, and ask what the person was
just thinking. This kind of “here and now” probing for cognitions is valu
able, in that it gives the therapist opportunities to identify specific types of
thoughts that occur as family members interact. Catching the cognitions as they
are occurring often is preferable to asking family members to try to recall
how they were thinking during past upsetting experiences.
Meichenbaum’s (1977) work with self-statements (similar to automatic
thoughts) that influence individuals’ abilities to cope with stressful situa
tions is relevant for the assessment and treatment of spontaneously occur
ring cognitions in family interaction. Meichenbaum notes that the content of
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some cognitions interferes with the person’s coping ability by fueling nega
tive emotion and eliciting problematic behavior. For example, when Barbara
told Luke that she wanted to discuss a problem in their relationship, Luke re
plied that he was too busy and began to walk out of the room. As Barbara
thought to herself, “He can’t get away with ignoring me. He’s not getting
out of here!” she felt her anger rising and moved quickly to block Luke’s
path to the door. It is important to help family members identify their inter
nal dialogue, to see how it contributes to negative responses and to practice
more constructive self-statements.
Questionnaires
A number of self-report questionnaires have been developed to assess
particular types of relationship cognitions, for example, Eidelson and Ep
stein’s (1982) Relationship Belief Inventory that assesses assumptions and
standards; Roehling and Robin’s (1986) Family Beliefs Inventory that as
sesses parents’ and adolescents’ unrealistic beliefs about their relationships;
Pretzer et al.’s (1991) Marital Attitude Survey that assesses attributions and
expectancies; Fincham and Bradbury’s (1992) Relationship Attribution Mea
sure; and Baucom et al.’s (1996) Inventory of Specific Relationship Stan
dards. These scales have been used primarily in research, but therapists can
administer them to family members as a way of surveying particular types
of cognitions, which can be explored further during interviews.
Cognitive Restructuring Techniques
The overall goal of cognitive restructuring is to broaden each person’s
ways of thinking about his or her close relationships. Particular interven
tions tend to be most useful for intervening with each type of cognition de
scribed previously.
Reducing selective perception. When the assessment indicates that an in
dividual is selectively attending to particular aspects of family interaction
and overlooking others, the therapist can ask the person, as a homework as
signment, to keep a daily written log of specific acts. This makes the person
pay closer attention to other family members’ behavior.
Brenda claimed that Carl rarely participated in child care activities such as
dressing, feeding, and reading to their two young children. When she was asked
to monitor his specific child care behavior each day for the next week, she re
turned with a log that indicated some days with few such behaviors but other
days in which Carl had engaged in a several of them. Of course, because Carl
was aware that Brenda was keeping track of his behavior, he may have in
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creased his involvement (and Brenda did tell the therapist that she attributed his
child care activity to “being on the spot” and wanting to impress the therapist).
Nevertheless, the therapist can emphasize that Carl, in fact, did engage in child
care activities, he apparently chose to do so, and that it will be helpful if Brenda
can let him know that she appreciated it (rather than criticizing him about his mo
tives). Similarly, the therapist can ask family members to monitor one another’s
behaviors during therapy sessions in order to counteract selective perception.

Modifying biased attributions. When it appears that an individual is mak
ing a biased attribution about the cause of another’s responses, the therapist
can ask him or her to think of other possible explanations.
When Brenda attributed Carl’s child care behavior to his wanting to impress
the therapist, the therapist said that she might be correct, but that it was impor
tant not to jump to conclusions and to consider other possible causes for his be
havior. The therapist coached Brenda as she listed a few other explanations, in
cluding the idea that the therapy had opened Carl’s eyes to how overburdened
she felt, and that he was trying to improve their parenting relationship. Direct
feedback from the other family member also can help challenge an individual’s
negative attribution. Thus, Carl told Brenda that he indeed increased his child
care behavior, but it was primarily because their discussions during therapy ses
sions made him think how he was missing out on time with their children, who
would be growing up quickly.

Modifying inaccurate expectancies. An individual who is making a nega
tive prediction about one or more other family members can be asked to
think back systematically to similar past situations and whether those events
unfolded as he or she now expects. A second technique is to ask the person
to keep a log of events during the next week, and to focus on the degree to
which his or her predictions come true. Finally, the therapist can coach the
person in setting up a “behavioral experiment” in which he or she intention
ally tests the negative expectancy.
During a session with two parents, Ted predicted that their adolescent daugh
ter would talk excessively on the phone with her friends if he and Lois stopped re
minding her to keep her calls brief and gave her the responsibility for monitoring
her phone use. When the couple agreed to experiment with this arrangement for
a week, they returned and reported that their Karen had surprised them by talk
ing only a little more than they would have preferred.

Challenging unrealistic or extreme assumptions and standards. Because
these types of beliefs tend to be long-standing aspects of a person’s world
view, it will likely take time and persistence to modify them. For example,
an individual may hold a standard that in an intimate couple relationship the
partners should spend virtually all of their free time together, and should
share all of their thoughts and emotions with each other. This person may
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have become involved with a partner who initially seemed to value together
ness just as much (in the early stage of their relationship they were insepara
ble), but in fact the partner holds a standard that members of a couple should
have opportunities to develop autonomous interests and activities. When the
partner’s desire for some autonomy eventually became clear, the individ
ual’s responses were great disappointment, anger, and attempts to coerce the
partner to spend more time together. A therapist might ask each member of
this couple to describe his or her standard about togetherness versus auton
omy, how well the standard was being met in their relationship, and what
specific behavior changes would be needed to meet the standard adequately.
As described earlier, differences in two partners’ standards for their rela
tionship are not necessarily problematic as long as both people believe that
their standards are being met satisfactorily (Baucom et al., 1996).
The potential for meeting each person’s standards depends on whether
the standard is realistic and flexible, or extreme and inflexible. Thus, if the
individual who wants a very high level of togetherness and open communi
cation is unwilling to accept that the partner wants some degree of auton
omy, the couple will likely have great difficulty finding a mutually accept
able solution. As Jacobson and Christensen (1996) have noted, resolving
conflicts in one’s relationship depends in part on each person’s acceptance
of differences between the two people’s needs, personalities, etc. Cognitivebehavioral therapists explore with each person the advantages and dis
advantages of clinging firmly to a standard, versus trying to live by a “soft
ened” version of the standard. Thus, the individual who virtually demanded
togetherness from his or her partner could be coached in considering a stan
dard such as “I value and greatly enjoy togetherness and open communica
tion with my partner, and I realize that I can have a close relationship with
my partner even when he or she wants to have some independent activities
and thoughts. The key is that we are still the most important people in each
other’s lives.”
As with other types of cognitions, it often requires direct experience with
living according to a revised standard before the person begins to deem it ac
ceptable. In the previous case, when the couple’s therapist coached the indi
vidual in trying intentional planning of independent as well as shared activi
ties, the individual’s partner was relieved by the reduced pressure and was in
a better mood whenever the couple spent time together. The pleasant times
together felt more intimate to the person with the strong togetherness stan
dard, which made the revised standard easier to accept.
These have been examples of cognitive interventions, but no set group of
techniques is routinely used. The cognitive-behavioral therapist can be cre
ative in helping members of families consider the validity and appropriate
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ness of their cognitions. The next section describes major behavioral inter
ventions.
Behavioral Techniques
Based on social learning and social exchange theoretical principles, as
well as research findings described earlier, the major types of behavioral in
terventions focus on (1) increasing exchanges of positive behavior and de
creasing exchanges of negative behavior among family members, (2) training
in communication skills, and (3) training in problem-solving skills. Each of
these major types of intervention is summarized in this section. Therapists as
sess the particular behaviors that are in need of modification in each family by
observing the family members interacting during sessions, as well as by ask
ing the members to describe specific examples of their interactions that they
find distressing. A functional analysis involves observing sequences of be
haviors in family interaction and identifying what behaviors of other family
members precede (tend to elicit) another’s problematic behavior, and what
behaviors of the other family members follow it (tend to reinforce or punish it).
Melody and Doug and their five-year-old son Kyle were referred to a family
therapist because the parents were embarrassed, frustrated, and angry about
Kyle’s increasing tantrums, which were occurring more often in public places
such as stores. The family therapist interviewed the parents in detail about the
events that occur just before Kyle begins a tantrum and after he starts one. The
parents described how typically a tantrum begins after they tell Kyle to stop doing
something that he is enjoying (including taking packages of candy from store
shelves). They also noted that they usually try to explain to Kyle why they want
him to stop what he is doing, and that sometimes they give in (e.g., buy him the
candy) in order to end his embarrassing public display. To observe the family in
teraction directly, the therapist asked the parents to instruct Kyle to stop playing
with a toy in the therapy room and to sit in a chair. Not surprisingly, Kyle resisted
Melody and Doug’s instructions and began tantrum behavior. The parents tried
talking to him more and then stared at the therapist in a helpless way. This as
sessment gave the therapist crucial information about the behavioral patterns
that needed to be changed to improve the family’s problem.

Changing frequencies o f positive and negative behavior. The most widely
used technique for increasing positive exchanges and decreasing negative
ones involves setting up behavioral contracts among family members.
Typically a behavioral contract is a formal agreement, commonly written,
that each person will enact particular behaviors that another family member
desires. Some contracts involve quid pro quo agreements, in which a per
son commits to behaving in particular ways that another person requests,
with the understanding that in exchange, the other person will behave in
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ways that the first person requests. A potential limitation of this approach is
that one person’s failure to carry out his or her side of the contract will lead
the other person to void the agreement. Couples can be coached in forming
more informal good faith agreements in which each person agrees to
work toward changing particular behaviors, whether or not the other per
son reciprocates (Baucom and Epstein, 1990; Jacobson and Margolin,
1979).
In parenting training (e.g., Gordon and Davidson, 1981; Patterson and
Forgatch, 1987; Webster-Stratton and Herbert, 1994) parents are coached in
setting up contracts with their children, in which the child is expected to be
have in particular ways the parents desire, and avoid behaving in particular
negative ways, in return for some specified types of reinforcement. This
type of contract differs from a quid pro quo arrangement between two adults
who have equal power in their relationship, in that in this case the parents
have the authority to decide on the types of behavior to be changed, as well
as the types of reinforcement to be earned. Therapists generally encourage
parents to use reinforcements such as praise, time playing with the child,
and other rewards that do not involve spending money, although reinforce
ments involving small expenses (e.g., renting a movie the child wants to see)
can be effective. A contract can be formalized by creating a behavior chart,
listing the specific behaviors to be monitored by the parents and creating
spaces for each day of the week in which the parents indicate the frequency
with which each behavior was exhibited. Parents can use a system in which
occurrences of positive behaviors and days without particular negative be
haviors earn points toward a larger reward. Punishments for negative behav
ior can include temporary removal of particular privileges, and use of time
outs for younger children.
Communication skill training. Couples and families are coached in clear,
constructive communication, involving both expressive skills and listening
skills, based on an assumption that good communication requires effective
sending as well as receiving of messages. Guerney’s (1977) guidelines and
procedures are among the most widely used for communication training. In
Guerney’s approach, two individuals practice taking turns as the person
expressing his or her thoughts and emotions and the person listening
empathically in order to understand each other’s experience. The person in
each role is coached in following particular guidelines for good communi
cation. For example, the expresser is supposed to describe his or her thoughts
briefly and using specific descriptive language. The expresser is to describe
his or her thoughts and emotions as subjective rather than as “the truth,”
communicating that the listener has the right to have other views. When de
scribing dissatisfaction with the listener’s behavior, the expresser should
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convey empathy for the other’s personal experiences. In turn, the listener’s
primary job is to try to understand the thoughts and emotions of the
expresser (imagine how it feels to be in his or her position). The listener is to
avoid interrupting the expresser, criticizing him or her, offering advice, etc.
After the expresser has ended a brief description of personal experience, the
listener’s task is to “reflect” back what he or she has heard. The expresser
gives the listener feedback about the accuracy of the reflecting, and they re
peat the process until the communication has been effective.
In addition to these expressive and listening skills, cognitive-behavioral
therapists observe each family and identify other specific verbal and non
verbal behaviors to target for change. For example, if members of a family
make little eye contact with one another as they talk, the therapist will coach
them in increasing it. Therapists teach families all of these communication
skills by describing them briefly, demonstrating the skills, and then coach
ing the family members as they practice them during therapy sessions. Fam
ily members continue to practice the skills as homework between sessions.
Communication skills training is widely used in cognitive-behavioral cou
ple and family therapy (Baucom and Epstein, 1990; Epstein, Schlesinger,
and Dryden, 1988; Falloon, 1991; Markman, Stanley, andBlumberg, 1994;
Robin and Foster, 1989).
Problem-solving training. Whereas communication training focuses on
messages about each family member’s subjective thoughts and emotions,
problem-solving training deals with specific steps that family members
need to take in order to find mutually acceptable solutions to problems
they face together. Some problems involve people and circumstances out
side the family (e.g., a member lost a job), whereas others involve issues
within the family (e.g., how to allot time with a couple’s two extended fami
lies during holidays). Cognitive-behavioral therapists (e.g., Baucom and Ep
stein, 1990; Falloon, Boyd, and McGill, 1984; Jacobson and Christensen,
1996; Robin and Foster, 1989) teach couples and families to engage in a
series of steps, including (1) defining the nature of the problem clearly and
specifically, in behavioral terms (the “who, what, when, and where”),
(2) brainstorming a variety of possible solutions to the problem (without
evaluating them at this point), (3) discussing the advantages and disadvan
tages of each potential solution, in terms of costs and benefits to all of the in
volved parties, (4) choosing a solution (or combination of two or more solu
tions) acceptable to all, based on the cost-benefit analysis, (5) implementing
the solution between sessions, and (6) evaluating its effectiveness. Solutions
that turn out to be inadequate are reconsidered and revised as needed.
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Techniques Focused on Emotions
When a therapist determines that an individual is failing to monitor his or
her emotional states, and thus cannot communicate about them to other fam
ily members, the therapist coaches the person in paying attention to cues
that he or she is having emotional experiences. For example, the therapist
noticed that Alan sometimes showed nonverbal signs of sadness when his
teenage children criticized his life philosophy and personal habits. When
the therapist asked him how he was feeling, Alan replied that he was disap
pointed in them but did not feel any emotions about it. The therapist gave
him feedback about his facial expressions and his slumped posture at such
times, and asked him to pay attention to how his body felt. Alan began to no
tice a “heavy feeling” in his body and a tightness in his throat. The therapist
continued to coach him in noticing his bodily cues and thinking about the
thoughts and emotions associated with them.
Some other family members have difficulty with emotional regulation, or
the ability to keep emotional arousal from reaching so high a level that it in
terferes with constructive thinking and behavior. In some individuals, defi
cits in emotional regulation constitute a lifelong personality characteristic
that probably calls for individual therapy, whereas in others it may result
from faulty learning of skills that can be practiced in family therapy. For ex
ample, some couples who engage in anger outbursts characterized by verbal
abuse but who pose no danger of physical violence may be treated jointly
with interventions focused on anger management (e.g., relaxation training,
anger control self-statements, use of “time outs” in which partners tempo
rarily go to separate locations and “cool off,” and communication training).
Meichenbaum ( 1977) and Deffenbacher (1996) use a stress inoculation ap
proach to having individuals rehearse self-statements that calm them (e.g.,
“Stay calm. You don’t have to react to his provocative behavior”) and that
direct their behavior (e.g., “Speak slowly and don’t raise your voice”).

RESEARCH ON COGNITIVE-BEHAVIORAL
COUPLE AND FAMILY THERAPY
Because behavioral therapies had their roots in laboratory research on
animal and human learning, with a focus on objectively measurable changes
in specific behaviors, behaviorists have a tradition of emphasizing that ther
apy procedures should be based on sound evidence showing they are effec
tive. A similar strong record of research on the role of cognition in individ
ual and relationship problems has strengthened the foundations of cognitive
therapies. Consequently, there has been much more empirical research on
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the effectiveness of behavioral and cognitive-behavioral couple and family
treatments than on any other approach (Baucom et al., 1998; Dunn and
Schwebel, 1995). In addition to studies of treatments clearly labeled as “be
havioral” or “cognitive-behavioral,” Alexander and his colleagues have
conducted research on their “functional family therapy,” which in practice is
primarily a cognitive-behavioral approach involving communication train
ing and behavioral contracting (Barton and Alexander, 1981).
Studies of behavioral marital therapy have consistently shown it to be
more effective in improving self-reported marital satisfaction than a no
treatment “waiting list” control condition and placebo or “nonspecific”
treatments (e.g., having couples discuss their issues without intervening ac
tively). When studies have compared the effectiveness of the major compo
nents of behavioral marital therapy (communication training, problem
solving training, behavioral contracts), they have been found to be equally
effective, although small samples in the studies may have limited their
ability to detect treatment differences (Baucom et al., 1998; Hahlweg and
Markman, 1988; Shadish et al., 1993). The positive effects tend to last
through one-year follow-up assessments, but approximately one-third of
the improved couples relapse over the next few years. When researchers
have assessed not only statistically significant change but also how many
treated individuals score in the nondistressed range on marital adjustment
questionnaires, studies have shown that between approximately one-third
and one-half met the latter criterion. It is important to note that the studies
involved an average of eleven therapy sessions (based on research design
considerations), which may not be adequate treatment for many distressed
couples.
Behavioral marital therapy also has been evaluated as a sole treatment or
a treatment component for a number of clinical disorders. For example,
studies by Beach and O’Leary (1992) and Jacobson et al. (1993) indicated
that behavioral marital therapy significantly improved both depression and
marital distress among women who presented with both problems, and whose
relationship problems appeared to contribute to their depression. Behavioral
couples group therapy as a component of a treatment for male alcoholics
and their partners has been evaluated by O’Farrell and his colleagues. Al
though the clients in the couple therapy condition did not improve signifi
cantly more than the treatment-as-usual clients on all outcome measures,
overall the couple treatment demonstrated advantages, such as the percent
age of days abstinent from drinking and decreased risk of domestic violence
(O’Farrell et al., 1993; O’Farrell and Murphy, 1995).
Baucom and his colleagues conducted studies comparing behavioral
marital therapy (including only behavioral interventions) with a treatment
consisting of behavioral intervention sessions and cognitive restructuring
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sessions (Baucom and Lester, 1986; Baucom, Sayers, and Sher, 1990). Be
cause the effects of the treatments were comparable, it has been concluded
that cognitive restructuring does not enhance behavioral therapy. However,
in order to keep the total number of treatment sessions equal in the condi
tions, adding cognitive restructuring meant decreasing the number of be
havioral intervention sessions. Thus, cognitive restructuring appears to have
been equally effective as behavioral intervention, but it is unclear whether
couples that received the combined treatment got enough of either type of
intervention. Clearly, more extensive research is needed to test whether a
truly integrated cognitive-behavioral therapy is advantageous for treating
distressed couples.
Reviews of behavioral parent-training interventions (e.g., Gordon and
Davidson, 1981) have focused on three types of outcome measures: parents’
subjective reports of improvements in their children’s problematic behavior,
parents’ records of the frequencies of specific child behaviors, and records
of children’s specific behaviors by outside observers. Overall, although pa
rental data do not reliably agree with outsiders’ ratings, and parental mea
sures show more improvement than outsiders’ ratings, all three types of
measures have indicated positive effects of behavioral parent-training pro
grams. A review by Forehand and Atkeson (1977) pointed out that the im
provements shown in particular behaviors that were treated with parent
training did not consistently generalize to other problematic child behaviors
that had not been addressed by the therapy. Such findings suggest that the
conditions affecting each type of problematic behavior need to be assessed
and treated.
Studies have been conducted on behavioral family therapy for families
with a schizophrenic member, with the treatment emphasizing education for
all family members on causes and treatments for the disorder, communica
tion skill training, and problem-solving training. Overall, the studies have
demonstrated its efficacy in reducing the patients’ relapse rates or length of
time hospitalized during follow-up periods (Baucom et al., 1998). Other
support for the effectiveness of behavioral family therapy comes from eval
uations of functional family therapy programs that primarily included com
munication training and behavioral contracting for families with delinquent
children (Barton and Alexander, 1981). Compared to individual treatment
or no treatment, the family treatment produced positive change in family
communication and lower recidivism of delinquent behavior.
Thus, the research on cognitive-behavioral couple and family therapy is
encouraging; yet a number of important questions remain. For example,
none of the outcome studies matched the types of cognitive and behavioral
interventions each couple or family received to the clients’ particular needs
and problematic patterns. Studies that provide the same treatment for all cli
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ents constitute good controlled research, but they probably do not meet
every couple’s or family’s personal needs equally well. There is a need for
research that tailors treatment to what is known about each family. In the
meantime, couple and family therapists can have confidence that knowl
edge of cognitive-behavioral approaches to assessment and intervention can
be very useful in their work.

CASE EXAMPLE
Earlier, Melody and Doug and their five-year-old son Kyle were de
scribed briefly as an example of how a therapist uses a functional analysis to
identify how a family member’s problematic behaviors may be influenced
by the behaviors of other family members that typically precede and those
that are consequences of it.
Kyle’s tantrums in public places tended to occur after the parents instructed
him to stop doing something that he was enjoying, such as handling packages of
candy or pulling toys from store shelves. When the therapist asked Melody and
Doug how they typically responded to Kyle’s initial refusal to follow their direc
tions, they reported that they try to explain to him why they want him to stop his
behavior (for example, “Kyle, put the candy back. We already have a lot of candy
at home, so you don’t need anymore”). In addition, when Kyle continues his mis
behavior in public Melody and Doug are embarrassed and cannot think of any
thing more effective to stop him, so they somtimes buy him what he wants, such
as the toy or candy. The therapist took note of the associations between the par
ents’ responses and the child’s negative behavior and formed a hypothesis that
two of the factors operating in this family’s problem were that the parents (1) had
no effective means of punishing Kyle for tantrum behavior and (2) were unwit
tingly reinforcing his tantrums by giving him things that he wants whenever he
behaves aversively. In fact, it appeared that the parents were providing intermit
tent reinforcement for Kyle’s whining and tantrum behavior by trying to ignore it
for a while and then providing the rewards on some occasions.
As noted earlier, the therapist also conducted the functional analysis by ob
serving the family interaction while Melody and Doug tried to get Kyle to stop
playing with a toy in the therapy room and sit still. Consistent with the parents’ re
ports of what occurs at home and in public, Melody began by saying, “Kyle,
please put the truck down and come sit in this chair next to me. It’s very important
for us to all talk together about the problems we’ve been having.” When Kyle ig
nored her, Melody repeated herself twice, each time with a little more forceful
ness in her voice. “Kyle, listen to me now! Will you please put the truck down and
come over here?” As Kyle continued to ignore Melody, Doug tried to back her up
by standing up and firmly saying, “Kyle, if you don’t listen to your mom I’m taking
the truck away from you and you’ll never be able to play with toys here again.”
Kyle began to whine loudly and darted away from his father. In a frustrated tone,
Doug said, “Kyle, get over here!” At this point, both parents looked embarrassed
as they sheepishly glanced in the therapist’s direction.
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Thus, in this behavioral assessment, the therapist gathered detailed infor
mation about the sequence of behavior involved with Kyle’s problematic behavior,
using both self-reports from the parents and direct observation of the parentchild interactions. The data suggested that there was a pattern of negative reci
procity in which the parents and child exchanged negative behaviors (e.g., the
parents’ threats, the child’s whining and tantrum behavior) as means of aversive
control of one another’s behavior. In other words, there was a circular causal pat
tern in which the parents and child were influencing each other’s negative behav
ior. Melody and Doug might benefit from some parenting training in the use of
time outs and other forms of nonaggressive punishment for Kyle’s negative be
havior, and in the use of positive reinforcement whenever he behaved in desir
able ways.
The therapist also assessed the parents’ cognitions regarding their child,
such as their assumptions and standards concerning appropriate parental and
child behavior, as well as their attributions about possible causes of his behavior.
For example, both parents held an unrealistic assumption that children of Kyle’s
age are able to understand and appreciate logical explanations for behavioral
rules; thus they repeatedly but ineffectively tried to reason with him about proper
behavior. They also held a standard that “loving parents try to protect their chil
dren from experiencing frustration and emotional distress,” so they easily felt
guilty about disciplining Kyle if it appeared that it made him very upset. Further
more, Melody and Doug had read magazine articles about attention deficit hy
peractivity disorder (ADHD) and believed that Kyle might have that disorder; con
sequently, they often made attributions that his disobedient behavior and
tantrums were caused by ADHD and were beyond his control. In fact, they had
consulted Kyle’s pediatrician, who was unsure of the appropriate diagnosis and
suggested that the couple take him to a behavioral specialist before the option of
medication such as Ritalin was used. It was the pediatrician who had referred the
family to the family therapist. Because the parents tended to attribute Kyle’s be
havior problems to ADHD, they believed that they could not have much impact on
them and thought that medication was needed.
The therapist conducted a systematic behavioral assessment of Kyle’s symp
toms, including information from the parents, a phone consultation with Kyle’s
kindergarten teacher, and observation of Kyle during sessions. Based on stan
dard diagnostic criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis
orders published by the American Psychiatric Association (1994), the therapist
determined that Kyle had some ADHD symptoms, but the pattern was inconsis
tent and he was too young for a reliable diagnosis to be made.
The therapist also noticed that Melody and Doug had difficulty working as a
team in handling Kyle’s behavior. They were both busy with their jobs and house
hold chores, in addition to raising Kyle. Consequently, they rarely took time to
have uninterrupted talks about their difficulties with Kyle and possible solutions
to the problem. Each of them tended to try whatever occurred to him or her at the
moment, and they often criticized each other’s approach. Although there were no
clear signs of general conflict and distress in Melody and Doug’s marriage, the
therapist did get the impression that there was some conflict and ineffective co
ordination of their efforts in their parenting roles.
The therapist discussed these findings and hypotheses from the assessment
with Melody and Doug. When the therapist pointed out the pattern in which Kyle
continued his negative behavior until his parents gave in, Melody and Doug
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readily agreed that it occurred frequently, and they could see how they were rein
forcing the behavior that they wanted to decrease. Although they agreed with the
therapist that decreasing such reinforcement would be a good goal, they voiced
concerns that setting firmer limits with Kyle would make him so distressed that it
might harm him psychologically. The therapist spent time challenging the par
ents’ assumptions by discussing processes of normal child development, includ
ing the idea that a child needs to develop the ability to tolerate frustrations in life,
and that parents can help a child develop that ability by setting limits on the
child’s behavior.
The therapist also discussed the parents’ attributions that Kyle’s behavior was
caused by ADHD and was unlikely to respond to behavioral interventions. The
therapist proposed that, based on the behavioral assessment, it was premature
to conclude that Kyle had ADHD, and that even if he did there was substantial re
search evidence that children with attention and hyperactivity problems benefit
from parents’ use of behavioral approaches based on learning principles. Mel
ody and Doug agreed to a trial period of working with the therapist on behavioral
interventions with Kyle. First, they devised a simple behavior chart with a list of
two types of behavior that they wanted Kyle to increase (make eye contact with
parents when they address him, obey requests such as “put the toy back on the
shelf” and “come to the table for dinner”), and three types of behavior that they
wanted him to decrease (whining, stomping his feet, and screaming). With
coaching from the therapist, the couple drew the chart on a sheet of paper, ex
plained it to Kyle, and took it home to be posted on their refrigerator.
The therapist also guided Melody and Doug in thinking of specific conse
quences, involving punishment for instances of negative behavior and reinforce
ment of positive behavior, that they would use to implement the behavior chart
program at home. The therapist described the use of time-out procedures, and
the parents also agreed to try taking away some of Kyle’s privileges for instances
of negative behavior. At this point, the therapist coached the couple in a problem
solving discussion to identify types of privileges that they both felt comfortable
withdrawing temporarily. Similarly, the therapist guided the couple in thinking of
small but meaningful rewards that they could give Kyle when he exhibited de
sired behavior. For example, the couple agreed to use praise and hugs as imme
diate positive consequences. They also set up a system in which the parents
would draw a star on his behavior chart each time he exhibited a particular type
of desired behavior. He would earn special rewards (e.g., renting a movie, play
ing a game with a parent) for reaching particular point totals.
The therapist stressed the importance of gradually shaping Kyle’s positive be
haviors rather than expecting him to suddenly make major changes. Melody and
Doug agreed that initially they would immediately praise Kyle if he complied at
least partly with a request (e.g., putting some of his toys away). In contrast, the
therapist emphasized the importance of being very consistent in providing nega
tive consequences for any instances of noncompliance and tantrum behavior.
The therapist frequently commented on the importance of the couple supporting
each other in these efforts and consistently using the same approaches with
Kyle. Although in some families there is sufficient conflict between parents that
they require some separate couple sessions to resolve their issues before they
are able to collaborate well as a parenting team, that was not the case with Mel
ody and Doug. The therapist encouraged them to communicate more at home,
using expressive and listening skills, and they decided to schedule at least a fif
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teen-minute “check in” with each other each evening after Kyle was asleep, dur
ing which they could review their parenting strategies and discuss successes
and difficulties as needed.

GLOSSARY
acceptance: An individual’s attitude that another family member’s personal
characteristic or behavior Mis within the range of his or her personal stan
dards of how the other person should be; in contrast to an attitude that the
other person should change.
adjunctive intervention: A type of therapeutic technique that is added in
order to enhance an existing treatment by addressing an aspect of clients’
needs that are not adequately addressed by the primary treatment.
agentic or individually oriented needs: A person’s basic needs that in
volve functioning and growth as an individual; for example, a need for au
tonomy.
assumption: A basic belief or schema that an individual holds about typical
characteristics of people and objects, as well as about relationships among
them; for example, an assumption that men are generally unaware of their
feelings. Assumptions can vary in validity.
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD): A disorder involving
difficulty sustaining attention to tasks and other people, excessive motor ac
tivity and talking, and impulsive behavior. ADHD typically is first diag
nosed during a child’s elementary school years and may continue through
adolescence and adulthood, although for the majority of individuals the
symptoms decrease during adolescence. Subtypes involve primarily atten
tion problems, primarily hyperactivity/impulsivity problems, and a combi
nation of the two.
attribution: An inference, which can vary in validity, that an individual
makes about an unobserved cause of an observed event, such as the cause of
a spouse’s or child’s sarcastic remark.
automatic thoughts: Stream-of-consciousness thoughts that run through a
person’s mind and seem plausible to the person, whether or not they are ac
curate or valid.
aversive control: An individual’s use of threats, criticism, and punishment
to control other family members’ behavior.
behavior chart: A chart that is constructed for the purpose of logging in
stances of specific behavior enacted by a family member each day; most of
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ten used to log a child’s behaviors that parents want to increase and those
that they want to decrease.
behavioral assessment: Monitoring the frequencies of family members’
specific acts and the circumstances that precede and follow those acts,
through family members’ observations and logging of their interactions at
home, or through therapist observation of family interactions during ses
sions.
behavioral contract: A formal or informal, written or oral agreement
among members of a family for each person to enact particular behaviors
that are desired by the others.
boundary: A degree of psychological or physical separation between peo
ple in a relationship, such as the degree to which two members of a family
share or withhold personal thoughts and feelings from each other.
cascade: A sequence in which one type of behavior by a member of a cou
ple or family leads to another type of behavior by another member, and over
time there is a positive or negative trend to the pattern; for example, when
criticism by one person leads to defensiveness by the recipient, which pro
duces more criticism, more defensiveness, and so on.
circular concepts of causality: The idea that two people in a relationship
have mutual effects on each other, in a circular manner; for example, person
A withdraws because person B nags, and person B nags because person A
withdraws.
classical conditioning: A learning process in which a stimulus that has
been relatively neutral for an individual (e.g., the sound of squealing car
tires) elicits an automatic reflexive response (e.g., anxiety symptoms) after
the neutral stimulus has been associated with another stimulus that produces
the reflexive response (e.g., a severe car accident).
coercive family system: A pattern of family interaction in which parents
and children each use aversive behavior such as yelling and threats in at
tempts to control each other’s actions.
cognitions: Forms and processes of thinking, such as attributions, expec
tancies, assumptions, standards, and selective perception, with which indi
viduals process information about themselves and the world.
cognitive distortions: Automatic, involuntary thoughts that involve the
distorted processing of information; for example, dichotomous thinking,
emotional reasoning, maximization, minimization, mind-reading, over
generalization, and personalization.
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cognitive restructuring: Therapeutic interventions that have the goal of
modifying an individual’s distorted or inappropriate thoughts, by challeng
ing their logic, presenting information concerning their validity, or examin
ing their impact on the individual’s personal life and close relationships.
cognitive therapies: Forms of psychotherapy focusing on identifying an in
dividual’s distorted, invalid, or inappropriate forms of thinking that are con
tributing to his or her psychological and/or interpersonal problems.
cognitive-behavioral approaches: Concepts and methods for understand
ing and treating individual and relationship problems in terms of behavioral
patterns, individuals’ cognitions about themselves and other people, and
emotional responses associated with those behaviors and cognitions.
communal needs: A person’s basic human needs that involve connections
with other people; for example, a need for intimacy or deep sharing of per
sonal experiences with another person.
conduct disorder: A pattern of problematic behavior in a child or adoles
cent that includes threats or actual harm to people or animals, damage to
property, deceitfulness, theft, or serious violations of rules set by parents,
schools, etc.
consequences: The results that occur following an individual’s particular
action, either consistently or intermittently, and which serve as reinforce
ment or punishment for the person’s action.
deconditioned: A previously classically or operantly conditioned response
is weakened or eliminated by reversing the conditions that initially estab
lished it; for example, using extinction procedures to reduce a child’s tan
trum behavior by eliminating a parent’s attention that reinforced it.
deficits in communication skills: An individual’s lack of abilities to ex
press himself or herself verbally and nonverbally in a clear, direct, but nonaggressive manner, or a lack of abilities to pay close attention to another
person’s expression of thoughts and emotions, to understand the other per
son’s perspective, and to reflect back that understanding to the expresser.
demand/withdraw: An interaction pattern between two people in which
one person tends to approach the other and press for attention and communi
cation, while the other person tends to withdraw, and each person’s type of
behavior elicits more of the other person’s type of response.
depression: A clinical disorder that may be chronic or occur in episodes or
discrete periods of time, and that typically includes a variety of emotional
symptoms (e.g., low mood), cognitive symptoms (e.g., hopelessness, self
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criticism), physiological symptoms (e.g., fatigue, poor appetite), and behav
ioral symptoms (e.g., withdrawal from other people).
dichotomous thinking: A type of cognitive distortion in which an individ
ual categorizes people and events in all-or-nothing terms rather than consid
ering gradations of characteristics along continua; for example, a parent
who dichotomizes a child’s school grades as “Either A or failure.”
emotional reasoning: A cognitive distortion in which an individual inter
prets cues of his or her subjective emotions as objective facts; for example,
when members of a couple who have had little available time together no
tice a lack of intimate feelings and conclude that they no longer love each
other.
emotional regulation: An individual’s ability to control the strength of the
emotions that he or she experiences and expresses.
expectancy: An individual’s inference involving a prediction about the
probability that an event will occur in the future under particular circum
stances.
expressive skills: The abilities to be aware of one’s thoughts and feelings
and to express them to another person clearly, succinctly, and in a nonjudgmental way that encourages the listener to consider them without be
coming defensive.
extinction: An individual’s behavioral response that previously was in
creased or maintained by reinforcing consequences now is decreased and
possibly eliminated by the removal of the reinforcement.
functional analysis: Identification of the antecedent situational conditions
that tend to elicit an individual’s behavioral, cognitive, or emotional re
sponse, as well as the consequences that follow the response and serve to re
inforce, punish, or extinguish it.
functional family therapy: A behaviorally oriented form of therapy that
focuses on ways in which family members’ responses toward each other ex
ist due to the functions that the responses serve in producing outcomes con
sciously or unconsciously desired by the individuals.
gender roles: Behavioral, cognitive, and emotional responses that are com
monly accepted in society as appropriate and desirable for a male or for a fe
male, and those responses that are considered inappropriate for each sex.
good faith agreement: A behavioral contract in which each party agrees to
enact at least some of the desired behaviors specified by the other party
without an explicit agreement about which behaviors he or she will choose.
The individual’s compliance with the other person’s requests is not contin
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gent on whether the other person reciprocates behaviors that the individual
desires. Each person provides his or her own reinforcement for such compli
ance rather than receiving reinforcement from the other person.
inappropriate thought processes: Cognitions that are irrelevant or ex
treme such that they do not realistically fit particular circumstances in an in
dividual’s personal life or relationships; for example, holding a standard
that one’s spouse or children should always share one’s personal values and
preferences.
intermittent reinforcement: An individual receives reinforcing conse
quences for his or her specific action occasionally or unpredictably rather
than alter every instance of that action.
internal dialogue: Conscious thoughts that an individual has concerning a
current experience; for example, an internal debate about the pros and cons
of behaving toward other family members in a particular way.
investment: The degree to which an individual puts time and energy into
maintaining or enhancing a relationship.
irrational belief: An individual’s unrealistic belief about characteristics
that an individual or relationship should or must have, which leads the per
son to respond with emotional upset and negative behavior when actual
events fail to meet the standard.
learning principles: Concepts concerning the processes by which individ
uals acquire new knowledge and behavioral and emotional responses, as
well as concerning processes by which responses are weakened.
linear causal thinking: An individual’s concept that the causal relationship
between two people’s responses exists in only one direction (i.e., person A’s
behavior produces person B’s behavior); in contrast to circular causal think
ing that focuses on mutual influences.
listening skills: Communication skills for the accurate receipt of informa
tion from another person who is expressing his or her thoughts and emo
tions; for example, the abilities to take another’s perspective, to avoid think
ing about one’s own thoughts and feelings instead of focusing on those
expressed by the other person, and to reflect back to the expresser what the
listener has heard.
magnification: A cognitive distortion in which an individual exaggerates
the qualities or effects of a person or event, beyond what evidence suggests
is accurate; for example, catastrophic thinking such as, “My daughter was
disciplined at school for talking in class. Her reputation is ruined and her
grades will suffer.”
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mind-reading: A cognitive distortion in which an individual observes an
aspect of another person’s behavior and makes an arbitrary inference or at
tribution that he or she knows the other’s unstated thoughts and emotions;
for example, “She stayed at work later than she told me she would, so she
obviously decided the work was more important than spending time with
me.”
minimization: A cognitive distortion in which an individual underesti
mates the qualities or effects of a person or event, beyond what evidence
suggests is accurate; for example, an individual whose spouse turned down
a job opportunity so the couple would not have to face moving might con
clude, “It was no big sacrifice for her.”
mutual influences: A process in couple or family interactions in which
each person’s behavior simultaneously affects and is effected by others’ be
havior; as when a child’s tantrums elicit stress, frustration, and harsh pun
ishment from parents, and in turn the parents’ yelling and harsh punishment
elicit frustration, anger, and tantrum behavior from the child.
negative reciprocity: The tendency for members of a relationship, espe
cially a distressed one, to reciprocate negative actions toward each other, ei
ther immediately or at a later time.
negative tracking: A form of selective perception, particularly common in
distressed couples and families, in which an individual notices a family
member’s negative behavior but overlooks the person’s neutral or positive
acts.
negative trait label: Using a concept of a broad, stable personal character
istic or trait to describe and explain an individual’s reactions to life events;
for example describing one’s child as being a “selfish” person rather than
exhibiting particular selfish acts.
neutral stimulus: A condition or event that has no natural, automatic im
pact on increasing or decreasing an individual’s behavioral, cognitive, or
emotional responses. Exposure to the neutral stimulus does not affect the in
dividual’s responses.
observational learning: A process through which an individual can learn
how to perform particular responses merely by observing another person
performing them; as when a child imitates a parent’s ways of speaking and
responding to frustrating events.
operant conditioning: A process through which an individual learns to en
act particular behaviors more or less frequently, based on the reinforcing or
punishing consequences that occur when he or she exhibits those behaviors.
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overgeneralization: A cognitive distortion in which an individual general
izes that a behavior that actually occurs occasionally either never or always
occurs; for example, a man whose wife periodically complains about his
failing to clean up after himself may overgeneralize, “You always criticize
me.”
parenting training: Developing parents’ knowledge of normal child devel
opment and teaching parents more effective, nonaggressive methods for in
creasing their children’s positive behavior and decreasing the children’s
negative behavior.
personalization: A cognitive distortion of information processing in which
an individual automatically interprets an event as related to his or her own
actions or characteristics when in fact the event may have been caused by
other factors.
positive reinforcement: Consequences provided for an individual’s behav
ior that result in the person exhibiting that behavior more in the future, pre
sumably because the individual experiences the consequences as pleasant.
power/control: The degree to which a member of a family has input and
impact on decisions that the family makes about its priorities and activities.
punishment: Consequences provided for an individual’s behavior that re
sult in the person exhibiting that behavior less in the future, presumably be
cause the individual experiences the consequences as aversive.
quid pro quo agreement: A behavioral contract in which one individual
agrees to enact particular behaviors desired by another individual, in return
for the latter party enacting particular behaviors that the former party de
sires. Each person’s adherence to the agreement is contingent on the other’s
adherence to it.
rational-emotive therapy: A psychotherapy approach developed by psy
chologist Albert Ellis focusing on modifying irrational beliefs that elicit an
individual’s dysfunctional emotional and behavioral reactions to events in
his or her life.
reflexive response: An individual’s behavioral or emotional response that
occurs naturally and automatically, such as fear that a person instanta
neously feels at the moment when a truck is about to hit his or her car.
relaxation techniques: Procedures, such as tensing and relaxing muscles in
each part of one’s body, or practicing slow deep breathing, that an individual
can use to increase overall physical relaxation and reduce tension.
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schema: An individual’s generally long-standing basic concept or belief
about the characteristics of people, a particular object, a type of interper
sonal relationship, or a type of event.
selective abstraction: A cognitive distortion, or biased information pro
cessing, in which an individual notices only certain aspects of the informa
tion available in a situation and overlooks other information.
selective perception: See SELECTIVE ABSTRACTION.
self-statement: A form of cognition in which an individual purposely gives
himself or herself an instruction to guide thoughts (e.g., “Listen to my par
ents’ instructions”), behavior (e.g., “Tell her how I am feeling, but don’t
blame her”), or emotions (e.g., “Stay cool, just relax”).
sentiment override: An individual’s emotional and behavioral responses to
another family member are determined more by the individual’s preexisting
feelings toward the person than by the person’s present behavior.
shape: Gradually develop an individual’s new response by rewarding him
or her for small approximations of the end goal; for example, reinforcing a
child for success in cleaning part of his or her room.
situational conditions: The characteristics of the physical or interpersonal
setting in which a behavioral, cognitive, or emotional response occurs; for
example, the amount of structure in home and classroom settings associated
with a child’s controlled versus hyperactive behavior.
social exchange theory: A theory positing that members of any interper
sonal relationship exchange actions that each person experiences as costs
and benefits, and that each individual feels satisfied in the relationship to the
extent to which he or she perceives the self receiving a favorable ratio of
benefits to costs.
standard: A belief or schema that an individual holds concerning the char
acteristics that individuals and relationships “should” have. Standards can
vary in their flexibility or extremeness, and the degree to which they are re
alistic.
stress inoculation: Methods used to prepare an individual to cope effec
tively with stressful situations; for example, training the individual to use
self-statements focused on remaining relaxed and speaking calmly to upset
family members. .
subjectivity: The degree to which a person’s experiences of life events in
volve idiosyncratic personal interpretations and beliefs rather than external
reality that could be measured in an objective manner.
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systematic desensitization: Gradually decreasing an individual’s negative,
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral responses to a stimulus situation that
the person finds stressful, by means of exposing him or her to increasingly
stressful aspects of the situation while having the person practice relaxation
techniques during the exposure.
time out: A discipline technique that removes a child from sources of rein

forcement by placing him or her in a place of isolation (e.g., a chair in a cor
ner, with no access to entertainment or attention from others) for a fixed
amount of time; commonly, one minute for each year of the child’s age.
unrealistic beliefs: See IRRATIONAL BELIEFS.
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Chapter 9

Transgenerational Family Therapies
Thorana S. Nelson

Transgenerational or intergenerational family therapies typically are
those that attend to dynamics across more than two generations. Although
other family therapies, such as structural or strategic, may attend to dynam
ics across two generations (e.g., parent-child) in the present, the trans
generational therapies are more interested in how the past affects the
present. These therapies are not interested in learning about individual
pathology. Rather, they are interested in how families, across generations,
develop patterns of behaving and responding to stress in ways that prevent
healthy development in their members and lead to predictable problems. By
understanding how certain patterns develop and changing the way they re
solve past issues and interact in their families, troubled individuals and fam
ilies can develop new ways of interacting that do not include symptoms.
Several key figures are identified with transgenerational family therapies.
Murray Bowen (Bowen family systems theory) and Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy
(contextual family therapy), or Nagy (pronounced “najh”), as he is often re
ferred to, are probably the most noted theoretical writers. James Framo also
is included in this category and will be discussed briefly. Depending upon
how transgenerational is defined, Carl Whitaker is sometimes considered a
transgenerational therapist because of his insistence on focusing on multi
ple generations. He is included in Chapter 7 on experiential therapy in this
book because of his focus on the ways people interact based on symbolic ex
periences and psychodynamic motives.

BOWEN FAMILY SYSTEMS THERAPY
Murray Bowen became interested in psychiatry as a physician in World
War II. After the war, he trained and worked at the famous Menninger Clinic
in Topeka, Kansas. The Menninger Clinic was founded by two brothers who
used classic psychoanalytic techniques in psychiatry. Bowen discovered
255
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that he often felt confused and trapped in the dynamics at the Menninger, and
was particularly distressed at the way the brothers and staff involved pa
tients and other staff in “crazy-making” interactions. Bowen also discov
ered that he could think more clearly about what was going on at the clinic
when he was traveling, but was quickly pulled back into the dysfunctional
processes as soon as he returned to work.
Bowen also noticed that he could think more clearly about his own
family-of-origin dynamics when he was not with his family of origin. He
noticed that family members often complained to him about another family
member without talking directly to that person about the problem. Again, he
noticed that he could think clearly about what was happening when no one
was communicating with him, but had more difficulty when he was interact
ing with them.
Based on these observations, Bowen set about to deliberately change his
own ways of interacting in his family. He gave a speech at a professional
meeting; however, instead of giving his intended speech, Bowen told the au
dience about these deliberate actions he had made in his family and their
consequences. At that time (1967), therapists never disclosed personal fam
ily information. Thus, Bowen broke tradition and published his nowfamous paper on his family of origin anonymously (Framo, 1972).
As a theorist, Bowen hypothesized that mentally ill individuals were
caught up in patterns of family fusion or undifferentiated ego mass such
that they were symptom bearers for the family rather than characterologically
flawed or ill. He therefore hospitalized whole families in order to treat the
emotional system rather than the individual.

Key Concepts
Differentiation o f Self
The hallmark concept of Bowen theory, differentiation of self, refers to
an individual’s ability to maintain a strong sense of self while, at the same
time, maintaining a connection with a strong emotional system. By being
able to distinguish what one thinks and feels as separate from the system dy
namics, an individual is able to have his or her own opinion and act on
personal judgment without the undue influence of family members. A per
son with a differentiated self is able to use the opinions and advice of others,
but makes independent decisions. Differentiation of self is a process and a
part of family dynamics rather than a personality characteristic. This pro
cess can be observed in many kinds of systems including family, friend
ships, and work.
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Closely tied to differentiation of self from the family is the concept of
differentiation of thinking from emotion. Bowen believed that this is a bi
ological and physiological as well as mental process. To the degree that a
person is able to distinguish emotions from thinking, one is able to make de
cisions about behavior rather than reacting to the intensity of the emotional
system.
The opposite of differentiation is fusion. Bowen believed that all of us
are constantly balancing needs for intimacy and autonomy. Without auton
omy, we are fused with others and unable to think for ourselves. We are eas
ily swayed by other peoples’ opinions and wishes. There is a natural ten
dency to want intimacy with others, to feel connected, understood, and
important. At the same time, there is a natural aversion to too much fusion
such that we get anxious when we begin to lose autonomy. This fusion anx
iety is a motivator to separate and try to develop a separate self, to differenti
ate. Bowen believed that most behavior in relational systems reflects an at
tempt to balance the natural togetherness and separateness forces that we all
have regarding fusion anxiety. Fusion anxiety leads to reactivity or emotion
ality under stress.
Bowen believed that anyone, even the most differentiated person, can be
come symptomatic under sufficient stress. More differentiated persons are
less likely to develop severe symptoms from stress and are able to recover
more quickly when they do develop symptoms. The ability to be responsive
rather than reactive allows a person to more easily make thoughtful deci
sions about what to do. It’s not that emotions are not present but that they are
less likely to paralyze or inhibit thinking, which can lead to knee-jerk be
haviors. For example, a differentiated person will still become angry under
certain circumstances, but is more likely to decide after thinking about it
whether to walk away, say something calmly, yell, or even act out physically.
Bowen talked about differentiation of self as a continuum and even wrote
about a scale that went from 0 (no differentiation) to 100 (total differentia
tion). He later regretted this because it led people to attempt to quantify the
concept in individuals. Bowen was more interested in the qualities that dis
tinguished more and less differentiated persons and systems. In addition, he
wrote about the scale as though the low end of the scale was characterized
by a lack of autonomy. Although this is a reasonable understanding of what
he wrote, Bowen’s idea was much more complex. He believed that most of
lile’s difficulties arise because we are ruled by emotion and depend on oth
ers’ goodwill. Over time, we become more autonomous and interdepen
dent rather than dependent. Therefore, we are more likely to be able to act
on our own. However, we are always more or less susceptible to the opin
ions of others, which affects our ability to think clearly. To the extent that we
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have unresolved differentiation issues, we are ruled in reactive ways by our
emotions and by what we believe others want us to do. We need to exercise
our ability to think while under emotional strain, not focus on our feelings.
However, Bowen also believed that it is necessary for people to be in
well-established intimate relationships, able to draw upon these relation
ships under stress, and able to appreciate and enjoy them as part of basic hu
man needs and interactions. Bowen came under attack by feminists and oth
ers as overvaluing masculine traits of autonomy and undervaluing feminine
traits. It is clear from his writings, however, that he believed intimacy is an
important part of differentiation, and that differentiation and autonomy are
not the same thing. We are so used to leading with our emotions that to focus
more on our thinking takes direct effort.
Bowen also talked about basic self and pseudoself. The basic self is stable
and is less likely to be affected by day-to-day situations. The basic self is estab
lished through the nuclear family projection process and does not change
much after childhood. The pseudoself, on the other hand, is one’s ability to dis
tinguish a sense of self depending upon particular situations. We have all had
the experience of feeling more in control of our emotions in some social situa
tions, such as at work, than in highly intimate or stressful situations, such as in a
family conflict or when hurt or ill. The concept of the pseudoself accounts for
apparent changes in maturity or personality. We can be overconfident in some
situations without being considered an arrogant person. We can act silly with
our children or certain friends without being considered a childish person.
Finally, Bowen also believed that people tend to marry others with simi
lar levels of differentiation of self. A newly engaged couple is at its most un
differentiated, or fused. That is, newly engaged people are immensely af
fected by their oneness and by each other’s wishes and desires, and are quite
vulnerable to each other’s systemic needs. One may appear more differenti
ated than the other, perhaps by acting more emotionally stable, but this is
due to the effects of pseudo rather than basic differentiation.
To summarize, differentiation of self is the hinge pin of Bowen’s theory. The
concept describes both the psychological ability to distinguish thinking from
feeling and the relational ability to distinguish a self from others. It also de
scribes the ability to maintain a sense of autonomy and intimacy at the same
time. This ability is dependent upon three things: level of basic self, amount of
stress and anxiety, and the emotional nature of the situation.
Triangles
Bowen was very systemic in his thinking although he had not attended
much to the writings of other systems thinkers of his day. He very much be
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lieved that in nature, all things are affected by other things, including human
relationships over multiple generations, and that this is a holistic or systemic
rather than linear process. Using an analogy from physics, he described
two-person systems as unstable depending upon the amount of stress and
conflict in the system. His emphasis was on the system as a whole, not the
individuals in the system. He believed that any system, given enough stress
and anxiety, will attempt to stabilize by forming triangles. These triangles,
the smallest stable unit of a system, may be formed by one or both of the per
sons’ drawing a third person into the relationship. The third part of the trian
gle also can be work, a hobby, or an issue. All systems form triangles and
this is sometimes good. For example, an arguing couple may become tem
porarily distracted by an interesting story that one of their children tells
them and become very involved in talking about the story rather than their
disagreement. It may even appear that they are using the story to avoid their
disagreement. However, after a time, when they are both more calm and
able to think clearly, they may be able to resolve their difference quite easily.
The third person in a triangle is favored and may enjoy special privileges
or position when stress is high. When stress lessens, this person is the “odd
one out” and may triangle another person to reduce his or her anxiety. In this
way, systems are made up of multiple interlocking triangles with stress,
anxiety, and tension dynamically moving around the system. The problem
comes when there is a rigid triangle, always using the same person, issue,
or problem, or when it is severe and prevents the system from dealing with
the difference directly. For example, triangles may be as mild as the one de
scribed in the previous paragraph, or as destructive as an affair or drug or al
cohol abuse, or involving a child or other person to such an extent that he or
she becomes symptomatic.
Nuclear family emotional process. Individuals and families develop
typical patterns of dealing with stress in order to reduce anxiety. Each of
these patterns can be useful, if it is moderate and flexible. Each can be harm
ful if used severely or exclusively. In mild form, each allows emotions to
cool down so that thinking processes are more available. When people are
emotionally heated, it is difficult to think of alternatives and easy to be reac
tive. “I just couldn’t think clearly” is an example of this. When people are
able to think clearly, they can more easily control their emotions (not ignore
or bury them) and choose actions that are likely to lead to desirable out
comes rather than more trouble. Reactivity is seldom if ever helpful.
The first pattern to reduce anxiety that Bowen described is conflict.
When there is a difference of opinion, people can talk about it reasonably,
heatedly, or, in its extreme, violently. A couple may disagree about where to
eat out for dinner. They can decide to go with one person’s choice because
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the other got to choose last time, a process that leads to resolution and is
healthy. Another way they can handle conflicts is to let the discussion dete
riorate with name-calling and hurt feelings. In this case, one person may
give in to avoid further conflict at the expense of his or her own autonomy.
The conflict may lead to a heated argument that includes past hurts and is
sues and further deteriorate into mental, emotional, or physical violence. It
is often puzzling to hear about the seemingly irrational “causes” of violent
arguments.
The second pattern is the appearance of a symptom in one person. Symp
toms can be physical, emotional or mental, or social. For example, one per
son could develop a headache or become depressed. Another person could
become anxious or turn to alcohol. In extreme cases of chronic unresolved
anxiety, one person could develop “stress headaches,” chronic back pain, or
even a serious or fatal condition such as heart disease or cancer. According
to Bowen, rigid family patterns over the generations can make an individual
susceptible both physiologically and emotionally to some kinds of symp
toms. That is how we may see patterns of illness in families: heart problems,
“nervous” conditions such as depression, or alcoholism and drug abuse. So
cial symptoms include such events as alcohol or drug abuse and related ac
tivities, problems with the law, or poor school or work performance. We are
not used to thinking of physical, mental, or social problems in this way.
However, nearly all of us can think of an example or two that may fit this
pattern— a not-so-obvious way of reducing anxiety between two people.
The third pattern described by Bowen is distancing. In its mildest and
most helpful form, distancing may mean something as simple as a time out
agreed upon by the people involved. It can be a way of reducing anxiety
temporarily to prevent escalation of conflict that is not helpful. In moderate
forms, distancing not only keeps people from becoming more anxious, it
also keeps them from developing more intimate relationships that otherwise
would lead to increased differentiation and intimacy as well as autonomy. In
its most extreme form, distancing can mean divorce or cutting off from im
portant others.
The fourth pattern in of the nuclear family emotional process is triangling,
which happens when tensions or anxiety rise in a two-person system or
dyad. One or both persons attempts to reduce his or her anxiety by involving
a third party to which the anxiety can be spread. Bowen originally limited
this idea to the involvement of a child; however, therapists have come to rec
ognize that this process can involve other people, activities, and issues. In its
mildest form, triangling may serve as a temporary distraction from the anxi
ety-producing stress. In more moderate forms, it can actually increase anxiety
because issues do not get resolved or because the relationship with the
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triangled person becomes problematic itself. For example, a woman may
complain to her mother about her husband. The mother, in turn, tries to give
helpful advice and feels closer to her daughter. After the woman and her
husband calm down and resolve their difference, the mother is no longer in
such a favored position. She may complain to another daughter that the
woman does not listen to her advice, thereby creating another triangle. Tri
angling can involve more than one party or person when the first attempt is
not successful or is inadequate for reducing anxiety. Similarly, triangled
persons may, in turn, triangle others to reduce their anxiety. In these ways,
anxiety spreads throughout a system and appears “contagious.”
In its most extreme form, triangles include such problems as affairs, pre
occupation with work, or zealousness about some topic or issue—a “cause.”
Notice that these things are a way of reducing anxiety in the original dyad
but also may spiral back into the dyad in the form of more stress and anxiety.
When the same child is always used in the triangle, that child may become
symptomatic in a physical, emotional, or social manner. In therapy, it is not
uncommon to see parents arguing heatedly over differences while their
child waits for their support and appropriate discipline. The child’s behavior
may serve to distract the parents from their marital issues, but it is at the ex
pense of the child’s growth, development, and personal differentiation.
All four of the mechanisms that are used by people to reduce anxiety are
available to everyone. However, families sometimes “choose” one pattern
or another as the family’s “way,” or they may elect certain individuals to
carry certain patterns. These patterns may then become described as fixed
characteristics of a person’s personality. Each of us has a “typical” way of
dealing with problems in general or with certain kinds of problems or rela
tionships. I may tend to engage in conflict with my children but distance
from my spouse. You may become depressed whenever your mother and
you disagree. Difficulties arise when individuals or families use the same
mechanism over and over or in extreme forms. Less differentiated people
and systems are more likely to develop rigid or extreme patterns and to use
them more often.
Family projection process. The family projection process helps explain
how it is that children from the same family can be so different. Parents tend
to project their unresolved differentiation issues onto one or more of their
children. The children who are “elected” for this honor tend to be special to
one or both parents for various reasons. The child may remind a parent of an
important family member. The child may have been born at an important
time in the family—when a grandparent died, for example, or after a period
of infertility. The child may share a birth order position with the parent or
other family member or have a physical vulnerability. These children then
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tend to be the recipients of parents’ attention—negative or overtly positive—
which may compromise their ability to develop and differentiate. Children in
the family who are not treated in such a way may suffer from lack of atten
tion, compromising their differentiation process, or they may be freed from
negative attention in a way that allows them to mature beyond their parents
and siblings.
Sibling birth order. Using the ideas of German psychologist Walter
Toman (1961), Bowen hypothesized that a person’s sex and birth order in
the family affected the attention they received and their roles in the family.
This often led to certain and particular characteristics and vulnerability to
triangling by parents. For example, oldest children often tend to follow the
family rules, to be more responsible, and to develop leadership skills. Con
versely, younger siblings tend to be more carefree and irresponsible, and to
march to their own drummers.
Multigenerational transmission process. Over several generations,
different branches of family trees exhibit more and less differentiation. The
cousins on one branch seem to do very well—graduate school, high-pow
ered professions, philanthropists, and generous helpers. Cousins on another
branch, however, have problems with drugs, the law, and the in-laws. To the
extent that one or more children are the recipients of the parents’ negative at
tention or triangling, these children are stunted in their own differentiation
processes and develop with similar or less differentiation than their parents.
They then tend to marry others with similar levels of differentiation and
their triangled children develop with even lower levels of differentiation.
Over many generations, according to Bowen, this process leads to individuals
who are so unable to think for themselves that they develop symptoms of
schizophrenia, a thought disorder.
Conversely, children who are spared the negative attention or triangling
by their parents may develop higher levels of differentiation, marry, and
produce some children who are even more differentiated. This branch of the
family tree, over time, may produce a Ghandi or an Einstein.
Emotional cutoff. After developing his ideas about the concepts just de
scribed, Bowen developed two others. The first is called emotional cutoff
and describes the process by which some people attempt to distance them
selves in their families so much that they believe that their families have no
influence on them. Cutoff people are not able to access the intimacy and
other benefits of their families and believe that they are mature, autono
mous, and unaffected by their family influences. These people may move to
another part of the country or world or they may live across the street from
their family members. They pretend, however, that they have no emotional
involvement with their families. These people may take the opposite view
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on an issue, but they do not realize that this position is dictated by what the
other person thinks, not their own independent perspective.
Societal emotional process. The last of Bowen’s concepts was never
fully developed. Bowen believed that the same processes that occur in all
family systems and that lead to more and less differentiation in family
branches, also occur in other societal systems. His idea, however, seemed
very fatalistic in that he described the transmission of differentiation in only
a negative direction. Over time, society is doomed to less and less differenti
ation and more and more conflict, according to Bowen.

Normal Family Development
Bowen believed that the same processes are found in all families. Differ
ences in quantity rather than quality of the dynamic determine how well a
family manages stress without symptoms. That is, all families use processes
of triangling and conflict. AH families struggle with unresolved issues and
problems that are exacerbated by poor differentiation. Typical families, in
Bowen’s view, are more or less functional, not “healthy” or “unhealthy.”
That said, for purposes of this chapter, we will examine typical (and rela
tively healthy) family development.
Healthier families are those that can balance the needs for autonomy and
intimacy for each individual over time and across situations. Some stressful
situations require that families give up “self” for a time—during grieving,
for example. Healthier families are those that can pull together, assisting one
another in the emotional morass of crisis, and then gradually redifferentiate,
sometimes resulting in higher levels of differentiation for their members.
Fusion, or what Minuchin (1974) calls enmeshment, is normal in two
situations: when a couple is first engaged to be married (or first make a com
mitment to each other—Bowen did not discuss possibilities of nonmarried
commitment); and when children are first born. It is normal for newly com
mitted persons and new parents to be totally consumed by the other and
quite susceptible to the emotional flooding that naturally occurs. In health
ier families, this state of fusion develops into a process of differentiation.
The differentiation process is not a steady upward line. Rather, it is more
like the waves of an incoming tide: some forward movement, some back
ward movement, but overall, forward.
Healthier families can move through the typical stages of the individual
and family life cycles without undo difficulty. People are able to be flexible
in their ability to tolerate conflict and difference and are able to adjust to the
comings and goings of family members through birth, leaving home, mar
riage or commitment, death, and divorce. Children are involved in parental
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triangles, but not excessively and they are able to get on with their own lives
when released or when they free themselves. Parents do not inappropriately
involve children in their marital life nor do they overfocus on their children
or each other, unduly giving up self for the sake of the other. There is a good
balance of family, couple, and individual time. People are relatively symp
tom free and, when symptoms of system stress are evident, they are easily
overcome and the family moves on in its evolution. Members of the ex
tended families are neither overfocused upon nor cutoff.

Dysfunctional Family Development
The corollary of functional family processes is dysfunctional processes.
This is where Bowen’s view—that dysfunction is a matter of quantity rather
than quality—differs so significantly from other theories’ views. For exam
ple, Bowen believed that the processes that are evident in individuals diag
nosed with schizophrenia or other problems are operating in all of us. We all
“hear voices”; it’s just that some of us hear them to a greater degree and with
greater discomfort (or greater discomfort to others).
Whether a particular behavior is problematic is decided more by the indi
viduals or situation than by some gold standard of health. For example,
whether someone is given treatment for schizophrenia may depend on how
well the symptom is succeeding at reducing anxiety in the triadic system in
which it is embedded. If no one in the system is troubled and the system is
otherwise stable, it may be that no treatment is necessary. However, if some
one is troubled by the difficulty or if it does not decrease anxiety (indeed, it
may increase anxiety), someone may decide that professional treatment is
needed. It is at this point, when someone labels something as problematic
that it becomes problematic. A behavior in and of itself would not be consid
ered problematic, in Bowen’s view. To say otherwise may say as much or
more about the person doing the diagnosing or labeling and their position in
some triangle.
Any of the four anxiety-reducing mechanisms described (conflict, dis
tancing, triangling, and symptoms) can be problematic. This is more likely
to happen when a family is caught in a generations-old pattern that uses one
or two of the mechanisms excessively. We must remember also that any sys
tem, even the healthiest, may appear or become dysfunctional given enough
stress. The key factor, in Bowen’s view, would be how differentiated the in
dividuals are and therefore how able they are to rebound from the stress with
fewer, less severe, and shorter-lived symptoms.
There is another situation in which symptoms may appear. This situation
involves a parental dyad that is so unstable and fraught with stress that the
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anxiety spills over onto more than one child. In these situations, each child
develops his or her own way of absorbing or managing the anxiety. One may
develop physical symptoms, another school problems. One may become
anti-social and another may work so hard to be “good” and overfunction that
she or he slips into depression or another emotional illness. Rarely, such a
child may be able to detriangle and redirect the anxiety back onto the par
ents.
In couples that do not triangle their children, one partner may act as an
“overfunctioner.” Such a position requires a complementary “underfunctioner”
in order to exist. That is, there can be no overfunctioner if no one is in need
of such care. The overfunctioner often appears more healthy and is some
times held up as a martyr. Examples include long-suffering husbands of de
pressed women and long-suffering wives of alcoholics.
However, recall that Bowen believed that people married others with
similar levels of differentiation. One partner simply appears healthier. The
overfunctioner is just that: over functioning. To be functional, a person is
neither over- nor underfunctioning. This does not mean that people do not
take care of each other. The process described refers to a habitual pattern in
which one person must play his or her role to the exclusion of other roles and at
the expense of self-differentiation. The difference between health and nothealth in such situations is evident when the caretaker becomes overburdened
and either obtains help from outside (healthier) or becomes dysfunctional
(less healthy) himself or herself. In therapy, it is often helpful to remind
women, who are usually socialized to be overfunctioners, that it does no one
any good if they become ill themselves.

Goals of Bowen Systems Theory
The chief goal of Bowen family therapy is differentiation of self. Bowen
believed that problematic behaviors ought not to be the focus of therapy ex
cept as they point toward habitual and unhelpful family processes or issues.
Simply talking about problems will not make them go away because the un
derlying difficulty is the system’s inability to handle stress without symp
toms. Increasing differentiation helps people increase their ability to think
rather than act and therefore to choose responses rather than using habitual,
knee-jerk behaviors and to handle stress without overusing any of the four
mechanisms.
A corollary goal of therapy is detriangling from a complex of relation
ships, particularly in the family of origin. Difficulties with partners and chil
dren often are directly tied to messy triangles in extended families. Prag
matically, it often is easier to calm emotions first in the family of origin and
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to pull oneself out of dysfunctional triangles. This often calms the nuclear
family anxiety sufficiently so that the triangles there become less rigid and
harmful. Bowen observed that his trainees’ marriages often improved as
their family-of-origin relationships improved.
Mere symptom removal is not a goal of Bowen family therapy. Symp
toms can be removed, but without changes in triangles or differentiation of
self, symptoms of one sort will be replaced by symptoms of another sort.
Triangles in one situation may abate, but the need to reduce anxiety will not,
and other triangles will appear. Some of these triangles may be less unfortu
nate than others. For example, a couple may stop triangling a child into their
relationship and may use a therapist for a time to reduce their anxiety. If the
therapist can maintain his or her own self and not become anxious, can re
main a calm third and temporary point in the triangle, the system may be
come stable enough to allow the couple to resolve their difficulties directly
and increase their differentiation. This allows healthier functioning in terms
of separating emotion from thinking, self from other, and self from family of
origin.

Bowen Family Therapy Techniques
The chief technique of Bowen therapy is the therapist herself or himself.
People come to therapy because their usual ways of managing stress and
anxiety are not working and usually involve high emotionality. From this
perspective, therapy becomes the third point in a triangle, one way to reduce
anxiety and stabilize the system. To the extent that a triangled person can re
main calm and not get pulled into the anxiety of the dyadic system, the
dyadic system can resolve its difficulty, which may increase differentiation
for both persons. However, in most intense emotional systems such as fami
lies, it is very difficult for the third person to remain calm. Our tendency is to
want to help people when they are upset. However, in our families, our ways
of helping are often programmed and reactive, pulling us deeper into the
emotional morass of the system and sometimes making things worse. In
therapy, the differentiated therapist has the opportunity to help clients by re
maining calm, not becoming activated by the clients’ stress and anxiety, not
getting caught up in the family’s issues, and helping the clients think about
what is going on. Therefore, the chief technique is the calm presence of a
differentiated therapist.
Recall that Bowen believed that very few people, including therapists,
are very well differentiated. Our tendency is to become reactive and search
for answers, give advice, and do something. This is not helpful if it does not
help the client increase his or her ability to think under stress. Therefore,
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therapists must increase their own differentiation of self through Bowen
therapy. By learning about their own “toxic” issues and detriangling in their
own families of origin, therapists are able to increase their ability to think
and remain calm when they are invited to take on others’ anxiety.
Genograms
Beyond the presence of a calm therapist as technique, a few practices are
hallmarks of Bowen therapy. The first step is helping the clients understand
the family system in which they are embedded. This is very much a “give
away” type of therapy. Rather than protecting hypotheses and insights, the
therapist explains the principles of the model to the clients so that they have
a clearer picture of what is happening and a map to use for guidance. This
map is sometimes called a genogram or family map (see Figure 9.1). It is
like a family tree, but includes information about the emotional dynamics of
the family as well as dates of birth and death.
The genogram gives a quick picture of what the family looks like: men
and women, marriages and divorces, children, dates, and significant events.
The genogram may also contain information about emotional functioning
including overinvolved relationships, cutoffs, distance, and conflict. By
drawing these relationships on the genogram, clients and therapists are able
to see triangles and patterns of reacting to stress. This information may give
clues to how and where clients can detriangle and change their own func
tioning in the family. According to systems thinking and Bowen theory,
when a person changes his or her own position in the family, others must
change in order to adapt to the first person’s changes. The genogram also
holds clues to probable reactions. The more rigid the family pattern, the
more likely it is that family members will react to change with messages that
suggest the client should “change back” to predictable ways. Knowing the
typical family patterns and helping clients choose wisely in their strategies
can reduce the likelihood of discouraging results.
The therapist also helps the client identify particularly loaded or toxic
family issues. These issues are the ones that tend to get people stuck, and
they are often less likely to be able to think independently about them. Some
of these issues may include money, childbearing or child rearing, religion,
alcohol, or affairs.
Detriangling
The therapist helps clients detriangle in sticky emotional systems by hav
ing them think about their positions in these systems when they are less
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FIGURE 9.1. Basic Genogram Showing Parents with Two Children and a
Pregnancy. (Father is cut off from his mother and his father, who is dead. The
mother has a fused relationship with her mother and a distant relationship with
her father. Her parents are divorced and their relationship is conflictual.)

em otional and therefore m ore able to think clearly about them. T his in
creases intellectual functioning but not at the expense of intimacy. By planning
detriangling moves and anticipating fam ily counterm oves, the client is able
to prepare for new fam ily interactions, ones in w hich she or he is an actor
and responder rather than reactor.
T h e ra p e u tic M o d e

Bowen preferred to work w ith couples. H e believed that child difficulties
w ere sym ptom atic o f the way the parents involved the child in their mar
riage. By replacing the child in the triangle, Bowen was able to free the child
so that he or she could continue his or her norm al developm ent and, at
the sam e time, assist the couple by being a calm rather than reactive part of
the triangle. A ccording to these ideas, the child’s sym ptom s would disappear
because the child was detriangled and because the parents would become
m ore able to care for the child appropriately— better than any therapist could.
D uring the couple sessions, the therapist helps the clients m aintain their
self-positions w ith two im portant techniques. First, the clients are seldom
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instructed to talk with each other unless the therapist is sure that they can do
so without being reactive to each other. Rather, the clients are instructed to
talk to and through the therapist. One partner is able to listen less reactively
to the other than when the partners are talking directly to each other, which
tends to activate more emotions than rational thinking.
Second, the therapist asks each partner what he or she thinks about what
is being discussed. By encouraging thinking and talking in the form of “I”
statements, the therapist helps the clients differentiate their emotional and
thinking systems, bringing thinking more into the forefront. Emotions are im
portant, but because of our tendency to get caught up in them and to not
think clearly, therapists encourage clients to talk about them rather than re
experience them. Experience alone, without thoughtful examination, does
not help people change their lives, according to Bowen.
As couples become more able to talk calmly without resorting to their usual
patterns of reacting, the therapist steps back and intervenes only when the sys
tem needs calming again. As the two increase their differentiation from each
other (which is accompanied by both increased autonomy and increased inti
macy), they are more able to help each other in differentiating in their families
of origin. The genogram has helped them understand how they came to be the
way they are and to plan new ways of interacting with each other. The geno
gram then becomes a tool for planning changes in the families of origin. At this
point, therapy often becomes less frequent. It takes time for changes in families
of origin to be accomplished. Also, at this time, many couples discontinue ther
apy. Their anxiety has been reduced and they sometimes do not see the need or
the value of continuing. Sometimes, the idea of making changes in the family of
origin produces enough anxiety to make therapy seem unnecessary, unduly dif
ficult, and even dangerous for the individuals.
Bowen therapists also work with individuals, but in very systemic ways.
Examining the genogram over multiple generations helps people under
stand past patterns and plan changes so that rigid patterns are not carried
forth into future generations.

Research
Very little research has been done using Bowen theory. Bowen often
stated that if people tried to research his theory, they did not understand it.
However, several attempts have been made to develop differentiation scales.
The most used is the Family of Origin Scale (Hovestadt et al., 1985). This
scale purports to measure the balance of intimacy and autonomy as a mea
sure of family health. The scale has been used to show differences in family
health in a number of clinical and nonclincal samples.
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Bray, Williamson, and Malone (1984) developed a scale to measure the
extent of personal authority in an individual. Williamson (1981) hypothe
sized a life cycle stage called “personal authority,” typically found during a
person’s midthirties. This life cycle stage is marked by the ability of an adult
to see her or his parents as real and distinct people similar to other people.
Personal authority allows people to have adult rather than parent-child rela
tionships with their parents. The Family of Origin Scale measures a family’s
health in the past and the Personal Authority in the Family System measures
current relationships. Nelson (1989) attempted to investigate Bowen’s no
tions that (1) people tend to marry others with similar levels of differentia
tion and (2) the partner who exhibits symptoms is not necessarily less differ
entiated than the more functioning partner. She found that married people
in her sample were similar in terms of personal authority and that people in
therapy were more similar to their partners than to subjects in a nonclinical
sample.

CONTEXTUAL FAMILY THERAPY
Contextual family therapy was developed by Ivan Boszormenyi-Nagy, a
psychiatrist who was a contemporary of Murray Bowen, Carl Whitaker,
Lyman Wynne, and other psychiatrists who also were developing ideas
regarding the multigenerational nature of relationships and, particularly,
problems. Nagy believed that individuals and families are governed not
only by patterns of behavior that are developed over multiple generations
but also by principles of relational fairness. The core concept of contextual
therapy relates to the trustworthiness of relationships in terms of an oscil
lating balance of credits and debits, of give and take. A context of fairness,
mutuality, and trustworthiness leads to individuation, balanced relation
ships, and personal fulfillment. This theory takes into consideration ethical
dimensions of relationships and the way loyalties, legacies, entitlements,
and obligations are balanced over time and over multiple generations.

Dimensions of Relational Reality
According to Nagy’s ideas, there are four dimensions to an understand
ing of relationships and the parts played by the individuals in them. The first
of these dimensions is facts, the undisputed things that have happened or
that exist. These include birth, death, physical differences, marriages, di
vorces, and natural and human-made events such as hurricanes and war.
Different from other models of family therapy, individual psychology is
an important dimension in contextual theory. Contextual therapy considers
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the dynamics of individuals’ inner lives including thoughts, dreams and as
pirations, intellectual ability, and emotions. Elements of individuals’ psyches
interact with others’ in ways that encourage patterns in relationships, both
good and bad, helpful and harmful. This is especially important when dy
namics from one person’s family are similar to a partner’s and evoke certain
expectations, emotions, and reactions.
Transactional patterns are the ways that people interact with one an
other. These processes are both simple and complicated, involving just two
people and involving many people over multiple generations, even those
that do not know each other. Interactional patterns are not used as a primary
target in therapy as in other family therapy models. Rather, they give clues
as to the legacies, entitlements, and indebtedness that constitute fair and
just relatedness over time.
The final dimension that Nagy discussed is the ethics of due consider
ation, or relational ethics. This concept does not refer to ethics or morality
as they typically are understood. Rather, it refers to what Nagy believed was
the natural and fundamental basis for interactions: a balance of ethical con
sideration for others’ interests as well as one’s own. According to this idea,
people both deserve and owe fairness in their relationships, sort of tit for tat.
This dynamic is called trustworthiness and is considered over time and
across generations. Something may not seem fair in the present interaction,
and therefore must be and can be balanced at a later time. Failure to consider
others’ interests can lead to symptomatic behavior and relational problems.
This concept does not refer simply to a felt sense of injustice, unfairness, or
entitlement. Rather, it is in the existential, natural order of humanity that
people are treated fairly and that they treat others fairly in relationships.
Therefore, people who have not been treated fairly cannot simply “get over
it,” but must, in some way, be involved in exoneration through exonerating
and/or being exonerated. This occurs in therapy in two ways: (1) the ability
of the therapist to demonstrate consideration of all people and relationships
that are involved, including past and future generations, and (2) the ability
of the clients to understand the need for consideration on all parts and make
efforts to balance the ledgers in the family.
To the extent that relationships are trustworthy, the individuals within
them are involved in a dynamic of balanced give and take. Each person de
serves and receives consideration of their interests by others. People are nei
ther exploited nor scapegoated. No one must balance a ledger with negative
behavior; relationships should serve as resources of trust for the people in
volved in them so that they can navigate other relationships without undue
strain.
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An important concept of contextual therapy is loyalty. Loyalty is not sim
ply blind faithfulness, commitment, and dedication to another person.
Rather, loyalty is what is owed to parents by virtue of what they have given
their children through birth and care. Loyalty is fundamental and factual in
parent-child relationships. Parents maintain a balance of fairness with their
children, which reinforces the loyalty commitment of the children.
Overt or healthy loyalty is demonstrated when people are able to keep the
lines open with their parents, even when the parents are difficult or require
great amounts of care. Covert or invisible loyalty is destructive in that peo
ple are not consciously aware of the dynamic, but are nonetheless driven by
it. Because they are not aware of the nature of the loyalty, they are unable to
make choices about repayment. Repayment and demonstration of invisible
loyalty is made through automatic, driven, and often destructive action. An
invisible loyalty to a legacy of failed marriages may doom a person to failure
in their own relationships. To do better might demonstrate a lack of loyalty.
Legacy refers to expectations within a family that may be spoken or un
spoken, conscious or unconscious. These expectations are derived from
being bom to particular people and the belief that we owe family some mea
sure of loyalty. Failure to meet legacy expectations can lead to loss of trust
worthiness in the relationship and violate fairness to previous generations,
even when the legacy is negative in nature. If one has a legacy obligation to a
family, they may “pay it o ff’ in kind to the next generation. For example, an
abused child learns to abuse. He or she may pay the debt by continuing
abuse into the next generation. A person may be dealt a legacy of failure and
evidence loyalty to family by continuing to fail. Therapy involves conscious
efforts to give up nonproductive legacies without blaming or cutting off
from the prior generation. Instead, the person consciously develops con
structive ways of balancing ledgers and paying debts instead of noncon
structive or damaging methods of paying that debt.
Entitlement is what people have due to them by virtue of the fact that
they are born or give birth, plus any merit that they earn. Children are enti
tled to trustworthy parenting. If they don’t receive it, they will provide for
it themselves through parentification, thereby participating in an untrust
worthy relationship. As children grow, they also are entitled to make ef
forts to pay back their obligations. Parents who do not allow children to do
this contribute to unbalanced ledgers of entitlements and obligations. Par
ents are entitled to consideration by their children, depending upon the
child’s age and ability to repay the debt.
People earn merit by being trustworthy and considering the interests of
others. Merit is specific to particular relationships and cannot be repaid in
others. This is difficult, for example, between parents and children when
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children can never fully repay their parents for giving them life as well as the
love and care (or lack thereof) they received when they were growing up.
Merit is earned by crediting others with their contributions to relationships
even when they are, at the same time, behaving in difficult ways. This can be
seen when parents are able to love their children at the same time that they
are angry with them. In this way, children “owe” their parents for their ethi
cal fairness in the relationship. Children earn merit by exonerating their par
ents for failures and credit their parents by understanding them in a multigenerational perspective.
The family ledger is a balance sheet of entitlements and obligations and
indebtedness. The ledger may appear unbalanced at any one point in time
due to life cycle stages, particular circumstances, and the nature of human
interaction. However, over time, it is expected that people will maintain
their trustworthiness by paying back their debts through actions and exoner
ation. Relationships in which people are not allowed to pay their debts are
not trustworthy and do not contribute to healthy growth and development.
That is, parents do their children no favors by refusing to accept a child’s ef
forts to acknowledge and repay debts. Over time, imbalances in ledgers may
lead to stagnation, or lack of development toward autonomy and trustwor
thiness in the relationship. A person may never give up the search for ways
to restore balance in the parental relationship.
As you can see, the idea of a ledger, borrowed from economics, speaks to
an economy of what is owed and what is due in relationships. Some of these
debts or obligations and entitlements exist from the simple fact of being
born. Even when children are adopted and never know their biological par
ents, there is still a loyalty obligation to the biological parents. When at
tempts to forestall the oscillating balance of entitlement and obligation are
successful, relationships stagnate and people may develop symptomatic
ways of fulfilling the legacy. For example, an adopted daughter may give
birth as a teenager. She may decide to keep the baby as a way of making up
for what was missing in her own parent-child relationship or she may decide
to give the baby up for adoption as a way of continuing the legacy her birth
mother paid her, a way of demonstrating loyalty.
Nagy believed that problems in living are embedded in the numerous and
complex relationships of multiple generations. To the extent that relation
ships are trustworthy, that is, balanced in terms of credits and debits, they
serve as resources as people develop other relationships, even troubled ones.
A reserve of trust can carry a person through an imbalanced period but a
multigenerational deficit of trust, of negative loyalties and unfulfilled
entitlements, can prevent someone from being trustworthy in other relation
ships. This reserve or lack thereof then affects future generations.
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The revolving slate is the process by which entitlement is “paid back”
through destructive actions, either to self or to others. Sometimes a child has
not been treated fairly and has not had basic needs met by his or her parents,
usually because the parents also were treated unfairly and had no merit or
trust to give their child. In these circumstances, the child may enact his or
her legacy by getting into trouble, treating others badly, using drugs, or do
ing poorly in school. This revolving slate of destructive entitlement will
continue until something happens to balance the ledger and restore the fam
ily relationships to fairness and health. As you can see, this may mean ex
amining ledgers over many generations.
Nagy believed that revolving slates of destructive entitlement are the
chief factor in marital and family dysfunction. An imbalance in the ledger
over time leads to discouragement and stagnation in relationships, a deple
tion of trust resources, and a lack of consideration for the interests of others.
This lack of consideration leads to revolving slates of destructive entitle
ment. Therapy helps by drawing attention not to the particular issue or dys
functional behavior but to the lack of fairness in. important relationships.
Attempts to make up for this lack of fairness, driven by invisible loyalties
and the particular nature of one’s legacy, appear in marital and family rela
tionships as problems or acting out. Conflict or lack of intimacy in a mar
riage is more a reflection of a need to demonstrate loyalty to parents than
lack of communication skills or poor problem-solving methods, according
to Nagy. Exploitation (taking advantage of someone’s dependency position
in a relationship) and scapegoating (placing a negative legacy on a child in
stead of accepting it) are two ways that the revolving slate and stagnation
can develop into symptoms or complaints.

Healthy Functioning
Imbalances in relationship ledgers are inevitable. Life is not always fair
and people do not always treat one another fairly. However, in the wellfunctioning family, there is a balance over time, an oscillation of give and
take that keeps the entitlements and obligations in balance. Children be
come more accountable for their debts as they mature and are allowed to
make payments, although they may never be able to completely repay their
parents. People are able to consider the interests of others in their actions
and decisions. Trustworthy relationships are strong and encourage auton
omy in children, which increases everyone’s entitlement to take responsibil
ity for their decisions and actions. Yes, people are entitled to accountability.
This accountability and acknowledgment increases the trustworthiness of
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relationships, adding to the well of trust upon which people must draw from
time to time.
The well-functioning family has no hidden ledgers or undue amounts of
unpaid debts. Life cycle transitions offer opportunities for further growth as
changes are negotiated among family members. There is mutual reciprocity
of care, consideration, and interdependence. No one is unduly exploited or
scapegoated, and no one is held in unhealthy dependencies as recipients of
unhealthy attempts to pay back old debts. Resources of trust help people as
they develop and navigate the stresses and strains of life. Symptoms are not
necessary because relationships are trustworthy and everyone is overtly
aware of and able to consider everyone else.

Symptom Development
The chief reason for disjunction is a breakdown in trustworthiness. This
break leads to stagnation and a lack of flexibility in relationships over time.
Nagy used the word disjunction rather than dysfunction. He believed that
systems malfunction not because they are pathological or dysfunctional but
because the ethical considerations that are necessary for healthy functioning
are broken. This may seem to be word quibbling, but it is important to un
derstand how Nagy saw the existential character and being of a family over
time. The balance necessary for healthy functioning is not something that
can easily be assessed, pinpointed for its brokenness, and “fixed.” Rather,
the very nature of the family interaction is amiss. People need to understand
the ethical nature of relatedness and address it as a fundamental property of
making relationships something that hold people injustice and fairness, in
creasing both autonomy and a sense of connectedness to the family good
ness.
When relationships are not balanced, people become disengaged from car
ing for others and being accountable to them (as well as to self). This leads to
destructive entitlement—vengeful or spiteful behaviors by the entitled one. This
stunts personal growth and further destroys trustworthiness in relationships.
Sometimes, parents exploit their children’s vulnerability and needs,
parentifying them or engaging them in split loyalties. Parentifying is a pro
cess whereby children are inappropriately brought into the marriage or ex
pected to take on responsibilities beyond their abilities. Split loyalties are
those occasions when a child can be loyal to one parent only by being dis
loyal to the other parent. This is similar to triangling, discussed previously
in the section on Bowen therapy, and is destructive, binding children in pro
cesses for which they cannot balance their ledgers. Paying back one parent
(loyalty) is accomplished at the expense of trustworthiness in the other rela
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tionship (disloyalty). Asking a spouse not to give consideration to a parent
results in a loyalty conflict and breaks trustworthiness in the marital rela
tionship, leading to marital dissatisfaction and conflict.
When loyalties to past generations are unspoken, they may interfere with
a person’s loyalty to a partner or to children. These invisible loyalties are
often very insidious and difficult to examine. They are very powerful, how
ever, and sometimes seemingly paradoxical. For example, if a parent or
grandparent did poorly in school, there may be an unspoken, invisible loy
alty that keeps a child from doing better than his or her elder or succeeding
in some other way. This is not “fear of success” but “fear of violating an in
visible loyalty.” These destructive legacies can lead to all sorts of problems
and symptoms from indifference to depression or even homicide.
Pathology can also occur without apparent symptoms. For example, if
one’s legacy is to be the “good child,” one may be bound and unable to de
velop autonomy by deciding what is “goodness” for oneself. Continuing to
live the family lie can continue into future generations and account for the
seeming “no reason” suicide, divorce, affair, breakdown, violence, or homi
cide.

Therapy and Change
The change that needs to occur, according to Nagy’s contextual theory, is
not merely behavioral or interactional. Behaviors and relationships can
change and it can appear that the family has been restored to balance and
fairness. However, this change may be very temporary and very much on the
surface only. According to Nagy, the change that needs to occur is in the
consideration of obligations in relationships, in the balance of entitlements
and debts, and in the ways that people enact their loyalties and legacies.
The goal of therapy is to enable people to make efforts at rejunction.
Rejunction is a healing of the breach or disengagement in important rela
tionships. It is a reconnecting so that ledgers may be balanced and auton
omy and trustworthiness established. Rejunction is the refusal to allow stag
nation to prevent connection and fulfillment.
Rejunction is accomplished in therapy by first opening up a perspective
of fairness in terms of considering others’ views as well as one’s own.
Learning about and understanding (although not necessarily agreeing with)
other people’s perspectives and one’s own behaviors, thoughts, and feelings
can be placed in the larger relational context that includes multiple genera
tions. Grievances are examined in their original contexts of loyalties, lega
cies, entitlements, and revolving slates and not just in terms of their presentday consequences. For example, an adolescent’s behavior is understood in a
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context of how the youth is acting out a legacy that is bigger than even the
parent-child relationship. People are held accountable; this is not a therapy
that lets people off the hook for their behavior. Rather, the behavior is under
stood in a context bigger than the problem so that people can develop new,
less destructive ways of balancing ledgers.
The therapist works as a guide to the process by assisting people in exam
ining all interests and developing action plans that will be rejunctive or heal
ing in relationships, rather than continuing legacies of problems and unhap
piness.
Rejunction begins with an understanding of the dynamics in multiple
generations of relationships, but must include actions or efforts to heal the
breach. The therapist begins by demonstrating multidirected partiality.
The therapist does not side with any one person, but takes in and even de
mands each person’s position and views of the unfairness in the family, their
own as well as others’. This is not impartiality; the therapist is very invested
in holding all perspectives as important and valid for everyone to under
stand, not just the identified patient’s (IP’s), not just the parents’ or the refer
ral source’s. By sequentially listening to family members with curiosity and
genuine interest, the therapist demonstrates that everyone’s interests and
opinions are important and necessary to the process.
In marital therapy, the therapist demonstrates the principles of fairness to
posterity (future generations) by pointing out how parenting is a part of
marriage. When couples have no children, they are still accountable to their
parents or to others who may have investments of trust in them. Thus, chil
dren’s positions are important in marital therapy. For example, when spouses
complain to and about each other, the therapist may ask the children how
this affects them, whether they feel tugged and pulled, what their obliga
tions are in the family in order for the parents to understand the effects of
their legacies and behaviors on their children.
The therapist considers the interests of everyone involved, not just those
present in therapy. This includes those who are absent, dead, and not yet
born. To the extent that the therapist can hold this context as important, fam
ily members develop new understandings of their own and others’ actions
and the need to find other ways to balance ledgers and pay back debts.
Assessment includes an examination of relationships for their trustwor
thiness and resources of trust. All four dimensions of relationships are ex
plored, although the relational ethics of balanced reciprocity transcend the
others of facts, individual psychology, and transactional patterns. Each cli
ent is held accountable for assessing his or her own position and situation
and for explaining it to others. In this way each person holds all others ac
countable for considering his or her interests. The therapist is flexible and
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sequential in understanding and being curious about each person’s views of
entitlements and obligations. Each person feels attended to and important.
After assessing each person’s ability to engage in trustworthy interac
tions, the therapist helps each person understand where and how imbalances
may be occurring. Discussion then centers around how rejunctive efforts are
going to be made, how old debts and obligations are going to paid. Therapy
is very much action oriented, but the therapist does not assign tasks. Rather,
the therapist helps the clients decide what actions to take by being curious
about reserves of trust and about possible consequences of certain actions.
The therapist prods, encourages, confronts, and supports people in their ef
forts to rebalance relationships so that symptoms are not necessary, always
considering the interests of everyone involved.
It is not necessary for rejunctive efforts to be successful in the sense that
family members open their arms and harmony is restored. Payment may
come from rejunctive efforts in themselves. That is, attempting to reconnect
is rejunctive in and of itself. The therapist, by holding the therapeutic rela
tionship trustworthy, helps the client develop ways of attempting rejunction
and supports the client in both successes and failures.
The therapist sides with each and every client, holding each accountable
for exposing injustices as well as making efforts to repay debts. Through
this process, the therapist demonstrates and models fairness in relation
ships, allowing clients to, first, explain their own perspectives and positions;
second, to understand how theirs and others’ actions fit into the multigenerational patterns; and, third, develop plans for reconnecting with par
ents and others and exonerating them for past hurts. People must always be
held accountable for their behavior regardless of its multigenerational con
text of loyalties and legacies. However, by understanding this context, peo
ple can allow themselves to accept these and other actions as attempts to
balance ledgers, not because a parent wanted to hurt a child, but because ail
were bound up in revolving slates.
The therapist helps clients place seemingly negative behavior in a rela
tional context partly through loyalty framing. Although Nagy did not claim
to use positive connotation, reframing, or relabeling, loyalty framing cer
tainly resembles these therapeutic techniques. For example, an acting-out
teen’s behavior may be explored by the therapist as a loyal attempt to fulfill
a father’s legacy, thereby drawing attention to the destructive nature of fam
ily relationships, forcing the family members to find other ways to deal with
one another and past generations. This frees the teen from the hot seat and
places him or her in a different role among all relationships, not just as the
focus of the current family concern or anger.
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Exoneration and rejunctive efforts are not always met with pleasant resuits. Sometimes people are so aware of possible negative reactions that
they choose to not try. However, through engaging in a trustworthy relation
ship, the therapist can help them free themselves from negative legacies so
that they and future generations do not repeat the same hurtful actions. Ther
apy may end without joyful reunions; it ends, however, when people are
able to reestablish their own positions as trustworthy in relationships, build
ing reserves of trust that can be used to repair and enhance current and future
relationships. They are then able to make a commitment toward rejunctive
action and behaving ethically in all relationships. This may take a few ses
sions or a few years.

JAMES FRAMO
James Framo started seeing couples and families in the late 1950s.
Through his interactions with Nagy (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Framo, 1965)
and others, Framo developed a therapy that integrated ideas from object re
lations theory and techniques of conjoint marital and family therapy. The
chief idea from object relations theory that intrigued Framo was that of pro
jective identification. During infancy, we are dependent upon caretakers to
meet all of our needs. The primary caretaker has both good and bad charac
teristics. For example, the caretaker feeds the child when he or she is hungry
(good), but may not always do so as soon as the infant would like (bad). Be
cause there is no way for the infant to change the bad parts of the caretaker,
these parts are incorporated into the psyche as introjects or representatives
of the external object (caretaker). These introjects become part of the per
sonality as unconscious objects, or “splits.” People tend to view the world as
though it were made up of the same kinds of objects with which one was fa
miliar as a child, although this usually is an unconscious process. Mates se
lect each other by “discovering” lost aspects of themselves in their partners,
aspects that are familiar but not primary parts of the self. People project the
introjected bad parts of themselves onto their spouses and children and then
battle them. This is an attempt to resolve old issues in current relationships
rather than in the parental generation, where they belong.
Therapy consists of first helping people understand these concepts, free
ing them to interact with their partners in more constructive ways. They are
not totally free, however, until they have understood their parents in the full
ness of their persons, not just the introjected and badly remembered aspects.
To accomplish this, Framo first prepared individuals and couples through
conjoint marital and group marital therapy. He then invited whole families
into therapy, usually in a marathon weekend of two two-hour sessions. In
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the family-of-origin session, Framo helped people to talk about things the
way each of them remembered them, enlarging the perspective of clients so
that it included parents and siblings as whole people, not just introjects. By
understanding their parents differently and the role that past interactions
play in current relationships, clients are further freed to interact with their
spouses and children as real people, not battled, split-off projections of
themselves. After the family-of-origin sessions, the couple could be free to
explore their interactional dynamics in a larger context, reducing blame and
opening opportunities for more intimate connections.
Framo believed that children’s problems were reflections of their par
ents’ unresolved marital and family-of-origin issues. He believed that the
best way to help children was to help their families. Therefore, he did not
typically see children in therapy. Framo also believed that cotherapy was
useful to the extent that the cotherapists could assist each other in not be
coming entangled in their own unresolved object relations issues. Similar to
Bowen and Nagy, Framo believed that good therapists examined their own
family-of-origin dynamics.

CASE STUDY
The following case study incorporates aspects of Bowen’s, Nagy’s, and
Framo’s theories and therapies. The student is reminded that there often are
differences between theory, or explanations of phenomena, and therapy or
the ways that therapists behave. In many instances, the therapeutic tech
nique may be more in the mind and intent of the therapist, the way the thera
pist thinks, than in any one particular action or technique. Therapists often
use techniques and interventions from many models, keeping in mind the
goals that they develop from their own ways of thinking. This is as true for
these transgenerational therapies as for others. Similarly, explanations of
what goes on in therapy or why it works may also be in the mind of the
reader, the therapist, or clients.
Steve (thirty-eight) and Lauren (thirty-seven) came to therapy because of
marital conflict and Lauren’s depression. Lauren also was concerned with
Steve’s regular use of alcohol and occasional use of marijuana. They had two
children: Molly (twelve) and Gregory (nine). Steve was an accountant who some
times was rather tired of his job. He worked long hours, particularly during tax
season, and often wondered what life would be like if he had gotten his MBA, as
his father had wanted him to do. Instead, he had been anxious to get out from
under his student loans and to “have fun.”
Lauren majored in art in college and dreamed of having her own art gallery,
displaying her paintings as well as those of others. She still liked to paint, but had
gotten a teaching certificate so that she could have a steady income while Steve
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was building his practice. After Gregory was born, she substitute taught in order
to have more time at home. Steve was quite busy and not available to help with
housework, but Lauren described him as an attentive, patient, and involved fa
ther. She appreciated their lifestyle, but often wished she had more time to paint
and dreamed about a gallery.
The therapist first assessed the couple for potential violence. During individ
ual sessions, Steve and Lauren both said that there had never been any threats
or actual violence, except once when they had been married about a year. They
reported that that incident, which involved slamming a door so hard that it broke,
scared both of them so badly that they each vowed to never let an argument get
out of hand again. They had kept that vow. The therapist checked with the couple
about this issue periodically during therapy. The therapist also assessed for alco
hol or other drug use to determine that chemicals were not a part of the system in
such a way as to interfere with therapy. Had there been alcohol or drug abuse or
addiction, or if there was violence in the relationship, the therapist would have
recommended other therapies before using transgenerational therapy. To do oth
erwise would be contraindicated because (1) the chemical itself or physiological
addiction would interfere with progress and/or (2) one or both partners would not
be safe in an atmosphere of threatened or actual violence that has the potential
for escalating when couples deal with difficult issues.
The therapist did a detailed genogram with Steve and Lauren (see Figure 9.2).
Steve was an oldest son with two younger brothers and a younger sister. Lauren
was the second child of three, with an older brother and a younger sister. Both
sets of parents were still alive. Steve’s father ran a mechanic shop and his
mother had been a music teacher. She was now retired except for giving occa
sional piano lessons. Steve’s father was the youngest of four siblings with three
older sisters, the oldest of whom had died ten years earlier of cancer. Their fa
ther, Steve’s grandfather, had been a farmer and was now dead, as was their
mother, a farmwife. They had deeded the farm to the families of their daughters
but not their son, Steve’s father, because they believed he would not do well
managing it. Steve’s mother was an only child, her mother having had three mis
carriages before she was born. She helped her husband in the mechanic shop
with the books as well as teaching music and managing the house. Steve de
scribed his father as “bitter” and his mother as “withdrawn; not there.” Steve was
not sure what his maternal grandparents did for a living because they died before
he was born, when his mother was in her late teens.
Lauren’s father was a banker whom she described as “stern.” He had a youn
ger sister and both of his parents were dead. Lauren’s mother had told her that
her paternal grandfather had been abusive and her grandmother had not been
well. Lauren’s mother was a homemaker who enjoyed keeping house, decorat
ing, making crafts and doing “fun stuff” with her children. Lauren said that her
mother tried to buffer her father’s discipline. Lauren’s mother had an older brother
who died in the military. Her mother had been very close to this uncle and said
that her father “never got over” his death. Lauren’s maternal grandfather had
been a merchant, running a retail store, and now was in a nursing home with Par
kinson’s disease. Her grandmother died twelve years ago of heart failure.
Molly, the twelve-year old, was in sixth grade and doing well. She was popular
and well liked by her peers. The biggest complaint that Steve and Lauren had
about her was that she was “pouty” and didn’t clean her room. She enjoyed going
to Lauren’s mother’s house and doing crafts with her. Steve had given up trying to
get her to enjoy piano lessons. Gregory, nine, presented more of a challenge for
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FIGURE 9.2. Steve and Lauren’s Family Genogram
Steve and Lauren. He had difficulty reading and often became so frustrated that
he had tantrums. Steve tried to discipline him, but Lauren did not approve of his
methods and would sometimes yell at Steve when he was trying to work with
Greg. Greg had been tested for learning disabilities and ADHD, but the psycholo
gists said that he was only a “little immature.” Steve thought this called for more
discipline and stricter rules; Lauren thought it required reasoning and spending
more time with Greg on his reading skills.
Molly and Greg were involved while the genogram was being drawn and the ther
apist asked them about their knowledge and opinions. It appeared to the thera
pist that both children were developing normally, although she realized that
some might describe Gregory as immature. Neither parent seemed concerned
about the children’s behavior in therapy and the therapist suggested that they not
come anymore. She believed that the children’s difficulties would disappear and
the parents would become more able to handle the problems as a team, or the
behavior would become worse as therapy continued. The latter would be an indi
cation of increased stress in the system and would signal slowing down or work
ing more directly to detriangle the child. The therapist occasionally asked about
the children’s behavior during therapy.
The therapist helped Lauren and Steve understand the concepts of both
Bowen and contextual theories. Steve identified his involvement in a triangle with
his mother and father and one involving his father and his grandfather. He be
lieved that his father had been acting out destructive entitlement by pushing
Steve toward a business career. His father sometimes complained to him about
his mother’s lack of attention to the family business, even though she was busy
with her own job as well as the house and children. Steve realized that he was
caught in a split loyalty whenever he felt he should defend his mother. He recog
nized that the stress must have been triangled more onto one of his younger
brothers who used alcohol excessively and had a hard time keeping a job. In
therapy, he explored ways that he could detriangle from his father and grand
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father by learning more about his grandfather. He learned that his grandfather
had been very worried that Steve’s father would hurt himself on the farm after
running a tractor down an embankment. Rather than showing concern, however,
Steve’s grandfather had acted as though Steve’s father was not competent.
Lauren became very interested in her mother’s life and thought about de
triangling herself from her parents’ marriage by talking more with her father
about how he might handle Gregory. She realized that she had married someone
who would be more stern with her children so that she would not have to be. She
learned that her father had been abused by his father and that his mother had not
protected him. Lauren’s father said that he had known he was too hard on his
daughter and that he had married someone who would help temper his disci
pline. Lauren had thought he would tell her to be more strict with Greg, but was
surprised when he suggested that she find ways to use her skills as an artist to
help Greg be more creative about his difficulty in school. He also suggested that
she encourage Greg, along with Steve, to play a musical instrument.
Lauren also learned that her mother had always felt lonely. Lauren’s grand
mother had been very busy and both of her parents had been focused on her
brother. Although her brother had been good to her, he had been several years
older and involved in his own activities. Lauren’s mother devised ways of getting
her father’s attention by making signs for his store as well as crafty things for the
house. She had married Lauren’s father because he also seemed lonely and she
was drawn to him as a helper.
In other therapies, the therapist might have encouraged Steve and Lauren to
develop new communication skills and to talk directly to each other. In this case,
however, the transgenerational therapist asked Steve and Lauren to tell their sto
ries to her, each listening carefully while the other talked. Occasionally, the thera
pist asked each to comment on what the other had just said. When things
seemed to get heated, the therapist would turn to the genogram as a way of re
ducing emotionality and to help the couple manage their anxiety by getting more
ideas about how their actions fit into their original families. In this way, each
learned about the typical patterns of conflict (abuse), symptoms, and triangling
that their families had used to reduce marital tension. They also learned that
turning to slightly different topics could help them stay connected when things
became stressful between them.
The therapist coached each person in finding ways of both understanding
and changing their roles in their families. They explored the legacies of work and
family and the loyalties, including invisible ones tied to the legacies. They noticed
patterns of abuse and made conscious efforts to change their own behaviors
away from conflict in ways that acknowledged the good intentions of their par
ents and grandparents. Each made efforts to rejoin their families. When Lauren’s
mother became upset, Lauren asked her questions about other relatives. This
helped Lauren to learn new information as well as keeping the emotionality low
enough for Lauren and her mother to connect in new ways. Previously, Lauren
had had a tendency to distance when her mother became upset. She enjoyed
this new way of staying connected.
Steve, on the other hand, had more difficulty reworking family issues with his
parents. When Steve’s father criticized his mother, Steve switched tactics. In
stead of defending his mother, Steve suggested that his father talk to his mother
about his complaints. This resulted in Steve’s father giving him the silent treat
ment. Apparently, he also gave Steve’s mother the silent treatment because
Steve’s mother called him to ask what he had done to upset his father so much.
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She also told Steve that she was upset that he did not do more to help his youn
ger brother, who was out of work again. Steve’s initial tendency was to fall back
into old patterns and distance from his parents. He remarked that his efforts were
not appreciated, so he probably would not try again. The therapist encouraged
him to not give up, however, and suggested that he find another way of recon
necting with his family, one that considered his parents’ positions and that might
not be met with such resistance.
Steve began talking to his sister about their different experiences in the family.
He had always dismissed her perspective because she was so much younger
than he, so “what does she know anyhow? My parents always shielded her from
real life.” Steve discovered that his sister had known a lot about the family difficul
ties— their father’s background and their parents’ quarreling— for some time. She
talked to Steve about their mother’s family and how she had always tried to hide
her loneliness, pretending that everything was okay. This helped Steve to see his
mother in a new light, and he tried once more to pull himself out of his parents’
marriage without cutting off. He called his mother and told her that he appreci
ated all that she had done for him and his siblings and asked if she would be in
terested in suggesting some new music for Gregory. This action exonerated
Steve’s mother by connecting her with the third generation in a valuable way,
paying back a debt Steve owed her and changing the way he acted out a legacy
with his son. By doing this, he increased both his own and his son’s potential for
differentiating and developing a trustworthy relationship.
Steve’s father reacted to this change in dynamics by withdrawing from Steve
and beginning to complain to Steve’s second brother about him. Steve was dis
appointed about this, but was able to express his disappointment to Lauren
rather than defending himself to his brother. He decided to maintain his position
and hope that his father would come around in time. He knew, however, that he
had repaid part of his debt with his effort and by not demanding things of his son
that Gregory could not do.
This was not a miracle therapy. The initial stages of calming the system were
accomplished fairly quickly, within a few months. Therapy continued about once
a month as Steve and Lauren used the therapist as well as each other to develop
new plans for reconnecting and differentiating in their families of origin. They re
ported less fighting between the two of them, although Steve continued to be the
more strict of the two with the children. He reported feeling relieved about less
stress and dread in his original family. He agreed to try again in a few months to
reconnect with his father, this time with something less emotional.
Lauren began having coffee more often with her father and going with Molly to
her mother’s house for crafts. Molly seemed to resent this, so instead of either
withdrawing or insisting, Lauren compromised by joining them occasionally. She
also enlisted her parents’ help in developing a show for her paintings. Lauren and
Steve realized that they encouraged Gregory’s dependency behavior but also
did not want him to develop as lonely as did Steve or Steve’s father. They dis
cussed this dilemma a lot and decided that they would not give in to messages to
make Greg “a man” by pushing him away (Silverstein, 1994). These discussions
were not always easy, given Steve’s legacy of pushing for independence, but
they worked out a plan whereby Steve took over more of the homework help from
Lauren. He and Greg began reading “boy” books together in Greg’s room. Greg
began whining less and turning more to his father for help in normal tones of
voice. Molly began arguing with her mother about wearing makeup and still re
fused to clean her room.
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GLOSSARY
anxiety: In Bowen theory, the natural state that arises when two people are
in human relationship with each other. As people attempt to balance AUTON
OMY and INTIMACY in relationships, natural differences and attempts to re
solve those differences arise, leading to mild to moderate to severe anxiety.
Difficulties arise in the ways that people attempt to manage anxiety, not
from anxiety per se.
autonomy: In Bowen theory, a dimension of differentiation of self that al
lows a person to have a self separate from others.
balanced relationships: In contextual theory, balanced relationships are
trustworthy, fair, and each person, over time, both receives and gives as situ
ations require.
basic self: In Bowen theory, the maximal level of differentiation of self that
one achieves. The basic self remains fairly constant over time, with minor
fluctuations. Contrast with PSEUDOSELF.
conflict: In Bowen theory, one process that a system uses to manage ANXI
ETY. Conflict can range from moderate, reasoned discussions of differences,
to yelling and arguing, to homicide. Conflict, as a concept, is not dysfunc
tional or symptomatic; it is part of the condition of being in human relation
ships.
dependent: A need to have others take care of oneself; may indicate nor
mal, healthy functioning (when very young or ill, for example) or chronic
underfunctioning.
destructive entitlement: In contextual theory, entitlements that are “paid
back” in destructive ways to self and others. Attempts to get what one is due
in negative and destructive ways; often related to INVISIBLE LOYALTIES and
LEGACIES.

differentiation of self: In Bowen theory, the ability to maintain a separate
self while remaining emotionally connected to one’s family of origin. Dif
ferentiation of self includes two dimensions: INTIMACY and AUTONOMY.
differentiation of thinking from emotion: In Bowen theory, the ability to
separate thinking and feeling, but stay connected to emotions or feelings.
Lack of balance in this area of differentiation leads to reactivity (too much
influence of emotions) or excessive rationality (too little influence of emo
tions).
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disjunction: In contextual theory, moving away from trustworthy related
ness. Unbalanced ledger of debts and entitlements in a family.
distancing: In Bowen theory, one process by which a system manages anxi
ety. Distancing can be mild or severe, rare or frequent, short lived or longlasting. It can include methods such as taking a time out or a more severe
form of EMOTIONAL CUTOFF.
emotional cutoff: In Bowen theory, an excessive form of distancing that at
tempts to resolve emotional attachments by removing oneself from the emo
tional system. However, the person involved in the cutoff is not differenti
ated, which requires an ability to remain intimate in an emotional system.
Rather, such a person is still REACTIVE and tends to make decisions that are
overly influenced by emotions and anxiety.
enmeshment: In structural family therapy, Minuchin’s term for loss of au
tonomy due to a blurring or lack of psychological and family boundaries.
entitlement: In contextual theory, this term refers to merit that accumulates
as a result of behaving in an ethical manner with due consideration toward
others. It is different from an arrogant attitude. Rather, it is what one is actu
ally due either from acts of credit or from being part of a fair and trustworthy
relationship.
ethical dimensions (of relationships): ethical dimensions in relationships
include facts, individual psychology, systems transactional patterns, and
merited trust. In contextual theory, the belief that relationships which are
balanced in terms of facts, individual psychological factors, transactional
patterns, and merited trust are healthy and lead to satisfied family members.
existential: In philosophy, the idea that humans experience life and a sense
of existing as humans. In contextual theory, this also refers to the experience
of existing in relationship with others and in relation to others.
exoneration: In contextual theory, a process of seeing the positive intent
and intergenerational legacies and loyalties behind the behavior of members
of previous generations. When exoneration occurs, negative holds from the
past are loosened, releasing the client from INVISIBLE LOYALTIES and rela
tional debts of others.
exploitation: Taking advantage of someone’s dependency position in a re
lationship.
fact: In contextual theory, one of the four dimensions of ethical relatedness.
Facts are things handed to one by destiny that cannot be changed: gender,
particular parents, adoption, genetic predispositions and anomalies, etc.
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fairness: In contextual theory, the notion that over time, people are given
their due and are given chances to reciprocate in relationships. This leads to
TRUSTWORTHINESS OF RELATIONSHIPS and a sense that the relationship is
healthy and will serve the needs of its members.
family map: See GENOGRAM.
family projection process: In Bowen theory, the process by which un
resolved lack of differentiation of parents is passed on to the children.
Typically, one child is spared the triangling process and becomes more dif
ferentiated than the parents; and one child, who is triangled, becomes less
differentiated and more likely to develop symptoms.
fusion: In Bowen theory, the tendency of one person to be so emotionally
attached to another that his or her own sense of self and boundaries becomes
dependent on the other. It is marked by a blurring of the intellectual and
emotional systems within an individual and is the opposite of DIFFERENTIA
TION OF SELF.

fusion anxiety: In Bowen theory, the physiological anxiety that one feels
when in danger of losing a sense of self within a relationship. Often leads to
symptoms.
genogram: Developed by Bowen and now used in many therapies. A sche
matic drawing of a family, similar to a family tree, with information about
the family, including the nature of emotional relationships and dynamics.
“I” statements: A technique in systems therapy in which the therapist en
courages family members to speak for themselves in the form of “I think..., ”
“I believe ..., ” or “I fee l. . . ” rather than mind reading and speaking for an
other person (e.g., “She thinks . . . ” or “He feels . . . ”).
indebtedness: In contextual theory, the fact of “owing” another either be
cause the other has earned consideration in the relationship or because the
other, a parent, is simply due consideration by virtue of having given birth to
the person.
individual psychology: In contextual theory, one of the four dimensions of
ethical relatedness. Individual psychology refers to the way that one pro
cesses information within oneself. This may include such things as intelli
gence, personality, and predispositions.
interdependent: The ability to care for others and be taken care of by others
as needs require.
intergenerational: Having to do with patterns of behavior or family dynamics
between generations. Often used interchangeably with TRANSGENERATIONAL.
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intimacy: In Bowen theory, the dimension of differentiation of self that in
cludes the ability to be emotionally connected to others.
introjects: In object relations theory, taking on aspects of other people
which then become unconscious parts of the self-image.
invisible loyalty: In contextual theory, Boszormenyi-Nagy’s term for un
conscious commitments that children take on to help their families to the
detriment of their own well-being.
ledger: A “balance sheet” of entitlements, obligations, and indebtedness for
each individual in the family.
legacy: In contextual theory, expectations that originate not from the earn
ings of the parents but simply by being born of those parents. Legacies
sometimes come in the form of INVISIBLE LOYALTIES, in that they are not in
conscious awareness but are significant factors in relational dynamics and
the ways that people live in the world.
loyalty: In contextual theory, the notion that internalized expectations, in
junctions, and obligations in one’s family of origin have powerful interper
sonal influences. What to an outsider may seem an irrational or pathological
behavior may, in fact, conform to a basic family loyalty. For example, a
scapegoated, irresponsible child may be unconsciously acting out this loy
alty message: “I will be the bad one to help you look good, because you have
done so much for me.”
loyalty conflict: In contextual theory, LOYALTIES can be helpful or nothelpful, healthy or dysfunctional. A loyalty conflict arises when loyalty to
one’s spouse is in conflict with loyalty to one’s family of origin.
loyalty framing: In contextual theory, a therapeutic technique of describing
a behavior in a new way that places it in the positive light, as being a way
that the client attempts to live out a LEGACY or LOYALTY.
merit: In contextual theory, contributions to the balance of a relationship by
considering and supporting the interests of the other.
multidirected partiality: The clinical stance whereby therapists are ac
countable to everyone whose well-being is potentially affected by their in
terventions. Everyone in therapy should feel that the therapist understands
and “sides” with them. Therapists also take into account others who are af
fected by the therapy, especially children and future generations.
multigenerational transmission process: In Bowen theory, similar to fam
ily transmission process. Over time, as one branch of a family tree produces
more and more differentiated individuals, other branches produce less and
less differentiated individuals. This accounts for different branches of fami
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lies that appear very different in maturity or differentiation. According to
Bowen, it takes many generations (four to ten) to produce someone with
symptoms of schizophrenia.
mutuality: In contextual theory, a sense that people in relationships can
count on one another to be trustworthy in reciprocal fashion. That is, there is
a sense of balance in relational credits and debits, with each receiving his or
her due.
nuclear family emotional process: In Bowen theory, the dynamics that nu
clear families use to manage stress. These processes include a physical or
emotional SYMPTOM in one partner, CONFLICT, DISTANCING, or TRI
ANGLING. None of these, used in moderation, is by itself problematic.
Using one to the exclusion of others or using one or more excessively can
lead to individual or system dysfunction.
nuclear family projection process: In Bowen theory, this is the process by
which parents transmit their immaturity and lack of differentiation to their
children.
object relations theory: A theory based on notions of internalized images
of self and others that occurred in early parent-child interactions. These af
fect a person’s way of perceiving and relating to other people.
obligations: Acts and attitudes based on loyalty and on merit earned by an
other person in a relationship. Obligations are owed to the other in a bal
anced relationship.
parentification: A process in which a child is pulled into a caretaking role
for one or both parents as well as siblings. A child assumes excessive re
sponsibility in a pseudoadult role by emotionally and/or physically caring
for parents or siblings.
posterity: Future generations; descendants.
projective identification: In object relations theory, a defense whereby un
wanted aspects of the self are attributed to another person, which elicits
these behaviors from the other person.
pseudoself: In Bowen theory, the self that fluctuates according to levels of
stress in intimate and emotional situations. Pseudoself can look like basic or
solid self: “This is who I am and what I believe.” However, the pseudoself is
more likely to be less differentiated in highly emotional or stressful situa
tions.
psychoanalytic techniques: Techniques developed and used by earlytwentieth-century psychoanalysts. The chief technique was for the analyst
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to allow the patient to free-associate so that unconscious material could be
brought to consciousness and interpreted by the analyst.
reactive: In Bowen theory, excessive influence from emotions that leads to
knee-jerk or reactive behaviors that have not been thought out. Opposite of
RESPONSIVE.

rejunction: In contextual theory, the process of balancing an unbalanced
ledger in a system of relationships. This often involves EXONERATING one
or more parents or grandparents and giving up DESTRUCTIVE ENTITLEMENTS
so that other relationships may also move toward balance.
relational ethics: In contextual theory, life is a chain of interlocking conse
quences in relationships between the generations. One’s behavior is rooted
in the past and, at the same time, will affect future generations. Because of
this, individuals are ethically responsible for the consequences of their be
haviors.
responsive: In Bowen theory, the ability to think clearly and choose behav
iors or actions based on information and self-differentiation rather than
purely on emotions. A responsive, angry person may choose to hit some
thing or say something that others might find objectionable. The difference
is that the responsive person has chosen these behaviors after carefully con
sidering the consequences. Opposite of REACTIVE.
revolving slate: In contextual theory, the process by which entitlement is
“paid back” through destructive actions, either to self or to others.
rigid triangle: In Bowen theory, a human-system triangle that is inflexible
and endures over time. At times of great stress, the primary dyad favors the
third party as a way of spreading anxiety. Over time, when a system uses
triangling or a particular triangle excessively, the triangle becomes rigid and
can lead to symptoms in one person.
scapegoating: In contextual theory, placing a negative legacy on a child in
stead of accepting responsibility for one’s own legacy or debts.
sibling birth order: A concept borrowed by Bowen from Walter Toman
suggesting that children in different birth order positions tend to take on typ
ical characteristics of that position.
sides: Side taking. A clinical technique in contextual therapy in which the
therapist deliberately takes one position over another. This is a temporary
stance of MULTIDIRECTED PARTIALITY so that each person feels understood
and supported.
societal emotional process: The application of Bowen’s concept of multigenerational transmission process to society as a whole. The concept de
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scribes how a prolonged increase in social anxiety results in a gradual low
ering of the functional level of differentiation in society and an increase in
symptoms, particularly conflict and social ills.
split loyalties: In contextual theory, a situation in which the parents set up
conflicting claims so that the child can offer loyalty to one parent only at the
cost of his or her loyalty to the other.
stagnation: In contextual theory, ethically invalid attempts at solving life’s
problems that prevent the development of autonomy and trustworthy rela
tionships.
symptom: In Bowen theory, a state or behavior that signals an unbalanced
and dysfunctional system. Symptoms can be physical (headaches), emo
tional (depression), or social (stealing). They can include excessive conflict
or fighting, excessive or chronic distancing, or triangling of a child or other
third party. Symptoms can be mild or acute, short-lived or long-lived. Under
stress, any person or system can become symptomatic. Systems that are
more differentiated tend to suffer less severe and shorter-lived symptoms.
transactional patterns: In contextual theory, one of the four dimensions of
ethical relatedness. This term refers to the patterns and dynamics that de
velop over time for individuals in relationships.
transgenerational: Between generations of families; often having to do
with transmission of patterns, values, myths, etc., from one generation to
another. Often interchangeable with INTERGENERATIONAL. In Bowen the
ory and others, often meaning more than two generations of patterns.
triangle: In Bowen theory, a three-person system; the smallest stable unit of
human interaction. A two-person system is an unstable system that forms a
triangle under stress. More than three people in a system form themselves
into a series of interlocking triangles. See RIGID TRIANGLE.
triangling: In Bowen theory, the process of introducing a third person into a
dyadic relationship to provide stability in the system.
trustworthiness of relationships: In contextual theory, the balance of
debits and credits in a relationship that contributes to members’ sense that
the relationship is fair and will lead to fair dealings. The balance oscillates;
however, over time, all parties receive their due.
typical family development: Developmental patterns that most families go
through as members differentiate and form new attachments.
undifferentiated ego mass: In Bowen theory, a situation in which the fam
ily members are not able to distinguish their own feelings and thoughts from
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those of other family members. Often leads to dysfunctional behavior or
symptoms.
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Chapter 10

Couple Therapy
Gary H. Bischof
Karen B. Helmeke
Typically couples come in and one partner wants one thing to happen;
the other partner wants something else. So satisfying both of them be
comes very, very tricky
Couple therapy is a very complicated form
of therapy. . . . It’s always been the thing that has most fascinated me
and kept me captivated.. . . And even though I do workshops and am
presented as an expert on couple therapy, I still find it very difficult
to do.
Neil S. Jacobson, PhD (1949-1999)
Leading researcher and expert on couple therapy
In this chapter, we focus on therapy with one of the most intense and im
portant family relationships, the intimate couple. In earlier times, this area
was known as “marriage counseling” or “marital therapy.” The focus was on
improving relationships between married spouses. As family forms have
become increasingly diversified, many have found the term “marital ther
apy” limiting. It does not include, for example, cohabiting couples or samesex couples who may be in committed long-term relationships. We consider
a couple to be two partners who are in a serious, intimate, committed rela
tionship, including gay, lesbian, or bisexual couples, cohabiting couples,
and married couples. Thus couple therapy addresses these serious, commit
ted relationships.
Several areas related to couple therapy will be addressed in this chapter.
After a brief historical perspective, we consider recent trends in couple ther
apy. Next we describe some of the key clinical issues in doing therapy with
couples. Then we examine four well-established approaches to couple ther
apy and the increasing popularity of the use of preventive approaches for
couples. Common problems seen by couple therapists will be considered.
We also look at couple therapy with four especially challenging clinical
297
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problems: domestic violence, affairs, substance abuse, and serious individ
ual problems. We conclude by examining sex therapy and couple therapy
with same-sex couples.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The profession of marriage counseling began about 1930, nearly twenty
years before the formal beginnings of the family therapy movement. Around
that time, three professional centers for marriage counseling were estab
lished. Paul Popenoe opened a center in Los Angeles, and Abraham and
Hannah Stone opened a similar clinic in New York. A third center was
opened by Emily Mudd in Philadelphia in 1932 (Broderick and Schrader,
1981). Popenoe claims to be the first to introduce the term marriage coun
seling, and in 1930 he began seeing couples for three dollars per hour (no
small sum during the Great Depression). He promoted public recognition of
the marriage counseling profession through a monthly feature in Ladies
Home Journal called “Can This Marriage Be Saved?” which began in 1945
and continues today. He also provided case material for an early television
series, Divorce Court, which aired in the 1940s and 1950s.
Members of this new profession of marriage counseling began meeting
in 1942 and formed the American Association of Marriage Counselors
(AAMC) in 1945. This group developed outside the mainstream of the
mental health establishment of psychiatry. Early marriage counselors in
cluded clergy, physicians, social workers, and family guidance profession
als (Broderick and Schrader, 1981). The AAMC, along with the National
Council on Family Relations, published standards for marriage counseling
in 1949, and identified marriage counseling as a specialized field of family
counseling. This diverse group continued to assist marriages using a variety
of approaches without a unifying theory. In 1970, AAMC changed its name
to the American Association of Marriage and Family Counselors to reflect
the interest of its members in systems theory and the growing family ther
apy movement (Broderick and Schrader, 1981). This group became the cur
rent American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT) in
1978, as was discussed in the section on the history of the field of marriage
and family therapy in Chapter 1.
In recent years, two leaders in couple therapy have suggested that couple
therapy has indeed come of age, and they identify several significant devel
opments and key trends for therapy with couples (Johnson and Lebow,
2000). The acceptance and utilization of couple therapy increased substan
tially in the last decade of the twentieth century. Johnson and Lebow report
an increasing demand for this type of therapy, and a growing number of prac
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titioners are trained to do couple therapy, including those specializing in
couple therapy from the fields of psychology, social work, and counselor
education. An understanding has also clearly emerged that couple therapy
requires distinct training and a specific set of skills.
Johnson and Lebow (2000) identify nine key trends for couple therapy
during the 1990s:
1. Couple therapy (CT) becoming firmly established as a legitimate
treatment
2. Growing scientific understanding of committed relationships
3. Evidence of the effectiveness of CT for relationship problems and in
dividual disorders
4. Greater understanding of the influence of gender on relationships
5. New respect for the diversity of family forms
6. Influence of postmodernism (see Chapter 6 for details on post
modernism)
7. Movement toward integration across models of treatment
8. Increased attention to the role of emotion in CT
9. Greater recognition of couple violence
(1) Couple therapy is becoming firmly established as the accepted treat
ment of choice for couple problems. Although this may seem obvious, some
in the mental health profession have been slow to change from an approach
focused upon individuals, and couples therapists still find it difficult at times
to secure payment from insurance companies for treatment focused upon
strengthening the couple’s relationship. (2) There has been a growing un
derstanding of the science of relationships. Some key developments in the
scientific understanding of committed relationships from the research of
John Gottman (1994; Gottman and Silver, 1999) are highlighted in Box
10.1. (3) There now exists strong evidence supporting the effectiveness of
couple therapy for both relationship problems and individual mental health
disorders.
Several of the trends in couple therapy identified by Johnson and Lebow
(2000) reflect changes in the wider spheres of marriage and family therapy
and society, and are addressed in other chapters in this text. These include
(4) a greater understanding of the influence of gender; (5) new respect for
the diversity of family forms; and (6) the influence of postmodernism and
social constructivism as reflected in more collaborative, meaning- and lan
guage-oriented approaches to therapy. (7) Approaches to couple therapy
have also become more integrated, and draw from multiple models of treat
ment.
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BOX 10.1. Research on Couple Relationships
Dr. John Gottman, a psychologist at the University of Washington in Seattle,
has spent over twenty-five years studying the intricacies of committed relation
ships. He can predict with 94 percent accuracy which marriages will succeed
and which will fail (1994). Gottman’s sophisticated labs include a mock apart
ment so couples can be observed and videotaped, and participants are
hooked up to equipment that measures physical changes such as heart rate or
sweat during a discussion with one’s partner. He has identified three types of
successful, long-term marriages (1994). Validating couples are good friends,
listen well to each other, validate their partner’s experience, and compromise
easily. Volatile couples argue and bicker over lots of issues, try to persuade
the other rather than understand or validate, show high levels of engagement,
show anger, laughter, and affection easily, are passionate and good at making
up. Conflict-minimizing couples seldom argue, preferring to see the overall
relationship as more important than some issue over which they might differ.
They lead calm, pleasant lives, often exhibit lower levels of companionship and
sharing, and value separateness and personal space or interests. Interestingly,
Gottman has found that regardless of the style of marriage, successful relation
ships across all three types were characterized by a 5:1 ratio of positive to neg
ative feelings and actions toward their partner. Some disagreement in working
out differences is healthy, and anger itself in a relationship is not predictive of di
vorce, as long as the 5:1 ratio is maintained.
Gottman identified four especially corrosive behaviors that lead to the down
fall of a marriage, termed the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. These are
(1) criticism— attacking, blaming partner’s personality or character, rather than
a specific behavior; (2) contempt— insults or put-downs of partner, such as
name-calling, hostile humor, sarcasm, or body language such as rolling of the
eyes or facial grimaces; (3) defensiveness— warding off a perceived attack,
manifested by denying responsibility, making excuses, playing one-upsmanship,
or pointing out partner’s faults when even legitimate concerns are raised; and
(4) stonewalling— one partner, usually the man, removes himself, withdraws,
becoming as a “stone wall,” unresponsive and unmoved by the partner’s com
plaints. Occasional withdrawal is not uncommon, but habitual use of stonewalling
signals serious trouble for the relationship. Noting gender differences, Gottman
found that men tended to become more physiologically aroused or “flooded”
(pulse rate and blood pressure rise) when confronted with marital tension, per
haps explaining their tendency to withdraw to protect themselves and prevent
blowing up. Gottman suggests that a key is for partners to be aware when they
are getting overwhelmed (e.g., heart rate increases, muscles tense), and take a
break and calm down before attempting further conversation. Listening and
speaking nondefensively, validating the partner’s point of view (without neces
sarily agreeing with that view), sharing power in the relationship, nurturing fond
ness and admiration for your partner, and making healthy habits of these ways of
relating are also crucial for sustaining relationships in the long term. Gottman’s
work is presented in two useful and readable books, complete with self-tests and
exercises designed to evaluate and improve your relationship: Why Marriages
Succeed or Fail (1994), and Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work (1999
with co-author Nan Silver).
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Two final trends more specific to couple therapy were identified. (8) One is
the increased attention to the role of emotion, as evidenced by increased in
quiry about the emotional experience of clients, and in the evoking of emotion
in sessions of couple therapy. Emotionally Focused Therapy (Greenberg and
Johnson, 1988) has been one of the most researched models of couple therapy
and is described later. (9) Finally, the decade of the 1990s saw greater atten
tion to the serious problems of violence in committed relationships. The
underreporting of couple violence, even in couple therapy, is a major finding
that has emerged over the past few decades of the twentieth century (Johnson
and Lebow, 2000).

GENERAL CLINICAL ISSUES IN COUPLE THERAPY
Couple therapy is unique and presents particular challenges. In this sec
tion we examine some of the clinical issues faced by couple therapists.
Among the various relationships in a family, the couple bond is the most
fragile. Unlike other family relationships, such as those between parents
and children or between siblings, which end only with death, the couple re
lationship is not a permanent one. Indeed, approximately 50 percent of first
marriages and 60 percent of second marriages end in divorce (Gottman,
1994). One partner can decide independently if he or she wishes to termi
nate the marital or couple relationship, a factor not shared with any other
family relationship. This threat of the termination of the relationship can
significantly color therapy with a couple.
When couples do seek therapy, they are often experiencing significant
conflict. Each often blames the other for their problems. He may focus on
the fact that she does not show affection or respond to his initiations for sex
ual intimacy. She may attribute their problems to his failure to listen and to
the fact that he does not communicate his feelings with her. Each holds that
if only the other would change, things would be better. Positions on the is
sues in the relationship become very rigid and polarized. Each may attempt
to win the therapist over to his or her point of view, or look for the therapist
to play “judge” to settle disputes. It is crucial for the couple therapist to re
main neutral and not take sides. The view of each partner is validated by the
therapist. The relationship is the client. The contribution that each makes to
their difficulties and can make to solve their problems are stressed. At times,
the therapist may challenge one partner or the other, and at any one point
in the therapy it may appear that the therapist is taking one person’s side, yet
this will shift at a later point, ideally yielding a balance overall in the process
of therapy.
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Couple therapy calls for an active, directive approach, especially early
in treatment. The therapist redirects the couple’s negative interactions and
blocks hurtful patterns. Providing a clear sense of how therapy will begin
and establishing mutually agreed upon goals will help to instill hope and en
gender confidence that the therapist can handle the couple’s problems effec
tively. The therapist creates an atmosphere in which the couple can explore
new behaviors and practice new ways of communicating. Active attention to
what attracted the partners to each other and better times in the relationship
also often helps to remind the couple of what they appreciate about each
other and to place their current struggles in perspective.
Dealing with secrets is another key clinical issue when working with
couples. The secret may be about an affair, or steps one partner has taken to
end the relationship, unbeknownst to the other. Some couple therapists see
couples together only in order to avoid being brought in on one partner’s
secret. Many couple therapists, though, include individual time with each
partner, during which a secret may be revealed. Therapists differ as to how
to handle secrets. Some prefer to have all the important information and
may be willing to maintain a secret to this end. Others believe that sharing a
secret with one partner compromises the therapy and prohibits the therapist
from maintaining neutrality. Still others inform the couple early in treatment
about their stand on secrets, perhaps stating that they see secrets as destruc
tive to therapy and to the relationship, and that secrets will need to be shared
if they become known during therapy. The couple, then, can decide what
they wish to reveal. Each of these positions has some unique advantages and
disadvantages. Couple therapists must think through their stand on the issue
of secrets, as they are inevitable in work with couples.
The role of sessions with individual partners in couple therapy is another
important clinical consideration. Many approaches begin with an initial in
terview with the couple together. This may be followed by an individual
session with each partner to assess in more detail individual concerns and
commitment to the relationship. Other couple therapists see couples only
conjointly. Some clinical issues suggest the need for individual sessions. If
partners are especially volatile, and cannot be seen together without intense
arguing, individual sessions may be appropriate to de-escalate the conflict
and work with each separately on what each can change to improve the rela
tionship. When domestic violence is suspected or known, the therapist
should meet separately with each partner to complete a more accurate as
sessment. Victims of violence often will limit what they reveal in front of
the abusive partner, and revealing violence in front of the abusive partner
could place the victim at risk for retaliation and further violence after the
session. Individual sessions may also be utilized when there is a question
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about commitment to the relationship or when things are simply not adding
up and the therapist senses that something else is going on that one or both
partners are reluctant to reveal in conjoint sessions.
In some cases, one partner may refuse to come to therapy. Ideally, start
ing with the initial phone call, especially if the presenting problem is related
to the relationship, the therapist emphasizes the importance of both partners
attending therapy together. Therapy may proceed, though, even if only one
partner attends. In this case, the therapist seeks to understand the reasons for
the reluctance of the absent partner to attend and may offer to contact him or
her. Parties are informed of the risk of one partner outgrowing the other if
both do not attend (see Box 10.2). A family systems approach posits that it is
possible to change relationships through work with one member of the cou
ple, but this is not the preferred route in couple therapy.
Another relatively common situation occurs when therapy begins as in
dividual therapy and, as therapy progresses, the need for couple therapy be
comes evident. Two options are available, depending upon the nature of the
relationship between the spouse attending therapy and the therapist, and the
comfort of the other spouse in coming to see a therapist already well known
to the first spouse. One option would be for the couple to be referred to a
new therapist for couple therapy. Alternatively, the therapist could shift
from individual to couple therapy if all parties are agreeable. In this case, it
is useful for the therapist to meet individually with the partner who has not
been attending, to join with him or her and obtain this partner’s perspective
on the relationship.
One final issue faced by clinicians involves the need for cultural sensi
tivity. All therapists will encounter couples whose cultural, ethnic, or racial

BOX 10.2. A Client’s View of the Advantages
of Couple Therapy
As part of a research study on clients’ perceptions of pivotal moments in
couple therapy (Helrrieke and Sprenkle, 2000), one of the couples discussed
the importance of attending therapy sessions as a couple:
b e th : I think

I could work on me as much as I wanted, but if he wasn’t here, we
wouldn’t be nearly where we are now.

JOE: No, Beth would have found the self-confidence and the happiness, and
would have left me, and that would have been the end of it. I’d have been
the one left behind. If she would have gone on by herself, she probably
would have found answers for herself, but I wouldn’t have been a part of it, if
I had sat out of the process.
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background is different from their own. Typically, in their training and su
pervision, therapists examine biases and assumptions that stem from their
own cultural background and experiences. For instance, Sandy is a Cauca
sian therapist who grew up in a small community and had little contact with
any minorities. A Latino couple from Puerto Rico with a strong Pentecostal
religious background comes to see her. In addition to becoming aware of as
sumptions she is making regarding communication styles, gender roles, ra
cial stereotypes, etc., Sandy might also need to do some research on themes
affecting clinical work with Puerto Ricans and Pentecostals. She might even
ask the couple to help educate her about cultural differences that will be im
portant for her to be aware of in her work with them. Similarly, couple thera
pists may work with interracial couples; again, it is important for therapists
to have some awareness and sensitivity toward issues that may confront
these couples because of their different backgrounds. These issues—gender,
culture, and spirituality—are covered in greater detail in Chapter 13.

WELL-ESTABLISHED APPROACHES TO COUPLE THERAPY
All the various models of family therapy described in other chapters in
this text have been applied to work with couples. A Bowenian family-of-ori
gin couple therapist would emphasize relationships with one’s family of origin
and differentiation as keys to resolving relationship problems. A solutionfocused therapist would focus on what was different during better times in
the relationship, how the couple had resolved problems in the past, and what
kind of future the couple desires, emphasizing their individual and collec
tive strengths and resources. A strategic therapist attends to problematic se
quences of interaction; a feminist couple therapist is interested in the role of
gender socialization and how power is distributed in the relationship. In
creasingly, therapists draw from various approaches, depending upon the
unique problems and dynamics of each couple.
In this section we take a look at four approaches to couple therapy that
have been designed for use particularly with couples. The four are behav
ioral couple therapy and its more recent evolution to integrative behavioral
couple therapy, emotionally focused therapy, Pinsof’s integrative problemcentered couple therapy, and the imago approach to couple therapy. The first
two were selected based upon strong research support for these approaches,
and the fact that the developers of these approaches have adapted their ap
proaches based upon sound research and feedback from clients. Pinsof’s ap
proach is an excellent representation of the move toward integrative couple
therapy that draws upon various individual and family therapy models.
Finally, the imago approach has been quite popular and is widely practiced
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across the United States. The following case example is presented to help in
understanding how therapists, using each of these four approaches, would
conceptualize therapy for this couple.
Amy and Ron have been married for eight years. They have two children, a
daughter, five, and a son, three. Ron works full time in sales for a software com
pany, and Amy also works full time managing accounts in an advertising agency.
Amy called to arrange couple therapy, and reported that they have been arguing
increasingly, and a recent especially volatile argument culminated in Ron mov
ing out for a couple days. At the first session Amy complained of Ron not sharing
fairly in household duties and child care, and that Ron does not listen to her con
cerns, often comes home late without warning, and leaves when she attempts to
address problems in the marriage. Ron stated that Amy does not appreciate the
demands placed upon him at work, fails to notice the things he does around
the house, and constantly criticizes him, and that Amy is seldom responsive to
his initiations of physical intimacy. Amy’s parents have remained married. Her fa
ther had problems with alcohol when she was growing up, but is sober now.
Ron’s parents divorced when he was ten years old, and he was shuffled between
his parents’ homes through most of his teen years. Both express a desire to im
prove the marriage, and though divorce is mentioned at times in their arguments,
neither has taken any steps to pursue a divorce.

Behavioral Couple Therapy
Behavioral couple therapy (BCT) has been one of the most widely uti
lized and researched types of couple therapy. Behavioral couple therapists
generally assume that each partner’s interactions are maintained and changed
by environmental events following each partner’s behavior (Jacobson and
Margolin, 1979). Of particular interest are negative or “coercive” cycles in
which partners attempt to control the behavior of the other with negative be
haviors. In our case example, Amy’s repeated complaints and Ron’s tuning
her out and leaving are examples of these types of negative interactions. The
therapist does a thorough assessment of the couple’s interaction, with an eye
toward how each partner influences the other’s marital satisfaction (Jacob
son and Holtzworth-Monroe, 1986). Questionnaires, spouse observation check
lists, and therapist observation of the couple’s in-session behavior are often
used in this approach.
Intervention in BCT involves two primary components. These are behav
ior exchange and communication/problem solving (Jacobson and HoltzworthMonroe, 1986). Behavior exchange strategies are direct efforts to identify
and change the frequency with which behaviors are reinforced and pun
ished. Behavior exchange is often used early in the treatment process; its
goal is to increase positive interactions and decrease negative, coercive cy
cles. Directives such as “caring days” (Stuart, 1980) or “love days” (Ja
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cobson and Margolin, 1979) involve having the couple develop lists of
behaviors that their partner would find pleasant and affirming, and selected
behaviors are done on certain days in an effort to enhance positive aspects in
the relationship. Thus, the therapist helps the couple identify behaviors that
may be mutually positively reinforcing, and to encourage them to do more
of these behaviors. Each is encouraged to ask directly for what he or she
wants, perhaps providing a range of options that would be acceptable, and
should not assume the other can read his or her mind. Partners are also
trained to recognize and acknowledge the positive behaviors their partner
has done for them (Jacobson and Holtzworth-Monroe, 1986). Increasing pos
itive interactions and decreasing negative ones helps establish goodwill and
hope, and sets the stage for the other primary type of intervention in BCT.
The other primary intervention in BCT is communication and problem
solving skills training (Jacobson and Holtzworth-Monroe, 1986; Jacobson
and Margolin, 1979). Through systematic training, the therapist assists the
partners to resolve current problems and equips them with skills they can
apply to problems in the future. These skills include
1. defining problems in a nonblaming way and focusing on one problem
at a time,
2. discussing one’s own views rather than assuming a partner’s view,
3. empathic listening and summarizing what has been heard,
4. generating solutions,
5. deciding upon a solution, and
6. implementing the solution.
Ron and Amy had worked to increase positive interaction between them;
Amy was acknowledging the ways Ron helps out at home, and Ron became
more attentive, listening to Amy’s concerns. The therapist helped them ad
dress problems, such as Ron not calling when he was going to be late, and
how they might manage work/home/parenting demands in a way that felt
better to both.
BCT has been modified in recent years to promote emotional accep
tance in addition to the traditional change strategies, resulting in integra
tive behavioral couple therapy (IBCT) (Christensen, Jacobson, and Bab
cock, 1995; Jacobson and Christensen, 1996). This addition was made to
enhance the treatment and respond to studies which showed that although
two-thirds showed improvement in the short term, about half the couples
treated with traditional BCT were not achieving lasting benefit (Jacobson
et al., 1984; Jacobson, Schmaling, and Holtzworth-Monroe, 1987). With
IBCT, rather than focusing on change partners experience the problematic
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behavior or a facet of their partner in a new way. Though framed as “accep
tance” this newer development in fact is a change in perception or meaning
related to the once problematic behavior (Christensen, Jacobson, and Bab
cock, 1995). Behavior once viewed as intolerable may instead be seen as
simply part of the imperfect package of qualities that makes up their mate.
Attention is also paid to “softer” emotions, such as fear, hurt, or disappoint
ment, which express vulnerability and are more likely to promote closeness
between the partners. This attention to more vulnerable emotions will take
center stage in the next approach.

Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy
Emotionally Focused Therapy (EFT) for couples integrates aspects of
family systems and experiential therapies (Greenberg and Johnson, 1988;
Johnson, 1996; Johnson and Greenberg, 1995). It proposes that due to prob
lems with attachment (Bowlby, 1969) couples will hide their primary emo
tions, such as fear or insecurity, and instead exhibit secondary reactive
emotions, such as defensiveness or anger. Partners assume rigid interactional
positions that lead to repetitive negative cycles. Patterns such as pursuedistance (one partner continually pursues the other, while the other dis
tances; as the pursuer presses harder for contact, the partner becomes even
more distant) or blame-withdraw serve as a defense against expressing vul
nerable emotions. Ongoing negative interactions reinforce that it is unsafe
to be vulnerable, thus further burying primary emotions (Greenberg and
Johnson, 1988). Ron and Amy are in a blame-withdraw cycle, with Ron
withdrawing and not being attentive, Amy criticizing and blaming, and
Ron withdrawing further and leaving at times, leaving Amy feeling even
more frustrated and blaming and criticizing Ron further.
The goal of therapy is to access primary emotions, enhance the emotional
bond, and alter negative interactional sequences (Greenberg and Johnson,
1988). The experience of primary affect serves as a means for couples to
reframe their relationship and to see negative interactions as stemming from
deeper unexpressed emotions. For example, Ron begins to see Amy’s criti
cism as an expression of her overwhelming fear that he is abandoning her,
perhaps reminiscent of her feelings that her alcoholic father was not avail
able to her. Amy understands Ron’s withdrawal as fear of being emotionally
hurt and feeling as if he has never quite measured up, a common feeling
from his childhood. As they experience each other differently, their interac
tions will change and they will develop a more stable bond.
EFT therapists create a safe environment for the exploration of these vul
nerable feelings and at times work intensely with one partner as the other
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observes. The therapist attends to nonverbals and emotional tone that indi
cate deeper emotions and heightens the experience of these emotions. In our
case, the therapist notices and gently points out Ron’s slightly down-turned
lip and moist eyes as he discussed what it is like for him to know he has dis
appointed Amy, thus deepening his expression of sadness in the session.
The therapist then turns to Amy to check in with her about how it has been
for her to see her husband’s pain and to experience him in a novel way.
Later, the therapist would focus more intently on Amy’s primary emotions.
The following steps are typically followed in EFT, generally over twelve
to twenty sessions (Greenberg and Johnson, 1988, p. 66):
1. Delineate the issues presented by the couple and assess how these is
sues express core conflicts in the areas of separateness/connectedness
and dependence/independence.
2. Identify the negative interaction cycle.
3. Access unacknowledged feelings underlying interactional positions.
4. Redefine the problem(s) in terms of the underlying feelings.
5. Promote identification with disowned needs and aspects of self.
6. Promote acceptance by each partner of the other partner’s experience. ’
7. Facilitate the expression of needs and wants to restructure the interac
tion.
8. Establish the emergence of new solutions.
9. Consolidate new positions.

Integrative Problem-Centered Couple Therapy
As the field of marriage and family therapy has evolved, less attachment
to one particular model or approach is needed, and experienced clinicians
draw from various sources to assist clients with a variety of problems. In
deed, integrative approaches were mentioned as one of the recent develop
ments in the area of couple therapy. William Pinsof’s integrative problemcentered therapy is a fine example of a sophisticated integrative approach
that has been specifically applied to couples (Pinsof, 1995, 1999a,b). Pinsof
draws upon his many years of clinical work and research in couple and fam
ily therapy. He focuses on transforming conflict and building love in his in
tegrative work with couples.
Pinsof proposes an active, directive approach, particularly regarding stop
ping destructive patterns. The therapist identifies displaced conflict, which is
fighting about content issues, other than core issues. An example is that Ron
and Amy might fight about what movie to see on a night out. Couples are then
coached to have engaged conflict, respectfully addressing core process is-
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sues in the relationship. For Amy and Ron, a core issue could be a fear of inti
macy, which is not expressed but gets played out in the arguing about where to
go for dinner, and may result in their deciding not to go out at all, thus pre
venting an opportunity for intimate conversation. Therapists explore opportu
nities in which love was possible, and what happened that kept it from occur
ring. Pinsof advocates integrating sex therapy, and from his clinical experience
finds that many couples can make changes up to a point, but reach an impasse
that often is related to issues of sexual intimacy (1999a).
Pinsof has introduced what he calls the problem maintenance struc
ture, which involves the various issues at many different levels that keep the
problem going. These levels include current patterns in a relationship, bio
logical factors, unresolved issues from one’s past, the client’s core view of
self, and more (1995, 1999b). For Pinsof, therapy then consists of a choos
ing among six different levels and opening “doors” of therapeutic ap
proaches at a particular level that will assist the couple or individual to make
desired changes. These doors are opened in order of cost-effectiveness, sim
plicity, and directness, and they provide information that helps identify the
“logjam” that is constraining change. For example, with Ron and Amy, he
would attempt direct behavioral and communication skills interventions
first. If this direct approach proves unsuccessful, he considers the role of bi
ology, and interventions might include biofeedback or medication. If bio
logical influences are ruled out, or change has still not occurred, experiential
or meaning-oriented therapies such as cognitive therapy, narrative therapy, or
EFT might be employed. The next realm to consider is transgenerational
family-of-origin involvement. If Ron or Amy needed this intervention, the
therapist might explore family-of-origin influences through the use of
genograms or involve their parents for a tew sessions. If problems are still
not resolved, the therapist turns his or her attention to more intrapsychic, in
dividually oriented domains and draws from psychoanalysis and self-psy
chology in the final two areas. These latter two areas involve individual, lon
ger-term therapy, and the therapist-client relationship becomes a primary
vehicle for change. Pinsof suggests that more in-depth treatment is needed
for some couples and individuals, and that integrative approaches prove su
perior for long-term outcomes for couple therapy (1999b).

Imago Relationship Therapy
In imago relationship therapy (IRT) the therapist would almost never
meet individually with a partner, and each partner is seen as the vehicle of
healing for the other (Hendrix and Hunt, 1999). IRT is a theory and therapy
of committed relationships with a focus on marriage. Selection of a partner
is believed to be the result of an unconscious match between a mental image
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of one’s parents or caretakers created in childhood (called the imago, Greek
for “image”) and certain character traits of the attractive partner (Hendrix,
1988). It is no coincidence that partners get together, and each uncon
sciously chooses the other in an effort to heal childhood wounds. As roman
tic love inevitably wanes, and since the selected partner shares some of the
same limitations as one’s parents, each reexperiences frustrations from
one’s childhood. Creating a healing dialogue between the partners helps to
create a “conscious marriage/committed relationship” in which they inten
tionally meet each other’s unmet childhood needs (Hendrix and Hunt,
1999). Consistent use of the couples dialogue evolves into a spiritual prac
tice, transforming the conscious marriage into a spiritual path.
This three-step couples dialogue is the cornerstone of IRT (Hendrix,
1988; Hendrix and Hunt, 1999). The therapist uses education and presents
the steps of the dialogue to the couple. They are coached to follow the steps
rigidly, especially initially. The three steps are mirroring, validation, and
empathy. Partners take turns being the sender (speaker) and receiver (lis
tener) during the dialogue. The sender uses “I” messages and speaks about
his or her own experience, not blaming or attacking the other. Information
on one issue at a time is communicated in small bits, particularly when the
couple is first learning these skills. For example, Amy might say, “When
you come home late without calling, I worry about what might have hap
pened to you, and the kids get antsy about when you are coming home.” The
receiver then uses mirroring, essentially active listening, to reflect back the
content of the sender’s message. Thus, Ron would mirror back, “What I
heard you say was that when I come home late without calling, you worry
about. . . is that about right? Is there more?” In this way, the receiver invites
further information from the sender and conveys to the sender that he or she
has been heard and understood. This does not mean the receiver has to agree
with what the sender has said, but it does give the sender a chance to know
what he or she has said has “registered” with the receiver, something that
rarely happens in a typical heated discussion, in which both partners are
speaking over each other.
Validation, the second step, acknowledges that the sender’s reality makes
sense, given their perspective. Validating statements begin with an affirming
phrase: “It makes sense that you would feel. . . ” Using validation, Ron may
say, “I can see how you would feel worried and upset when I don’t call.”
This is often an important step for couples in conflict who talk past each
other and are made to feel that their reactions are unreasonable or unjusti
fied. Mirroring and validation help the sender feel heard and understood.
Empathy, the third and final step, involves the receiver not only recogniz
ing how the partner could feel the way he or she does, but goes a step beyond
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that, asking the receiver to experience the sending partner’s feelings. This
step adds an emotional element and creates connection between the part
ners. As the receiver, Ron might say (and communicate nonverbally with his
tone of voice and compassion), “Yes, I get it. I feel what you are feeling. I
hear you.” Although being able to remain a separate self, the receiver is still
able to empathize with the sender. Through empathic attunement couples
make a deep emotional connection, which is healing in itself (Hendrix and
Hunt, 1999).
IRT uses the three steps of the couples dialogue with some variations for
specific purposes. To “reimage” the partner, one might use the parent-child
dialogue, where one partner assumes the role of the other’s parent, and the
sender assumes the role of herself or himself as a child and speaks to the
partner-as-parent, addressing key issues. In the physically nurturing hold
ing exercise, the sender reclines across the lap of the receiver and talks to
the partner about his or her childhood wounds. Other variations of the cou
ples dialogue include behavior change requests, or asking for what one
needs from the partner, and the container, an intense seven-step procedure
for expressing anger and turning this energy into a passionate connection.
IRT therapists also encourage couples to “revision” their relationships, en
visioning and creating the qualities and behaviors of their dream relation
ship (Hendrix, 1988; Hendrix and Hunt, 1999).
IRT has become quite popular. The Institute for IRT has certified over
1,400 therapists worldwide (Hendrix and Hunt, 1999). Couples in large
numbers purchase books and videos on the approach. A professional jour
nal dedicated to the approach, The Journal o f Imago Relationship Therapy;
has also been established. Luquet (1996) created a six-session adaptation of
IRT in workbook form for use with time-limited managed care treatment.
Research studies on IRT have been admittedly limited, but feedback and
testimonials from couples attending IRT workshops have been encouraging
(Hendrix and Hunt, 1999). IRT represents an increasingly common phe
nomenon in the area of couple therapy, as it has been used as either a form of
therapy for distressed couples or as a method to enhance relationships or
prevent problems in nonproblematic couples.

PREVENTIVE APPROACHES AND ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS
Since the late 1970s, there has been a proliferation of new prevention and
couple enrichment programs (Berger and Hannah, 1999; Floyd et al., 1995).
Preventive approaches and enrichment programs are generally geared
toward relatively functional couples who have not yet experienced signifi
cant relationship problems. These approaches emphasize skill building
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(e.g., communication skills, problem solving) and the well-being of the cou
ple. They are often structured, programmatic, time limited, affirmative, and
usually economical and primarily group oriented. Couple therapy, on the
other hand, usually targets distressed couples who have already experienced
problems that have interfered with relationship satisfaction or relationship
stability, or both. The line between these approaches has gradually blurred,
and it is now common to see therapeutic models for couples that incorporate
preventive ingredients, and preventive models modified for couple therapy.
Societal trends have also affected the growth of preventive approaches.
Couples seem to be more open to focusing directly on improving their rela
tionships, and attending workshops and retreats intended to strengthen mar
riages. Concerned about high divorce rates and attempting to promote
“family values,” legislators in several states have initiated efforts to make it
more difficult to divorce and also require more preparation before marriage.
Some states have proposed various forms of a special commitment, some
times termed “covenant marriage,” which may require premarital counsel
ing or involve showing evidence of fault in order to end such a marriage in
divorce. States have also considered incentives such as tax credits, lower
marriage license fees, and shorter waiting periods for couples who complete
premarital counseling.
There has also been an increasing use of premarital inventories to iden
tify areas of relational strength and to identify potential problem areas that
may predict later marital satisfaction versus dissatisfaction or divorce (John
son and Lebow, 2000). It is common for couples being married through an
organized religious institution to complete such inventories during their
preparations for marriage. Typically, each partner completes the survey in
dependently, sometimes predicting how the other might respond to the
questions. The results reveal areas of agreement or disagreement for the
couple and can be helpful in generating conversation about issues the couple
had not fully considered. A widely used inventory is the PREPARE, devel
oped by David Olson and colleagues (Olson, 1996). It includes 165 items
designed to consider content areas such as Marriage Expectations, Commu
nication, Sexual Relationship, Children and Parenting, and Financial Man
agement, personality scales such as Assertiveness and Avoidance, and
scales focusing on family-of-origin issues. Versions exist for married cou
ples (ENRICH), remarrying couples with children, and older couples (Olson
and Olson, 1999).
In addition to premarital inventories, there are several established pre
ventive approaches in the field, such as the Prevention and Relationship En
hancement Program (PREP). In PREP, couples meet for a twelve-hour
workshop, and focus on issues such as communication, conflict resolution
and negotiation skills, and restructuring expectations and enhancing fun in
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the relationship (Markman, Stanley, and Blumberg, 1994; Stanley, Blumberg,
and Markman, 1999). In PREP, partners use a piece of carpet or floor tile to
symbolize when they are in the speaker position and have the “floor,” while
the other listens. Another widely researched and long-standing approach is
the COUPLE COMMUNICATION program, based upon communicationsystems theories, which has served more than half a million couples around
the world (Miller et al., 1991; Miller and Sherrard, 1999). Using thirty-inch
floor mats that display key concepts, couples focus on communication
skills, behavior contracts, and increasing self-awareness. PAIRS (Practical
Application of Intimate Relationship Skills) provides another well estab
lished, yet more intensive approach. It was developed as a four- to fivemonth, 120-hour comprehensive psychoeducational course for individuals
or couples designed to enhance self-knowledge and to develop the ability to
sustain a pleasurable intimate relationship (Gordon and Durana, 1999).
PAIRS focuses more on individual growth and’family-of-origin issues than
do most preventive or enhancement approaches, although its originators have
recently developed briefer adaptations that emphasize couple communica
tion and conflict resolution skills. Expansions of PAIRS to high school and
adolescent populations are in the pilot stage.

COMMON PROBLEMS IN COUPLE THERAPY
What are the most common types of problems that lead a couple to seek
out a marriage and family therapist? Whisman, Dixon, and Johnson (1997)
surveyed 122 couple therapists on the problems and therapeutic issues en
countered in couple therapy, as well as the five problems they had the most
difficulty treating and the five problems they believed were the most damag
ing to relationship functioning. The most commonly seen problems in cou
ple therapy are presented in Table 10.1.
Problems that couple therapists saw in the 1997 study as the most diffi
cult to treat and the most damaging to relationships are presented in Table
10.2. Note that the same ten problems were identified as both the most diffi
cult to treat and most damaging to the couple’s relationship. This 1997 study
repeated a similar one published in 1981 by Geiss and O’Leary and the find
ings across the two studies are very similar. Of note: sexual problems, role
conflict, and demonstration of affection all dropped out of the top ten most
damaging problems from 1981 to 1997, to be replaced by physical abuse,
incest, and addictive behavior other than alcohol.
Many of the problems listed in Table 10.2 as the most difficult to treat and
most damaging to relationships are dealt with in most forms of couple ther
apy. These problems include lack of loving feelings, power struggles, com-
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TABLE 10.1. Top Ten Problems in Couple Therapy

Problem

Rank In 1997 Study

Communication

1

Power struggles

2

Unrealistic expectations of marriage or spouse

3

Sex

4

Decision making, problem solving

5

Demonstration of affection

6

Money management, finances

7

Lack of loving feelings

8

Children

9

Serious individual problems

10

Source: Whisman, Dixon, and Johnson, 1997.

munication problems, and unrealistic expectations. Several problems on the
list, such as domestic violence, affairs, substance abuse, and serious individ
ual problems, require specialized approaches or attention to specific issues
within the overall couple therapy.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Domestic violence is a pervasive social problem that has devastating ef
fects on all family members. As noted, increased attention to this problem
has been identified as one of the recent significant trends in couple therapy.
Physical violence occurs annually in 16 percent of marital relationships, a
total of 8.7 million couples each year (Straus, 1999). Partner abuse often be
gins early in a relationship and, without intervention, tends to continue
(O’Leary et al., 1989). For some couples, repeated aggression leads to mari
tal distress and contributes to the likelihood of divorce. For others, aggres
sion leads to battering, severe physical injury, homicide, or suicide (O’Leary,
1999). Communities across the United States face these extreme conse
quences of domestic violence on an all-too-frequent basis. Children in
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TABLE 10.2. Problems in Couple Therapy Most Difficult to Treat and Most Dam
aging, 1997 Study

Problem

Most Difficult to Treat Most Damaging Impact

Lack of loving feelings

1

4

Alcoholism

2

3

Extramarital affairs

3

2

Power struggles

4

7

Serious individual problems

5

9

Physical abuse

6

1

Communication

7

6

Unrealistic expectations of
marriage or spouse

8

8

Addictive behavior other
than alcohol

9

10

10

5

Incest

Source: Whisman, Dixon, and Johnson, 1997.

homes where violence occurs are also adversely affected; they are more
likely to assault their siblings and parents, commit violent crimes outside
the family, and assault their own partners and children than children who
have not witnessed violence between their parents.
Although women sometimes use violence in their relationships, too, it is
with a different frequency and degree than when men use violence, and thus
experts emphasize that most violence is against women. For instance, it is
estimated that 95 percent of the victims of domestic violence are women
(Hyde, 1996). More than half (52 percent) of all women murdered in the
United States are murdered by their partners (Hyde, 1996). Wives are more
likely to suffer severe physical injuries and serious psychological and emo
tional consequences. A woman is more apt to use violence as a means of
self-defense, and a man is apt to use aggression as a means of controlling his
partner (Stets, 1988). Society’s encouragement of women to value “rela
tionship at any cost,” and weak institutional responses to domestic violence,
serve to entrap women in violent relationships (Hotaling, Straus, and Lin
coln, 1990). Further, women in abusive relationships often lack the financial
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resources or job skills to live independently and may suffer from bruised
self-esteem or fear for their own or their children’s safety if they were to
leave.
Although it is a pervasive problem, domestic violence is often not ac
knowledged by couples in therapy. This is likely related both to partners’ re
luctance to reveal physical abuse and to therapists’ lack of skill in conduct
ing a thorough assessment of this, problem. In one study, only 6 percent of
wives seeking counseling indicated on their intake form that marital vio
lence was a significant problem (O’Leary, Vivian, and Malone, 1992), but
when asked to complete a standardized assessment instrument, 53 percent
indicated that their husbands had physically assaulted them. When asked di
rectly in an interview, 44 percent indicated they had been assaulted.
Couple treatment for domestic violence has been controversial. Some ex
perts strongly advocate for separate group or individual treatment for
batterers and victims, and indeed some twenty states prohibit couple ther
apy in their standards for batterer interventions (Stith, 2000). Frequently,
treatment is mandated after an assault has come to the attention of the legal
system. Often perpetrators of violence are ordered to a psychoeducational
group that covers topics such as anger management, problem solving, com
munication skills, gender roles, the need for control, and other issues related
to partner violence. Two primary reasons are given for opposition to couple
therapy. One is that including the victim of the violence in treatment ses
sions suggests that she is in part responsible for the violence, and the struc
ture of treatment should reinforce that the batterer is responsible for his be
havior. The other objection raised about couple therapy for domestic violence
is that sessions with both partners might increase the risk of further abuse, as
the perpetrator might retaliate later lor issues that were raised in the ses
sions. These are legitimate concerns that need to be taken into account and
addressed if couple therapy is utilized.
Proponents of couple therapy with couples for whom violence has been a
problem argue that it has been demonstrated to be safe and appropriate in
certain situations and should be included among potential treatment strate
gies for several reasons. Assuming a family systems perspective does not re
lieve the batterer of responsibility for violent behavior. Couple sessions can
reveal dynamics that are never fully seen in group or individual therapy and
may impact relational factors associated with violence (Bograd and Mederos,
1999). At least 50 percent of battered wives remain with their abusive part
ners or return to them after leaving a women’s shelter (Stith, 2000). Domes
tic violence-focused couple therapy can offer a safe environment in which
to resolve problems and improve conflict resolution skills together while the
therapist keeps the anxiety and emotional intensity under control.
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Criteria have been suggested to exclude couple therapy for domestic vio
lence. These include current problems with alcohol or other drugs; the use
of violence outside the home within the past two years; severe violence in
the relationship within past two years; extreme obsession with one’s partner
or bizarre forms of violence; the use of weapons or refusal to remove guns
from the home (Bograd and Mederos, 1999; Stith, 2000). Both partners
need to be committed to the couple therapy as well. Some couple therapy
approaches requires the male to complete a group domestic batterer pro
gram first.
Traditional couple therapy approaches are generally considered inappro
priate for treating domestic violence. Special safeguards should be built into
the treatment process to ensure ongoing safety (Stith and Rosen, 1990). In
one of these safeguards, the partners commit to a no-violence contract that
is reiterated throughout treatment and may specify what the consequences
of further violence would be (e.g., batterer moving out). Another useful in
tervention is for the victim of violence to develop a safety plan, in which
she thinks through the details of what she would do, where she would go,
what important documents she might need, etc., in the case of the threat or
occurrence of additional violence. Couples also work on anger management
skills, and learn the use of time out. Partners agree on a prearranged cue to
signal a time out, which can be called by either partner. During the time out,
generally suggested to be about an hour, the partners leave the scene of con
flict, take time to cool off, perhaps taking a walk, and think about what tran
spired, one’s own feelings, and one’s part in the argument. Angry partners
should not drink or drive during the time out. After cooling down, the couple
attempts to resolve the issue calmly, if both are agreeable to do so, or to ar
range a later time to discuss their concerns.
Other aspects of couple therapy for domestic violence may include gen
eral interventions to improve couple communication and conflict resolution
skills. Exploration of each partner’s family of origin is also often helpful,
particularly with attention to violence and substance abuse, and traditional
gender role expectations. Some approaches also emphasize the role of cul
tural beliefs and practices that may perpetuate domestic violence (Almeida
and Durkin, 1999). During these later phases of work with the couple, goals
of increased personal and relationship flexibility, and less rigid gender and
cultural role expectations are pursued. Therapists continue to monitor risks
for further violence and to assist couples in decreasing overall stress in their
relationship and lives in general. Couple therapy for domestic violence in
one ongoing research study involves the use of a cotherapy team, with each
cotherapist meeting with one of the partners individually for a brief period
at the beginning and end of each session (Stith, 2000). The purpose of these
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pre- and postsession meetings is to assess for repeat violence and to process
intense feelings that occur during the session. Over the three years the pro
ject has been operating, no incidence of violence has occurred after a couple
therapy session or in relation to any in-session discussion.

EXTRAMARITAL AFFAIRS
Disclosure of an affair is one of the most common reasons couples seek
therapy. Emotions are intense, ambivalence about continuing the marriage
is common, and recurrent crises are the norm (Glass, 2000). Members of
AAMFT reported that 46 percent of all clients sought help because of extra
marital involvement (Humphrey, 1987). Several studies indicate that ap
proximately 25 percent of women and 50 percent of men had experienced
extramarital sex (Glass and Wright, 1977,1985; Kinsey, Pomeroy, and Mar
tin, 1953; Laumann et al., 1991). An additional 20 percent acknowledge ex
tramarital emotional affairs and sexual intimacies without sexual inter
course (Glass, 2000). Although men consistently engage in affairs more
often than women, current trends show that women are becoming involved
in extramarital affairs at increasingly higher rates.
Experts on affairs conclude that not all affairs are alike. Emily Brown
(1999), who has written and presented extensively on this topic, suggests
five types of affairs. She believes that affairs signal problems in a relation
ship and are not really about sex. The conflict avoidance affair occurs for
couples that are terrified to be anything but pleasant and nice, and fail to de
velop ways to resolve differences in the relationship, and so the marriage
erodes. In the intimacy avoidance affair, the partners keep high barriers
between them out of fear of closeness. The mirror opposite of the conflict
avoiders, these couples often use frequent and intense conflict or affairs as a
way to avoid intimacy, and often each spouse becomes involved in an affair.
The sexual addiction affair is more common for men, and sex is used com
pulsively to numb inner pain and emptiness, much as alcoholics use alcohol.
In a split self affair the partners have often sacrificed their own needs to
take care of others, and the deprivation has caught up with one of them. The
affair is usually serious, long term, and passionate, and this type is typically
more common for men, although this may be changing. The partner in
volved in the affair focuses on deciding between the affair partner and the
marriage and avoids looking at the internal split. Finally, in an exit affair
one spouse has already decided to leave the marriage, and the affair provides
the justification. The other partner usually blames the affair rather than
looking at how their marriage got to that point.
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Therapists should consider the type of affair and what purpose the affair
might be serving in the relationship before embarking upon treatment of the
couple. Several factors should be considered when assessing extramarital
involvement. These include the degree of emotional and sexual involve
ment, duration of the involvement, extent of the deception used to conceal
the affair, and the nature of the disclosure. Combined-type involvement,
consisting of deep emotional attachment and sexual intercourse, is more
prevalent for women, and has the most serious implications for the marriage
(Glass and Wright, 1985). Subotnik and Harris (1999) propose a continuum
of emotional involvement in which casual sex in serial affairs and one-night
stands contrast with romantic love affairs and long-term affairs with a high
degree of emotional investment.
The couple therapist attempts to establish the affair in the context of the
overall marriage, while also trying to calm the crisis that may result from the
disclosure or discovery of an affair. The symptoms of many betrayed
spouses are very similar to the posttraumatic stress reactions of victims of
abuse (Glass and Wright, 1997). These reactions may include obsessive
thinking, flashbacks, hypervigilance, depression, anxiety, and suicidal or
homicidal thoughts. Early stages of treatment may need to involve estab
lishing safety and permitting emotional venting in individual sessions. A
brief marital history, particularly of the two-year period preceding the onset
of the affair, helps to establish whether marital distress is long-standing or
of recent origin. Other issues such as communication patterns, conflict-resolution styles, regulation of power, intimacy, and symptoms of depression
and anxiety should be assessed as well. Affairs may be perceived differently
among various cultural groups, and therapists should be sensitive to the
meaning of affairs in a particular culture (Penn, Hernandez, and Bermudez,
1997). Affairs by men or women may be viewed very differently within a
culture as well.
An important consideration to address early in treatment is the nature of
the continuing contact between the betraying spouse and the extramarital
lover. If the affair is over and both spouses are satisfied that this is the case,
and they are willing to work on the marriage, then couple therapy is pre
ferred. On the other hand, if the betraying spouse is ambivalent or is contin
uing contact with the lover, couple therapy is not indicated; instead, individ
ual sessions would be more appropriate, with a focus upon decision making
and clarifying commitment to the marriage.
A dilemma occurs for the therapist when the affair is revealed in an indi
vidual session with the therapist and that spouse does not want the revela
tion to be made known to the other spouse. Some therapists refuse to see the
couple for marital therapy, believing that keeping a secret will compromise
therapy for the couple. Others are willing to provide both individual and
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couple sessions to deal with ambivalent feelings while attempting to im
prove the marriage at the same time. Disclosure may also serve no real pur
pose if the affair was long ago and an isolated incident, or if the involved
spouse has ended the affair and is engaged in improving the relationship.
A well-regarded integrative approach that flows from research in this
area is an interpersonal trauma model described by Glass and Wright
(1997) and Lusterman (1995). It combines individual and relational issues
in a three-stage model for treatment. The first stage establishes safety, man
ages affect, and validates the posttraumatic symptoms previously men
tioned. Understanding the vulnerabilities for the extramarital involvement
and telling the story of the affair constitutes the middle stage. The final stage
of healing and recovery involves integrating the meaning of the affair into
the present and moving on into the future. Some manner of atonement and
forgiveness and putting the affair into perspective occur in this final stage.
Another central issue in couple treatment of affairs is telling the story of
the affair. This has been viewed as a crucial aspect of recovery and rebuild
ing trust (Glass, 2000). Often, the betraying spouse prefers to disclose as lit
tle as possible, and the betrayed spouse may range in his or her preference
from not wanting to know much to wanting to know it all. Glass sees the dis
closure process as developing from an initial truth-seeking inquisition, to a
neutral information-seeking phase, to a final process of empathic listening
and mutual exploration. Simple facts such as who, what, when, and where
can be answered during the early stage to relieve the pressure for informa
tion. Explicit details about sexual intimacy and questions about motivations
should be delayed until some healing has occurred, or perhaps not shared at
all. Some betrayed spouses will let go of the need to know sexual details, but
others feel they cannot heal until every question has been answered. The
guiding principle should be whether additional information would enhance
healing. Comparisons between the betrayed spouse and the extramarital
lover should be redirected by the therapist to what the betraying spouse
liked best about himself or herself during the affair that can be expanded or
integrated into the marriage.
Outcomes are less hopeful when the infidelity occurs early in a marriage,
when the wife is the unfaithful partner, or when the extramarital involve
ment is a combined-type involvement, which includes both sexual and emo
tional intimacy.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Addictions to alcohol and other drugs constitute another significant
problem that can have a large impact upon treatment. It is estimated that at
least 13 to 16 percent of the population has been alcohol dependent at some
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point, and a third of Americans report family problems due to alcohol abuse
(Stanton, 1999). Similar to domestic violence, abuse of or dependence upon
substances is often underreported by couples seeking counseling, and cli
ents often minimize or deny that problems exist in this area.
Various approaches to couple and family therapy address the social situa
tion and relationships of the abuser. The therapist may use partners to en
gage the substance abuser in treatment, to support him or her in the process
of change, and to address psychological factors such as depression. The cou
ple therapist also attempts to modify typical behaviors regarding the
abuser’s habit in order to break the addictive cycle. The therapist helps
the couple understand the role substances play in the relationship, and the
role relational dynamics and power issues may play in the problematic use
of substances. Relapse prevention can also be enhanced through involve
ment of one’s partner (Piercy, 1996).
Family therapy approaches for alcohol and other drug abuse appear to be
supported by a growing body of research. Reviews of research conclude that
couple and family therapy are both successful and cost-effective in the treat
ment of alcoholism (Edwards and Steinglass, 1995; O’Farrell, 1993). Be
havioral couple therapy (BCT), described previously, has been shown to be
especially effective in maintaining abstinence and improving marital satisfac
tion compared to traditional individual treatment. Using a series of behav
ioral assignments, BCT increases positive feelings, shared activities, and
constructive communication because these relationship factors are condu
cive to sobriety (O’Farrell, 1993, 1999). Among the assignments included
are developing an individualized sobriety contract; “catching” your partner
doing something nice; caring days; planning and doing shared rewarding
activities; and teaching effective communication skills. Relapse prevention
is also addressed, and the couple completes a continuing recovery plan that
is reviewed at quarterly follow-up visits for an additional two years.
In a review of couple and family therapy for alcoholism, Edwards and
Steinglass (1995) found that three factors influenced the effectiveness of
treatment: gender, investment in the relationship, and perceived support of
the spouse for abstinence. They showed that couple therapy for alcoholics
tended to be more effective when the abuser was male, when the partners
were committed to the relationship, and when the nonabusing partner
showed strong support for abstinence.
A group of family therapy researcher-clinicians developed an integrative
family systems approach for use with female alcoholics and drug abusers
(Wetchler and DelVecchio, 1995; Wetchler et al., 1993). Their twelvesession systemic couple therapy incorporates aspects of structural, strategic,
and transgenerational family therapies and was designed to be used in con
junction with an individual substance abuse treatment program. This ap
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proach addresses present-centered issues such as interactional sequences in
volving the substance use (e.g., having the couple describe what happens
prior to or after use of substances) and the structural makeup of the relation
ship, such as power differentials and gender issues (e.g., examining how the
couple makes decisions, exploring how substance use is related to power in
the relationship). Family-of-origin information is gathered through the use
of genograms. The therapist focuses on relationships and contact with mem
bers of one’s family, substance abuse in the family, and ways in which sub
stance abuse was a part of family rituals. These family issues have been
found to be tied to substance abuse (Stanton, 1999; Steinglass et al., 1987).
Couples are assisted in negotiating and resolving conflicts more effectively,
altering dysfunctional sequences, neutralizing negative family-of-origin in
fluences, and changing current relationships with one’s family members.
The final stage of therapy focuses on highlighting positive gains, consoli
dating changes that have been made, and planning for potential future prob
lems.

SERIOUS INDIVIDUAL PROBLEMS
What role does couple therapy play in the treatment of disorders that are
generally considered individual in nature? This is an emerging area of inter
est and considerable research is being generated using couple therapy as
part of an overall plan of treatment for individual problems. Couple therapy
has been utilized to treat mental health problems such as depression (Coyne,
1986; Kung, 2000), anxiety (Craske and Zoellner, 1995), bipolar disorder
(Peven and Shulman, 1998), eating disorders (Root, 1995), and personality
disorders (Slipp, 1995). In some cases, couple therapy may be the only form
of treatment, but typically it is utilized along with individual therapy, group
therapy, or medication. Recently, the impact of physical illness on couples’
relationships has begun to be defined, and the role of couple therapy for con
ditions such as chronic illness, cancer, and infertility is receiving increased
attention (Cooper-Hilbert, 1998; Diamond et al., 1999; Rolland, 1994).
It makes sense to a family systems-oriented therapist to include one’s
partner in the treatment of serious disorders. Relationship distress may con
tribute to the onset or worsening of individual problems. Likewise, individ
ual difficulties are likely to affect one’s significant relationships. Partners in
long-term relationships often settle into roles that may be challenged if the
other begins to make significant changes. For example, if one partner has
tended to be the anxious and worrisome one and the other is the calming and
reassuring one, there will likely be repercussions in the relationship if the
anxious partner becomes less anxious and worried. The other partner may
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find that his or her familiar calming role is no longer needed, and relation
ship stability may be threatened. The reassuring partner may even inadver
tently sabotage the positive change efforts of their partner to reestablish fa
miliar roles and patterns (see homeostasis in Chapter 2). In another example,
a couple seen by one of the authors included a wife who had experienced oc
casional recurrent episodes of severe depression. Upon her return from an
especially inspiring service trip abroad, she was on an emotional high, and
in light of her bright mood, her husband noticed he was feeling somewhat
depressed and was prescribed an antidepressant medication for a brief pe
riod of time. Several months later, the wife experienced another episode of
severe depression, perhaps rebalancing the couple to more familiar roles in
their relationship.
Let us briefly examine further some of the issues related to couple ther
apy with depression, one of the most common mental health problems. A
distressed couple relationship is a strong predictor of the risk of developing
depression, particularly for women (Weissman, 1987). Changes in the so
cial environment and the level of social support have been demonstrated to
have a clear association with depression (Paykel and Cooper, 1992). In a
study of depressed women, marital arguments were the most frequently re
ported life events prior to the onset of depression (Paykel et al., 1969). On
going marital problems are associated with poor prognosis for depression
and higher rates of relapse (Hooley and Teasdale, 1989; Kung, 2000). De
pression, likewise, impacts the relationship. Depressed women exhibit low
rates of positive emotional expression and high rates of emotional distance
with their partner, and depressed men tend to show more irritability and an
ger toward their spouses (Halford et al., 1999; Kung, 2000). Thus, marital
distress and depression can become quite intertwined.
Several couple therapy models have been developed especially for treat
ing couples with at least one depressed partner; yet fewer than ten system
atic clinical trials have been reported (Kung, 2000; Prince and Jacobson,
1995). Overall, couple therapy for depression has been shown to be highly
effective in reducing both relationship distress and depression where wives
were depressed and the couples were maritally distressed. Couple therapy
seems to be the treatment of choice when marital problems exist before the
onset of depression, the marital problems are severe, and at least one spouse
attributes the depression to marital problems. Couple therapy is also indi
cated when both partners are depressed, though little research has been done
with this type of couple. The association of marital problems and men’s de
pression also warrants additional research (Halford et al., 1999).
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SEX THERAPY
A discussion about couple therapy would be lacking without some atten
tion to a specialized form of therapy for couples— sex therapy. The field of
sex therapy followed a different course than the field of marriage and family
therapy, with the two converging only in the 1980s. Of all the human biolog
ical processes, sexual response was pretty much the last to be scientifically
studied and observed (Charlton, 1997). Pioneers William Masters and Vir
ginia Johnson (1970) conducted their work on the human sexual response
cycle in the late 1960s and 1970s. From their laboratory observations of in
dividuals and couples, they focused on the physiological changes that ac
company sexual experience. They identified a four-stage model of the hu
man sexual response cycle that includes excitement, plateau, orgasm, and
resolution. Another pioneer in sex therapy, Helen Singer Kaplan (1979), ex
tended their model by including desire as another important factor in hu
man sexuality. Different types of sexual disorders are related to problems in
one or more phases of the sexual response cycle.
Early methods in sex therapy included education, and reducing anxiety
about sexual performance through the use of behavioral assignments. These
assignments gradually increased the emotional and physical intimacy for
the couple, so that successful, functional sexual intercourse could be achieved.
A typical assignment, still employed by many sex therapists today, is the
sensate focus exercise (Masters and Johnson, 1970). In this exercise, cou
ples experiencing sexual problems, such as the inability to achieve or main
tain an erection or the inability to achieve orgasm, engage in progressively
more intimate exchanges. The couple starts with nondemand pleasuring,
which includes exploring each other’s bodies, with the breasts and genitals
off limits, while paying attention to what they find pleasurable. They gradu
ally increase sexual intimacy, moving to inclusion of the breasts and geni
tals, vaginal insertion of the penis without thrusting, and finally to sexual in
tercourse completed to orgasm. The intention of the exercise is to decrease
anxiety and introduce a sense of exploration and focus on self- and partner
pleasure without initial expectations of intercourse.
Beginning in the 1980s, family systems-oriented sex therapists empha
sized the relational and systemic aspects of sexuality, expanding the previ
ous emphasis on the physiological components of sexual response. David
Schnarch (1991, 1998) stands out as a family systems sex therapist. His
“sexual crucible” approach provides an excellent example of a systemic
framework for human sexuality and sex therapy that moves beyond earlier
behavioral and biological models. This model focuses on intimacy, passion,
and meaning, issues that had been neglected in traditional sex therapy.
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Schnarch’s provocative ideas have been very popular, and he includes con
cepts such as “eyes-open orgasm” (partners keeping eyes open and making
eye contact during orgasm) and “wall-socket sex” (uninhibited, electrifying
sex) in his 1998 book Passionate Marriage, intended for a lay audience. Un
like many couple therapists who address sexual problems indirectly, believ
ing that improving intimacy and communication often improves sexual in
teraction, Schnarch sees the couple’s sexuality as a window into the dynamics
of their relationship and directly addresses sexual matters early in treatment.
His theoretical model is based on an integration of object relations and
Bowenian theories (see Chapter 12). The therapeutic process is designed to
resolve past personal or relational issues by increasing the individual's level
of differentiation, thus paradoxically leading to increased potency and inti
macy in the relationship.

COUPLE THERAPY WITH SAME-SEX COUPLES
Although couples share much in common regardless of sexual orienta
tion, there are significant differences that therapists need to understand to
work effectively with gay and lesbian couples (Brown, 1995; Carl, 1990).
For instance, therapists need to be familiar with how antihomosexual bias
and homophobia, the “fear and hatred of same-sex intimacy, love, and sex
uality,” affects their gay or lesbian clients (Brown, 1995, p. 274). These cou
ples are also often oppressed by heterosexism, defined as “the privileging
by the culture and its institutions of heterosexual forms of relating, while si
multaneously devaluing non-heterosexual forms of relating” (Brown, 1995,
p. 274). Examples of heterosexism include hate crimes directed at gays and
lesbians, and the inability of same-sex couples to legally marry or for part
ners to have access to health care or inheritance rights that are assumed for
heterosexual couples. Many same-sex couples also tend to internalize anti
gay bias and may view their relationships as less viable or stable than het
erosexual relationships (Schiemann and Smith, 1996).
Gay and lesbian couples also face unique issues related to gender role
socialization and where they are in the coming-out process, the process of
acknowledging to oneself and revealing to others one’s sexual orientation.
Unlike heterosexual relationships, which are influenced by different
gender-role socialization, same-sex couples share a common history of
socialization to their gender and may share the same benefits and deficits of
that development. Thus, a lesbian couple, with both partners socialized as
females, may have difficulty accomplishing more stereotypical “male”
qualities such as expression of anger, initiation of sexual activity, and toler
ance of distance and difference (Brown, 1995). The partners may also be at
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different places in their coming out to co-workers or family members. This
may result in tensions and issues related to public recognition as a couple.
For example, if a gay man has not shared his sexual orientation with his fam
ily, he might describe his partner as a roommate, possibly leading the part
ner to question his commitment to the relationship.
Lesbian couples may also struggle with high expectations for nurturing
and support, and face problems with boundaries, often manifested by intol
erance for distance or difference within the couple. By virtue of having two
women in a relationship, the likelihood of having at least one partner with a
history of childhood physical or sexual abuse is much greater than for het
erosexual couples (Brown, 1995). Gay male couples must confront the real
ities of AIDS and the HIV epidemic, which disproportionately affects the
gay white male community within the United States. This may include deal
ing with the illness of one’s partner or the death of close friends. Socialized
as males and dealing with significant loss, gay male couples may struggle
with the emotional work of relationship maintenance (Brown, 1995). Bal
ancing commitment and sexual behavior outside the relationship (a relatively
common and accepted occurrence for many gay male couples) must often
be negotiated, and this can be complicated, especially with the risk of HIV
infection.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has covered some of the main issues and trends in couple
therapy. We have considered some of the challenges in doing therapy with
intimate partners and examined well-established ways to help couples
with their problems. Common problems for couples presenting for therapy
have been identified. Some especially damaging problems were discussed
in detail. Prevention programs are on the rise. Approaches to assist couples
in conflict are becoming increasingly sophisticated and are supported by
sound research. Couple therapy has indeed come of age. As partners con
tinue to have expectations of their committed relationships that are unparal
leled in previous generations, this specialized area of marriage and family
therapy will likely continue to thrive.

GLOSSARY
active, directive approach: Therapist plays an active role, structuring the
session, setting an agenda, directing the clients, suggesting homework as
signments, etc.
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behavior change requests: A structured variation of the couples dialogue
in imago relationship therapy wherein one partner asks specifically for what
one needs from the other partner, typically offering some acceptable alter
natives rather than demanding a certain behavior.
behavior exchange strategies: Direct efforts to identify and change the fre
quency with which behaviors are reinforced and punished, often used early
in the treatment process with a goal to increase positive interactions and de
crease negative, coercive cycles.
behavioral couple therapy: Focused and structured form of couple therapy
based upon social learning theory that attempts to improve effective com
munication skills and enhance positive interactions between the partners.
combined-type involvement: Consisting of deep emotional attachment
and sexual intercourse, this form of extramarital affair is more prevalent for
women and has the most serious implications for the marriage.
communication skills training: Direct efforts to teach and assist clients to
develop effective communication skills, with emphasis upon things such as
active listening and using “I” messages.
conflict avoidance affair: Type of extramarital affair that occurs for cou
ples who are terrified to be anything but pleasant and nice, and fail to de
velop ways to resolve differences in the relationship; thus, the marriage
erodes.
conflict-minimizing couples: These couples seldom argue and lead calm,
pleasant lives, often exhibit lower levels of companionship and sharing, and
value separateness and personal space or interests. A type of successful
long-term couple identified by Gottman.
container: An intense seven-step procedure of imago relationship therapy
for expressing anger and turning this energy into a passionate connection.
contempt: Insults or put-downs of one’s partner, such as name-calling, hos
tile humor, sarcasm, or body language such as rolling of the eyes or facial
grimaces.
couples dialogue: A

structured c o m m u n ic a tio n e x e r c ise u sed in im a g o re
lation sh ip therapy that in v o lv e s partners tak in g turns a ssu m in g the ro les o f
sen d er and receiv er and in clu d e s three parts: MIRRORING, VALIDATION, and
EMPATHY.

criticism: Attacking or blaming one’s partner’s personality or character,
rather than a specific behavior.
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cultural sensitivity: Being attuned to issues of diversity and cultural values
and practices different from one’s own or different from the dominant culture.
defensiveness: Warding off a perceived attack, manifested by denying re
sponsibility, making excuses, playing one-upsmanship, or pointing out part
ner’s faults when even legitimate concerns are raised.
desire: Aspect of human sexuality identified by pioneer sex therapist Helen
Singer Kaplan that extended earlier models of human sexuality that had fo
cused primarily upon the physical aspects of sex.
displaced conflict: Fighting about content issues, other than core issues.
emotional acceptance: Recent addition to traditional behavioral couple
therapy, focuses on each partner accepting some of the human limitations of
the partner and attends to “softer” emotions, such as fear, hurt, or disap
pointment, which express vulnerability and are more likely to promote
closeness between the partners.
emotional affairs: Extramarital contact with another party that involves
emotional intimacy and personal sharing but does not include physical inti
macy or sexual contact.
Emotionally Focused Therapy (EFT): Approach to couple therapy that
emphasizes emotions and attachment between the partners, the goal of
which is to access primary emotions, enhance the emotional bond, and alter
negative interaction patterns.
empathy: Generally, it is the ability to experience something from an
other’s perspective. Specifically in imago relationship therapy, it is the third
and final step of the couples dialogue, and involves the receiver experienc
ing and understanding the sending partner’s feelings, helping to create an
emotional connection between the partners.
engaged conflict: Respectful working out of disagreements about core pro
cess issues in the relationship.
enrichment programs: Structured group programs (e.g., Marriage En
counter) for relatively functional couples who have not experienced serious
relationship difficulties, with the goal of strengthening the relationship.
exit affair: In this type of extramarital affair one spouse has already decided
to leave the marriage, and the affair provides the justification. The other
partner usually blames the affair rather than looking at how their marriage
got to that point.
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Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse: Four especially corrosive behaviors
identified by researcher John Gottman that lead to the downfall of a mar
riage. See CRITICISM, CONTEMPT, DEFENSIVENESS, and STONEWALLING.
heterosexism: The privileging by the culture and its institutions of hetero
sexual forms of relating, and simultaneously devaluing nonheterosexual
forms of relating.
holding exercise: A physically nurturing communication exercise used in
imago relationship therapy in which the sender reclines across the lap of the
receiver and talks to the partner about his or her childhood wounds.
homophobia: The fear and hatred of same-sex intimacy, love, and sexual
ity.
human sexual response cycle: Four-stage model of human sexual response
developed by pioneering sexual researchers Masters and Johnson that in
cludes: excitement, plateau, orgasm, and resolution.
imago relationship therapy: Form of couple therapy developed by Harville
Hendrix and colleagues which stresses that partners choose a mate based
upon an image of an ideal mate (imago is Greek for “image”) that results
from childhood experiences with primary caregivers. This approach utilizes
structured communication exercises that empower partners to become a
source of healing for each other.
integrative behavioral couple therapy: An approach to couple therapy,
developed by Neil Jacobson and Andrew Christensen, that expands tradi
tional behavioral couple therapy and its focus on change-oriented interven
tions by also including interventions designed to promote acceptance of
one’s partner and to elicit softer emotions regarding one’s partner and the re
lationship.
integrative problem-centered therapy: Integrative approach to therapy
that considers issues at several different levels, including current inter
actional patterns, family-of-origin influences, biochemical contributions,
and psychoanalytic issues.
interpersonal trauma model: A three-stage model for understanding and
treating couples in which an extramarital affair has occurred that views the
affair as an individual and interpersonal trauma. Stages include establishing
safety and managing emotions, exploring the vulnerabilities for the affair,
and healing and recovery.
intimacy avoidance affair: Type of extramarital affair wherein the couple
keeps high barriers between them out of fear of closeness and often uses fre
quent and intense conflict or affairs as a way to avoid intimacy.
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mirroring: A form of active listening used in imago relationship therapy
that involves the receiver reflecting back the content of the sender’s mes
sage. For example, a mirroring statement might begin: “What I heard you
say was . . . is that about right?”
no-violence contract: Intervention strategy used with couples in which do
mestic violence has been a problem. Partners agree verbally and/or in writ
ing to remain nonviolent and commit themselves to healthier alternatives
when upset, and may specify what the consequences of further violence
would be (e.g., batterer moving out).
parent-child dialogue: Communication exercise from imago relationship
therapy in which one partner assumes the role of the other’s parent, and the
sender assumes the role of herself or himself as a child and speaks to the
partner-as-parent, addressing key issues.
premarital inventories: Typically completed by engaged couples, these
questionnaires cover a range of issues pertinent to couples (e.g., finances,
sexuality, children). They are usually completed separately by each partner
and provide an overview of potential strengths and problem areas for the
couple.
preventive approaches: Approaches that are applied to couples to help pre
vent the onset or worsening of problems. Typically involve education and
skill building in areas such as communication skills and problem solving.
primary emotions: Emotions that are deeper and more core to one’s expe
rience, such as fear or insecurity, but instead are sometimes manifested as
secondary reactive emotions, such as defensiveness or anger.
problem maintenance structure: In Pinsof’s integrative problem-centered
approach to therapy, the various issues at many different levels that maintain
the problem.
problem-solving skills training: A component of behavioral couple ther
apy and other approaches that involves training and development of skills to
help partners deal with conflict, including skills such as defining the prob
lem, acknowledging each partner’s role in the problem, brainstorming po
tential solutions, and establishing a plan for implementation of a mutually
agreeable solution.
safety plan: Plan developed for victims of violence in which she thinks
through the details of what she would do, where she would go, what impor
tant documents she might need, etc., in the case of the threat or occurrence
of additional violence.
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secrets: Information not known to all parties in the therapeutic process, e.g.,
one partner might reveal an affair to the therapist and not inform the other
partner.
sensate focus exercise: Common intervention in sex therapy that encour
ages curious exploration of what one’s partner and oneself finds pleasur
able. Partners engage in a series of progressively intimate nondemanding
explorations of each other’s bodies, initially avoiding genital contact, and
gradually moving toward intercourse.
sexual addiction affair: More common for men, in this type of extramarital
affair sex is used compulsively to numb inner pain and emptiness, much the
same way alcoholics use alcohol.
split self affair: Type of extramarital affair in which the partners have sacri
ficed their own needs to take care of others, and the deprivation has caught
up with one of them. The affair is usually serious, long term, and passionate,
and this type is typically more common for men, although this may be
changing.
stonewalling: An especially corrosive behavior for couples; one partner,
usually the man, removes himself, withdraws, becoming a “stone wall,” un
responsive and unmoved by the partner’s complaints.
time out: Strategy used for violent or especially volatile couples that in
volves partners agreeing that if either party becomes too angry, one partner
leaves the scene for a designated amount of time providing the opportunity
to cool off and reflect on one’s behavior. Once calm, the couple then at
tempts to communicate effectively and resolve issues.
validating couples: Type of successful couple, partners are good friends,
listen well to each other, validate their partner’s experience, and compro
mise easily.
validation: The second step of imago’s couples dialogue, in which the re
ceiver acknowledges that the sender’s reality makes sense, given his or her
own perspective. Validating statements may begin, “It makes sense that you
would fe e l. . . ”
volatile couples: Another type of successful long-term couple, they argue
and bicker over many issues, try to persuade the other rather than under
stand or validate, show high levels of engagement, show anger, laughter,
and affection easily, and are passionate and good at making up.
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Chapter 11

Communication Training,
Marriage Enrichment,
and Premarital Counseling
Lee Williams
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
Benjamin Franklin
Beginning in the 1960s, the divorce rate in the United States dramatically
climbed to unprecedented levels. Although the divorce rate stopped rising in
1980, current estimates are that nearly one in two couples getting married
today will divorce or separate. The high divorce rate has focused more atten
tion on the need for programs designed to help couples develop happy and
lasting marriages.
Unfortunately, messages from society often reinforce the notion that
couples simply fall in and out of love, or that “love conquers all.” Often
overlooked, however, is the importance of couples learning skills to help
them sustain their relationships over time. Indeed, it can be far more diffi
cult to get a driver’s license than a marriage license in some states, even
though sustaining a successful marriage would appear to be a much more
difficult endeavor, given the recent divorce statistics.
Given these messages from society about marriage, perhaps it is not sur
prising that few follow Benjamin Franklin’s advice. Most couples, for ex
ample, do not seek out marriage preparation. Silliman and Schumm (1999)
cite studies that indicate only 10 to 35 percent of couples receive any type of
marriage preparation. Many couple therapists have also noted that many
couples do not seek help for their marriages until they are highly distressed,
if they seek help at all. When couples do seek help, typically at least one
partner is seriously considering divorce.
This chapter describes preventative approaches that are intended to help
couples develop healthy and lasting marriages. Preventative approaches dif-
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fer from traditional couple therapy in their focus on enhancing couple rela
tionships before significant problems arise. In contrast, couple therapy is
aimed at helping couples that are already experiencing significant problems
or relationship distress. In reality, couples frequently seek out the programs
described in this chapter because they are already experiencing problems in
their relationships. Fortunately, most of these programs are suitable for both
distressed and nondistressed couples. Indeed, many of the programs have
elements such as communication training that could be easily incorpo
rated into traditional couple therapy.
The chapter focuses on six preventative approaches that have been used
in premarital counseling and marriage enrichment. Premarital counsel
ing is distinguished from marriage enrichment in that premarital counseling
seeks to prepare engaged couples for marriage, and marriage enrichment
helps couples who are already married to strengthen or enhance their rela
tionships. Most of the six programs described here are suitable for either en
gaged couples preparing for marriage or couples who are already married:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Relationship Enhancement (RE)
COUPLE COMMUNICATION
Prevention and Relationship Enhancement Program (PREP)
Practical Application of Intimate Relationship Skills (PAIRS)
PREPARE/ENRICH
ACME-style marriage enrichment

The six programs were selected because they are among the best known in
the marriage and family therapy field. Preventive Approaches in Couples Ther
apy, edited by Berger and Hannah (1999), is an excellent resource for those
seeking information on other preventative programs for couples. As the title
of this chapter suggests, communication training is an essential feature in
most of the programs described here. In addition to describing these pro
grams, case examples of premarital counseling, as traditionally offered in
church settings, will also be presented.

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS
No one theoretical approach encompasses or embodies the premarital
counseling or marriage enrichment programs described in this chapter.
Most of the programs are eclectic in nature; that is, they draw upon a few
theories rather than just one. Relationship Enhancement, for example, is
based upon psychodynamic, behavioral, humanistic, and interpersonal the
ories. PAIRS also draws from a wide range of theories, including experien
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tial, object relations, communication, behavioral, and family systems (e.g.,
Satir, Bowen, Boszormenyi-Nagy). Due to the strong emphasis on teaching
communication and conflict resolution skills, many of the programs have
been influenced by cognitive-behavioral, communication, and social learn
ing theories. In addition to theory, empirical research has heavily informed
the development of some programs, such as PREP and PREPARE/ ENRICH.
Despite the eclectic nature of these programs, they do share some com
mon features. All of the programs share a preventive philosophy. They work
from the assumption that it is better to prevent problems rather than fix them
once they develop. All of the preventive approaches described in this chap
ter emphasize the importance of couples learning effective communication
and conflict resolution skills. Upon mastery, these skills can be applied to a
variety of issues the couple may need to address in their relationship. More
comprehensive programs such as PREP and PAIRS share other commonali
ties, for example, emphasizing the importance of nurturing the couple’s
bond or intimacy, exploring expectations in the relationship, and exploring
how family-of-origin experiences can influence the partners and their rela
tionship.

MAJOR PROPONENTS OF MARRIAGE ENRICHMENT
AND PREMARITAL COUNSELING
The programs discussed in this chapter are often identified with key indi
viduals who were instrumental in program development. Bernard Guerney
Jr., for example, is widely recognized as the primary developer of Relation
ship Enhancement. The idea for Relationship Enhancement came out of
Guerney’s effort to enlist parents as helpers by training them to behave in a
therapeutic manner when interacting with their children (Cavedo and
Guerney, 1999). Sherod Miller is the name most closely associated with
Couples Communication, which was born out of research by Miller and his
colleagues Elam Nunnally and Daniel Wackman that explored couples’
transition from engagement to early marriage (Miller and Sherrard, 1999).
PREP’s beginnings are also rooted in research. Howard Markman con
ducted a longitudinal study that showed communication to be a key predic
tor of whether couples would later become distressed (Stanley, Blumberg,
and Markman, 1999). Based on this research, Markman developed an inten
sive, preventive program for couples, which evolved into PREP with the
contribution of other individuals such as Scott Stanley and Susan Blumberg.
Lori Gordon is the founder of PAIRS, another intensive workshop for cou
ples. PAIRS was initially developed as a graduate school course that Gordon
taught to marriage and family therapy students (Gordon and Durana, 1999).
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David Mace would probably be considered the most prominent early
proponent of marriage enrichment. He, along with his wife Vera, were co
founders of Association of Couples for Marriage Enrichment (ACME), an
international organization that supports and trains couples to lead marriage
enrichment groups.
Churches should also be recognized as one of the strongest proponents of
premarital counseling. Individuals who are married within the Catholic
Church, for example, are often required to go through some form of mar
riage preparation or premarital counseling. Many Protestant churches also
require premarital counseling or marriage preparation for couples marrying.
In fact, clergy perform the majority of premarital counseling (Stahmann and
Hiebert, 1997).
Recently, another strong proponent of marriage education has been Di
ane Sollee, who is the founding director of the Coalition for Marriage, Fam
ily and Couples Education (CMFCE). CMFCE sponsors a national confer
ence on marriage education for both professionals and the general public,
and runs a Web site <www.smartmarriages.com> that provides numerous
articles and resources for individuals seeking information on marriage edu
cation.
PATHOLOGY AND BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
A picture is emerging through marital research as to why some couples
become distressed and eventually divorce and others do not. Stanley,
Blumberg, and Markman (1999), developers of PREP, have described one
common pathway through which relationships become distressed. As a cou
ple spends time together, their attachment or bond to each other grows. A
commitment to the relationship develops between the two to protect them
selves from the feared loss of their loved one. For many couples, this com
mitment eventually leads to marriage. Satisfaction tends to be high for cou
ples at this stage because they have not encountered many significant issues.
Therefore, they have had little chance to test their abilities to handle con
flict.
As time passes, couples must deal with an increasing number of life
problems. Couples who do not have good skills for managing conflict often
fall into patterns that damage the relationship. These negative patterns can
include escalation, invalidation, withdrawal/avoidance, and negative inter
pretations (Markman, Stanley, and Blumberg, 1994). Through escalation,
partners respond to one another with increasingly negative comments, cre
ating a negative spiral of anger and frustration. Invalidation occurs when
the partner denigrates the thoughts, feelings, or character of the other. With
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drawal/avoidance is a reluctance or unwillingness to talk about important
issues. Men are more likely than women to be withdrawers or avoiders.
Negative interpretations occur when an individual consistently believes
the motives of his or her partner are more negative than they are in reality.
Over time, mismanaged conflict erodes the quality of the relationship.
Eventually, “the presence of the partner becomes increasingly associated
with pain and frustration, not pleasure and support” (Stanley, Blumberg,
and Markman, 1999, p. 282). Negative interpretations about the partner be
come commonplace and further erode the commitment and bond in the rela
tionship. At this point, individuals are faced with a decision either to stay in
or leave the relationship. With fewer constraints to divorce in American so
ciety today, couples are now more likely to consider divorce rather than re
main in a stable but unhappy marriage.
John Gottman is also noted for his research on examining why couples
become distressed. Much of what he and his colleagues have learned about
marriages has come from studying couples in marriage labs, and then fol
lowing them longitudinally over time. In marriage labs, couples are closely
videotaped as they discuss an area of disagreement. These videotapes are
later analyzed by observing each person’s words, gestures, and facial ex
pressions to determine the emotions being felt and expressed. Individuals
are also hooked up to a variety of instruments that measure their physiologi
cal reaction to the discussion. Electrodes are placed on each individual’s
chest to measure his or her heart rate. Other devices placed on the fingers
measure the pulse rate or the amount of sweat produced in response to stress.
Through this research, it has been possible to predict with over 90 per
cent accuracy which couples will later divorce (Gottman and Gottman,
1999). One of the key findings from this research is that couples who stay
married maintain a ratio of positive to negative feelings and behaviors of
five to one (Gottman, 1994). In contrast, couples who divorce show only 8:1
positive to negative ratio. The presence of criticism, contempt, defensive
ness, and stonewalling in couple interactions has also been found to be pre
dictive of couples who will divorce. Gottman (1994) labels these the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. The first horseman, criticism, involves at
tacking an individual’s personality or character rather than complaining
about a specific behavior. The second horseman, contempt, reflects a dis
gust or lack of respect for the other partner. Contempt goes beyond criticism
and is often expressed as a negative comment said with the intent to insult or
psychologically hurt the other partner. Criticism and contempt often lead to
the third horseman, defensiveness. Defensiveness can be manifested in a
number of ways such as denying responsibility, making an excuse, or com
plaining about one’s partner, to name just a few. Defensiveness is destruc
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tive because it tends to escalate rather than resolve conflict. The same is true
for stonewalling, the fourth horseman. Stonewalling occurs when an indi
vidual, often a man, withdraws or stops participating in a discussion or argu
ment, as if turning into a stone wall. Men are more likely than women to
stonewall because men are more likely to become flooded during marital
conflict, a state of physical arousal accompanied by negative thoughts and
feelings. The inability to effectively handle conflict can lead to chronic
flooding, which can eventually lead the individual to adopt a negative view
of the partner and the marriage (Gottman, 1994). With repeated flooding, an
individual can develop a negative response to his or her partner through con
ditioning, even when the partner makes a neutral or benevolent comment or
exhibits a harmless behavior.
Chronic flooding can set in motion a distance and isolation cascade
(Gottman, 1994; Gottman and Gottman, 1999). The individual begins to
view the problems in the marriage as severe and believes there is no point in
trying to work out the issues with the partner. The couple begins to do less
and less together, thereby developing parallel lives. This, in turn, leads to
each individual feeling lonely in the marriage. Based on this research, an in
tervention approach called the Marriage Survival Kit is currently being
tested (Gottman and Gottman, 1999).
The research on how marriages become distressed clearly points to the need
for couples to learn how to effectively manage conflict. Most of the programs in
this chapter focus on teaching couples specific skills or strategies for communi
cating and handling conflict to avoid the destructive patterns that can erode and
destroy the relationship. Programs such as PREP and PAIRS also examine the
dysfunctional attitudes and beliefs that can impact the relationship, and encour
age couples to nurture the positive aspects of their relationship.

TECHNIQUES
The goals and aims of the six programs are outlined, the formats of the
programs are provided, and examples of interventions or techniques used in
the programs to accomplish the goals are dicussed in this section.

Relationship Enhancement (RE)
Relationship Enhancement (RE) is a skills-based program that can be
used with either married or engaged couples. Couples are taught a set of
nine skills through RE to help them develop and maintain a healthy relation
ship (Cavedo and Guemey, 1999). Four of the skills focus on helping
couples learn how to effectively communicate. The expressive skill, for ex
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ample, helps individuals to better understand their own needs, desires, and
feelings, and to express them in a way that will minimize the listener’s de
fensiveness. The empathic skill helps individuals compassionately under
stand the emotional and psychological needs of the speaker, and how to
effectively respond to the speaker’s message. In RE, the emphasis is not on
having the listener simply repeat or paraphrase what the expresser has said,
but on getting the listener to try to comprehend the expresser’s experience
by asking himself or herself how similar circumstances would make the lis
tener think and feel. An effective empathic response can help build compas
sion, trust, openness, and respect in the relationship. The discussion and
negotiation skill is intended to help couples maintain a positive atmosphere
when discussing difficult issues, and to uncover the deep feelings and root
issues behind the difficult issues. Couples are also taught a facilitative (coach
ing) skill to help them exit negative communication cycles or spirals, and re
sume using the RE skills.
Couples are also taught a problem/conflict resolution skill, which facil
itates their discovery of creative solutions to their problems that are mutu
ally satisfying to both parties. The problem/conflict resolution skill enables
couples to develop agreements on behavioral changes that are mutually sat
isfying to both parties. Two additional skills, changing-self skill and helping-others-change skill, are taught to help individuals bring about the de
sired changes. Changing-self skill helps individuals to alter their own
behaviors for the purposes of self-improvement or to honor agreements to
change they have made with their partners. The helping-others-change skill
helps individuals change the attitudes, behaviors, or feelings of others.
Finally, individuals are taught the transfer and generalization skill and
the maintenance skill. The transfer and generalization skill aids the indi
vidual in using the skills in their everyday life with others besides their part
ner; the maintenance skill helps individuals maintain their high level of
skills over time. Continued use of these skills over time, in both the couple’s
and in all other relationships, can reduce stress and improve self-esteem, in
terpersonal effectiveness, and personal satisfaction.
Couples learn specific guidelines to help them effectively perform each
of the skills. When individuals are taught the expresser skill, for example,
they are instructed to state their views in a subjective manner (Guerney,
1977). Instead of saying, “The house is disorganized,” which implies an ob
jective reality, the individual is encouraged to say, “By my standards, the
house is disorganized,” which acknowledges the subjectivity of the individ
ual’s perceptions or judgments. Other guidelines instruct the expresser to
broaden the statement to include his or her feelings, and to be as specific as
possible to avoid overgeneralizations. The expresser might state, for exam-
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pie, “For the last few days when I come home from work, I find toys scat
tered around the living room and papers and toys scattered around the
kitchen. By my standards, that means the house is disorganized, and I’m up
set and annoyed about it.” Individuals are also instructed to include a posi
tive underlying feeling or expectation if they state an implied criticism (e.g.,
“I believe that you share my desire to have a house that is organized”) and, if
appropriate, the behavior they would like to see the other person display.
RE can be used for either distressed couples or nondistressed couples,
and can be flexibly adapted to a variety of formats. It can be used in therapy
with individuals, couples, or families, but is also suitable for a group format.
RE can be provided in one long (one to two days) marathon session, or di
vided into multiple sessions over a period time. Regardless of the format,
RE participants are first given the rationale for the skills, and then learn the
skills through readings and demonstrations. Next, participants are given the
opportunity to practice the skills through role-playing and discussing issues
in the relationship. In role-playing, individuals might first listen to an audio
tape of a speaker, and then stop the tape and try to give an empathic re
sponse. The individual can then compare his or her response to the one
given on the tape by a skilled person. Couples practice the skills with less in
tense issues in the beginning, and work on more difficult issues as their skill
level builds. An essential ingredient to RE is the use of coaches who provide
participants feedback on how well the couples are using the skills.

COUPLE COMMUNICATION
The COUPLE COMMUNICATION program is designed to promote
healthier and more satisfying relationships by teaching couples how to more
effectively communicate and resolve conflicts (Miller and Sherrard, 1999).
COUPLE COMMUNICATION has been used with both distressed and
nondistressed couples, and can be used either as a component of therapy or
as a program designed for premarital couples or couples seeking enrich
ment.
COUPLE COMMUNICATION helps individuals better understand
themselves and their partners, and educates them on effective and ineffec
tive means of communication. Couples are taught eleven specific communi
cation skills for talking and listening, and are given guidelines for resolving
issues. A key part of the COUPLE COMMUNICATION program is practic
ing the skills and getting feedback from coaches who observe the couples as
they apply the skills.
When offered in a group format, COUPLE COMMUNICATION is typi
cally divided into four two-hour sessions (Miller and Sherrard, 1999). The
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first session focuses on caring for self, and emphasizes themes of self
esteem and how each individual is unique. Couples are taught, for example,
that individual differences are potential resources for the couple, and not
just potential sources of conflict. Couples are taught how to use the Aware
ness Wheel, a tool used to help individuals increase self-awareness, under
stand issues or situations better, and use this information to communicate
more effectively with others. The Awareness Wheel encourages individuals
to explore and articulate different aspects of an issue, including their experi
ences, feelings, thoughts, wants for self or others, and current or future ac
tions.
The focus of the second session is on caring for your partner. The partici
pants are told that expanding their awareness of their partner is necessary for
a healthy relationship. Expanding this awareness is developed by learning
five listening skills and practicing the Listening Cycle. Individuals are
taught, for example, how to allow the speaker to direct the conversation,
rather than having the listener try to lead the conversation. The importance
of seeking understanding first, before trying to reach an agreement, is also
emphasized. Individuals are also taught how to communicate concern and
validate the partner’s experience through listening.
In the third section, couples learn about effective and ineffective strate
gies lor resolving conflict. Couples are taught a process for resolving con
flicts called mapping an issue, which includes the following eight steps
(Miller and Sherrard, 1999, p. 142):
Step 1: Identify and define the issue.
Step 2: Contract to work through the issue.
Step 3: Understand the issue completely.
Step 4: Identify wants.
Step 5: Generate options.
Step 6: Choose actions.
Step 7: Test the action plan.
Step 8: Evaluate the outcome.
In the fourth session, the focus is on teaching couples about different
negative and positive styles of communication. Couples are then encour
aged to identify which styles they typically use. Finally, couples are given
the opportunity to practice the positive communication styles while discuss
ing an issue.
A unique aspect of the COUPLE COMMUNICATION program is the
use of skill mats, which are thirty-inch square floor maps printed with ei
ther the Awareness Wheel or Listening Cycle frameworks. The skill mat
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with the Awareness Wheel is divided into different sections to help individ
uals explore or process their experiences. Individuals first step onto the skill
mat and state the issue they want to talk about, and then step on other parts
of the Awareness Wheel to explore and articulate different aspects of the is
sue, such as their experiences, feelings, thoughts, wants for self or others,
and actions. The skill mats are intended to accelerate learning by using both
the right brain (learning through words, concepts) and the left brain (learn
ing through associated experience).

Prevention and Relationship Enhancement Program (PREP)
Prevention and Relationship Enhancement Program (PREP) is a
twelve-hour program that is typically delivered to couples in a group for
mat, although elements of PREP can easily be incorporated into couple
therapy. PREP has a strong research or empirical base, and emphasizes a
skills-oriented approach to addressing factors that can lead to marital break
down. PREP is suitable for either engaged couples preparing for marriage or
couples who are already married.
PREP has four primary goals (Stanley, Blumberg, and Markman, 1999).
The first goal is to teach couples better communication and conflict resolu
tion skills for managing conflict. The second goal is to help couples explore
their expectations in the relationship. Couples can be at risk if one or both
partners have expectations that are unreasonable or unexpressed. Unmet ex
pectations often lead to disappointment and frustration in the relationship.
The third goal of PREP is to have couples explore their attitudes and choices
regarding commitment. The fourth goal enhances the couple’s relationship
bond through fun, friendship, and sensuality.
A variety of techniques or strategies is used throughout the program to
achieve the four goals (Markman, Stanley, and Blumberg, 1994). To im
prove a couple’s ability to handle conflict in a more positive manner, PREP
teaches couples the speaker-Iistener technique. Using this technique, one
individual is the speaker, and the other individual assumes the listener role.
The speaker follows certain guidelines, such as speaking only about his or
her own experiences, not the partner’s, and keeping statements brief so the
listener can paraphrase what is being said. The listener must paraphrase
what the speaker says and avoid interjecting rebuttals while in the listener
role. Couples are also taught how to take time-outs when their discussions
escalate to the point that they are damaging or unproductive. They are also
taught other ground rules to help them avoid negative or harmful strategies
for handling conflict.
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To help couples explore their expectations within the relationship, part
ners are given a set of questions to answer individually, and are then encour
aged to share their responses with their partners. PREP asks couples to ex
plore their expectations in a number of different areas, such as sexuality,
children, spending time together, communication, and decision making.
Another exercise encourages couples to identify and share with each other
their core belief system. Individuals explore a number of aspects of their
core belief system, including religious and spiritual values, core relation
ship values, and moral views.
To foster commitment, couples are educated regarding how thinking too
much about alternatives to the relationship can ultimately lead to disap
pointment and even the breakup of a relationship. Couples are encouraged
to focus their thoughts and energy on improving the current relationship
rather than alternatives. They are also encouraged to take a long-term view
of marriage, rather than a short-term view, which tends to be more reactive
to current events in the relationship. PREP also invites individuals to ex
plore whether their choices reflect their life priorities. The partners may dis
cover, for example, that they need to devote more time to nurturing their re
lationship.
PREP helps couples enhance their relationship through fun, friendship,
and sensuality using a number of techniques. Couples are asked to brain
storm fun activities they can do together, for example, and are then encour
aged to set aside time for these activities. To nurture the friendship aspect of
the relationship, they are asked to find time to spend with each other in order
to share and talk together. Discussing issues or problem solving should be
avoided during these times in order to protect the relationship from conflict.
Couples are taught how to separate sexuality from sensuality, and are en
couraged to do exercises that promote physical affection (e.g., hugging,
massage) outside of sexual intercourse.

The PAIRS Program
The Practical Application of Intimate Relationship Skills (PAIRS)
program is a comprehensive psychoeducational course designed to en
hance participants’ knowledge of self and their ability to sustain a pleasur
able intimate relationship (Gordon and Durana, 1999). The program not
only emphasizes learning skills but also an in-depth exploration of the self.
PAIRS is offered in a group format and consists of 120 hours of training typ
ically spread over four to five months. Participants range from well-func
tioning couples to highly distressed couples.
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PAIRS is divided into five sections (Gordon and Durana, 1999). In the
first section, participants learn communication skills such as empathic lis
tening and speaking for oneself. Participants, for example, are taught how to
use the PAIRS Dialogue Guide to express a range of thoughts, feelings, and
assumptions by completing sentences that begin with word phrases such as
“I notice,” “I assume,” “I am hurt by,” and “I appreciate.” This section also
addresses negative communication styles and teaches skills for effectively
resolving conflict. Participants also learn to identify caring behaviors and
uncover hidden expectations or beliefs about love and relationships.
The second section focuses on exploration of the self. Participants un
cover the early messages they learned about love and relationships, and ex
plore how family-of-origin rules, myths, or loyalties may affect their current
relationships. The creation of a genogram, a multigenerational family map,
is used to facilitate this exploration. The impact that different roles or per
sonality styles can have on intimacy is also addressed in this section.
The third section focuses on bonding. PAIRS emphasizes that accepting
one’s need for bonding is crucial to sustaining an intimate relationship. Par
ticipants learn, for example, attachment behaviors to build empathy for
one’s partner, to differentiate the need for bonding from the need for sex,
and to free repressed emotions from the childhood and recent past. Couples
are asked to identify, for example, caring behaviors they would like to see in
their partners, as well as identify “turn-ons/turn-offs.”
Enhancing the couple’s physical intimacy is the focus of the fourth sec
tion. Couples explore the pleasures of physical bonding and touch, as well
as their sensuality and sexuality. Early sexual decisions, sexual myths, and
jealousy are other topics addressed in this section.
The fifth and final section is devoted to clarifying expectations and goals.
Using the skills and insights developed throughout the program, couples ne
gotiate a contract or set of expectations for their relationship.

PREPARE/ENRICH Program: Version 2000
A popular and commonly used premarital inventory among family thera
pists is PREPARE/ENRICH. PREPARE is used for couples preparing for
marriage, and has a special version (PREPARE-MC) for couples with chil
dren. ENRICH was designed for married couples seeking enrichment, or for
couples who have cohabited for more than two years. A fourth inventory,
MATE, has been designed specifically for older couples who are fifty or
over. The inventories are intended to facilitate couples talking about their re
lationships and to help them identify strengths and areas of growth within
their relationship.

,
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The PREPARE/ENRICH inventories contain 165 items, which measure
the couple’s relationship in twenty different areas (Olson and Olson, 1999).
The inventories contain twelve content areas, including: Idealistic Distor
tion (which assesses the extent to which an individual is idealistic or realis
tic), Marriage Expectations (PREPARE and PREPARE-MC), or Marital
Satisfaction (ENRICH), Personality Assessment, Communication, Conflict
Resolution, Financial Management, Leisure Activities, Sexual Relation
ship, Children and Parenting, Family and Friends, Role Relationship, and
Spiritual Beliefs. For each of these areas, couples receive feedback on whether
it is a potential strength or potential growth area. Areas in which the partners
are in close agreement with each other are identified as strengths, and areas
in which the couple disagrees are identified as growth areas.
The inventories also contain four personality scales that measure Asser
tiveness, Self-Confidence, Avoidance, and Partner Dominance. Assertive
ness measures a person’s ability to express his or her feelings and desires to
the partner; Self-Confidence measures how good the individual feels about
himself or herself. Assertiveness and self-confidence mutually reinforce
each other in a positive cycle (Olson and Olson, 1999). Avoidance measures
an individual’s reluctance to deal directly with issues. Partner Dominance
measures how much the individual perceives that the partner tries to control
him or her. Avoidance and partner dominance also mutually reinforce each
other, but in a negative or undesirable cycle.
The inventories contain four scales that examine the level of cohesion
and flexibility in the individual’s family of origin and the level of cohesion
and flexibility in the current couple relationship. The results from both part
ners are plotted on the Couple and Family Map to help the couple explore
the relationship between the family of origin and the couple’s relationship.
A couple might explore, for example, how different levels of closeness or
cohesion in their families of origin may influence their perceptions or ex
pectations about closeness in their own relationship.
In addition to the inventory results, couples receive the twenty-five-page
Building a Strong Marriage Workbook, which contains six exercises to de
velop skills and strengthen the couple’s relationship. In the first exercise,
each partner shares what he or she believes are the three strengths and three
areas for growth in the relationship. Each partner’s perceptions are dis
cussed and compared with the feedback from the inventory. In the second
exercise, each partner takes a turn sharing a three-item “wish list” with his
or her partner, which is intended to help develop assertiveness and active lis
tening skills. Couples discuss a growth area in their relationship using a tenstep model for resolving couple conflict in the third exercise. Steps in this
model include, for example, clearly defining the problem, examining how
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each partner contributes to the problem, brainstorming possible solutions,
and choosing and implementing one of the solutions. In the fourth exercise,
couples go over the Couple and Family Map to discuss how their families of
origin influence their relationship. In the fifth exercise, couples complete a
budget worksheet and a list of short- and long-term financial goals. In the fi
nal exercise, partners share with each other their list of personal, couple, and
family goals.

ACME-Style Marriage Enrichment
The Association for Couples in Marriage Enrichment (ACME) is a non
profit organization whose mission is “to promote enrichment opportunities
and resources that strengthen couple relationships and enhance personal
growth, mutual fulfillment and family wellness” (ACME, 1993, p. 9).
ACME trains couples to lead marriage enrichment groups in support of its
mission.
ACME-style marriage enrichment typically has been done in one of
four formats: (1) weekend retreats with a small number of couples; (2) oneand-a-half-day workshops, or miniretreats, for either a large or small groups
of couples; (3) weekly meetings for a small group of couples that run four to
six weeks; or (4) groups for a small number couples that meet regularly for a
year or more (Dyer and Dyer, 1999). ACME leader couples determine the
amount of structure and which exercises are used during an ACME event.
Leader couples, regardless of the format used, are trained to follow a
five-stage process (Dyer and Dyer, 1999). In the first stage, security and
community building, group leaders attempt to reduce the anxiety or ambiva
lence that couples may have about participating, and to develop a sense of
connection among the couples in the group. Couples are encouraged to
identify, for example, their fears and hopes about participating in marriage
enrichment, and get acquainted with one another through ice-breaking
erercises. In the second stage, development of awareness, couples are en
couraged to evaluate their relationship, identifying both areas of strength
and areas requiring change to make the relationship more fulfilling. Each
partner, for example, might be asked to identify what he or she likes about
the marriage, what could be better in the marriage, and what he or she is
willing to do to make it better.
Development of knowledge and skills is the focus of the third stage.
Communication, handling anger and conflict, and ways to build intimacy
are among the skills emphasized in this stage. In the fourth stage, planning
for growth, couples are encouraged to commit to intentional relationship
growth and develop a specific plan for changing their marital interactions.
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Couples develop three specific goals for their relationship and map out spe
cific steps or actions they can take to meet their goals. In the fifth and final
stage, celebration and closure, the goals are to reinforce commitment to the
relationship and give appreciation to one’s partner and others for the enrich
ment experience. Commitment may be reinforced by having couples share
their growth plans with one another, or by having couples renew their mar
riage vows.
Throughout the five stages, a strong emphasis is given to couple dia
logue. Couples typically discuss their relationship in private during the
event to practice the skills or apply the ideas to their relationship. Another
technique, open couple dialogue, is also used, in which couples talk about
their relationship in front of other couples. Open couple dialogue is most of
ten used by leader couples to model an exercise or skill for others in the group.

CASE EXAMPLES OF PREMARITAL COUNSELING
IN CHURCH SETTINGS
The six programs discussed throughout this chapter represent the pro
grams most commonly known to family therapists for communication train
ing, marriage enrichment, and premarital counseling. The majority of pre
marital counseling today, however, continues to be offered through churches.
Many churches require couples to participate in some form of marriage prep
aration or premarital counseling before getting married within that church.
Through brief case examples, this section describes a variety of approaches
that couples may encounter as they receive premarital counseling in church
settings.

Case Example 1
Janna and Bill are both twenty-seven, and are preparing for their first mar
riage. Both are Lutheran, and they plan to have their wedding at the church that
Janna currently attends. Pastor Dan agrees to meet with the couple for three
sessions. He begins by asking the couple questions about their expectations re
garding the marriage. Over time, Pastor Dan has developed a list of eight ques
tions that he asks all couples. He begins by asking Janna and Bill to identify
twelve reasons each why they want to marry the other person. After listening to
their answers, Pastor Dan tells them that most couples will feel good about their
marriage a year later if ten out of the twelve items still hold true, but adds that in
dividuals are generally unhappy if the marriage is fulfilling six or fewer of the
items. Next, he asks them to state their personal and collective goals for the next
five, ten, and fifteen years. He informs them that their goals should be specific,
measurable, compatible, and time bound. Janna and Bill both state they want to
buy a home within the next five years. Pastor Dan encourages them to be more
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specific by asking them what size house they want. What size of down payment
will they need? How much will they need to save each year to realize their goal?
In the second session, the couple and Pastor Dan go over other questions, such
as the couple’s definition of love and marriage. Pastor Dan emphasizes that mar
riage equals commitment, and explores their reaction to this comment. In the
third and final session, the couple and Pastor Dan go over the couple’s wedding
plans.

Case Example 2
Thomas and Virginia, thirty-three and twenty-nine years old respectively, are
also preparing for their first marriage. Thomas is a practicing Catholic; Virginia
identifies herself as Methodist, but does not regularly attend church. Thomas no
tified his priest of the couple’s intention to get married at least six months in ad
vance of the wedding as required by his church. Father Jerry met initially with the
couple and explained that all couples preparing for marriage must take a premar
ital inventory called FOCCUS (Stahmann and Hiebert, 1997). Father Jerry ex
plained to the couple that FOCCUS would give the couple feedback on their rela
tionship in a variety of areas such as communication, problem solving,
personality match, sexuality, and extended family. He added that the results from
the inventory would be used as a springboard for the couple to discuss both
strengths and areas of growth in their relationship. Thomas and Virginia were in
structed to answer the questions without consulting each other, and to complete
the questions on interfaith marriages since they were from different denomina
tional backgrounds. Father Jerry spent two sessions going over the results of the
inventory and asking the couple to discuss their responses with each other. The
couple scored strongly in communication, problem solving, friends and interests,
lifestyle expectations, and sexuality. The inventory showed the couple to have
uncertainty or lack of agreement in four key areas: finances, family of origin, reli
gion and values, and interfaith marriage. The couple spent considerable time, fa
cilitated by Father Jerry, discussing their thoughts, feelings, and expectations in
these areas.
Father Jerry also had the couple participate in an Engaged Encounter
weekend, which is similar to Marriage Encounter (Elin, 1999), but is designed
specifically for couples who are preparing for marriage. Father Jerry explained to
Thomas and Virginia that the Engaged Encounter weekend was led by a team of
married couples who would give several presentations based on their personal
experiences. After each presentation, Thomas and Virginia would be given the
opportunity to privately reflect on the presentation and discuss with each other
the meaning the topic had for their relationship. After completing the Engaged
Encounter weekend, the couple met with Father Jerry a final time to discuss the
wedding ceremony.

Case Example 3
Heather and Brandon, twenty-one-year-old students, both Catholic, notified
their priest that they were planning to marry in nine months. The couple was as
signed to Linda and Craig, both who were in their late thirties and had been mar
ried for ten years. Linda and Craig were among six couples in the church who
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provided marriage preparation to couples such as Heather and Brandon through
a mentoring program. Linda and Craig invited Heather and Brandon to their
home for an initial meeting. After getting to know one another through conversa
tion, Linda and Craig introduced Heather and Brandon to a workbook that both
couples would complete together. Linda and Craig explained that the workbook
would help Heather and Brandon explore important areas in their relationship
through reflection and discussion. Linda and Craig indicated that they would also
complete the exercises and share their answers with Heather and Brandon so
they could benefit from their experiences. Heather and Brandon were encour
aged to ask the couple any questions as they went through the process. Once a
week during the next month, Linda and Craig invited the couple to their home
where the two couples shared their responses to the reflective questions in the
workbook.

Case Example 4
Dennis and Diane are a couple in their early forties, both previously married.
The couple sought out premarital counseling from their church because they de
sired to be better prepared for marriage and avoid the mistakes from their earlier
marriages. When the couple notified the church of their plans to marry, they were
referred to a counselor with whom the church had contracted to do premarital
counseling. The counselor, Dr. Ramirez, contracted with the couple to do a Dy
namic Relationship History (Stahmann and Hiebert, 1997), a detailed history
of the couple’s relationship intended to uncover relational dynamics, issues, and
patterns. Dr. Ramirez asked Dennis and Diane each to describe how they first
met, their initial impressions of each other, and how their first dating experiences
were. Questions of this nature helped to uncover what attracted Dennis and Di
ane to each other. Dr. Ramirez also explored how the partners decided to date
seriously and how they became engaged, revealing how the couple developed a
bond and commitment to each other. The couple’s first fights and decisions were
also explored, giving insight into the couple’s conflict resolution skills and the dis
tribution of power or influence within the relationship. Since both Dennis and Di
ane were previously married, a brief history of those marriages was explored.
They also agreed to briefly explore their families of origin to see what potential in
fluence they had on their relationships. One session each was devoted to con
structing a three-generation family map or genogram of Dennis’s and Diane’s
family of origin. Dr. Ramirez explored a variety of areas during the construction of
the genogram, asking questions about individual family members, sibling inter
actions, parent-child interactions, and husband-wife interactions (Stahmann and
Hiebert, 1997).
At the end of the relationship history and family-of-origin exploration, Dr.
Ramirez gave the couple a summary of what he learned about their relationship.
He shared with the couple how they seemed to have many strengths, such as
their similar interests and shared religious and moral values. He also compli
mented them on their realistic expectations regarding finances and their sexual
relationship. Dr. Ramirez noted, however, that Dennis and Diane seemed to have
difficulty with issues of conflict and described how they seem to follow a dis
tance-pursuing pattern. When Diane would raise an issue in the relationship,
Dennis would often be a reluctant participant in the conversation. This would up
set Diane, leading her to complain that Dennis did not seem to care about her or
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her concerns. Dennis would offer little in reply, trying to avoid escalating the fight.
This would only make Diane more upset. After pointing out the pattern to Dennis
and Diane, Dr. Ramirez helped the couple see how each person experienced the
other’s behavior and why each responded as they did. Dr. Ramirez talked about,
for example, how men sometimes withdraw in order to avoid conflict, never rec
ognizing how their action actually escalates the conflict. He also suggested that
the couple’s family-of-origin experiences could be contributing to the pattern. He
noted, for example, how Dennis withdrawing could trigger Diane’s fear of being
abandoned, a fear she developed as a child growing up in a home with emotion
ally unavailable parents. Likewise, he observed that Dennis grew up in home
with an alcoholic father who was abusive when drunk. Dennis learned to stay
away from his father when he showed any signs of being upset, which likely con
tributed to him being fearful of conflict. The couple found the summary session
very informative and agreed to continue seeing the counselor for an additional
three sessions to address better ways of handling conflict in the relationship.

These case examples or vignettes illustrate the diversity of premarital
counseling that is currently being practiced today. As in the first two vi
gnettes, a common format for premarital counseling is to have the couple
meet privately with a clergy member from the church in which the wedding
will be held. The number and nature of these meetings can vary widely de
pending upon the clergy member. On one end of the spectrum, clergy may
have only one session with the couple and focus primarily on wedding
plans, with little attention given to preparing the couple for marriage. On the
other end of the spectrum, clergy may devote several sessions to marriage
preparation, exploring a variety of areas in the relationship. The most com
mon areas addressed in premarital counseling include communication, con
flict resolution, egalitarian roles, sexuality, commitment, finances, and per
sonality issues (Silliman and Schumm, 1999).
The vignettes illustrate a variety of approaches that can be used in pre
marital counseling, such as using premarital inventories, conducting a rela
tionship history, or exploration of the family of origin. In some cases, cou
ples may participate in daylong or weekend programs, such as Engaged
Encounter, with other engaged couples. These programs often include pre
sentations or lectures in combination with opportunities for couples to dis
cuss their relationship privately or with other couples. Premarital counsel
ing in church settings may also include training in communication and
conflict resolution skills through instruction or participation in a skillsbased program such as PREP. Christian PREP, for example, incorporates
scriptural guidelines into PREP (Stanley and Trathen, 1994).
Premarital counseling within a church setting is not the exclusive domain
of clergy, as evidenced by the last three vignettes. Married couples may lead
weekend retreats such as Engaged Encounter, or act as mentor or sponsor
couples. In some churches, married couples, rather than clergy, administer
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and discuss the premarital inventory results with couples preparing for mar
riage. Some churches also turn to counseling professionals to perform the
premarital counseling. These counselors may be part of the church staff, or
they may be professionals within the community who are contracted to pro
vide the services on an as-needed basis.

RELEVANT RESEARCH
Three areas of research related to premarital counseling and marriage en
richment are discussed in this section. The first part discusses the research
that examines the general effectiveness of marriage enrichment and premar
ital counseling programs. The second part briefly highlights the available
research on each of the six programs highlighted in this chapter. The third
and final part examines research on designing effective premarital counsel
ing programs.

Effectiveness of Marriage Enrichment and Premarital Counseling
One of the key studies that evaluated the effectiveness of preventative pro
grams was a meta-analysis study by Giblin, Sprenkle, and Sheehan (1985).
Meta-analysis is a powerful research tool that enables researchers to com
bine and compare results across different experimental studies. This in turn
permits researchers to draw conclusions between and across studies using
statistical analyses rather than judgments as used in traditional literature re
views. To conduct a meta-analysis, the results from the different studies
must be standardized to a common unit of measure. This is accomplished by
converting the original statistics (e.g., r, t, or F statistics) in the studies into a
common statistic called the effect size. The effect size reflects how power
ful the treatment effects were in comparison to the control (no treatment) or
alternative treatment groups in the experiment.
Giblin, Sprenkle, and Sheehan found an average effect size of .44 for all
types of premarital, marital, and family enrichment programs combined. An
effect size of .44 means that the average person participating in a treatment
program was better off than 67 percent of those who received no treatment.
Further analyses revealed an effect size of .53 for premarital programs, an
effect size of .42 for marital enrichment programs, and an effect size of .54
for family enrichment programs. Hahlweg and Markman (1988) also did a
meta-analysis of behavioral premarital intervention programs and found an
effect size of .55 for these programs relative to no treatment controls. Effect
sizes of these magnitudes are considered in the medium range (Wampler
and Serovich, 1996). Giblin, Sprenkle, and Sheehan (1985) noted that the
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effect size for the preventive approaches is smaller than the effect size of .85
for psychotherapy in general (see Smith, Glass, and Miller, 1980).
A survey by the Center for Marriage and Family at Creighton University
found that married couples who had marriage preparation within the Catholic
Church generally found the experience to be valuable (Williams et al., 1999),
but the perceived value declined the longer the individual had been married.
Among those who had been married twelve months or less, 87.5 percent
agreed marriage preparation had been a valuable experience. By the seventh
and eighth year of marriage, approximately half of the respondents (50.0 per
cent among those married seven years and 52.7 percent among those married
eight years), agreed marriage preparation had been a valuable experience.
This decline over time could be due to three possible factors. It is possible that
individuals may simply forget the value of marriage preparation with the pas
sage of time. Or, like some immunizations, it is possible that the benefits may
wear off with time. Couples may need periodic booster sessions of marriage
education throughout the marriage (Stanley and Markman, 1997). Finally, it
is possible that marriage preparation, as currently practiced, is most helpful to
couples during their initial adjustment to marriage. It may be less helpful for
developmental tasks that couples may face in the future, such as raising chil
dren. Ideally, programs would also be available to prepare married couples for
these later marital transitions, such as programs for first-time parents (Stanley
and Markman, 1997).

Empirical Supportfor Specific Programs
Relationship Enhancement (RE)
RE has been one of the more extensively studied preventive programs.
Cavedo and Guerney (1999) state that RE has been compared to several
couple programs and “was found to be generally superior to the alternative
treatment on either outcome or process measures” (p. 99). They cite, for ex
ample, several studies that show RE to be superior compared to a problem
solving program and relationship discussion program for premarital cou
ples. They also note that in the meta-analysis by Giblin, Sprenkle, and
Sheehan (1985), RE demonstrated the largest effect size (.96) among mar
riage enrichment programs.
COUPLE COMMUNICATION
COUPLE COMMUNICATION, similar to RE, has been extensively stud
ied, with Miller and Sherrard (1999) reporting that over forty independent
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outcome studies have been conducted on the program. These studies support
that COUPLE COMMUNICATION leads to the following changes: (1) im
proved communication behavior within couples; (2) improved perception by
the couple of their ability to communicate; (3) improved perception of rela
tionship quality; (4) increased self-disclosure; and (5) improved self-esteem.
A meta-analysis comparing COUPLE COMMUNICATION to no treatment
control found an effect size of .52 using relationship satisfaction as the out
come measure (Wampler and Serovich, 1996).
PREP
In their summary of the empirical evaluation and research on PREP, Stan
ley, Blumberg, and Markman (1999) state “that there are three streams of re
search that support the approach embodied in PREP” (p. 297). The first
stream of research, discussed earlier in the chapter, centers on factors that
put couples at risk for distress and divorce. PREP targets those factors that
are amenable to change by teaching couples skills that improve their inter
actions and by educating them about the role that expectations, beliefs, and
attitudes can play in relationships.
The second stream of research that the authors point to is the outcome
studies conducted on PREP. In the United States, PREP therapy has been
compared to matched control couples who received no treatment and fol
lowed longitudinally over time (Markman et al., 1988, 1993; Stanley et al.,
1995). Couples who received PREP were better than control couples on a
number of communication measures. They also reported fewer instances of
physical violence and were less likely to divorce. At the five-year follow-up,
for example, the incidence of divorce and separation was 8 percent for
PREP couples, and 19 percent for the control group. After twelve years, 19
percent of PREP couples were divorced or separated compared to 28 per
cent of the control couples, although the difference was no longer statisti
cally significant. Another outcome study in Germany compared a version of
PREP to a mixed control group of couples, in which half received no treat
ment and half received treatment from alternative premarital programs
(Stanley, Blumberg, and Markman, 1999). At the three-year follow-up,
PREP couples were more satisfied than controls and had a lower incidence
of divorce (1.6 percent versus 12.5 percent). After five years, PREP couples
continued to report a lower incidence of divorce (4 percent versus 24 per
cent) compared to control couples. A third study in the Netherlands (Van
Widenfelt et al., 1996) did not show the same promising results as those re
ported in U.S. and German studies. Stanley, Blumberg, and Markman
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(1999) argue that methodological problems make interpretation of these re
sults difficult; they are currently conducting a large-scale outcome study
that will address some of these concerns.
One of the most impressive aspects of the PREP research is the length of
time that couples are followed. Following couples longitudinally over a sig
nificant period of time is important for two reasons (Stanley, Blumberg, and
Markman, 1999). First, differences between treatment and no-treatment
groups are difficult to break out initially because most engaged couples are
highly satisfied with their relationships, which researchers call a ceiling ef
fect. Second, one of the outcomes of most interest is whether a couple stays
married or divorces. Couples need to be followed over a sufficient length of
time to see whether the interventions impact the long-term stability of the
relationship.
Survey research is the third stream of research supporting PREP. In the
study by the Center for Marriage and Family (Williams et al., 1999), which
found that communication, commitment, and conflict resolution were rated
as the most helpful areas of marriage preparation. PREP emphasizes the im
portance of each of these topics in the program.
PAIRS
In their summary of the research, Gordon and Durana (1999) discuss sev
eral studies that suggest PAIRS can lead to improvements in several areas,
such as marital satisfaction, cohesion, and emotional well-being. A key lim
itation of the research, however, is that PAIRS participants have not been
compared to control groups, giving less confidence in the results. They cite
only one unpublished study by Turner that compared PAIR participants to
control participants, which found that the PAIRS intervention had a positive
impact on interaction style, social support, and marital discord. More em
pirical research using controlled, randomized experiments is clearly needed
to confirm the initial, promising results for PAIRS.
PREPARE/ENRICH
According to Olson and Olson ( 1999), the PREPARE/ENRICH inven
tory has strong reliability and validity. They report that the internal reli
ability coefficients range from .74 to .89 for PREPARE; .73 to .84 for
PREPARE-MC; and .74 to .89 for ENRICH. They also report the instru
ment has strong test-retest reliability. Studies have assessed the predictive
validity of PREPARE (Fowers and Olson, 1986; Larsen and Olson, 1989),
demonstrating that PREPARE has some ability to predict marital success af
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ter two to three years. Another study (Fowers and Olson, 1989) showed that
ENRICH scores could successfully distinguish between happily and unhap
pily married individuals, giving evidence to its discriminant validity. The
validity of PREPARE and ENRICH was established on earlier versions of
the inventories; no published studies have assessed the predictive or dis
criminant validity of the inventories since their revision in 1996.
ACME-Style Marriage Enrichment
Dyer and Dyer (1999) report that limited research has been done on
ACME-style marriage enrichment. They cite the lack of a prescribed pro
gram and the independence of leader couples as factors making it difficult to
conduct a systematic evaluation of ACME-style marriage enrichment. Dyer
and Dyer point to three studies in which participants in ACME-style mar
riage enrichment events did better than no-treatment controls on measures
such as positive relationship change. One key limitation of these studies is that
random assignment of participants to treatment and no-treatment groups was
not used. Though initial results are promising, further research is needed to
develop empirical confidence in this approach.

Research on Designing Premarital Counseling Programs
A study by the Center for Marriage and Family on marriage preparation
among Catholics examined several aspects of marriage preparation design
(Williams et al., 1999). Although the study was conducted among Catholics
who received preparation primarily in a church setting, the results do pro
vide important clues on designing marriage preparation programs. The
study found, for example, that marriage preparation was most helpful to
couples if it enabled them to spend time together and learn more about each
other. Learning more about marriage, deepening one’s relationship with
God, and learning more about oneself were also important elements or ben
efits of marriage preparation. Consistent with previous research (Silliman,
Schumm, and Jurich, 1992), the study found that marriage preparation was
most helpful if presented by a team of providers. The findings suggest that
both clergy and married couples should be included in marriage preparation
if conducted through a church setting. The study also found that private
meetings with clergy, weekend programs, and meetings with married cou
ples were the three formats rated most helpful, which is consistent with an
other study that explored what engaged couples wanted from marriage prep
aration (Williams, 1992). The use of premarital inventories was found to be
a helpful component of marriage preparation, probably because it helps
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couples learn more about their relationship and provides a springboard for
couples to discuss their relationship. In their review of premarital invento
ries, Larson and his colleagues (1995) found PREPARE, FOCCUS, and
PREP-M to be the most psychometrically sound of the inventories they re
viewed. PREP-M has since been replaced by a newer version of the inven
tory called RELATE.
In terms of length of preparation, the study clearly showed that one ses
sion was not very helpful. Rather, eight to nine sessions appeared to provide
optimum results, with more sessions not necessarily being more helpful.
These results are consistent with research by Wright (1981), who found that
only 15 percent of respondents who had attended only one session reported
that marriage preparation definitely helped their marriage. In comparison,
75 percent of individuals who had attended seven or more sessions reported
that marriage preparation had definitely helped their marriage. The topics
rated most helpful in marriage preparation in the Center for Marriage and
Family study were collectively labeled the “Five C’s”: communication,
commitment, conflict resolution, children, and church. The fifth C, church,
was a composite of religion and values with marriage covenant. The impor
tance of communication and conflict resolution in this study is consistent
with the emphasis that programs described in this chapter focus on teaching
couples skills in these areas.

CONCLUSION
This chapter reviewed six well-known programs within the family ther
apy field that are used in premarital counseling and marital enrichment. This
chapter also presented a variety of approaches and techniques used in pre
marital counseling within a church setting since premarital counseling is of
fered predominantly in this setting. Teaching couples skills for effectively
communicating and managing conflict is an essential feature in each of the
six programs presented in this chapter. The emphasis on these skills is sup
ported by marital research, which shows the couple’s ability to communi
cate and handle conflict is predictive of later marital success. Although the
aim or goals of these programs are preventive in nature, distressed couples
often seek out and participate in these programs as well. Elements of these
programs can also be incorporated into couple therapy. To varying degrees,
there is empirical support for the efficacy of these programs, although some
programs clearly require additional research.

,
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
The following resource list is provided for those would like more infor
mation on the programs highlighted in this chapter. The Coalition for Mar
riage, Family and Couples Education also sponsors a Web site <www.
smartmarriages.com> that provides a listing of programs and resources for
marriage education.

ACME-Style Enrichment—Contact Association for Couples in Mar
riage Enrichment (ACME), P.O. Box 10596, Winston-Salem, NC
27108; phone 1-800-634-8325; or <http://home.swbell.net/tgall/
acme.htmx
COUPLE COMMUNICATION—Contact Interpersonal Communi
cation Programs, 7201 S. Broadway, Suite 11, Littleton, CO 80122;
phone 1-800-328-5099.
FOCCUS—Contact Family Life Office, 3214 N. 60th Street, Omaha,
NE 68104; phone 1-888-874-2684; or <http://www.foccusinc.com>.
PAIRS—Contact 1-888-742-7748; or <http://www. pairs.com>.
PREP—Contact PREP, Inc., P.O. Box 102530, Denver, CO 80250;
phone 1-303-759-9934; or <http://www.PREPINC. com>.
PREPARE/ENRICH—Contact Life Innovations, P.O. Box 190, Min
neapolis, MN 55440; phone 1-800-331-1661; or <http://www.life
innovation.com>.
RELATE—Contact the Marriage Study Consortium, P.O. Box 25391,
Provo, UT 84602-5391; phone 1-801-378-4359; or <http://relate.
byu.edu>.
Relationship Enhancement (RE)—Contact the National Institute of
Relationship Enhancement at 1-800-432-6454; or <http://www.
nire.org>.

GLOSSARY
ACME-style marriage enrichment: Marriage enrichment programs led
by couples trained through the Association for Couples in Marriage Enrich
ment (ACME). Through a five-stage process, couples develop greater aware
ness of their relationship, learn new skills and knowledge, and develop a
plan for relationship growth.
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Awareness Wheel: A tool used in COUPLE COMMUNICATION to help
individuals explore and articulate different aspects of an issue, such as their
feelings, thoughts, desires, and actions.
caring behaviors: Actions that demonstrate love and concern for an indi
vidual.
changing-self skill: A skill taught in Relationship Enhancement that helps
individuals alter their own behavior.
Christian PREP: A version of PREP (Prevention and Relationship En
hancement Program) that integrates and reflects a commitment to tradi
tional Christian principles.
cognitive-behavioral theory: A psychological theory that seeks to change
feelings and behavior through challenging faulty thinking or beliefs.
cohesion: The amount of emotional closeness or distance within a couple or
family.
communication theory: The study of relationships in terms of the ex
change of verbal and nonverbal messages.
communication training: Any approach that emphasizes learning skills to
effectively communicate and resolve conflict with other individuals.
conditioning: A process in which two stimuli are paired together and even
tually become associated with one another.
contempt: Demonstrating disgust or lack of respect for an individual.
COUPLE COMMUNICATION: A preventative program designed to en
hance couple relationships through teaching couples how to more effec
tively communicate and resolve conflicts.
couple therapy: Therapy that is intended to help couples who are already
distressed or experiencing significant problems.
criticism: An attack against an individual’s personality or character rather
than complaining about a specific behavior.
defensiveness: A response to a complaint or criticism that implies the indi
vidual did nothing wrong. Defensiveness can manifest itself in many forms,
such as making excuses or blaming another for the problem.
Dialogue Guide: A sentence completion exercise used in PAIRS to help in
dividuals uncover and express their thoughts, feelings, and assumptions.
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discriminant validity: Evidence as to whether an instrument is measuring
what it is supposed to be measuring based on its ability to differentiate be
tween two groups.
discussion and negotiation skill: A communication skill taught in Rela
tionship Enhancement that helps individuals to uncover root issues and
maintain a positive atmosphere when discussing difficult topics.
distance and isolation cascade: A process in which individuals begin to
view their problems as severe, with the additional belief that there is no
point in trying to work out problems with their partner. This can result in
couples doing less and less together, creating feelings of loneliness in the re
lationship.
Dynamic Relationship History: An assessment technique in which a cou
ple’s relational dynamics, issues, and patterns are uncovered through col
lecting a detailed relationship history.
effect size: A statistic that measures the strength of the treatment effects in
comparison to the control (no treatment) or alternative treatment conditions.
Effect size can be used to standardize results across studies, allowing re
searchers to compare different studies through a technique called meta
analysis.
empathic skill: A communication skill taught in Relationship Enhance
ment that helps individuals understand the needs of a speaker.
Engaged Encounter: A weekend experience for engaged couples that em
phasizes reflection and communication between couples.
escalation: A negative sequence of interaction in which partners respond to
each other with increasingly negative comments or actions.
expressive skill: A communication skill taught in Relationship Enhance
ment that helps individuals communicate about themselves in a way that
minimizes listener defensiveness.
facilitative skill: A communication skill taught in Relationship Enhance
ment that helps individuals exit negative communication cycles and resume
using the RE skills.
flexibility: The degree of adaptability within a couple or family. At the ex
tremes, couples can be either too rigid or chaotic.
flooded: A state of physical arousal accompanied by negative thoughts and
feelings that can occur during conflict.
FOCCUS: A widely used premarital inventory that encourages couples to
explore and discuss their relationships in a variety of topic areas.
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Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse: Four characteristics in couple interac
tions that have been found through research to be predictive of divorce in
couples. They are criticism, contempt, defensiveness, and stonewalling.
genogram: A multigenerational family map or family tree that is used to
explore important events and psychological processes in the family of ori
gin.
ground rules: Strategies in PREP that couples can use to protect a relation
ship from poorly handled conflict.
helping-others-change skill: A skill taught in Relationship Enhancement
that helps individuals change the attitudes, behaviors, or feelings of others.
internal reliability: An indication of how consistent items are in what they
measure. Higher scores (closer to 1.0) indicate greater consistency.
invalidation: Putting down the thoughts, feelings, or character of another
person.
Listening Cycle: A conceptual map and tool used in COUPLE COM
MUNICATION to help individuals develop better listening skills.
maintenance skill: A skill taught in Relationship Enhancement that helps
individuals sustain using the other RE skills over time.
mapping an issue: An eight-step problem-solving approach to resolving
conflict that is used in the COUPLE COMMUNICATION program.
marriage enrichment: Preventative programs designed to enhance and en
rich relationships for married couples.
marriage labs: Laboratories designed to resemble living quarters to allow
researchers to observe couple interactions in a setting that approximates real
life.
meta-analysis: A statistical approach that allows one to compile and com
pare the results across several experimental studies. Results across studies
can be compared by transforming the results into a common statistic called
effect size.
negative interpretations: When an individual consistently believes the
motives of his or her partner are more negative than they are in reality.
open couple dialogue: A technique in ACME-Style Marriage Enrichment
in which a couple dialogues in front of other couples as a way of demon
strating and modeling effective communication skills.
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Practical Application of Intimate Relationship Skills (PAIRS): A com
prehensive course designed to enhance participants’ knowledge of self and
how to sustain a satisfying intimate relationship.
predictive validity: Evidence as to whether an instrument is measuring
what it is supposed to be measuring based on its ability to predict some phe
nomenon.
premarital counseling: Programs designed to enhance engaged couples’
relationships and prepare them for marriage.
PREPARE/ENRICH: PREPARE is a widely used premarital inventory
that encourages unmarried couples to explore and discuss their relationship
in a variety of topic areas before marriage. ENRICH is similar to PREPARE,
but is intended for couples who are already married.
preventative approaches: Programs that generally attempt to teach cou
ples skills and enhance relationships before the onset of major problems.
Prevention and Relationship Enhancement Program (PREP): A pre
ventive program designed to teach couples effective communication and
conflict resolution skills as well as enhance commitment and bonding
within the relationship.
problem/conflict resolution skill: A skill taught in Relationship Enhance
ment that helps couples discover creative solutions to their problems.
psychoeducational: An approach that emphasizes educating clients about
psychological processes.
RELATE: A widely used premarital inventory that encourages couples to
explore and discuss their relationship in a variety of topic areas.
Relationship Enhancement (RE): A skills-based program that primarily
focuses on teaching couples effective communication and conflict resolu
tion skills.
skill mats: Thirty-inch square floor mats with either the Awareness Wheel
or Listening Cycle printed on them. Skill mats are a technique used in
COUPLE COMMUNICATIONS.
social learning theory: A psychological theory that stresses learning by
observation and imitation.
speaker-listener technique: A technique in which one person is designated
as the speaker and the other person the listener. The speaker must follow
certain guidelines, such as speaking only about his or her own experience,
while the listener paraphrases only what the speaker is saying without inter
jecting his or her own thoughts or feelings.
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stonewalling: When an individual withdraws or stops participating in a dis
cussion or argument.
test-retest reliability: An indication of how consistently an instrument per
forms over time.
time-outs: A technique in which either partner requests that the couple tem
porarily suspend discussing an issue when the conflict reaches a point
where it is destructive or unproductive.
transfer and generalization skill: A skill taught in Relationship Enhance
ment that helps individuals utilize the other RE skills in everyday life with
people other than their partners.
withdrawal/avoidance: A reluctance to talk about important issues.
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Chapter 12

Sexual Dysfunctions and Sex Therapy
Joan D. Atwood

The demand for treatment for sexual problems has increased in the past
three decades. This is in large part due to increased public knowledge that
effective treatments are available and the growing recognition that these
problems are comparable to other behavioral difficulties and therefore often
respond to behavioral treatment (Hawton, 1983). There is also increased
awareness within the fields of marriage and family therapy, social work, and
clinical psychology that sex therapy should be a primary part of training in
these areas. Thus, professionals in these disciplines are now more likely to
ask couples about the sexual aspects of their relationship. As De Silva
(1992) points out, training in sex therapy need not be an elective specializa
tion; rather, it should be an essential component of the training of every
practitioner.

SEXUAL PROBLEMS
Sexual dysfunctions or problems are impairments or disturbances in
sexual desire, arousal, or orgasm. They are usually considered to be a group
of problems within “normal” sexuality, different from sexual deviations or
paraphilias (although overlap can occur, for example, a male presenting
with erectile dysfunction with his wife may, upon close inquiry, show a his
tory of paraphiliac sexual activity) and the two are treated as separate clinical
categories. It is also important to keep in mind that sexual dysfunctions can
not be considered mutually exclusive from the nondysfunctions. Functional
and dysfunctional presentations are considered to be on the same contin
uum. In other words, there are degrees of dysfunction and, in one person or
in a couple, areas of satisfactory sexual activity alongside areas of difficulty.
Also consider the social aspect: what is considered dysfunctional may vary
from person to person, from couple to couple, and from society to society. In
addition, many couples would consider their sexuality a normal and there369
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fore would not become a part of a clinical population; yet a certain propor
tion of them would report their sexual behavior as less than satisfactory.
Frank, Anderson, and Rubinstein (1978) reported that 80 percent of their
happily married couples reported that their sexual relations were happy and
satisfactory, even though 40 percent of the men reported erectile or ejaculatory problems and over 60 percent of the women reported problems of
arousal or orgasm.
Several factors appear to be associated with sexual dysfunctions, includ
ing sexual ignorance, attitude, anxiety level, fears of performance, and the
quality of the couple’s relationship. Sexual ignorance, or lack of proper in
formation about the various aspects of sex, is sometimes a major contributory
factor in these disorders (Bancroft, 1989; Zilbergeld, 1978). Another impor
tant factor is the person’s attitude toward sex and sexual activity (Spence,
1991; Zilbergeld, 1978, 1992). Anxiety is associated with sexual dysfunc
tion in that some difficulties can be caused by anxiety and others can be
maintained by it (Bancroft, 1989; Lief, 1977; Masters and Johnson, 1970).
For example, a young male may fear getting caught by his parents when he
is having sex and this may keep him from achieving erection. In another sit
uation, he may become anxious about getting an erection in the first place.
Fears of performance are a significant factor in sexual difficulties. Fears
of performance may affect males or females, although it is most obvious in
males. These fears of performance may lead to an avoidance of sex, loss of
self-esteem, loss of spontaneity in the relationship, or it may negatively af
fect the relationship in general. In this case, one or both partners assume a
spectator role, often judging personal sexual performance. This creates less
of an involvement in the sexual activity and eventually a loss of arousal
and/or erection. In addition, this could lead to a loss of intimacy in the rela
tionship as couples often report that it feels as if a third person is in the room
rating their sexual performance.
Generally speaking, a self-fulfilling prophecy occurs when this “specta
tor” rates his or her own sexual performance, which creates less of an in
volvement in natural spontaneous sexuality, which often leads to a de
creased state of arousal, causing the spectator to believe his or her sexual
performance is less than adequate, causing more performance fears, etc.
This is also known as spectatoring (Masters and Johnson, 1970). This re
fers to the tendency of a person to watch and possibly judge himself or her
self during sexual activity. This may lead to inhibited sexual action and en
joyment or true failure of the sexual experience.
The association between the quality of the couple’s relationship and their
sexual problems is evident (Crowe and Ridley, 1990; Woody, 1992). Sexual
difficulties can emerge in a poor marital relationship. Jealousy fears and
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worries about infidelity or constant conflicts in areas other than sex may
contribute to, or be reflected by, a sexual problem. Sex sometimes may be
come a battleground for marital conflicts, such as those associated with
dominance, jealousy, and punitiveness (Harbin and Gamble, 1977). Equally,
a sexual problem can cause wider relationship difficulties and when couples
present with marital problems it is not unusual for a specific sexual problem
to be present as well.
Some sexual problems are caused by or associated with physical factors.
The relevance of such factors as alcoholism, diabetes, aging, neurological
damage, prescription drug and street drug use, and so on, to sexual activity
is well established (Bancroft, 1989; Kolodny, Masters, and Johnson, 1979).
The presenting sexual problem may be a manifestation of the underlying
physical problem.
Sexual problems can produce as much anguish and sorrow in those who
suffer from them as any psychological disorder. Many people cannot help
but feel that their masculinity or femininity is affected if a sexual problem is
present. Failing to achieve sexual gratification in a relationship often affects
the couple’s experience of the whole relationship as well.
Many useful classifications of sexual dysfunctions exist (see American
Psychiatric Association, 1987; Bancroft, 1989; De Silva, 1994; Hawton,
1985; Kaplan, 1974; Masters and Johnson, 1970). See Table 12.1 for a sim
ple list of possible sexual dysfunctions that occur for each gender.
Dysfunctions may be considered primary sexual problems (total, pres
ent in all circumstances) or secondary sexual problems (situational, pres
ent in some circumstances only) depending upon whether the individual has
ever been asymptomatic. A man with primary impotence has never had the
ability to maintain a successful erection or ejaculation. The anorgasmic fe
male has never had an orgasm. Secondary problems occur where the indi
vidual was sexually functional and then, because of situational factors, de
velops the dysfunction, such as when premature ejaculation happens in
sexual intercourse but not during masturbation.
The two major areas of male dysfunction include disorders of potency
and ejaculation.

Impotence or Erectile Dysfunction
Impotence or erectile dysfunction is defined as the inability to achieve
or maintain an erection. Primary impotence tends to be rare and, according
to Masters and Johnson (1970), occurs in 1 percent of males under age
thirty-five. Secondary erectile dysfunction is said to occur if erection is in
sufficient to engage in sexual intercourse. This occurs approximately 25
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TABLE 12.1. Sexual Dysfunctions

Males

Females

Low sexual interest

Low sexual interest

Erectile dysfunction

Lack of response

Premature ejaculation

Anorgasmia

Retarded ejaculation

Vaginismus

Dyspareunia

Dyspareunia

Sexual aversion

Sexual aversion

percent of the time. The basic premise of the therapy for this disorder is that
anxiety disrupts erectile response. Thus, the object of therapy is to diminish
the anxiety sufficiently.
Although current psychological treatment for erectile dysfunction has
changed very little since its inception (Zilbergeld, 1992), medical treatment
options have increased dramatically. The use of sensate focus is supple
mented with cognitive techniques used to promote relaxation, positive self
statements, sexual fantasy, and the restoration of sell-confidence. For men
with lifelong erectile problems, individual psychodynamic treatment has
been suggested along with sex therapy (Althof, 1989). Beck and Barlow
(1984) have found that men with erectile dysfunction pay more attention to
how much of an erection they have and less attention to their feelings of
arousal.
The treatment of erectile dysfunction has become increasingly medical
in the past ten to fifteen years. Drugs, devices, and surgery dominate the
field. Recently there has been a report of successful treatment using an
adrenergic antagonist drug (Assalian, 1988). Sildenafil citrate (Viagra), a
Type-V phosphodiesterase inhibitor, also has been demonstrated to be an ef
fective medication for the treatment of erectile dysfunction via arteriolar
smooth muscle relaxation in the corpus cavernosum, which increases
blood flow to promote penile tumescence (Goldstein et al, 1998; Moreland,
Goldstein, and Traish, 1998; Wise, 1999). Although this drug may be suc
cessful as a medical treatment for erectile dysfunction, it is important to
explore with the couple the psychological changes that have occurred in the
marital relationship as a result. For example, unrealistic expectations, inade
quate information regarding sexuality, and marital difficulties could be
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problems associated with poor outcomes. In some cases, marriages may dis
solve following successful sexual results due to medical or psycho
therapeutic intervention. It is possible that the marriages were stable with
the sexual dysfunction and once the dysfunction was removed, instability
ensued. Research is greatly needed in this area.
Although most urologists believe that the vast majority of erectile prob
lems have an organic basis (LoPiccolo, 1992), there are several problems
with this view. For example, it is often quoted that 50 to 90 percent of
erectile problems have an organic basis, but this definition is usually made
without examination of age. If one looks at men under the age of fifty with
erectile dysfunction, the percentage drops drastically (Seagraves and
Seagraves, 1992). The other problem is inattention to normal changes in
erectile response that occur with age (Schiavi et al., 1990). Healthy men
over age fifty who report good sexual function have tumescence test results
(tests that measure how much blood is in the penis or how erect the penis is)
that look just as abnormal as men reporting erectile dysfunction (Schiavi
et al., 1990). This means that there is erectile variety in the male sexual re
sponse.
It is important to note that even when urologists see a man with a purely
psychological basis to his sexual problem, they often prescribe nonsurgical
treatment such as intracavernous injection therapy or vacuum erection
devices. They contend their patients will not go to a mental health profes
sional, or perhaps there are no sex therapists in their community, or that sex
therapy is too expensive and insurance does not cover it. Some evidence
suggests that a combination of sex therapy with injection therapy might be
helpful in alleviating a man’s anxiety, which would help him later achieve
firmer erections without the medication (Bahren et al., 1989; Kaplan, 1990;
Turner et al., 1989). It is important to keep in mind, however, that these stud
ies tend to downplay an important side effect of injection therapy, which is
the incidence of fibrosis (scarring of the soft tissue of the penis) (Lakin
et al., 1990). Severe cases of fibrosis, which occurs in about a third of men
using injection therapy, can cause pain and curvature of the penis during
erection. Support for men with erectile dysfunction can be obtained from
Impotence Anonymous, a national organization located at 119 South Rush
Street, Maryville, Tennessee 37801. This organization offers therapy for
men and their partners.

Premature Ejaculation
Masters, Johnson, and Kolodny (1985) believe that premature ejacula
tion affects 15 to 20 percent of all men. It is difficult to define premature
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ejaculation. A common definition is: given a normal, healthy, functioning
partner, premature ejaculation is the inability to delay ejaculation long
enough to bring the partner to orgasm.
The treatment of premature ejaculation is based on the assumption that it
is possible to exert conscious control over ejaculation, and the man can learn
to prolong erection when sexually aroused. The main components of this
treatment program involve couple communication and increasing the ability
of the male to perceive impending orgasm.
The squeeze technique is a common approach used to treat this disorder.
The couple is encouraged to engage in foreplay until the male achieves erec
tion. He is asked to let his partner know when he is approaching the feeling
of inevitability of orgasm. The partner then can use the squeeze technique or
stop activity until the sensation subsides. The squeeze technique involves
squeezing the penis just below the glans, with the thumb on one side and
forefinger on the opposite side, gently but with sufficient force to diminish
the impending sensation of orgasm. The exercise can be repeated several
times. Next, intercourse in the female superior position is suggested so that
the squeeze technique may be more easily applied and/or intercourse can be
interrupted. In addition, several self-help techniques have been proposed.
For example, the use of a condom seems to help lower the sensitivity of the
penis because the glans is not stimulated directly. Some men drink an alco
holic beverage to decrease the rapidity of their response; others masturbate
before intercourse knowing that the second orgasm will take longer. Kaplan
suggests using the stop-start technique (in which intercourse proceeds un
til the feeling of impending orgasm and then stops until the male determines
that the feeling has subsided) first developed by Semans (1956).

Retarded Ejaculation or Ejaculatory Incompetence
Ejaculatory incompetence is the inability of an erect penis to ejaculate.
Masters and Johnson (1970) say that it occurs in less than 5 percent of men,
usually those who are younger and sexually inexperienced. If a man has
never ejaculated within the vagina, he is said to have primary ejaculatory in
competence. If he has been able to ejaculate in the vagina previously but
currently cannot, then he has secondary ejaculatory incompetence. These
men may be able to ejaculate via masturbation or oral sex.
An unintended side effect that could occur with this disorder is that the
male is able to maintain sexual intercourse for long periods of time without
ejaculating. This may be considered a positive effect by the particular male
and his partner. On the other hand, in some cases the male may begin to
question his partner’s sexual abilities, or the female may feel that her partner
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is not physically attracted to her. Sensate focus exercises are used to treat
retarded ejaculation. Sensate focus is basically sensual touching. The part
ners touch each other first in nonerogenous zone areas focusing on the plea
surable sensations. This enables the man to focus on his sexual and sensual
feelings. In a stepwise fashion, the man learns to ejaculate via masturbation
alone, then by masturbating with his partner present, and then having his
partner masturbate him to the point of ejaculatory inevitability, eventually
inserting the penis in the vagina to actually ejaculate.

Low Sexual Interest
Lief (1977) and Kaplan (1979) are responsible for the labeling of low
sexual desire as a sexual dysfunction. This was based on their observations
that the lack of motivation to have sex was a crucial factor in unsuccessful
sex therapy cases. In the case of males, no erection occurs and no urges to
engage in sexual behavior are felt. In the case of females, she experiences a
lack of sexual arousal. Physically, she does not lubricate vaginally and no
change in the vaginal size occurs to accommodate the penis. The causes of
low sexual interest may include organic as well as psychogenic factors.
Approximately 10 to 20 percent of men with low sexual interest have pitu
itary tumors that cause too much of the hormone prolactin to be produced.
This hormone reduces the amount of testosterone and can lead to low sexual
interest or erectile dysfunction (Schwartz, Bauman, and Masters, 1983).
Sexual unresponsiveness can also be caused by psychogenic factors such as
shame, poor self-esteem, a bad relationship, guilt, or embarrassment about
sexual activity or one’s body, or a history of sexual abuse. Before any treat
ment can begin, the etiological factors must be identified.
The goal here is to create a nondemanding, relaxed, and sensuous envi
ronment in which mutually gratifying sexual activity can take place. For the
woman, the sensate focus exercise is critical in assisting her to relax and in
some cases to help her learn about her own sexuality. The female superior
position is often helpful because it increases female sensitivity. However, a
review of the current treatment programs for sexual desire disorders reveals
that current approaches are more eclectic than the original behavioral tech
niques (see Leiblum and Rosen, 1988).

Anorgasmia or Orgasmic Dysfunction
Not all women experience orgasm. This is known as anorgasmia or or
gasmic dysfunction. Orgasmic dysfunction occurs in a woman who is sex
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ually responsive but does not reach orgasm when aroused. Many women re
port that they enjoy sexual intercourse even though they do not orgasm.
Primary orgasmic dysfunction occurs in women who have never had an or
gasm by any means. If a woman has experienced an orgasm at one time in
her life, the current problem is said to be secondary orgasmic dysfunction.
Situational orgasmic dysfunction occurs situationally. For example, a woman
may have an orgasm during masturbation but not during sexual intercourse,
or with one partner and not another.
Kaplan (1974) reports that approximately 8 percent of women are anorgasmic by any means for unknown reasons. Approximately 10 percent of
women are coitally anorgasmic (Kinsey, Pomeroy, and Martin, 1953; Levin
and Levin, 1975). Only 30 to 40 percent of women report that they regularly
experience orgasm through sexual intercourse without having the clitoris
manually stimulated at the same time (Hite, 1976; Ellison, 1980). Only
about 5 percent of the cases of orgasmic dysfunction are the result of or
ganic factors (Masters, Johnson, and Kolodny, 1985). The organic causes
involved include diabetes, alcoholism, hormone deficiencies, or pelvic in
fections. The other 95 percent are the result of psychogenic causes, such as
guilt or shame associated with sexual activity. These states of mind tend to
interfere with a woman’s ability to relax and let go.
In general, the basic task is to facilitate the female to let go of an over
controlled response. This involves maximizing clitoral stimulation and at
the same time diminishing those forces that inhibit orgasm. The major ob
jective is for the woman to have an orgasm. Masturbation is encouraged. Vi
brators may be used. She is encouraged to fantasize, to try thrusting move
ments. She is encouraged to use Kegeling exercises (starting and stopping
the flow of urine in order to strengthen the vaginal muscles) to strengthen
the muscle used in orgasm. Next, once the woman has achieved an orgasm,
she may work with her partner to achieve orgasm through intercourse. First,
he should manually stimulate her. Next, the bridge technique can be used, in
which he continues to stimulate her clitoris during intercourse. Female su
perior position is used since this maximizes female stimulation and allows
her freedom of movement. These techniques were all set forth in the 1970s.
The only alternatives have been the incorporation of systemic and psycho
dynamic marital therapy into the sex therapy sessions. The outcome studies
report that more success occurs with women who have never had an orgasm
than with women who enter therapy because they want to increase their abil
ity to have orgasms with their partners (DeAmicis et al., 1985; Hawton
etal., 1986).
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Vaginismus
Vaginismus is defined as the involuntary spastic contraction of the outer
one-third of the vagina. Vaginismus may cause severe pain (dyspareunia)
and as a result the female may avoid sexual activity. Masters, Johnson, and
Kolodny (1985) estimate that 2 to 3 percent of all postadolescent women
experience vaginismus. Generally, they do not have a problem with sexual
arousal. The causes of vaginismus are usually psychogenic and generally
related to shame, fear, and embarrassment. Dyspareunia can sometimes
lead to vaginismus. Masters and Johnson (1970) found that vaginismus is
associated with erectile dysfunction in a woman’s partner, strong religious
teachings against sexuality, homosexual feelings, a history of sexual assault,
and negative or hostile feelings for one’s partner.
The successful treatment of vaginismus most often utilizes behavioral
techniques focused on modifying a conditioned response. Often vaginal
dilators of progressive size are used, combined with Kegel exercises to
teach control of circumvaginal muscles, cognitive restructuring to alleviate
guilt about sexuality or to resolve past sexual trauma, and attention to sys
temic marital issues or intrapsychic problems. The dilators are generally
used in the doctor’s office with or without the partner’s presence. The
woman must learn to allow for the presence of the dilator without the condi
tioned fear response. The goal is to decrease the woman’s fear and anxiety
sufficiently so that penetration can occur. Encouragement and support by
the partner is crucial (Lazarus, 1989; Leiblum, Pervin, and Cambell, 1989).

Dyspareunia
Dyspareunia is painful intercourse, and it may occur in men as well as
women. In men, dyspareunia may be caused by infection in the penis, fore
skin, testes, urethra, or the prostate, as well as allergic reactions to spermicidal
creams or foams. Some men complain of sensitivity to the string of the IUD
if their partner has an intrauterine device. They experience dyspareunia as
pain in the penis, the testes, or the glans area. In women, pelvic inflamma
tory disease, endometriosis, tumors, rigid hymen, yeast infections, creams,
or many other factors, may cause dyspareunia. Although many women ex
perience pain at some point during sexual intercourse, dyspareunia is
chronic. The pain could manifest as a burning sensation or a cramping. It
could occur externally in the vaginal area or internally in the pelvic area.
Masters and Johnson estimate that approximately 1 to 2 percent of women
experience dyspareunia on a regular basis.
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Sexual Aversion
Some people have an irrational fear—a phobia—of sexual activity,
which leads them to avoid it. Not much has been written about sexual aver
sion. There are little data concerning the prevalence of the disorder or suc
cess of any type of treatment program. Individuals with this disorder re
spond to sexual activity in a phobic way, including avoidance. When they
are approached for sexual behavior, they may experience nausea, stress re
action, increased heart rate, muscle tension, and/or diarrhea. Sexual aver
sion is usually caused by severe negative attitudes toward sexuality ex
pressed by the individual’s parents during childhood (LoPiccolo, 1985).
Also related is the consistent pressuring by a partner or gender confusion in
men (Masters, Johnson, and Kolodny, 1985). Many clients with sexual aver
sion disorder have a history of childhood molestation or adult sexual trauma.
Most clinicians would agree that treatment of sexual aversion should in
clude some sort of systematic desensitization to the aversive sexual behav
ior, along with an introduction and focus on the ability to experience sexual
pleasure. Treatment techniques also include suggestions for avoiding flash
backs in sexual situations and the necessity of recovering memories in psy
chotherapy (Maltz and Holman, 1987). Kaplan’s (1987) model of sexual
phobias broadened the concept of aversion to sex. She suggested pharmaco
logical treatment as an important adjunct to sex therapy. Her view, however,
still needs to be empirically tested.

DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT
Couple therapists dealing with sexual issues are involved in four areas of
assessment that are not adequately described in the literature. They are the
identification of organic causes; the identification of psychological issues;
the examination of interpersonal factors; and the assessment of systemic is
sues.

Organic Factors
Organic factors can affect sexual functioning. They may be the direct
cause, the primary cause, or a contributing factor. Even in sexually dysfunc
tional clients who are seemingly organically intact, usually some biophysiological processes can be implicated in the sexual dysfunction (for a more
detailed description of these factors, see Kolodny, Masters, and Johnson,
1979). For this reason, the marriage and family therapist should have a basic
knowledge of the potential organic factors that can cause sexual symptoms.
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Some Physical Causes o f Sexual Dysfunctions
• Biochemical/physiological disorders may serve to decrease sexual in
terest or energy. This category includes cardiopulmonary, hepatic, re
nal, endocrine, and degenerative diseases as well as malignancies.
• Diseases such as mumps, tuberculosis, or tumors may serve to affect
libido or arousal. In addition, tumors, infections, or invasive surgeries
can negatively impact libido.
• Anatomic or mechanical interference includes endometriosis, pros
tatitis, urethritis, pelvic inflammatory disease (PID), and condi
tions such as priapism, phimosis, clitoral adhesions can make
intercourse painful.
• Postsurgery with neurological or vascular damage can affect sexual
drive. Included in this group are problems in abdominal aortic surgery,
complications from a hysterectomy, or problems related to a prosta
tectomy.
• Neurological disorders include damage to the higher nerve centers as
in spina bifida, temporal or frontal lobe damage, multiple sclero
sis, or surgery or trauma to the sacral or lumbar cord. In this case, the
effect is generally to increase or decrease sexual drive. When there is
spinal damage, sexual drive may not be affected but erectile response,
ejaculation, or orgasm in females might be.
• Vascular disorders may cause erectile problems in males by interfer
ing with vascular flow to the penis.
• Endocrine disorders can depress sexual drive by decreasing androgen
levels.
• Genetic or congenital disorders such as Klinefelter’s syndrome may
result in impotence in males. Undescended testes in males may affect
sexual response.
• Drugs and medication may have a direct or indirect effect on sexual
functioning. Although many drugs are said to be aphrodisiacs, this is
more myth than fact. Currently, no drug can be considered a specific
aphrodisiac.
Assessment and diagnosis should include some of these relevant ques
tions:
• Is there a physical disease or disability (e.g., renal failure, circulatory
problems, diabetes)?
• Does the partner of the person who is presenting the sexual dysfunc
tion have a disease? The person may be responding to the partner’s
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postcardiac vulnerability, cancer, prostatectomy, or mastectomy. If
illness or injury permanently affects sexual function of the partner,
body image and sexual role behavior may be ignored.
• Is the client taking any drugs that could affect sexual function (e.g.,
hypertensive medicine, alcohol, methadone, and even over-the-counter
medications)? The author once had a client who had seen a psycholo
gist for painful intercourse for two years. As it turned out, the client
was addicted to Dristan, an over-the-counter medication that dries up
mucous membranes. The problem was that it dries up all mucous
membranes, including the vagina! This client could have gone for psy
chotherapy for twenty years and, unless the therapist asked the right
questions, the true problem would have remained uncovered and the
sexual problem would have prevailed.
• Has the person had any surgery such as prostate gland removal or
vulvectomy?
• Is there an escalation in the aging process that is impairing sexual
functioning?

Identification of Psychological Issues
Briefly, psychological issues refer to the complex and unique elements in
each individual that can shape sexual attitudes and behavior (e.g., adequate
or inadequate sex information and education). The psychological sequences
that mediate most dysfunctions are an unwillingness to make love, an in
ability to relax, and an inability to concentrate on sensation. A major assess
ment issue here is to identify the inhibitions that serve to block sexual de
sire. The most common inhibitions are anxiety, guilt, and reaction to sexual
trauma. Once they are identified they need to be conveyed to the couple in a
nonblaming, nonjudgmental manner.
Generally speaking, the following psychological issues are involved in
sexual dysfunction:
• Early sexual attitudes and experiences may affect sexual functioning.
These would include early rape, incest, or other sexual trauma; atti
tudes that sex is bad or dirty; or early homosexual experiences that
served to confuse sexual preference.
• Lack of information about sexuality may result in ignorance of tech
nique, fear of pregnancy, or unrealistic expectations concerning sexu
ality and/or orgasm.
• Situational factors such as unemployment, family stresses, and mari
tal problems.
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• Communication problems between the partners can be expressed in
the sexual arena.
• Intrapsychic issues such as performance anxiety or depression can
produce sexual symptoms. With depression, it is important to under
stand whether the individual is depressed because of the sexual dys
function, the depression caused the sexual dysfunction, or both prob
lems are influencing each other. Low self-esteem or poor body image
can also play a role in sexual dysfunction.
These diagnosis and assessment issues focus primarily on the biological
or organic bases of sexual dysfunctions. However, most sexual dysfunctions
are psychologically based. Other factors are relevant to gathering informa
tion concerning psychological factors.
Sex History Interview
1. History of sexual behavior, including a psychosexual/developmental
overview/exploration of the client’s childhood personal history and
religious upbringing
2. Current sexual behavior
3. Attitudinal and cognitive factors
4. How do clients think about their sexual dysfunction? Do they have
negative attitudes about sex in general? (For a more detailed sex infor
mation instrument, see Masters and Johnson, 1970.)

Examination of Interpersonal Issues
Interpersonal issues can affect sexual functioning through ineffective
sexual communication styles (e.g., not openly discussing sexual needs.) In
other words, the couple may have dysfunctional communicational patterns
with respect to sexual issues. Some relevant assessment areas follow:
1. Conflict resolution—the ease with which differences of opinion are
resolved
2. Affection—the degree to which feelings of emotional closeness are
expressed by the couple
3. Sexuality—the degree to which sexual needs are communicated and
fulfilled by the marriage
4. Identity—the couple’s level of self-confidence and self-esteem
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5. Compatibility—the degree to which the couple is able to work and
play together comfortably, along with commitment to their marriage
and similar attitudes, belief systems, and preferred activities
6. Intellectual and affectual expressiveness—the degree to which
thoughts, beliefs, attitudes, and feelings are shared within the mar
riage, as well as self-disclosure
7. Autonomy—the success with which the couple gains independence
from their families of origin and their offspring as individuals and as
a couple
8. Relational structure—the degree to which the couple has explicit
rules and roles that provide structure and definition
9. Sexual boundary rigidity—the degree of enmeshment or disengage
ment of the couple. Disengagement in a relationship could lead to
stimulus and touch deprivation, sexual isolation, and/or body image
anxiety
10. Disruptions o f established power hierarchies—a possible disruption
within the couple or family subsystem occurring at about the time
when the sexual dysfunction began, for example, a challenge to the
husband’s decision-making authority that resulted in inhibited sex
ual desire or erectile dysfunction
11. Life cycle crisis— the capacity of the family structure to transform in
response to predictable major life crises

Systemic Issues
Zimmer (1987) believes that clinicians should carefully evaluate the cou
ple’s general relationship at the beginning of therapy. Some sexual dysfunc
tion is usually exhibited by couples in marital distress. These dysfunctions,
however, could play various important roles in the maintenance of the mari
tal system. For example, they may divert the couple from other family inter
actions. They may help the couple to maintain emotional distance. They
may provide the couple with outlets for power positions or hostility, etc.
They may sustain role-specific behavior. In these cases, treating the sexual
dysfunction in a sex therapeutic modality alone is likely to meet with failure
as the sexual dysfunction must be sustained in order to maintain the stability
of the marriage.
This type of conceptualization enables the therapist to accomplish the
following:
• Assess and understand the place of influences within the marriage in
the etiology and maintenance of the sexual dysfunction
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• Assess the relative strength of relationship-enhancing forces that
could potentially facilitate and support the process of sex therapy
• Assess the relative strength of relationship-diminishing forces that
would potentially inhibit and perhaps even undermine the process of
sex therapy
Therefore, a comprehensive and multidimensional approach to the treat
ment of sexual dysfunctions must include a thorough evaluation of the mari
tal relationship. Focusing on marital problems helps to facilitate more rapid
changes in both marital and sexual functioning.

APPROACHES TO SEX THERAPY
Presently, three widely accepted theoretical orientations are used to treat
sexual problems. They are the psychoanalytic; the cognitive-behavioral, in
cluding the newer sex therapies; and the systemic. It is important to note that
there also needs to be a consideration of “normal” sexuality or at least the
physiological aspects of the normal human sexual response. Before the pub
lication of Human Sexual Response by Masters and Johnson in 1966, no
data or information existed on what was considered “normal” physiological
functioning.

The Psychoanalytic Perspective
Prior to 1970, the treatment of sexual problems was based on anecdotal
observations and was considered the domain of psychiatry. The typical ther
apies for sexual problems that have evolved from this tradition are dyadic.
Their aim is not to focus on the sexual symptom but rather to achieve a more
complete understanding of the person’s mental life. The first implication of
the psychoanalytic view of sexual dysfunction is that the dysfunction itself
is not the problem. It is a symptom of a deeper pathology. The second impli
cation is that sexual problems are symptomatic of an underlying personality
conflict that requires intense psychiatric therapeutic intervention and reso
lution. For example, a psychoanalytic interpretation of premature ejacula
tion would be that the man with this problem has intense, unconscious feel
ings of hatred toward women. Such a man supposedly has orgasms rapidly
because it satisfies his sadistic impulses and ensures that his partner will re
ceive little or no pleasure from the act. Vaginismus (previous section,
Vaginismus, this chapter) is seen as one way a woman may deal with her pe
nis envy—which is thought to occur in all girls during the phallic stage of
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development. The problem is an expression of their unconscious desire to
castrate their partner.
The therapeutic goal is not just to relieve the symptom, but to resolve its
infrastructure—the underlying conflict. Insight, understanding, mastery,
and psychological growth are highly valued therapeutic goals. The means of
symptom removal used by the other therapeutic approaches are considered
“transference cures” or “suggestion,” likely to be followed by symptom
substitution. This psychodynamic or psychoanalytically based treatment
approach requires a lengthy treatment often with questionable outcomes.
After the evaluation phase, a married patient with a sexual problem is usu
ally seen alone as interpersonal problems within the marital relationship
tend to be viewed as the acting out of the patient’s internal conflicts.

A Cognitive-Behavioral Model: Masters and Johnson
The major treatment approach presented in this chapter is that of Masters
and Johnson (1966, 1970) which is focused on because it forms the basis for
all sexual therapy programs available today. With the Masters and Johnson
(1966) publication of Human Sexual Response and their 1970 publication of
Human Sexual Inadequacy, a new approach emerged, one that appeared to
be an effective treatment approach of much shorter therapeutic duration.
This new approach, known as the Masters and Johnson’s approach, chal
lenged psychoanalytic attitudes and suggested a radically different thera
peutic approach. The first book was based on a study that examined the physi
ological changes that took place during sexual activity. The second book was
based on data that explored a new treatment model for sexual disorders.
The Human Sexual Response Cycle
In this section, the Masters and Johnson (1966) human sexual response
cycle is presented. One of their major contributions is that for the first time
there was a description of the physiological responses that occurred during
the human sexual response cycle. To have a better understanding of the sexual
dysfunctions, it is important to first grasp the nature of sexual functioning.
There are four phases of the human sexual response cycle. Individuals
generally progress sequentially through the four phases. There are de
tailed descriptions of the changes that occur during these phases. For a
complete description of these changes, the reader is referred to Masters and
Johnson’s Human Sexual Response (1966). There are two generalized re
sponses to sexual stimulation: vasocongestion and myotonia. Vasocongestion
refers to increased blood flow to the penile and vaginal area, and myotonia
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refers to increased muscle tension. These responses occur in both males and
females. Following are descriptions of each of the four phases of the human
sexual response cycle.
1. The Excitement Phase is characterized by increased penile and vagi
nal vasocongestion.
2. The Plateau Phase occurs when maximal enlargement and congestion
of pelvic organs has been reached. In the female, the orgasmic plat
form occurs as the uterus elevates. In the male, secretions from the
Cowper’s gland occur. This liquid secretion contains semen and may
cause impregnation even though it is released prior to ejaculation.
Immediately prior to ejaculation in the male, a period of ejaculatory
inevitability occurs, at which point the male is no longer able to volun
tarily inhibit ejaculation.
3. Orgasm consists of involuntary contractions occurring at 0.8-second
intervals in both the penis and vagina. The frequency of contractions
is related to the subjective report of intensity of orgasm (see Atwood
and Gagnon, 1987). Respondents reported more subjectively intense
orgasms the more contractions they had.
4. The Resolution Phase consists of a return to a resting state. For the
male there is a refractory period during which the excitement phase
cannot recur. This refractory phase increases with age. For the female,
no such phase is evident, suggesting a physiological basis for multiple
orgasms.
In addition, both genders experience tachycardia whereby heart rate in
creases from about 70 beats per minute to about 180 beats per minute. Both
males and females experience a sex flush during sexual stimulation and or
gasm. This refers to a blushing of the face, neck, chest, and arms. Keep in
mind that although there is much overlap, there is also variation in the hu
man sexual response among individuals and between the genders. Females
tend to be more varied on their response than males. Some proceed to or
gasm similar to the male response; others proceed to the plateau phase and
move into the resolution phase without orgasm, and some are multiorgasmic. Females tend to spend more time in the excitement phase and
their resolution phase is not as long as the male’s. Vaginal and penile
plethysmograph are devices used in the laboratory to measure vaso
congestion (Geer and Quartararo, 1976). Basically, a plethysmograph is a
photo light sensor. It indirectly measures blood volume density. If there is an
increased amount of blood in the penile or vaginal area, less light is re
flected. If there is a decreased amount of blood, more light is reflected.
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In Human Sexual Inadequacy, Masters and Johnson (1970) presented a
comprehensive treatment approach which is still the main basis for most sex
therapy programs today. In this view, sexual dysfunctions are learned disor
ders rather than symptoms of underlying personality disorders. The dys
functional man or the woman with an orgasmic disorder is viewed as a per
son who was exposed to an environment that taught him or her to be anxious
in a particular situation. In addition, the psychoanalytic view would see the
person’s sexual problems, interpersonal relationships, and attitudes toward
his or her parents as understandable in terms of one single underlying con
flict, while the cognitive-behavioral view would suggest that each aspect of
the patient’s functioning might be caused by separate variables. The rapid
acceptance of this new form of therapy by both the lay and the professional
public testified to the inadequacy of psychoanalytic tradition in dealing with
the widespread presence of sexual problems.
The general program most widely used in sex therapy is the conjoint ther
apy of Masters and Johnson (1970) modified in its detail by Bancroft, 1989;
Gillan, 1987; Hawton, 1985; Spence, 1991; and Wincze and Carey, 1991.
The knowledge gained from their original research formed the basis of their
treatment model and, since that time, their work has been reviewed, evalu
ated, and followed-up. For the most part, the model has been upheld with the
changes representing refinements of the original approach rather than de
partures from basic concepts. In any form of sexual therapy, the goal is to as
sist people to enjoy sexuality with natural abandonment, to free themselves
from self-control. Sexual problems are often multifaceted and therefore, to
deal with them effectively, one needs several methods.
Annon (1976) suggested that some sexual dysfunctions respond rela
tively well to short brief therapy and others require a more long-term ap
proach. Based on this belief, he developed the PLISSIT model, which is an
acronym for Permission, Limited Information, Specific Suggestions, and
Intensive Therapy. This therapeutic approach advances from the simple to
the more in depth.
During the permission stage the therapist assists individuals in accept
ing their sexual feelings, fantasies, and desires. The therapist, depending on
the situation, encourages the clients not to have sexual intercourse if they do
not want to. The therapist suggests that the couple not compare themselves
to any other couple, nor to compare their sexual behavior with any statistics
they might have read. During the limited information stage, the therapist
provides information about sexuality in general, giving clients more realis
tic information for their knowledge base. In the third phase, specific sugges
tions, the therapist may suggest limited tasks to the couple, such as self
stimulation, sensate focus, or the squeeze technique. A more intensive ther
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apy may be necessary if the sexual dysfunction is still not resolved after the
individuals have progressed through the previous steps. This therapy is
more long term and aims at identifying deep-seated reasons that might inter
fere with sexual functioning.
The Masters and Johnson treatment procedure consists of three phases.
The first phase, which lasts three days, involves history taking—both medi
cal and psychological. The goal is to learn as much as possible about the cli
ents’ lives and personalities. The second phase consists of a roundtable dis
cussion with the husband, wife, and cotherapists present. The therapists
offer their hypotheses about possible causes of the dysfunction and correct
any misconceptions the clients may have. Here too, the therapists promote
communication between the partners. The third phase consists of training
the couple in sensate-focus exercises and other techniques specific to their
disorder. Sensate focus involves the couple providing each other with sen
sual pleasure that is not explicitly sexual. They basically explore each
other’s bodies with their hands. Some couples become sexually aroused for
the first time in years. They are told not to have intercourse because so often
it has become their preoccupation and indicator of failure. This approach
may be termed conjoint behavioral therapy. The program is behavioral in
that there is no attempt to interpret the presenting symptoms in terms of
psychodynamic constructs, and that behavioral tasks are a major part of the
package. The degree to which an approach geared toward unraveling con
flicts and relationship problems is incorporated into this varies from thera
pist to therapist and case to case (Woody, 1992). Anxiety reduction is key to
this therapy. Prohibitions against intercourse help to achieve this because
performance fears and fears of pain are immediately removed. Some basic
assumptions of this approach follow.
The problem is believed to be a joint problem. In a relationship, behav
iors, attitudes, values, judgments, and anxieties often impact both individuals.
It is never only the problem of one person if that person is in a relationship.
This does not necessarily imply causality or fault but rather that when in a
relationship, what one person does impacts the other. In terms of a sexual
problem, it is possible that the problem could have preceded the relation
ship; but it could also have an impact on the relationship and an effect on the
other partner. In these cases conjoint therapy is often helpful. Both partners,
regardless of the specific etiology of the disorder, share the responsibility
for treatment. Thus, a husband cannot blame his wife for his premature ejac
ulation and vice versa. One partner is not seen as the “at fault” one or the
“sick” one. The couple is encouraged to view the disorder as a common
problem and to view the solution as needing a team effort. With conjoint
therapy, the emphasis is always on the relationship; it is the relationship that
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is in therapy. This reduces the risk that the partner with the sexual difficulty
will be labeled as the one with the problem while the other partner sees
himself or herself as the partner with the disorder’s therapist, or as having no
problem. This type of attitude can create therapeutic difficulties.
Sex is seen as a natural function. Sexual behavior is enormously affected
by social learning, family definitions and values, individual personality dy
namics, and biology, but it is also considered a natural function. Sex as a nat
ural function means that the reflexes of sexual behavior are present from
birth. Erections happen; vaginal lubrication happens. These reflexes are not
taught; they occur automatically. However, this does not mean that they can
not be disrupted. Many obstacles to healthy sexual expression can be
learned through increased stress, health-related problems, or psychological
factors. The therapist provides an atmosphere of acceptance of sexuality as
a natural function and gives permission for sexual enjoyment. The partners
are encouraged to view sexuality as a means of giving each other pleasure,
of relaxing with each other, and not as a performance that is supposed to oc
cur at specific times and in specific ways.
The couple is educated in sexual knowledge. Information about clients’
anatomy and physiology is gathered by conducting a thorough medical his
tory, physical examination, and laboratory evaluation of both partners. Cou
ples are given information about anatomy, physiology, different coital posi
tions, etc. Here it is important to work hand in hand with medical personnel
in order to flush out accurate information regarding any organically based
etiology of the sexual dysfunction.
Some o f the anxiety is reduced. This is usually achieved by restricting any
attempt at intercourse. The couple is told not to engage in intercourse at this
time. This removes the immediate pressure to perform and thus tends to re
duce anxiety. Relaxation skill training may be used. The emphasis is on en
joyment and pleasure and not necessarily on orgasm or intercourse.
The couple is taught to develop sexual communication skills. Generally,
sexual difficulties are concomitant with communication difficulties. It is
helpful to include both partners when assisting the couple with more con
structive communication techniques. Effective communication skills can be
taught and often lead to a more pleasurable and satisfying sexual relation
ship. In addition, when both partners are included in the therapy, both part
ners’ feelings and expectations can be addressed. For example, a male with
erectile dysfunction may believe that he does not experience firm erections
during intercourse. His partner may feel otherwise and is therefore an addi
tional source of information. Sometimes a partner may raise a question that
the other has been reluctant to ask. In other situations, a partner, during the
sexual history taking, may provide information that the other knew nothing
about. Verbal and physical communication, and acceptance of the partner’s
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desires, values, and differences are emphasized. In addition, couples are
taught to describe their own motivations rather than attributing motivations
to the other. For example, “I feel unattractive” rather than “You do not find
me attractive.”
The Basic Concepts
A biopsychosocial approach. The Masters and Johnson model employs a
biopsychosocial approach, which is a basic recognition of the importance
of the underlying physiological and anatomical bases of human sexual be
havior. This knowledge is integrated into their treatment program and is
considered a crucial component primarily because it will discover those cli
ents whose sexual dysfunction has an organic etiology, which would render
psychotherapy unwarranted. In addition, it takes into account the health sta
tus and physical functioning of the clients, as well as providing a basis for
answering clients’ questions related to sexual anatomy and physiology.
Dual-sex therapy teams. Masters and Johnson believe that a dual-sex
therapy team of a male and a female therapist is important because only a
female can understand female sexuality and only a male can understand
male sexuality. In this way, each partner’s sexual expression, attitudes, prob
lems, and feelings can be understood in the broader social context. A
woman who is trying to explain to her husband that she likes to be romanced
outside of the bedroom can be helped immeasurably by a female therapist.
The therapists do not take sides, so to speak, or advocate for one partner over
the other. Rather, they share the responsibility for assisting the partners with
their relationship. The function of the dual-sex therapy team is to educate,
model, and provide both overt and covert permission for the couple to be
sexual.
A rapid treatment approach. The Masters and Johnson treatment pro
gram consists of an intensive daily treatment format that occurs over two
weeks. This type of therapy format assists couples in staying focused and
gives them an intense, effective, educational, and therapeutic experience
without outside distractions. The critique of such a format is that the couple
is “on vacation,” so to speak. They have been removed from the day-to-day
stresses of life.
History Taking and Initial Assessments

History taking occurs the first day with each therapist interviewing the
same-sex partner. This session typically lasts from one to two hours. In this
session, a detailed social history is taken as well as a detailed sexual history.
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Some of the questions considered are: What are the specific sexual dys
functions? What are the etiologies of these dysfunctions? Does the couple
have nonsexual problems? Do they have any other sexual problems? Are
there any underlying psychopathologies in either partner? Are there any
physical problems? How motivated are they? Are there any secrets? Are
there any major discrepancies in the histories taken? What objectives do the
partners have for therapy? Are these objectives realistic? Is this treatment
modality appropriate for this couple? After a lunch break the opposite-sex
therapist interviews each partner. Additional information is taken. Next a
thorough medical examination is given.
B e g in n in g T re a tm e n t

The basic therapy program of Masters and Johnson involves two weeks
away from home and work devoted completely to therapy. Although this ap
proach has good success rates, it is not practical and too expensive for most
couples. However, some aspects of it are common of most sex therapy pro
grams:
• Usually there is a period of coital abstinence to reduce performance
anxiety and facilitate communication.
• There is a focus on giving and receiving pleasure rather than on or
gasm per se.
• Sensate focus exercises involving tactile stimulation are used. These
exercises are the cornerstone of any sex therapy program. They begin
with an emphasis on nonverbal and then on verbal communication.
• The couple is encouraged to find a mutually agreed-upon time and
place to focus on sexual interaction without distractions. They are en
couraged to spend time together engaging in communication and
nongenital touching.
• They are asked to verbalize to their partner how the touching feels and
what aspects they like. They are asked to fondle and touch each other
for the specific purposes of giving and receiving pleasure. Again, the
emphasis is neither on sexual intercourse nor on orgasm.
• Handriding techniques are used to assist the partners in showing
each other what feels pleasurable. Each partner takes turns placing his
or her hand on the hand of his or her partner and gently moving the
partner’s hand over the body, showing what is pleasurable.
As therapy progresses the therapist encourages additional exercises.
Genital stimulation is suggested, and the partners are encouraged to discuss
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how they feel. The exercises progress in a nondemand manner, and the cli
ents progress eventually to sexual intercourse. Couples are asked to explore
alternative positions and discuss which ones are preferable. Rest periods are
suggested, as sexual tension mounts, in order to prolong sexual pleasure.
There is a sequencing of sexual activities and techniques that facilitate
success. Specific techniques are suggested that will meet the specific needs
of the couple, for example, the squeeze technique for delaying premature
ejaculation.
In sum, at the time that Masters and Johnson first published their results,
there were very little data on human sexuality practices utilizing good meth
odology with generalizable samples. Even less exploration into effective
treatment approaches had occurred. Masters and Johnson’s (1966, 1970)
data represented the first study examining sexual functioning and dysfunctioning. Their work suggested a number of interesting possibilities for
dealing with dysfunctions. Both partners were included in the treatment,
and the concerns of each partner were considered without placing blame for
the dysfunction. The symptoms belonged to the marital pair, not to the
symptom bearer. They believed that the psychological mechanisms of dys
function were largely related to current rather than past influences, e.g., per
formance anxiety, spectatoring, anger at the dysfunctional spouse. A new
emphasis was placed on social forces rather than on past intrapsychic
causes, e.g., cultural expectations that prevent the normal development of
female or male sexual expression, or religious orthodoxy. Masters and John
son believed that male and female cotherapy teams were uniquely suited to
foster communication and mutual understanding between the spouses. They
felt the therapy team was also more effective in identifying and dealing with
the high frequency of serious interpersonal problems. Correction of misin
formation and imparting of knowledge were facilitated by cotherapists.
Their model did not go without criticism—primarily from Zilbergeld and
Evans (1980) and their publication of “The Inadequacy of Masters and
Johnson.” Zilbergeld and Evans challenged Masters and Johnson’s outcome
statistics and their research methodology as well. They felt that Masters and
Johnson worked primarily with highly motivated and educated middle-class
couples, many of whom were health professionals in their community.
Thus, they felt they were dealing with a highly select population with an un
usually high prognosis. Second, they felt that the Masters and Johnson
model did not really measure success rates; instead, they measured failure
rates, and these were vaguely defined. They felt a more operationalized def
inition of the human sexual response and sexual problems were needed.
However, although modified, the Masters and Johnson treatment model still
forms the basis of most sex therapy programs today.
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Masters and Johnson reported very low failure rates (see Masters and
Johnson, 1966). The unfortunate effect of the Masters and Johnson study
was that their outstanding results were not replicated in other studies. Their
sample was preselected so that the couples’ motivation for change was prob
ably higher than that of the general population. Their results were so out
standing that controlled evaluative studies were largely ignored. There was
some attention paid to comparing sex therapy to other forms of therapies,
but the designs were often inferior; couples with different dysfunctions were
lumped together with little attention paid to prognostic factors. The question
as to whether sex therapy was more effective than no therapy at all was not
addressed until 1983. At this time, Heiman and LoPiccolo (1988) demon
strated that the sexual and general adjustment of couples with a variety of
sexual dysfunctions was much improved after sex therapy in comparison to
changes that occurred to them while on a waiting list. Two additional studies
compared sex therapy with treatment by self-help instructions and limited
therapist contact (Mathews, Whitehead, and Kellett, 1983; Dow, 1981) and
demonstrated that sex therapy was more effective. The Mathews, White
head, and Kellett study also compared systematic desensitization plus coun
seling and found that sex therapy was more effective.
The original Masters and Johnson Program included daily treatment ses
sions conducted with cotherapists. Studies have shown that this could be
modified. On the basis of several treatment studies, it appears that weekly or
biweekly treatment sessions were actually preferable to daily sessions (Clem
ent and Schmidt, 1983; Heiman and LoPiccolo, 1988; Mathews, White
head, and Kellett, 1983). Four studies have shown no differences in out
come between treatment conducted by cotherapists or therapists working
alone (Crowe, Gillian, and Golombok, 1981; Clement and Schmidt, 1983;
Mathews, Whitehead, and Kellett, 1983; LoPiccolo et al., 1985). In two of
these studies (Clement and Schmidt, 1983; LoPiccolo et al., 1985), there
was no evidence of an intervening therapeutic effect between the gender of
the therapist and that of the presenting partner. Currently in most clinical
settings, individual therapists provide sex therapy in weekly treatment ses
sions.
The New Sex Therapy
The New Sex Therapy, written by Helen Singer Kaplan (1974), repre
sented a blending of two approaches. Her approach involved a synthesis of
the theory and procedures of psychodynamic theory with the more behav
ioral perspectives. It was an attempt to modify the antecedents to a couple’s
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sexual difficulty, with recognition that it could have deeper roots. In this the
ory, Masters and Johnson’s (1970) learning theory principles were brought
into the process of identifying the mechanisms by which transactions are
maintained and reinforced in order to provide appropriate behavioral modi
fications. The symptoms are considered the disorder rather than the under
lying cause. This view is systemic in that for the most part the relationship,
not the individuals, is seen as the problem. This approach involves the cou
ple, so if one of the partners cannot tolerate the anxiety or change, then this
treatment based on behavioral principles will not work. The goal here is
more limited than traditional psychodynamic therapies in that the focus here
is on alleviating symptom distress rather than personality overhaulv
Originally Helen Singer Kaplan (1974) proposed a biphasic model of
human sexuality. The first phase involved vasocongestion of the genitals
and the second phase consisted of the reflective muscular contractions of or
gasm. Later Kaplan’s (1979) biphasic model evolved into a triphasic model
consisting of a desire phase, an excitement phase, and a resolution phase.
She also believed that sexual dysfunctions could fall into one of these cate
gories and that these categories are separate and distinct—that is, one phase
can function well even if the individual is having problems with another.
Adding the desire phase to the human sexual response cycle was an impor
tant contribution because, in many cases, sexual desire is not always pres
ent. This phase basically expanded Masters and Johnson’s model and has
been incorporated into their basic paradigm. Zilbergeld and Ellison (1980)
believed that both Masters and Johnson’s and Kaplan’s models ignored the
cognitive and subjective aspects of the sexual response, which they thought
should be considered. Zilbergeld and Ellison’s five components of the sex
ual response cycle are: Interest or desire, defined as how frequently a person
wants to engage in sexual activity; arousal, defined as how excited one gets
during sexual activity; physiological readiness (erection or vaginal lubrica
tion); orgasm; and satisfaction (one’s evaluation of how one feels). Thus
they were interested in the cognitive elements of sexual experiences.
Systems Theory
A major problem in the field is that sex therapy for the most part has not
been grounded or related to systems theory, meaning that sex continues to
be treated as a special area both theoretically and clinically within the cou
ple therapy field. In other words, little effort has been made to elaborate the
conceptual connections between the family theories and theories of sexual
behavior. Systems theorists generally see sexuality only as a symptom or a
metaphor for the relationship in order that the couple might avoid dealing
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with the more essential couple issues. Similarly, there are a variety of ways
in which systems theorists, depending on the context of the relationship,
may view sexual issues. This viewpoint stresses that sexual dysfunctions do
not exist in a vacuum but that they are often related to problems in the cou
ple’s emotional relationship, such as poor communication, hostility and
competitiveness, or sex role problems. Even in those cases in which the sex
ual dysfunction is not related to relationship problems, the couple’s emo
tional relationship is often damaged by the sexual problem and feelings of
guilt, inadequacy, and frustration that usually accompany sexual dysfunc
tion.
In this view, sexual problems hold a cyclical position in the couple’s in
teraction. One’s demands may be the result of his or her own sexual frustra
tion and feelings of rejection. The partner’s anxiety may be a combination
of sexual conflict, self-doubt about sexuality, and fear of failure to please the
partner. Thus, the important features of therapy include interrupting what
ever cycle has been developed, separating the sexual problem from the rela
tionship as a whole, exploring the roots of the sexual problem, and then inte
grating it with feelings of love. Therapy from this viewpoint tends to focus
on the couple’s interactions and the system dynamics that are maintaining
the problematic sexual patterns.
In essence, the major approaches to sex therapy can be separated into two
camps. On one hand, using the Masters and Johnson and the newer sex ther
apies’ models, sexual dysfunction is treated seriously and the sexual issue
presented is the problem to be worked on. On the other hand, using the psy
choanalytic and the more systemically based therapies, sexual dysfunction
is seen as a manifestation of some underlying conflict or as a metaphor or a
symptom of a problem relationship. These two major divisions represent the
division between the fields of sex therapy and couple therapy. However, it is
one purpose of this chapter to suggest that it does not make sense to train
people to practice marriage and family therapy without giving them ade
quate training in human sexuality. Neither is it fruitful to train people to
practice sex therapy without giving them the context in which to apply it.
Atwood and Weinstein (1989) suggest that it is time for the two fields to be
brought together. Sager (1976) also believed that marriage and family thera
pists need to be versed in sex therapy and ready to shift focus when neces
sary, rather than refer clients to a “sex therapist.” Lief (1977) also believes it
is impossible to undertake sex therapy without exploring the quality of the
couple’s relationship.
Recently, postmodern approaches to therapy with couples have begun.
For a description of one such postmodern approach, see Atwood (1993).
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RESEARCH OUTCOMES
There has been considerable variation in outcome among different types
of sexual problems and some other important prognostic factors. This infor
mation has been enhanced by evidence from long-term follow-up studies of
couples who have received sex therapy (DeAmicis et al., 1985; Hawton et
al., 1986). In terms of male problems, sex therapy appears to produce satis
factory results in both the short and long term for erectile dysfunctions, but
less sustained results for premature ejaculation. Men with low sexual desire
appear to have a very poor prognosis. With regard to female problems, the
result of sex therapy for vaginismus are excellent and sustained, whereas
the results of treatment of desire disorders are often disappointing, espe
cially in the long term.
There now needs to be a considerable rethinking about the problem of
low sexual desire both in order to develop more understanding of its nature
and causes, and to establish alternative treatment approaches. A text di
rected solely at this problem (Lieblum and Rosen, 1988) represents an ex
cellent first step. Zimmer’s (1987) demonstration that sex therapy combined
with marital therapy was more effective than sex therapy plus placebo treat
ment of distressed couples with female sexual dysfunctions might serve as a
basis for more broad-based approaches to this problem.
Other factors shown to be of prognostic significance in sex therapy in
clude the quality of the couple’s general relationship, pretreatment motiva
tion, especially of the male partner, the degree of attraction between part
ners, and early progress in terms of carrying out homework assignments
(Whitehead and Mathews, 1977; Hawton and Catalin, 1990; Whitehead and
Mathews, 1986).
Of relevance to the psychological treatment of sexual dysfunctions is the
explosion that has occurred in physical treatments, especially the use of
intracavernosal injections and vacuum devices for men with erectile dys
functions. Although these undoubtedly represent important advances in
treatment, especially for men with organic disorders, it is worrying that
some clinicians are readily using them to treat apparent psychogenic cases.
In the future more collaboration should occur between those specialists ex
perienced in psychologically based treatment approaches and those, such as
urologists, who largely provide only physical treatment.
The most pressing need in the field is for the development of an under
standing of low sexual desire. It appears that there is no physiological factor
present in healthy premenopausal women that could be responsible lor the
disorder, leading to the idea that social affective and cognitive factors may
be present in this disorder. Bringing in marital therapy might result in an ap
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proach likely to help couples experiencing this and other difficulties. In ad
dition, the fields of couple therapy and sexual therapy need to see more of an
overlap with respective courses present to a larger degree in the training pro
grams.

MULTICULTURAL INFLUENCES
It is also important to keep in mind that these approaches assume that sex
is a primary way of exchanging pleasure, that it is a natural activity, that
both partners are equally involved, that people should be educated about
sexuality, and that communication is a necessary factor in sexual relation
ships. However, culture also has a great influence on sexual attitudes, sex
ual scripts, and behavior. In egalitarian relationships, the major goals are
sexual pleasure and psychological disclosure and intimacy. However, for
example, in Hispanic cultures men are permitted to engage in sexually plea
surable activities, but the norm for women is purity. In these cultures,
women view sex as an obligation to satisfy the husband’s needs. For the
men, sexuality is an expression of their masculinity.
All of us have ideas about sexuality that are infused with our own value
system based on the sociocultural milieu. Therapists carry with them their
own sexual scripts and, because the therapy itself is grounded in the cultural
environment, it is crucial for the therapist to keep in mind that clients have
their own ideas about the meaning of their sexuality, what role gender plays,
and what a good sexual relationship is for them. They also have ideas about
what constitutes the sexual dysfunctions, what causes them, what the role of
a good therapist is, and what the goals of the therapy should be. The thera
pist needs to be respectful of what the clients bring to therapy in terms of
their own definitions and meanings.

WHEN TO REFER
Under any circumstances it is important for marriage and family thera
pists to have a basic understanding of sexual dysfunction etiology. The fol
lowing may be used as a guide for when to refer for the therapist who does
not have specific training in sexual therapy. Refer when the following con
ditions are present:
1. Clinical depression underlying the sexual complaint
2. Significant past psychiatric history
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3. Problems complicated by homosexual conflict or gender confusion,
overt or latent
4. Patients who present with marked personality or characterological
disorders
5. Primary sexual dysfunction
6. Lack of commitment to the relationship or to the partner
7. Significant secrets, such as ongoing infidelity
8. Major reality concerns such as major family or work problems that
would detract from the therapy
9. Major relationship difficulties with the partner
10. Lack of commitment to the therapy by one or both partners

SUMMARY
The major sexual dysfunctions, impairments in one of the phases of the
human sexual response cycle, were presented and explored. They included
erectile dysfunction, premature ejaculation, retarded ejaculation, orgasmic
dysfunction, vaginismus, dyspareunia, and inhibited sexual desire. Diagno
sis and assessment issues were discussed. Organic factors contributing to
sexual dysfunction were discussed, along with psychological influences.
Several sex therapy approaches are available, and these were presented and
explored. Some of the programs deal specifically with the sexual problem
while others focus on the relationship and psychological issues. Masters
and Johnson’s program is basically a cognitive-behavioral approach with
the main treatment being temporary coital abstinence and the sensate focus
technique. Their model forms the basis for most sexual therapy programs
today. Kaplan’s approach combines features of traditional insight therapy
with Masters and Johnson’s approach. One of her most important contribu
tions is in the area of inhibited sexual desire. Systems theory was presented,
along with an examination of the way sexual issues may be a metaphor
for couple or relationship issues. Multicultural influences on sexual be
havior were presented, along with a discussion of when sex therapy was
contraindicated.

GLOSSARY
anorgasmia: A condition marked by the absence of or inability to experi
ence orgasm.
aphrodisiacs: Agents that arouse or increase sexual response or desire.
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biopsychosocial approach: Viewing the necessary relationship between a
person’s health and his or her mental and social conditions (mind and body
connection).
biphasic model: The concept of the biphasic nature of the sexual response
provides a theoretical framework which will further the understanding of
sexual physiology and anatomy. The sexual response is not a single entity.
Rather, it consists of two distinct independent components: a genital vasocongestive reaction and the muscular contractions which constitute orgasm
in both genders.
cardiopulmonary: Relating to the heart and lungs.
clitoral adhesions: The clitoral hood adheres to the glans, making orgasm
difficult or impossible.
corpus cavernosum: The paired, cylindrical, spongelike bodies of the pe
nis or clitoris that transverse the length of the shaft, one on either side.
cotherapy teams: The simultaneous involvement of two therapists in work
ing with an individual, couple, or family.
Cowper’s gland: Two pea-sized glands at the base of the penis, under the
prostate, that secrete a clear fluid into the urethra during sexual intercourse.
degenerative diseases: A retrogressive pathological change in cells and tis
sues that may cause their functions to be impaired or destroyed.
desire phase: The first of three general divisions of the sexual response cy
cle in which the desire for sexual activity increases, leading to the physio
logical changes of sexual arousal in the excitement phase.
dual-sex therapy teams: The use of male and female cotherapists in the
treatment of sexual inadequacy and dysfunction.
dyspareunia: A term for a sexual dysfunction characterized by difficult or
painful intercourse or by an inability to enjoy sexual intercourse; recurrent
or persistent genital pain in a male or female before, during, or after sexual
intercourse.
ejaculatory incompetence (or retarded ejaculation): The inability of a
male to reach an orgasm and ejaculate during vaginal intercourse and/or
during masturbation.
ejaculatory inevitability: The feeling, occurring in the emission phase of
ejaculation, when a male becomes aware his arousal has passed the point
where he can control ejaculation and where it is now a reflexive process.
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endocrine: Pertaining to internal secreting; hormonal; producing secre
tions that are distributed in the body by way of the bloodstream.
endometriosis: A painful condition caused by the growth of endometrial
tissue outside the uterus, such as over the ovaries and fallopian tubes.
erectile dysfunction: The inability of a male to have or maintain an erection
sufficient to vaginal intercourse or sufficient masturbation.
excitement phase: The first phase in the sexual response cycle. This phase
can last for just a few minutes or extend for several hours. Characteristics of
this phase include an increasing level of muscle tension, a quickened heart
rate, flushed skin (or for some people blotches of redness may occur on the
chest and back), hardened or erect nipples, and the onset of vasocongestion.
Vasocongestion results in swelling of the woman’s clitoris and labia minora
and erection of the man’s penis.
fibrosis: The formation of excessive fibrous tissue.
flashback: A recurring, intensely vivid mental image of a past traumatic ex
perience.
handriding technique: A nonverbal technique used to improve sexual in
teractions.
hepatic: Relating to the liver.
human sexual response cycle: The four stages that humans go through
from the beginning of arousal to the time after orgasm. These phases are ex
citement, plateau, orgasm, and resolution.
hymen: A thin membrane partially covering the entrance to the human vagina.
impotence: The inability of the male to have or maintain an erection suffi
cient for complete penile-vaginal intercourse. This condition is now called
erectile dysfunction.
intensive therapy: Therapy that occurs with a skilled professional sex ther
apist, aimed at resolving the sexual concerns a client brings to therapy.
Therapy sessions continue until complaints are resolved.
intracavernous injection therapy: A method used to treat erectile dysfunc
tion administered through injection.
Kegeling exercises: A regimen of isometric exercises in which a woman
executes a series of voluntary contractions of the muscles in her pelvic dia
phragm in an effort to increase the muscle contractibility of the vaginal
muscles.
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Klinefelter’s syndrome: The most common numerical sex chromosome
anomaly in males, involves at least one extra X chromosome.
libido: The sexual drive, urge, or desire for pleasure or satisfaction; also a
term used to denote sexual motivation.
limited information stage: The therapeutic effects of permission giving
are usually reinforced and enhanced by providing limited information re
lated to the patient’s specific problem.
low sexual interest: The lack of desire to have sexual intercourse,
malignancy: Tendency to a fatal issue; a cancer.
mastectomy: Surgical removal of the glandular tissue of the breasts, often
as a treatment for cancer.
Masters and Johnson: William Masters and Virginia Johnson, pioneers of
observational sexual research who developed new methods of sex therapy.
multiple sclerosis: A disease of the central nervous system, the nerves that
constitute the brain and spinal cord.
myotonia: The buildup of muscle tone or tension, especially during sexual
arousal.
orgasmic dysfunction: The inability of a male or female to reach orgasm
following normal sexual stimulation, either alone or with a partner.
paraphilias: Sexual actions that are pleasurable and gratifying, yet whose
object (with whom or what one has intercourse) and/or aim (a goal other
than seeking sexual intercourse) deviate from the norm.
pelvic inflammatory disease (PID): An inflammatory condition of the fe
male pelvic organs, especially one due to bacterial or other sexually trans
mitted infection.
penis envy: In psychoanalytic theory, an alleged unconscious sense of sex
ual inadequacy and inferiority in a female because she lacks a penis and as a
result envies the male.
performance anxiety: The fear that one will not be able to perform ade
quately in a sexual relationship—by failing to achieve an erection or have an
orgasm, by not being able to be aroused and lubricated, or by not being able
to satisfy one’s partner.
permission stage: On the simplest level of sexual therapy, the dysfunc
tional person is given permission to be sexual and to discuss any sexual is
sue of concern.
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phallic stage of development: In psychoanalytic theory, the third of five
stages in psychosexual development; the period when a boy becomes aware
of the pleasure-giving possibilities of his penis and girls become aware of its
symbolic equivalent.
phimosis: The narrowing of an opening; tightness of the prepuce or fore
skin of the penis, which prevents its retraction over the glans.
phobia: An anxiety disorder characterized by an obsessive, irrational, in
tense, and morbid dread or fear of something. An irrational or persistent fear.
plethysmograph: An instrument for measuring and recording changes in
the sizes and/or volumes of organs by measuring changes in their blood vol
ume.
PLISSIT model: A model for the use of different levels of sex therapy,
PLISSIT stands for four levels of therapy, starting with permission giving
and often limited information, moving to specific suggestions, and finally in
problems that are not resolved by the efforts of the first three levels, culmi
nating in intensive therapy.
postmodern: A philosophical outlook that rejects the notion that there ex
ists an objectively known universe discoverable by impartial science, and
instead argues that there are multiple views of reality.
premature ejaculation: A sexual dysfunction in which an individual is un
able to sustain the preorgasmic period of arousal so that ejaculation occurs
too soon relative to the individual’s own expectation or that of the partner.
priapism: A rare, pathological condition involving prolonged and painful
erection of the penis, usually without sexual desire.
primary sexual problem: Any sexual dysfunction that has always been ex
perienced by an individual.
prolactin: The hormone that stimulates milk production, produced and se
creted by the posterior pituitary gland.
prostate gland: A golfball-sized muscular and glandular structure in the
urogenital system of males.
prostatectomy: A partial excision of the prostate to enlarge the prostatic
urethra when it is closed.
prostatitis: An acute or chronic infection or inflammation of the prostate,
treatable with antibiotics, bed rest, and fluids.
psychogenic factors: Originating in the mind.
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renal: Relating to the kidney.
resolution phase: This phase occurs after orgasm in the sexual response cy
cle. The heart rate, blood pressure, breathing, and muscle contraction return
to normal levels. Swelled and erect body parts return to normal and skin
flushing disappears. Women may return from the resolution phase to the or
gasm phase with minimal stimulation. Mean experience for the refractory
period is from a few minutes to several days; there is great variance in the
length of the refractory period among men.
secondary sexual problem: Any sexual dysfunction that follows a period
of satisfactory sexual functioning.
self-fulfilling prophecy: Predictions about a future event that in turn in
crease the probability of the occurrence of that event.
sensate focus exercises: Noncoital, nondemand, graduated pleasuring ex
ercises for use in behavioral therapy of various sexual dysfunctions.
sex flush: A temporary reddish rash or color change in the skin that some
times develops in both men and women as a result of vasocongestion during
the plateau stage of sexual arousal.
sexual deviations: Any sexual behavior regarded as abnormal by society.
sexual dysfunction: The inability to react emotionally and/or physically to
sexual stimulation in a way expected of the average healthy person accord
ing to one’s own standards.
sexual scripts: A cultural script whose goal is to enhance, reduce, or permit
sexual arousal under acceptable conditions; an individual’s unique set of at
titudes, expectations, and values regarding sexual behavior, emotions, and
relationships.
specific suggestions: If the sexual dysfunction is not resolved with applica
tion of permission giving and limited information, the sex therapist may
make specific suggestions such as the use of sensate focus, stop-start, and
squeeze behavioral exercises.
spectatoring: A psychological response whereby a person acts as an ob
server, monitor, or judge of his or her own sexual performance and/or that of
his or her partner. It is a common outcome and cause for sexual dysfunction.
spina bifida: An abnormal development of the neural tube characterized by
defective closure of the bony encasement of the spinal cord.
squeeze technique: Used to subside orgasmic sensation by squeezing the
penis just below the glans with the thumb on one side and the forefingers on
the opposite side until sensation diminishes.
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stop-start technique: A therapeutic behavioral exercise to teach male con
trol of orgasm and premature ejaculation.
symptom bearer: An individual in a structured group who manifests symp
toms of a disorder.
systematic desensitization: A behavioral therapy in which deep relaxation
is used to reduce anxiety associated with certain situations; a therapeutic
technique in which a person is gradually exposed to increasing amounts of
anxiety-producing stimuli.
systemic: Relating to systems or a system.
systems theory: Refers to the view of interacting units or elements making
up an organized whole.
tachycardia: A rapid pulse.
temporal or frontal lobe damage: The lower lateral portion of the cerebral
hemisphere. Damage in the temporal lobe can be caused by lack of oxygen.
triphasic model: Classifies a sexual dysfunction as a disturbance of sexual
desire, sexual excitement, or the orgasmic response. It recognizes that or
gasm, excitement, and desire phase impairment are separate diseases, and
each responds to different and specific therapeutic interventions.
tumescence: A swelling; the erection and enlargement of the sexual organs,
particularly the clitoris and the penis, resulting from the vasocongestion ac
companying sexual stimulation.
urethritis: An infection of the urethra.
vacuum erection devices: A method used to treat erectile dysfunction
whereby the penis is placed into a cylinder and a vacuum is created, which
causes blood to flow into the penis, thereby creating an erection.
vaginal dilators: A treatment used in a medical setting to help resolve
vaginismus by helping a woman gain voluntary control over the pelvic mus
cles and gently widen the vagina.
vaginismus: Involuntary spasms of the muscles surrounding the lower third
of the vagina when penetration of the penis is attempted.
vascular disorders: Disorder of the blood vessel system.
vasocongestion: A normal increase in the amount of blood concentrated in
certain body tissues, especially in the genitals and female breasts, during
sexual arousal.
vulvectomy: Surgical removal of part or all of the vulvar tissue.
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Chapter 13

Contextual Issues
in Marital and Family Therapy:
Gender, Culture, and Spirituality
Kevin P. Lyness
Shelley A. Haddock
Toni Schindler Zimmerman

Rather than gender being a peripheral issue, gender is the basic cate
gory on which the world is organized.
Rachel T. Hare-Mustin
In Women and Families
Diversity is a valuable resource for the growth and enrichment of all
societies.
Douglas C. Breunlin, Richard C. Schwartz,
and Betty MacKune-Karrer
Metaframeworks
At its best, the very process (of family therapy) becomes a spiritual
well-spring for healing and resilience.
Froma Walsh
Spiritual Resources in Family Therapy
There has been increasing attention to contextual issues in the practice of
couple and family therapy in recent years. Issues of gender and power were
the first to come to the fore, closely followed by issues of culture, ethnicity,
and race (Leslie, 1995). More recently, issues of spirituality and religion
have gained prominence (Walsh, 1999a). Much of the discussion about gen409
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der and culture has been driven by the feminist critique of the field (Leslie,
1995). Central to this discussion has been attention to power differences be
tween the sexes and cultures in our society, and more recently in spirituality
as well.
One of the primary initial criticisms of family therapy was the failure of
family therapy to see relationships in context (Taggart, 1985). As family
therapy has evolved through the years, therapists have come to recognize
the powerful influence that context has on individuals and their relation
ships. Individuals and families live in a society in which contexts such as
gender, culture, and spirituality are important and life shaping, and to ignore
the influence of these issues is to do a disservice to families. For example, a
large body of literature shows that more egalitarian couples are more satis
fied in their relationships (Gottman and Silver, 1999; Larson, Hammond,
and Harper, 1998; Rabin, 1996; Schwartz, 1994; Steil, 1997) and that there
are benefits for both men and women (Kessler and McRae, 1982; Steil,
1997) in egalitarian relationships. Not only are there positive consequences
for egalitarian relationships, but there are many negative consequences for
both women and men when they adhere to traditional gender expectations
and develop intimate relationships based on power differentials (e.g., Ca
nary and Stafford, 1992; Erickson, 1993; Gottman, 1991; Rabin, 1996;
Steil, 1997; Suitor, 1991; Walker, 1989).
Marital and family therapy theories themselves typically do not address
contextual issues (although the contextual therapy of Ivan BoszormenyiNagy [Boszormenyi-Nagy and Krasner, 1986] addresses the context of rela
tionships, it does not specifically address gender, culture, or spirituality). In
stead, many scholars argue that contextual issues—such as gender, culture,
and spirituality—should be overarching principles that are infused through
out all models of marital and family therapy. One direction the field has
taken is to look at contextual issues as metaframeworks (Breunlin, Schwartz,
and MacKune-Karrer, 1992). Another way to think about a metaframework
is through the metaphor of an umbrella. Each of these domains (e.g., gender,
culture, and spirituality) can be seen as an umbrella that “covers” all of the
other theories of MFT. It is important to think about gender, culture, and
spirituality regardless of whether you are working from a structural perspec
tive or a narrative perspective (see Figure 13.1).
Spirituality has been explored by some (Breunlin, Schwartz, and
MacKune-Karrer, 1992) as part of a multicultural perspective, but Berenson
(1990) recommends that family therapists should use spirituality as a
“meta-objective” (p. 70) or umbrella as well. Our view is that marital and
family therapists should “cover” their theories with these umbrellas of gen
der, culture, and spirituality to protect from biases. Not only should MFTs
use these umbrellas, but they should keep them fully open, bringing these is-
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FIGURE 13.1. The Umbrellas of Gender, Multiculturalism, and Spirituality

sues into therapy directly. If you extend the m etaphor o f the um brella a bit
further, by having your um brella open only a little or not at all you cannot
cover much. In term s o f contextual issues, having your um brella closed
m eans you are not attending to these issues and may be encouraging stereo
types by supporting the status quo. If you have your um brella open fully,
you will be attending to and bringing issues o f gender, culture, and spiritual
ity to the forefront o f therapy. All therapists’ behaviors lie som ew here along
a continuum o f having eith er a closed or open um brella, and the hope is that
all therapists will m ove toward having their um brellas open wide.
Through this chapter the reader will becom e fam iliar with the history o f
our field’s struggles with opening these um brellas, with techniques and in
terventions for addressing these issues, and w ith research that relates to each
area. First discussed is the role o f gender in fam ily therapy, follow ed by cul
ture, and then spirituality.
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GENDER
What Is Gender?
Gender “refers to the psychological, social, and cultural features and
characteristics that have become strongly associated with the biological cat
egories of male and female” (Gilbert and Scher, 1999, p. 3). Gender is not
just biological sex but includes many features associated with that sex
which are imposed by sociocultural context. Gender, therefore, includes all
of the societal expectations of who we should be, based upon American sex.
There is perhaps no place in American society where gender expectations
are more prevalent than in the family.
Our society is filled with gender messages about who we should be and
who we should not be. For example, men are typically assigned the public
sphere of work, and women are assigned the private sphere of homemaking,
child care, and maintaining family relationships. Each gender is also ex
pected to have qualities that will help them in these spheres (e.g., men
should be stoic and women should be nurturing and emotional). These gen
der messages often serve to keep people stuck in a “gender box” and in
crease power differentials between men and women at the same that they
keep women and men apart. (See Box 13.1 for an exercise in gender stereo
types.)
Many of these gender messages also tell us who we should be within our
marriages, our relationships, and our families. For example, men are seen as
less emotional, even though they may have the same internal experiences as
females (Gottman and DeClaire, 1997), and women are often socialized that
to be good mothers they should not work, yet a mother’s working may have
positive rather than negative impacts on children, and it is often the marital
relationship and not the mothers’ working that impacts child development
(Benokraitis, 1999). In the past, marriage and family therapy theories were
also guided by these messages about what is right and appropriate within the
family and in family therapy. In marriage and family therapy, it is important
to question these societal ideals about the family and about what is “nor
mal.” Feminists have led the way for this discussion in marriage and family
therapy. (See Gilbert and Scher, 1999, and Rabin, 1996, for more detailed
discussions of gender role socialization in relation to counseling and therapy.)
Gender expectations even influence the perception of therapists by soci
ety. Bischoff and Reiter (1999) explored how mental health clinicians are
portrayed in movies and found that women clinicians are typically sexualized and male clinicians are portrayed as incompetent. Gender plays such a
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BOX 13.1. In the Box/Out of the Box Exercise
Females

Males

In small groups, brainstorm traits, characteristics, attitudes, and/or behav
iors that society encourages for each gender. These are “in the box” behav
iors and traits. For example, “in the box” traits for females might include nur
turing, emotional, passive, wants children, while “in the box” traits for males
might include aggressive, rational, enjoy sports, and nonemotional. Come up
with as many traits and attitudes for each gender as you can that society ex
pects. Often these are stereotypes that govern behavior.
The next step is to discuss what consequences women and men experi
ence for stepping “out of the box.” Consequences might include what others
would say about you if you step out (women who are “out of the box” are often
referred to as a “bitch,” while men who step out of the box might be called a
“wimp” or “fag”) or personal consequences as you step out (such as feeling
strange because you are going against norms). Consequences can be both
positive and negative. Explore the following questions: What are the benefits
of stepping “out of the box”? What are the benefits of staying “in the box” for
each gender?
Next, consider the benefits and consequences of “in the box” versus “out
of the box” behavior for couples and families. For example, “in the box” behav
iors often encourage women to have less say about major aspects in their
lives (e.g., finances, careers) and encourage men to feel overly responsible
for breadwinning and underinvolved in fathering and child care.
Finally, consider how couples in therapy need to find a “common gender
box” where they can interact with less constraint and conflict. Examples of
“common box” behaviors include interdependence, assertiveness, and a
sharing of major life responsibilities such as housework, child care, and
breadwinning.
Source: Adapted from Creighton and Kivel (1992).

powerful role in our society that it permeates our culture and creates expec
tations and stereotypes for everyone and restricts our behavior. Two videos
are recommended for therapists and students in helping to understand how
socialization affects both women and men. These are Myths That Maim
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(Lucas, 1992), which explores the social construction of gender identity and
gender violence, and Tough Guise: Violence, Media, and the Crisis in Mas
culinity (Katz and Earp, 1999). The constraining aspects of gender expecta
tions must be addressed in American society, and one avenue toward this
end is marital and family therapy.

The Feminist Critique of Marital and Family Therapy
The feminist critique of family therapy began in the 1970s (Hare-Mustin,
1978; Humphrey, 1975), and Hare-Mustin’s article in particular was seen as
an impetus for heated dialogue within the family therapy field. This article
not only challenged the theories of family therapy, but it served to challenge
the very definition of the family. In fact, much of the early feminist critique
focused on the traditional definition of the family. The family was tradition
ally defined in family therapy as it was in the larger society; that is, men
should be in the public sphere and women’s domain was the private. In this
type of family, the power of the male is guaranteed by societal expectations
that he will be older, more educated, of higher social status, and more eco
nomically viable than his wife (Hare-Mustin, 1978). Family therapy, by not
challenging this definition, ended up devaluing women and “women’s
work” and supporting power imbalances. Because traditional family ther
apy focused on building families who conformed to the traditional family
model, family therapy itself was seen as supporting male power and not al
lowing women to have power, or by pathologizing the women who did.
In particular, family therapy has been criticized by feminists for its ad
herence to theories of circular causality. Taggart (1985) in particular raised
the question of whether this concept has inhibited the development of gen
der equity in family therapy. Circular causality and systems theory, in their
traditional forms, fail to account for imbalances of power within relation
ships— it is assumed that each part of the system carries the same weight in
contributing to problems and to change. Within many relationships, both
parties do not have the same options for behavior due to differences in
power, particularly within the family, where traditional roles give males the
bulk of the power. Economics provides one simple example of power in
families: the partner who has the most resources typically has the most
power. Since men typically earn more than women for the same work, and
are more likely to work full time, they have more economic resources and
hence often have a great deal of decision-making power (Benokraitis,
1999). Men also have more choices about ending relationships because they
have the economic means to survive and many women do not (Benokraitis,
1999). A more severe example is in cases of domestic violence, in which
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men have more physical power than women do (Benokraitis, 1999; Bograd,
1999). For example, women are six times more likely than men to be as
saulted by an intimate relation, and are more likely to sustain serious physi
cal injury as a result of domestic violence than are men (Gelles, 1988).
Power has been a key issue in the feminist critique, particularly in chal
lenging how the field views therapy. As Bograd (1986) points out, some
leading theorists in the field stated that power was merely a metaphor and
not a reality (Keeney, 1983). This denies the very real impact of power in
many relationships. Much of the early critique dealt with domestic violence
and the role of power in those relationships as a way to argue against the
field’s position that power was a nonissue (Hansen, 1993).
Related to this discussion of power in relationships is the idea of thera
peutic neutrality (Bograd, 1986). Early family therapists attempted to re
main neutral so as not to impose their ideals of family functioning on others.
One criticism of neutrality is that it in effect supports the status quo. If you
do not take a stand against power imbalances and gender inequity, you are
silently supporting it. As such, feminist-informed family therapy is inher
ently political—it seeks to bring about changes to reduce or eliminate such
inequities. More recently, Doherty (1995) has argued against therapeutic
neutrality in family therapy as well.
An additional critique of traditional family therapy is that it is based upon
prototypically male ideals and standards of health (Bograd, 1986). One spe
cific example is Murray Bowen’s Differentiation of Self scale, which de
fines well-adjusted individuals as rationally objective and able to free them
selves from relational contexts—qualities that have been associated with
men (see Bograd, 1986; Hare-Mustin, 1978).
Since the feminist critique of family therapy began, much has changed in
family therapy. Many introductory graduate texts for family therapy have
sections discussing either the feminist critique and/or gender sensitivity in
practice (e.g., Avis, 1986; Becvar and Becvar, 1996; Brock and Barnard,
1992; Gladding, 1998; Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 2000; Hanna and
Brown, 1995; Thomas, 1992). Interested readers are encouraged to read the
following articles on the feminist critique: Bograd (1986), Goldner (1985),
Hare-Mustin (1978), and Taggart (1985), as well as the book Women in
Families: A Framework fo r Family Therapy, edited by McGoldrick, Ander
son, and Walsh (1989). Unfortunately, although much has changed, much
has stayed the same. Sexism in our society, our relationships, and even in
therapy is still pervasive. An example is the recent finding by Werner-Wilson et al. (1997) that therapists interrupt female clients at a much higher rate
than they interrupt male clients during family therapy sessions.
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A Note About Feminism

Although you do not have to be a feminist to pay attention to issues of
gender in marriage and family therapy, the literature on gender in family
therapy is derived from feminist thought and has evolved from feminist cri
tique (in fact, as you begin to think about, practice, and pay attention to
these issues, you may find yourself feeling more and more feminist as time
goes on).
Feminism is defined as “a recognition of women’s subordination and in
ferior social position, an analysis of the forces that maintain it, a commit
ment to changing it, and a vision of future equality between men and
women” (Avis, 1986, p. 221). One does not have to be female to agree with
or practice feminist principles; within family therapy, some of the leading
feminist writers have been men (e.g., Morris Taggart and Robert-Jay Green).
The phrasefeminist-informedfamily therapy may scare some people off,
but there is no question that not paying attention to issues of gender in ther
apy will result in less effective therapy (Gottman and Silver, 1999; Schwartz,
1994). It is important to point out that men benefit from such a model as well
as women (see Bograd, 1991, for a discussion of feminist approaches to
men in family therapy). Power imbalances within relationships have been
linked to lack of intimacy and engagement for both partners (Horst and
Doherty, 1995; Rabin, 1996; Steil, 1997). Gender-aware therapy benefits all
parties in developing balanced and collaborative relationships (Gottman
and Silver, 1999; Rabin, 1996).

Gender and the Practice of Marital and Family Therapy
A gender-aware approach to therapy should include the following:
• Recognition of oppression based on gender, race, and class (Gilbert
and Scher, 1999)
• Reducing pow er differentials between clients and therapists (Gilbert
and Scher, 1999; Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee, 2000; Whipple,
1996)
• Ongoing self-examination of values on the part of the therapist (Gil
bert and Scher, 1999)
• Emphasis on change both in therapy and in society (Gilbert and Scher,
1999)
• Valuing the female perspective (Gilbert and Scher, 1999; Whipple,
1996)
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• Focusing on women’s empowerment (Gilbert and Scher, 1999; Had
dock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee, 2000; Whipple, 1996)
• Balance (Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992, p. 248),
which is attained through collaboration, both within the family and
between the family and therapist
Collaboration has been identified as a key not only to feminist or genderaware therapy, but also to feminist supervision (Wheeler et al., 1989), and to
intimacy in couples (Horst and Doherty, 1995).
Therefore, gender-aware or gender-informed therapy seeks to value all
clients’ experiences while seeking to reduce power differentials, both within
couples and within the therapeutic system, in part through balance. In ex
ploring specific ways to work with clients from a gender-aware perspective,
there are two major areas of focus: assessment and intervention.
Assessment
Many authors have noted the importance of assessing gender dynamics
in the initial stages of marital and family therapy (Breunlin, Schwartz, and
MacKune-Karrer, 1992; Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee, 2000; Rabin,
1996; Patterson et al., 1999). There are several specific areas to focus on in
assessment.
Rabin (1996) makes several specific suggestions regarding assessment.
In general, Rabin suggests that clinicians assess the following areas:
1. In what ways do the presenting problems reflect gender power issues?
2. How does each partner define equality and to what extent are the part
ners in agreement about these definitions?
3. To what extent does each partner perceive the other as a real friend?
4. To what extent does the relationship empower both partners?
5. To what extent is the communication work of the relationship equally
shared?
6. To what extent has the couple developed a shared ideology fostering
their relationship?
Patterson et al. (1999) note that oftentimes partners in a relationship may be
coming from different gender backgrounds, which often causes conflict.
For example, a man who grows up in a family where “women’s work” is as
valued as “men’s work” may clash in a marriage to a woman from a family
with traditional gender values and expectations. Not everyone comes from
families that value traditional roles.
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Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer (1992) take this a bit further
and suggest that couples and families often fit into one of five transitional
positions in the evolution of gender balance, falling along a continuum from
traditional to balanced. They describe each of these positions, along with
ways for therapists to assess the positions, and possible interventions (see
Table 13.1).
Finally, therapists should assess couple interactions for gender and
power themes, including family dynamics such as who opens the conversa
tion, who chooses the topic, who interrupts whom, who talks more, who
pays for the session, and who decides if there will be a next session (Rabin,
1996). Each of these areas can reveal power dynamics in a relationship,
although initial hypotheses should always be tentative if they are based on
little information.
TABLE 13.1. Transitional Gender Positions Continuum

Position

Goals

Interventions

Traditional

Promote gender aware
ness

Question narrow gender expecta
tions
Question explanations that justify
patriarchy

Gender-aware

Polarized

Amplify experiences of
gender imbalance

Support increasing awareness

Decrease polarization
and encourage balanced
roles

Validate individuals’ experiences

Question when family adheres to
narrow gender definitions

Question extreme descriptions
Encourage balancing extreme
positions

In transition

Amplify changes toward
egalitarian roles

Support and validate beliefs
Discuss consequences of change
in all family members
Clarify new roles

Balanced

Support egalitarian roles Discuss trade-offs and conse
and expand changes into quences of beliefs
other social areas
Examine potential social traps
Discuss impact of lack of social
support

Source: Adapted from Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer (1992),
pp. 265-266.
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Intervention

In marriage and family therapy, gender can be used as a lens for examin
ing and enacting interventions. It is important to thoroughly assess where
the couple falls on the gender-balance continuum in order to develop appro
priate interventions. Breunlin, Schwartz, and Mac Kune-Karrer (1992), make
specific intervention suggestions for clients at each of their five transitional
stages (traditional through balanced). See Table 13.1 for some interventions
suggested for these transitional stages. They note that “the treatment of gen
der imbalance consists of validating experiences and of expanding descrip
tions as well as explanations of female/male interactions” (p. 259). Whipple
(1996) notes that in bringing up gender as a topic, the therapist questions the
source of gender messages while helping clients explore the effects of gen
der messages and stereotypes in their relationships. It is important to be ex
plicit (i.e., having one’s umbrella wide open) in pointing out these connec
tions in clients’ lives (Breunlin, Schwartz, and Mac Kune-Karrer, 1992;
Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee, 2000; Whipple, 1996).
Empowering and valuing women is a consistent theme in gender-aware
therapy (Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992; Haddock, Zim
merman, and MacPhee, 2000; Parker, 1997a,b; Whipple, 1996). One way of
empowering clients is to help them explore all of the options available to
them, including nonstereotypical ones (Whipple, 1996), as well as by exam
ining, and discarding if necessary, traditional gender expectations. Much of
empowerment for clients is about helping them develop new identities as
stronger people. Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee (2000) recommend
that therapists encourage female clients to be more attentive to self-care, to
be assertive and independent, to pursue personal time and space, and to de
velop their own support systems. Therapists should help male clients to be
more attentive to relationship maintenance, to be more emotionally expres
sive and available, to be more vulnerable in relationships, and to develop
support systems that include men (Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee,

2000).
Gender-aware therapy seeks to balance imbalances by affirming women
(Whipple, 1996). There are several useful techniques in valuing and affirm
ing women: take women seriously rather than discounting them; encourage
women by supporting their decisions and noting their strengths; and vali
date women’s anger and encourage them to express it constructively.
On the other hand, it is also important to be gender aware when working
with men (Bograd, 1991; Deinhart and Avis, 1994; Font, Dolan-Del Vecchio,
and Almeida, 1998; Green, 1998). Green (1998) and Font, Dolan-Del
Vecchio, and Almeida (1998), discuss traditional and expanded norms of
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masculinity (see Table 13.2 for norms for both men and women) with the
suggestion that men in particular need to challenge the traditional norms
that keep them in traditional roles. As men learn to expand their roles within
the family and within society, space is created for women to be able to
change their own roles. One way of helping men to expand their roles is to
empower them to develop an identity around these expanded roles. As an
example, therapists could empower men to balance work and family by val
uing their partner’s work as much as their own (Schwartz, 1994) and by inTABLE 13.2. Traditional and Nontraditional Norms

Traditional Norms

Expanded Norms

Males
Suppression of emotional vulnerability

Expanded emotionality

Avoiding feminine behavior

Embracing femininity

Primacy of the work role

Balancing work and family

Independence

Embracing relatedness over
individualism

Aggression

Valuing collaboration in conflict
resolution

Toughness and stoicism

Maintaining flexibility

Striving for dominance

Valuing shared power of relatedness

Provider/protector of the family
Treating sexual partners as objects

Relational attitude toward sexuality

Females
Passivity

Expanded assertiveness and proactive
behavior

Submissive in relationship with partner Valuing shared power of relatedness
Dependence
High emotionality

Valuing relatedness and independence
*

Self-sacrificing

Caring for both self and others

Primacy of partner and mother role

Balancing family and work

Repression of anger

Comfort with assertive expression

Source: Adapted from Green (1998) and Font, Dolan-Del Vecchio, and Almeida
(1998).
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creasing their role in parenting. An important aspect of gender-aware ther
apy is empowerment for both women and men.
Deinhart and Avis (1994) found in a study of marriage and family thera
pists that the interventions most endorsed for working with men were in the
areas of developing the therapists’ skills in thinking about and noticing gen
der, promoting mutual responsibility (e.g., valuing work), and challenging
stereotypical behaviors and attitudes (e.g., encouraging males to be active
caregivers). Although Deinhart and Avis did not find therapists endorsing
interventions geared toward increasing affective expression for men in ther
apy, other authors have stressed the importance of encouraging men to de
velop more intimate relationships and become more emotionally expressive
(Ganley, 1991; Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee, 2000).
In intervening to reduce gender imbalance, Breunlin, Schwartz, and
MacKune-Karrer (1992) use universal statements about gender (e.g., “It is
painful when family members experience limitations,” p. 259), directives
about behavior (e.g., “Would the two of you think about how you prepare
your daughters for adulthood in the 1990s?” p. 260), and questions about
gender in the family (e.g., “What do each of you think about the way respon
sibilities and decisions are shared in your house?” p. 260). Breunlin,
Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer (1992) and Roberts (1991) both recom
mend using circular questions (Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978; Tomm, 1987)
as gender interventions. Circular questions are useful in allowing people to
take another person’s perspective in looking at themselves. See Box 13.2 for
some suggestions in using circular questions with gender (as well as with
culture and spirituality).
Unfortunately, family therapists may not see many truly egalitarian cou
ples in therapy. Schwartz (1994) suggests that many couples are “near
peers” (p. 2) (e.g., he is helpful to her around the house, but there is not an
equal division of labor). Therefore, moving couples toward a truly peer rela
tionship may be needed for couples to experience the full benefits of equal
ity (Schwartz, 1994).
Power is one of the most important issues to deal with in considering
gender in therapy. In fact, power may be the key concept. In reducing power
differentials, Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee (2000) discuss several
dimensions of power within the family to which the therapist must attend.
These include decision making; communication, and conflict resolution;
work, life goals, and activities; housework; finances; sex; relationship main
tenance; abuse and violence; and parental responsibility and parental style.
It is also important to pay attention to and address issues of separation and
divorce as they relate to power when these issues arise (Haddock, Zimmerman,
and MacPhee, 2000). Many other writers have talked about the importance
of utilizing gender-aware therapy specifically in the treatment of domestic
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BOX 13.2. Circular Questions
About Gender, Culture, and Spirituality
In groups of two or three, practice asking one another some of the follow
ing questions to expand your ability to think about gender, culture, and spiritu
ality. Think about how these questions could be used in therapy.
In terms of relationships generally:
• Who in your family of origin taught you the most about being a girl or
boy/man or woman?
• What did your parents model for you about gender relationships in their
interactions?
In terms of differences in behavior:
• Who would you consider to be the most stereotypically feminine in your
family of origin? Masculine?
• Who gave you the most messages about what it was to be “a man” or “a
woman”? About what it is to be white or black or Latino? About what it is
to be of your religion?
Ranking by various members of the family regarding specific behaviors:
• Who in your family of origin most approves of you as a man/woman? As
a member of your religion? As a member of your race or culture? Who
least approves of those characteristics?
Explanation questions:
• What is your explanation of why society seems to ascribe different be
haviors to different genders? Races? Religions?
Differences related to hypothetical circumstances:
• If your mother (father) had worked outside of the home (or had not), how
do you think family relationships might have been different?
• If you had been born a different gender, how do you think your life would
have been different as a child? What if you had been born a different
race?
• If you were a different gender, how do you think your style as a therapist
would be different? What if you were a different race or religion?
Normative comparison questions:
• Do you think your family was more or less flexible about gender roles
than other families? Would others in your family agree with you or dis
agree?

(continued)
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(continued)
•

Did you learn similar things about your race as other children in your
neighborhood, or did you learn different things within your family? How
about regarding gender? Religion?

Conservative needs questions:
• Assume there are important reasons for your family to continue its pat
terns around gender, race, and religious roles. What would those rea
sons be?
Process interruption questions:
• What part of you is most comfortable talking about these topics? Least
comfortable?
• If we were to stop this discussion, what would your reaction be?
Source: Adapted from Roberts (1991).

violence. For example, see Almeida and Durkin (1999), Bograd (1999),
Goldner (1999), and Jory and Anderson (1999) in a recent special section of
the Journal o f Marital and Family Therapy on the treatment of domestic vi
olence.
Parker (1997a,b) has explored power issues in couple therapy and makes
some recommendations for how therapists can attend to power dynamics.
Parker (1997b) recommends four strategies for broaching power issues.
These are (1) structuring the session for consciousness raising; (2) boldly
naming power issues; (3) indirectly raising the power issues; and (4) meet
ing with partners separately to raise the issues.
An additional power variable to consider in looking at gender in therapy
involves power differentials between the therapist and the clients. Therapy
inherently involves power differentials—clients come to therapists for help
with a problem that they cannot solve themselves, and they often expect
therapists to be experts. However, it is important to maintain a collaborative
stance when working with clients to ensure that the imbalance of power
remains manageable and is made explicit (Haddock, Zimmerman, and
MacPhee, 2000).
Gender plays a role in how clients perceive therapy, including the goals
and tasks of therapy (Gregory and Leslie, 1996; Werner-Wilson, 1997) and
how therapists perceive clients, including whose goals are attended to, and
who is interrupted (Stabb, Cox, and Harber, 1997; Werner-Wilson et al.,
1997; Werner-Wilson, Zimmerman, and Price, 1999). Therapists need to
keep in their awareness the potential for power imbalance and the different
ways that men and women may react to therapy and therapists.
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Though there has been very little research on the topic of gender in mari
tal and family therapy practice, studies that have been done are informative.
Women and men react differently in how they develop a therapeutic alliance
in therapy (Werner-Wilson, 1997). This suggests that therapists must pay at
tention to gender as a variable as they develop alliances with their clients.
Clients’ gender also impacts how therapists interact with them in other
ways. Werner-Wilson et al. (1997) found that MFT doctoral students inter
rupted women clients three times more often than male clients, even while
controlling for amount of talking and gender of therapist. Werner-Wilson,
Zimmerman, and Price (1999) found that gender influenced therapeutic
goals as well, with women’s goals being attended to more in marital therapy
while men’s goals were attended to more in family therapy.
Gender is a critical part of marital and family therapy; gender is inescap
able because people are gendered and our society is gendered. To ignore
gender in therapy is to do an injustice to women and to men. These interven
tions focus on making gender and power dynamics an explicit part of ther
apy. If therapists do not address gender in their work, they are, in effect, sup
porting the status quo of gender inequality, which is bad for women, bad for
men, and bad for relationships (Kessler and McRae, 1982; Steil, 1997).

Case Example
Sheila (twenty-nine) and Don (thirty-three) are a Caucasian, middle-class
couple. They have a nine-month old daughter, Jesse. Sheila works full time as a
physical therapist and Don works full time as a real estate agent.
The couple has come to therapy because of marital difficulties that have been
causing them to argue a lot and to feel a loss of emotional closeness with each
other. Sheila reports that she is frustrated because “right at the time that Don
should be cutting back at work to spend more time with his daughter,” he has be
gun working late almost every night. She is exhausted and angry because she is
doing the bulk of the child care and housework. She also mentions that the “straw
that broke the camel’s back” was Don telling his parents that they could spend
the holidays with them without even consulting Sheila. Don reports he feels that
Sheila does not even notice him— 'She is so wrapped up with the baby.” He says
that when he does get time with Sheila, she is angry and emotionally unavail
able. He also feels that Sheila does not understand that he cannot cut back at
work— “We need the money I earn now more than ever.”
Using the gender umbrella, the therapist recognizes the gender and power
dynamics that are underlying the couple’s marital difficulties. Her assessment of
the couple’s difficulties includes the influence of the social context that defines
men as primary breadwinners and women as primary caretakers, and places the
couple as traditional along the continuum of gender positions. The therapist
brings up the topic of gender and explores with the couple the possible influ
ences of gender socialization on the presenting problem. For instance, she may
use circular questions (see Box 13.2) to explore whether Don’s increased focus
on work is related to pressures that he be the primary breadwinner for his family.
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The therapist makes efforts to validate the internal struggles of both Don and
Sheila.
Following a collaborative exploration of the influence of gender socialization
on the behaviors of each partner, the therapist normalizes that many couples en
counter similar difficulties upon the birth of their first child. She then overtly
states that these gender messages can be harmful to individuals and their rela
tionships, inviting the couple to consider some of these negative effects (e.g.,
loss of intimacy and friendship in marriage, a compromised emotional connec
tion between fathers and children, exhaustion and anger for women). She also
encourages the couple to consider the benefits of resisting these messages, and
invites both partners to articulate what they would like their marriage to “look
like.” Both indicate that they want to enjoy their friendship again and to share all
aspects of their life as partners.
Based on this information, the therapist assists the couple in collaboratively
setting the following goals: (1) to involve Don more in the parenting of his daugh
ter, (2) to divide household labor equitably between Don and Sheila, (3) to allow
Sheila time for self-care, (4) to develop skills for negotiating decisions together,
and (5) to share financial responsibility for the family and to equally value their
careers.

CULTURE
In some ways, the field of marital and family therapy has embraced ad
dressing ethnicity, culture, and race, more fully than it has embraced gender.
For example, the Handbook o f Family Therapy; Volume II (Gurman and
Kniskern, 1991) devoted a chapter to ethnicity and family therapy (McGoldrick et al., 1991), but did not address gender in any significant way.
However, the feminist critique helped to spur our field on to explore issues
of culture, race, and ethnicity (Leslie, 1995).
Our field has also had some debate over how to address issues of culture,
ethnicity, and/or race. McGoldrick et al. (1991) refer to ethnicity as “a con
cept of a group’s ‘peoplehood’ based on a combination of race, religion, and
cultural history, whether or not members realize their commonalities with one
another” (p. 547). Interestingly, McGoldrick and Giordano (1996) define eth
nicity as “a common ancestry through which individuals have evolved shared
values and customs” (p. 1), which is a somewhat more narrow definition. Eth
nicity has, at times, been even more narrowly defined as simply a group that is
regarded as a group due to its common ancestry (Preli and Bernard, 1993).
Further distinctions have been made between ethnicity and ethnic minority
groups, with the term ethnic minority being perhaps more relevant because
we all have an ethnic background, but only some of us fit into ethnic minority
groups and are targeted for discrimination and prejudice.
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At a more general level, others have talked about and defined the word
culture, Falicov (1995) provides perhaps the best multidimensional defini
tion of culture, culminating from years of her published work:
shared world views, meanings and adaptive behaviors derived from
simultaneous membership and participation in a multiplicity of
contexts, such as rural, urban or suburban setting; language, age, gen
der, cohort, family configuration, race, ethnicity, religion, nationality,
socioeconomic status, employment, education, occupation, sexual
orientation, political ideology; migration and stage of acculturation,
(p. 375)
This definition is much broader than an ethnic-focused one in that it allows
for the examination of a multitude of variables. This broad definition of cul
ture has led to the adoption of a multicultural perspective by many
(Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992; Preli and Bernard, 1993).
So why is a multicultural framework important in therapy? The United
States is one of the most ethnically and culturally diverse nations in the his
tory of the world (McGoldrick et al., 1991). A multicultural perspective val
idates the variety of ways that culture influences our humanity (Breunlin,
Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992). Just as in dealing with gender, to ig
nore multicultural influences is to legitimize only one reality— that of the
dominant culture. However, by taking a multicultural view one can see that,
given the multitude of variables subsumed into the view, there is no truly
dominant culture. Yet our history books, our research studies, our popular
media, and our societal messages tend to compare all of us to a “dominant
culture.”
Each of us fits into different “levels” of culture—different ages, educa
tional levels, social class, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, etc.
Falicov (1995) notes that each person is raised in a number of cultural sub
groups, and each of us draws selectively from these groups’ relative influ
ences. Family therapy has been accused of holding monolithic views of the
family based upon ideals of the majority culture (Breunlin, Schwartz, and
MacKune-Karrer, 1992; Preli and Bernard, 1993), but, as McGoldrick
(1998) notes, “all families, not just ‘minorities’ are seen as embedded in and
bounded by class, culture, gender, and race. Moreover, how a society de
fines gender, race, culture, and class relationships is viewed as critical to un
derstanding how all family processes are structured” (p. 17, italics in origi
nal). To not pay attention to culture is to deny the embeddedness of families
in culture.
It is also important that therapists, and majority-group therapists in par
ticular, understand the role of prejudice and discrimination in our culture.
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The first ethical issue listed in the American Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy’s (AAMFT) Code o f Ethics is that “Marriage and family
therapists do not discriminate against or refuse professional service to any
one on the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin, or sexual orienta
tion” (AAMFT Code o f Ethics, Line 1.1). At another level, Code o f Ethics
specifies that marriage and family therapists (MFTs) cannot practice out
side of their competence. Therapists need to understand issues of culture in
particular so that they do not practice in areas outside their realm of knowl
edge (Thomas, 1992).
A powerful resource for therapists and students can be found in two vid
eos that discuss prejudice and discrimination in the United States. These are
The Color o f Fear (Mun Wah, 1994), which discusses prejudice in relation
to men, and The Way Home (Butler, 1998), which provides a similar discus
sion about women. Prejudice and discrimination are a fact of life for minor
ity groups by definition. To be truly effective in working with clients who
are members of minority groups, therapists should be aware of the levels of
prejudice and discrimination in our society and the impact that they have on
our clients. However, a multicultural approach needs to include more than
just sensitivity training in order to be relevant (Preli and Bernard, 1993); a
truly relevant approach helps majority-culture therapists understand their
own experience from an ethnic and cultural perspective.

Culture and the Practice of Marital and Family Therapy
There are many things to consider when working with families from a
multicultural perspective. One is that families are unique within cultural
groups (Gladding, 1998; Hanna and Brown, 1995). Family therapists should
distinguish among a family’s patterns that are universal and common to a
wide variety of families, patterns that are culture specific, and patterns that
are idiosyncratic to that particular family (Goldenberg and Goldenberg,
2000). One way for therapists to increase their understanding of families
from a multicultural perspective is to learn as much as possible about a vari
ety of cultural groups. One particularly useful resource in exploring the im
pact of ethnicity on families is the book Ethnicity and Family Therapy (Sec
ond Edition) by McGoldrick, Giordano, and Pearce (1996). This book has
chapters on nine general ethnic groups and forty different specific ethnic
family types (e.g., Jamaican families, Korean families, Hungarian families,
Russian families, Soviet Jewish families, etc.). This is perhaps the most
comprehensive exploration of ethnic families available to family therapists.
However, its authors caution that therapists should not feel that they have to
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know everything about every ethnic group; of primary importance is an
awareness of difference and similarity (McGoldrick and Giordano, 1996).
Because family therapists cannot know everything about every family
type (though therapists should always strive to learn more about diversity),
there are some general guidelines that are perhaps even more important to
consider. Falicov (1995) believes that existing theories, practices, and be
liefs should be viewed through a “cultural lens.” She asserts there are key
parameters that therapists should keep in mind as they assess families and
plan interventions. These four parameters of assessment and intervention
are ecological context, migration and acculturation , family organization ,
and family life cycle. Ecological context might include such areas as a fam
ily’s community, work, living conditions, school environment, and so on.
Migration is another factor to view with this cultural lens. It includes if and
when a family migrated and whether that migration was forced or voluntary.
Family organization refers to how a family is arranged according to its “cul
tural code.” This code influences family hierarchy, family values, communi
cation styles, and emotional expressivity. When family life cycle is viewed
through a cultural lens, therapists do not look at developmental norms but
rather at what is normal to a particular culture. Established norms and devel
opmental processes may not fit for some cultures, but therapists should be
wary about assuming health or pathology based on norms that may be asyn
chronous with the culture at hand. These areas are of particular importance
in both assessment and intervention with families.
Assessment

Having a multicultural perspective while assessing families is very im
portant (Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992; Falicov, 1995;
Patterson et al., 1999). It is particularly important to keep this perspective in
mind when the client’s culture is different from that of the therapist so that
the therapist does not misinterpret as pathological behavior which may be
culturally based (Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992; Hanna
and Brown, 1995; Patterson et al., 1999). For example, in seeing an AsianAmerican family, young children may be indulged more than is typical in
U.S. culture (Berg and Jaya, 1993). A non-Asian therapist seeing this might
interpret pathology where there is none if she or he does not have at least a
basic understanding of Asian-American families.
Therapists should assess the degree of fit between the therapist and client
regarding immigration and acculturation status, economics, education, eth
nicity, religion, gender, age, race, majority/minority status, and regional back
ground (Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992). Each of these ar
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eas may impact values and behavior and, if not assessed, therapists may
assume more similarity (or difference) than actually exists. Breunlin,
Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer list a variety of questions therapists can ex
plore in assessing this degree of fit. However, it is equally important to know
that there are both advantages and disadvantages to being in the same cul
tural group as your client (McGoldrick and Giordano, 1996). One of the po
tential disadvantages of belonging to the same group is that you may believe
that you understand them fully even though families and individuals differ.
Hanna and Brown (1995) offer a number of questions for assessing racial
and cultural factors in therapy:
• How does your racial/cultural/religious heritage make your family
different from other families you know?
• Compared to other families in your cultural group, how is your family
different?
• What are the values that your family identifies as being important
parts of your heritage?
• At this particular time in your family’s development, are there issues
related to your cultural heritage that are being questioned by anyone?
• What is the hardest part about being a minority in
U.S.culture?
• When you think of living in America versus the country of your heri
tage; what are the main differences?
• What lessons did you learn about your people? About other peoples?
• What did you learn about disloyalty?
• What were people in your family really down on? [i.e., what did they
dislike?]
• What might an outsider not understand about your racial/cultural/
religious background? (p. 101)
Many of these questions should be modified based upon the majority/minor
ity status of the client and the degree of match between therapist and client.
Additional assessment factors include exploring the importance of cul
ture with clients and families (McGoldrick and Giordano, 1996) and consid
ering cultural background when evaluating other assessment materials (e.g.,
assessment instruments such as the Dyadic Adjustment Scale), since behav
iors may have different meanings within different cultures (Patterson et al.,
1999). Once again, power comes into play as well, as different cultural
groups experience different levels of power in society. Being aware of and
assessing power dynamics within the family and of the family within soci
ety is of vital importance (Patterson et al., 1999).
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One of the more ignored aspects of culture in family therapy has been so
cial class and poverty. However, often more differences exist within a cul
tural group based upon class than across cultural groups of the same class.
Every cultural group has social class divisions (Goldenberg and Goldenberg,
2000) and therapists should assess and attend to these factors as well. In
particular, social class often determines access to power within society
(Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 2000). Aponte’s Bread and Spirit: Therapy
with the New Poor (1994) provides an excellent resource for the family ther
apist in understanding work with the poor.
One final way to conceptualize assessment from a multicultural perspec
tive is to assess both opportunities and constraints (Breunlin, Schwartz, and
Mac Kune-Karrer, 1992). Many families are constrained by their culture,
and many families feel particularly constrained when coming to therapy.
The therapist can open room for unexplored opportunity as well as explore
the sense of constraint within the family. Opening room for opportunity can
also be one target of intervention.
Hines and Boyd-Franklin (1996) illustrate one way prejudice and dis
crimination affect African-American couples:
Usually, African American women initiate the therapy process. Ther
apists may get frustrated with women who express intense dissatisfac
tion yet resist change in dysfunctional relationships. Their discontent
frequently is coupled with an awareness of the torment that genera
tions of racism have caused for both African American men and
women, and empathy for their husbands’ frustration and sense of pow
erlessness. (p. 70)
Intervention
Although our field has much to say on the use of a multicultural perspec
tive in assessment, little has been done with specific interventions. Most of
the literature seems to focus on training therapists to think multiculturally
(e.g., Falicov, 1995). However, some specific suggestions for intervention
have been made.
Perhaps the most basic intervention is that of making culture the central
metaphor for therapy (Laird, 1998). Culture as a metaphor for therapy im
plies understanding people within their own context. TTiis helps clients and
families by empowering them to change within their context and to change
their context, while recognizing that context can provide both opportunity
and constraint. McGill (1992) spells out the core metaphors and themes of
different cultural stories. For example, one core metaphor for Native Ameri
cans is harmony with nature. Metaphor in general can be an excellent way of
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introducing topics from within a client’s perspective (see Lyness and Thomas,
1995, for an illustration of using metaphor within a narrative framework).
Marital and family therapists need also to validate and strengthen cul
tural identity. When families are placed under stress— as client families typ
ically are—their sense of identity can become diffuse. Therapists can foster
a sense of identity by strengthening the sense of cultural heritage helping the
family to find resources in that identity (McGoldrick and Giordano, 1996).
Therapists also need to be aware of and support client support systems
from a cultural perspective. Many families are unconnected from traditional
support systems, and therapists need to be aware of ways to connect individ
uals and families with support in the community (e.g., community organiza
tions and supports such as El Centro or Lambda centers) (McGoldrick and
Giordano, 1996). Therapists can also serve as “culture brokers” (McGoldrick
and Giordano, 1996, p. 23) and help the family identify and resolve value
conflicts. Conflicts often exist both intrapersonally and within the family
about aspects of cultural background, including pride in some aspects and
shame about others. Family therapists can help families explore and resolve
these conflicts (McGoldrick and Giordano, 1996).
Perhaps one of the most important interventions from a multicultural per
spective is to move beyond polarizing discussions (McGoldrick and Giordano,
1996). When families are polarized, they are constrained from other op
tions. Black-versus-white or male-versus-female polarizations keep people
stuck. Therapists need to notice and address such polarizations. One way of
reducing polarization is for the therapist to validate both sides, rather than
take sides. For example, in families with generations at different levels of
acculturation, the different generations may become polarized. The thera
pist should try to validate the older and younger generations together to re
duce polarized discussion (see the following case example).
Many of the interventions suggested for a gender-aware therapy, par
ticularly including attention to power dynamics, are equally useful in
multicultural therapy. The most important intervention in working from
a multicultural perspective is to maintain a collaborative stance with
your clients. By maintaining collaboration, therapists can avoid pitfalls
of power and can empower families to change.

Case Example
Lupe (forty-two), is seeking therapy because she is concerned about her
daughter, Rose (fourteen). Lupe is divorced from Rose’s father, Manuel, but he is
in the community and has visitation rights with Rose. Lupe does not feel that
Manuel is a resource for helping Rose at this time. Lupe was born in Mexico but
immigrated to the United States when she was an adolescent.
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The therapist begins by asking Lupe about her concerns regarding her
daughter. She reports that Rose has been getting into trouble— breaking curfew,
getting poor grades, skipping school, and dating boys that are “no good.” Lupe
also expresses disappointment that Rose is gone from home too much and does
not eat meals or attend church with her. Lupe is concerned that Rose will not be
able to find a suitable husband if she does not start “acting like a lady.”
The therapist then asks Rose to respond to her mother’s concerns. Rose
claims that her mother “just doesn’t want me to have friends,” and is “trying to
keep me her little girl.” Rose argues that she is not doing anything that her friends
are not doing, and that her mother just does not understand how difficult it has
been for her to make friends and fit in at her school. Rose says that she does not
spend more time with her mom because “it is boring to hang out with Mom” and
“church is stupid.”
While listening to Lupe and Rose share their perspectives, the therapist rec
ognizes that the mother and daughter are experiencing common difficulties with
emancipation. However, using a cultural umbrella, the therapist seeks to under
stand these difficulties within a cultural context. For instance, does the daughter
feel that she must deny her cultural beliefs and practices to “fit in” at a school that
is predominantly Caucasian? Is Rose’s “pulling away” from her mother influ
enced in part by racist messages that her mother’s (her culture’s) ways are infe
rior? How are different levels of acculturation influencing the emancipation pro
cess?
The therapist collaboratively explores these questions with Lupe and Rose. •
Using culture as the central metaphor of therapy, the therapist helps Lupe and
Rose understand their difficulties within a cultural context. This exploration al
lows mother and daughter to see their difficulties from a new perspective, and
provides a means for reconnection and commonality. The therapist helps recon
nect Rose with her cultural background by encouraging her involvement in a
youth group at her church where she can interact with people her own age and
still connect with her cultural background. The therapist also explores the racism
that Rose encounters at school and facilitates a conversation between mother
and daughter about ways to cope with it.
In addition, the therapist inquires about the process by which daughters
emancipate within the Mexican culture. As a result of these efforts, Lupe and
Rose decide that, when Rose turns fifteen years old, they will hold a quinceanera— a Mexican tradition that marks a girl’s passage from childhood into
adulthood and renews baptism vows in the Catholic Church. One significant part
of this tradition is that the girl’s first dance is with her father; this will provide a way
for Rose to reconnect with her father, and for Lupe and Manuel to work together.
Recognizing that it is time to begin planning a quinceahera allows Lupe to realize
that her daughter is becoming a woman. Her daughter’s enthusiasm for the cere
mony alleviates some of her fears about her daughter “losing her way” in the
dominant culture.

SPIRITUALITY
In the past, religion and spirituality were often considered only under
the umbrella of culture (see Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer,
1992, for an example). However, interest has been growing recently regard-
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ing spirituality and religion in clinical practice (Harris, 1998; Prest, Russel,
and Souza, 1999; Stander et al., 1994; Walsh, 1999c), and some have noted
that it is not enough to discuss religion or spirituality from a cultural per
spective (Stander et al., 1994). As one example of growing interest in spiri
tuality in family therapy, the Family Therapy Networker’s cover headline for
the January/February 2000 issue is “Christian Counseling: A Journey Be
yond the self’ and the lead article is “Inside Christian Counseling” (Wylie,
2000).
In some form or another, spirituality and religion have been a part of our
field for many years (Humphrey, 1983). One branch of our history as a pro
fession (MFT), the marriage counselors, often consisted of pastors or minis
ters. Marriage often has a religious basis; weddings are often religious cere
monies. Yet in general, as marriage and family therapists, we have attempted
to maintain a secular outlook, keeping religion and therapy strictly apart. As
Wylie (2000) notes, however, a large number of counselors consider them
selves Christian and believe that part of their counseling job requires coun
seling in religion and religious beliefs. The American Association of Chris
tian Counselors had approximately 18,000 members in 2000. By contrast,
the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapists states that
they represent the interests of 23,000 therapists (see <www. AAMFT.org>).
Clearly, a great deal of clinical interest in religion and spirituality exists and
seems to be growing.
Religion has been defined as “an organized belief system that includes
shared, and usually institutionalized, moral values, beliefs about God or a
Higher Power, and involvement in a faith community” (Walsh, 1999b, p. 5).
Spirituality is an overarching construct which “refers more generally to
transcendent beliefs and practices” (Walsh, 1999b, p. 6). Spirituality can be
experienced either within or without organized religion; it is more often
seen as a general construct that does not necessarily have to do with a spe
cific Higher Power. In feet, some define it as a sense of connection to others,
the world, and the universe (Walsh, 1999b). Spirituality has also been de
fined as “the multifaceted relationship or connection between human and
metaphysical systems” (Prest and Keller, 1993, p. 138).
Spirituality has four elements, according to one model (Haug, 1998b).
These dimensions include (1) the cognitive, wherein spirituality prompts us
to reflect upon our lives, relationships, and the meaning we give to experi
ences; (2) the affective, wherein spiritual beliefs help people to experience a
sense of safety and security, confidence and hope, and belonging and con
nection; (3) the behavioral, wherein spiritual experiences and beliefs lead to
lifestyle choices; and (4) the developmental, wherein beliefs are transmitted
through religious affiliations, values, and beliefs in the family of origin and
continue to evolve over the life span.
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In summarizing literature on spirituality and religion in the family, Walsh
(1999b) notes that nearly 90 percent of adults say religion is important in
their lives and 96 percent of Americans believe in God or a universal spirit.
Among teenagers, 93 percent believe in God. Americans adhere to a number
of different religions, but are primarily Christian (85 percent), with 57 per
cent considering themselves Protestant. Major Protestant denominations in
clude Baptist (19 percent of all adults), Methodist (9 percent), Lutheran
(6 percent), Presbyterian (4 percent), Episcopalian (4 percent), and Pente
costal (1 percent). Twenty-six percent of all Americans are Catholic, an ad
ditional 2 percent are Mormon, and 1 percent are Eastern Orthodox (Walsh,
1999b). The non-Christian population in the United States has grown from
3.6 percent in 1900, to 9.9 percent in 1970, to 14.6 percent in 1995 (Gallup,
1996); it is expected to grow to 14.8 percent in the mid-2000’s (Encyclope
dia Britannica, 1998). Two percent of Americans identify as Jewish, and Is
lam, Hinduism, and Buddhism each are currently at 1 percent.
As these statistics show, religion and belief in a Higher Power are impor
tant to the vast majority of Americans. For many, religion and spirituality
are a great source of strength. Research on healthy families (Beavers and
Hampson, 1990; Curran, 1983; Stinnett and DeFrain, 1985; see Thomas,
1992 for an additional review) shows consistently that spiritual beliefs and
practices are key ingredients in healthy family functioning, helping people
to cope with the negative experiences life inevitably provides and giving
meaning and ritual to daily life. Spiritual and religious beliefs are also seen
as ways to strengthen family resilience (Walsh, 1999b,c; Wolin et al., 1999).
Unfortunately, although religion and spirituality are a great source of
strength for many, for others religion is another symbol of patriarchy, sex
ism, and heterosexism (Walsh, 1999b). In addition, some religious cults
have created serious problems for families and their members (Walsh,
1999b). Many fundamentalist religions continue to promote traditional gen
der expectations in which women are considered second-class citizens and
homosexuality is condemned. Fundamentalist religions have also been
blamed for high levels of domestic violence because of their high levels of
patriarchy (Benokraitis, 1999). The message to women in some religions in
cases of domestic violence is that they must not be a good-enough wife. As
an example, Barnett and LaViolette (1993) quote a woman who saw a Chris
tian counselor:
The counselor told me in front of my husband to be a better wife and
mother, to pray harder, to be more submissive. He told my husband
that he shouldn’t hit me. When we got home, my husband only re
membered the part about how I should be more submissive, (p. 32)
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One resource for therapists and students in understanding the role of reli
gion in domestic violence can be found in the video Broken Vows—Reli
gious Perspectives on Domestic Violence, Parts I and II (Center for the Pre
vention of Sexual and Domestic Violence, 1994).
Of course, most religions do not condone domestic violence. For the ma
jority of people, religion is a source of strength and positivity. However, the
underlying patriarchy of many religions supports gender power imbalances.
Some organizations that are meant to bring men closer to their families (e.g.,
the Christian Promise Keepers groups) have had a patriarchal stance that
keeps men as the heads of household. Patriarchy, sexism, and heterosexism
have driven many away from organized religion (Walsh, 1999b).

Spirituality and the Clinical Practice of Marital
and Family Therapy
Marital and family therapy’s exploration of spirituality is a relatively re
cent phenomenon (Harris, 1998; Prest and Keller, 1993; Walsh, 1999b).
Kelly (1992) reviewed family therapy journals and found that, among over
3,600 articles, only 1.3 percent included religion as a major component, and
only 0.7 percent in a major and positive way. In the past, MFT has been in
terested in establishing a scientific authenticity that has interfered with the
embracing of spirituality— a decidedly unscientific pursuit. In addition, the
field has steered away from spirituality because of rigid conceptions of spir
ituality and religion as requiring evangelism.
In part, this has been due to therapists attempting to be attentive to power
issues—telling clients how to live their spiritual lives was seen as a potential
abuse of power (Prest and Keller, 1993). In fact, it is important to consider
the ethical considerations in discussing spirituality, as with any therapeutic
endeavor (Haug, 1998a; Prest and Keller, 1993). As an example, therapists
who identify themselves as working from a spiritual perspective may have
clients that seek them out as a result. One of the ethical challenges is avoid
ing being perceived as colluding with the “spiritually one-up spouse” (Rotz,
Russell, and Wright, 1993, p. 369).
As in working from a multicultural perspective, in working with spiritu
ality it is helpful to have an understanding of the varieties of spiritual experi
ence (Stewart and Gale, 1994; Ross, 1994). Also, as with approaches to gen
der and culture, it is important to assess spirituality and religion in families
(Breunlin, Schwartz, and MacKune-Karrer, 1992; Gottman, 1999; Stewart
and Gale, 1994; Ross, 1994).
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Assessment
Assessment of spirituality and religion within the family are vital to in
corporating spirituality in clinical practice. There are several frameworks
for assessment of spirituality and religion in families. Raider (1992) sug
gests four general areas in which to assess spirituality: family structure,
family processes, boundaries, and family system equilibrium. Table 13.3
spells out some specific assessment questions for each of these four areas.
Additional discussion regarding assessment of spirituality can be found in
Breunlin, Schwartz, and Mac Kune-Karrer (1992), Haug (1998b), and Walsh
(1999a).
As always, it is also important to assess the degree of fit or lack of fit be
tween therapist and client regarding belief systems (Anderson and Worthen,
1997; Breunlin, Schwartz, and Mac Kune-Karrer, 1992; Haug, 1998b; Rotz,
Russell, and Wright, 1993). If there is difference between the belief systems
of the therapist and client, these differences should be processed and recog
nized. For example, if a therapist is Catholic and has clients who are Mus
lim, these differences should be acknowledged and made explicit in the
therapy. When beliefs are similar, such beliefs may be a source of therapeu
tic strength (Anderson and Worthen, 1997). Even if beliefs differ, however,
spirituality can be integrated into intervention.
Intervention. Therapists must explore spiritual issues in four areas:
(a) the client’s belief systems; (b) the therapist’s own belief systems; (c) the
relationship between clients, therapists, and religious communities; and
(d) the field of family therapy itself, that is, in the theories and models of
family therapy (Stander et al., 1994). Each of these areas has implications
for practice and intervention.
Regarding the field of MFT, many theories have spiritual dimensions to
them (Harris, 1998). In particular, contextual theory (Boszormenyi-Nagy
and Krasner, 1986) deals with the ethical nature of relating in what could be
construed as a spiritual way (although it is not necessarily presented that
way). Therapists should explore their own theories as they think about uti
lizing spirituality in their practice.
Religiously or spiritually sensitive therapists should have respect for the
“ethic of religious autonomy” (Stander et al., 1994, p. 31). Spiritually sensi
tive therapists should also pay attention to clients’ personal struggles to
grow religiously yet approach potentially religious issues (e.g., divorce,
abortion, sexual orientation, etc.) without allowing his or her own struggles
to interfere with the clients’ therapy (Stander et al., 1994).
At the most basic level, similar to working with gender and multiculturalism, a collaborative stance of the therapist in working with clients regarding
spirituality and religion is again important (Joanides, 1996). Because power
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TABLE 13.3. Some Examples of Spirituality Assessment Questions

Dimension of Family Questions
Functioning__________________
Family structure

To what extent does the family’s religion specify rules
and norms concerning marriage, divorce, contracep
tion, fidelity, etc.?
To what extent does the family’s religion specify sex
roles?
To what extent does the family’s religion value family
life?

Family processes

What is the religious orthodoxy of each member of the
family? Are the members of the family similar to one
another?
To what extent does the family’s religion emphasize
emotional closeness, nurturance, and intimacy among
family members?
To what extent does the family’s religion influence the
family’s capacity to tolerate diversity and different points
of view?

Boundaries

To what extent does the family’s religion influence family
rules, norms, and expectations that determine family
members’ behavior?
To what extent does the family’s religion influence family
morals, values, and ethical positions?
To what extent does the family’s religion influence
the family’s boundaries within the neighborhood
and community?

Family system
equilibrium

To what extent does the family’s religion emphasize
tradition, order, and stability?
To what extent does the family’s religion shape the fam
ily’s identity?
To what extent does the family’s religion prescribe
family rituals characterized by repetition, stylization,
and order?

Source: Adapted from Raider (1992).

dynamics can again come into play, reducing power differentials between
client and therapist is important, and similar techniques may be used (see
Haddock, Zimmerman, and MacPhee, 2000, for suggestions regarding re
ducing power differentials in therapy). Joanides (1996) notes that adopting a
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collaborative approach reduces the tendency to mislabel religious issues as
pathological, prevents the therapist from misinterpreting subtle religious is
sues as irrelevant to therapy, and helps keep therapists from inadvertently
imposing their worldview on client families while allowing a broader and
deeper discussion of the family’s religious and spiritual experiences.
One model of spirituality versus religion in therapy comes from Alco
holics Anonymous (AA) (Berenson, 1990; Walsh, 1999b). Twelve-step pro
grams such as AA are built upon essentially Christian ideals (confession,
service to others), but these are stripped of their religious trappings and
boiled down to their essential spirituality. One basic principle of twelve-step
programs is trying to live according to spiritual principles. This “soft” ap
proach to spirituality has been healing for many people, and family thera
pists might find ways to incorporate twelve-step principles into their prac
tice as a way of increasing attention to spirituality.
Several general themes can be used by therapists in working with spiritu
ality. To promote the strengths and healing that religion can provide, thera
pists can help clients search for and explore their religious roots (Walsh,
1999a). Different religious practices can also be fostered or explored with
families, including prayer, meditation, and rituals (Imber-Black and Rob
erts, 1992; Roberts, 1999; Walsh, 1999a). Evan Imber-Black and Janine
Roberts explore nonreligious ways to build rituals in family life in Rituals
fo r Our Times: Celebrating , Healing , and Changing Our Lives and Our Re
lationships (1992).
One of the more positive aspects of utilizing spirituality is in the encour
agement of faith-based activism (Walsh, 1999a). Walsh points out that stud
ies of resilient people often find that they gain strength from collaborative
efforts to right wrongs or bring about change. Other spiritual writers have
also espoused the benefits of service (e.g., Doherty, 1995, in Soul Searching:
Why Psychotherapy Must Promote Moral Responsibility). One such re
source for therapists and clients is Thomas Moore’s (1992) Care o f the Soul:
A Guide fo r Cultivating Depth and Sacredness in Everyday Life.

Rotz, Russell, and Wright (1993) offer some specific suggestions for
working with religious families, particularly when there is a spiritually
“one-up” spouse. One basic intervention with religious families is to ask the
partners their expectations of therapy. This makes explicit the agendas of
family members and can bring to the forefront any religious goals the family
may have. It is also important to make the issue of spiritual differences ex
plicit within the couple dynamics. This goes back to previous suggestions
about addressing power differentials within families— spirituality can be a
source of power in religious families; that is, the more spiritual or religious
members can use this as a power dynamic over those in the family who are
less so when spirituality or religion is highly valued. Therapists are encour
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aged to disavow conversion efforts; that is, therapists should not get in
volved in family conflict over converting a family member. At a more basic
level, it is also important to balance the therapeutic agenda (as in most fam
ily therapy). With some families who have destructive religious agendas,
the therapist may, in fact, have to limit or disallow “God talk” (Rotz, Rus
sell, and Wright, 1993, p. 373).
Prest and Keller (1993) make suggestions for working with families
within both traditional and nontraditional belief systems, particularly when
spirituality and religion have become part of the presenting problem. When
working with families with traditional belief systems, the therapist may
identify solutions that have become part of the problem, as sometimes spiri
tual solutions become problematic. Therapists are encouraged to elicit fun
damental beliefs or values that provide foundations for clients’ spiritual be
liefs and that seem to be contributing to the presenting problem. Dialogues
regarding incongruent spiritual maps can also be very helpful for family
members who are struggling with a lack of fit between one’s situation and
beliefs (or spiritual map). If the therapist is comfortable with this type of in
tervention, use of quotations from religious texts can be used. This can often
be a powerful way of reinforcing a therapeutic message. However, there
should be a degree of fit between the intervention and the therapist’s belief
systems, as well as the client’s beliefs. Finally, therapists are encouraged to
use themselves in the process, by sharing their own spiritual process. How
ever, therapists must develop a degree of comfort when using the self in
therapy (Prest and Keller, 1993). One warning, however, is that therapists
must reassess some basic therapeutic practices based upon client’s religious
beliefs. For example, the use of masturbation in the treatment of sexual dys
function might cause some clients difficulty (Stander et al., 1994).
There is a basic difference in approach to therapy from a spiritual per
spective—the concept of healing versus treatment (Walsh, 1999a). Healing
implies “a gathering of resources within the person, the family, and the com
munity, and is fostered through the therapeutic relationship” (Walsh, 1999a,
p. 33), whereas treatment is “externally administered by experts” (p. 33).
One consistent aspect of healing is that it does not necessarily involve the re
moval of symptoms (Moore, 1992; Wright, 1999). In caring for the soul,
versus treating the person, there are times when suffering is helpful. How
ever, clients do not always want to hear that. I (KL) once was treating a cli
ent who was getting over a divorce. He asked at one point how he could stop
hurting, and 1 told him, “Sometimes you just have to hurt for awhile.” I never
saw that client again. Clients want answers and relief, but by taking a spiri
tual perspective we can help them value their suffering and benefit from it.
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Further resources are available for learning about the use of spirituality in
therapy. Walsh’s (1999c) Spiritual Resources in Family Therapy goes into
great depth on many topics related to spirituality.
Research

To date, there appear to be only two studies of spirituality and religion in
the training and practice of family therapy (Prest, Russel, amd Sauza, 1999;
Carlson et al., 2002). This study found that MFT graduate students value the
role of spirituality and religion in their own lives and in the lives of their
clients, see themselves as both spiritual and religious, view spirituality as
connected to other aspects of life, and devote energy to developing their
spiritual lives. However, these students felt constrained from discussing
spirituality in their professional lives, even though they reported that spiritu
ality often influenced their choice of career. Those with clinical experience
consider spiritual issues in their practice, for the most part, and believe that
spirituality enhances their work. One finding of note was that students were
more likely to emphasize spirituality over religion, most likely in an attempt
to avoid proselytizing.
Although the majority of students in this study valued and used spiritual
ity, fewer than half had any training regarding the use of spirituality in clini
cal work. Clearly the field is making some progress regarding spirituality,
but more advances need to be made.

Case Example
Michelle and Pete have recently decided to get married. Both have two chil
dren from previous marriages. The couple has sought therapy for help in blend
ing their families and are primarily concerned about how to manage their differ
ence in faith— Michelle and her children are Catholic, and Pete and his children
are Jewish. They state that their concerns came to a head when they were plan
ning the wedding ceremony.
The therapist congratulates the couple on their proactive stance in dealing
with potential difficulties in their relationship, and normalizes that virtually all
stepfamilies encounter difficulties in blending their families. The therapist states
that differences in faith can present additional challenges, but that many couples
have found ways to effectively manage these challenges.
After a thorough assessment of the couple’s situation and beliefs, the thera
pist makes several recommendations. First, the therapist discusses with the cou
ple the possibility of accepting and honoring multiple realities (i.e., more than
one faith) and encourages each partner to learn about the other’s religion. The
therapist encourages the couple to explore any negative views they may hold
about the other’s faith. For instance, given that anti-Semitic views are not uncom
mon in the United States, the therapist invites Michelle to consider the influence
these views have on her openness to celebrate and practice more than one faith.
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The therapist also encourages the couple to explore various options for man
aging these differences. For instance, the therapist helps the couple consider
(1) celebrating all the rituals of both of their faiths, and exposing their children to
both faiths; (2) developing their own rituals; and (3) one of them adopting the reli
gion of the other. In exploring these options, the therapist recommends that the
couple interview other couples that married despite differences in faith to gain
additional perspectives.

SUM M ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As the field of marital family therapy has matured, therapists’ abilities to
address issues of gender, culture, and spirituality have improved. Each of
these contextual issues plays a role in the everyday life of every member of
our society, in both positive and negative ways. There are clear benefits to
addressing power and equality in marriage, to addressing power and equal
ity in society, and to addressing issues of power in the larger sense (i.e., a
higher power).
It is vital that therapists continue to address these issues in their practice.
As MFT continues to develop, we are recognizing that ignoring these fac
tors is even unethical. Our hope is that your umbrellas are a bit more open
now, and that as you continue learning about marital and family therapy, you
always keep in mind how gender, culture, and spirituality impact families
and MFT theories.
GLOSSARY
circular causality: This term refers to a nonlinear, reciprocal sequence of
events whereby one event modifies another event, which in turn modifies
another event, which eventually modifies the original event. In linear cau
sality there is a single cause-and-effect relationship; in circular causality,
events, behaviors, and interactions are seen as mutually influencing one an
other (through feedback loops). In families, each member is influenced by
every other member of the family system in a never-ending cycle. Families
affect individuals; individuals affect their families in a recursive manner.
Because of this, family therapists will focus on present interactions rather
than past, and the process of those interactions rather than their content.
culture: Having a shared worldview and behaviors that come about by
belonging to and participating in a specific contexts, such as age, gender,
family configuration, race, ethnicity, religion, socioeconomic status, geo
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graphic location, employment, education, sexual orientation, and/or politi
cal ideology.
ethnic minority groups: Groups of people with distinct ethnic back
grounds who experience prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination.
ethnicity: A way to describe people who have a common ancestry and
shared values, customs, and rituals, frequently based on a combination of
race, religion, and cultural background.
feminism: The realization of women’s subordination and inferior position
in society, understanding how this position is maintained in society, and a
commitment to moving from this position to one of equality.
gender: The characteristics that are associated with the biological catego
ries of male and female. These characteristics include social, cultural, emo
tional, and psychological aspects.
metaframework: An overarching conceptual framework or principle that
helps explain underlying phenomena or patterns.
multicultural: An approach to therapy that recognizes culture as an over
arching metaframework and that utilizes a multidimensional definition of
culture.
power: The ability to impose one’s will on others. Those who have power
are seen to have influence and authority. Power is involved in hierarchy, and
typically derives from both tangible (e.g., money) and intangible (e.g., love,
interest) resources. Power is also often ascribed to specific roles by society,
often by gender.
race: Often serves as a basis for differential treatment. This treatment is a
social construction, meaning it is not merely based on biology or inherited
physical characteristics but in fact is the basis for hierarchy in our society.
religion: An organized and agreed-upon belief system that involves beliefs
about God or a Higher Power. Religion typically involves institutionalized
beliefs, a shared community, and shared rituals.
spirituality: An overarching and more general construct referring to beliefs
in a Higher Power. These beliefs generally include transcendent practices
and beliefs.
therapeutic neutrality: In systems theory, the therapist focuses on the pro
cesses of relationships. Therefore, a neutral therapist would not see anyone
as causing the problems, and would be unable to align with any one family
member on issues due to a belief in circular causality.
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Chapter 14

Special Topics in Family Therapy
Connie J. Salts
Thomas A. Smith Jr.

Family therapy approaches were first conceived and implemented in re
sponse to specific types of mental health issues that challenged the practitio
ners of the time. The first “special problems” addressed by the pioneering
family therapists were those of the seriously mentally ill (Nichols and
Schwartz, 2001). This chapter follows in this longest of family therapy tra
ditions: the application of family therapy perspectives to particular mental
health and relational problems. Four specific problem areas are addressed:
substance abuse, divorce, family violence, and schizophrenia. Each prob
lem area is reviewed in relation to the contribution that marriage and family
therapy approaches have made to the understanding and treatment of prob
lems that arise in individuals (children and adults), couples, and families
where these four issues surface.

SUBSTANCE ABU SE
It is widely accepted that addiction generally develops within a family
context, frequently reflects and promotes other family difficulties, and
is usually maintained and exacerbated by family interactive processes.
(Stanton and Heath, 1995, p. 530)
Substance abuse is a substantial problem in the United States. Nearly 20
percent of the population will suffer a substance abuse problem at some
time in their lives (Helzer and Pryzbeck, 1988). In 1990, 13 million Ameri
cans were diagnosed with alcoholism and more than 14 million used illegal
drugs (Institute of Medicine, 1990).
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Definitions
In the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Disorders, Fourth
Edition, Text Revision (American Psychiatric Association, 2000, pp. 181183), substance dependence is defined as:
A maladaptive pattern of substance use, leading to clinically signifi
cant impairment or distress, as manifested by three (or more) of the
following, occurring at any time in the same 12-month period:
(1) tolerance, as defined by either of the following:
(a) a need for markedly increased amounts of the substance to
achieve intoxication or desired effect
(b) markedly diminished effect with continued use of the same
amount of the substance
(2) withdrawal, as manifested by either of the following:
(a) the characteristic withdrawal syndrome for the substance (re
fer to Criteria A and B of the criteria sets for Withdrawal from
the specific substances)
(b) the same (or a closely related) substance is taken to relieve or
avoid withdrawal symptoms
(3) the substance is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer pe
riod than was intended
(4) there is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or
control substance use
(5) a great deal of time is spent in activities necessary to obtain the
substance (e.g., visiting multiple doctors or driving long dis
tances), use the substance (e.g., chain-smoking), or recover from
its effects
(6) important social, occupational, or recreational activities are given
up or reduced because of substance use
(7) the substance use is continued despite knowledge of having a per
sistent or recurrent physical or psychological problem that is
likely to have been caused or exacerbated by the substance (e.g.,
current cocaine use despite recognition of cocaine-induced de
pression, or continued drinking despite recognition that an ulcer
was made worse by alcohol consumption)
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Substance abuse is defined as:
A. A maladaptive pattern of substance use leading to clinically signifi
cant impairment or distress, as manifested by one (or more) of the fol
lowing, occurring within a 12-month period:
(1) recurrent substance use resulting in a failure to fulfill major role
obligations at work, school, or home (e.g., repeated absences
or poor work performance related to substance use; substancerelated absences, suspensions, or expulsions from school; neglect
of children or household)
(2) recurrent substance use in situations in which it is physically haz
ardous (e.g., driving an automobile or operating a machine when
impaired by substance use)
(3) recurrent substance-related legal problems (e.g., arrests for sub
stance-related disorderly conduct)
(4) continued substance use despite having persistent or recurrent so
cial or interpersonal problems caused or exacerbated by the ef
fects of the substance (e.g., arguments with spouse about conse
quences of intoxication, physical fights).
B. The symptoms have never met the criteria for Substance Depend
ence for this class of substance. (Reprinted with permission from the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edi
tion, Text Revision. Copyright 2000 American Psychiatric Associa
tion.)

Substance Abuse and Family Therapy
“Family therapy approaches have been established as viable interven
tions for drug and alcohol abuse” (Liddle and Dakof, 1995, p. 512). In spite
of this, family therapy is still inconsistently offered as part of treatment in
most drug abuse treatment settings (Liddle and Dakof, 1995). Compelling
research literature suggests that there is a family predisposition toward al
coholism and that families play a significant role in the course of alcohol
ism. Similar to drug treatment, alcoholism treatment has not embraced fam
ily intervention as integral to successful treatment, in spite of the evidence
that suggests it should be (Edwards and Steinglass, 1995). It is important to
note that most clinicians and researchers operating from a family perspec
tive do not believe that the family causes the abuse or that family members
are responsible for the abuser’s use. Often families may feel blamed by a
poorly skilled therapist’s efforts to highlight family involvement. Family
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members’ involvement often should be presented as critical to their loved
one’s recovery (Walitzer, 1998).

Marriage and Family Therapy for Alcoholism
Edwards and Steinglass (1995) undertook a major review of the efficacy
of marriage and family therapy for alcoholism and reported evidence for us
ing marriage and family therapy in all phases of treatment (treatment initia
tion, primary treatment, and aftercare). They did not find specific support
for one type of family therapy over any other. The strongest association of
family therapy to positive outcomes was in relation to bolstering the alco
holic’s initiation into therapy. The most well-known family approach in re
lation to initiating treatment is known as intervention. This approach was
made famous when it was disclosed that former President Gerald Ford and
his family motivated his wife Betty into treatment using intervention. An in
tervention involves the family and other loved ones receiving eight to ten
hours of training focused on how to effectively confront the alcoholic with
his or her drinking. This model is based on the assumption that one of the key
issues to be dealt with, if an alcoholic is going to stop drinking, is the
drinker’s denial that he or she is not in control. The power of the family and
loved ones together facing the alcoholic with the consequences of drinking,
in stark confrontation, often supplies the force to break through the drinker’s
denial. Only after taking responsibility for their drinking do alcoholics have
a true chance for recovery. This approach was successful in a published out
come study (Liepman, Silvia, and Nirenberg, 1989).
Steinglass et al. (1987) detail the application of a systemically based
family therapy approach with alcoholics. They distinguish between alco
holic families and “families with an alcoholic member.” The former is a
family in which alcohol is the structuring principle for their lives together.
The family’s activities, daily routines, important interactions, and rituals are
all organized around the drinker’s pattern of abuse. The authors suggest that
these families are good candidates for family therapy. Their model has four
stages: the first stage is diagnosing alcoholism and defining it as a family
problem. The second stage involves removing alcohol from the family. The
first two stages often occur in close proximity and fairly quickly. The third
stage, which involves dealing with the emotional issues that invariably sur
face when the alcoholic is sober, often takes longer to complete. The fourth
stage involves family reorganization, establishing new patterns of interac
tion without the alcohol to define their lives. There is limited empirical sup
port for this model (Walitzer, 1998). Edwards and Steinglass (1995) con
cluded, in their review of four clinical studies of family systems treatments,
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that the initial effects of the treatments were clearly superior in relation to
either individual therapy or no treatment. They also reported that the effects
decayed significantly over time. Further examination of these studies re
veals that none of them included any prevention relapse interventions after
the primary therapy was completed.
Stanton and Heath (1995) make note of an important issue in relation to
family treatment and alcoholism when they discuss codependence. This
term is used very broadly in the substance abuse field. It is defined by
Schaef (1986) as a disease that parallels the alcoholic’s disease process.
Manifestations of codependence in a partner or someone close to the alco
holic include caretaking, selflessness, control issues, perfectionism, and
fear. Stanton and Heath suggest that the codependent concept be used with
caution, because it can be pejoratively used as a label for women. This cau
tion is most clearly elaborated by Bepko and Kresten (1988) who suggest
that instead of using codependence, the terms overresponsible and underresponsible be applied to the nonabusing partner and abuser, respectively.
They argue that these terms more accurately reflect the behaviors associated
with the common relational pattern that is referred to by others when
discussing the pattern of interaction between an abuser and his or her
“codependent” partner.
Walitzer (1998) presented behavioral marital therapy (BMT) as a via
ble treatment for alcoholism in adults who are in a couple relationship. The
oretically, improved marital functioning should encourage the couple to un
dertake behaviors that assist the primary goal of abstinence. BMT is often
offered after completion of an in- or outpatient substance abuse treatment
program, although it may be offered in conjunction with an outpatient pro
gram. The primary components of BMT, which Walitzer suggests are im
portant to alcoholism improvement, are increasing the goodwill and com
mitment to the relationship by the partners, and increased effectiveness of
their negotiation and communication skills. BMT is,an empirically sup
ported treatment for marital difficulties and has empirical support as an ad
junctive therapy in the treatment of alcoholism (McCrady, 1990). BMT
has not been similarly researched in relation to other substance abuse prob
lems. Edwards and Steinglass (1995) also reported that marital and/or fam
ily involvement in aftercare (formal contact designed to maintain treatment
gains, in this case sobriety, over time) is empirically supported as helping to
prevent relapse, at least for two years posttreatment.
When the various outcome studies are evaluated in more detail, several
other significant family-related variables emerge as important. For exam
ple, it seems clear that marriage and family approaches are more effective
for families with male (versus female) alcoholics (Edwards and Steinglass,
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1995). Low commitment to the couple relationship by the nondrinking part
ner is associated with poor outcomes. Finally, increased family support for
abstinence is associated with more positive outcomes. These two latter
findings suggest that it may be important to determine the partner’s and/or
family’s commitment to recovery before deciding to include them in the
treatment.
In summary, Edwards and Steinglass (1995) state that as part of a treat
ment regimen for alcoholism, family involvement is effective, but it has yet
to be empirically proven to be sufficient to bring about recovery as the only
treatment. Stanton and Heath (1995) echoed the same opinion, stating,
“Only by collaborating with extended families, self-help programs, special
ists in the field of chemical dependency, and physicians monitoring pharma
cotherapy can substance abuse be controlled” (p. 531). It is quite likely that
the sentiment presented at the beginning of this section—that family in
volvement is commonly not part of a typical treatment plan— may have
come about because family therapists have not been effectively collabora
tive with other, more established professionals in the substance abuse field.

Marriage and Family Therapy for Drug Abuse
Liddle and Dakof (1995) completed an extensive review of the research
applying various family treatments to drug abuse. As previously stated,
although they found ample evidence warranting the use of family therapy
and family-based treatments with drug abuse cases, it is not an integral part
of most published treatments, nor are family applications well or often re
searched.
In relation to adolescent drug abuse treatment, family treatments have
been developed, applied, and evaluated. Szapocznik and colleagues (1983,
1986, 1988) undertook a program of outcome research to explore the effec
tiveness of several different applications of family therapy with drug abus
ing adolescents and their families. Their studies used structural family
therapy as well as a one-person version of family-focused therapy, both of
which demonstrated significant treatment gains in abstinence (measured as
days without drug use) by the time of treatment termination. They also dem
onstrated family therapy’s effectiveness in engaging adolescent abusers and
their families in treatment.
Several other clinical trials were conducted that focused on various fam
ily therapies in application to adolescent drug abusers (Henggeler et al.,
1991; Joanning et al., 1992; Lewis et al., 1990). Liddle and Dakof (1995) re
port that all of the trials found family-based models were effective in engag
ing and retaining abusers in treatment. All of the evaluations reported that
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the family-based treatments reduced drug use significantly in their partici
pants. These studies also reported decreases in drug-related problem behav
iors. In summary, Liddle and Dakof (1995) report that not only can family
therapy retain families in treatment and contribute to decreases in adoles
cent substance abuse, but that integrative family models—models that
were designed to specifically address adolescent substance abuse— seemed
more effective than several more traditional drug abuse treatments, such as
peer-group therapy and individual therapy, and more generic family-based
treatments, such as multifamily groups and parent training.
The research is not as clear in relation to adult drug abusers. The seminal
work of Duncan Stanton and Tom Todd (1979; Stanton, Todd, and Associ
ates, 1982; Stanton et al., 1984), working with young adult heroin addicts to
compare a structural-strategic family therapy approach, traditional individ
ual treatment, and a no-treatment group, produced findings that strongly
supported the effectiveness of family therapy. The results of this study have
not been found in replication attempts. In fact, Liddle and Dakof (1995)
conclude their review of family therapy with adult abusers by saying that
family therapy alone cannot be supported by current standards but can be
considered appropriate to offer as part of a treatment regimen. They echo
the observations mentioned in relation to alcoholism treatment: collabora
tion between family therapists and drug abuse professionals will be impor
tant to further family therapy’s cause in the treatment of drug abuse.
DIVORCE
To change our thinking about divorced families—to remove from
them the label of deviance or pathology . . . we must unambiguously
acknowledge and support them as normal, prevalent family types that
have resulted from major societal trends and changes. (Ahrons and
Rodgers, 1987, pp. 201-202)
Divorce is one solution to an unsatisfactory marriage. Currently 45 per
cent of all first marriages in the United States end in divorce (Lamb, Stern
berg, and Thompson, 1997). Couples most likely to divorce are those who
are twenty years of age or younger when they marry. Individuals with lower
incomes and education tend to divorce more than those with higher educa
tion and incomes. One exception to this general rule is that women with five
or more years of college with good incomes have higher rates of divorce
than do poorer and less educated women. Demographers predict that 40 to
60 percent of all current marriages will eventually end in divorce, due in part
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to women’s and men’s changing roles and women’s increasing financial in
dependence (Bumpass, 1990).
Although divorce is a common event in today’s families, it is an unsched
uled transition that alters the traditional family life cycle and interrupts de
velopmental tasks (Carter and McGoldrick, 1999). It is a multidimensional
process involving many decisions, changes, and adjustments. How the di
vorce is handled emotionally is the key to whether the process becomes a
transitional crisis or has a permanent crippling effect on the adults and chil
dren of the nuclear family as well as the extended family. Although an indi
vidual’s experience and adjustment needs vary considerably from case to
case, most divorcing families must address common issues and each spouse
must face challenges. In addition to the emotional divorce, the couple will
be faced with the implications of the legal divorce, economic divorce,
coparental divorce, community divorce, and psychic divorce (Bohannan,
1970; Kaslow, 1991).
Because divorce is not a single event, it usually takes a minimum of one
and a half to three years after the initial separation to successfully adjust to
the changes, stabilize one’s feelings, and move through the divorce process.
When families cannot adequately resolve the issues of the emotional di
vorce, they can remain stuck for years struggling with various family and in
dividual developmental issues. Models of divorce therapy have divided the
process into sequential stages (Kaslow, 1991; Salts, 1985; Sprenkle, 1989)
and transitions (Ahrons and Rodgers, 1987; Ahrons, 1999) that, when pre
sented as a normative process rather than one of pathology or dysfunction,
can be used by clinicians to help client families cope more effectively dur
ing this painful and complex process. These stages consist of the predivorce
decision-making stage, the divorce restructuring stage, and the postdivorce
recovery stage.

Predivorce Decision-Making Stage
During the predivorce stage at least one partner has become disen
chanted with the marriage or his or her marital partner, thus beginning the
emotional divorce. Unfulfilled emotional needs, financial and job-related
problems, third-party involvement, different values and goals, communica
tion difficulties, bad personal habits, parenting differences, substance abuse,
and violence are examples of the multitude of reasons the nagging leelings
of dissatisfaction begin (Textor, 1989). As these feelings grow, the spouse
may exhibit flares of anger toward his or her partner, or privately simmer in
unhappiness and depression. In many cases, the marital relationship is un
satisfactory and/or unstable for a long time; in others, the marriage deterio-
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rates suddenly and fast. In some families open conflict occurs between the
spouses; in others, a distancing and withdrawal of emotional investment in
the marriage and/or family life takes place. As the individual struggles with
the loss of love for the partner, it is not unusual for that individual to have an
affair and/or consult a therapist. Whether the spousal relationship is highly
conflictual or cold and distant, children living in the home frequently de
velop emotional or behavioral problems (Ahrons, 1999).
Few couples actually enter therapy at this stage with the presenting prob
lem as a mutual desire to work toward an amicable divorce. Often one part
ner will seek individual therapy for the purpose of dealing with an unhappy
marriage. In such cases, most therapists warn the client that excluding one
spouse from therapy may be an intervention in favor of divorce. A marriage
and family therapist will see many couples in which one or both partners
have contemplated divorce and are attending therapy for the purpose of
“giving it one last try” before moving to end the marriage. In other cases, the
disengaged partner may seek a therapist who can become the caretaker of
the soon-to-be-left spouse.
Although a divorce often ends up being a mutual decision, one person
usually takes the first step to begin the process. The decision to separate is a
difficult and complex one, often fraught with trepidation, confusion, inade
quacy, rejection, and anger. For some, it may take two or more years to make
the final decision, especially for those who have been in the marriage for a
long time. Whether the person is the “leaver” or the “left,” the vehemence of'
the couple’s conflict, the interaction style of the couple at the time the deci
sion to divorce is made, the process used to make the final decision, and the
individuals’ personal explanation for the failure of the marriage will impact
the emotional aspects of divorce for each individual.
During the predivorce stage, most parents are not likely to seek a thera
pist to find help for a child in coping with the effects of marital discord
and/or a dissolving marriage unless the child has displayed severe behavior
problems. Many adults are too caught up in their own emotional divorce to
recognize the negative impact their actions have on the children. Parents
may deny this possibility by rationalizing that the children are either too
young to understand what is going on or that older children are too involved
with their own friends and activities to be bothered. Although the first major
task of the therapist during the predivorce stage is to help the couple assess
and work toward a resolution of the marital conflict, the second major task is
to assist the parents to begin addressing their children’s needs during the
process (Nichols, 1985).
Conjoint marital therapy is the most likely treatment in this stage of di
vorce, and couples who are able to identify and resolve their conflicts do not
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move to the next stage. In some cases, marital therapy provides the opportu
nity for a couple to come to a mutual realization that ending the marriage
may be the best decision. For many couples who may or may not have
sought therapy, the conflict becomes too intense and a decision to separate is
made by at least one partner. It is estimated that in the United States and
most European countries between two-thirds and three-quarters of all di
vorces are initiated by women. The recent increase in women’s economic
independence is one of the biggest factors leading to this current statistic
(Ahrons, 1999).
Once the decision to separate is made, announcing the end of the mar
riage in not an easy task. Rarely are the two spouses at the same point in the
emotional divorce process. Therefore, while the process is legally no-fault
divorce in all states, blame often plays a big role. Grief over the severe
losses of one’s present lifestyle and future plans and dreams can be very
powerful. Anger, unresolved grief, and depression are major deterrents to
making a healthy adjustment to divorce. Family therapy during this time
may help to de-escalate the anger. It can help both children and adults to
handle their fears about the major changes that divorce will bring, and it can
provide an opportunity to plan how the separation will occur.

Divorce Restructuring Stage
The predivorce stage ends when the decision to divorce is made and the
separation begins. Separation day is a major life transition and has the po
tential for severe stress and crisis. If there has been time for some prepara
tion and planning before the actual physical separation occurs, the adults
and especially the children will have the opportunity for a more orderly ex
perience and will have time to process some of the emotional trauma.
Abrupt departures frequently result in severe crises lor those left behind. It
is shocking; the feelings of abandonment often leave adults and children
feeling totally helpless (Ahrons, 1999).
In the short term, some negative emotions can have beneficial value. An
ger may help provide the energy one needs to get through the crisis of sepa
ration. Appropriate grief and sadness are healthy ways to mourn the many
losses experienced in divorce. Unfortunately, far too many couples enter
this stage with high negative emotional intensity and with both parties tak
ing an adversarial stance in the fight over property and/or children. In other
situations, one partner may still be in denial of the end of the marriage due to
continued attachment to his or her spouse. Although constructive caring or
friendship between former intimates can facilitate the adjustment process,
one person attempting to win back a partner who does not wish to be in the
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relationship can constrain the individual’s long-term adjustment and inter
fere with cooperative coparenting.
Healthy separations have two common factors: good management and
firm relationship rules about how the spouses will interact and will not in
teract. Good management requires knowing about and preparing for the
transitions of divorce, defusing tension at high stress points, and giving ev
eryone enough time to begin adjustment. For relationship rules or bound
aries to remain firm, spouses need to recognize how their roles have changed,
which means coping with role losses and establishing new roles (Ahrons,
1999).
When couples begin the actual physical separation, the legal, economic,
and coparental issues of divorce come to the forefront, contributing to a high
degree of stress among family members. When both spouses have accepted
the end of the marriage, divorce mediation is an avenue the partners may
choose to aid them with their decisions about custody, visitation, and distri
bution of property and financial assets. Mediation is a process that involves
consideration of the best interest of all involved and is based on cooperative
problem solving. Although therapists trained in divorce mediation can as
sist couples in making decisions regarding these issues, financial and tax
professionals may need to be consulted regarding the financial implications
of custody and the distribution of assets. Divorce mediation is estimated to
be beneficial for about 80 percent of divorcing couples, but it will not be
successful if the couple maintains high emotional intensity or if one partner
has not accepted the end of the marriage (James, 1997).
The legal divorce involves the parties, jointly or separately, taking action
to legally end their marriage. If couples can effectively use divorce media
tion, the legal divorce becomes a formality. When couples use the court sys
tem to continue their marital battle, a long “cold war” may result in which
children, extended family, and friends are forced to take sides. When cou
ples use the adversarial system to make decisions regarding their lives, it
then becomes difficult to separate the emotional divorce from the legal, eco
nomic, and coparental aspects.
The economic divorce interfaces with the legal divorce when decisions
are made on how to divide the accumulated property and financial assets, as
well as settle issues of alimony and child support. Couples who have accu
mulated property and other financial resources frequently battle over what
is considered an equitable division of these assets. Other couples, however,
must contend with assigning responsibility for the couple’s debts. The eco
nomic divorce also entails individual decisions about where one can now af
ford to live and the lifestyle that can be financially sustained. Some individ
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uals will also be faced with the task of learning how to handle their own
finances.
When the divorcing couple has children still living at home, the complex
ity of the legal and economic divorce increases. Even when there is no dis
pute regarding which parent the children will live with, issues of financial
and parental responsibility will greatly affect the adjustment of the parents
and the children. As part of the coparental divorce, parents should focus on
how to deal with the children’s perceptions and responses, interpreting what
is happening to them, and helping them express their fears, feelings, and
hopes. Involving children in family therapy and/or mediation can help pro
vide for this. Frequently, however, parents are so invested in the decisions of
who will be financially responsible for the children’s current and future ex
penses, as well as which parent gets to have them for the holidays, that the
children’s emotional needs are overlooked.
Healthy adjustment for children of divorce requires that their basic eco
nomic and psychological needs be met. It is important for children to be able
to maintain the familial relationships in their lives that were significant and
meaningful prior to the divorce, including not only parents but extended
family, such as grandparents. Children will benefit when the relationship
between their parents is supportive and cooperative. When divorcing cou
ples can reorganize their family into a binuclear family, the opportunity for
these elements of child adjustment can be met. In most binuclear families,
children divide their living time between the households. Although the divi
sion of time spent in each household varies greatly from one binuclear fam
ily to another, the important factor is that the family remains a family—it
just has a very different structure than before the divorce (Ahrons, 1999).
Five types of relationships between former spouses and coparental units
have been observed through research: perfect pals, cooperative colleagues,
angry associates, fiery foes, and dissolved duos (Ahrons and Rodgers,
1987). Perfect pals are a small group of divorced spouses who remain close
friends, have good problem-solving skills and few conflicts, share childrearing responsibilities, and generally have joint custody. Cooperative
colleagues, although not friends, are able to remain child focused and can
separate their marital issues from their parental roles. Both parents remain
important and involved in their children’s lives. When conflicts arise that
the parents cannot resolve, they choose a mediator or therapist to help rather
than enter the court system. Studies have found that about half of the di
vorced parents fit into this group. Angry associates continue to interact and
have involvement in their children’s lives, but these former spouses cannot
separate their parental and marital issues. Their power struggles contribute
to often-lengthy custody disputes and long legal battles over financial mat
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ters. Fiery foes are hostile and angry all the time. They are unable to
coparent; their emotional battles frequently involve extended family and
friends, and their legal battles continue for many years after the divorce.
Children usually suffer from devastating loyalty conflicts and often lose sig
nificant relationships with extended kin when parents are angry associates
and fiery foes. Dissolved duos are ex-spouses who have no further contact
with each other, and one parent assumes full responsibility for the children.
The dissolved duos, according to Ahrons (1999), are the only families of di
vorce who fit the “single-parent” category and, therefore, are not considered
a binuclear family.
When the families move to separate households, there is an undertaking
of new activities and the establishment of new daily routines to which indi
viduals must adjust. Separation also marks the time when friends and ex
tended family are often first informed of the impending divorce, thus mov
ing the process beyond the couple and into the community. Included in the
community divorce is the social support of formal and informal contacts
with individuals and groups that provide emotional and material resources.
Social support and participation are related to low stress and better adjust
ment for the divorcing individual. Unfortunately for some, this may be a
time when one’s support network is reduced as family and friends take sides
(Kaslow, 1991).
Due to the multidimensional aspects of the divorce restructuring stage,
individuals may present to therapy in a state of high stress and crisis. It is
important for clinicians to help clients become aware of the many transi
tions in the divorce process and to help clients cope more effectively during
this difficult time. In addition to helping the clients deal with their emotional
pain, clinicians can teach problem-solving approaches, conflict reduction
techniques, and stress management skills to help individuals and families to
manage the emotional divorce in order for them to be able to make decisions
about the legal, economic, coparental, and community divorce.
The physical separation is generally the most stressful time for children
of all ages. “The needs of children in divorce situations can be stated very
simply: They need whatever will provide them with continuing assistance to
develop as normally as possible” (Nichols, 1989, p. 73). Children need a
clear explanation of what is happening and what it means them. They need
parents to adequately handle the adult developmental tasks so that the chil
dren are free to continue their own development in relation to the divorce
and their normal life cycle tasks. Children need adequate parenting so that
age-appropriate dependency-independency needs are maintained, and they
need attention and support to minimize the expected abandonment anxiety
issues (Nichols, 1989). Research supports the importance of a healthy par
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ent-child relationship as being the key to child adjustment to marital disrup
tion (Simons et al., 1999).

Postdivorce Recovery Stage
As decisions are made and changes continue, the divorce restructuring
stage moves toward the postdivorce recovery period and what has been
termed by some as the psychic divorce (Bohannon, 1970; Kaslow, 1991).
This can be a stage of devastation or of exciting new challenges. Some of the
personal challenges at this time include coping with loneliness, regaining
self-confidence, and rebuilding social relationships. If the former spouses
can reduce their negativism, emotional closure regarding the divorce can
be gained. For adults, a divorce adjustment group (Salts, 1989) or individual
therapy may be beneficial in helping individuals adjust to the status and
roles of singlehood and their continuing responsibilities as parents.
The measure of how successfully one traverses the tasks and stages of di
vorce has been termed divorce adjustment. It involves the development of
an identity for oneself that is not tied to the status of being married or to the
ex-spouse, an ability to function adequately in the role responsibilities of
daily life, being relatively free of symptoms of psychological disturbance,
and having a positive sense of self-esteem. As indicated previously, success
ful divorce adjustment takes time, and the more complex the process, the
longer individuals and families need to move forward in meeting the devel
opment tasks of their particular life stage.
For 35 percent of divorced American women, the end of the divorce pro
cess occurs when they settle into their lives as single individuals and, those
with children, participating in a binuclear or single parent family structure.
For 65 percent of divorced American women and 75 percent of American
men, an additional transitional crisis occurs when either or both spouses re
marry. Unfortunately, the redivorce rate is about 14 percent higher than the
first-marriage rate, with about half of remarriages terminating in less than
five years.

FAMILY VIOLENCE
The application of marriage and family therapy theory and practice to the
issue of relationship/family violence has been at times interesting, promis
ing, and frustrating. For the purpose of this chapter, when we talk about rela
tionship/family violence, we are specifically limiting our focus to part
ner/spousal violence and intrafamilial violence perpetrated upon children.
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We recognize that other important types of relational/family violence such
as dating/premarital and elder violence also occur at staggering rates.

Partner/Spouse Violence
The incidence of partner/spouse violence occurring in the United States
is epidemic. Straus and Gelles (1990) estimate that over 2 million wives are
severely beaten by their husbands each year. From another data set, Gelles
and Straus (1988) reported that 16 percent of couples—one in six—experi
enced an incident of physical assault in 1985. Using that formula in applica
tion to the 1985 population in the United States meant that approximately
8.7 million couples were involved in spousal abuse that year.
Part of the challenge in trying to understand and subsequently intervene
in relationally violent or abusive situations begins at the simplest level: de
termining what is meant by violence and abuse. The terms abuse and vio
lence are often used interchangeably or exclusively by various groups of
professionals (Walker, 1999). For example, in the professional literature
couple violence is referred to as “spouse abuse,” “wife abuse,” “battering,”
“domestic violence,” and “wife beating,” among other terms. Definitions
can have unintended effects; for example, in many law enforcement circles
“domestic violence” can include street fights between strangers. Using the
“official” statistics in that law enforcement district would not be an accurate
account of violent action between partners—what is regularly labeled “do
mestic violence” by mental health professionals. Another important defini
tional consideration concerns the question, Is psychological or verbal
abuse considered violence? There are no uniformly agreed-upon terms or
definitions for the types of relational violence in this chapter. Therefore, all
reports of statistics, research findings, and treatment program evaluations
must be clearly considered in light of how violence was operationalized/
conceptualized in that specific situation. The definition used highlights the
purpose of the abusive behaviors, while broadly defining them. Partner/
spouse abuse is a pattern of abusive behaviors including physical, sexual,
and/or psychological maltreatment used by one person in an intimate rela
tionship against another to gain power unfairly or to maintain that person’s
misuse of power, control, and/or authority (Walker, 1999). A single act of
even moderate violence that is not accompanied by psychologically abusive
or coercive behavior would not fit this definition of abuse.
The next discourse important to understanding the history and future of
marriage and family therapy in relation to partner/spouse abuse are the is
sues of gender, patriarchy, and feminism. It is impossible to discuss part
ner/spouse abuse without considering gender. Researchers have reported
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that women are violent toward men in roughly equal numbers to the number
of men violent toward women (Steinmetz, 1977a,b; Straus and Gelles,
1986). Feminists counter that gross numbers from national surveys do not
reflect the true situation. They cite research that reports men are more likely
to be more violent, less likely to be intimidated by their partner’s violence,
and less likely to be injured (Cantos, Neidig, and O’Leary, 1994; Cascardi
and Vivian, 1995), and that women are more likely to use violence in selfdefense, escape, and retaliation (Hamberger et al., 1997; Stets and Straus,
1990). Flynn (1990) recounted the political uproar that began when
Steinmetz (1977a) described what she called “The Battered Husband Syn
drome.” Flynn describes the feminist response that denounced the data, the
researcher, and her conclusions as drawing attention away from what femi
nists consider to be the more important issue of the patriarchy, maintaining
that serious male-to-female violence occurs. In fact, Anderson (1997) states
that the heart of the debate between feminists and family violence profes
sionals revolves around the relative importance of patriarchy as the cause of
domestic violence. Patriarchy, in application to family relationships, refers
to a structure in which males are the dominant gender. It is generally agreed
that the dominant family structure in the United States is patriarchal. A fem
inist explanation for partner/spouse abuse states that men perpetrate vio
lence against women to maintain power and control of the heterosexual rela
tionships they are in. This theory is the support for what Flynn (1990) calls
“selective inattention” to the issue of female-to-male violence.

Marriage and Family Therapy and Partner/Spouse Abuse
A similar struggle ensued among therapists, especially marriage and
family therapists. The following quote seems to succinctly sum up the cur
rent state of marriage and family therapy in relation to partner/spouse abuse:
There is little consensus among marriage and family therapists about
how to conceptualize and treat domestic violence cases, as demon
strated by the polarized controversy about whether couples or conjoint
therapy for battered women and their partners is or is not dangerous,
unethical, or ineffective. (Bograd and Mederos, 1999, p. 291)
Since the 1980s it has been clear to many that marriage and family thera
pists have not been in the forefront of the mental health response addressing
partner/spouse abuse (Avis, 1992). In 1995, the Journal o f Marital and
Family Therapy, one of the preeminent family therapy journals, published a
special issue to examine the effectiveness of marriage and family therapy in
relation to many major mental health concerns. Conspicuous in its absence
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was any article addressing intrafamilial violence. In fact, the application of
systemically based marriage and family therapy treatments to partner/
spouse abuse cases has been the focus of some of family therapy’s most stri
dent criticism, especially by feminist clinicians and advocates (Bograd,
1992). The emphasis in systemic theory on shared, reciprocal causal
ity/responsibility for patterns of interaction has been at the heart of the crit
icism. Any implication that the victim, typically a woman, “caused” her
own abuse is considered totally unacceptable. Implicating a woman as re
sponsible for her abuse is revictimizing the woman. One of the immediate
outcomes of this criticism was the idea that doing conjoint couple treatment,
by the very fact that the couple was seen together, signified the clinician’s
belief that the victim played a part in her own abuse. Subsequently, few if
any articles, presentations, or books focused on couple-oriented, systemi
cally based theory and/or therapy were offered. In essence, marriage and
family therapists became silent concerning partner/spousal abuse (Avis,
1992). This does not mean that clinicians stopped working with violent cou
ples conjointly. There is no way to know how many therapists have seen and
continue to see violent couples together. It means only that marriage and
family therapists and other couple therapists stopped writing and talking
about working this way.
Historical Developments
In the absence of a marriage and family therapy voice in relation to part
ner/spousal abuse treatment, the primary treatment modalities presented
through the usual professional outlets of journals, books, and workshops
predominately involved combinations of concurrent individual therapy
and/or separate group treatment for the victim and abuser, respectively. In
concert with this, the predominant perspective requiring the focus to be on
male-to-female violence meant that perpetrator meant “he” and victim
meant “she”.
The key factor in the offender component of the predominant treatment
approaches had as its primary goal the development in the offender the reso
lution that he is responsible for his actions, that no one else made him perpe
trate. It was suggested that as a result of this realization, he can then begin to
take responsibility for using more constructive means of interacting with his
partner, ways that do not involve the use of violence to maintain his domi
nance. It is widely reported that the potential success of offender treatment
is maximized through a specialized group therapy setting, in which groups
of violent offending males are seen together. The dynamics of peer pressure
and the leadership of more treatment-advanced offenders are believed to be
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optimal in “breaking through” the offender’s resistance to feeling and ac
cepting responsibility in comparison to individual counseling.
Victim treatment primarily involves her acceptance of the same premise
important in offender treatment: the offender is responsible for his actions;
she did nothing to deserve the violence. She is also counseled to develop
plans for herself and her children, if she has them, to be safe. This important
aspect of treatment often involves leaving home and taking up temporary
residence at a battered women’s shelter. Shelter programs began emerging
during the 1970s and have evolved into a broad network of safe houses that
offer a wide variety of social and therapeutic services for victims and their
children (Chalk and King, 1998). One of the primary challenges for the
shelter movement has and continues to be adequate funding. For many ther
apists, another goal of working with the victim is to educate her in relation
to the gender issues that many believe are at the heart of the perpetuation of
couple violence, namely the use of violence in an effort for males to main
tain the inequitable status quo of the patriarchal society. The victim’s treat
ment may occur in either individual therapy, victim group therapy, or a com
bination of both. Throughout most of the 1980s and 1990s conjoint therapy
for violent couples was generally considered inappropriate, contraindi
cated, and/or unethical (Bograd, 1992).

Current Marriage and Family Therapy Trends
Only recently (Bograd and Mederos, 1999; Almeida and Durkin, 1999;
Goldner, 1999) have conjoint models for treatment of partner/spousal abuse
begun to resurface in the literature. The primary difference between the
recent treatment literature and the earlier, conjoint offerings is the current
emphasis on the contextual issues of gender, power differential, race, and
ethnicity. This important shift coincides with various researchers/theoreti
cians’ call for finding a perspective that does not continue the dichotomous
thinking that has polarized family theorists and practitioners—a perspective
that, when informed by the pertinent contextual issues, may well allow for
an integration of systemic and feminist theory in relation to partner/spousal
violence. (Anderson, 1997; Bograd, 1999). Postmodern constructivist the
oretical perspectives seem to be providing the groundwork for resolving
the ethical dilemmas of trying to focus on individual responsibility while
maintaining a relational perspective (McConaghy and Cottone, 1998). An
example of the positive outcome inclusion of contextual variables brings to
the effort to more fully understand and effectively treat partner/spouse vio
lence is sexual orientation. The previously discussed issue of gender polar
ization and political action often left any depiction of partner/spouse abuse
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to be gender typed, typically male to female. This depiction, in essence,
completely denied the very real situation of gay and lesbian relationship vi
olence (Bograd, 1999). This unfortunate fact stands in sharp contrast to the
reported conservative estimation that one half million gay men are battered
annually (Island and Letellier, 1991).
Several potential advantages have been mentioned in association to cou
ple treatment for partner/spouse abuse: conjoint interviews may more readily
and truly reveal actual patterns of couple interaction (Rosenbaum and
Maiuro, 1990); working together may more readily reveal whether the rela
tionship can be reformulated without violence (Johnston and Campbell,
1993); interactional patterns displayed during the conjoint sessions are
available to use in treatment immediately, sometimes allowing for addi
tional therapeutic effectiveness (Jory, Anderson, and Greer, 1997); and cou
ple therapy meets the request that many couples make to work together on
the violence in their relationship (Lipchik, 1991).
The recent emergence of conjoint couple treatment, described in the
previous paragraph, although reflective of the most current thought is still
offered with hesitation (Bograd and Mederos, 1999). Sprenkle (1994) offers
probably the clearest caveat when he notes that clinical research has not
been published that directs us as to what circumstances, when, or even if
couple treatment should occur. Since Sprenkle’s pronouncement, the only
major empirical research that seems to inform the issue was the research
carried out by the late Neil Jacobson, John Gottman, and their colleagues at
the University of Washington. This research describes a subset of male
batterers (approximately 20 percent in their sample) who can be categorized
based upon physiologic markers of heart rate reactivity. These batterers
heart rate calms as they become more violent. The researchers state that
these batterers appear to be sociopathically violent toward their partners, a
group that Jacobson and colleagues caution probably will not respond to
any known treatments (Gottman et al., 1995; Jacobson et al., 1994).
It seems clear that the most important guide for the clinician in deciding
if couple therapy is indicated or not must revolve first around the issue of
physical and psychological safety for the victim. Bograd and Mederos
(1999) sensibly argue that to reach the “minimize risk, maximize safety
goal,” a focused, even structured interview process is necessary. They fur
ther suggest that because violence is often not presented as a problem, a
universal screening should occur. The standard procedure for initiating
couple therapy should include an initial couple session followed by an indi
vidual session with each partner before any agreement to begin conjoint
couple therapy is made. These authors believe that a detailed lethality as
sessment should occur. Finally, they suggest that all seven of the following
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conditions should be met before a clinician considers undertaking conjoint
couple therapy:
1. Both partners/spouses freely agree to couple therapy.
2. The violence is limited to a few episodes or less of minor (e.g., slaps,
shoves, grabbing, restraining) violence.
3. Psychological abuse has been used infrequently or only mildly.
4. No risk factors for lethality are present and the woman does not fear
retaliation.
5. The perpetrator admits and takes responsibility for the abuse.
6. The victim does not feel that she is responsible for the abuse.
7. The perpetrator must demonstrate an ongoing commitment to effec
tively deal with his explosive feelings without blaming others or act
ing out.
If one or more of these criteria are not met, then the authors suggest that
couples work should not occur and the more traditional separate individual
and/or group modalities should be employed (Bograd and Mederos, 1999).
Almeida and Durkin (1999) represent a common current perspective in their
description of a treatment regimen that includes a combination of individ
ual, specialized group, and couple therapy. The couple therapy is the final
phase of treatment, only undertaken if the prior individual and/or group
treatment has been successful. In sum, given the wide variety of situations in
which partner/spouse abuse occurs, it is unlikely that a single treatment
method will be maximally effective (Lipchik, Sirles, and Kubicki, 1997).

Partner/Spouse Abuse and Child Abuse
Three important research findings that contribute significantly to a fuller
understanding of the broader ramifications of family violence follow:
(1) there is a growing body of evidence that child and partner/spouse abuse
co-occur at alarming rates, conservatively placed at 40 percent (Appel and
Holden, 1998); (2) the impact on children of witnessing partner/spouse
abuse in their homes may effect them just as adversely as being the victim of
abuse directly (Anderson and Cramer-Benjamin, 1999); and (3) children
who are exposed to violence as either witnesses or victims are more likely to
grow up to be either victims and/or perpetrators or perpetrators, respectively
(Anderson and Cramer-Benjamin, 1999). When you consider these three re
search trends it is possible to more clearly visualize the potential for perpet
uation of the various forms of family violence.
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An additional implication can be derived from these research findings,
pertinent to partner/spouse abuse treatment and prevention, is the idea that
inclusion of direct screening of a violent couple’s children for the purpose of
uncovering either or both direct and indirect abuse experiences is important
(Anderson and Cramer-Benjamin, 1999). The disruption to children’s de
velopment, the potential assault to their self-esteem, the loss of their sense
of personal safety and control, as well as trust in intimate relationships can
be profound and lasting. Some of the potential long-term effects of un
treated child abuse include lower socioeconomic status, increased risk for
sexual dysfunction, adult couple relationship problems, lower self-esteem,
substance abuse, and higher probability for diagnosis of a wide variety of
mental health disorders (Mullen and Fleming, 1998). These research out
comes underline the importance of identifying and halting abuse experi
ences of children and attempting to address them as soon as possible.

Child Abuse
Child abuse is a significant problem in the United States. The National
Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse reports that approximately 1.4
million children are maltreated each year, with 160,000 children suffering
serious or life-threatening injuries, and approximately 2,000 dying as a re
sult of abuse or neglect (Wissow, 1995). According to the National Child
Abuse and Neglect Data System (NCANDS), for the year 2000 almost twothirds of child victims (63 percent) suffered neglect (including medical ne
glect); 19 percent were physically abused; 10 percent were sexually abused;
and 8 percent were psychologically maltreated (NCANDS, 2002).
Child abuse and neglect are defined in many ways. The specifics are im
portant especially in relation to the generalizability of research findings and
comparison of incidence and prevalence statistics. For the purpose of this
chapter, child abuse is defined as the intentional harm or threat of harm to a
child by someone acting in the role of caretaker, for even a short period of
time (Wissow, 1995), and it may be physical, emotional, or sexual abuse.
Neglect is defined as the lack of provision of the basic needs of a child.
More family therapy literature exists addressing child sexual abuse, so
the current section focuses on sexual abuse to illustrate how family therapy
can be utilized to address child abuse. Most of the following should be simi
larly applicable to the other forms of child abuse. Child sexual abuse occurs
more frequently to children from socially deprived and disorganized family
backgrounds that have higher rates of couple conflict, separation, and vio
lence. The presence of a stepparent, poor parent-child attachment, and phys
ical separation of the child from the home are also more highly associated
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with abuse (Mullen and Fleming, 1998). Mullen and Fleming also report
that there is significant co-occurrence of the different forms of child abuse
(physical, emotional, sexual, and neglect).

Child Abuse Treatment
In their review of child sexual abuse treatment, Finkelhor and Berliner
(1995) summarize the treatment outcome studies by saying that the child
victims show improvements that are consistent with the belief that therapy
helps children recover. They further report that the results of these studies
are promising, but the definitive studies have yet to be done. They continue
by reporting that externalizing (or acting out) and sexualized symptoms
are most resistant to change and that some children show no improvement
with therapy. Most studies of child sexual abuse therapy report length of
treatment at six to twenty sessions.
Finkelhor and Berliner (1995) make a very important point when they
say “One important consideration distinguishes sexual abuse treatment
from much other child psychotherapy: sexual abuse is an experience, not a
syndrome or a disorder” (p. 1415). Disorders may develop, but often chil
dren are sent to treatment because of an experience. This means that the
treatment population is very diverse, much more so than with most disor
ders or syndromes. The lists of associated symptoms is also very diverse.
Only about 30 percent of sexually abused children disclose their abuse
during childhood (Finkelhor, 1984). The fact that the majority of sexual
abuse cases do not present for therapy as a child highlights another aspect of
diversity in relation to child sexual abuse, namely the age diversity of vic
tims in treatment. A significant portion of the victim population is treated as
children, demanding that the clinician possess experience and skill in child
therapy, and parent-child and family issues. Another significant portion of
the victim population is treated in adolescence, a distinctly different chal
lenge than working with a younger child population. Finally, the third sig
nificant portion of the victim population presents for treatment as adults, of
ten referred to as adult survivors of sexual abuse. These clients demand
another, different set of treatment skills, often focused on a combination
of individual, family-of-origin, and couple issues. Based on the diversity of
abuse victims, it is very unlikely that any one treatment approach will be ef
fective for all or even most victims.
Another unique consequence of abuse as an experience is that many chil
dren are referred for treatment without having any symptoms. This is almost
unheard of in relation to other potential child problems. Referral of asymp
tomatic children is a controversial issue, especially when examined in light
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of another commonly discussed outcome of child sexual abuse: the sleeper
effect. Sleeper effects refer to serious symptoms that may not surface until
years after the abuse (Briere, 1992). A common example of the sleeper ef
fect is when sexual abuse occurs with a prepubescent child, and then symp
toms develop when the child is older, such as during puberty with sexual
acting out. The idea of sleeper effects is widely accepted among child abuse
professionals, in spite of the fact that there is little, if any, empirical support
for it (Finkelhor and Berliner, 1995). Finkelhor and Berliner point out that
the belief in sleeper effects has had several profound consequences for child
sexual abuse clinicians and researchers. The fear that sleeper effects will
eventually appear leaves many clinicians suspicious of short-term treatment
success and outcome evaluations. They are skeptical of asymptomatic chil
dren, often believing they are in denial or repressing their trauma. Another
outcome of this, which many in the field believe is unfortunate, is that chil
dren are kept in treatment, sometimes lengthy, prescribed treatment regi
mens, regardless of whether their symptoms improve or if they even display
symptoms. This is done in the name of undertaking prophylactic measures
to help avoid sleeper effects.
Treatment dropouts are a significant problem in child abuse treatment,
maybe because of the lengthy treatment recommended despite actual symp
tom patterns. Deblinger (1994, as cited in Finkelhor and Berliner, 1995)
found that the most likely victims to drop out of treatment were males, lowsymptom children, minority children, and parent treatment only cases (in
which children are not involved in treatment). One approach with promise
for dealing with treatment dropouts would be to offer a more or less stan
dardized brief intervention to all victims that focused on assessment and
dealing with the central messages of establishing (1) the lack of blame for
the victim, (2) safety/prevention skills, and (3) a stable nonoffending adult
relationship. Treatment would continue only for those cases where (1) these
were not present or easily established, and/or (2) significant distress or
symptoms were continuing, and/or (3) the family and child desired to con
tinue (Finkelhor and Berliner, 1995).
Stevenson (1999) reports that cognitive-behavioral treatments are the
most effective at reducing abused children’s behavioral symptoms as well as
modifying their parents’ behaviors. He goes on to report that at present evi
dence is inconclusive regarding which forms of treatment are most effective
at treating the actual sexual abuse. Both Briere (1992) and Finkelhor and
Berliner (1995) report that abuse-specific treatment is generally accepted
to be a critical component to successful therapy. The common elements
of abuse specific treatment are (1) encouraging the expression of abuseinduced feelings, (2) dealing with any self-blame issues, (3) teaching abuse
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prevention skills, and (4) diminishing any sense of isolation through reas
surance or group therapy with other victims (Finkelhor and Berliner, 1995).
The exact means by which these elements are operationalized vary greatly
from clinician to clinician. For example, abuse-specific features can be un
dertaken in individual, relational (parent-child), group, or family therapy.
Family Therapy fo r Child Abuse
Obviously, the effectiveness of treatment for children is likely to be
strongly influenced by the family context, and addressing it should be
a very important priority for intervention. (Finkelhor and Berliner,
1995, p. 1416)
One of the most important and consistent findings by child abuse re
searchers is that family—in particular, nonoffending parent support— is a
consistent predictor of better recovery outcomes for child victims (Mullen
and Flemming, 1998). Cohen and Mannarino (1997) reported that parental
emotional support was the strongest predictor variable for a positive treat
ment outcome. In spite of the previous statements based on child abuse re
search, family therapy approaches have been little researched in relation to
child abuse treatment. One of the few studies undertaken thus far reported
that providing parents and children with treatment was associated with par
ents perceiving more symptom reduction in their children than in cases that
received child therapy only. Conversely, in the same study, children who re
ceived treatment either alone or with parents perceived their own symptoms
to improve more than those children who received no therapy while their
parents were treated (Deblinger, 1994, as cited in Finkelhor and Berliner,
1995). Most of the other studies that have tested a family therapy treatment,
at least when employing a generic family treatment regimen, have not re
sulted in significant treatment improvements for children (Finkelhor and
Berliner, 1995). These outcomes are consistent with the suggestion offered
in the previous section that abuse-specific elements offered through a vari
ety of techniques are probably the most effective treatments. Therefore, the
remainder of this section addressing family therapy and child abuse will fo
cus on an integrative child-family, abuse-specific approach. *
Filial Therapy
Louise Guerney and Bernard Guerney (1987) coined the term filial ther
apy to describe a type of child-centered play therapy administered by the
child’s parents. Filial comes from the Latin terms for “son” (filius) and
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“daughter” (filia). Though currently conceptualized as a treatment with in
dividual families, originally filial therapy was practiced as a family group
therapy in which parents were trained as play therapists during ten two-hour
sessions. Between the 1960s and 1990s very little literature addressed filial
therapy. During the 1990s the idea of an integration of play therapy and
family therapy had a resurgence (Gil, 1991, 1994; Johnson et al., 1999;
VanFleet, 1994b).
To fully explicate the therapeutic effect of filial therapy, a brief back
ground addressing the play therapy component is offered. Play therapy has a
history dating to Sigmund Freud’s work with the famous case of “Little
Hans” in 1909. Play therapy can be conceptualized as child therapy using
play as the medium through which the child will primarily express his or her
feelings as well as seek mastery of conflicts. Axline (1947) offered a play
therapy model that seems to include the core beliefs of most modern play
therapy practitioners. At the heart of these methods is the relationship of the
child and practitioner that develops over time. Axline’s method involves
nondirective, unconditional acceptance of the child and the child’s actions
in the play setting. Play therapy traditionally is considered to be an approach
that encourages the child to deal with his or her intrapsychic conflicts
through the accepting therapeutic relationship, which includes the opportu
nity for the child to symbolically work through the conflict using play. Play
therapy requires that the therapist has a variety of materials available for the
child’s use. These materials may include dolls, dollhouses, toy soldiers,
stuffed toys, toy animals, household types of toys such as furniture and
kitchenware, puppets, and objects that may be smashed or hit. Art supplies
are particularly useful, including crayons, paint, finger paints, sand art, and
so on. Gil finds that in addition to these materials, telephones, sunglasses,
feelings cards (i.e., illustrations of faces expressing feelings), therapeutic
stories, mutual storytelling technique, puppet play, sand play, nursing bot
tles, dishes and utensils, and video therapy are particularly effective in
working with abused children.
The idea of integrating play therapy and family therapy is supported by
the previously noted research which emphasizes the critical role that family,
particularly nonoffending parents, can have in positive outcomes for abused
children. Directly involving the child’s nonoffending parent(s) may greatly
facilitate their support for the child.
The following are the core beliefs of a filial therapist, according to
VanFleet (1994b):
1. Play is an essential element of child development and is therapeuti
cally beneficial.
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2. Nonoffending parent involvement is associated with more positive
and longer lasting results.
3. Most child problems are environmentally induced (e.g., abuse), there
fore education and skill development are usually associated with posi
tive outcomes for children and their families.
4. Child-centered play therapy is associated with positive child outcomes.
As previously mentioned, originally filial therapy was conceptualized
and practiced as a group therapy method. For a discussion of current thought
on how to operationalize a group filial model, see Landreth (1991). An ex
ample of a comprehensive program for child abuse treatment that includes
group filial therapy as a primary component is the Cedar House program
(Kendig and Lowry, 1998). The following briefly outlines how VanFleet
(1994a) proposes a filial application proceed:
1. Initial assessment of the child and family using interviews, family
play observations, and measures of parent-child behaviors, attitudes,
and skills.
2. As appropriate, recommendation of filial therapy to parents, including
full discussion of its rationale, content, and process.
3. Therapist demonstrations of child-centered play sessions with the
children as parents observe.
4. Training period for parents to learn play session skills, which includes
skills-training exercises and mock play sessions with therapist feed
back.
5. Office-based parent play sessions with their own children, followed
by supervisory feedback from the filial therapist.
6. Ongoing home-based play sessions, followed by regular therapistparent meetings to discuss play themes, parents’ concerns, additional
parenting skills, and generalization of skills.
7. As needed, and prior to discharge, follow-up office-based play ses
sions with live supervision by the therapist for maintenance.
8. At discharge, evaluation of filial therapy by parents and therapist; post
therapy assessment of parent-child behaviors, attitudes, and skills.
Although the filial therapy model seems to include various elements that
have been found to be associated with better child outcomes following
abuse (e.g., nonoffending parent involvement, abuse-specific treatment fo
cus, utilizing cognitive-behavioral elements through a play environment),
only limited empirical support has been published (Bavin-Hoffman, Jennings,
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and Landreth, 1996). Similar to other applications of family therapy mod
els, carefully designed outcome research is needed to determine the true ef
fectiveness of this innovative approach.

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL FAMILY THERAPY
FOR SCHIZOPHRENIA
The training of practitioners in psychoeducational family models should
not be separated from training in traditional family therapy methods, in
cluding techniques for joining and alliance building, maintaining neu
trality, reframing and relabeling, and thinking in terms of recursive
processes. (Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995, p. 374)
According to the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994),
schizophrenia is a mental disorder with characteristic symptoms that fall
into two broad categories—those that reflect an excess or distortion of nor
mal functions (positive symptoms) and those that reflect a diminution or
loss of normal functions (negative symptoms). Positive symptoms include
delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech, and grossly disorganized or
rigid behavioral response. Negative symptoms include restrictions in the
range and intensity of emotional expression, in the fluency and productivity
of thought and speech, and in the initiation of goal-directed behavior. When
assessing for schizophrenia, the patient must display two or more of the five
characteristic symptoms (negative symptoms are lumped together), with
each being present for a significant portion of the time during a one-month
period. This is referred to as the active phase or psychotic episode. In addi
tion, the individual must have continuous signs of social dysfunction and/
or occupational dysfunction that have persisted for at least a six-month pe
riod.
In the 1950s, research investigating the family’s role in the development
of schizophrenia led to the idea that it was caused by dysfunctional family
interaction patterns rather than being an intrapsychic disorder. Although
this research lead to the development of many of the models underlying
family systems theory, it did not find the cause of or cure for schizophrenia.
There is no determined single causative factor for schizophrenia. Biologi
cal, environmental, and psychosocial factors can all play a role (Maxmen
and Ward, 1995). The advent and widespread use of neuroleptic drugs and
the more recent antipsychotic drugs, as well as various social changes in
cluding the deinstitutionalization of patients from large mental hospitals,
the shortening of the length of hospital stays during active phases of schizo
phrenia, and the reliance on community care for most of the recovery pro
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cess, led to a three-phase model of treatment for schizophrenia. These
included medication during the acute phase in the hospital, use of pharma
cological and psychosocial therapy to provide stabilization during the out
patient period, and maintenance of a stable state through ongoing multi
modal treatments (Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995).
With less time spent in treatment facilities during the stabilization peri
ods, patients with schizophrenia had a greater opportunity to be in contact
with their families. Clinicians noted not only the impact of the family on the
patient’s clinical state, but also the burdens and effects a member with
schizophrenia brought to the family. Studies of patients following their re
lease from the hospital showed a direct relationship between the degree to
which intense emotion was expressed in the family and the degree of relapse
(Brown et al., 1962; Kavanagh, 1992). The theory of expressed emotion (EE)
emerged, suggesting that schizophrenia is a thought disorder in which the
individual is especially vulnerable to, and highly responsive to, stress in
volving the expression of intense, negative emotions. This opened the idea
that positive family involvement in the treatment process could enhance the
potential of a better outcome for the patient and ultimately for the family
(Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995).
A series of intervention studies was conducted (Falloon et al., 1987;
Goldstein et al., 1978; Hogarty et al., 1986; Leff et al., 1989; Randolph
et al., 1994; Tarrier, Barrowclough, and Porceddu, 1988) to compare groups
of patients that had a psychoeducational family component added to their
regular treatment program and those who did not have the family compo
nent. All comparison groups involved regular medication management
alone or in combination with another form of psychosocial treatment, along
with crisis intervention as needed. Success of the treatment modality was
measured in part by the rate of relapse during follow-up time periods, from
six months to two years. These studies confirmed that programs containing
some form of family intervention, combined with routine care, are more ef
fective than routine care alone (Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995). Studies
(Falloon et al., 1987; Hogarty et al., 1991) also show that over a two-year
period family interventions are more effective in delaying relapses and im
proving social functioning than are the individual supportive or skill-ori
ented interventions. However, providing only a few sessions of family edu
cation, with or without the patient, does not bring about long-term changes.
Several different types of family interventions have been tested. These
include
(a) individual family treatment which includes the patient as well as
key relatives and usually consists of home- or clinic-based education,
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skill building, problem solving, and crisis-intervention sessions;
(b) relatives’ groups which exclude patients and are oriented around
helping relatives to cope with the disorder; and (c) multiple-family
groups which, like relatives’ groups, are educational and copingbased but do include patients. (Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995:372)
The success of any of the family treatments is dependent on the attendance
by family members; therefore, the best program may be dependent on the
family’s comfort zone with selected programs. Box 14.1 provides a set of
guidelines from psychoeducators for managing rehabilitation following a
schizophrenic episode. Box 14.2 provides a listing of the common ingredi
ents found in almost all effective psychoeducational family programs.

BOX 14.1.
Psychoeducational Guidelines
for Families and Friends
of Persons with Schizophrenia

•

Understand recovery takes time. Go slowly and understand that things
will get better in their own time.

•

Keep things calm and cool. Understand disagreements are normal; tone
them down as much as possible.

•

Give the person his or her space.

•

Set some limits and rules. Rules help to keep things orderly and calm.

•

Communicate clearly and simply. Say what you need to say calmly,
clearly, and in a positive manner.

•

Follow doctor’s orders. Take medications only as prescribed.

•

Reestablish rituals and routines in your family life. Stay in touch with fam
ily and friends for social support.
Don’t take street drugs or alcohol; they make symptoms worse.

•
•

If you notice changes, consult with your family clinician as soon as possi
ble.

•

Take things one step at a time. Change is gradual.

•

Temporarily lower your expectations. Compare things month to month
instead of year to year.

Source: Adapted from McFarlane, 1991, p. 375.
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BOX 14.2. Common Ingredients
in Effective Family Intervention Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The family is engaged early in the treatment process.
The atmosphere is one of nonblaming.
Families are educated about schizophrenia.
The rationale for the treatment is provided.
Coping recommendations are made.
Communication training is provided.
Information is provided on how to give positive and negative feedback
within the family in a constructive manner.
Problem-solving training is provided with the goals of:
a. day-to-day management of the schizophrenia and its ramifications
b. stress management
c. providing specific problem-solving skills
Crisis intervention can occur, with specific attention to signs of stress
and possible recurrence of active schizophrenic episodes.

Source: Adapted from Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995, p. 363.

GLOSSARY
abstinence: Continued success by a client in completely avoiding the tar
geted symptom. For example, in the case of alcoholics, the client attempts to
completely avoid ingesting alcohol in any form.
abuse: Physical, sexual, and/or psychological maltreatment used by one
person against another.
abuse prevention skills: Behaviors taught to an abuse victim that, if prac
ticed, should decrease the possibility of further abuse.
abuse-induced feelings: Feeling that occur because an individual has suf
fered abuse.
abuse-specific treatment: Any treatment approach that is specifically de
signed to address abuse.
active phase: The period of time lasting at least one month when an individ
ual with schizophrenia is displaying two or more of the characteristic symp
toms; also called a psychotic episode.
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adjunctive therapy: Any therapy that is suggested to be secondary but sup
portive of another therapeutic intervention that is considered to be primary.
adult survivors of sexual abuse: Individual adults who were victims of
sexual abuse at some point during their childhood.
affair: When a marital partner either has a sexual relationship or makes an
emotional investment with someone other than his or her spouse.
aftercare: Formal contact with clients, designed to maintain treatment
gains after the primary therapy is completed.
alcoholic families: Families in which alcohol is the structuring principle for
their lives together.
angry associates: One of five types of relationships between former spouses
and coparental units in which the divorced spouses continue to interact and
have involvement in their children’s lives, but they cannot separate their pa
rental and marital issues, resulting in continuing power struggles.
antipsychotic drugs: Generalized term for drugs used to improve the
symptoms of schizophrenia.
asymptomatic: The lack of any symptoms when the expectation based on
what has happened previously suggests that symptoms should be present.
battered women’s shelter: Places designed to offer refuge to women who
are victims or potential victims of abuse.
behavioral marital therapy (BMT): An approach to couple therapy that is
based on the principles of behaviorism.
binuclear family: A coparental divorce arrangement in which the family
remains a family, and children divide their living time between the two sepa
rate households.
child abuse: The intentional harm or threat of harm to a child by someone
acting in the role of caretaker, for even a short period of time.
codependence: Manifestations of behavior in a partner or someone close to
the alcoholic that usually includes caretaking, selflessness, control issues,
perfectionism, and fear.
cognitive-behavioral treatments: Therapy approaches that are based upon
the principle that changing how a client thinks (cognition) and acts (behav
ior) is often the key to improvement.
community divorce: The dimension of the divorce process involving the
social support of formal and informal contacts with individuals and groups
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that provide emotional and material resources for the person experiencing
divorce.
concurrent individual therapy: Individual therapy performed at the same
general time that the client is also involved in another type of therapy.
conjoint couple treatment: Any therapy approach that recommends that
couples be seen for treatment together.
constructivist theoretical perspectives: Theoretical perspectives based
upon the principle that what is stated to be true depends on how the observer
perceives it, not on qualities that actually make up the entity in question.
contextual issues: Issues that add a richer meaning to the understanding of
a particular entity. For example, ethnicity may help explain the difference of
experiences that two people similar in other ways manifest.
cooperative colleagues: One of five types of relationships between former
spouses and coparental units in which the divorced spouses, although not
friends, are able to remain child focused and can separate their marital is
sues from their parental roles.
coparental divorce: The dimension of the divorce process in which divorc
ing parents must address the continuing developmental needs of their chil
dren, including their perceptions and responses to the divorce.
deinstitutionalization: Changes in the treatment for schizophrenia that re
sulted in the removal of patients from long-term confinement in mental hos
pitals.
dissolved duos: One of five types of relationships between former spouses
and coparental units in which the divorced spouses have no further contact
with each other and one parent assumes full responsibility for the children.
divorce: The ending of a marriage by an act of law, and the multidimen
sional process through which the marital couple transition as a result of their
changed marital relationship.
divorce adjustment: A measure of how successful one is in completing the
tasks of and moving through the divorce process.
divorce mediation: A process in which a divorcing couple works with a
mediator to make decisions regarding custody, visitation, and distribution of
property and financial assets, based on the best interest of all involved and
on cooperative problem solving.
divorce restructuring stage: The stage in the divorce process when the de
cision to divorce is made and the separation begins.
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economic divorce: The dimension of the divorce process involving division
of accumulated property and financial assets, issues of alimony and child
support, and decisions by the individuals resulting from no longer having a
shared financial base.
emotional abuse: Child abuse that includes actions which traumatize the
child yet do not include physical harm, such as verbal berating or cursing.
emotional closure: When the various different emotions the individual has
experienced as a result of the divorce process no longer play a significant
role in his or her life.
emotional divorce: The dimension of the divorce process in which the indi
vidual is faced with various different emotions regarding his or her marriage
and the life changes resulting from the divorce.
emotional investment: A commitment of one’s emotions to a relationship
with the expectation that one’s partner will reciprocate.
engaging: In relation to therapy, the ability to successfully attract someone
into initially attending therapy.
expressed emotion (EE): The degree of affect expressed within a family—
especially noteworthy in families with schizophrenic members—in which
emotionally intense and negative interactions are considered a factor in the
schizophrenic’s relapse.
externalizing symptoms: Symptoms that are directed or manifested to
ward others, such as misbehavior.
family predisposition: The probability that membership in a particular
family increases the possibility of a particular characteristic, such as alco
holism, manifesting in any member.
family reorganization: In reference to alcoholic families, establishing new
patterns of interaction without the alcohol to define the family members’
lives.
feminism: Doctrine that advocates equal rights for men and women.
fiery foes: One of five types of relationships between former spouses and
coparental units in which the divorced spouses are hostile and angry all the
time and unable to coparent, their emotional battles frequently involve ex
tended family and friends, and their legal battles continue for many years af
ter the divorce.
filial therapy: A type of child-centered play therapy administered by the
child’s parents.
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firm relationship rules: Having expectations that are not subject to change
about what is and is not suitable behavior between ex-spouses.
gender: Sets of behaviors that are associated with the two biological sexes,
i.e., masculine or feminine.
gender polarization: The idea that males and females will take positions
that are in opposition to each other.
gender typed: The idea that a particular behavior is predominantly associ
ated with either males or females.
generic family treatment regimen: Refers to any one of the generally ac
cepted family therapy approaches not specifically designed to deal with a
specific client population or symptom group.
good management: Learning about and preparing for the transitions result
ing from divorce, using effective life skills to make decisions and to control
one’s life.
group treatment: Any therapeutic model that is practiced on more than two
clients gathered together.
integrative family models: Therapy approaches that attempt to incorporate
the best aspects of several distinct therapy approaches into a cohesive and
comprehensive therapy model.
intervention: A therapeutic technique that involves the family and other
loved ones receiving eight to ten hours of training focused on how to effec
tively confront the alcoholic with his or her drinking.
legal divorce: The dimension of the divorce process in which the parties
jointly or separately take action to legally end their marriage
lethality assessment: An assessment that is intended to determine the po
tential for death associated with actions on the part of an individual.
live supervision: The oversight of a therapist’s therapy session by a more
experienced therapist through direct observation of the session as it occurs.
Usually this will be accomplished by using one-way mirrors or a video cam
era.
marital discord: When a marital couple fails to get along well together, has
conflict, or has lack of agreement.
multimodal treatments: The use of more than one type of treatment at the
same time, i.e., the concurrent use of pharmacological and psychosocial
therapy.
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multiple-family groups: A form of treatment in which members of several
families meet together as a group, along with the schizophrenic patients, for
educational and coping-based information and support.
negative symptoms: Schizophrenic symptoms that reflect a diminution or
loss of normal functions, such as restrictions in the range and intensity of
emotional expression, in the fluency and productivity of thought and speech,
and in the initiation of goal-directed behavior.
neglect: The lack of provision of the basic needs of a child.
neuroleptic drugs: Drugs used for schizophrenia that have been found ben
eficial in reducing hallucinations and delusions in the early and middle
stages of the disorder. The term neuroleptic derives from the side effects, the
most common involving the nerves and muscles controlling movement and
coordination.
no-fault divorce: A legal divorce option in which neither party is required
to show that a spouse is responsible or to blame; irreconcilable differences.
occupational dysfunction: Impaired functioning in task-related activities.
outpatient period: The time following the schizophrenic’s release from the
hospital when the patient continues treatment in order to maintain a stable
state.
overresponsible and underresponsible: Bepko and Kresten (1988) sug
gest that instead of using codependence, the terms overresponsible and
underresponsible be applied to the nonabusing partner and abuser, respec
tively. They argue that these terms more accurately reflect the behaviors as
sociated with the common relational pattern between an abuser and some
one close to him or her.
partner/spouse abuse: A pattern of abusive behaviors including physical,
sexual, and/or psychological maltreatment used by one person in an inti
mate relationship against another to gain power unfairly or to maintain that
person’s misuse of power, control, and/or authority.
patriarchy: A social structure that places the male or father as the ultimate
authority.
perfect pals: One of five types of relationships between former spouses and
coparental units in which the divorced spouses remain close friends, have
good problem-solving skills and few conflicts, share child-rearing responsi
bilities, and generally have joint custody.
perpetrator: The person who commits an act of violence or abuse.
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pharmacological therapy: Treatment consisting of the use of prescribed
medications.
physical abuse: Child abuse that includes acts of violence against the child’s
person.
play therapy: A type of therapy that can be conceptualized as child therapy
using play as the medium through which the child will primarily express his
or her feelings as well as seek mastery of conflicts.
positive symptoms: Schizophrenic symptoms that reflect an excess or dis
tortion of normal functions such as delusions, hallucinations, disorganized
speech, and grossly disorganized or rigid behavioral response.
postdivorce recovery period: The stage in the divorce process following
the restructuring stage when individuals are continuing to make decisions
and changes in their lives as a result of the divorce.
power differential: The concept that there is an unequal distribution of
power between any two units of comparison.
predivorce stage: The time period that falls between the beginning of the
deterioration of the marriage and the decision by the couple to divorce.
prophylactic measures: Actions taken with the goal of preventing some
thing from occurring.
psychic divorce: The dimension of the divorce process in which the indi
vidual addresses issues such as coping with loneliness, regaining self-confi
dence, and rebuilding social relationships.
psychoeducational family component: A therapeutic effort offering edu
cational programs directed at helping families better understand and learn
skills for dealing with a seriously disturbed family member, such as a
schizophrenic recently released from a psychiatric hospital.
psychological abuse: Maltreatment by one person against another that does
not include any physical elements but is nonetheless damaging to the inter
nal makeup of the victim.
psychosocial therapy: A treatment of both individual and relational mental
health concerns using individual and family therapy.
psychotic episode: The period of time lasting at least one month when an
individual with schizophrenia is displaying two or more of the characteristic
symptoms; also called the active phase.
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reciprocal causality/responsibility: The concept that events do not cause
each other in a sequential fashion but in fact affect each other in a more cir
cular or recursive manner.
relapse: The return of symptoms after treatment goals to lessen or eradicate
those same symptoms appear to have been met; to regress after partial re
covery from an illness.
relationship/family violence: Physical, sexual, and/or psychological mal
treatment used by one person in an intimate relationship against another.
relatives’ groups: A form of treatment in which family members of schizo
phrenic patients meet without the patient for the purpose of helping relatives
cope with the disorder.
remarry: To enter into marriage with a new partner following the dissolu
tion of a previous marriage.
retaining: In relation to therapy, the ability to successfully attract someone
to continue to commit to therapy.
role losses: When an individual no longer functions in a certain role, e.g., as
a spouse following a divorce.
safe houses: Places designed to offer protection to a victim or potential vic
tim of abuse.
schizophrenia: A mental disorder with characteristic symptoms that reflect
either an excess or distortion of normal functions (positive symptoms) or a
diminution or loss of normal functions (negative symptoms) accompanied
by social and/or occupational dysfunction.
self-blame issues: The idea that often abuse victims blame themselves for
their abuse instead of blaming the perpetrator.
separation: A time during which the marital couple is not living together.
When occurring as part of the divorce process, a legal separation agreement
may be implemented.
sexual abuse: Child abuse that includes actions that are sexual with or to
ward the child, such as the performance of any sexual act with a child.
sexualized symptoms: Symptoms that are sexual in nature, such as at
tempting sex acts.
sleeper effect: The concept that a particular outcome may not occur imme
diately proceeding its cause but may in tact occur well after the precipitating
event.
social dysfunction: Impaired functioning in interpersonal relations.
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spousal abuse: A pattern of abusive behaviors including physical, sexual,
and/or psychological maltreatment used by one person in a marital relation
ship against another to gain power unfairly or to maintain that person’s mis
use of power, control, and/or authority.
stable state: The time during which the schizophrenic patient is not dis
playing symptoms.
structural family therapy: A therapy approach designed to be utilized
with entire families that focuses on the manner in which families are orga
nized as key to their ability to function successfully.
substance abuse: A maladaptive pattern of substance use leading to clini
cally significant impairment or distress.
systemically based marriage and family therapy treatments: Therapy
approaches that are primarily based upon the principles of general systems
theory and are focused upon the treatment of relationships.
treatment dropouts: Clients who do not complete therapy before their
goals are realized.
universal screening: The idea that all potential therapy cases should be as
sessed for the presence of a particular symptom pattern.
verbal abuse: Maltreatment by one person against another that does not in
clude any physical elements but is verbal in nature.
violence: Physical, sexual, and/or psychological maltreatment used by one
person against another.
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Chapter 15

Ethical, Legal, and Professional Issues
in Marriage and Family Therapy
Lorna L. Hecker

Mrs. Chapman has called for therapy because her sixteen-year-old son,
Randy, has been failing school. You, the family therapist, ask to see the entire
family at the initial intake session. Everyone attests to the problems of Randy, ex
cept Randy, who remains silent. You decide to see Randy alone, to get to know
him. During your session with Randy, he opens up and tells you that he regularly
drinks vodka as a way to “chill out.” He reports carrying vodka to school in his
backpack.

What do you do with this new information regarding Randy?
Your treatment of the Chapman family, as with all family therapy, now
involves ethical and potentially legal issues. Many ethical and legal ques
tions are posed by the dilemma described, including the following:
• Who is the client? Is it the Chapman family, the parents, or Randy?
• What are the rights of Randy to confidentiality or privilege? Are there
any legal statutes governing treatment of a minor? What are the rights
of the parents to know of Randy’s drinking behavior?
• Is Randy’s behavior dangerous? Would his behavior fall under a duty
to warn?
• How does the therapist handle this situation clinically so that Randy
and his family are most likely to get the help they need, while balanc
ing the rights of the individuals involved?
• What might happen to the therapist’s relationship with the parents if
he or she does not tell Mr. and Mrs. Chapman about Randy’s behav
ior? What might happen to the therapist’s relationship with Randy if
he or she does tell?
Each time a family therapist sees a client, potential ethical, legal, and
professional issues can arise. Therapists must be educated on these issues,
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or they may inadvertently hurt individuals or families, they may make poor
clinical judgments, or they may violate existing laws.
First, we define and discuss ethics and ethical decision making in family
therapy. Entrenched in this decision making is the need for the therapist to
be aware of legal issues, including state statutes (which will not be specifi
cally discussed because they vary from state to state). The importance of
therapists and therapists-in-training receiving therapy will also be dis
cussed. Last, an overview of the field of marriage and family therapy will be
provided, including information on how one becomes a family therapist.
ETH ICS IN M ARRIAGE AND FAM ILY THERAPY
Ethics is “the study of what constitutes good and bad human conduct, in
cluding related actions and values” (Barry, 1982, p. 4). When clients enter
therapy, they place their lives (sometimes literally) in the hands of the therapist.
Without ethical standards, clients would have no reason to trust a therapist
with their most private information. Thus, without ethical practices there
would be no marriage and family therapy profession.
To guide ethical practice, all mental health professions have profes
sional codes of ethics if the therapist is a member of a professional organi
zation such as the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
(AAMFT), the American Psychological Association (APA), The American
Counseling Association (ACA), or the National Association of Social Workers
(NASW). A code of ethics is a written statement established and distributed
by a discipline or profession that expresses how a profession should and
should not conduct itself. (See Appendix A to view the AAMFT code of
ethics [2001].) Ethical codes perform the following functions (Schlossberger and Hecker, 1996):
1.

2.

Ethical codes define the role o f the profession.
• The codes express the dominant morality of the field.
• They define values and goals of the profession.
• They define the standards that both the professionals and users of the
professionals’ services can expect in any professional interaction.
Ethical codes guide the conduct o f professions and can provide specific
guidance about conduct in the form o f advice or mandates.

Ethical codes serve as a basis for sanctions. Sanctions may vary from cen
sure to fines, revocation of licensure or certification, denial of privileges, or
incarceration.
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If an AAMFT clinical member violates the AAMFT Code of Ethics, for
example, a consumer may file a complaint with AAMFT. The AAMFT has
a specific decision tree (1992a) and Procedures fo r Handling Ethical Mat
ters (\992b) that are followed for every ethical complaint filed. In addition,
a consumer may also file a complaint with the state’s attorney general.
Ethical codes are important guides for clinicians practicing marriage and
family therapy, but ethical practice constitutes much more than just follow
ing ethical codes. Each day a therapist practices, he or she is faced with ethi
cal issues, many of which are not discussed in the Code of Ethics. In addi
tion, a therapist must weigh out three factors when making ethical decisions:
the ethical implications of the decision, any legal implications of the deci
sion, and any clinical implications of the decision.
In this chapter we focus on what constitutes ethical practice by marriage
and family therapists, and we also discuss how ethical decisions are made.

ETHICAL CLINICAL PRACTICE
What constitutes ethical clinical practice? Ethical practice by a therapist
generally occurs when the therapist has good moral sense (knows, under
stands, and behaves in accordance to what is right), follows his or her pro
fessional code of ethics, is knowledgeable about existing laws impacting his
or her clients, and has good clinical expertise.
As part of ethical practice, many states now require therapists to provide
written professional disclosure statements. A professional disclosure state
ment should minimally tell the client about the education and qualifications
of the therapist. Disclosure statements introduce clients to the therapist’s
qualifications, the nature of the therapeutic process, and other important is
sues involved in marriage and family therapy. The therapist in a marriage
and family therapist’s disclosure statement may address the following is
sues (Gill, 1982; Gross, 1977; Swanson, 1979; Witmer, 1978):
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the purpose of psychotherapy?
What do you believe helps persons lead more satisfying lives?
What should clients expect as a resul t of engaging in therapy efforts?
How will clients and therapist know if progress is made?
What is the therapist’s primary responsibility during therapy?
What types of presenting problems have you been most effective in as
sisting clients with in the past?
• Under what circumstances might clients be offered referral to another
sort of assistance?
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• How do you handle the confidential nature of the therapeutic relation
ship?
• What are limits to confidentiality? Are your clients entitled to legal
privilege under your treatment? How is confidentiality to be handled
when there is more than one client?
• What are your qualifications? What are the limitations to your prac
tice?
• What are your office procedures for collection of fees, handling of
emergencies, and so on?
See Appendix B for an example of a professional disclosure statement.
Although some therapists dispense this information in a disclosure state
ment, some integrate the information in their informed consent. An in
formed consent is a document that the client reads about the specifics of
therapy treatment. After reading and understanding the document, the client
consents to treatment by signing the informed consent document. Thera
pists should generally provide the following information to the client via in
formed consents (Beamish, Navin, and Davidson, 1994; Hare-Mustin, 1980;
Huber, 1994; Margolin, 1982):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procedures and goals of therapy
Any potential of harm or risks to the client(s)
A reasonable summation of the benefits of therapy
Qualifications and policies of the therapist
Theoretical orientation of the therapist
Assurance that family members may withdraw their consent to treat
ment at any time
• Reassurance of alternative referrals sources for treatment (generally at
least three recommended sources is standard)
See Appendix C for an example of an informed consent document.
One of the largest concerns that clients have when educated about ther
apy is concern for their privacy. Clients expect that their exchanges with
marriage and family therapists will be kept confidential. In our society, to
some extent, we think people should be entitled to privacy: freedom from in
trusions from the state or third parties (Smith-Bell and Winslade, 1994). In
marriage and family therapy, professional therapists grant their clients con
fidentiality. Confidentiality is the ethical obligation of the therapists to keep
communications between themselves and the client strictly private, not
privy to any outside parties. However, although MFTs are expected to keep
therapy confidential by their professional duty, a therapist may be charged
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with contempt of court if he or she refuses to testify about a client (SmithBell and Winslade, 1994). In addition, legal exceptions to confidentiality
exist in all fifty states, which is discussed next. Consider the following case
example of an issue surrounding client confidentiality.

Case Example and Analysis
Mrs. Johnson calls the Marriage and Family Therapy Center where Ms.
Moore works to inquire about her son, Terry, who is a client at the center. Terry is
Ms. Moore’s client. He is a forty-three-year-old male who is struggling with issues
of independence from his family of origin, with whom he still lives. Mrs. Johnson
tells Ms. Moore that Terry has been progressively getting worse since attending
therapy, and that he has been fighting continuously with both Mr. Johnson and
herself. Ms. Moore defends her treatment of Terry and discusses the possibility
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson joining Terry for family therapy sessions.
Ethical implications: Ethically, Ms. Moore has violated the AAMFT Code of
Ethics, section 2.2, which states that “Marriage and Family Therapists do not dis
close client confidences except by written authorization or waiver, or where man
dated or permitted by law.” Ms. Moore violated Terry’s right to confidentiality not
only by telling to his mother about his treatment, but by even acknowledging that
Terry was in treatment at the Marriage and Family Therapy Center at all. The
simple fact that a client is in therapy must be kept confidential.
Legal implications: Ms. Moore has violated Terry’s right to confidentiality. De
pending upon counselor licensure by state, Ms. Moore may have also violated
the law. The therapist may have also violated client-therapist privilege.
Clinical implications: The profession of marriage and family therapy rests on
the trust that clients place in their therapists to keep confidential information they
divulge. The therapist, Ms. Moore, violated that trust. This could impact Terry’s
feelings about the therapeutic relationship. Most clients would feel very betrayed
by Ms. Moore’s actions. In addition, if the client is struggling with issues of inde
pendence from his family of origin, Ms. Moore inadvertently created “more of the
same” by discussing Terry’s treatment to become more independent with his
mother.

In many states, in addition to the ethical obligation to maintain client
confidentiality, the therapist is expected to uphold a legal obligation of cli
ent privilege. Privilege is a legal right, typically owned by the client, that is
governed by state statute. In some states, clients of marriage and family
therapists own privilege; in others, they do not. Privilege is “an exception to
the general rule that the public has a right to relevant evidence in a court pro
ceeding” (Smith-Bell and Winslade, 1994, p. 184). If a client is entitled by
state law to privilege, information revealed in therapy sessions is not privy
to the courts.
There are notable legal exceptions to confidentiality or privilege. All
states have some form of child abuse reporting laws that mandate thera
pists to report suspected child abuse or neglect. (In some states all citizens
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are required to report suspected child abuse or neglect, not just counselors or
psychologists.) Thus, if an MFT suspects child abuse or neglect, he or she is
legally mandated to violate client confidentiality and report the information
to the proper authorities. In addition, since the now famous Tarasoffv. Re
gents o f University o f California case (1976), most states have ruled that
therapists have a duty to warn if they believe a client has intent to hurt some
one else.
The details of the Tarasoff case are thus: While in psychotherapy, Prosenjit
Poddar threatened to kill Tatiana Tarasoff. Tarasoff was a fellow student in
Poddar’s square-dancing class. Although Tarasoff was not mentioned by
name, the therapist knew her identity. Tarasoff was not informed of this
threat against her life. Two months later, Poddar murdered Tatiana Tarasoff.
The Tarasoff family filed suit, and the court ruled that “When a therapist de
termines or pursuant to the standards of the profession determine, that his
patient presents a serious danger of violence to another, he incurs an obliga
tion to use reasonable care to protect the intended victim against such dan
ger” (Tarasoffv. Regents o f University o f California, 1976, p. 346). Either
by law and/or ethical duty, therapists also have duty to warn when the fol
lowing three criteria are met:
1. The therapist has established there is likelihood that the client will
cause harm to himself or herself or to someone else.
2. A “special” (i.e., therapeutic) relationship exists between the therapist
and client.
3. There is a foreseeable victim (Lamb et al., 1990). (Courts have at
times ruled that a victim can also be a group or class of people as well.)
Last, confidentiality or privilege may be violated if a courtroom judge so
orders, or if the therapist is a defendant in legal action arising from the ther
apy itself. In all cases, if the therapist attains a written waiver of confidenti
ality from the client, the therapist may discuss issues with those persons the
client specifically designates in writing.
All therapists have the responsibility to be well trained and to follow
what the courts deem an appropriate standard of care. An appropriate
standard of care is how most therapists would treat a case under similar cir
cumstances. Although this may vary widely, depending upon the training
and theoretical orientation of the therapist, there are standards of practice
that therapists must follow. Therapists who do not provide an appropriate
standard of care leave themselves at risk for malpractice. Malpractice
claims are legal actions taken against a therapist for actions that are believed
to fall below the appropriate standard of care and cause injury to a client or
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clients. Therapists can be sued for malpractice if they do not provide
sufficient care for clients if the following circumstances are met:
1. There was proximate cause, that is, what the therapist did appeared to
cause injury to the client.
2. The care of the therapist fell below the appropriate standard of care.
3. An injury actually occurred. (Schultz, 1982)
According to Stromberg and Dellinger (1993, p. 3), common types of
malpractice claims include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Misdiagnosis
Practicing outside one’s area of competence
Failure to obtain informed consent for treatment
Negligent or improper treatment
Physical contact or sexual relations with patients
Failure to prevent patients from harming themselves or others
Improper release of hospitalized patients
Failure to consult another practitioner or refer a patient
Failure to supervise students or assistants
Abandonment of patients

Upon analysis, most of these claims include areas that have to do with thera
pist competence and knowing one’s field of expertise, as well as the limits of
that expertise. We discuss later in this chapter the options for obtaining com
petent training. The other area that causes ethical complaints and legal mal
practice claims has to do with dual relationships. Dual relationships occur
when a professional does not keep appropriate boundaries and blends a per
sonal or business relationship with the professional therapeutic relationship
(Gottlieb, 1993; Kagle and Giebelhausen, 1994; Borys and Pope, 1989;
Ramsdell and Ramsdell, 1993; Pope, 1991; Kitchener, 1998; Borys, 1992).
Consider the following case example.

Case Example and Analysis
Rhonda is distraught over a breakup with her abusive boyfriend. Although she
knows that she made the right decision, she misses her boyfriend and seeks the
help of a marriage and family therapist to deal with her grief over the loss of her
relationship, as well as to explore her history of getting into bad relationships.
Rhonda feels very vulnerable and lonely as she begins therapy with Mr. Mason, a
master’s-level marriage and family therapist. Mr. Mason compliments Rhonda on
her ability to leave her relationship and begins to explore her vulnerabilities
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which lead Rhonda into abusive relationship patterns. Mr. Mason is extremely
complimentary to Rhonda, often commenting about her hairstyle or clothing. He
even states he enjoys her perfume. Rhonda is struck by his sincerity and begins
to trust Mr. Mason. Throughout the course of treatment, Mr. Mason continues to
be complimentary to Rhonda, holds her hand during sessions as she cries about
her past relationships with men, and always sits next to her on the couch. He
massages her shoulders as she talks, and even asks her for a kiss on his birth
day.
Ethical implications: Mr. Mason has clearly violated section 1.3 of the AAMFT
code of ethics (2001). Although he has not (yet) engaged in sexual relations with
the client, he has engaged in a dual relationship with Rhonda. He is fostering a
close personal relationship with Rhonda that is inappropriate in the context of the
professional relationship of therapy.
Legal implications: Legally, Mr. Mason has broken no laws as yet. He has
acted unprofessionally and unethically, and if he moves the relationship into one
clearly defined by law as a sexual relationship, he will, in some states, have com
mitted a crime. Some state statutes make sexual intimacies between a client and
therapist a felony.
Clinical implications: The clinical implications of Mr. Mason’s actions are nu
merous. Rhonda came to therapy in a vulnerable position, and Mr. Mason ex
ploited that vulnerability and the trust of the therapist/client relationship. Since
Rhonda wanted to learn how to avoid abusive relationships, which invariably in
volve a misuse of power, Mr. Mason has re-created her problem in the context of
the therapeutic relationship. Write Haas and Malouf (1995, p. 80), “The thera
pist’s elevated power position, combined with the fact that the client expects the
therapist to act in a fiduciary capacity, make it virtually impossible for a client to
make an autonomous decision regarding sexual involvement.”

Because a therapist always holds more power than a client in the relation
ship, the risk of a dual relationship becoming exploitive always exists. Al
though all therapy is indeed personal, it is the therapist’s responsibility to
maintain appropriate boundaries and protect the client’s best interests.
In addition to following one’s professional code of ethics, the therapist
needs to know how to make ethical decisions for the many gray areas not
covered in codes. Ethical decision making can be a frustrating process be
cause often there is no “one right answer.” One must choose from many pos
sible answers to a problem and weigh out the costs and benefits to each possi
ble decision carefully.

ETHICAL DECISION MAKING
Marriage and family therapists face ethical issues in practice on a daily
basis. Often, ethical issues are entwined with legal issues. Generally, a
model for making ethical decisions can be discussed in simple terms, but the
process of weighing ethical, legal, and clinical considerations can be com
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plex. Generally, the following steps are part of the ethical decision-making
process:

Step 1: Awareness of Potential Ethical Issues
In addition to being knowledgeable of the ethical codes of one’s profes
sional organization, therapists should know the literature regarding addi
tional potential ethical issues. For example, when seeing a family, one po
tential pitfall for the therapist occurs when a family member independently
shares a secret with the therapist. This puts the therapist in a sticky position
of either unwillingly aligning with one family member because the therapist
is a “knower” of the secret and others are not, or being forced to ask the fam
ily member to share the secret. In any scenario such as this, the therapist’s
maneuverability (ability to intervene effectively) is compromised.
Over time, wise therapists learn potentially problematic clinical issues
that may arise into ethical dilemmas and work to preempt ethical problems.
For example, many therapists develop secret policies (Karpel, 1980) to
avoid potential problems with conflicts of interest that occur when one fam
ily member shares a secret about himself or herself or another family mem
ber. Secret policies are written statements about how information shared
privately with the therapist shall be handled by the therapist, signed by the
involved parties.
Imagine if you will that a therapist unwittingly sees a spouse separately,
only to be told by the client that he or she is having an extramarital affair. At
this point, the therapist is immediately put in a situation of having a secret.
What should the therapist do? If the therapist shares the secret, he or she vio
lates the revealing client’s trust. In addition, some ethical codes deem that
information shared by an individual in couple, family, or group therapy
should be held confidential (see AAMFT code of ethics [2001], section 2.2;
ACA Code of Ethics [1995], section B.2.b.), and others leave it to thera
pist/family verbal agreement (see section 4.03, APA Code of Ethics, 1992).
If the therapist does not take action, the therapist has put himself or herself
in alignment with the revealing client at the expense of the unknowing
spouse. These types of situations can be thwarted by the therapist coming to
agreement with the couple about how information should be handled at the
onset of therapy. Some therapists alleviate this problem by never seeing
partners individually. However, with the high prevalence of domestic vio
lence in couples, this may preclude a therapist from ever learning about abu
sive situations occurring within the family. Heightened awareness of poten
tial ethical conflicts and practicing good ethics constitutes an appropriate
standard of practice.
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Case Analysis
Recall the Chapman family mentioned at the beginning of the chapter. A wise
therapist would have been aware of the potential for a conflict of interest if he or
she promises Randy confidentiality, yet finds himself or herself faced with an ad
olescent who may confess to being in danger. The therapist instead should have
agreed on a secrets policy with the family. Most parents will agree to adolescent
confidentiality with the exception that if the therapist learns the child is doing
something that may jeopardize his or her health, the therapist should share that
information with the parents. This would have given the therapist the ability to
share Randy’s behavior with Mr. and Mrs. Chapman. The downside of this agree
ment is that Randy may not have shared the information of his alcohol abuse if
this type of agreement had been established.

Step 2: Define the Ethical Problem
What is the ethical issue or dilemma? What immediate facts have the
most bearing on the decision you must make? Are there any economic, so
cial, or political pressures to take into consideration? What do you think
each of the clients or people involved would want you to do regarding this
issue?
Case Analysis
The ethical dilemma for the therapist is that Randy is behaving in a way that
could hurt or kill him. The therapist now knows the information, but if he tells the
parents about Randy’s drinking he risks alienating Randy from therapy or per
haps any future therapy or therapists. On the other hand, the therapist is fearful
Randy may hurt himself. The therapist may also consider whether Randy is driv
ing after he drinks. Surely the parents would want to know if their child is at risk,
but will the therapist be clinically effective if he tells the parents at this point in
therapy? What risks are there if the therapist does not tell the parents?

Step 3: Gather Information from All Relevant Sources
What sources may be of help in solving the problem? Sources to consult
may be your professional code of ethics, other professionals, and state or
federal laws.
Case Analysis
The AAMFT code of ethics addresses confidentiality between family
members. Section 2.2 states: “In the context of couple, family or group
treatment, the therapist may not reveal any individual’s confidences to oth
ers in the client unit without the prior written consent of the individual.” The
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code of ethics clearly errs on the side of protecting client confidentiality, yet
in most states parents could legally get access to the information.
The therapist must struggle with what will happen if the parents are not
alerted to Randy’s behavior. Might he drink and drive? Might he drink to the point
of poisoning himself? Yet again, the therapist has to consider whether Randy is
telling the truth. Some teens might make up bravado stories to impress a thera
pist. On the other hand, if Randy is drinking, underage drinking is against the law.
What do you suppose would happen if Randy does hurt himself through his
drinking behaviors and the parents find out the therapist knew but did not inform
them?

Step 4. Define the Ethical Principles or Values That
Influence Your Thinking of the Problem
Ethical guidelines are guided by moral principles. Several authors have
discussed the need for ethics to be guided by the following moral principles
(Kitchener, 1984; Rosenbaum, 1982; Stadler, 1986; Forester-Miller and Da
vis, 1996):
Autonomy: This is the belief that people should be allowed freedom of
choice and action.
Nonmaleficence: This is an important maxim for all therapists. This
principle means that above all else, the therapist should do no harm.
Justice: This principle states that humans should be treated fairly and
that goodness and badness be distributed justly among them. This
can be done by
1. distributing good and bad to people based on their merits,
2. equal distribution of good and bad, or
3. distributing good and bad according to their needs and abilities
or both (Thiroux, 1980, p. 125).
Fidelity: Refers to the value of honoring commitments and promoting
trust.
Veracity: Refers to the importance of truth-telling.
Beneficence: Refers to promoting good.
Case Analysis
Let’s explore the Chapman case using moral principles to guide us.
Autonomy: Should the therapist violate Randy’s autonomy as an individual by
telling the parents about his drinking behavior? Would the therapist be violating
the autonomy of others (those who might be driving when an intoxicated Randy
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is driving) if he does not tell? Does the therapist violate the parents right to know
about a child’s dangerous behaviors so that the parents can keep the child safe?
Nonmaleficience: What do you think will do the least amount of harm in this
situation? Telling the parents may cause the therapeutic relationship with Randy
great harm. Not telling the parents may cause Randy or others harm, and/or in
jure the therapeutic relationship between the therapist and Randy.
Fidelity: If you promised Randy confidentiality, then you should honor that
commitment. If you told the family you were there to help them, yet do not reveal
the information, are you being deceptive to the parents?
Beneficence: What course of action could the therapist take that would do the
most good for the most amount of people? Would this be accomplished by telling
the parents or by keeping Randy’s confidence?

Step 5. Formulate and Weigh A ll Possible Alternatives
The therapist must consider all courses of action and the possible ramifi
cations of each decision.
Case Analysis
If the therapist tells Randy’s parents, will he increase the chances of keeping *
Randy safe? Will the damage done with Randy be irreparable? Might the thera
pist consider asking Randy to tell his parents about his behavior? The therapist
could work with Randy individually to curb his behavior in the hopes that the
drinking problem resolves. The therapist could tell the parents and then work
closely with the family to regain trust and communication so that Randy could
talk about his problems and not engage in drinking behavior to mask them. The
therapist could work with Randy and his parents to increase family structure so
that the parents were more aware of Randy’s behaviors and decrease the
chances that Randy would be allowed in environments where alcohol would be
available. A sensitive therapist can find many solutions to difficult problems.

Step 6: Choose the Best Ethical Alternative
and Implement the Decision
After a therapist has gathered all the information and weighed possible
outcomes of various courses of action, he or she chooses what is considered
to be the best course and acts on his or her decision.
Case Analysis
The therapist decides to wait and assess the situation for a little longer before
deciding what to do about Randy’s drinking behavior. Indeed, he is not even sure
at this point that Randy is telling the truth because he knows little about Randy.
The therapist decides to work on the structure of the family by putting the parents
in charge of the family again, so that Randy has fewer chances for illegal drink-
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ing. He also decides to work on improving family communication so that Randy
has an outlet to discuss his feelings, and he works with Randy individually as well
to identify sources of coping, such as positive peers and other social circles from
which Randy could obtain support.

Step 7: Monitor Your Decision and the Outcome
of Your Decision; Reevaluate I f Necessary
Ethical decisions are evaluated and reevaluated repeatedly.
Case Analysis
If the therapist senses Randy’s situation is declining, or finds that the situation
is even worse than Randy originally described it, he may choose to reconsider
telling the parents of the behavior. The therapist, meanwhile, may learn more
about the legal implications of telling, consulting an attorney to obtain advice
about the validity of breaking confidentiality, and to see if there are any state laws
governing the situation.

In summary, making ethical decisions is a complex task. The therapist
strives to do the right thing but ethical decision making, clinical expertise,
and legal knowledge must guide him or her.

COMMON ETHICAL DILEMMAS FACED
BY MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPISTS
The list of ethical issues faced by marriage and family therapists is end
less. Family therapists must have a good working knowledge of law, their
code of ethics, and an ethical decision-making model in order to traverse the
daily entanglements of performing marriage and family therapy. Pulling
from the work of Margolin (1982), Zygmond and Borhem (1989), Beamish,
Navin, and Davidson (1994), Green and Hansen (1989), and personal expe
rience, some ethical dilemmas faced by marriage and family therapists are
outlined next.

Balancing the Interests of More Than One Client
Therapists generally have a responsibility to promote the best interests of
their clients. But if therapists have multiple clients, such as with marriage or
family therapy, these interests may diverge. Consider the marital couple that
comes to therapy. The wife has agreed to come to therapy because she wants
a divorce but also wants the best possible outcome for her children, so she
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agrees to meet with the therapist to discuss the children. The husband, how
ever, wishes the marriage to be saved, and does not want a divorce. Whose
agenda does the therapist follow? If the therapist follows the wife’s agenda,
the husband will feel that the therapist is supporting divorce. If the therapist
follows the husband’s agenda, the wife may leave treatment, and the issues
concerning the children’s welfare will remain untended. Promoting the wel
fare of one or more family members may not support the welfare of others
(Fenell and Weinhold, 1989; Jensen, Josephson, and Frey, 1989).

Maintaining Multiple Client Confidences
Therapists must maintain client confidences, but in the face of multiple
clients this can get convoluted. For example, if a family member shares a se
cret with the therapist about another member during a call to reschedule a
missed session, does the therapist honor that confidence? If the therapist
does honor the confidence, he or she is now in the unique position of being a
secret holder— an unwitting ally to the person who told the secret. This type
of confidence keeping can severely limit the therapist’s effectiveness.

Conflicting Values Between the Therapist and Client
What happens when a client has values opposing those of the therapist?
For example, a client wants counseling regarding her decision to have an
abortion, but the therapist is a staunch antiabortion advocate. Another ex
ample might be a child who is brought to counseling because her parent
caught her masturbating. Although the therapist may see masturbation as a
normal part of sexual development, the parents, based on religious convic
tions, consider it a sin.

Theoretical Purity versus Real-World Demands
The goal of systems theory is to see health and dysfunction as a function
of the entire system, not just one individual. Many couples or families pres
ent one person in therapy as the identified patient (such as the Chapman ex
ample at the beginning of the chapter), the person bearing the symptomology
of the family system. The therapist’s job is to “spread the symptoms
around” in the family and decrease the pathologizing of this individual fam
ily member.
If the therapist is to be paid by an insurance company, however, he or she
usually must identify one family member and give this person a diagnosis in
order to make the services reimbursable by insurance. The therapist may
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risk the family not receiving reimbursement and being denied services if the
therapist does not assign a diagnosis to the identified patient or another fam
ily member. This clash between systems theory and the mental model can
leave the therapist with continuing ethical issues (Denton, 1989).

Choice and Implementation of Therapeutic Theory
The theory or model from which ones chooses to practice marriage and
family therapy also may pose ethical dilemmas. For example, some systems
therapists refuse to treat family members unless all family members partici
pate directly (O’Shea and Jessee, 1982). Thus, if one or more family mem
bers refuse to participate in treatment, the others are denied needed treat
ment. On the other hand, some systems therapists believe their work will not
be effective if all family members do not participate in therapy (Haley,
1980). Refusing to treat motivated family members when others will not
participate poses an ethical problem (Tiesmann, 1980).
Feminists (Avis, 1985; Bograd, 1984; Goldner, 1985a,b; Hare-Mustin,
1978, 1979, 1980; Jacobson, 1983) have criticized that the notion of circular
ity (see Chapter 2 for further discussion on this concept) as well as other sys
tems concepts do not take into account the power dynamics in relationships
and the very real inequities women face on a daily basis in relationships. Fem
inists charge that women do not hold equal power in relationships and, for ex
ample, in the case of domestic violence certainly do not hold “equal influ
ence” on the present system.
Another example of how theory poses ethical dilemmas is evident in a
popular newer postmodern movement called social constructivism. Social
constructionist family therapies grew out of a philosophy which maintains
that there is no objective reality—we simply create and perpetuate our reali
ties through the stories that we tell and live by (Friedman, 1993). Social
constructivism argues that facts do not exist, only our stories exist. When
the stories of two people are vastly different for the same event, whose nar
rative do therapists listen to? For example, if the story of a child is that her
stepfather sexually abused her, but the stepfather’s story denies this, whose
story or “narrative” does the therapist follow? Social constructivism does
not answer these difficult questions posed daily in clinical work (see Chap
ter 6 for further information on social constructionist family therapies).
Often criticized on ethical grounds has been strategic therapy (Schwartz,
1989; Slipp, 1989). Strategic therapy typically employs therapeutic para
dox, including prescribing the symptom and restraining change. For exam
ple, a strategic family therapist might prescribe a client to be depressed, in
an attempt to ameliorate the depression. Strategic therapists might also indi
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cate that they have concerns about clients becoming cheerful too quickly,
and tell them that they feel clients should be depressed for a little while
longer. Again, the goal is to paradoxically cure or lessen the depression.
Although some would conclude that integrity and authenticity is needed
when guiding clients (Wendorf and Wendorf, 1985), others would argue
that family change is a more important goal. Some authors have provided
guidelines for how to utilize this type of therapy while maintaining ethical
integrity (Fisher, Anderson, and Jones, 1981; O’Shea and lessee, 1982;
Rohrbaughet al., 1981).
In summary, marriage and family therapists face thorny ethical issues on
a daily basis. Knowledge of the law, one’s professional ethical codes, and
ethical decision making is important to the profession of marriage and fam
ily therapy. The importance of good training cannot be overemphasized.
Following is a discussion regarding the profession of marriage and family
therapy and how a prospective student can gain information on the field and
apply to graduate school.

WHA T IS MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY?
Marriage and family therapy has been recognized as a separate and dis
tinct mental health discipline since 1978. At that time, the U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare designated the AAMFT Commission on
Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy Education as the sole ac
crediting agency for both graduate and postdegree educational and training
programs in MFT. In addition, the National Institute of Mental Health lists
marriage and family therapy as a core mental health profession.
The American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT),
as mentioned in Chapter 1, is charged with ensuring that the public re
ceives quality care in marriage and family therapy. AAMFT promotes
understanding, research, and education within marriage and family ther
apy. Parishioners who become clinical members of AAMFT have com
pleted masters’ degrees, doctoral degrees, or postgraduate training in
marriage and family therapy, as well as 1,000 hours of supervised clini
cal experience with individuals, couples, or families. Clinical members
of AAMFT have met stringent requirements set by the organization
which tell the public that the professional is qualified for independent
practice. AAMFT has approximately 23,000 members in the United
States, Canada, and abroad, and has helped to regulate marriage and fam
ily therapy in forty-two states and Quebec (AAMFT, n.d.).
An estimated 46,000 marriage and family therapists are in practice
throughout the United States, meaning that the remaining family therapists
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do not identify with AAMFT, but likely identify with related fields of psy
chology, social work, counseling, and so on. Some see marriage and family
therapy as a separate profession; others see it as part of other mental health
disciplines. Although AAMFT as well as the International Family Therapy
Association (IFTA) and the International Association of Marriage and Fam
ily Counselors (IAMFC) would see family therapy as a separate profession,
other mental health disciplines (such as psychology or social work) may see
family therapy as a professional specialty or an area of elective study within
another mental health profession.
One can become a marriage and family therapist in one of two ways. One
is to obtain a master’s or doctoral degree specifically in marriage and family
therapy. The other is to earn a graduate degree in another mental health field
and do postgraduate clinical training that provides clinical education in
MFT. By whatever method a therapist becomes trained in family therapy, he
or she must meet the training requirements to practice marriage and family
therapy (or a related profession) established by his or her particular state.
Forty-two states regulate the practice of marriage and family therapy through
licensure or certification. Licensure includes protection of the title of fam
ily therapist. Licensure regulates that those not licensed may not use the title
“licensed marriage and family therapist.” Licensure generally also regulates
and defines the practice of those being licensed. Certification ensures that
the profession being certified has met specified criteria. Registration pro
tects the title but not the practice of a profession. Generally states require a
minimum of a master’s degree in a related field (MFT, psychology, social
work, counseling), and supervised experience practicing MFT. A written
exam is also required. See Appendix D for advice on pursuing graduate edu
cation.

THERAPISTS RECEIVING THERAPY
For persons entering a helping profession, it is often helpful if not man
datory that they receive counseling for themselves. Some programs actually
expect students to receive therapy; others strongly recommend it. There are
many benefits to counselor trainees receiving therapy:
•
•
•
•

Increasing self-esteem
Understanding therapy from the client perspective
In vivo learning of therapist techniques
Recognizing blind spots that may interfere with providing effective
therapy for clients
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• Increased self-awareness, which enhances ability to intervene as a
therapist
• Becoming comfortable with the degree of interpersonal intensity re
quired in therapy
• Gaining an understanding of one’s own needs so that they do not inter
fere with providing therapy to others
• Understanding how and why one may react to certain clients based on
personal beliefs and values or certain issues that may cause reactivity
in the trainee
Finding a therapist is not always an easy task. The following strategies
are recommended to find a therapist who fits your needs as a developing
family therapist:
• Discuss with other students and faculty whom they would recommend
for personal growth counseling.
• Check to see if your insurance covers psychotherapy; if it does, there
may be requirements as to the type of therapist allowed. If you do not
have insurance and cannot afford a private practice clinician, try com
munity agencies with sliding fee scales. In addition, university cam
puses have counseling or psychological centers where therapy is
provided free or at low cost to students.
• Upon contacting a therapist, ask the following questions:
1. What are the therapist’s training and qualifications? Ask specifi
cally what type of degree he or she has. Ask whether he or she be
longs to any professional organizations (APA, AAMFT, NASW,
ACA). Ask whether he or she is certified or licensed in your state.
You may also ask whether he or she has ever been accused of any
ethics code violations.
2. What theoretical orientation does the therapist utilize? The thera
pist should be able to articulate the models or schools of therapy
they utilize.
3. Ask about fees and payment policies.
4. Discuss concerns about confidentiality. As a therapist in training,
you will want to be careful to whom you divulge information.
5. Do not use people with whom you may have future contact in the
role of faculty or employer, if at all possible. You want to avoid
any future dual relationships that may make you feel uncomfort
able. It would be difficult to be evaluated by someone down the
road who knows your personal history.
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6. Ask if the therapists have seen other therapists prior in their prac
tice. Some therapists become “the therapist’s therapist” and are
the best sources to seek out. These practitioners have experience
with providing therapy to therapists, and they understand the
unique concerns of seeking therapy within your own profession.
In summary, some graduate programs require therapists in training to re
ceive therapy; others do not. If a therapist in training is reluctant to obtain
therapy, his or her reasons for the reluctance should be examined.

PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES
Associations for Professional Therapists
The following associations oversee the practice of counseling and psy
chology related professions. Each one has codes of ethics that members
agree to abide by, and which set standards for the profession.
American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AAMFT)
1133 15th Street, NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20005-2710
202-452-0109
Web site: http://www.aamft.org
American Counseling Association
5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22304-3300
703-823-9800 or 800-347-6647
Web site: http://www.counseling.org
American Psychological Association
1200 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
202-955-7600
Web site: http://www.apa.org
National Association of Social Workers
750 First Street, NE, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20002-4241
202-408-8600 or 800-638-8799
Web site: http://www.naswdc.org
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Journals
The following is a list of journals that publish research, theory, or clinical
practice information related to the field of marriage and family therapy.

The Journal o f Marital and Family Therapy (the journal of AAMFT)
Journal o f Counseling and Development
Family Process
Journal o f Marriage and Family Counseling
Family Journal: Counseling and Therapy fo r Couples and Families
The American Journal o f Family Therapy
Journal o f Couple and Relationship Therapy
The Journal o f Family Psychotherapy (the journal of the International
Family Therapy Association).
The Journal o f Family Psychology
Contemporaiy Family Therapy
Journal o f Marriage and the Family
Journal o f Orthopsychiatry
Family Therapy
Journal o f Systemic Therapies
Journal o f Sex and Marital Therapy
Child and Family Behavior Therapy
Family Relations
Familyy Systems, and Health
Journal o f Feminist Family Therapy
Journal o f Couples Therapy
Journal o f Divorce and Remarriage
Journal o f Family Issues
American Psychologist
Social Work
The Australian and New Zealand Journal o f Family Therapy
Journal o f Gay and Lesbian Psychotherapy
Psychotherapy
The Family Journal: Counseling and Therapy fo r Couples
and Families
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APPENDIX A: AAMFT CODE OF ETHICS
(EFFECTIVE JULY 1 2001)

,

Summary of Changes
Preamble
The Board of Directors of the American Association for Marriage and Fam
ily Therapy (AAMFT) hereby promulgates, pursuant to Article 2, Section
2.013 of the Association’s Bylaws, the Revised AAMFT Code of Ethics, ef
fective July 1, 2001.*
The AAMFT strives to honor the public trust in marriage and family thera
pists by setting standards for ethical practice as described in this Code. The
ethical standards define professional expectations and are enforced by the
AAMFT Ethics Committee. The absence of an explicit reference to a spe
cific behavior or situation in the Code does not mean that the behavior is
ethical or unethical. The standards are not exhaustive. Marriage and family
therapists who are uncertain about the ethics of a particular course of action
are encouraged to seek counsel from consultants, attorneys, supervisors,
colleagues, or other appropriate authorities.
Both law and ethics govern the practice of marriage and family therapy.
When making decisions regarding professional behavior, marriage and
family therapists must consider the AAMFT Code of Ethics and applicable
laws and regulations. If the AAMFT Code of Ethics prescribes a standard
higher than that required by law, marriage and family therapists must meet
the higher standard of the AAMFT Code of Ethics. Marriage and family
therapists comply with the mandates of law, but make known their commit
ment to the AAMFT Code of Ethics and take steps to resolve the conflict in
a responsible manner. The AAMFT supports legal mandates for reporting of
alleged unethical conduct.
The AAMFT Code of Ethics is binding on Members of AAMFT in all mem
bership categories, AAMFT-Approved Supervisors, and applicants for
membership and the Approved Supervisor designation (hereafter, AAMFT
*This code is published by the American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy, 1133 15th Street, NW Suite 300, Washington, DC 20005-2710; (202) 4520109; (202) 223-2329 FAX; <www.aamft.org>. Violations of this code should be
brought in writing to the attention of AAMFT Ethics Committee, 1133 15th Street, NW,
Suite 300, Washington, DC 20005-2710; telephone (202) 452-0109; e-mail: <ethics
@aamft.org>. Copyright 2001. American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy.
Reprinted with permission.
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Member). AAMFT members have an obligation to be familiar with the
AAMFT Code of Ethics and its application to their professional services.
Lack of awareness or misunderstanding of an ethical standard is not a de
fense to a charge of unethical conduct.
The process for filing, investigating, and resolving complaints of unethical
conduct is described in the current Procedures for Handling Ethical Matters
of the AAMFT Ethics Committee. Persons accused are considered innocent
by the Ethics Committee until proven guilty, except as otherwise provided,
and are entitled to due process. If an AAMFT Member resigns in anticipa
tion of, or during the course of, an ethics investigation, the Ethics Commit
tee will complete its investigation. Any publication of action taken by the
Association will include the fact that the Member attempted to resign during
the investigation.
Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Responsibility to clients
Confidentiality
Professional competence and integrity
Responsibility to students and supervisees
Responsibility to research participants
Responsibility to the profession
Financial arrangements
Advertising
Principle I
Responsibility to Clients

Marriage and family therapists advance the welfare of families and individ
uals. They respect the rights of those persons seeking their assistance, and
make reasonable efforts to ensure that their services are used appropriately.
1.1 Marriage and family therapists provide professional assistance to per
sons without discrimination on the basis of race, age, ethnicity, socioeco
nomic status, disability, gender, health status, religion, national origin, or
sexual orientation.
1.2 Marriage and family therapists obtain appropriate informed consent to
therapy or related procedures as early as feasible in the therapeutic relation
ship, and use language that is reasonably understandable to clients. The con
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tent of informed consent may vary depending upon the client and treatment
plan; however, informed consent generally necessitates that the client: (a) has
the capacity to consent; (b) has been adequately informed of significant in
formation concerning treatment processes and procedures; (c) has been ade
quately informed of potential risks and benefits of treatments for which
generally recognized standards do not yet exist; (d) has freely and without
undue influence expressed consent; and (e) has provided consent that is ap
propriately documented. When persons, due to age or mental status, are le
gally incapable of giving informed consent, marriage and family therapists
obtain informed permission from a legally authorized person, if such substi
tute consent is legally permissible.
1.3 Marriage and family therapists are aware of their influential positions
with respect to clients, and they avoid exploiting the trust and dependency of
such persons. Therapists, therefore, make every effort to avoid conditions
and multiple relationships with clients that could impair professional judg
ment or increase the risk of exploitation. Such relationships include, but are
not limited to, business or close personal relationships with a client or the
client’s immediate family. When the risk of impairment or exploitation ex
ists due to conditions or multiple roles, therapists take appropriate precau
tions.
1.4 Sexual intimacy with clients is prohibited.
1.5 Sexual intimacy with former clients is likely to be harmful and is there
fore prohibited for two years following the termination of therapy or last
professional contact. In an effort to avoid exploiting the trust and depend
ency of clients, marriage and family therapists should not engage in sexual
intimacy with former clients after the two years following termination or
last professional contact. Should therapists engage in sexual intimacy with
former clients lollowing two years after termination or last professional
contact, the burden shifts to the therapist to demonstrate that there has been
no exploitation or injury to the former client or to the client’s immediate
family.
1.6 Marriage and family therapists comply with applicable laws regarding
the reporting of alleged unethical conduct.
1.7 Marriage and family therapists do not use their professional relation
ships with clients to further their own interests.
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1.8 Marriage and family therapists respect the rights of clients to make de
cisions and help them to understand the consequences of these decisions.
Therapists clearly advise the clients that they have the responsibility to
make decisions regarding relationships such as cohabitation, marriage, di
vorce, separation, reconciliation, custody, and visitation.
1.9 Marriage and family therapists continue therapeutic relationships only
so long as it is reasonably clear that clients are benefiting from the relation
ship.
1.10 Marriage and family therapists assist persons in obtaining other thera
peutic services if the therapist is unable or unwilling, for appropriate rea
sons, to provide professional help.
1.11 Marriage and family therapists do not abandon or neglect clients in
treatment without making reasonable arrangements for the continuation of
such treatment.
1.12 Marriage and family therapists obtain written informed consent from cli
ents before videotaping, audio recording, or permitting third-party observation.
1.13 Marriage and family therapists, upon agreeing to provide services to a
person or entity at the request of a third party, clarify, to the extent feasible
and at the outset of the service, the nature of the relationship with each party
and the limits of confidentiality.
Principle II
Confidentiality
Marriage and family therapists have unique confidentiality concerns be
cause the client in a therapeutic relationship may be more than one person.
Therapists respect and guard the confidences of each individual client.
2.1 Marriage and family therapists disclose to clients and other interested
parties, as early as feasible in their professional contacts, the nature of confi
dentiality and possible limitations of the clients’ right to confidentiality.
Therapists review with clients the circumstances where confidential infor
mation may be requested and where disclosure of confidential information
may be legally required. Circumstances may necessitate repeated disclo
sures.
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2.2 Marriage and family therapists do not disclose client confidences ex
cept by written authorization or waiver, or where mandated or permitted by
law. Verbal authorization will not be sufficient except in emergency situa
tions, unless prohibited by law. When providing couple, family or group
treatment, the therapist does not disclose information outside the treatment
context without a written authorization from each individual competent to
execute a waiver. In the context of couple, family or group treatment, the
therapist may not reveal any individual’s confidences to others in the client
unit without the prior written permission of that individual.
2.3 Marriage and family therapists use client and/or clinical materials in
teaching, writing, consulting, research, and public presentations only if a
written waiver has been obtained in accordance with Subprinciple 2.2, or
when appropriate steps have been taken to protect client identity and confi
dentiality.
2.4 Marriage and family therapists store, safeguard, and dispose of client
records in ways that maintain confidentiality and in accord with applicable
laws and professional standards.
2.5 Subsequent to the therapist moving from the area, closing the practice,
or upon the death of the therapist, a marriage and family therapist arranges
for the storage, transfer, or disposal of client records in ways that maintain
confidentiality and safeguard the welfare of clients.
2.6 Marriage and family therapists, when consulting with colleagues or re
ferral sources, do not share confidential information that could reasonably
lead to the identification of a client, research participant, supervisee, or
other person with whom they have a confidential relationship unless they
have obtained the prior written consent of the client, research participant,
supervisee, or other person with whom they have a confidential relation
ship. Information may be shared only to the extent necessary to achieve the
purposes of the consultation.
Principle III
Professional Competence and Integrity
Marriage and family therapists maintain high standards of professional
competence and integrity.
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3.1 Marriage and family therapists pursue knowledge of new develop
ments and maintain competence in marriage and family therapy through ed
ucation, training, or supervised experience.
3.2 Marriage and family therapists maintain adequate knowledge of and
adhere to applicable laws, ethics, and professional standards.
3.3 Marriage and family therapists seek appropriate professional assis
tance for their personal problems or conflicts that may impair work perfor
mance or clinical judgment.
3.4 Marriage and family therapists do not provide services that create a
conflict of interest that may impair work performance or clinical judgment.
3.5 Marriage and family therapists, as presenters, teachers, supervisors,
consultants and researchers, are dedicated to high standards of scholarship,
present accurate information, and disclose potential conflicts of interest.
3.6 Marriage and family therapists maintain accurate and adequate clinical
and financial records.
3.7 While developing new skills in specialty areas, marriage and family
therapists take steps to ensure the competence of their work and to protect
clients from possible harm. Marriage and family therapists practice in spe
cialty areas new to them only after appropriate education, training, or super
vised experience.
3.8 Marriage and family therapists do not engage in sexual or other forms
of harassment of clients, students, trainees, supervisees, employees, col
leagues, or research subjects.
3.9 Marriage and family therapists do not engage in the exploitation of cli
ents, students, trainees, supervisees, employees, colleagues, or research
subjects.
3.10 Marriage and family therapists do not give to or receive from clients
(a) gifts of substantial value or (b) gifts that impair the integrity or efficacy
of the therapeutic relationship.
3.11 Marriage and family therapists do not diagnose, treat, or advise on
problems outside the recognized boundaries of their competencies.
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3.12 Marriage and family therapists make efforts to prevent the distortion
or misuse of their clinical and research findings.
3.13 Marriage and family therapists, because of their ability to influence
and alter the lives of others, exercise special care when making public their
professional recommendations and opinions through testimony or other
public statements.
3.14 To avoid a conflict of interests, marriage and family therapists who
treat minors or adults involved in custody or visitation actions may not also
perform forensic evaluations for custody, residence, or visitation of the mi
nor. The marriage and family therapist who treats the minor may provide the
court or mental health professional performing the evaluation with informa
tion about the minor from the marriage and family therapist’s perspective as
a treating marriage and family therapist, so long as the marriage and family
therapist does not violate confidentiality.
3.15 Marriage and family therapists are in violation of this Code and sub
ject to termination of membership or other appropriate action if they: (a) are
convicted of any felony; (b) are convicted of a misdemeanor related to their
qualifications or functions; (c) engage in conduct which could lead to con
viction of a felony, or a misdemeanor related to their qualifications or func
tions; (d) are expelled from or disciplined by other professional organiza
tions; (e) have their licenses or certificates suspended or revoked or are
otherwise disciplined by regulatory bodies; (f) continue to practice mar
riage and family therapy while no longer competent to do so because they
are impaired by physical or mental causes or the abuse of alcohol or other
substances; or (g) fail to cooperate with the Association at any point from
the inception of an ethical complaint through the completion of all proceed
ings regarding that complaint.
Principle IV
Responsibility to Students and Supervisees
Marriage and family therapists do not exploit the trust and dependency of
students and supervisees.
4.1 Marriage and family therapists are aware of their influential positions
with respect to students and supervisees, and they avoid exploiting the trust
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and dependency of such persons. Therapists, therefore, make every effort to
avoid conditions and multiple relationships that could impair professional
objectivity or increase the risk of exploitation. When the risk of impairment
or exploitation exists due to conditions or multiple roles, therapists take ap
propriate precautions.
4.2 Marriage and family therapists do not provide therapy to current stu
dents or supervisees.
4.3 Marriage and family therapists do not engage in sexual intimacy with
students or supervisees during the evaluative or training relationship between
the therapist and student or supervisee. Should a supervisor engage in sexual
activity with a former supervisee, the burden of proof shifts to the supervisor
to demonstrate that there has been no exploitation or in jury to the supervisee.
4.4 Marriage and family therapists do not permit students or supervisees to
perform or to hold themselves out as competent to perform professional ser
vices beyond their training, level of experience, and competence.
4.5 Marriage and family therapists take reasonable measures to ensure that
services provided by supervisees are professional.
4.6 Marriage and family therapists avoid accepting as supervisees or stu
dents those individuals with whom a prior or existing relationship could
compromise the therapist’s objectivity. When such situations cannot be
avoided, therapists take appropriate precautions to maintain objectivity. Ex
amples of such relationships include, but are not limited to, those individu
als with whom the therapist has a current or prior sexual, close personal, im
mediate familial, or therapeutic relationship.
4.7 Marriage and family therapists do not disclose supervisee confidences
except by written authorization or waiver, or when mandated or permitted
by law. In educational or training settings where there are multiple supervi
sors, disclosures are permitted only to other professional colleagues, admin
istrators, or employers who share responsibility for training of the supervisee.
Verbal authorization will not be sufficient except in emergency situations,
unless prohibited by law.
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Principle V
Responsibility to Research Participants
Investigators respect the dignity and protect the welfare of research partici
pants, and are aware of applicable laws and regulations and professional
standards governing the conduct of research.
5.1 Investigators are responsible for making careful examinations of ethi
cal acceptability in planning studies. To the extent that services to research
participants may be compromised by participation in research, investigators
seek the ethical advice of qualified professionals not directly involved in the
investigation and observe safeguards to protect the rights of research partici
pants.
5.2 Investigators requesting participant involvement in research inform
participants of the aspects of the research that might reasonably be expected
to influence willingness to participate. Investigators are especially sensitive
to the possibility of diminished consent when participants are also receiving
clinical services, or have impairments which limit understanding and/or
communication, or when participants are children.
5.3 Investigators respect each participant’s freedom to decline participa
tion in or to withdraw from a research study at any time. This obligation re
quires special thought and consideration when investigators or other mem
bers of the research team are in positions of authority or influence over
participants. Marriage and family therapists, therefore, make every effort to
avoid multiple relationships with research participants that could impair
professional judgment or increase the risk of exploitation.
5.4 Information obtained about a research participant during the course of
an investigation is confidential unless there is a waiver previously obtained
in writing. When the possibility exists that others, including family mem
bers, may obtain access to such information, this possibility, together with
the plan for protecting confidentiality, is explained as part of the procedure
for obtaining informed consent.
Principle VI
Responsibility to the Profession
Marriage and family therapists respect the rights and responsibilities of pro
fessional colleagues and participate in activities that advance the goals of
the profession.
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6.1 Marriage and family therapists remain accountable to the standards of
the profession when acting as members or employees of organizations. If
the mandates of an organization with which a marriage and family therapist
is affiliated, through employment, contract or otherwise, conflict with the
AAMFT Code of Ethics, marriage and family therapists make known to the
organization their commitment to the AAMFT Code of Ethics and attempt
to resolve the conflict in a way that allows the fullest adherence to the Code
of Ethics.
6.2 Marriage and family therapists assign publication credit to those who
have contributed to a publication in proportion to their contributions and in
accordance with customary professional publication practices.
6.3 Marriage and family therapists do not accept or require authorship
credit for a publication based on research from a student’s program, unless
the therapist made a substantial contribution beyond being a faculty advisor
or research committee member. Coauthorship on a student thesis, disserta
tion, or project should be determined in accordance with principles of fair
ness and justice.
6.4 Marriage and family therapists who are the authors of books or other
materials that are published or distributed do not plagiarize or fail to cite
persons to whom credit for original ideas or work is due.
6.5 Marriage and family therapists who are the authors of books or other
materials published or distributed by an organization take reasonable pre
cautions to ensure that the organization promotes and advertises the materi
als accurately and factually.
6.6 Marriage and family therapists participate in activities that contribute
to a better community and society, including devoting a portion of their pro
fessional activity to services for which there is little or no financial return.
6.7 Marriage and family therapists are concerned with developing laws
and regulations pertaining to marriage and family therapy that serve the
public interest, and with altering such laws and regulations that are not in the
public interest.
6.8 Marriage and family therapists encourage public participation in the de
sign and delivery of professional services and in the regulation of practitioners.
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Principle VII
Financial Arrangements
Marriage and family therapists make financial arrangements with clients,
third-party payors, and supervisees that are reasonably understandable and
conform to accepted professional practices.
7.1 Marriage and family therapists do not offer or accept kickbacks, re
bates, bonuses, or other remuneration for referrals; fee-for-service arrange
ments are not prohibited.
7.2 Prior to entering into the therapeutic or supervisory relationship,
marriage and family therapists clearly disclose and explain to clients and
supervisees: (a) all financial arrangements and fees related to professional
services, including charges for canceled or missed appointments; (b) the use
of collection agencies or legal measures for nonpayment; and (c) the proce
dure for obtaining payment from the client, to the extent allowed by law, if
payment is denied by the third-party payor. Once services have begun, ther
apists provide reasonable notice of any changes in fees or other charges.
7.3 Marriage and family therapists give reasonable notice to clients with
unpaid balances of their intent to seek collection by agency or legal re
course. When such action is taken, therapists will not disclose clinical infor
mation.
7.4 Marriage and family therapists represent facts truthfully to clients,
third-party payors, and supervisees regarding services rendered.
7.5 Marriage and family therapists ordinarily refrain from accepting goods
and services from clients in return for services rendered. Bartering for pro
fessional services may be conducted only if: (a) the supervisee or client re
quests it, (b) the relationship is not exploitative, (c) the professional rela
tionship is not distorted, and (d) a clear written contract is established.
7.6 Marriage and family therapists may not withhold records under their
immediate control that are requested and needed for a client’s treatment
solely because payment has not been received for past services, except as
otherwise provided by law.
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Principle VIII
Advertising

Marriage and family therapists engage in appropriate informational activi
ties, including those that enable the public, referral sources, or others to
choose professional services on an informed basis.
8.1 Marriage and family therapists accurately represent their competen
cies, education, training, and experience relevant to their practice of mar
riage and family therapy.
8.2 Marriage and family therapists ensure that advertisements and publica
tions in any media (such as directories, announcements, business cards,
newspapers, radio, television, Internet, and facsimiles) convey information
that is necessary for the public to make an appropriate selection of profes
sional services. Information could include: (a) office information, such as
name, address, telephone number, credit card acceptability, fees, languages
spoken, and office hours; (b) qualifying clinical degree (see subprinciple
8.5); (c) other earned degrees (see subprinciple 8.5) and state or provincial
licensures and/or certifications; (d) AAMFT clinical member status; and
(e) description of practice.
8.3 Marriage and family therapists do not use names that could mislead the
public concerning the identity, responsibility, source, and status of those
practicing under that name, and do not hold themselves out as being part
ners or associates of a firm if they are not.
8.4 Marriage and family therapists do not use any professional identifica
tion (such as a business card, office sign, letterhead, Internet, or telephone or
association directory listing) if it includes a statement or claim that is false,
fraudulent, misleading, or deceptive.
8.5 In representing their educational qualifications, marriage and family
therapists list and claim as evidence only those earned degrees: (a) from in
stitutions accredited by regional accreditation sources recognized by the
United States Department of Education, (b) from institutions recognized by
states or provinces that license or certify marriage and family therapists, or
(c) from equivalent foreign institutions.
8.6 Marriage and family therapists correct, wherever possible, false, mis
leading, or inaccurate information and representations made by others con
cerning the therapist’s qualifications, services, or products.
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8.7 Marriage and family therapists make certain that the qualifications of
their employees or supervisees are represented in a manner that is not false,
misleading, or deceptive.
8.8 Marriage and family therapists do not represent themselves as provid
ing specialized services unless they have the appropriate education, train
ing, or supervised experience.

APPENDIX B:
EXAMPLE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Ima Goodhelper, PhD
Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist
Center for Family Change
2415 Golden Street
Regionville, Indiana
555-555-2938

Disclosure Statement
Introduction to Services
Ima Goodhelper, PhD, offers private practice, consisting of individual,
couple, or family therapy. Since therapy can be conducted in a number of
different ways, this statement has been prepared to inform you about Dr.
Goodhelper and her qualifications and practice.
Therapist Qualifications
Dr. Goodhelper has a PhD in marriage and family therapy from Purdue
University, obtained in 1991. She also holds a master’s degree in counselor
education, and a bachelor’s degree in psychology. She has been a psycho
therapist for fifteen years. Dr. Goodhelper has been affiliated with the
Center for Family Change for ten years. Areas of clinical expertise include
couples counseling, family therapy, and specific presenting concerns of
depression, anxiety, and adolescent behavioral problems. Dr. Goodhelper is
• a clinical member of the American Association for Marriage and Fam
ily Therapy,
• an approved supervisor of the American Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy,
• and a licensed marriage and family therapist in the state of Indiana (Li
cense #555511110).
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What to Expect Your First Session
Initially, Dr. Goodhelper will spend some time getting to know you and
what concerns you bring to counseling. In addition, confidentiality and of
fice procedures will be explained to you. Then, Dr. Goodhelper will spend
some time discerning the goals that you have for therapy, and working with
you to set realistic goals from which to evaluate your progress. Typically
people come to therapy because there is something they would like changed
about their lives. Dr. Goodhelper will want to understand exactly what your
expectations are so that she can help you meet your goals.
Privacy and Confidentiality
As a client, you have the right to confidentiality. Information obtained
during counseling sessions will be held strictly confidential and will not be
disclosed to anyone outside of therapy without your written consent. There
are a few legal exceptions to confidentiality, which will be explained to you
during your first session (for example, it is legally required that suspected
child abuse or neglect be reported to authorities).
Office Procedures and Fees
Fees are $95 per fifty-minute session. Payment is required at the end of
each session. If you prefer to have your insurance company billed, you will
be required to pay your copay at each session.
Emergency Phone Service
The Center for Family Change has emergency services available twentyfour hours per day. If an emergency arises that cannot wait until your next
appointment, dial 555-HELP (3457) for a consultation with a therapist on
call.
APPENDIX C:
EXAM PLE INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT
Ima Goodhelper, PhD,
Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist
Center for Family Change
2415 Golden Street
Regionville, Indiana
555-555-2938
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Informed Consent for Treatment
Some Things You Should Know About Your Therapist and Therapy
Since therapy is conducted in a number of different ways, depending
upon the therapist and his or her orientation, this description has been pre
pared to inform you about Dr. Goodhelper’s qualifications, the therapeutic
process, and general knowledge about what to expect from therapy. Please
feel free to ask Dr. Goodhelper any questions you may have prior to signing
this consent for treatment.
Therapist Qualifications
Dr. Goodhelper has a PhD in marriage and family therapy from Purdue
University, obtained in 1991. She also holds a master’s degree in counselor
education, and a bachelor’s degree in psychology. She has been a psycho
therapist for fifteen years. Dr. Goodhelper has been affiliated with the
Center for Family Change for ten years. Areas of clinical expertise include
couples counseling, family therapy, and specific presenting concerns of de
pression, anxiety, and adolescent behavioral problems. Dr. Goodhelper is
also a clinical member and approved supervisor of the American Associa
tion for Marriage and Family Therapy. She is a licensed marriage and family
therapist in the state of Indiana (License #555511110).
What to Expect from Therapy
If you decide to enter therapy with Dr. Goodhelper, she will initially
spend time with you exploring the problems that brought you to therapy.
Next, you and Dr. Goodhelper will work together to set specific goals that
you wish to work toward in therapy. Periodically your progress in therapy
will be reviewed. The length of therapy will vary depending upon the type
and amount of concerns you bring to therapy. At times, changes brought
about by your efforts in therapy may cause you discomfort or anxiety; your
feelings should be discussed with Dr. Goodhelper. These feelings often ac
company behavioral change and are often a sign of progress. However, as
part of your treatment, you may experience an array of feelings such as
guilt, sadness, anxiety, anger, frustration, loneliness, and helplessness. In
addition, although you may be coming to therapy to benefit a relationship
you are currently in, one danger of therapy is that change in relationships is
not always predictable. That is, although positive change is expected, this
does not always occur for every relationship brought to therapy. Last, you
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should be aware that therapy does not work for every person. Considerable
research confirms therapy can have significant benefits for those who seek
treatment. Benefits to therapy can include progress toward meeting your
therapeutic goals and/or alleviating the problem for which you are seeking
help. Additional benefits may also include feeling understood, improved
communication, improved clarity of issues and goals, decreased depression
and/or anxiety, increased self-esteem, or improvement in relationships. You
will have the opportunity in therapy to talk about all of the feelings, positive
and negative, that may accompany your work in therapy.
At the beginning of therapy, counseling generally occurs on a weekly ba
sis. As therapy progresses, meetings may occur on a less frequent basis until
goals are met and termination is completed. Sessions are fifty minutes in
length, unless other arrangements have been made with your therapist.
Dr. Goodhelper is a family therapist, and her theoretical orientations in
cludes family systems theory, structural family therapy, strategic family
therapy, solution-focused therapy, and emotionally focused therapy, among
others. Her approach will depend upon your unique needs as client(s).
Dr. Goodhelper is not a physician and cannot prescribe or provide any medi
cation. If medical treatment is indicated, she will recommend a physician or
psychiatrist to you, depending upon the nature of your concerns. If it ap
pears your concerns are outside the treatment range of Dr. Goodhelper, you
will be given options for referral to a more appropriate treatment choice.
Confidentiality/Privilege
As a client, one of your most important rights is that of confidentiality.
Conversations with your therapist and written records are legally protected
by state law, as well as professional ethical principles. Information obtained
during therapy sessions will be held confidential and will not be disclosed to
anyone outside of therapy without your written consent. There are few ex
ceptions to confidentiality. Dr. Goodhelper will be required to break confi
dentiality if one or more of the following conditions exist:
1 If Dr. Goodhelper has reason to think that you (clients involved in
therapy) may be harmful to yourself or others.
2. If Dr. Goodhelper suspects that child abuse or neglect has occurred or
will occur.
3. If a court orders the release of information regarding your treatment.
If you are attending therapy as part o f a couple or family, you may be
seen individually in addition to the couple or family therapy that you are at
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tending. If this occurs, your therapist needs to be advised as to how you
would like information you divulge to her to be handled. There are several
ways that information can be handled between family members. Please read
carefully the following options for how you would like information between
you and your spouse or family members handled.
□
(Initials) I give permission for any information I divulge to be
shared with family members.
(Initials) I do not give permission for information I divulge to be
shared with family members.
I understand if I choose this option, I limit the type of help that I can
receive from Dr. Goodhelper. In this instance, if information is di
vulged to Dr. Goodhelper that she thinks is important for you to
share with your partner or other family members, she will ask you
to divulge this information before therapy continues. If you refuse
to divulge important information, the ramifications of such a deci
sion will be discussed in detail. In some cases, a referral to another
treating therapist may be made.

ID

□
(Initials) I do not give permission for information I divulge to be
shared with family members except under instances in which my life may
be threatened or someone else’s life may be in danger due to m y__________ .
To ensure quality control in therapy, Dr. Goodhelper reserves the right to
consult with therapist-colleagues regarding your treatment. This is similar
to a physician “getting a second opinion” and can be very helpful in thera
peutic treatment. These professionals are required to maintain the same
strictest confidentiality as Dr. Goodhelper.
Your Rights As a Client
As a client you have the right to:
1. ask questions at any point in time regarding therapeutic or office pro
cedures;
2. offer feedback and your views on therapy;
3. be actively involved in formulating your goals and collaborating with
your therapist to promote change;
4. terminate therapy at any time (you may ask Dr. Goodhelper for a list of
possible referral sources);
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confidentiality as designated in this consent document;
be apprised of fees and fee changes;
ask about alternative procedures available for meeting your goals;
review your case records or (with your written release) obtain written
copies.

Office Procedures and Fees
If you are unable to attend an appointment, it is your responsibility to
cancel your session at least twenty-four hours in advance of the session.
Failure to do so will result in your being charged the full fee for the session.
Certain exceptions will be made to this policy in the event of emergencies,
provided that the therapist is informed prior to the time of the appointment.
Fees are $95 per fifty-minute session. Payment is expected at the end of
each session. If you have health insurance, it is your responsibility to (a) make
your copayment and (b) complete and sign the necessary insurance forms so
that we might share information with your insurer. Ultimately it is the client,
not the insurer, who is responsible for the payment of the fee.
Telephone calls lasting longer than five minutes will be billed in quarter- .
hour increments at your set fee. Therapeutic phone calls are not generally
reimbursable by insurance. Consultations with outside sources (attorneys,
courts, teachers, etc.) will be billed in quarter-hour increments at the regular
fee. Expert witness fees are $120 per hour. Emergency services are billed at
your normal fee rate.
Last, unpaid bills will be sent to collection should payment not be made
in a reasonable period of time.
Emergency Services
During normal business hours, calls are taken by staff at the regular office
phone number (555-555-2938). The Center for Family Change has emer
gency services available twenty-four hours per day. If an emergency arises
that cannot wait until your next appointment, dial 555-HELP (3457) for a
consultation with a therapist on call. The Center for Family Change is not an
emergency service. If you have an immediate psychiatric emergency, go to a
hospital emergency room and indicate to them it is a psychiatric emergency so
that the appropriate personnel can be summoned to evaluate your situation.
Informed Consent
By signing below; I agree that I have read and understand the above
information, and agree to the terms o f therapy stated above. My signature
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indicates that I am giving my consent for Dr. Goodhelper to treat me (us) in
therapy. My signature also indicates that Dr. Goodhelper has permission to
treat any o f my minor children whom I bring to therapy.
Signature__________________________
(Client)
Signature__________________________
(Client)
Signature__________________________
(Client)
Signature__________________________
(Therapist)

D ate______________
D ate______________
D ate______________
D ate______________

APPENDIX D: F IR ST STEPS IN PURSUING
GRADUATE EDUCATION— ADVICE TO STUDENTS
For those considering an occupation as a helping professional, graduate
school should be explored relatively early in one’s undergraduate career. A
college student should do several things to prepare for graduate school.
1. Explore the various areas o f mental health that interest you: Coun
seling, psychology, marriage and family therapy, social work—compare and
contrast the professions while considering your career goals. Take an intro
ductory overview class in the field or fields that interest you.
2. Gain experience in working with people. You may be able to under
stand more thoroughly how to guide your career if you work with people
and understand your likes and dislikes, strengths and weaknesses. Try to
find jobs in which you are exposed to people, preferably jobs in mental
health settings. If you cannot find a job, volunteer. Volunteer experience is
invaluable and can be added to your developing professional resume.
3. Talk to professors and other professionals in the field you are consid
ering entering. Ask about their training, their job market, and their opinions
on the various types of training available, and any general advice they might
have for someone wanting to pursue an education in a mental health field.
4. Take courses in both statistics and research methods. As a mental
health professional, you will be expected to keep apprised of research. In or
der to provide the appropriate standard of care, you need to be familiar with
the latest research findings of the problem you are treating. For example, if
you are treating a child for enuresis, there may be a new, proven technique
that works well for children with bed-wetting problems. If you are unable to
consume research, you will be an ineffective practitioner. For your immedi
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ate career future, almost all graduate schools in the helping professions re
quire these courses. Faculty in graduate programs look for students who un
derstand and value research.
5. Gain experience in research. Volunteer to be a research assistant to
your professors. This experience provides three things. It provides valuable
experience in the research process; it gives you a competitive edge for your
application to graduate school; and it allows the professor to get to know
you and your skills much more closely than he or she would be able to do in
the classroom alone. This exposure to the professor can also give you a re
source for someone who can write a letter to support your application to
graduate school.
6. Begin to put a professional resume together. Tailor your volunteering,
work, and collegiate experiences toward your career goal.
7. Call or write fo r application packets from the graduate programs that
interest you. Look over the materials and apply to several. Do not choose
just one graduate school to apply to; entrance to graduate schools can be
quite competitive.
8. Study fo r and take the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) early. Most
graduate programs have application deadlines long before you would be
starting classes, and you must have taken your GRE and sent your scores in
to the graduate program to which you are applying before the application
deadline. A common mistake is that students wait until it is too late to take
the GRE and are disqualified from the application process. Your college
counseling or career center should have applications for the GRE. Find out
if the graduate programs you are applying to require a subject test (e.g., psy
chology subject test). You will need to have your GRE scores sent directly
from the testing organization to your colleges of interest.
9. Get good grades. Your grade point average is an important consider
ation when getting into graduate school. If there was a period of time where
your grade point average wavered due to a personal crisis, but then you
pulled your grades back up, explain your situation briefly in your applica
tion packet.
10.
Get to know your present professors and others professionals in the
mental health field. You will need letters of recommendation to get into
graduate school. Three letters of recommendation are typically required
(some colleges have required forms that must be filled out by the recom
mending source). You want your professors to be able to write a detailed let
ter about you. Take the time to get to know them and let them know you. Do
not send recommendation letters in your application packet from family,
friends, or family friends; stick to letters from professionals. Letters from
personal, rather than profesional sources are biased and will be discounted
by those who read them. Give your professor who is writing your letter
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plenty of lead time to write the letter so you meet your application deadline.
Check to be sure he or she completed the letter prior to the deadline. If the
graduate school you are applying to requires three letters of recommenda
tion and they receive only two, your application will likely not be consid
ered. Remember to thank your professor for the letter; it takes time to com
pose a good letter.
11. I f possible, visit the program prior to the application deadline. This
action shows an interest and investment in the program. Ask to meet with
the program director, tell him or her you are interested in applying and
would like to come and learn more about their program. Bring along a list of
questions you have regarding the training.
12. I f finances are in question, ask the graduate program about scholar
ships and graduate assistants hips. Many graduate programs offer graduate
assistantships in which you become a teaching assistant or research assis
tant. In exchange for your work, you receive a small monthly stipend and a
tuition waiver. Some students choose to take out student loans during their
graduate program.
GLOSSARY
appropriate standard of care: How most professionals would treat a case
under similar circumstances.
certification: State legislation that prohibits the use of a particular profes
sional title without a certificate.
child abuse reporting laws: All states have some form of child abuse re
porting laws requiring professional therapists (and sometimes laypersons as
well) to report child abuse or neglect.
confidentiality: The ethical obligation of therapists to keep communica
tions between themselves and the client strictly private, not privy to any out
side parties.
dual relationship: Having a professional relationship with a client and also
a personal, business, or intimate type of relationship with him or her.
duty to warn: The responsibility of the therapist to inform an intended vic
tim if a client is threatens to harm a person or group of persons.
ethics: The study of what constitutes good and bad human conduct, includ
ing related actions and values.
identified patient: The person bearing the symptoms of a dysfunctional
family (or couple) system.
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informed consent: Therapists inform clients in writing about their rights
and what to expect during therapeutic treatment.
licensure: This term refers to a state statute that prohibits the practice of a
profession without a license from the state.
malpractice: Practicing in a way that causes injury to a client as a result of
the therapist’s action.
maneuverability: Ability to intervene effectively.
privilege: Legal right to privacy owned by the client, typically regulated by
state statute.
professional codes of ethics: Written codes of conduct set by professional
organizations stating acceptable and unacceptable behaviors and standards
for the discipline.
professional disclosure statement: A written statement introducing clients
to the therapist’s qualifications, the nature of the therapeutic process, and
other important issues entailed in martial and family therapy.
secret policies: The therapist sets a written or verbal agreement with mari
tal or family therapy clients on how information will be handled in therapy
with respect to information shared individually with the therapist (separate
from the other member of the couple or the other members of the family).
social constructivism: A philosophy that maintains that there is no objec
tive reality.
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Chapter 16

Research in Marriage and Family Therapy
Richard J. Bischoff

In my undergraduate program in family studies, I had an instructor who
during a class asked students to raise their hands if they disliked research,
statistics, and math. Nearly every hand shot up amid chuckles of recogni
tion. He then commented that this was just as he had expected, and that in
his opinion this is one of the primary reasons students gravitate toward fam
ily science and other social sciences, including marriage and family therapy.
He explained that students of family science in particular and the social sci
ences in general can succeed without analytical and research skills and
without interest! (A point with which I absolutely disagree.) I do not re
member the specific reasons he gave for this—I think he said something
about family studies and therapy are driven more by informal theory than by
formal theory and the results of research. As a faculty member in a family
science/family therapy program now, I have observed that many, if not most,
of my students do not have a particular interest in research and that most
profess a lack of analytic skill. This is true not only at the undergraduate
level. Research methods and statistics courses are often dreaded and, in
many cases, put off until they cannot be avoided any longer. It is almost as if
students are secretly hoping that the program requirements will change so
that these courses will be eliminated as requirements before they have to
take them. In fact, I would guess that most of you reading this chapter are
doing so begrudgingly.
In teaching graduate-level research courses, I have been struck with the
level of anxiety that my family therapy students bring to the first few class
sessions. Student anxiety is almost palpable. I have actually structured my
class to address this anxiety directly during the first few sessions, which
seems to help—temporarily. The anxiety typically subsides as the semester
progresses, only to skyrocket again when we begin discussing statistics six
to eight weeks into the semester.
539
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Now, I would not say that aversion to math, statistics, and research is the
reason that people choose family science and family therapy as major areas
of study, but I do believe it is a factor. If we are doing it correctly, all of us
gravitate toward areas of study and professions that capitalize on our natural
strengths and skills, that are of most interest to us, and that do not exces
sively emphasize our weaknesses. Frankly, not everyone has the inclination
to become a researcher or statistician. Although I do not have statistics to
back up my next claim, it may just so happen that many people who do not
have inclinations to become researchers or statisticians have natural skills
for helping others with problems. This may be due to their ability to see peo
ple in context and to appreciate each person’s uniqueness. It may be due to
the value they place on natural intuition to help both themselves and others.
It may be due to a host of other variables. Whatever the reason, quantifying
behavior and experiences or conducting observations in ways that follow
rules of disciplined inquiry often flies in the face of intuition and appreciat
ing uniqueness. Frankly, the characteristics of successful treatment have
perpetually been difficult to operationalize and quantify. Even when re
searchers are able to operationalize and quantify them, understanding them
through the aggregation of data and the comparison of means and standard
deviations can easily result in loss of meaning.
Consequently, many clinicians (and students) complain that research
provides little to inform their clinical work. Many clinicians say that the lab
oratory nature of research— with its tight controls on extraneous vari
ables—often does not reflect the real world of working with clients. In fact,
treatments that are conducted as part of a study often are so tightly con
trolled that they cannot and, in fact, should not be duplicated in the real
world of clinical practice (Pinsof and Wynne, 2000). Client inclusion crite
ria are often so exclusive that they act to eliminate clients representing those
typically seen by most clinicians.
To give a specific example, in an excellently designed (tightly controlled)
study, Jose Szapocznik and his colleagues (Szapocznik et al., 1988) looked
at the degree to which a structural-strategic-systems engagement (SSSE)
strategy was an improvement over the engagement as usual (EAU) strate
gies when attempting to engage adolescent substance abusers and their fam
ilies in treatment. The problem is an important one for study because ado
lescent substance abusers and their families are notorious for being difficult
to engage in treatment.
The SSSE strategy the investigators developed is essentially one in which
the therapist attempts to overcome the resistance to participating in treat
ment of each member of the family prior to the first session. Using SSSE,
joining, assessment, and restructuring begin at the first contact, which is
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typically the point at which the first request for treatment is made. For the
purposes of the study, these investigators operationalized engagement as ex
isting on six levels. At the lowest level, at the point of first contact (the first
telephone call) an inquiry about the problem situation and an expression of
polite concern is made by the therapist and an appointment to meet with the
family is set. At the lowest level, or EAU, at the point of first contact (e.g.,
the first telephone call) the therapist inquired about the problem situation
and expressed polite concern and then set an appointment to meet with the
family. This type of interaction represented engagement as usual because it
represented what would typically occur when a potential client calls to set
up an appointment. Four higher levels of engagement were attempted, that
grouped together were considered SSSE. SSSE interactions were ones in
which the therapist assertively attempted to address or restructure the resis
tance of family members in order to engage them in treatment. For example,
although rarely used, at the highest level, the therapist would make a visit in
the family home before the first session in the therapist’s office to restruc
ture the family resistance and thereby engage them in treatment.
Szapocznik and his colleagues found the SSSE condition to produce en
gagement rates at 93 percent while the EAU condition produced engage
ment rates at 42 percent. Also, of those engaged in treatment, those in the
SSSE condition were much more likely to complete treatment than those in
the EAU condition.
The findings are interesting, and appear to have immediate clinical appli
cation; however, the application of these findings to clinical work for many
clinicians is impractical. In order to implement a SSSE strategy such as the
one under investigation, a clinician would need to spend a significant
amount of unreimbursable time in engaging client families. This is some
thing that most clinicians and agencies are unwilling to do. So, although the
tight controls that eliminated error were important to finding the differences
between the two types of engagement strategies, these same controls make
the application of the findings impractical for many clinicians.

THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN THE PRACTICE
OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY
Despite the fact that very few clinicians report an interest in research,
there is probably no more important time than now for marriage and family
therapists to be actively involved in the generation of both quantitative and
qualitative research. Mental health care has unwittingly become caught up
in the rapidly changing health care marketplace. Third-party payers, other
professionals, governmental entities, and clients are increasingly demand
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ing evidence to support claims of the effectiveness of couples and family
therapy. Although it has always been the ethical responsibility of those
within the field to legitimate treatments through rigorous research methods
(see Cavell and Snyder, 1991; Gurman, 1983; Liddle, 1991; Pinsof and
Wynne, 1995b; Sprenkle and Bischoff, 1995), we now have added motiva
tion to conduct this research—our livelihoods depend on it.
It is the ethical responsibility of members of a profession to substantiate
the effectiveness of the services being provided. This is especially important
in the continually elusive mental health care field in which standards for di
agnosis and standard of care practices are difficult to determine. It is diffi
cult to justify as ethical the provision of services for something as important
as a person’s mental and relationship health without substantive evidence
as to its effectiveness. Yet we continue to do so. In fact, the number of new,
untested approaches to therapy continues to grow. In 1987, Rollo May esti
mated that there were over 300 distinct models of therapy. That is an incred
ible number of published approaches to psychotherapy, the majority of
which have no empirical support to justify their use.
Research in marriage and family therapy is important to the field for a
number of reasons (see Sprenkle and Bischoff, 1995). First, and probably
most important, research can improve the practice o f couple and family
therapy. Research that targets the outcomes of couple and family therapy as
it is used to treat specific problems in specific contexts will lead to better
treatment planning and treatment decision making when it comes to finding
the most effective treatment approach for specific situations and contexts. In
1967, Gordon Paul explained that psychotherapy research should be most
concerned with attempting to determine which treatment works best for
which clients under which treatment circumstances. Although as a field we
are far from an answer to this question, clinical research has begun to ad
dress it in a way that is leading to improved treatment outcomes. Of course,
outcome research, especially that which attempts to determine the efficacy
of a treatment, is fraught with problems that limit generalizability. Yet much
can be learned from this research that can inform decision making in treat
ment.
For example, in a well-designed outcome study of the use of family ther
apy in the treatment of eating disorders, the investigators (Dare et al., 1990)
found that their modified structural family therapy approach was superior to
individual therapy when the age of onset of the eating disorder (anorexia
nervosa) was younger than eighteen years. However, they also found that in
dividual therapy was superior to family therapy when the age of onset was
older than eighteen years. These findings have important implications for
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treatment planning when working with eating-disordered clients and their
families, regardless of the theoretical model being used to guide treatment.
Research that investigates the process of therapy (what happens during
therapy that produces change and that leads to an outcome) can help clini
cians understand how change takes place given certain conditions or prob
lems and the role of the therapist in facilitating those changes. As we better
understand the process by which therapeutic change takes place, therapy
can become more efficient, thus improving both the delivery of therapeutic
services and client outcomes. Also, as we learn more about the various fac
tors that account for variation in treatment outcomes, we can attempt to use
these factors in a way that improves treatment outcomes.
Second, research can add legitimacy to the field o f family therapy with
other mental health clinicians. Relatively speaking, marriage and family
therapy is the new kid on the mental health care scene. Psychiatry, social
work, and psychology have been around for fifty to seventy years longer
than family therapy as a profession. Many professionals in other mental
health fields consider couple and family therapy as subspecialties of their
own professions, and definitely not one that warrants the status of legitimate
profession. Cleave Shields and his colleagues (Shields et al., 1994) have
identified marriage and family therapy as a marginalized mental health pro
fession. Although there are advantages to being on the margins (e.g., flexi
bility to creatively develop treatments), there are also disadvantages—the
primary one being the lack of legitimacy afforded by one’s peers in other
mental health disciplines. These authors have cautioned that until the clini
cal effectiveness of the approach is legitimated through scientific means, the
field will continue to be marginalized in the professional community.
Third, research can provide evidence to the larger mental health commu
nity that family therapy is a treatment o f choice fo r many mental health
problems. The mental health care environment of the 1990s and early
twenty-first century is different than it was previous to this time. Third-party
payer and managed care companies are increasingly reluctant to pay for
treatments that do not have “proven effectiveness,” and the evidence these
entities are looking for comes from research.
Fourth, research can legitimate family therapy with the public at large.
Because of the newness of the field of marriage and family therapy, con
sumers of mental health care generally do not know about the role of mar
riage and family therapy in the treatment of mental health problems. In gen
eral, when average consumers of mental health care consider finding a
therapist, they think of either a psychologist or psychiatrist. This is true even
for those with relationship problems such as marital conflict or family prob
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lems. The term psychologist has become synonymous with the term thera
pist for many people, including many mental health professionals.
Although as a marriage and family therapist I have known this for some
time, it became even more clear to me when examining the results of a study
conducted by a colleague and me to determine how therapists are presented
in the movies (Bischoff and Reiter, 1999). For this study we examined over
a ten-year period of time sixty-six movies that presented therapists and ther
apy. Of the ninety-nine therapists presented in these movies, only four had a
professional identification as a marriage therapist, couple’s therapist, family
therapist, marriage and family therapist, or marriage, family, and child
counselor. Yet, there were many more instances of therapists providing mar
ital or couples therapy or in working with families.
Marriage and family therapy research will increase the visibility of the
field and profession with consumers of marriage and family therapy. Re
search into the utility of marriage and family therapy for treating relation
ship problems and mental health concerns, and the impact of relationship
function on mental and physical health and well-being, will improve the le
gitimacy of the field and profession for the treatment of serious mental
health problems.

THE EVOLUTION OF RESEARCH WITHIN THE FIELD
OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY
That research is an enigma for marriage and family therapists is espe
cially interesting given that the practice of couple and family therapy actu
ally originated from the research efforts of its founders (e.g., Broderick and
Schrader, 1981; Nichols and Schwartz, 1998; Sprenkle and Bischoff, 1995;
Wynne, 1983). Murray Bowen, Lyman Wynn, Theodore Lidtz, the members
of the Mental Research Institute (MRI) group, and other founders of family
therapy developed their models of family therapy as a result of their at
tempts to understand problem families through research. Through their re
search on schizophrenia and other serious adult pathologies, these early re
searchers began to recognize the influence of family communication and
other family interactions on the exacerbation of symptoms. As these re
searchers began to understand the influence of the family on individual
functioning, they began to experiment with family intervention in an at
tempt to alleviate pathology. It worked! These early researchers found that
as they mobilized the family differently, the symptoms of pathology lessened.
So, through basic research efforts they developed models of intervention
that could later be tested for effectiveness (through applied research).
Miklowitz and Hooley (1998) have identified this as the ideal process for
conducting modern clinical research: The results of basic research lead to
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the development of interventions and/or treatment manuals that are then
tested. However, the research efforts of today do not really resemble the re
search efforts of the founders of family therapy (Wynne, 1983). According
to Lyman Wynne (1983), there was little distinction between the researcher
and the clinician in the early days of family therapy. In fact, both the re
search interview and the clinical interview were designed to intervene into
the family pathology, and both were designed to provide data for the devel
opment and refinemeht of clinical theory. Researchers/clinicians would
meet with subjects or patients and their families, interviewing them, as oth
ers observed through one-way mirrors or listened to the audiotaped session
after it had taken place. They would then get together to discuss “each ses
sion, formulating hypotheses and criticizing the hypotheses for many,
many hours” (Wynne, 1983, p. 114; emphasis added). In fact, this sounds
more like an intensive clinical training experience than it does the research
of today. Current research, including qualitative research, is truly a disci
plined inquiry: Observations are carefully planned and recorded and follow
strict guidelines that ensure confidence in the results of these observations.
It is truly different from the early research effort of the founders of family
therapy, but this blending of research and clinical work in the early days of
family therapy provided a foundation for the growth of the field.
Fortunately, the research of today has become much more sophisticated
and rigorous. Elusive constructs have been operationalized in ways that al
low them to actually be measured. Measures have been developed and
tested to determine their psychometric qualities. We now have measures of
very complex constructs that show reliability (showing consistent results
across time and situation) and validity (we are actually measuring what we
think we are measuring). Studies are now designed to eliminate competing
explanations to the results. Programmatic research has been conducted
that allows for the results from sequential studies to build upon one another.
This increased sophistication has allowed researchers to place greater confi
dence in their results. We know more now about what makes therapy work
and the effectiveness of therapy than we would have ever known with the re
search methods of the past. In fact, many of the claims forwarded by these
early researchers have been discounted or at least tempered as a result of
later research efforts.

RESEARCH-PRACTICE GAP
Unfortunately, however, the increased sophistication of research meth
ods today have distanced research efforts from clinical work to the point that
many clinicians now avoid research findings, saying that they have little
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bearing on their clinical work (Cohen, Sargent, and Sechrest, 1986). In fact,
one study of clinician attitudes toward research found that less than 14 per
cent said they use research findings to inform their clinical work1 (MorrowBradley and Elliott, 1986). Clinicians often say that research is too reductionistic to be helpful clinically, and that the presentation of clinical
case studies (Cohen, Sargent, and Sechrest, 1986; Jacobson, 1985a; Kaye,
1990) and their own experience as clinicians is more helpful than is research
(Atkinson, Heath, and Chenail, 1991; Morrow-Bradley and Elliott, 1986).
This is supported by Mahrer’s (1988) observation that the charisma of the
proponents of the approach to therapy, its fit with the personality of the ther
apist, and the therapist’s intuition and life experience are more important in
determining which approach to treatment will be used than research is.
Given that this unscientific approach to treatment selection is normative, it
is surprising that therapy is as successful as it is—or is it? It may be that the
specific approach to treatment is not nearly as important as other factors in
determining treatment success.
In fact, attempts to compare models of therapy have been fraught with
difficulty and many prominent researchers have encouraged the field to
move away from such efforts (e.g., Jacobson, 1985b). Studies comparing
one model of therapy against another typically do little more than polarize
individuals within the field. Like it or not, therapists are not going to adopt a
new approach to therapy just because research says their favored one is not
the best. No study of this type is ever so rigorously designed that reasonable
competing explanations do not exist. You can be assured that therapists
adopting the therapy that “lost” or that does not have research support will
be quick to point out the deficiencies in that research. This type of research
has done nothing to improve the services provided to clients.
Take for example the study by Douglas Snyder and Robert Wills (1989)
comparing insight-oriented marital therapy with behavioral marital therapy.
Snyder and Wills found fairly convincingly that insight-oriented marital
therapy produced better outcomes than did behavioral marital therapy. Neil Ja
cobson (1991 b) published a paper critiquing the Snyder and Wills study and de
fending behavioral marital therapy. His contention was that Snyder and Wills
misrepresented behavioral marital therapy by eliminating essential aspects of
this approach from their treatment manual. In addition, he contended that
Snyder and Wills, as insight-oriented therapists, could not adequately train the
insight-oriented therapists used in the study to fully or correctly implement be
havioral therapies. This article was followed by a lively debate on behavioral
marital therapy and on the value of comparing approaches to marital therapy by
researchers throughout the field (Baucom and Epstein, 1991; Gurman, 1991;
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Jacobson, 1991a; Johnson and Greenberg, 1991; Markman, 1991; Snyder and
Wills, 1991).
This debate was beneficial in several ways. First, it identified as futile the
efforts of researchers to compare models of therapy with the intention of
proving one therapy superior to another. These attempts are counterproduc
tive to improving treatment outcomes. Therapists are not going to abandon
their beloved approaches to treatment just because research suggests that
another approach produces better results than the one they are accustomed
to using. This debate also reinforced the idea that psychotherapy research
cannot be free of confounding variables. Although Snyder and Wills de
signed a fairly well controlled study, it did not sufficiently control for error
to protect the integrity of both approaches to treatment. In order to do this,
behavioral therapists should research behavioral therapies and insightoriented therapists should research insight-oriented therapies. Intraschool
studies of therapeutic approaches are the best-known way of assuring that
the therapies are being represented fairly.
Comparative research studies are especially counterproductive now
that cooperative research efforts to enhance the general delivery of ser
vices are most needed. This may be most appropriate anyway, given the bur
geoning evidence which suggests that there are more similarities across
therapies with successful outcomes than there are differences.

Attempts to Address the Research-Practice Gap
This problem is of such a serious concern for those within the field that
numerous articles have been written in an attempt to address the practice
gap between research and clinical work (e.g., Eisler and Dare, 1992; Griffith
and Griffith, 1990; Kaye, 1990; Liddle, 1991; Olson, 1976; Pinsof and
Wynne, 2000; Safran, Greenberg, and Rice, 1988; Schwartz and Breunlin,
1983). Meetings, conferences, and special caucuses as well have been spon
sored by the National Institute of Mental Health, the American Association
for Marriage and Family Therapy, the American Psychological Association,
and other professional organizations in an attempt to overcome this gap.
However, the practice gap between research and clinical work still exists.
This is not to say that research is not occurring. In fact, it is, and research
ers are generating research results at a very rapid pace. The number of excel
lently designed studies is growing exponentially, spurred on by advances in
research design and analytic methodology that have expanded the types
of questions that can be asked through research. The expected result of these
advances is that research will become increasingly more applicable to clini
cal practice.
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In general, researchers/clinicians acknowledge this gap. The cynical part
of me believes that this acknowledgment comes from their frustration in
seeing that their great research efforts are not being used in clinical practice.
So, as is true for most problems, those most interested in seeing the problem
resolved are the first to offer solutions to its resolution (and yet by virtue of
being the ones most interested, they are precisely those with the least rela
tional power to effect the change). It is not surprising that suggestions from
these researchers-clinicians have included socializing clinicians in graduate
training programs to research, redesigning graduate curricula to emphasize
research, modeling the use of research to inform clinical work, and standing
on the proverbial soapbox to call for clinicians to use research more.
Complicating this problem within the profession of marriage and family
therapy is the fact that most of the most prominent researchers within the
field are professionals identifying themselves primarily with psychiatry,
psychology, and social work to a greater extent than to marriage and family
therapy (Hawley, Bailey, and Pennick, 2000). In fact, the most prominent re
searchers in the field are psychologists who publish in psychology journals
as much as or more than in family therapy journals. It is also important to
note that although the research literature on couple and family therapy is be
coming quite large, most of this research is separated into couple therapy re
search and family therapy research (Alexander, Holtzworth-Munroe, and
Jameson, 1994). Research studying the effectiveness of marriage and fam
ily therapy (as an integrated treatment approach) is rare. This is probably be
cause most researchers consider couple therapy to be significantly different
from family therapy and a subspecialization to one of the other mental
health disciplines.
This has several implications (only two of which will be mentioned). First,
couple and family therapy research is not research on the profession of mar
riage and family therapy, it is research on the practice of couple and family ther
apy. Second, marriage and family therapists who want to be up to date on the re
search must keep up with the research published in psychology and social work
journals as well as in family therapy journals if they hope to not become
marginalized (Liddle, 1991; Shields et al., 1994). This is a daunting task, and
one that is filled with a large number of barriers to its accomplishment. I believe
this maintains the gap between research and practice—not because of clinician
disinterest in research, but because of the inaccessibility of this information to
those whose primary affiliation is marriage and family therapy.2
Two advances hold the most promise for bridging the practice-research
gap. First, there has been a call to move away from the tightly controlled
studies of the efficacy of psychotherapy to the study of the effectiveness of
psychotherapy (Pinsof and Wynne, 2000). Second, there has been a trend to
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ward the more frequent use of qualitative methodologies in studies of mar
riage and family therapy (Moon, Dillon, and Sprenkle, 1990).
Movement Toward Effectiveness Studies
Efficacy studies are those that have tight controls on extraneous variables
that might influence the results. These studies typically have a carefully de
signed treatment manual and a no-treatment control group. These stud
ies are designed to determine whether a particular type of psychotherapy is
more effective than no treatment or another type of treatment. Efficacy stud
ies are as close to a laboratory setting as can be achieved in the study of men
tal health treatment.
The problem with efficacy studies is that by virtue of their exceedingly
tight designs the results are often of little relevance to the real-life practice
of psychotherapy. This is not to say that efficacy studies are not important;
they are. It is through efficacy studies that we know that treatment is better
than no treatment for most mental health and relationship problems.
Effectiveness studies are those that evaluate the real world of clinical
practice. Rather than the tight controls that limit the participation in the
study to just certain clients meeting certain criteria, and the restrictions on
how the model of therapy can be implemented, these studies investigate the
real world of clinical practice, as messy as it is. The result of the more wide
spread use of these type of studies is that the results will be more applicable
to the practitioner.
The Increased Use o f Qualitative Methodology
In 1990, Sidney Moon and her colleagues published an article in the
Journal o f Marital and Family Therapy (JMFT) advocating the increased
use of qualitative methods in family therapy research. Each of the mental
health disciplines had seen a growing interest in the use of qualitative re
search prior to 1990, but this article appeared to punctuate and legitimize the
trend in the field of marriage and family therapy. The article, although over
twelve years old, is still important reading for serious marriage and family
therapy students interested in qualitative research.
Through this paper, Moon, Dillon, and Sprenkle (1990) argued that the
increased use of qualitative methods could in fact facilitate the use of re
search findings in clinical work. They explained that qualitative methods
are similar to clinical interviewing and discovery as it occurs in the context
of therapy. In both clinical interviewing and most qualitative research, the
richness of individual experience is preserved in context and is valued over
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gross generalizations and group averages. This, they reasoned, would appeal
to clinicians and facilitate the use of research findings to inform clinical work.
Although it is unclear whether the increased use of qualitative research
has resulted in a lessening of the research-practice gap, I can speak from my
own experience—as the director of a marriage and family therapy training
program—that most master’s-level students appear to be more attracted to
qualitative methods in completing their thesis requirements than they are to
quantitative methods. This is a consistent phenomena, even when given the
option of conducting less time-consuming quantitative investigations within
the same area of interest. My students generally explain that they want to
produce a thesis that has practical applicability, and they find it difficult to
see how quantitative investigations result in the same practical applicability
as do qualitative investigations.

WHA T IS RESEARCH?
After discussing the contemporary context of marriage and family ther
apy research, and before progressing any further in this discussion, it is
important to clarify what is considered research in the field of marriage and
family therapy. Despite all the talk about statistics, experiments, surveys,
sampling, and scientific methods, research is really no more than disci
plined inquiry, or in other words, the use of systematic, replicable proce
dures for obtaining and evaluating information. Although I admit that “re
search” (and even more so the synonymous term “science”) can be intimidat
ing, when it is realized that research really is no more than using systematic
procedures in trying to understand the world, it becomes less scary. To a
certain extent, most everyone reading this book is a researcher, because
nearly everyone, at one time or another, has used systematic procedures for
obtaining information. More important, nearly everyone can become re
searchers, whether the results of the findings are published or not.
In order to understand research, however, you must realize that it is not
the only way of knowing about the world. In his introductory research text,
Earl Babbie (1995) explained that a number of commonly used ways of
knowing about the world cannot be classified as research. He calls these
ways of knowing natural human inquiry (NHI) and notes that each of
them are prone to producing errors in knowing, primarily because the pur
suit of knowledge through each of them is not disciplined. The purpose of
research is to arrive at knowledge by overcoming the errors associated with
undisciplined inquiry.
Because NHI is such a popular way of learning about the world—and of
learning how to do therapy—I will review some of the most popular forms
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of NHI (see Babbie [ 1995] for an expanded discussion). My personal favor
ite form of natural human inquiry—and, I think, a favorite of many of my
colleagues—is personal experience. Through personal experience one
learns about the world firsthand, through trial and error. There is no mistak
ing the power of this kind of knowledge! Everyone has had experience with
this type of learning and, if you are like me, some of these experiences are
very good, and some so bad that I hope to never repeat them. The problem
with this type of learning is that I often do repeat experiences, or I come to a
mistaken conclusion about what I learned. So I end up learning the same
thing over and over again, with slight variations in experience each time.
Another problem with this type of learning is that I never know how trans
ferable it is to other people in other situations. Knowledge obtained in this
way is mine and mine only, no matter how much in error my conclusions
are. Learning through personal experience is a popular method of knowing
used by mental health clinicians. Much of what clinicians know about how
to conduct therapy comes from their experience of conducting therapy
(Cohen, Sargent, and Sechrest, 1986; Morrow-Bradley and Elliott, 1986).
Therapists even gravitate toward therapies or approaches to therapy that fit
with their personal experience in relationships and with the world—more so
than through research findings (Mahrer, 1988).
Tradition is another popular way of knowing about the world, both in
and out of the world of therapy. Tradition is often knowledge that is assumed
to be known by everyone because it has been passed down throughout the
generations. The problem is that it is not known by everyone, even by those
who should be in the know. It is through tradition that I conduct therapy as I
was taught in my graduate program, whether that approach to treatment is
based on evidence of helpfulness or not. It is through tradition (and conve
nience) that I conduct therapy in fifty-minute increments. However, the
problem with tradition is that it often prevents us from exploring new possi
bilities and from seeing the obvious.
To obtain knowledge through authority is possibly a variation on obtain
ing knowledge through tradition, but can be distinguished in two important
ways. First, knowledge obtained through authority is obtained through peo
ple we believe have special knowledge (whether this is true or not) because
of their positions of power. Because we see them as authorities, the informa
tion they give us carries more weight and we tend to believe it more. Second,
knowledge obtained from authorities is typically overt and available to us in
the conscious mind. However, information gained through tradition is typi
cally passed to us through covert means and is often not readily available in
the conscious mind (many have had the experience of someone questioning
why they do something the way they are currently doing it and have become
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stupefied and can respond only with a “because that’s how its always been
done”). This isn’t necessarily a bad way of knowing (researchers are often
seen as authority figures!), but errors in knowing occur when authority fig
ures speak outside their area of expertise or provide information as fact that
has little factual support. Politicians, doctors, lawyers, teachers, clergy, par
ents, and even therapists are examples of authority figures that have great
power to influence people in Western societies.
Research, or science, attempts to overcome the deficits of obtaining
knowledge through natural human inquiry by subjecting the search for knowl
edge to principles of disciplined inquiry. Procedures are followed in asking
questions and in obtaining data in such a way that error and bias are elimi
nated. This is really not too much different from what happens in good clini
cal interviewing (Atkinson, Heath, and Chenail, 1991). The clinician ob
tains information through a variety of well-designed questions, tasks, or
instruments—from a variety of sources that have been planned in advance
to elicit certain information.

TYPES OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY THERAPY RESEARCH
Research in marriage and family therapy is not homogeneous. It takes
many different forms, has a variety of purposes, and uses a large number of
strategies. To understand marriage and family therapy research, you must
understand the different varieties.

Basic and Applied Research
Basic research is done when a researcher wants to understand some
thing better, whereas applied research is done when a researcher wants to
find solutions to problems (Ellis, 1994). Basic research is undertaken when
a researcher is interested in learning more about a particular condition. For
example, a researcher who is interested in understanding marital affairs
might attempt to identify the degree to which various factors are associated
with the occurrence of affairs. The researcher may attempt to determine if
factors such as gender, years married, number of children, type of employ
ment, religiosity, permissiveness, and marital satisfaction are associated
with the occurrence of affairs. To use a clinical example, a researcher may
be interested in the degree to which a particular population, such as Mexican
Americans, has access to mental health care. Although both of these re
search areas may have clinical applicability,, they are not applied research.
Applied research on the other hand would attempt to determine the best
way of intervening to help couples whose relationships are distressed by an
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affair, or would attempt to determine how access to mental health care can
be improved. As can be imagined, applied research typically follows basic
research. As researchers gain a greater understanding for the phenomenon
under study, they then are able to develop interventions designed to address
the problems being studied (Miklowitz and Hooley, 1998). However, basic
and applied research efforts are not necessarily mutually exclusive endeav
ors. In fact, a single study may have both basic and applied aspects.
Although it has been generally presumed that the sine qua non of applied
research has traditionally been the clinical trial (developing an intervention
or treatment program, implementing it under strict controls, and then evalu
ating its success), there is significant criticism about this approach to re
search. In fact, prominent researchers within the field have even criticized
this type of research as not clinically applicable (Pinsof and Wynne, 2000).
Pinsof and Wynne explain that we should be concerned about two types of
applied research. The first, efficacy research, follows strict experimental de
sign principles. The basic question being asked through efficacy research is
whether the treatment in question is better than no treatment at all. In gen
eral, the answer is a resounding “yes” for nearly every type of therapy stud
ied and for every type of problem studied. Although this information is im
portant, it falls short of being clinically helpful and it really confirms only
what is already presumed by nearly every mental health clinician, regardless
of discipline or treatment approach. The primary problem with efficacy re
search is that to ensure that alternative explanations for findings are ruled
out, the therapy being evaluated becomes sterile and does not look like the
therapy as it would be applied in the real world.
This is where the second type of applied research, effectiveness research,
can step in. Through effectiveness research, researchers evaluate the effec
tiveness of therapy as it is actually conducted in the messy, real world of
clinical practice. The drawback to this type of research is that confounding
variables abound. It can be unclear whether it was actually the treatment that
made the difference or some other variable, such as the exceptional skill of
the therapist implementing the treatment or the good advice the client got
from his or her hairdresser. The advantage to effectiveness research is that it
is actually a test of therapy as it is conducted in the nonlaboratory world of
clinical practice and so has immediate relevancy to clinical work.

Qualitative and Quantitative Research
Since the mid-to late 1980s, research in family therapy has undergone a
transformation that has resulted in greater acceptability of qualitative re
search methods (Sprenkle and Moon, 1996). That this transformation oc
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curred within the MFT research community is interesting because it was
primarily qualitative research methodologies used by the first family thera
pists to create their approaches to treatment. However, as one of these
founders points out, the research efforts of the past do not resemble the re
search efforts of today (Wynne, 1983). These early researchers used loosely
defined qualitative research strategies with very little concern for control
ling investigator bias. These early research attempts resulted in study find
ings that were generally impressionistic. Probably in reaction to the mildly
disciplined research of the founders of family therapy and the resulting
claims of universal success of their approaches to treatment, researchers at
tempted to adopt more “scientific” principles in the evaluation of therapies
and the study of clinically related material. Research became more experi
mental, and consequently, almost exclusively quantitative in nature. During
this period of time a large number of outcome studies were conducted. Most
of these were ones that compared one couple or family treatment to another,
or that compared a couple or family treatment to an individual psychother
apy or no treatment. As this transformation in research emphasis became
complete, clinicians began to lament that research was no longer applicable
to their clinical work. They began to turn away from the exclusive reliance
on quantitative methods and to reexplore the value of qualitative methodol
ogies. Although this transformation began before the early 1990s, the publi
cation of the paper by Sidney Moon and her colleagues in JMFT (Moon,
Dillon, and Sprenkle, 1990) appeared to usher in the acceptability of quali
tative research to the study of marriage and family therapy by stimulating a
very public debate of the role of both qualitative and quantitative methods
(Atkinson, Heath, and Chenail, 1991; Cavell and Snyder, 1991; Moon, Dillon,
and Sprenkle, 1991). Until this time, it was difficult if not impossible to find
an article based on qualitative research in the leading MFT journals. Yet this
paper and the resulting debate appeared to open the minds of journal editors
to accept these papers and to stimulate researchers to adopt more rigorous
qualitative methodologies in conducting these studies. Today, it seems that
the debate has subsided and both quantitative and qualitative methods are
accepted as legitimate (Sprenkle and Moon, 1996). To understand the dif
ference between these two methods (and the reason for the debate), you
must understand that qualitative and quantitative research are led by differ
ent types of research questions, methods, and purposes, resulting in different
knowledge.
Quantitative investigations are deductive in nature (the theory or hy
pothesis drives the collection of data and how the data are interpreted)
(Sprenkle and Bischoff, 1995); in essence, “quantitative research aims for
rigorous scientific empiricism by counting, comparing, measuring, and
subjecting data to statistical analysis” (p. 543). In conducting a quantita
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tive investigation, the researcher articulates questions and hypotheses
prior to designing the study and collecting the data, and then designs the
study to specifically answer the question being asked. Strict controls are
built into the study to limit the effect of the investigator and to limit the de
gree to which alternative explanations for the results are possible. To con
trol for bias and alternative explanations, variables are well defined be
forehand and are reduced to their simplest forms so as to eliminate
complexity. Because generalizability of results to a broader population is
often the goal, sampling theory is often used to guide the identification
and recruitment of subjects from whom data will be collected.
Qualitative investigations are inductive (the theory or explanation emerges
from the data itself). Using qualitative methods, researchers try not to limit
or place restrictive controls on the data or data collection with the hope that
this openness will lead to previously undiscovered knowledge. Qualitative
investigations tend to be exploratory in nature and recognize the influence
of the investigator on the data being collected. Investigator bias is addressed
through the identification and articulation of the sources of bias and through the
use of multiple data collection methods and data sources (a quality control
measure called triangulation) and time in the field (the amount of time the
investigator spends with the participants [subjects] or with the data). Data
are analyzed using narrative analytic strategies that facilitate theory devel
opment and that preserve the richness of the data in the results.
To make a gross generalization (meaning that there are exceptions), quan
titative investigations focus on the verification of knowledge, whereas quali
tative investigations focus on the discovery of knowledge. Quantitative in
vestigations focus on the elimination of alternative explanations, whereas
qualitative investigations attempt to facilitate the discovery of alternative
explanations, if they exist. Quantitative investigations focus on reducing
data to something that can be counted and numerically compared, whereas
qualitative investigations focus on the narrative nature of the data and the
context from which the data come. Quantitative investigations are designed
so that results will be generalizable to the larger population, whereas quali
tative investigations are designed so that the uniqueness of this set of sub
jects is emphasized.

Outcome and Process Research
Clinical research can be described in terms of outcome and process. Out
come research is designed to determine the results of a course of therapy
generally or of an intervention or set of interventions specifically. For exam
ple, a researcher may attempt to determine the long-term or short-term out
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comes as a result of a particular treatment. Those engaged in outcome re
search are often interested in the degree to which change has taken place,
change is sustained over time, the intervention impacts other aspects of
functioning, and the treatment of interest produced better results than an
other treatment (or no treatment).
Process research is designed to determine what happens during therapy.
For example, determining changes in client resistance throughout the course
of therapy would be an example of process research. Those engaged in pro
cess research are often interested in moment-by-moment changes in client
experience of treatment, the interaction between the therapist and client or
among family members, or the processes involved in change.
Although the earliest family therapy research was concerned using the
process dimensions of therapy, including how families interacted with one
another and the way in which intervention into the family took place, re
searchers quickly began concentrating more on the outcomes of treatment
as family therapy developed. The most prominent research of the 1970s and
early 1980s tended to be outcome-oriented research. However, beginning in
the 1980s—probably due to the increased sophistication of research and the
realization that significant differences among therapies were hard to find—
researchers began to return to the study of the process of therapy. At this
time, publications of studies on moment-by-moment in-session changes,
clients’ experience of therapy, and the nature of intervention began to ap
pear. This resurgence in interest in the process of therapy within the context
of the proliferation of outcome studies led to what was called by Alan Gurman
and his colleagues “the new process perspective” (Gurman, Kniskern, and
Pinsof, 1986). Through this perspective, researchers will often not conduct
an exclusively process or outcome study, but will integrate both process and
outcome indices within the same study. To do this, researchers focus on in
cremental outcomes within the context of therapy that lead up to the over
all outcome of treatment. In this way, researchers are able to understand the
incremental processes of change that occur within the course of treatment as
well as the incremental outcomes associated with specific interventions.
Two examples of this new process perspective will help you understand the
value of integrating process and outcome research.
Gerald Patterson and his colleagues at the Oregon Social Learning Cen
ter (Chamberlain et al., 1984; Patterson and Chamberlain, 1988; Patterson
and Forgatch, 1985) examined the relationship between therapist interven
tions and client resistance. These investigators developed a measure for
evaluating client resistance on a incident-by-incident basis at the beginning,
middle, and end phases of treatment. They also developed a measure of mo
ment-by-moment therapist techniques that could be grouped into categories
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of support, confront, and teach. They measured both therapist use of tech
nique at the various stages of therapy and the associated client expression of
resistance. They found client resistance to be at its lowest at the beginning
and ending phases of treatment and highest in the middle phase. The middle
phase of treatment was also the time when therapists were more likely to en
gage in teach and confront interventions. Poorer outcomes (e.g., dropping
out of treatment) were associated with a higher proportion of teach and con
front techniques in the beginning phases of treatment (and consequently
with more resistance at the beginning phase as well). This research has im
mediate treatment implications.
Leslie Greenberg and Susan Johnson refined their approach to couple
therapy, emotionally focused couple therapy, through the implementation of
an integrated process and outcome research approach (Greenberg et al.,
1993; Greenberg, James, and Conry, 1988; Johnson and Greenberg, 1988).
These researchers studied specific events and occurrences in therapy where,
according to theory, they expected change to occur. They found that emo
tionally focused couple therapy promotes more affiliative behaviors in
couples during the latter stages of treatment, that experiencing underlying
emotions is positively associated with conflict resolution, and that one part
ner’s intimate self-disclosure is positively associated with affiliative re
sponsiveness in the other. They also found that clients identified the critical
incidents of successful therapy to be expressing underlying emotions, un
derstanding one’s own experience of the relationship, taking responsibility
for one’s own experience, and having experience and emotion validated by
one’s partner. The result of this research is a refined approach to couple ther
apy that emphasizes empirically validated treatment processes for success
ful outcomes.

WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH LITERATURE SAY?
Marriage and family therapy research has moved away from the compar
ative studies of the past that pit one therapy against another. The state of the
art of family therapy outcome research concerns the outcomes of couple or
family therapy in the treatment of specific problem areas (Gurman, Kniskern,
and Pinsof, 1986; Piercy and Sprenkle, 1990; Sprenkle and Bischoff, 1995).
However, most of the studies conducted to determine the effectiveness of
couple and family therapy have used a very small number of the hundreds of
therapies that exist. The reason for this is quite practical. To study the effec
tiveness of a therapy on a specific problem area, the outcomes of the therapy
must be able to be operationalized. In other words, to conduct an outcome
study, it must be possible to measure change in some way. Pragmatically,
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this means that therapies that are primarily focused on behavioral change
are more amenable to empirical study. Probably more important, therapists
who espouse such therapies are more likely to ask questions about the effec
tiveness of their therapies that are more likely to be able to be operationalized.
Therefore, in the field of marriage and family therapy, behavioral, struc
tural, and strategic therapies or therapies that have ties to these models of
treatment are more likely to be those used in studies of the effectiveness of
marriage and family therapy. Therapies that are focused on producing growth
or change, which is difficult to operationalize, have only rarely been sub
jected to empirical investigation. For example, therapies that are narrative,
experiential, or transgenerational in nature have rarely been used when eval
uating family therapy outcomes. I suspect there are two primary reasons that
these therapies are underrepresented in the research literature: first, their de
sired outcomes are difficult to operationalize and consequently measure.
For example, how do you measure the authoring of a new story or de
triangulation? Second, advocates of these therapies (especially narrative
therapy) often criticize traditional research methods (Gurman, Kniskern,
and Pinsof, 1986) as reductionistic, arbitrary, and not useful to the real
world of clinical practice (e.g., Griffith and Griffith, 1990; Kaye, 1990;
Tomm, 1983). Studies that are conducted investigating these more aesthetic
therapies (Keeney and Sprenkle, 1983) tend not to be published in refereed
journals. When they are published, they are often found in more obscure jour
nals with a limited readership.
It would be a mistake to assume that this means aesthetic therapies are
less effective than pragmatic therapies just because they do not lend them
selves to study using traditional research methodology, especially in light of
the common factors research that is currently being conducted. It may be that
the key determining factor to the success of couple and family therapy is the
marshaling of couple or family resources through the involvement in ther
apy of multiple members of the family (Russell Crane, personal communi
cation, 2000). This would certainly be consistent with the commonly used
definition of family therapy found in the research literature: family therapy
is therapy which is conducted with more than one family member involved
in the session greater than 50 percent of the time (Shadish et al., 1985).
In October 1995, William Pinsof and Lyman Wynne (1995a) guestedited a special issue of JMFT subtitled “The Effectiveness of Marital and
Family Therapy” in which leading researchers in the field summarized the
research findings within the mental health field as they pertained to the prac
tice of marriage and family therapy. Although published in 1995, the re
search reviews found in this special issue are consistent with what is cur
rently known about the effectiveness of the practice of couple and family
therapy in the treatment of a wide variety of presenting problems. I recom
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mend this issue of JM FTto any student seriously interested in learning more
about what we know about the effectiveness of MFT. Other excellent recent
reviews have also been published (see Alexander et al., 1994; Baucom et a l,
1998; Bergin and Garfield, 1994; Friedlander, 1998; Pinsof, Wynne, and
Hambright, 1996). In 2000, the editors of the special issue of JMFT reiter
ated the general conclusions of this endeavor by reasserting that as a result
of research in this area, the following can be stated fairly conclusively:
1. Couple therapy (CT) or family therapy (FT) is better than treatment
that does not involve family members for treating adult schizophrenia
(FT), depression in women in distressed marriages (CT), marital dis
tress (CT), adult alcoholism and drug abuse (FT), adolescent conduct
disorders (FT), adolescent drug abuse (FT), anorexia in young adoles
cent females (FT), childhood autism (FT), aggression and noncompli
ance in attentioin deficit-hyperactivity disorder (FT), dementia (FT),
and cardiovascular risk factors (FT).
2. CT or FT is better than no treatment for all of the above clients and dis
orders as well as for adult obesity (CT), adult hypertension (CT), ado
lescent obesity (FT), anorexia in younger adolescents (FT), childhood
conduct disorders (FT), childhood obesity (FT), and almost all child
hood chronic illnesses (FT).
3. There are no studies that show that CFT has negative or destructive ef
fects. [Note: CFT refers to couple and family therapy.]
4. There are insufficient data to support the superiority of any particular
form of CFT over any other (meta-analytic findings).
5. CFT appears to be more cost effective than standard hospital treat
ment for adult schizophrenia and unipolar depression as well as resi
dential treatment for adolescent conduct disorders.
6. CFT is not sufficient unto itself to treat a number of severe and chronic
mental disorders such as schizophrenia, major unipolar and bipolar af
fective disorders, addictions, autism, and severe conduct disorders.
However, CFT significantly enhances the treatment packages for
these disorders. (Pinsof and Wynne, 2000, p. 2)
My intention is not to provide an exhaustive review of the extant research
literature. However, it will be instructive to review a few of some of the most
important areas of research in the field.
The General Effectiveness o f Couple Therapy
Couple therapy has consistently been found effective for reducing mari
tal conflict and increasing marital satisfaction (Alexander et al., 1994;
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Baucom et al., 1998; Bray and Jouriles, 1995; Johnson and Lebow, 2000;
Pinsof, Wynne, and Hambright, 1996). This is true regardless of the thera
peutic approach being studied (Dunn and Schwebel, 1995). However, the
degree of effectiveness is debatable. Couple therapy has been found to pro
duce superior outcomes to no treatment and wait list/placebo controls in ef
ficacy studies. Some evidence even suggests that couple interventions re
duce the likelihood of divorce within two years after the completion of
treatment (Jacobson, Schmaling, and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987). However,
other studies have found that although the short-term benefits of couple
therapy are evident, it is difficult to maintain these benefits over longer peri
ods of time.
The primary outcome measures used for studying the success of couple
therapy are the continued presence of relationship conflict and the occur
rence of dissolution or divorce. It is reasonable to assume that a desirable
outcome of couple therapy would be greater relationship satisfaction and
stability, but this may not be a reasonable expectation for all couple therapy.
Jacobson and Addis (1993) explain that couples who have better outcomes
are those whose partners at the beginning of treatment are less distressed
and more emotionally engaged with each other. These couples also tend to
be younger, with less relationship history, and with less individual psycho
pathology. This may mean that couples whose relationships are healthier
and who have had fewer attempts to solve relationship difficulties are more
likely to benefit from couple therapy. It also may mean that for some cou
ples seeking couple therapy, their problems may be insurmountable. For
these couples, relationship dissolution may in fact be a successful outcome
of a course of treatment. It is interesting to note that no investigators have
asked couples who dissolved their relationships after therapy whether they
felt helped by therapy (Bray and Jouriles, 1995).
A large number of studies have been conducted to determine both the
process and outcome of couple therapy; however, nearly all of these studies
have examined just three models of therapy: behavioral marital therapy (or
cognitive-behavioral marital therapy), emotionally focused couple therapy,
and insight-oriented marital therapy. So, although it can be said that couple
therapy is generally effective, it must be said with reservation because of the
limited number of clinical models that have been subjected to inquiry. How
ever, the three models that have been subjected to the most rigorous investi
gation each represent very different underlying assumptions about the
nature of change and the role of the therapist in producing change. For ex
ample, the behavioral marital therapy model emphasizes the role of overt
behavioral and interactional change with the therapist intervening actively
into the interactional sequence. However, emotionally focused couple ther
apy and insight-oriented couple therapy, while also addressing the overt
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interactional experience between intimate adults, have as underlying as
sumptions the role of internal emotional experience and internal subcon
scious experience respectively. So, emotional experience and subconscious
experience become the targets of therapeutic intervention. Although the in
vestigated models are few, in their fundamental differentness they do ac
count for a broad range of ways in which problem development and change
can be conceptualized, making it easy to justify a statement of therapeutic
effectiveness.

Couple and Family Therapy in the Treatment
of Specific Problem Areas
Schizophrenia
It is fitting that the discussion of the effectiveness of family interventions
on specific problem areas begin with schizophrenia. Many of the prominent
early family therapy models were derived from the study of individuals
showing schizophrenic symptoms and their families (Broderick and Schrader,
1981; Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995). These early models have provided
the foundation for many of the family therapy approaches currently being
practiced. This area of study also exemplifies the differences in family ther
apy research since the 1950s, demonstrating change in focus toward multi
modal treatments, the acknowledgement of the role biology plays in the de
velopment of psychopathology, and the limitations of family intervention. It
is also fitting because some of the best-designed studies in the field have ad
dressed the impact of family intervention on the management of schizo
phrenia.
That family therapy has its roots in the study of one of the most severe
forms of psychopathology is interesting and perplexing for many students.
However, when you consider that family dynamics are more obvious under
conditions of chronic distress than under conditions of the waxing and wan
ing of normal life stress, the birth of family therapy from the study of fami
lies in which one member has schizophrenic symptoms makes sense. If in
terventions designed to change the family dynamic in this extreme situation
were found to be effective (and they were found to be effective using the im
pressionist methodology of the 1950s), then it makes sense that they would
also apply to less extreme situations.
As early family therapy researchers began studying individuals with
schizophrenia, their attentions were quickly directed toward the families of
their subjects and patients. It was the obviousness of the family dynamics
associated with severe psychopathology that attracted the early researchers
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to this area of study and that resulted in their early experimentation with inter
ventions designed to create changes in the family dynamic with the hope of
alleviating schizophrenic functioning. However, unlike the research on
schizophrenia today, the research of the late 1950s and early 1960s consid
ered family pathology to be the root cause of schizophrenia. The assumption
was that an individual essentially developed schizophrenia in reaction to, as
a defense against, or as a result of severe family pathology. The belief was
that under the most severely pathological of family interactions, psychotic
symptomotology in one member would be a logical result. This also led to
the belief that symptoms point to underlying systemic pathology. Therefore,
symptoms carry a function within the family either to point toward underly
ing systemic pathology (e.g., strategic-based approaches) or to scapegoat
one member so the rest of the family can be free to be more functional (e.g.,
transgenerational approaches).
As family interventions gained in popularity and began to be used more
generally, family research in the area of schizophrenia essentially stopped.
In fact, nearly twenty years passed before renewed research and treatment
interest in this area emerged. In the 1970s clinicians began again to see the
influence of the family on schizophrenic symptoms and to take notice of the
family dynamics associated with schizophrenic symptomology. As clini
cians more frequently used aftercare treatment programs that would place
patients in greater proximity to their families sooner after stabilization, they
began to notice the resurgence of symptomatic behavior once the patients
were placed in prolonged contact with their families (Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995). However, this time around, a new set of assumptions about the
etiology of schizophrenia and improved research methodologies informed
both the studies and the treatments.
Underlying both the current research and family treatments being studied
is the use of a stress-vulnerability model to explain etiology. In other words,
unlike the assumption informing the early research efforts, this model states
that environmental stress alone is probably not sufficient to result in the de
velopment of schizophrenia. Biological predispositions to schizophrenia
are also assumed to exist. It is these biological factors that create a vulnera
bility to schizophrenia. Given sustained environmental stress coupled with
this biological vulnerability, the condition may develop (Anderson, Reiss,
and Hogarty, 1986).
In my opinion, two very important developments have come out of the
modern family research on schizophrenia. These developments have since
been successfully applied to other psychopathological conditions. First is
the development of the construct of expressed emotion and second is the
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emphasis on psychoeducational family treatments within the context of a
multimodal treatment package.
Expressed emotion (EE) refers to the degree to which a person is sub
jected to behaviors such as criticism or harsh tones of voice from family
members, spouse, or partner (Anderson, Reiss, and Hogarty, 1986). When
criticism of the person characterizes his or her most intimate interactions,
that individual is said to be subjected to high EE. Low EE is present when
these close family relationships are free of criticism and other belittling and
degrading behaviors. High EE families tend to be very emotionally reactive
to the patient and his or her expression of symptoms. EE has been the pri
mary measure of environmental stress in family studies of schizophrenia
and both observational (e.g., Falloon et al., 1985) and self-report (Shields
et al., 1994) measures have been developed to assess the level of EE. Thus, it
is believed that schizophrenia occurs as the result of an interaction between
biological vulnerability and environmental stress.
Research has found that individuals with schizophrenia subjected to high
EE after discharge from hospitalization are more likely to relapse than those
for whom treatment was able to produce decreases in EE (Leff et al., 1982;
Falloon et al., 1985). The Leff et al. (1982) study was specifically designed
to determine the curative characteristics of the treatment they provided.
They found that it was the aspects of the treatment designed to produce de
creases in EE that accounted for the greatest variation in treatment outcome.
In other words, individuals who have schizophrenia who also have family
members that are critical, demanding, and judgmental in words and actions
are more likely to relapse and to have more severe symptomotology than
those who do not have critical family members. It is difficult to say whether
high EE creates schizophrenia, or the stress of living with someone who has
schizophrenia creates critical responses by family members, but it is in
structive to note that treatment focused on reducing EE is associated with
fewer relapses and greater compliance with medication regimens.
The second major advancement produced by this line of research con
cerns the development of psychoeducational family treatment models that
are provided in the context of a multimodal treatment program. First, psy
chotic symptomotology is controlled through the use of neuroleptic medica
tion. Environmental stress is primarily addressed through a behaviorally
based psychoeducational treatment package that includes the family in
treatment. Research has found that neither the therapeutic nor the educa
tional components alone (with medication) are as effective as the integrated
psychoeducational family treatment, and that medication alone has the
highest relapse rates of any treatment (Hogarty et al., 1986).
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The psychoeducational family treatments studied are founded in behav
ioral therapy treatment principles. These treatments emphasize
1. the early engagement of the family,
2. family education about schizophrenia including its etiology, course,
and symptoms,
3. recommendations for coping with the disorder,
4. communication skills training,
5. problem-solving training, and
6. crisis intervention. (Goldstein and Miklowitz, 1995)
The family is taught that schizophrenia is a disorder that resides in the indi
vidual and is biologically determined and that it can be exacerbated or
calmed by the family’s influence.
Goldstein and Miklowitz (1995) have summarized the findings regarding
family treatment of schizophrenia. They conclude that convincing evidence
suggests that medication management coupled with behaviorally based
psychoeducational family therapy are more effective than medical manage
ment alone and than medical management with individual therapy.
Affective Disorders
Most of the research on the effectiveness of psychotherapies in the treat
ment of depression and other mood disorders has been conducted using in
dividually based therapies (Prince and Jacobson, 1995). In general, these
studies have found that individual therapies (typically cognitive or interper
sonal therapy) are successful in treating depression. Some studies have even
found that psychotherapy-only treatments are as effective as medicationonly treatments (Krupnick et al., 1996). Treatments combining both medi
cation management and individual psychotherapy tend to produce the most
successful outcomes, with close to 60 percent of patients recovering from
unipolar depression in clinical trials (Elkin et al., 1989).
However, do not forget the 40 percent of patients who do not show improve
ment. Although there is a statistically significant difference in recidivism (the
recurrence of symptoms) between depressives who are treated and those who
are not, the recurrence rate of symptoms (Maxmen and Ward, 1995) in the
treated population is about 50 percent! Therefore, although psychotherapy may
be important in reducing the severity of acute symptomotology, it is far from
being overwhelmingly successful in producing longitudinal absence of symp
toms.
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Depression and other mood disorders are especially resistant to interven
tion. This is made evident not only by the high rate of recidivism in the
treated population but also by the surprisingly high rate of patients not com
pleting treatment (Prince and Jacobson, 1995). Some prominent couple and
family researchers (e.g., Prince and Jacobson, 1995) have speculated that
one of the reasons for this resistance might be the recursive influence of de
pression and couple and family relationships. Because of this contextual in
fluence, couple and family therapy has been seen as a preferred treatment
for depression by many within the field.
Research on depression has shown that a strong association exists be
tween depression and couple and family dysfunction (Prince and Jacobson,
1995). Studies have shown that the presence of intrafamily conflict is com
mon for people who are depressed and that individuals from families in
which conflict is common are at higher risk for developing depression. Re
search has also shown that the presence of couple and family conflict is pre
dictive of relapse in treated populations and that depressive episodes are
more likely to occur after episodes of couple conflict or intimate relation
ship disruption or interpersonal loss.
Of course, not all people with depression are in conflictual relationships,
so one cannot say that couple or family conflict causes depression—but it
certainly appears to make it worse. Additional support for the importance of
the relationship between depression and couple and family relating is found
in research addressing the protective and curative features of these relation
ships on the development and recurrence of depressive symptomotology
(e.g., Jacobson et al., 1993). Studies have shown that depression is less com
mon among people who are married than those who are single. Although the
quality of the marital relationship has been found to be more of a protective
factor than just the fact of being married, the protective function of the cou
ple relationship has not been found to be compensated for in its absence
through relationships with family and friends. When someone who is prone
to develop depression or who is depressed has a supportive spouse and fam
ily, he or she is less likely to have severe symptoms and is less likely to re
lapse.
As mentioned before, it would be impossible—based on the existing re
search—to conclude that couple and family relationship dysfunction causes
depression. Frankly, it is difficult to live with (and provide therapy for)
someone who is chronically depressed. Their hopelessness and unhappiness
is frustrating, discouraging, and just plain not very fun for partners and fam
ily members. Depression wreaks havoc not only on the individual, but also
on those with whom they are in intimate relationships (e.g., Beach and
O’Leary, 1993; Billings and Moos, 1983).
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The research previously cited, which found that interactions between
spouses in which one is depressed are more conflictual and less caring than
in relationships where depression is not present, could also be explained in
terms of the influence of depression on these relationships. Parenting and
relationships with children have also been found to be impacted by depres
sion. Some researchers have found that depressed women are likely to expe
rience greater hostility and resentment toward their children than women
who are not depressed. The children of depressed women are more likely to
experience emotional and behavioral problems. The effects of depression
on the family do not stop when the depressive episode is over or when it has
been successfully treated. Coryell and colleagues (1993) found in their fiveyear posttreatment follow-up of successfully treated patients that relation
ship conflict and other relationship impairment continued in 40 to 50 per
cent of the patients studied.
Because of the reciprocal influence of environmental stress and depres
sion, researchers and clinicians have hypothesized that couple and family
therapy would produce superior outcomes to individual therapy in the treat
ment of depression. However, disappointingly, this has not been found to be
the case. Probably the most secure statement that can be made based on the
research done to this point is that couple therapy is no less or no more effec
tive than individual therapy in the treatment of depression when evaluating
success based on the amelioration of symptoms and relapse rates. Both
treatments are more effective than no treatment.
Couple therapies (behavioral marital therapies [BMT]) have been those
subjected to the most careful empirical investigation. Family therapies have
been investigated only rarely and, although promising, we do not have suffi
cient information to comment on their effectiveness.
Results produced by the research programs of Beach and O’Leary (1993;
O’Leary and Beach, 1990; O’Leary, Risso, and Beach, 1990) and Jacobson
(Jacobson et al., 1991,1993) serve as examples of the type of research being
done in this area. In both of these research programs behavioral marital ther
apy was compared with individual cognitive therapy and a wait list control
condition. Both sets of researchers used women with depression as subjects.
Women in both studies were randomly assigned to treatment conditions and
were evaluated for severity of depression and relationship satisfaction using
the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS) (Spanier, 1976) both before and after
receiving the assigned treatment. Neither group of researchers found signif
icant differences between those clients receiving BMT and those receiving
individual cognitive therapy. However, both found that those receiving BMT
were likely to score higher on their measure of couple satisfaction. Long
term follow-up with these couples also indicated that they were able to
maintain these improvements in relationship satisfaction. Jacobson’s stud
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ies examined treatment outcomes more carefully and found that in the BMT
condition increased DAS scores were evident only when at least one spouse
indicated relationship distress. If the relationship was not determined to be
in distress, then BMT and individual cognitive therapy were equally effec
tive at reducing depressive symptoms and in producing improvements in re
lationship satisfaction. Interestingly, neither Beach and O’Leary nor Jacobson
were able to find significant differences in relapse rates at one-year followup after treatment was completed, further indicating no significant differ
ences between individual and couple therapy in the treatment of depression.
Why devote so much attention to the discussion of the treatment of de
pression when no significant differences between treatment are found?
There are two reasons: First, depression is one of the most prominent and
frequently occurring forms of psychopathology (especially among women)
(Maxmen and Ward, 1995). Therapists working with couples and families
will need to be competent in working with depression.
Second, this area of research is a perfect example of the difficulty in mak
ing inferences to inform treatment from the results of basic research. In this
case, research evidence linking couple and family relationship distress with
depression leads logically to the hypothesis that addressing relationship dis
tress in the context of therapy will result in improved treatment outcomes
for depression. Yet this very reasonable hypothesis has not been supported
through clinical trials; no significant differences among therapies have been
found. This is not to say that couple and family therapy is not preferable in
the treatment of depression over individual psychotherapy—especially when
treating women in distressed relationships. In fact, we can extrapolate from
the research literature that increased support from the nondistressed part
ner—regardless of the pretreatment level of relationship distress—assists in
recovery and the prevention of relapse (Prince and Jacobson, 1995). At least
a few conjoint sessions should be conducted during the course of treatment,
even in cases of nondistressed relationship and individual treatment.
Eating Disorders
Similar to schizophrenia, eating disorders is an area of special historical
interest in the field of family therapy. When they think about structural fam
ily therapy, most serious students will recall Salvador Minuchin’s studies on
the role of environmental stress (or family dysfunctional interactions)
regarding the exacerbation of psychosomatic symptoms, first in individuals
with diabetes and second in individuals with anorexia nervosa (Minuchin,
1978; Minuchin et al., 1975; Minuchin, Rosman, and Baker, 1978). As with
the early studies of schizophrenia, the family dynamics associated with eat
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ing disorders were so striking and obvious that they became a source of in
terest for Minuchin. He found that through family intervention, exacerba
tion of symptoms was decreased.
A more recent, well-designed, and highly acclaimed research program
(Dare et al., 1990; Russell et al., 1987; Szmukler et al., 1985) has been car
ried out that has evaluated the effectiveness of family therapy in the treatment
of eating disorders. These researchers developed a treatment program based
on structural and strategic family therapies and compared this family-based
treatment to an individual supportive treatment that appears to be similar to
a treatment-as-usual condition. Through random assignment of patients to
the various conditions and the comparison of differential effectiveness
based on age of the patient at the time of onset of the eating disorder, the re
searchers found some interesting results. First, the findings suggest that
family therapy is generally more effective than individual therapy when the
age of onset of the eating disorder is younger than eighteen years old. How
ever, evidence suggests that individual supportive psychotherapy is more ef
fective when the age of onset is eighteen years old and older.
In addition to providing evidence for the effectiveness of family therapy
in the treatment of eating disorders, the primary significance of this line of
research is underscoring the importance of contextual issues, such as the age
of the patient, when designing treatment plans. Although it would be inap
propriate to conclude that family therapy should not be used in cases of later
onset anorexia, it did call into question the universal application of family
therapy to all eating-disordered cases. Clinicians should carefully consider
the needs of the individual client before rushing to a judgment regarding
which treatment modality is best.
Substance Abuse
Research in the area of substance abuse has essentially followed three
lines of inquiry. The first two concern the family treatment of drug abuse in
adolescents and adults; the third is the family’s treatment of alcoholism.
Probably not so surprisingly, the study of the family treatment of adolescent
drug abuse has far outpaced the study of the other two lines of research
(Liddle and Dakof, 1995; Sprenkle and Bischoff, 1995; Stanton and Shadish,
1997). I say “not surprising” because the well-established and well-organized
treatment provider milieu has a long tradition of providing substance abuse
treatment using individual and group treatment formats. This tradition is es
pecially prominent in the treatment of adult substance abuse disorders.
Therefore, it is probably more acceptable within the treatment provider
community to accept the prospect of the effectiveness of family therapy in
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the treatment of adolescent substance abuse than in the area of adult sub
stance abuse. However, as Liddle and Dakof (1995) point out, the U.S. fed
eral government has a long history of encouraging studies of the effective
ness of family therapy in the treatment of substance abuse disorders across
the life span. Yet family therapy studies of adult substance abuse disorders
have not been forthcoming, and those that were started have ended prema
turely. This is an example of how the current mental health treatment envi
ronment influences which studies are conducted and even the implementa
tion of research findings to practice. There are several fine studies of the
effectiveness of family therapy in the treatment of substance abuse prob
lems in both adolescents and adults, and yet clinicians are still reluctant to
change their practice to reflect these research findings.
Although there are several excellently designed research programs that
have investigated the effectiveness of family therapy in the treatment of ado
lescent drug abuse (e.g., Azrin et al., 1994; Joanning et al., 1992; Lewis
et al., 1990; Stanton, Todd, and Associates, 1982), the research of Jose
Szapocznik and his colleagues in Miami Florida was the first to verify the
effectiveness of family therapy in this area (Liddle and Dakof, 1995).
Szapocznik and his colleagues conducted a series of studies, published
throughout the 1980s and 1990s, in which they evaluated the effectiveness
of an integrated structural-strategic family therapy treatment model. They
found that the application of their family therapy treatment model was pro
foundly effective—reducing drug abstinence rates from 7 to 80 percent
(Szapocznik et al., 1983, 1986, 1989, 1990). These changes were main
tained by adolescents for up to one year after the completion of treatment.
Not only did adolescents stop using substances as a result of therapy, the re
searchers also were able to document improved family functioning and
overall target adolescent behavior. Interestingly, these treatment benefits
were found regardless of whether the therapist was working with the whole
family or with just the adolescent from the structural-strategic family ther
apy model. This is significant because this is one of the first (and only)
attempts to demonstrate that family therapy works regardless of the number
of participants in the therapy room.
The Szapocznik et al. (1988) research has also validated the effectiveness
of engagement strategies. It is a well-known fact that dropout rates in the
treatment of substance abusers in general and adolescent substance abusers
in particular is incredibly high (Liddle and Dakof, 1995). Szapocznik tested
the effectiveness of an intensive family therapy-based model of engage
ment. He found that the intensive family therapy engagement strategy that
included phone calls to and visits with family members in their homes prior
to the first session of therapy significantly improved the therapist’s ability to
engage adolescents and their families in therapy. Those that were engaged
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using the intensive engagement strategy were also more likely to complete
treatment than those engaged using a less intensive engagement as usual
procedure. Szapocznik and colleagues found that use of the intensive en
gagement procudure was successful in 93 percent of the cases, compared
with 42 percent in the engagement as usual group.
M. Duncan Stanton and Thomas Todd (Stanton, Todd, and Associates,
1982) began a research program in the late 1970s that serves as the best ex
ample of research on the efficacy of family therapy in the treatment of adult
substance abuse disorder. Stanton and Todd randomly assigned male hero
ine addicts who were all in their early to midtwenties and veterans to a paid
family therapy condition, an unpaid family therapy condition, an anthropo
logical/educational movie condition, and a standard nonfamily therapy treat
ment condition. Family therapy treatment was conducted using an integrated
structural-strategic family therapy treatment approach. These researchers
found that family therapy produced significantly better outcomes than did
the educational treatment and the nonfamily therapy treatment. In fact, the
differences between family therapy and nonfamily therapy treatments were
quite striking, with more than double the rate of improvement in the family
therapy conditions. Unfortunately, the Stanton and Todd research program
was not continued by the investigators, and subsequent nonprogrammatic
studies by other investigators have not found the dramatic results of effec
tiveness that Stanton and Todd achieved. However, these other studies have
at least found family interventions to be as effective as individually based or
group-based interventions.
Behavior Disorders in Children
Most therapists, regardless of their approach to treatment, would not
think twice about using a family-based treatment for child behavior prob
lems. This may be a reason why there are literally hundreds of studies on the
treatment of child behavior problems (Kazdin, 1994). In the field of mar
riage and family therapy, the systemic family therapies (e.g., structural, stra
tegic) could be considered logical choices to guide treatment plans address
ing childhood behavior problems. However, studies of the-efficacy and
effectiveness of these models of therapy are surprisingly absent. Despite
this absence of traditional family therapies, there appears to be consensus
among writers within the field that family-based treatments are the treat
ments of choice when it comes to treating childhood behavior problems
(Estrada and Pinsof, 1995; Kazdin, 1987, 1991, 1994; Hazelrigg, Cooper,
and Borduin, 1987; Henggeler, Borduin, and Mann, 1992; Tolan, Crom
well, and Brass well, 1986).
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The most well-researched approach to treatment in this area is a
behaviorally based set of approaches to treatment called parent manage
ment training (Estrada and Pinsof, 1995). Parent management training is
conducted by working primarily with parents. Parents are instructed in how
to observe their child’s behavior and how to design interventions based on
behavioral principles to change the behavior of their child. All the primary
interventions take place at home and are implemented by the parents them
selves. Work with the therapist is typically time limited and sessions are
highly structured and consistent across therapists.
This approach to treating conduct problems in children has been found to
be very successful, with treatment outcomes being maintained years after
work with the therapist has stopped. It has also been found that the gains re
sulting from parent management training are generalized to other behaviors
in the child and the siblings. Improvements in marital quality and other ar
eas of family functioning that have not been the focus of treatment have also
been documented. Research in this area is so far advanced that investigators
have even attempted to determine those client and therapist variables that
mediate successful outcome (no other area of family therapy research is this
far advanced). Researchers have found that socially and economically dis
advantaged families and families who are isolated fair worse in treatment
than those who do not possess these risk factors. Treatments based on the
parent management training principles have been developed specifically to
address these risk factors. These modified treatments have also been found
to be effective.
Delinquency in Adolescents
Delinquency refers specifically to adolescents who are in legal trouble.
Although many delinquent adolescents are still treated individually and in
isolation of their families, research has generally shown family therapy to
be a treatment with better and more sustainable outcomes than individual
therapy, probation and work programs (Tolan, Cromwell, and Brasswell,
1986). These findings have led reviewers of the literature to generally con
clude that family therapy is the treatment of choice based upon outcome
research in the treatment of adolescent delinquency (Chamberlain and
Rosicky, 1995; Gurman and Kniskern, 1978; Henggeler, Borduin, and Mann,
1992; Kazdin, 1994; Tolan, Cromwell, and Brasswell, 1986).
One of the most original and noteworthy programs of research in the area
of adolescent delinquency was begun by James Alexander and his col
leagues in the early 1970s. Alexander developed what he calls functional
family therapy (FFT) which is an integrated behavioral, structural, and stra
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tegic approach to treatment. The goal of FFT is to develop and implement a
treatment plan to address the family and individual needs for proximity and
distance. The idea behind this therapy is that all behavior is an attempt to
meet needs for proximity or distance. Successful treatment must respect the
family members’ attempts to meet these needs. Functional family therapists
do not attempt to challenge the validity of the needs; rather, they offer alter
native meanings to behaviors used to meet these needs or suggest alternative
behaviors that can be used to accomplish the same goals of proximity or dis
tance (Alexander and Parsons, 1982).
Alexander began his program of research by studying adolescents re
ferred by the courts to therapy because of “soft delinquency” behavior (e.g.,
minor theft, truancy, running away) (Alexander and Parsons, 1982; Parsons
and Alexander, 1973). He randomly assigned adolescents to an FFT condi
tion, a family group therapy condition, a psychodynamic family therapy
condition, and a no-treatment condition. The FFT condition was found to
produce results superior to each of the other conditions, and these results
were sustained up to two and a half years later. They also found that siblings
of adolescents treated with FFT also had lower rates of delinquent behavior
at the two-and-a-half-year follow-up than did siblings of those adolescents
receiving the alternative treatments (Klein, Alexander, and Parsons, 1977).
This research has been successfully replicated throughout the United States
by many different research teams (Alexander, Holtzworth-Munroe, and
Jameson, 1994).
FFT has grown in popularity, especially among psychologists, to become
one of the most well researched approaches to therapy in existence today. It
is unfortunate that the approach is not as well recognized in the profession
of marriage and family therapy, especially given the strong research support
for the approach that is based on systemic principles. This may be due to the
fact that James Alexander himself is a psychologist and so he has done most
of his publishing in psychology journals.

Process Research and Common Factors
Couple and family therapy is successful. What accounts for success?
What are those factors or characteristics of the therapy, the therapist, the cli
ent, or context in which treatment is conducted that lead to success? Al
though there are some exceptions, researchers generally rely on process re
search to answer these questions.
In general, process research is not as well developed as is outcome re
search. This is especially true in the study of couple and family therapies
(Alexander, Holtzworth-Munroe, and Jameson, 1994). In fact, most of what
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is known about the process of change has come from the study of psycho
therapy in general (typically individually focused treatments) and not from
the study of couple and family therapy.
One of the most notable exceptions to this has been the study of emotion
ally focused couple therapy (Johnson and Greenberg, 1988; Greenberg and
Johnson, 1988). In fact, Johnson and Greenberg claim that the refinement of
their model of therapy is the direct result of process research. For example,
they conducted a study of the most successful emotionally focused couples
therapy sessions. Sessions were chosen based on both therapist and client
ratings of success. Transcripts were made of the identified sessions and
were intensively analyzed using a previously established coding system.
The results of this research demonstrated that the most productive sessions
were ones in which the members of the couple showed higher levels of ex
periencing (explorations of new feelings and experiences) and greater fre
quencies of self-disclosure, sharing with the spouse, and understanding re
sponses directed toward the spouse.
Of course, findings such as these have direct implications for treatment.
In this case, the investigators used these findings to refine their treatment ap
proach to emphasize the importance of designing interventions that specifi
cally target these indicators of success. However the degree to which ther
apy- or model-related factors contribute, in and of themselves, to therapy
outcomes is unclear. I mention this because a growing body of research sug
gests that client variables and, to a lesser extent, therapist variables account
for the greatest amount of variation in treatment outcome, regardless of
treatment approach used. These factors have come to be known as common
factors, meaning that they are present in and affect all therapeutic ap
proaches.
The Most Important Determinant o f Treatment Success
Research has found that what the client brings to bear contributes the
most to determining treatment success (Garfield, 1994). Client perception
of the presenting problem and motivation to change, chronicity of the prob
lem and pretreatment relationship conflict (Bray and Jouriles, 1995), socio
economic status and ethnicity (Sue, Zane, and Young, 1994), and years mar
ried and number of children (Allgood and Crane, 1991) are all examples of
variables clients bring to bear that exert great impact on treatment out
comes. However, it is interesting that the variable exerting the greatest im
pact on outcomes is the client’s perception of the client-therapist relationship.
Janice Krupnick and her colleagues (Krupnick et al., 1996) published the
results of a large multisite study comparing the effectiveness of interper
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sonal psychotherapy, cognitive-behavioral therapy, medication manage
ment, and a medication placebo treatment in the treatment of depression.
Surprisingly, they found little difference among treatment approaches on
outcomes. However, when they investigated client and therapist contribu
tions to the therapist-client relationship (therapeutic alliance) and out
comes, they found that the therapist contributions (and type of therapy)
were not significant. In other words, it did not matter to treatment outcomes
how the therapist rated the therapeutic alliance (strong or weak) or how the
therapist’s contribution was evaluated by the researchers. What mattered
and what accounted for the greatest variation in client outcome was the cli
ent’s perception of the therapeutic alliance. If the client believed that the
therapist or psychiatrist was being helpful—that he or she had a good work
ing relationship with the mental health provider—then a positive outcome
was more likely than if the client did not believe he or she had a good work
ing relationship with the mental health provider.
Now, lest you throw up your hands and say, “Well, why do I need to go to
school for years to learn how to do therapy if all that really matters is the cli
ent’s perception of our relationship?” you must first realize that therapeutic
skill accounts for a portion of the variation in treatment outcomes as well
(Beutler, Machado, and Neufeldt, 1994; Crits-Christoph et al., 1991; Green
and Herget, 1991). This portion, although smaller than that accounted for by
the degree to which clients feel they have a helpful relationship with the
therapist, is significant. Studies have been conducted in which techniquebased therapies (typically behavioral or structural and strategic) have been
compared against supportive therapies (those that emphasize the relation
ship between therapist and client but are devoid of identifiable, program
matic techniques). These studies have repeatedly found that technique-based
therapies produce better treatment outcomes than do supportive therapies.
However, the supportive therapies still produce change! It’s just that a strong
therapeutic alliance coupled with the skillful administration of technique
produces more success.
SOME FIN AL THOUGHTS ABO U T MFTS AND RESEARCH
Although there is room for many more talented researchers within the
field of marriage and family therapy, I am not naive enough to think that the
majority of those reading this textbook have ambitions to become research
ers. However, I do believe that it is imperative for all marriage and family
therapists to have a working knowledge of research principles and to be ac
tively involved in research. At a minimum, I think every responsible clini
cian should be involved in research in the following two ways.
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Clinicians As Consumers of Research
Everyone is a consumer of research. Practically every product produced
is the result of research— from soap to cars to how to treat depression.
Everything in life is informed, at least in part, by research. We live in a
world in which the results of disciplined inquiry are generally given high
priority. Yet despite the importance of research in our lives, most people do
not understand it. Most are not informed consumers of research.
Therapists are no exception. If the degree to which therapists say they use
research to inform their clinical work is any indication of their consumerism
of research (and I think it is), therapists are not informed consumers of the
excellent burgeoning research that exists. Yet there is probably no more im
portant time in the history of the profession for therapists to be consumers of
research. The practice of mental health is at a crossroads. Gone are the days
in which unsubstantiated claims could be made, as well as claims based on
undisciplined inquiry, anecdotal account, and intuition accepted without
question by employers, third-party payers, and clients. Clients and thirdparty payers are increasing their demands for substantiated treatment plans
and interventions with proven results. To compete in the mental health mar
ketplace, therapists in the twenty-first century need to become informed and
active consumers of research. In order to do this, one needs to understand re
search principles, needs to be able to read research reports and evaluate the
quality of the research that was conducted, and needs to know how to inte
grate research into practice.
The field of marriage and family therapy can learn from the field of medi
cine, which is increasingly turning to what is referred to as evidenced-based
practice (Guyatt, 1993). This is essentially the practice of medicine driven
by research evidence. Although evidence-based medical practice is sup
ported by a more developed and advanced research literature than exists in
the mental health field, mental health practice would behooved to be
informed by the research literature. Clinicians working in this way would
understand how to read and interpret research articles and how to apply re
search findings to their clinical work.

Clinicians As Researchers
As I mentioned before, I’m not suggesting that every clinician be a re
searcher in the traditional sense of the word. However, all clinicians can and
should use research principles and methods in conducting therapy and in
evaluating the services they provide. From the discipline of education comes
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the term action research, a practitioner-led research activity that is as ap
propriate for mental health providers as it is for educators.
Action research is essentially the application of research principles to
real-life situations by practitioners. The goal of action research is not the
generalization of findings to a larger population as is the goal of traditional
research endeavors. Rather, the goal of action research is the application of re
search findings to specific situations. For example, a particular clinician may
want to evaluate the services he or she is providing to a specific population
or in working with a particular client problem. This clinician would then de
velop a question that would allow him or her to evaluate what he or she is
doing with clients and implement a “study” of that question using those cli
ents. The results of this clinician’s investigation would then result in
changes to his or her own practice.
GLOSSARY
action research: A term referring to the application of research principles
to real-life situations by practitioners, not for the purposes of the general
dissemination of findings but for the purpose of informing and evaluating
one’s own clinical work.
aesthetic therapies: A term used by Bradford Keeney and Douglas Sprenkle
(1983) to refer to treatments that are focused more on emotion, sensation, or
intrapsychic processes that are difficult to operationalize than on more eas
ily operationalized behaviors or outward, observable characteristics of a
person or relationship. These therapies often focus on producing growth or
change in perception of the person or relationship rather than behavioral
change.
affiliative behaviors: A description used by emotionally focused therapists
to refer to a set of behaviors that promotes or encourages togetherness in
couple interactions.
analytic methodology: The methods, techniques, and strategies used for
guiding the analysis and analyzing data.
applied research: Refers to studies designed to find solutions to problems
(e.g., the best therapy for helping couples struggling with the chronic illness
of one of the partners).
authority: This form of normal human inquiry refers to knowledge ob
tained through people who are believed to have special knowledge because
of their status or position.
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basic research: Refers to studies designed to better understand something
(e.g., a condition, situation, interaction, phenomenon, construct) and to gen
erate knowledge about that something.
clinical case studies: Narrative descriptions of the course of treatment with
one or more client systems. They are typically designed to describe how
treatment should be conducted, to identify important treatment consider
ations, or to discuss a client population or problem area. Rather than pro
moting knowledge through research they promote knowledge through expe
rience.
clinical trial: Refers to research evaluating the efficacy of a particular in
tervention or treatment program. For a clinical trial, an intervention is
operationalized with the use of a treatment manual, implemented under
strict controls and the experimental method, and evaluated for its success.
common factors: Those factors that account for variations in treatment out
comes regardless of the treatment being provided. For example, therapist
warmth and empathy are important regardless of the treatment approach
used. Client motivation and the degree to which the client believes therapy
will be helpful and a strong therapeutic alliance exists are also important
common factors. Common factors have often been found to account for
more of the variation in treatment outcome than factors unique to the treat
ment approach.
comparative research studies: Studies comparing one model of therapy
against another. The result of this kind of study usually polarizes individuals
within the field and results in few improvements to the services provided to
clients.
competing explanations: Plausible alternative explanations of the results
of a study that occur due to insufficient controls.
constructs: Theoretical creations based on observations which cannot be
observed directly or indirectly.
controls: Research designs and procedures used by the investigator to
lessen the effects of any variable other than the independent variable on the
dependent variable. In general, the assumption is that the more tightly con
trolled the study, the more confidence can be placed in the results.
cooperative research: Research efforts that bring together researchers
working from differing theoretical clinical perspectives or differing mental
health professions to solve clinical problems or generate knowledge
through joint research.
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critical incidents: Those events or points in time in treatment when change
takes place or to which change is attributed. This term was used in the study
of change events in emotionally focused couple therapy.
disciplined inquiry: The use of systematic, replicable procedures for ob
taining and evaluating information. Observations (data collection) are care
fully planned and recorded and follow strict guidelines that ensure confi
dence in the results of these observations.
Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS): A paper-and-pencil measure developed
by Graham Spanier designed to measure an adult’s satisfaction with his or
her relationship with an intimate partner or spouse.
effectiveness: Positive outcomes attributable to a course of therapy that
suggest the value of that therapy. The research design used to study the
value of the therapy reflects the real world of clinical practice.
efficacy: Positive outcomes attributable to a course of therapy which sug
gest the value of that therapy. The research design used to study the value of
the therapy is experimental with tight controls that limit the influence of ex
traneous variables on treatment outcome. Treatment manuals are followed
which standardize the treatment across providers and clients.
empirical: Based on or verifiable through disciplined inquiry and observa
tion. Although this definition also includes qualitative investigations, many
argue that empirical studies are quantitative in nature or more specifically
experimental in nature.
etiology: The cause or causes of a condition.
expressed emotion (EE): A construct referring to the degree to which a
person is subjected to behaviors such as criticism or harsh tone of voice
from family members, spouse, or partner.
extraneous variable: A variable that makes possible an alternative expla
nation of the results.
generalizability: The extent to which the results obtained from a sample re
flect the characteristics of the population from which the sample was drawn.
hypothesis: A tentative, testable assertion about something. This assertion
typically involves the prediction of outcomes or the occurrence of certain
behaviors, events, or phenomena—in other words, a prediction of the effect
of the independent variable on the dependent variable. Although this is
nothing more than a scientific (educated) guess, it is a guess that is informed
by previous research and scientific knowledge and that is stated in a way
that makes it testable or subject to scientific study.
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inclusion criteria: Predetermined rules or guidelines designed to accom
plish the goals of the research that define the characteristics of those who
will be invited to participate in the study. The researcher determines the cri
teria to be used for inclusion, so criteria will vary from study to study de
pending on the goals of the research. Although the term suggests inclusion
in the study, these rules and guidelines also exclude potential subjects from
participation.
incremental outcomes: Short-term outcomes that contribute to the final
outcome of the treatment. These outcomes may be the result of specific in
terventions, individual sessions, or series of sessions.
intimate self-disclosure: A term used by emotionally focused therapists to
refer to self-disclosure driven by the most basic of human emotions, the dis
closure of which would normally result in feelings of vulnerability.
investigator bias: Refers to the influence the investigator has on observa
tions and results. A researcher’s training, culture, gender, past experience,
political agenda, and hypotheses may be among those investigator charac
teristics or attributes that bias a study and consequently influence what is
seen and how it is interpreted. Although it is impossible to eliminate all in
vestigator bias, there are methods of disciplined inquiry designed to reduce
the impact of this bias on the outcomes of a study.
mean: The true statistical average derived by adding a group of scores and
dividing this sum by the number of scores in the group.
natural human inquiry (NHI): Refers to the common, undisciplined way
of learning about the world. These ways of learning about the world are typ
ically not systematic or reproducible. Knowledge obtained in these ways is
subject to the effects of bias. Common methods of natural human inquiry
are personal experience, tradition, and authority.
no-treatment control group: A treatment condition used in experimental
research in which no treatment is administered. This treatment condition is
used to control for the effects of natural maturation and other sources of in
ternal validity on the outcomes of the experiment.
observation: (I) An act of carefully watching something for a scientific
purpose. The act of watching is directed by rules or guidelines that either re
strict or expand what might be otherwise seen or noted; (2) a term used to re
fer to what is noted, seen, or concluded as a result of an instance of careful
watching for scientific purposes.
operationalize: Defining the variable in such a way that it becomes observ
able. This entails an explicit description of those behaviors or processes that
point to the variable in question. These behaviors or processes are then pre
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sented in such a way that reliable observations can be made regardless of
who is doing the observing, when the observations are being made, and the
context in which the observations are made.
outcome research: Research designed to determine the results of a course
of therapy or of an intervention or set of interventions.
participants: A qualitative research term referring to the subjects of a
study. The term participants is preferred over the term subjects because sub
ject does not reflect the participatory and collaborative nature of qualitative
research.
personal experience: A form of natural human inquiry that refers to learn
ing about the world firsthand, through trial and error.
pragmatic therapies: Treatments whose processes, interventions, and out
comes can be easily operationalized and measured.
process of therapy: That which happens during the course of treatment that
produces change and leads to an outcome.
process research: Research designed to determine what happens through
out the course of a treatment.
programmatic research: A research agenda followed by the same re
searcher or team of researchers that allows the results of one study to inform
the development of the next study. The research agenda is thematic and di
rectional with researchers designing sequential studies that build upon one
another with the goal of better understanding the phenomenon under study
over time.
psychoeducational family treatments: A treatment of major mental ill
ness that includes pharmacological treatments, psychotherapy, and educa
tional components. At a minimum, family members are involved in the edu
cational component of treatment that typically includes information about
the mental health condition being treated (including the typical course of the
illness and what can be expected of the person with the condition) and the
application of behavioral principles to modify the environment and interac
tions family members have with one another. Typically, professionals repre
senting various areas of expertise are involved in the treatment provision.
psychometric qualities: The degree to which a measure of a construct or
observable behavior is reliable and valid. Statistics are used to determine the
reliability and validity of a measure or instrument. Generally, instruments
that have reliability and validity coefficients of over .80 are considered
psychometrically solid.
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qualitative research: Disciplined inquiry focused on collecting narrative
accounts, text, or observations that are analyzed without the benefit of pre
determined categories or assumptions. In qualitative research the investiga
tor becomes the primary data analytic tool, and the generation of research
questions, data collection, and data analysis are often recursive processes.
Although data can be quantified and statistics can be used as analysis strate
gies, more narrative analytic strategies designed to preserve the richness of
the data are typically preferred. Qualitative research is typically inductive in
nature.
quantify: Assigning numerical value to variables or characteristics of vari
ables to aid in scientific observation or to facilitate the analysis of data ob
tained from scientific observations.
quantitative research: Disciplined inquiry focused on collecting data that
can be summarized numerically (with numbers). The hallmark of quantita
tive research is the scientific experiment designed to determine the causal
relationship of the independent and dependent variables. However, quanti
tative research also relies on survey and other methodologies that result in
correlation findings (in which it is inappropriate to conclude causality). In
ferential statistics are used to analyze quantitative research. Although there
are exceptions, quantitative research is typically deductive in nature.
recidivism: The recurrence of symptoms after they have previously abated.
reliability: The degree to which the results of a measure of something are
consistent across time, situation, and observer.
replicable procedures: Procedures that can be repeated or reproduced in
other contexts or even within the same research study.
research design: The overall plan guiding all aspects of disciplined inquiry
including subject recruitment and sampling, treatment administration, data
collection and analysis, and results dissemination. Often the term is used to
refer exclusively to the structure of the administration of treatment and con
trol groups (e.g., pretest/posttest design) or to the genre of the study (e.g.,
survey design, qualitative design, experimental design).
sampling theory: A theory that suggests an entire population does not need
to be observed to know the characteristics of that population. By randomly
or systematically selecting a sufficiently large subgroup of that population
(when every member of the population has an equal chance of being se
lected) the population characteristics can be known.
standard deviation: A standard unit of measurement that describes varia
tion from the mean when scores cluster about the mean according to a nor
mal (bell-shaped) curve. According to this measure of variability, 68 per
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cent of the scores fall within one standard deviation (SD) of the mean, 95
percent fall within two SD, and 99 percent fall within three SD.
stress-vulnerability model: A model to explain the etiology of serious
mental health conditions that says although some individuals have a predis
position (whether determined by genetics or sociobiology) to a class of
mental health conditions, pathology will not develop in the absence of envi
ronmental stress. In other words, it is not sufficient to have a predisposition
to the condition for the development of pathology. Other environmental fac
tors producing stress on the system must also be present. Likewise, environ
mental stress alone is not sufficient to produce the condition in the absence
of a genetic or sociobiological predisposition to the condition.
substantive evidence: Verifiable proof as to the reality of an observation,
conclusion, or claim.
systematic procedures: Procedures that follow a method or plan.
time in the field: One of the most important determinants of the quality of a
qualitative research study. This refers to the amount of time an investigator
spends with subjects and is often accomplished by observing and interview
ing the subjects in their natural environment.
tradition: A way of knowing about the world that is not guided by disci
plined inquiry (see NATURAL HUMAN INQUIRY). Knowledge obtained in
this way is assumed to be known by everyone because it has been passed
down throughout the generations.
treatment manual: A detailed description of the treatment to be provided.
These are typically step-by-step descriptions and are designed to eliminate
or reduce the amount of variability in treatment administration across cli
ents and treatment providers.
triangulation: A qualitative research strategy designed to improve the con
fidence one can have in the results of the study. Using triangulation, the in
vestigators collect data from multiple sources (each of whom brings a
unique perspective) using multiple methods.
validity: The degree to which a measure of something is actually measuring
what it is purported to measure.
NOTES
1.
Cohen, Sargent, and Sechrest (1986) found that a full 27 percent o f the respon
dents in their study claimed that they could identify no trace o f the influence o f re
search on their clinical practice.
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2.
The research-practice gap is not exclusively a marriage and family therapy
problem, however. Numerous articles identifying and addressing this problem are
found in psychology journals. Studies consistently find that clinicians who use re
search to inform their clinical work are in the minority, with less than 15 to 20 per
cent o f psychologists reporting that research is useful in their clinical practice.
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Axline, V., 473
Azar, S. T., 216

Babbie, E., 550-551
Baker, L., 69, 7 3 ,8 1 ,8 8
balanced relationships, 285. See also
contextual therapy
and gender, 417, 419-421
Baldwin, M., 177
Bancroft, J., 386
Bandura, A., 205, 208
Barlow, D. H., 372
Barnett, O. W., 434
Barrett, M. J., 69, 77
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barter, 523
Barton, C., 208, 215-216
basic research, 552, 577
basic self, 258, 285
Bateson, G., 13-15
and cybernetic theory, 41, 96
and experiential therapy, 174-175
and system s therapy, 58, 130
and Whitaker, 23
battered w om en’s shelters, 466, 479
battle for initiative, 179, 197
battle for structure, 179, 197
Baucom, D. H., 218, 229, 236-237
Beach, S. R. H., 236, 567
Beamish, P. M., 505
Beavin, J., 17
Beck, A., 206, 214
Beck, J. G., 372
Becvar, D. S., 49
Becvar, R. J., 49
behavior change requests, 311, 327
behavior chart, 233, 241-242
behavior disorders. See conduct
disorders
behavior exchange strategies, 305, 327
behavioral assessment, 232, 242
behavioral change
behavioral approach, 204-205,
211-213, 232-235, 239-241
cascades, 224
couple therapy, 305-308, 311
experiential therapy, 185, 186
functional family therapy, 204-205
postmodern therapy, 157-158
Relationship Enhancement, 343
sex therapy, 393
strategic therapy, 103, 113
behavioral contracts, 232, 242
behavioral marital therapy
definition, 479
and depression, 566-567
description, 305-308
emphasis, 560
integrative, 306-307, 329
substance abuse, 321, 453
versus insight-oriented therapy,
546-547, 560-561
behavioral therapy
alcoholism , 236, 321, 453
case example, 239-241
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behavioral therapy (continued)
concepts, 211-213
in couple therapy. See behavioral
marital therapy
description, 204-205
effectiveness, 236-238, 574
proponents, 221
schizophrenia, 237
sexual problems, 324
techniques, 232-235
beliefs, 130-131, 347. See also
standards
Bell, J. E .,4 , 10-11
beneficence, 503, 504
Bepko, C., 453
Berenson, D., 410
Berg, I. K., 30, 153-154
Bergin, A., 163
Bergman, Joel, 124
Berliner, L., 470, 471
bickering, 310, 331
binuclear fam ilies, 460, 479
biopsychosocial approach, 389, 398
biphasic model, 393, 398
bipolar disorder, 322
birth order, 261-262, 290
Bischoff, R. J., 412-413
Bitter, J. R., 176-177
blame
for abuse, 468, 471
avoidance of, 5 1 ,4 5 1
cognitive view , 215-216
divorce, 458
substance abuse, 451
blamers, 178, 197
blockage o f growth, 182, 198
Blumberg, S., 339, 340, 357-358
Bograd, M., 415, 423, 467
Borhem, H., 505
B oscolo, L., 26-28. See also Milan
therapy
and Galveston, 151
questioning method, 124, 126
on therapist role, 128
Boszorm enyi-N agy, I., 24, 255, 270,
410. See also contextual
therapy
boundaries
clarity of, 67-68
cognitive approach, 218

boundaries (continued)
definitions, 5 8 ,9 1 , 142, 242
diffuse versus rigid, 53-54
disengaged, 69, 382
enmeshed, 67-69, 71, 85
experiential therapy, 184
in family therapy, 57
M ilan therapist, 129, 141-142
mixed type, 69
permeable, 53
sexual, 69-70, 382
and spouses, 75
in structural approach, 67-70, 75
therapist-client, 184,4 9 9 -5 0 0 ,
515-516
and touch, 184
boundary marking
definition, 91
structural approach, 85, 89-90
B ow en, M., 1 9 -2 0 ,2 1 ,2 5 ,4 1 5
B ow en therapy
case example, 280-284
concepts, 256-263
definition, 31
dysfunction, 264-265
goals, 265-266
healthy family, 263-264
history, 20, 255-256
research, 269-270
and sex therapy, 325
techniques, 266-269
box exercise, 413
Boyd-Franklin, N., 430
Bray, J., 270
Breunlin, D. C.
on culture, 429
on gender, 418, 419, 421
on spirituality, 410, 436
B rief Family Therapy Center, 30, 96,
153-154
definition, 166
brief therapy
definition, 116
Milan approach, 131-132, 133
sexual dysfunction, 386
strategic approach, 103
Briere, J., 471
Broderick, C. B., 7, 18-19
Burbatti, G. L., 126

Index
Campbell, D., 124
Canada, 124, 156, 508
Capuzzi, D., 46
Carey, M. P., 386
caring behaviors, 348, 362
Carter, B., 28-29
Cartesian reductionism, 40
cascades, 224, 242
distance and isolation, 342, 363
case examples
cognitive-behavioral, 238-241
contextual, 280-284
couple therapy, 305-311
culture, 431-432
ethics, 493-505, 499-500
experiential
emotionally focused couple
therapy, 195-197
humanistic, 190-192
sym bolic, 192-195
gender, 424-425
Milan approach, 140-142
narrative approach, 156-157
premarital counseling, 351-355
religions, 440-441
solution-focused, 154-155
strategic approach, 108-109, 111
structural approach, 88-90
causality, 55, 227. See also circularity;
reciprocal causality
circular, 441
Cavedo, C., 356
Cecchin, G., 26-28. See also Milan
therapy
and Galveston, 151
on therapist role, 123-124, 126, 128
certification, 509, 533
change
and aesthetic therapies, 576
Bow en approach, 263-264, 267
cognitive-behavioral view , 224
contextual therapy, 276-279
experiential therapy, 179
Milan therapy, 128, 138-139
pacing, 112-113
research, 555-556
restraining, 112-113
strategic approach, 101, 102,
103-104, 112-113
systems theory, 48-52, 54-57, 267
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changing-self skill, 343, 362
child abuse. See also sexual abuse
definitions, 469, 479
delayed effect, 470-471
nonoffending parent, 472, 473
predictive factors, 472
prevention, 471
risk factors, 469-470
and spouse abuse, 468-469
therapy for, 470-475
types, 469
versus discipline, 157-158
child abuse reporting laws, 497-498,
533
childbearing, 267
childhood trauma, 309-311
children. See also child abuse; juvenile
delinquents; sexual abuse
A DH D, 226-227, 239-240, 559
adopted, 273
adult, 497
Asian-American, 428
autistic, 559
baby sibling, 182-183, 190-192
birth order, 261-262
boundaries, 75-76
B ow en therapy, 268
coalitions, 73-74
conduct disorders, 210, 570-571
contextual approach, 279-280
custody actions, 519
discipline, 211-212
and divorce, 457, 458, 459, 519
em otions, 227
as friends, 71
indebtedness of, 272-273, 274,
275-276
and marital conflict, 210-211
M ilan therapy, 139-140
neglected, 469
with power, 183, 184, 185
problems of, 280
projective identification, 279-280
psychosomatic illness, 68-69, 73-74,
78-79
rebellious behavior, 76
symbolic-experiential therapy, 183,
184, 185, 186
case example, 192-195
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children (continued)
symptoms in, 264-265, 268,
470-471
tantrums, 238-241
and therapist, 11
in triangles, 261
choices, opening up, 138
Christensen, A., 231, 329
Christian PREP, 354, 362
churches, 340, 351 -355
circular questioning
definition, 142
gender-aware therapy, 421,
422-423, 424-425
Milan therapy, 126-127, 128, 136
types, 138
circularity. See also reciprocal causality
and behaviorists, 207
Bowen view, 261
cognitive-behavioral view , 210, 218,
224-225
definitions, 142, 242, 441
em otionally focused view , 183-184,
187-188, 195-197
and ethics, 507
and gender, 414, 507
Milan therapy, 126
strategic therapy, 97-98, 102-103
citizen’s protest, 157, 166
classical conditioning, 203-204, 342
definition, 242
clear boundaries, 67, 91. See also
boundaries
clergy, 340, 351-355
client position
definition, 116
strategic approach, 100, 104, 107
client rights, 529-530
client-centered therapy, 180
client-directed outcom e research,
163-164
client-directed outcom es, 159, 166
client’s reality, 152, 166
client’s resources, 160, 166, 573-574
client’s story, 166
client’s voice, 156, 166
clinical case studies, 546, 577. See also
case examples
clinical trials, 553, 577
clitoral adhesions, 379, 398

closed systems, 54, 58
CMFCE, 340, 361
coalitions
characteristics, 72-73, 77
cross-generational. See crossgenerational coalitions
definition, 91
strategic view, 101-102
codependence, 4 5 3 ,4 7 9
coercive family systems, 211, 242
cognitions
defined, 242
probing for, 228-229
types of, 214-219, 341
cognitive distortions, 214, 242
cognitive restructuring, 225, 229-232,
236-237
definition, 243
cognitive therapy. See also cognitivebehavioral therapy
concepts, 213-219
definition, 243
and depression, 564
and emotions, 220
focus, 206-207
for impotence, 372
proponents of, 222
techniques, 225-232
cognitive-behavioral therapy
case example, 238-241
and child abuse, 471 -472
concepts
behaviorist, 203-213
cognitive, 213-219
emotional, 219-221
definitions, 243, 362, 479
healthy family, 222-223
history, 203-208
pathology, 224-225
proponents, 220-222
research, 235-238
sexual dysfunction, 384-392
and system s approach, 207-208
techniques, 225-235
assessment, 226-229
behavioral, 232-234
cognitive, 229-232
emotional, 235
versus cognitive therapy, 236-237
Cohen, J., 472

Index
cohesion, 349, 362
Colapinto, J., 64
collaboration
and culture, 431
definitions, 142, 166
and fem inism, 417
and spirituality, 436-438
collaborative style, 127
collaborative-lariguage therapies. See
social constructionism
combined-type affairs, 319, 327
Combs, G., 157
commitment, 347, 382, 454
common factors, 572-573, 577
communal needs, 222-223, 242
communication. See also listening
skills
analogic, 56
behavioral marital therapy, 306
Bowen therapy, 268-269
cognitive-behavioral view , 210,
220-221, 236
conversation, 151-152, 156
COUPLE COM M UNICATION,
344-346, 356-357, 361
couples dialogue, 309-311, 351
deficits in, 213, 243
domestic violence, 317
experiential therapy, 177, 178,
184-185
and family system, 42, 135-137
o f feelings, 185
gender-informed therapy, 421
im ago relationship therapy, 309-311
o f informed consent, 496, 514-515,
516
and marital conflict, 210, 313-314
narrative therapy, 156
nonverbal, 56-57, 80, 308
paradoxes, 13-14
and parenting, 212-213
postmodern systems, 151-152,
154, 160
PREP, 346-347
and reality, 149
with referring agency, 132
Relationship Enhahncement,
342-343
and schizophrenia, 13-14, 477
and sexuality, 381
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communication (continued)
strategic therapy, 105
and stress, 178
styles, 178, 184-185, 345-346
system s theory, 56-57
therapist-client, 80-81
training in, 233-234, 313, 327
validating, 310, 331
communication theory, 362
comm unities, 5, 24-25, 42
community divorce, 4 6 1 ,4 7 9 -4 8 0
community service, 522
comparative research, 547, 577
compatibility, 382
com petency, o f family
Bow en view , 263-264
cognitive-behavioral view , 222-223,
224-225
contextual view , 274-275
experiential view , 181-182
for Milan therapists, 129, 138
postmodern approach, 154-155,
156-157
postmodern view , 158-159
strategic approach, 106
structural approach, 66, 87
competency, o f therapist
AAM FT code, 517-519, 524
licensing, 509
selection factors, 510-511
competing explanations, 545, 577
com pliance-based directives, 110-111,
116
conceptual maps, 97, 98-100
definition, 117
concurrent individual therapy, 48 0
conditioning, 203-204, 342
definitions, 242, 362
conduct disorders
definition, 243
family therapy, 570-571
and marital conflict, 210
predictive factors, 571
confidentiality
AAM FT code, 516-517, 521
definition, 533
in disclosure statement, 526
exceptions, 496-498
family members, 493, 502-503, 506
in informed consent, 528-529
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confidentiality (continued)
research participants, 521
supervisees, 520
conflict
Bowen approach, 259-260, 264, 285
in child abuse, 473
contextual approach, 274
couple therapy, 308-309, 559-560
definition, 285
displaced, 308
engaged, 308-309
mood disorders, 565
resolution skills, 343
sexuality, 381, 384
conflict avoidance affairs, 318, 327
conflict o f interest, 518, 519
conflict-m inim izing couples, 300, 327
confrontational styles
affective, 186, 197
mismatched, 108-109, 111
conjoint couple therapy, 302-303,
3 0 9 -3 1 1 ,3 1 9 ,4 6 7 -4 6 8
partner/spouse abuse, 465
connections
B ow en approach, 256-258
contextual therapy, 276-277,
279-280
definition, 198
enrichment programs, 350
experiential therapy, 175
consequences, 243, 278. See also
reinforcement
constructivism. See social
constructionism
constructs, 545, 577
container technique, 311, 327
contempt, 300, 341
definition, 327
context. See also narrative therapy;
social constructionism
cognitive-behavioral view , 226-227
cultural. See culture
definition, 480
domestic violence, 466-468
eating disorders, 568
feedback loops, 47
gender. See gender
history of, 410
Milan approach, 132
spirituality. See spirituality
system s theory, 44-45, 51

contextual therapy
case example, 280-284
concepts, 270
definition, 31
healthy family, 274-275
history, 24
pathology, 273-274, 275-276
techniques, 276-280
contracts
alcoholism , 453
cognitive-behavioral therapy,
232-233, 236
confidentiality, 501
informed consent, 496, 514-515,
516, 526-531
no-violence, 317, 330
for sobriety, 321
strategic therapy, 105-106, 111
therapist-client, 10 5 -1 0 6 ,4 9 6 , 501
control(s)
aversive, 224
in cognitive approach, 218
definition, 577
on research participation, 549
control groups, 540, 549
definition, 579
conversation
definition, 166
dissipation through, 151-152
narrative therapy, 156
conversational questions, 152
conversions, 439
cooperative colleagues, 4 6 0 ,4 8 0
cooperative research, 547, 577
coparental divorce, 4 6 0 ,4 8 0
core conflict, 187
core feelings, 180-181
corpus cavernosum, 372, 398
cotherapy. See also teams
definition, 198, 398
dom estic violence, 317-318
experiential therapy, 179, 180
sex therapy, 389, 391-392
counterparadoxes, 130, 141
definition, 142
COUPLE COM M UNICATION,
344- 346, 356-357
contact information, 361
definition, 362
couple patterns, 210-213, 300

Index
couple therapy. See also emotionally
focused couple therapy;
marriage therapy
behavioral approach. See behavioral
marital therapy
clinical issues, 301-304
definition, 362
depression, 323
divorce, 457
domestic violence, 314-318,
467-468
effectiveness, 559-561
enrichment programs, 312-313
extramarital affairs, 318-320
Four Horsemen, 300
history, 298
individual problems, 322-323
pathology, 300, 340-342
preventive approaches, 338
reluctant spouse, 303
sam e-sex couples, 325-326
scope, 297
sex therapy, 309, 324-325, 376. See
also sex therapy
substance abuse, 320-322
trends, 299-301
types, 304-311
uses, 559
couples dialogue, 309-311, 351
definition, 327
covert rules, 53, 58
C owper’s gland, 385, 398
Crane, R., 558
Creighton, A., 413
critical incidents, 557, 578
criticism, 300, 341
definitions, 327, 362
cross-generational coalitions
definitions, 91, 143
Milan school, 129
structural approach, 73, 76-78, 85,
88-90
cultural sensitivity, 303-304, 328
culture
and assessment, 428-430
case example, 431-432
couple therapy, 303-304
definitions, 426, 441 -442
domestic violence, 317
and early therapists, 5
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culture (continued)
ethnic minorities, 425-427
extramarital affairs, 319
heterosexism, 325
interventions, 430-431
as metaphor, 420-431, 432
new practices, 15
postmodern approach, 149, 154,
1 5 5 ,1 5 9
reality, 149
sexuality, 396
stereotypes, 80
as suprasystem, 44
curiosity
contextual therapy, 277
definitions, 143, 166
Milan therapy, 126
postmodern approach, 155, 160
custody actions, 519
cybernetics
definitions, 31, 58, 117, 143
and history, 13
Milan therapists, 129-130
system s theory, 41
cycles. See circularity; human sexual
response; reciprocal causality

Dakof, G., 454, 455, 569
Davidson, P., 505
de Shazer, S., 30, 153-154
Deblinger, E., 471
decision making
by client, 516
to divorce, 456-458
and ethics, 500-505, 516
deconditioning, 204, 243
deconstructing questions, 156, 161-162
definition, 166
defensiveness, 300, 341-342
definitions, 328, 362
deficits, in communication skills, 213
definition, 243
Deinhart, A., 421
deinstitutionalization, 475-476, 480
D ell, P., 151
Dellinger, A., 499
demand/withdraw patterns, 210, 219
definition, 243
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depathologizing, 179, 198. See also
nonpathologizing
dependence, 257
definition, 285
depression
B ow en view , 260, 265
cognitive therapy, 220
couple therapy, 323, 559, 566-567
definition, 243-244
distressed parents, 210-211
divorce, 458
ethics, 507-508
marital state, 565
pharmacological therapy, 564
sexuality, 381
strategic therapy, 507-508
desensitization, 204, 249, 378
definition, 403
desire, 324, 328, 395
desire phase, 393, 398
destructive entitlement, 274, 275
definition, 285
detouring, 73-74, 92
detriangling, 267-268, 558
diabetes, psychosomatic, 68-69, 73-74
defined, 92
diagnosis. See also assessment
postmodern view s, 159-160
structural, 81-82, 83-85
dialogue
in couple therapy, 309-311, 327,
351
internal, 229
language-based therapy, 151-152,
166
D ialogue Guide, 348, 362
dichotomous thinking, 214, 244
Dickerson, Victoria, 155, 156-157,
159-160
Dickinson, R., 6
differentiation
generational transmission, 262
and parenting, 261-262, 265
o f self. See self-differentiation
in societies, 263
o f thinking, from emotion, 257, 285
diffuse boundaries, 53, 58
digital communication, 56
defined, 58
Dillon, D. R., 549-550, 554

directives
contextual therapy, 278
couple therapy, 305-306
definition, 117
experiential therapy, 186
gender-informed therapy, 421
implicit, 109
indirect, 111-115
Milan therapy, 135-137
paradoxical, 111-115
postmodern approach, 154-155
sex therapy, 386, 402
strategic therapy, 100, 105, 109-112
discipline, 211-212, 239
disciplined inquiry, 540, 578
disclosure
ethical factors, 495-496
o f extramarital affairs, 319-320
in family therapy, 11
o f financial matters, 523
o f sexual abuse, 470
by therapist, 152
disclosure statement, 525-526
discriminant validity, 359, 363
discrimination, 426-427, 430, 514
discussion and negotiation, 343, 362
disengaged boundaries
definition, 92
and sexuality, 69-70, 382
structural view , 69
disjunction, 275, 286
displaced conflict, 308, 328
dissipation, through conversation, 151,
153
definition, 167
dissolved duos, 460, 480
distance and isolation cascade, 342, 363
distancing, 260, 262-263, 264. See also
stonewalling
definition, 286
distortion, 214
divorce
custody actions, 519
decision making, 456-458
definition, 480
healthy approach, 459
recovery, 462
remarriages, 462
restructuring, 458-462, 480
divorce adjustment, 462, 4 8 0

Index
divorce mediation, 459, 480
divorced parents, 78-79
D ixon, A. E., 313
Dolan, Y., 154
Dolan-D el V ecchio, K., 420
dolls, 194
domestic violence. See also child abuse
confidentiality, 501
contextual approach, 281
couple therapy, 302-303, 314-318
em otionally focused, 187-188
case example, 195-197
gender, 315-316, 421-423, 463-464
incidence, 463-464
power, 414-415
religion, 434-435
research, 467
solution-based therapy, 154
systemic therapy, 465
types, 463
victim safety, 466
double message, 56-57, 58
double-bind theory, 13-15, 96, 141
defined, 117
Draper, R., 124
dropouts, 471
drugs. See schizophrenia; substance
abuse; Viagra
dual relationships, 499, 515
definition, 533
dual-sex therapy teams, 131, 389,
391-392
definition, 398
Dulwich Centre, 155, 167
Duncan, B., 163
Dunn, R. L., 190
Durana, C., 358
Durkin, T., 423, 468
duty to warn, 498, 501
definition, 533
Dyadic Adjustment Scale (D A S), 566,
578
Dynamic Relationship History, 353,
363
dyspareunia, 377, 379
definition, 398

Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric
Institute (EPPI), 23-24
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eating disorders, 322, 542-543,
567-568. See also anorexia
nervosa
econom ic divorce, 459-460, 481
economics, 44. See also financial matters
education, 531-533. See also training
Edwards, M., 452-454
effect size, 355-356, 363
effectiveness
adolescent delinquency, 571-572
affective disorders, 564-567
conduct disorders, 570-571
definition, 578
eating disorders, 567-568
o f enrichment programs, 355-359
and ethics, 542
results summary, 559
schizophrenia, 561-564
studies of, 542, 549, 553, 557-558
substance abuse, 568-570
efficacy, 542, 548, 549, 553. See also
under specific therapies
definition, 578
Eidelson, R. J., 218, 229
Eisengart, S., 163
ejaculation, 374-375
definitions, 398
elderly
couples programs for, 348
sexual functioning, 373
Elliott, Heather, 156
Ellis, A., 2 0 6 ,2 1 8
Ellis, H., 5-6
Ellison, C. R., 393
em ergencies, 526, 530
Emory University, 22-23
emotional abuse, 469, 481
emotional acceptance, 306, 328
em otional affairs, 318
emotional closure, 4 6 2 ,4 8 0
emotional cutoff, 262-263
definition, 286
emotional divorce, 456, 481
emotional investment, 457
emotional reasoning, 244
emotional regulation, 225
definition, 244
emotionally focused couple therapy
(EFCT)
concepts, 180-181, 307
definitions, 198, 328
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emotionally focused couple therapy
(EFCT) (continued)
evolution, 557
healthy fam ily, 182
pathology, 183-184
process research, 573
research, 189-190, 560-561
techniques, 187 -1 8 9 ,3 0 7 -3 0 8
emotions
abuse-induced, 471
B ow en approach, 257, 259
in children, 227
cognitive-behavioral view , 219-221,
227, 235
couple therapy, 301, 306-307,
313-314
denied, 186, 188, 196
experiential therapy, 180-181, 183
versus thinking, 257
empathic skill, 343, 363
empathy
and communication, 233-234
couple therapy, 310-311, 343
definitions, 328
and positive connotation, 51
therapist with client, 80, 98
empirical studies, 578
empowerment
gender, 4 1 7 ,4 1 9 -4 2 1
strategic therapy, 105, 107
enactment, 83-85, 89
definition, 92
endometriosis, 379, 399
engaged conflict, 308-309, 328
engagement, in therapy
definition, 481
substance abusers, 454-455,
540-541
techniques, 540-541, 556-557,
569-570
engagements, to marry, 263
enhancement, o f fam ily, 87, 92, 106
enmeshed boundaries, 67-69, 71, 85
definition, 92
enmeshment, 68-69, 263, 382
definition, 286
ENRICH, 312
enrichment programs
ACM E-style, 3 5 0 -3 5 1 ,3 5 9
Christian PREP, 354-355

enrichment programs (continued)
concepts, 338-339
COUPLE COM M UNICATION,
313, 344-346, 356-357
definitions, 328, 364
effectiveness, 355-359
for fam ily, 348
for fifty-plus, 348
history, 339-340
PAIRS, 313, 338-339, 347-348, 358
PREP, 312-313, 339, 346-347,
357-358
PREPARE/ENRICH, 339, 348-350,
358-359
Relationship Enhancement, 338,
339, 342-344, 356
retreats, 355
W eb sites, 361
entitlement, 272, 274, 275
definition, 286
entropy, 55, 59
environment. See also context
interaction with, 54-57
and stress, 562. See also stress
Epstein, N., 2 1 6 ,2 1 8 , 229
Epston, D ., 29-30, 155, 156, 158
equifinality, 55, 57
definition, 59
equilibrium, 49, 59
equipotentiality, 55, 59
erectile dysfunction, 371-373, 379, 395
definition, 399
Erickson, M., 30, 96, 153
Eron, J., 157
Esalan Institute, 18
escalation, 340, 363
ethics
case exam ples, 4 9 3 ,4 9 7 , 499-500
codes of, 494
AAM FT, 4 2 7 ,5 1 3 -5 2 5
confidentiality, 497-498
contextual therapy, 270, 271, 275
decision making, 500-505
definitions, 494, 533
dilemmas, 505-508
and discrimination, 427
dual relationships, 499-500, 515
duty to warn, 498, 501
and effectiveness, 542
ethical dim ensions, 286

Index
ethics (continued)
moral guidelines, 503
and multiple clients, 505-506
relational, 270, 271, 275
and research, 517, 519
and social constructionism, 507
standard o f care, 498-499
and strategic therapy, 507
and therapy choice, 507-508
ethnic minorities, 425, 442
ethnicity
couple therapy, 303-304
definitions, 425, 442
narrative therapy, 155
resources, 427-428
as suprasystem, 44
etiology, 562. See also causality
Evans, M., 391
evidence, 582
exceptions, 161, 167
excitem ent phase, 393, 399
executive subsystem, 67, 92
existentialism, 271, 275, 286
exit affairs, 318, 328
exoneration, 271, 278, 286
expectancies
cognitive therapy, 216, 219, 227, 230
contextual approach, 272
and couples, 312, 313-314
in PREP, 347
definition, 244
gender-based, 412-414
short- versus long-term, 227
and spirituality, 438
o f therapy
in disclosure statement, 526
in informed consent, 527-528
experiential therapy
case examples, 190-197
concepts, 173-174, 176-181
definition, 31, 198
healthy fam ily, 181-182
history, 18
pathology, 176, 177, 179, 182-184
research, 189-190
research on, 558
techniques, 184-189
explicit directives, 109-110, 117
exploitation, 274, 275
definition, 286
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expressed emotion (EE), 476, 562-563
definitions, 481, 578
expressive skills
cognitive-behavioral view , 233-234
definitions, 244, 363
Relationship Enhancement,
342-343, 343-344
and sexuality, 382
extended family, 42-44, 59
externalizing, 155, 470
definitions, 167, 481
extinction, 212, 244
extraneous variables, 540, 573
definition, 578
eye contact, 185, 190, 234

facilitative skills, 343, 363
facts, 270, 286
fairness, 270-271, 287
Falicov, C. J., 426
fam ilies. See also competency, o f
family; family patterns; roles
and alcoholism , 452, 454
o f anorexics, 135
beliefs of, 130-131
binuclear, 4 60
extended, 42-44
o f juvenile delinquents, 25-26, 79
normal development, 75-76, 129,
263-264
nuclear versus extended, 42-44
o f schizophrenics
behavioral therapy, 237
B ow en system therapy, 264
M ilan view , 135
psychoeducational therapy,
475-478, 563-564
W ynne work, 21
single-parent, 461
and social work, 4-5
structural view s, 64-66
as system s, 42-44
family assessment, structural approach,
78-79
family games, 127, 130, 133, 135-137
case example, 140-142
definition, 143
family issues, 267
fam ily ledgers, 273, 288
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family life cycle transitions
B ow en therapy, 263-264
contextual approach, 275
defined, 117
strategic approach, 101, 102
family maps
B ow en approach, 267
definition, 92
enrichment programs, 349-350
example, 268
structural approach, 78-79
substance abuse, 322
family o f choice, 44
definition, 59
family o f origin
B ow en approach, 256, 265-266,
269-270
contextual approach, 271, 279-280
couple therapy, 313, 322
definitions, 31, 59
and gender, 417-418
learning from, 209, 217, 258, 279
leaving, 116
scales, 269-270
and substance abuse, 322
from system s view , 44
o f therapists, 20
family patterns. See also couple
patterns; transactional patterns
and alcohol, 452
beliefs, 130-131
B ow en view , 259-261, 267
experiential therapy, 179
M ilan therapy, 126-127, 131-132,
135-137, 140-142
and schizophrenia, 20-21
system s view , 52-53
family predispositions, 4 5 1 -4 5 2 ,4 8 1
family projection process, 261-262, 287
family reconstruction, 185, 198
family reorganization, 452, 481
family rituals
definition, 143
Milan therapy, 134, 135-137
substance abuse, 322
family rules. See also rules
definition, 59
Milan school, 123, 130
and schizophrenia, 1 3 0 ,4 7 7
and schizophrenics, 130

family rules (continued)
structural therapy, 57
system s view , 53
family sculpturing, 184-185
definition, 198
family strengths, 87, 92, 106
family systems. See also Bowen
therapy; Milan therapy; system
theory; systemic therapy
coercive, 211
cognitive-behavioral view , 224
defined, 59
description, 42-44
strategic approach, 104
family therapy. See also history;
research; specific approaches
contextual approach, 24
experiential approach, 18
gender-aware approach, 28-29,
416-425
hallmarks, 57-58
Milan approach, 28
narrative approach, 29-30
postmodern, 29-30
strategic approach, 17
structural approach, 12, 25-26
for substance abuse, 451 -455
transgenerational, 24
uses, 559
fantasy alternatives, 185, 186
fear. See anxiety; phobias
feedback
behavioral view s, 211-213
defined, 59
Milan therapy, 126, 136
positive and negative, 47-48
to referring agency, 132
strategic approach, 57
feedback loops, 47-52, 136
definition, 59
fee-for-service, 523
Feldman, R. B., 139-140
fem inism
anorexia, 156
definitions, 416, 442, 481
dom estic violence, 463-464. See
also dom estic violence
and ethics, 507
on family therapy, 28-29, 414-417
narrative therapy, 156

Index
fibrosis, 373
fidelity, 503, 504
fiery foes, 4 6 1, 481
files, o f clients, 517, 518, 523
filial therapy, 472-474, 481
financial matters
AAM FT guidelines, 518, 523
B owen view, 267
in disclosure statement, 526
in informed consent, 530
Finkelhor, D .,4 7 0 , 471
Finland, 154, 156
firm relationship rules, 459, 482
first session. See initial sessions
Fisch, R., 96
Fishman, C., 64, 65, 68, 84
five-part sessions, 132-133, 143
flashbacks, 378, 399
Fleming, B., 216
flexibility
Bowen approach, 259-261, 263-264
contextual approach, 275
definitions, 198, 363
enrichment programs, 349
experiential therapy, 179
flooding, 342, 363
Flynn, C., 464
FOCCUS, 360, 361, 363
Font, R., 420
Forehand, R., 237
Formenti, L., 126
founders, 3-4
Four Horsemen o f the A pocalypse,
300, 341
definitions, 329, 363
framing
o f loyalty, 278, 288
o f suggestions, 100
Framo, J., 24, 255, 279-280
Frank, E., 370
free-association, 289-290
Freedman, J., 157
Freeman, J., 155-156, 157, 158
Freud, S., 473
Friedlander, M. L., 139
Fromm-Reichman, F., 19
fun, 347
functional analysis, 232
case example, 238-241
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functional family therapy, 208-209,
2 3 6 ,5 7 1 -5 7 2
definition, 244
Furman, B., 154-155, 159, 161
fusion, 257, 263
definition, 287
fusion anxiety, 257
definition, 287
future, 138, 139. See also trends

Galveston Family Institute, 150-152,
164-165, 167
games. See family games
gays. See homosexuals
gender. See also narrative therapy
and abuse, 463-464
and affairs, 318-319
balance continuum, 418-420
box exercise, 413
definitions, 442, 482
description, 412-414
and divorce, 455, 458
and religion, 434
and stonewalling, 342
substance abuse, 321-322, 453-454
as trend, 299
and violence, 315-316, 466-467
gender issues, 28-29
gender polarization, 466-467, 482
gender roles
cognitive-behavioral view , 217, 223
definition, 244
domestic violence, 317
sam e-sex couples, 325
gender typing, 466-467, 482
gender-aware therapy
assessment, 417-418
case example, 424-425
history, 28-29
intervention, 418-423
research, 424
therapist role, 416-417
generalizability, 542, 578
generalization, 214
generations, 431. See also
multigenerational
transmission;
transgenerational therapy
generic fam ily regimen, 472, 482
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genograms, 281-282, 283, 348. See also
family maps
definitions, 287, 363
Georgetown University, 20
gestalt therapy, 180
Giblin, P., 355-356
gifts, 518, 523
Gil, E., 473
Gillan, P., 386
Gingerich, W., 163
Giordano, J., 425
Glass, S. P., 320
goal-setting stage, 107, 117
Goldner, V., 415, 423
Goldstein, M. J., 564
Goldstein, M. K., 205
good faith agreements, 233, 244-245
Goolishian, H., 150-151, 158
Gordon, L., 339, 358
Gottman, J., 224, 299, 300, 341, 467
Green, R., 420
Green, S. L., 505
Greenberg, L., 176, 180, 189, 557, 573
Gross, D. R., 46
ground rules, 346, 364
group therapy
alcoholics, 236
child abuse, 472-473
definitions, 10, 31, 482
dom estic violence, 465-466
m ultiple-fam ily, 477, 483
network therapy, 24-25
schizophrenia, 476-477
versus family therapy, 10-11
Groves, E., 8
Groves, G., 8
growth, 177, 179, 182-183, 185. See
also enrichment programs
Guerney, B. J., 356
Guerney, B., Jr., 233, 339, 472-473
Guerney, L., 472-473
guilt, 380
Gurman, A., 556

Haas, L. J., 500
Haddock, S. A., 4 1 9 ,4 2 1
Hahlweg, K., 355

Haley, J., 17-18, 25-26
strategic approach, 96, 106,
109-110, 116
and structural approach, 64
handriding techniques, 390, 399
Hansen, J. C., 505
Hare-Mustin, R., 28-29, 4 1 4 ,4 1 5
Hawton, K., 386
healing, 439
Heath, A., 453, 454
Heatherington, L., 139
Heiman, J. R., 392
helping-others-change skill, 343, 364
Hendrix, H., 3 0 9 -3 1 1 ,3 2 9
heterosexism , 325, 329
hierarchy. See also parent-child
hierarchy
definitions, 59, 92
and sexuality, 382
strategic approach, 99-100, 101-102,
104, 105
structural approach, 70-72, 76-77
system s theory, 52
Hines, P. M., 430
Hirschfeld, M., 6
Hispanics, 116, 396. See also culture
case example, 431-432
historical oppression, 155, 167
history
B ow en work, 19-20
dom estic violence, 465-466
early social work, 4-5
o f family therapy, 9-30, 96-97,
561-562, 567-568
fem inism, 28-29, 414-416
founders, 10-12, 17-23
marriage therapy, 6, 7-9, 298, 508
Milan group, 26-28, 123-125
Palo Alto group, 13-19, 123
Philadelphia school, 23-26
o f research, 544-545, 554
sexual reform, 5-7
social constructionism, 29-30,
150-155
W ashington school, 96-97
Hoffman, Lynn
recent activity, 124
reflexive therapy, 152-153, 158-159,
160, 161
on therapist role, 157

Index
holding exercises, 311, 329
holism, 40-41
holistic approach, 40-46
holons, 67, 92
Holtzworth-Munroe, A., 189-190
homeostasis, 52-53, 123, 130
definitions, 59, 143
homework, 107, 110
definition, 117
homophobia, 325, 329
homosexuals, 325-326, 3 8 0 ,4 6 6 -4 6 7
H ooley, J. M., 544-545
Hops, H., 206
hostility. See pseudohostility
Houston Galveston Institute, 150-152,
167
Hubble, M., 163
human sexual response
biphasic model, 393, 398
definitions, 329, 399
Masters and Johnson, 324, 384-386
triphasic model, 393, 403
Zilbergeld approach, 393
humanistic-experiential therapy
case example, 190-192
concepts, 176-178
definition, 198
healthy fam ily, 181
pathology, 182-183
research, 189
techniques, 184-185
humor, 184
hymen, 377, 399
hyperactivity, 226-227, 239-240
hypertension, 559
hypnosis, 96, 154
definition, 117
hypotheses
definitions, 143, 578
in early research, 545
Milan therapy, 125-126, 138
in questions, 138
strategic therapy, 104-105

“I” statements
in B ow en approach, 269
in couple therapy, 310
definition, 287
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“I” statements (continued)
in experiential therapy, 185
in Relationship Enhancement,
343-344
identified patient
and alcoholism , 452
B ow en approach, 260, 270
couple therapy, 322-323
definitions, 31, 59, 533
dom estic violence, 465
and insurance, 506-507
lack of, 9, 58
sex therapy, 387-388, 391
sexual abuse, 470-471
system s theory, 47
im ago relationship therapy, 309-311,
329
Imber-Black, E., 438
im plicit directives, 109
definition, 117
impotence, 371-373, 379, 395
definition, 399
inappropriate thought processes, 207,
245
incest, 69
inclusion criteria, 540, 579
incongruent hierarchy, 99-100, 117
inconsistency, 213
incremental outcom es, 556, 579
indebtedness, 271, 287
indirect directives, 111-115
definition, 117
individual needs, 222-223, 241
individual psychology, 270-271, 287
inertia, 49
infancy, 279
inferences, 215-216
informed consent, 496, 514-515, 516
definition, 534
example, 526-531
initial sessions. See also assessm ent
AAM FT guidelines, 516
in disclosure statement, 526
experiential therapy, 186-187
M ilan therapy, 125
strategic therapy, 103, 106-107
initiative, 179
in-laws, 73. See also contextual therapy
in-session reflections, 153, 167
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insight-oriented therapy, 546-547,
560-561
Institute for Family Counseling, 26
insurance, 506-507, 523
integrative behavioral couple therapy,
3 0 6 -3 0 7 ,3 2 9
integrative family models, 455, 482
integrative problem-centered couple
therapy, 308-309, 329
integrity, 517-519, 523
intensive engagement, 569-570
intensive therapy, 386-387, 399
intentions, 51
interaction
balanced. See contextual therapy
behaviorist view s, 205, 208,
210-213
Bow en view, 257-258
cognitive-behavioral view , 222-223
in couples, 300
emotionally focused therapy,
183-184, 187-188
with depressed spouse, 566
and divorce, 459-461
with environment, 54-57
MRI focus, 97
negative, 183-184, 187-188
parent-child, 272-273, 274. See also
parent-child hierarchy;
parenting
relationship functions, 222-223
strategic approach, 97-99, 102, 107,
113
therapist-client, 515, 573-574. See
also therapist, role o f
therapist-supervisee, 519-520
interaction stage, 107, 117
interactional system, 31
interdependence, 46, 257
definition, 287
intergenerational. See multigenerational
transmission;
transgenerational therapy
intermittent reinforcement, 211, 245
internal dialogue, 229, 245
interpersonal stress, 185-186
interpersonal trauma, 320, 329
intervention
adjunctive, 241
for alcoholism , 452

intervention (continued)
defined, 482
paradoxical, 111-115
interventive interviewing, 128, 143
interviews
cognitive approach, 226-229
dom estic violence, 467
marriage counseling, 8-9
Milan therapy, 128, 133-139
natural human inquiry, 552
sex history, 381
strategic approach, 107
intimacy, 256-258. See also
connections
definition, 288
and enrichment programs, 348
fear of, 308-309
therapist-client, 515
intimacy avoidance affairs, 318, 329
intimate self-disclosure, 557, 579
intracavernous injection therapy, 373,
395
definition, 399
intrapersonal stress, 185-186
introjects, 279-280
invalidation, 340, 364
invariant prescription, 28, 135-137,
141-142
definitions, 31, 143
inventories. See questionnaires
investigator bias, 554, 555
definition, 579
investment, in relationship, 218, 457
definition, 245
invisible loyalty, 272
irrational beliefs, 218, 245
irrelevant style, 178, 198
irreverence, 128, 143
isolation, 342, 472

Jackson, D., 15-17
journals, 12
on normality, 129
and schizophrenia, 14, 23
and strategic approach, 96
and W ynne, 21
Jacobson, N. S.
on behavioral marital therapy, 206,
236, 560, 566-567

Index
Jacobson, N. S. (continued)
on conflict resolution, 231
conjoint couple therapy, 467
integrative couple therapy, 329
negative tracking, 212
Jameson, P., 189-190
jealousy, 348, 370-371. See also
em otionally focused couple
therapy
Joanides, C. J., 437-438
Johns Hopkins University, 20-21
Johnson, B., 313
Johnson, S. See also emotionally
focused couple therapy
couple therapy trends, 298-299
experiential therapy, 189
and research, 189, 557, 573
Johnson, V., 7, 324, 371-372, 373-374,
377, 384-392, 393
joining
definitions, 92, 118
strategic approach, 103, 105
structural approach, 80, 83, 86,
89-90
Jones, E., 124
Jory, B., 423
journals
and aesthetic therapies, 558
articles in, 522
ethical issues, 517, 521
Family Process, 12, 16, 17-18
list of, 512
research review in, 558-559
justice, 503
juvenile delinquents, 25-26, 79, 90-91

Kaplan, H. S.
and human sexual response, 324
new sex therapy, 392-393
on sexual dysfunctions, 374, 375,
376
on sexual phobias, 378
Kaslow, F. W., 3-4
Keeney, B., 49, 1 5 1 ,5 7 6
Kegeling exercises, 376, 377
definition, 399
Keller, J. F., 439
Kellett, J., 392
Kinsey, A., 6-7
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Kivel, P., 413
Klinefelter's syndrome, 3 7 9 ,4 0 0
Kolodny, R., 373-374, 377
Kresten, J., 453
Krupnick, J., 573-574

labeling
cognitive-behavioral view, 226, 228
experiential therapy, 184
strategic therapy, 101, 108
Lambert, M ., 163
languaging, 167. See also narrative
therapy; reflexive therapy;
social constructionism
larger system, 132, 143
Larson, J. H., 360
LaViolette, A. D., 434
Lax, W ., 153
leadership
strategic approach, 99-100, 105
structural view , 70-71. See also
executive subsystem;
hierarchy
o f therapy, 106
learning
from family o f origin, 209, 217,
258, 279
natural human inquiry, 550-551
observational, 209, 246
social theory, 365
Lebow, J., 298-299
ledgers, 273, 288
Leff, J. P., 563
legacy, 272, 275-276, 278
legal divorce, 459, 482
lesbians. See homosexuals
lethality assessment, 4 6 7 -4 6 8 ,4 8 2
levels, 309
Liberman, R. P., 206
libido
definition, 400
low , 375, 379
licensure, 509, 527
definition, 534
Liddle, H., 454, 455, 569
Lidz, T., 20-21, 544
Lief, H. I., 375, 394
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life cycle. See also family life cycle
transitions
contextual approach, 275
personal authority, 270
sexuality, 382
limited information stage, 4 00
linear causality, 49, 207
definitions, 59, 245
Lipchik, E., 154
Listening C ycle, 345, 364
listening skills
cognitive-behavioral therapy, 233
couple therapy, 310
definition, 245
enrichment programs, 345
mirroring, 310, 330
live supervision
definitions, 3 1 ,4 8 2
o f filial therapy, 474
history, 26, 27
Milan therapy, 131
Lobovits, D., 155-156* 158
LoPiccolo, J., 392
loyalty, 272, 274, 275-276, 282
definition, 288
loyalty conflict, 276, 288
loyalty framing, 278, 288
Luepnitz, D., 29
Luquet, W .,3 1 1
Lusterman, D., 320

Mabrey, L., 106
Mace, D., 8, 340
Mace, V., 8
Mac Kune-Karrer, B. See Breunlin, D. C.
M acPhee, D .,4 1 9 , 421
Madanes, C., 64, 96, 112, 116
Madigan, S., 156
magnification, 214, 245
Mahrer, A. R., 546
maintenance
and alcoholism , 453
Relationship Enhancement, 343, 364
maleficence, 503, 559
Malone, P., 270
Malone, T., 22-23
Malouf, J. L., 500
malpractice, 498-499, 534

maneuverability, 501, 534
Mannarino, A., 472
mapping an issue, 345, 364
Margolin, G., 206, 212, 505
marital discord, 457, 482, 559
marital schism, 20-21, 21
defined, 32
marital skew, 21
definition, 32
Markman, H., 339, 340, 355, 357-358
marriage and family therapy, defined,
32. See also family therapy;
marriage therapy
marriage counseling, 6, 7-10, 298-301
definition, 32
marriage labs, 341-342, 364
marriage therapy. See also couple
therapy; emotionally focused
couple therapy
for alcoholism , 236, 452-454
behavioral approach. See behavioral
marital therapy
cognitive approach, 213-219,
229-232
and culture, 427-432
and ethics, 494-508
feminist critique, 414-416
gender awareness, 416-425
and object relations theory, 279-280
partner/spouse abuse, 464-468, 483
predivorce stage, 457-458
research, 546-550
and sexual therapy, 395-396
and spirituality, 435-441
trends, 299-301
Marshal, M., 139-140
mastectomy, 380
Masters, W., 7, 324, 371-372, 373-374,
377, 384-392, 393
M ATE, 348
M athews, S. A., 392
May, R., 542
M cGill, D. W., 430
M cGoldrick, M., 425
mean, 540, 579
M ederos, F., 467
mediation, 459
Meichenbaum, D., 206, 228-229, 235
M enninger Clinic, 19, 255-256

Index
Mental Research Institute (MRI). See
also strategic therapy
emphasis, 97-98
experiential therapy, 174-175
history, 16-17
and normality, 129
postmodern approach, 150, 151,
153, 155, 157
research, 544
merit, 272-273, 288
meta-analysis, 355, 364
metaframeworks, 410, 442
metaphor
for context, 410-411
culture as, 430-431, 432
definitions, 118, 198
experiential therapy, 23, 177, 181,184
for interdependence, 43, 46, 57
symptoms as, 100-101
M iklowitz, D. J., 544, 564
Milan therapy
concepts, 124-128, 138-139
definition, 32
effectiveness, 139-140
and feminism, 28-29
history, 27-28, 123-125
interviews, 133-139
pathology, 129-131
team approach, 27, 131-133
time dimension, 139
Miller, Scott, 154, 163
Miller, Sherod, 339, 356
mind-reading, 214, 246
minimization, 214, 246
minorities, 25-26
Minuchin, S., 25-26. See also structural
therapy
and Ackerman, 12
on boundaries, 69
and Bowen approach, 263
and eating disorders, 567-568
and Haley, 18
research, 87
miracle question, 161, 168
mirroring, 310, 320
mirrors, 26. See also teams
modeling
o f aggression, 211
definition, 199
in experiential therapy, 185
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m oney, 267. See also financial matters
M ontalvo, B., 25-26, 64
Moon, S., 549-550, 554
M oore, T., 438
morphogenesis, 49, 59
morphostasis, 49
Morton, T. L., 216
mothers. See also stepmothers
with career, 223
postmodern therapy, 154-155,
156-157
Mudd, E., 8, 298
multiculturalism, 426, 442
multidirected partiality, 277, 288
multigenerational transmission
contextual therapy, 278-284
B ow en theory, 288-289
definition, 32
and fem inist therapy, 28-29
history, 19-20, 24
loyalty, 275-276
and society, 290-291
triangling, 283
trustworthiness, 273
multimodal therapy
definition, 482
for depression, 564-565
for schizophrenia, 476, 559
M ultiple Impact Therapy Project,
150-151, 168
multiple realities, 150, 168
multiple sclerosis, 379, 400
multiple-family groups, 477, 483
mutual influences, 205, 246
mutuality, 270, 289
myotonia, 384-385, 4 00

narrative therapy
case example, 156-157
concepts, 155
definition, 32
history, 29-30
play therapy, 155-156, 157
research, 558
techniques, 155-156, 161-162
versus solution-focused, 161-162
National Institute o f Mental Health
(NIM H), 19, 21
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Native Americans, 155, 430. See also
culture; ethnicity
natural human inquiry (NHI), 550-551,
579
Navin, S. L., 505
needs. See also sexuality
B owen approach, 257
cognitive-behavioral view s, 222
conceptual approach, 274
experiential approach, 180, 188, 196
expression of, 342-343
negative cycles, 183-184, 187-188,
195-197
definition, 199
negative interaction, 183-184, 187-188
definition, 199
negative interpretations, 341, 364
negative reciprocity, 210, 218-219
definition, 246
negative symptoms, 475, 483
negative tracking, 212, 246
negative trait label, 226, 246
negentropy, 55, 59
neglect, 469, 483, 497-498
negotiate and contract, 111, 118
negotiation, 343
Nelson, T. S., 270
network therapy, 24-25, 32
neuroleptic drugs, 475, 483
neutral stimuli, 203, 246
neutrality
criticism of, 415
definitions, 143, 442
and fem inism, 415
Milan therapy, 126, 137-139, 141
new lyw eds, 75
Nichols, M. P., 1 5 ,6 6 , 129
no-change prescription, 134, 144
no-fault divorce, 458, 483
nonmaleficence, 503, 504
nonnormative stance, 74-76, 129. See
also depathologizing; normality
definition, 144
nonpathologizing, 150, 151, 156. See
also depathologizing
definition, 168
nonsummativity, 46, 59
normality
Milan view s, 129
postmodern view s, 158-159

normality (continued)
and questions, 138
structural view , 74-76
not-knowing stance, 152, 160
definition, 168
no-treatment control groups, 549, 579
no-violence contract, 317, 330
nuclear family, 42-44, 60
em otional processes, 259-262, 289
projection, 258, 289
Nunnally, E., 339

obesity, 559
object relations theory, 279-280, 325
definition, 289
obligations, 273, 289
observation
definition, 579
for research, 540
third party, 516
observational learning, 209, 246
obsessive behavior, 45
occupational dysfunction, 475, 483
odd/even days prescription, 139, 144
O ’Farrell, T. J., 236
O ’Hanlon, W., 153-154
O ’Leary, K. D., 236, 567
Olson, A. K., 358-359
Olson, D. H., 358-359
open couple dialogue, 351, 364
open system s, 54, 60
operant conditioning, 204-205, 246
operationalization, 540, 579-580
ordeals, 115, 118
organizations. See also American
Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy (AAM FT)
contact information, 511
and ethics, 494
o f family therapists, 508-509, 511
Impotence Anonym ous, 373
o f marriage counselors, 8-9, 298
for marriage education, 340
orgasmic dysfunction, 375-376, 400
outcom e research, 555-556, 580
overgeneralization, 214, 247
overresponsibility, 453, 483
overt rules, 53, 60

Index
PAIRS, 313, 338-339, 347-348, 358
definition, 365
Web site, 361
Palo Alto project, 13-19, 113, 153
panic attacks, 220
Papp, Peggy, 27, 28-29, 124
paradigm, definitions, 41, 60
paradigm shift, 41, 60
paradoxes
definitions, 32, 144
history, 13-14, 27-28, 96
in Milan therapy, 134, 141
timing, 131
paradoxical directives, 111-115
paradoxical interventions, 96
paradoxical ordeals, 115, 118
paradoxical prescriptions, 125, 131-132
paraphilias, 369, 400
parent management training, 571
parent training, 233, 237
definition, 247
parental child, 92
parental subsystem, 52, 88-90, 141-142
definition, 60
parent-child dialogue, in couple
therapy, 311, 330
parent-child hierarchy
contextual approach, 272
definition, 92
Milan therapy, 141-142
personal authority stage, 270
structural approach, 70
boundaries, 75-76, 85, 89-90
enactment, 84
psychosomatic illness, 78-79
unbalancing, 86
parentification, 272, 275, 289
parenting. See also mothers;
stepmothers
o f anorexic child, 69
behavioral approach, 211-213, 233,
237
Bowen view, 261-262, 263-265,
267, 268
cognitive view , 216
cognitive-behavioral case, 238-241
contextual view , 272-273, 274
differentiation, 261-262, 265
discipline, 211-212, 216, 219
divorce, 78-79, 457, 460-462
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parenting (continued)
enmeshment, 263
experiential therapy, 183, 184, 185,
186
case examples, 190-195
inconsistency, 213
invariant prescription, 28
juvenile delinquents, 25-26
marital conflict, 210-211
postmodern therapy, 154-155,
156-157, 164-165
projective identification, 279
schizophrenia, 19
structural view , 70-74, 84-85
tantrums, 238-241
training for, 233, 237, 571
unequal participation, 229-230, 265
Parker, L., 423
participants
in research, 521, 540, 549, 555, 560
definition, 580
in therapy, 507
partner dominance, 349
partner/spouse abuse, 463-469, 483
pathology
B ow en view , 264-265
cognitive-behavioral view , 224-225
contextual view , 273-274, 275-276
couple therapy, 300, 340-342
definition, 199
experiential approach, 176, 177,
179, 182-184
M ilan therapy, 129-131
postmodern view , 159-160
strategic approach, 99-103
structural approach, 76-78
patient. See identified patient
patriarchy, 464, 466
definition, 483
Patterson, G., 206, 556-557
Patterson, J., 417
Pavlov, I., 203
peer pressure, 465-466
pelvic inflammatory disease (PID),
379, 400
pelvic pain, 377
penis envy, 379, 383
Penn, Peggy, 124
The Penn Council for Relationships, 8
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perceptions, 574, 576
perfect pals, 4 6 0 ,4 8 3
performance anxiety, 381, 387, 391
definition, 379
Peris, F. S., 180
permeable boundaries, 53
permission stage, 386, 400
perpetrators, 4 6 5 ,4 8 3
personal authority, 270
personal experience, 551, 580
personal subsystem, 52, 60
personality disorders, 322
personalization, 214, 247
phallic stage, 3 8 3 -3 8 4 ,4 0 1
pharmacological therapy
definition, 484
for depression, 564
erectile dysfunction, 372-373
schizophrenia, 475-476
Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, 18,
25-26, 64
phimosis, 379, 401
phobias, 203-204, 378
definition, 401
physical abuse, 469, 484. See also
domestic violence
physical contact
couple therapy, 311
experiential therapy, 179, 184
PREP, 347
physical symptoms, 220, 260, 264
Piercy, F. P., 225
Pinsof, W., 308-309, 553, 558-559
placaters, 178, 199
play therapy, 437, 472-474
definition, 484
narrative therapy, 155-156, 157
plethysmograph, 385, 401
PLISSIT model, 386-387, 401
politics, 155
Popenoe, Paul, 8, 298
positive connotation, 51, 125, 133-134
definitions, 60, 144
positive reinforcement, 212-213, 219
definition, 247
positive symptoms, 475, 484
positives, focus on, 154, 161
possibility therapy, 154, 168
postdivorce recovery, 462, 484

postmodern therapies, 150-155, 394.
See also social
constructionism
postmodernism, 401
poverty, 430
power. See also empowerment
children with, 183, 184, 185
client/therapist, 423, 436-438
cognitive approach, 218
couple therapy, 313-314
culture, 429
definition, 442
divorce, 460-461
dom estic violence, 466
egalitarianism, 410
experiential therapy, 183
gender, 414-415, 418, 421-423, 507
imbalance, 86
reframing, 108
sexuality, 382
spirituality, 436-438
power differential, 466, 507
definition, 484
power ladder, 99, 118
power/control, 218, 247
pragmatic therapies, 558, 580
Prata, G., 26-28, 123
predictability, 52-53
predispositions, 451-452
predivorce stage, 456-458, 484
prejudice, 426-427, 430
premarital counseling, 351-355,
359-360, 440-441
definition, 365
premarital inventories, 312, 330, 359360, 361
premature ejaculation, 373-374, 383,
395
definition, 401
PREP, 312-313, 339, 346-347,
357-358. See also Christian
PREP
definition, 365
W eb site, 361
PREPARE, 312, 339
PREPARE/ENRICH, 339, 348-350,
358-359, 365
W eb site, 361
PREP-M, 360
Prest, L. A., 439

Index
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pretending technique, 113, 118
programmatic research, 545, 580
pretenses, 21
projective identification, 279, 289
Pretzer, J., 216, 229
prolactin, 375, 401
preventive approaches, 311-312,
prophylactic measures, 471-472. See
also preventive approaches
338-339, 471-472. See also
prostatectomy, 380, 401
enrichment programs;
prostatitis, 379, 401
premarital counseling
pseudohostility, 21, 32
definitions, 330, 365
pseudomutuality, 21, 32
priapism, 379, 401
pseudoself, 258, 289
Prigogine, Ilya, 151
psychic divorce, 4 6 2 ,4 8 4
primary emotions, 180-181
psychoanalysis
definitions, 199, 330
definition, 119
primary sexual problems, 371, 401
focus, 103
privilege, 497-498, 501
and marriage counseling, 7
problem maintenance structure, 309, 330
and sexuality, 383-384, 386, 394
problem solving, 234, 306, 330, 343
techniques, 255-256, 289-290
problem stage, 106-107, 118
psychoeducational therapy, 476-477,
problem/conflict resolution skill, 343
563-564
problems. See also positive connotation;
definitions, 484, 580
solution-focused therapy;
psychogenic factors, 375, 376
structural therapy; symptoms
psychological abuse, 463, 484
behaviorist view , 204-205
psychometric qualities, 545, 580
Bowen view , 259, 264-265
psychosocial therapy, 476, 484
o f children, 280
psychosomatic illness
cognitive view , 207, 213-219
diabetes, 68-69, 73-74, 92
functional approach, 208
stomach ailment, 78-79, 113
cognitive-behavioral view , 210
psychotherapy,
564-565, 568
contextual view , 273-274, 279-280
psychotic episodes, 475, 484
couple therapy, 309, 313-314,
public interest, 522
341-342
publications,
credit for, 522
Milan approach, 125, 130, 133
publishing, 159, 168
narrative therapy, 155
Pulliam, G., 151
in psychoanalysis, 103, 204
punishment, 247. See also discipline
redefinition, 103, 119
PUSH system, 98-100, 119
sex therapy, 370-371, 387-388
strategic approach, 97-99, 102-103,
104, 107
system theory, 393-394
qualitative interviews, 107, 119
process o f therapy, 543, 580
qualitative research, 548-550, 555
process research, 556-557, 572-574
definition, 581
definition, 580
quantification, 540, 553-555
professional codes o f ethics, 494, 501.
definition, 581
See also ethics
quantitative research, 540, 548-550,
professional disclosure statements,
553-555
495-496, 534
definition, 581
prognostic factors
questionnaires
client/therapist roles, 572-574
cognitive-behavioral approach, 218,
fam ily involvement, 558
229
postmodern therapies, 163
enrichment programs, 348-349
substance abuse, 3 2 1 ,4 5 3 -4 5 4
premarital, 312, 359-360
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questions
cognitive-behavioral approach, 227
deconstructing, 156, 161-162
gender-aware therapy, 421,
422-423, 424-425
Milan therapy
circular, 126-127, 128, 135-137
reflexive, 128, 138
triadic, 137
miracle, 161, 168
natural human inquiry, 552
postmodern approach, 152, 156,
157-158, 160-162
spirituality, 437
triadic, 137
quid pro quo agreements, 232-233, 247

Rabin, C .,4 1 7
race, 425, 429
definition, 442
rational-emotive therapy, 218, 247
reactivity, 257, 259, 290
reality(ies)
contextual therapy, 270-274
cultural factors, 149
experiential therapy, 176
multiple, 150, 168
postmodern approach, 149, 150,
152, 155, 157-158
relational, 270-274
versus beliefs, 217-218
rebelliousness, 76
recidivism, 564, 581
reciprocal causality. See also circularity
definitions, 60, 485
partner/spouse abuse, 465
system s approach, 49-50
reconstruction, fam ily, 185, 198
records, 517, 518, 523
redefinition
definition, 199
experiential therapy, 185, 186
strategic therapy, 103, 119
redirection
couple therapy, 302, 320
narrative therapy, 156
solution-focused therapy, 153-155
reductionism, 40-46
definition, 60

referrals, 516, 517, 523
referring agency, 132
reflecting team, 152-153, 168
reflexive questions, 128, 138
definition, 144
reflexive responses, 203, 247
reflexive therapy, 150-153, 157-158,
161, 164-165
reframing
definitions, 119, 144, 199
experiential therapy, 184, 186, 188
Milan therapy, 134
strategic approach, 107-109
reinforcement, 211-213, 219, 233
in couple therapy, 306, 321
Reiter, A. D., 412-413
rejunction, 276-279, 290
relapse, 453
RELATE, 360, 361
definition, 365
relational ethics, 271, 275
definition, 290
relational reality, 270-274
Relationship Enhancement, 338, 339,
342-344, 356
definition, 365
W eb site, 361
relationship/family violence, 462-463,
485. See also domestic
violence
relationships. See also connections;
interaction
abusive, 44
satisfaction with, 559-560
sexual, with therapist, 515, 520
therapist-client, 11, 175-176,
572-574
relatives’ groups, 477, 485
relaxation techniques, 225, 247
reliability, 545, 581
religion. See also spirituality
Bow en view , 267
case exam ple, 440-441
conversions, 438-439
and couples, 3 4 7 ,4 3 8 -4 3 9 , 440-441
definition, 442
destructive, 439
and dom estic violence, 434-435
and gender, 434
healing, 439

Index
religion (continued)
premarital counseling, 351-355
and sexuality, 377
as suprasystem, 44
remarriage, 4 6 2 ,4 8 5
replicability, 550, 581
research. See also under specific
therapies
basic versus applied, 552-553
bias, 554, 555
clinical trials, 553
comparative, 546-547, 557, 574,
577
couple relationships, 300
data collection, 555
description, 550-552
for effectiveness, 542, 548, 549,
553, 557-558
and ethics, 517, 519, 5 2 1 ,5 2 2
evolution of, 544-545
methods, 540, 547, 548-550
outcom e, 555-556
participants, 521, 540, 549, 555, 560
process, 556-557, 572-574
programmatic, 545, 580
qualitative versus quantitative, 540,
548-550, 553-555
review of, 558-559
role of, 531, 542-546, 548
on success factors, 572-574
training for, 531-532
variables, 540, 547, 553, 573
versus practice, 545-550, 583n2
research design, 547, 581
resistance
dropouts, 471
mood disorders, 565
to participation, 540-541, 556-557
resolution phase, 393, 402
responsibility
for abuse, 465, 468
o f therapist
to client, 514-515
to profession, 521-522
to research participants, 521
to supervisees, 519-520
under- and over-, 453, 483
responsiveness, 257, 290
restraining change, 112-113, 119
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restructuring
cognitive approach, 225, 229-232
definition, 92
structural therapy, 82-83
retention, 454-455, 471, 485
retreats, 355
revolving slate, 274, 290
Richmond, M., 5
rights, o f clients, 529-530
rigid boundaries, 54, 60
rigid triangles, 259, 265-266. See also
triangles
definition, 290
ripple effect, 46, 57
rites o f passage, 159
rituals
definitions, 143, 144
family, 134, 1 3 5 -1 3 7 ,3 2 2
therapeutic, 125, 134-135
Roberts, J., 422-423, 438
Robin, A. L., 229
Roehling, P. V., 229
Rogers, C. R., 180
role losses, 459, 485
roles
definition, 60
and divorce, 459
experiential therapy, 179
and gender, 217, 412-414, 417,
419-421
and sexuality, 382
system s view , 53
o f therapist. See therapist, role o f
Rosman, B., 64, 69, 73, 81, 88
Rotter, J. B., 205
Rotz, E., 438
rubber fence, 21, 32
Rubinstein, D., 370
rules. See also family rules
covert/overt, 53
and divorce, 459
firm relationship, 459, 482
and schizophrenia, 130, 477
and sexuality, 382
and spousal boundaries, 75
system s approach, 53
Russell, C. S., 438

safe houses, 466, 485
safety plans, 317, 330
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Sager, C. J., 394
sampling theory, 555, 581
Satir, V., 16, 18-19, 174-175, 176-178.
See also humanisticexperiential therapy
satisfaction, 559-560
scales
for affect disorders, 566
and culture, 429
fam ily o f origin, 269-270
personal authority, 270
personality, 349
self differentiation, 415
scaling questions, 161, 168
scapegoating, 274, 290
schemas, 216-219, 248
schizophrenia
active phase, 475, 478
behavioral therapy, 237
communication, 13-14, 477
definition, 485
drug therapy, 475-476
etiology, 475, 562-563
family therapy
Bowen approach, 264, 288-289
effectiveness, 559, 561-564
Palo Alto research, 13-14
strategic therapy, 116
Fromm-Reichman view s, 19
marital patterns, 20-21
multimodal therapy, 476, 559
parenting, 19
patterns, 19-21, 1 3 5 -1 3 7 ,2 3 7
and rules, 130, 477
stress, 476, 478, 562-563
symptoms, 475
Schnarch, D., 324-325
school, avoidance of, 165-165
Schrader, S. S., 7, 18-19
Schumm, W. R., 337
Schwartz, R. C., 15, 129, 417. See also
Breunlin, D. C.
Schweibel, A. I., 190
secondary reactive em otions, 181, 183
definition, 199
secondary sexual problems, 371, 402
secret policies, 501, 528-529
definition, 534
secrets, 302, 319-320
definition, 331

selective abstraction, 214, 228
definition, 248
selective perception, 215, 229-230
definition, 248
self
basic, 258
Bow en view , 256-258, 268-269
pseudo-, 258, 289
self-blam e, 471, 485
self-concept, 177-178, 199
self-confidence, 349, 381
self-differentiation
definition, 285
description, 256-257
as focus, 265-266
spouse selection, 258, 262, 270
o f therapist, 266-267
self-disclosure
definition, 169
emotionally focused couple therapy,
557
reflexive therapy, 152, 153
self-esteem
definition, 199
experiential therapy, 177, 191-192
and sexual functioning, 375, 381
self-fulfilling prophecies, 370
self-observation, 138
self-statements, 228-229
definition, 248
self-worth, 177-178
Selvini Palazzoli, M., 26-28, 123, 124,
127. See also Milan therapy
Semans, J. H., 374
sensate focus exercises
definitions, 331, 402
description, 324
for sexual dysfunctions, 372, 375,
387, 390, 393
sentiment overrride, 219-220, 221
definition, 248
separation, 456, 461. See also divorce
definition, 485
healthy, 459
sessions. See also initial sessions
individual versus conjoint
couple therapy, 302-303,
3 0 9 -3 1 1 ,3 1 9 , 467
family therapy, 57, 58
partner/spouse abuse, 465

Index
sessions (continued)
leadership of, 106
Milan therapy, 131-133, 139, 140
m inimizing, 30, 103
process interruptions, 138
spacing, 131-132, 139, 1 4 0 ,3 9 2
strategic therapy, 104
structure of, 132-133
sex flush, 385, 402
sex offenders, 116
sex therapy
concepts, 389
and couple therapy, 309, 324-325,
376, 395-396
diagnosis, 378-383
effectiveness, 391-392, 395-396
fem ale problems, 375-378, 383, 395
goal, 386
Kaplan approach, 392-393
male problems, 371-375, 383, 395
objections to, 373
psychoanalytic approach, 383-384,
394
referral indications, 396-397
and religion, 439
and system s theory, 393-394
techniques, 390-391
sexism , 414-417
sexual abuse
and adolescents, 470, 471
adult survivors, 470
definition, 485
and sexual dysfunction, 375, 380
structural view s, 69, 77
symptoms, 4 7 0 -4 7 1
therapy type, 471-472
sexual addiction affairs, 318, 331
sexual aversion, 378
sexual deviations, 369
sexual dysfunction
anorgasmia, 375-376
classifications, 371
definition, 402
dyspareunia, 377
ejaculatory incom petence, 374-375
factors, 370-371
impotence, 371-373, 395
interpersonal issues, 381-382
low sexual interest, 375, 379, 395
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sexual dysfunction (continued)
for Masters and Johnson, 386
organic factors, 378-380
physical factors, 378-380
premature ejaculation, 373-374,
383, 395
prevalence, 370
psychoanalytic view , 386
psychological issues, 380-381
sexual aversion, 378
systemic issues, 382-383
vaginismus, 377, 383, 395
sexual harassment, 518
sexual relationship
therapist-client, 515
therapist-supervisee, 520
sexual scripts, 396, 402
sexuality. See also human sexual
response
and boundaries, 69-70
and couple therapy, 324-325
cultural factors, 396
and enrichment programs, 347, 348
researchers, 5-7, 324
sexualized symptoms, 470, 485
shaping, 205, 248
Sheehan, R., 355-356
Sherrard, P., 356-357
Shields, Cleave, 543
sibling subsystem
definition, 60
in parent role, 53-54
structural approach, 67
systems theory, 52
siblings
birth order, 261-262, 290
B ow en view s, 261-262
o f delinquent adolescents, 572
and projective identification,
279-280
side taking, 277-278, 290
Sigal, J. J., 139-140
Silliman, B., 337
Silverstein, O., 28-29
Simon, G., 64
situational conditions, 226-227, 248.
See also context
skill mats, 345-346, 361
Skinner, B. F., 2 0 4 -2 0 5 ,2 1 1
sleeper effect, 471, 485
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Smith, Z. D., 5
Snyder, D., 546
social class, 430
social constructionism
definitions, 33, 142, 1 6 9 ,4 8 0
ethical factors, 507
healthy family, 158-159
history, 29-30, 150-151
limitations, 157-158
narrative. See narrative therapy
partner/spouse abuse, 466
pathology, 159-160
proponents, 124
reflexive. See reflexive therapy
research, 162-164
solution-focused. See solutionfocused therapy
success factors, 163
techniques, 160-162
social constructivism. See social
constructionism
social control, 157-158, 169
social dysfunction, 475, 485
social exchange theory, 223, 248
social learning theory, 365
social stage, 106, 112-113
definition, 119
social work, 4-5, 33
societal emotional process, 263, 290-291
societal role
Bowen view s, 263, 290-291
couple therapy, 312
domestic violence, 466
fam ily system, 42, 44
gender, 412-414, 424-425. See also
gender
multigenerational transmission,
290-291
network therapy, 24-25
postmodern approach, 154, 155
sexuality, 391, 396
strategic approach, 101
Whitaker view , 22-23
Sollee, D., 340
solution-focused therapy
concepts and techniques, 154-155,
161
definition, 33
history, 30, 153
versus narrative therapy, 161 -162

solution-oriented therapy, 154, 169
spacing, o f sessions, 131-132, 139, 140,
392
spatial configurations
experiential therapy, 184
structural approach, 85, 88-89
speaker-listener technique, 346, 365
specific suggestions, 386, 402. See also
directives
Speck, R., 24-25
spectatoring, 370, 391
definition, 402
Spence, S. H., 386
spiritual maps, 439
spirituality. See also religion
and assessment, 436
as context, 410-411
definition, 442
elem ents of, 433
and interventions, 436-440
as problem, 439
research, 440
versus religion, 433
split loyalty, 275-276, 282
definition, 291
split self affairs, 318, 331
spontaneity, 179, 187
spousal abuse, 463. See also domestic
violence
spousal subsystem
definition, 60
sexual abuse, 77
structural approach, 66-67
system s theory, 52
spouses. See also couple therapy
child care, 229-230
childhood trauma, 309-311
coalitions, 73
cognitive distortions, 215-216
distress predictors, 218
domineering, 86
ethical dilemmas, 505-506
im ago relationship, 309-311
projective identification, 279
religion, 347, 438-439, 440-441
reluctant, 303
rules and boundaries, 75
selection of, 258, 262, 270
Sprenkle, D.
on aesthetic therapies, 576

Index
Sprenkle, D. (continued)
enrichment effect, 355-356
on research, 467, 549-550, 554
squeeze technique, 374, 393
definition, 402
stability, 48-52, 476
stagnation, 273, 291
standard deviation, 540, 581-582
standards
challenging, 230-231
definition, 248
description, 217-218
effect of, 219
identifying, 227-228
and pathology, 224
Stanley, S., 339, 340, 357-358
Stanton, M.
alcoholism , 453
codependence, 453
drug abuse, 88, 1 1 6 ,4 5 4 , 455
effectiveness research, 455, 570
stationery, 524
statistics, 540, 553-555
Steinglass, P., 452-454
Steinmetz, S. K., 464
stepmothers, 78-79, 182-183
case example, 190-192
stereotypes
domestic violence, 466-467
gender, 412-414, 419-421
and therapist fit, 80
Stevenson, J., 471
Stone, Abraham, 8
Stone, Hannah, 8, 298
stonewalling, 300, 341-342
definitions, 331, 366
stop-start technique, 374, 403
stories, 473
straightforward directives, 110-111,
119
straightforward ordeals, 115, 119
strategic therapy
concepts, 97-101
definition, 33
eating disorders, 568
effectiveness, 115-116, 574
emphasis, 57, 97-98
ethics, 507-508
goals, 103
history, 17, 96
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strategic therapy (continued)
pathology, 99-103
and problems, 97-100
with structural therapy, 116
techniques, 103-115
change restraint, 112-113
directives, 100, 105, 109-115
initial session, 106-107
ordeal, 115
pretending, 113
reframing, 107-109
sym bolic acts, 113
symptom prescription, 112
strategizing, 128
strategy for change, 103-104, 119
stress
Bowen approach, 257, 264-265
and communication, 178
experiential therapy, 185-186
inter- versus intrapersonal, 185-186
and schizophrenia, 476, 478,
562-563
and sexuality, 380
stress inoculation, 235, 248
stress-vulnerability model, 562, 582
Stromberg, C., 499
structural diagnosis, 81-82, 83-85
definition, 92
structural therapy
case example, 88-90
concepts, 63, 64-74
definitions, 33, 92, 119
drug abuse, 454-455
eating disorders, 568
effectiveness, 87-88, 90-91, 574
emphasis, 57, 78-79, 82-83
and fem inist therapy, 28-29
history, 12, 25-26
normal developm ent, 74-76
pathology, 76-78
with strategic therapy, 116
techniques, 79-87
structural-strategic-systems
engagement (SSSE), 540-541
Stuart, R. B., 205, 206
students, 519-520, 522
advice to, 531-532
anxiety in, 539
subconscious, 103, 119
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subjectivity, 206, 248. See also reality;
social constructionism
subjects. See participants
substance abuse
in adolescents, 540-541, 559,
568-570
alcoholism , 236, 452-454, 559
Bowen view, 260, 267
contextual approach, 281
couple therapy, 320-322, 453-454
definition, 451
drugs, 454-455
fam ily therapy, 451-455, 540-541,
559
prognostic factors, 321, 453-454
solution-focused approach, 154
strategic approach, 116
structural approach, 76, 87-90, 116
symptoms, 450
therapist impairment, 519
in women, 321-322
substantive evidence, 582
subsystems, 52, 66-67, 85
definitions, 61, 93
success factors. See prognostic factors
suggestions, 386, 402. See also
directives
super reasonable style, 178, 199
supervision
AAM FT guidelines, 519-520, 522,
523, 525
live, 26, 27, 474
support groups, 156
suprasystems, 44, 61
sym bolic acts, 113, 118
symbolic-experiential therapy
case example, 192-195
concepts, 178-180
definitions, 33, 199
history, 23
pathology, 183
research, 189
techniques, 185-187
symptom bearer, 403. See also
identified patient
symptoms. See also problems
Bow en view, 257, 260, 264, 266,
291
in children, 264-265, 268, 470-471
cognitive view , 220

symptoms (continued)
contextual view , 273-274, 275-276
experiential view s, 182-184, 185
negative, 475, 483
physical, 220, 260, 264
o f schizophrenia, 475
in sex therapy, 391
o f sexual abuse, 470-471
in strategic therapy, 98, 100-101,
112-113, 118
synergy, 46
system theory
change, 48-52, 54-57, 267
circularity versus linearity, 47-52
cognitive-behavioral view s, 207-208
definitions, 42, 59, 61, 119
entropy, 55
and family therapy, 57-58
homeostatic mechanisms, 52-54
interdependence, 46
non-summativity, 46
open system s, 54-57
positive connotation, 51
reductionism versus holism, 40-46
and sexuality, 393-394
subsystems, 52
systematic desensitization, 204, 249,
378
definition, 403
systematic procedures, 550
system ic epistem ology, 124, 144
system ic therapy. See also Bowen
therapy; Milan therapy
alcoholism , 452-453
ethical issues, 507
partner/spouse abuse, 465
Szapocznik, J., 540-541, 569-570

Taggart, M., 414, 415
T arasoffv. Regents o f U niversity o f
C alifornia, 498
teams. See also live supervision
definition, 144
and domestic violence, 317-318
dual-sex, 1 3 1 ,3 8 9 ,3 9 1 -3 9 2
experiential therapy, 179, 180
Milan approach, 27, 131-133
premarital counseling, 359

Index
teams (continued)
reflexive therapy, 152-153, 168
sex therapy, 389, 391-392, 398
telephone contact
for emergencies, 526, 530
initial calls, 132, 303
therapeutic alliance, 105
definitions, 119, 144
therapeutic maneuverability, 106, 120
therapeutic neutrality, 415, 442. See
also neutrality
therapeutic rituals, 125, 134-135
definition, 144
therapist(s)
com petency, 509, 5 1 0 -5 1 1 ,5 1 7 -5 1 9 ,
524
consultations between, 517
licensure, 509
in m ovies, 544
organizations for, 509
and research, 556-557, 574-577,
583n2
role of. See therapist, role o f
selection of, 510-511
substance use, 519
therapy for, 5 0 9 -5 1 1 ,5 1 8
training, 509
therapist, role of. See also ethics
A AM FT guidelines, 513-525
behavioral marital therapy, 560
fo rB oscolo, 128
Bowen therapy, 256, 266-269
and child abuse, 497-498
cognitive therapy, 214-215
cognitive-behavioral therapy, 216,
225-226, 228-229, 2 3 1 ,2 3 4
contextual approach, 214-215,
277-278, 279-280, 283
couple therapy, 301-304, 307-309,
501
cultural factors, 426-429, 431
experiential therapy, 177, 179-180,
186-187
gender-aware approach, 416, 419,
423
group versus family therapy, 11
Milan therapy, 27-28, 125-126, 128,
135, 137-139, 141
and outcome, 573-574
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therapist, role o f (continued)
postmodern therapies, 151-158,
160-162
and research, 556-557, 574-577,
583n2
sex therapy, 388-389, 392
and spirituality, 436-439
strategic approach, 98-99, 104-106
structural therapy, 78, 80-87, 82-83,
139
and substance abuse, 451-452, 519
therapist-client contract, 105-106, 120.
See also contracts
therapy. See also ethics; group therapy;
sessions; teams
children in, 268-269
concurrent individual, 480
couples, 268-269
denial of, 516
duration of, 279, 321
AAM FT guidelines, 516
child abuse therapy, 470
individual versus conjoint, 57, 58
and divorce, 457-458
and domestic violence, 467-468
and partner/spouse abuse, 465
individual with group, 465
levels of, 309
pacing, 80-81
stages o f
experiential therapy, 186-187
support-based, 574
technique-based, 574
for therapists, 509-511
third-party observation, 516
Thomas, M. B., 173-174
thought patterns, 214-219
thought processes, 206-207
versus em otions, 257
time
and binuclear fam ilies, 460
and contextual therapy, 275
definition, 144
and Milan therapy, 139
and symptoms, 471
time in the field, 555, 582
time-out procedures, 212, 317
definitions, 249, 331, 366
in PREP, 346
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Todd, T., 88, 116, 455, 570
Toman, W ., 262
Tomm, K., 124, 128. See also Milan
therapy
touch. See physical contact
tradition, 551 -552, 582
training
in communication, 233-234, 313,
327
for couples, 311-313
for family, o f schizophrenics,
475-478, 563-564
o f marriage/family therapist, 509,
524, 525, 531-533
for parenting, 233, 237, 571
for problem solving, 234, 306, 330,
343
for research, 531-532
transactional patterns, 271, 291. See
also family patterns
transfer and generalization, 343, 366
transgenerational therapy. See also
B owen therapy; contextual
therapy
case study, 280-284
definition, 33
history, 24, 279
object relations theory, 279-280
research on, 558
transitions. See also divorce
B ow en approach, 263-264, 267
cognitive-behavioral view , 224
contextual approach, 275
fam ily life c y c le , 101, 102
and rituals, 134, 159
strategic approach, 101, 102
trauma, interpersonal, 320, 329
traumatic abuse, 154, 309-311
treatment dropouts, 471
treatment manuals, 549, 582
trends
couple therapy, 299-301, 312
in family therapy, 299
in research, 548-550, 553-555, 557
Trepper, T. S., 69, 77
triadic questioning, 137, 145
triangles
and birth order, 262
in B owen approach, 258-259,
260-262, 264-266, 291

triangles, in B ow en approach
(continued)
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